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Chapter One 

Introduction

Paramatthamanjusa - Visuddhimagga-MahdOka

The Paramatthamanjusa is a commentary on Visuddhimagga (Path of Purification), the 

most well-known Theravada Buddhist book composed by Bhadantacariya Buddhaghosa 

(5th Gentury A.D.). The author Acariya Dhammapala himself calls this book as 
Paramatthamanjusa in the colophon of the same book. 1 He refers to it as 

Paramatthamanjusa Visuddhimaggasamvannana or simply as 

Visuddhimaggasamvannana, also rarely Visuddhimaggatika in his own Sub
commentaries (flias), such as, DAT,2 MAT,3 and SAT.4

1 See next paragraph.
2 For example, ayamettha sahkhepo, vittharo pana visuddhimaggasamvannanaya gahetabbo. (DAT. i. 
223); svayamattho paramatthamahjusayam visuddhimaggasamvannanayam aruppakathayam savisesam 
vutto, tasma tattha vuttanayena veditabbo. (DAT. i. 327)
3 svayam buddhanam vipassanacaro paramatthamahjusaya visuddhimaggasamvannandya uddesato 
dassito, atthikehi tato gahetabbot i. (MAT. i. 202); ayamettha sahkhepo, vittharo pana 
visuddhimaggasamvannanaya gahetabbo. (MAT. i. 323)
4 te pana akara visuddhimaggasamvannandya vuttanayena veditabba. (SAT. i. 77); mutta-cagoti-adisu 
yam vattabbam tarn visuddhimaggatikayam vuttanayena veditabbam. (SAT)
5 suvannapattam mahjusaya nikkhipapesi. (Ja. ii. 36); suvannapattam sara-mahjusdyam thapetva kalam 
akasi. ( Ja. iv. 335)

The literal meaning of Paramatthamanjusa is ‘The Casket (mahjusa) of the Ultimate 

(parama) Reality (attha)\ In Jataka books the word mahjusa appears in the sense of a 
casket used for keeping important documents.5 The term paramattha in Abhidhamma is 

the ultimate reality, which is the subject of Abhidhamma. The ultimate reality in 

Abhidhamma is nama (mentality), which is divided into two, that is, citta 

(consciousness, 89/121 states of consciousness) and cetasika (consciousness 

concomitants, 52 kinds), rupa (materiality), and nibbana. Thus Paramatthamanjusa 
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means ‘the casket in which the Ultimate Reality is well kept’. In the colophon to Pm the 

author himself defines the meaning of Paramatthamanjusa as:

Whatever commentary was begun by me following the method of the Ancients 

and [was] composed for elucidating its (Visuddhimagga's) meaning. [T] was requested 

by Dathanaga of Siddhagama Parivena, faring pure and wise.

That very [commentary] which is named “The casket of the Ultimate Truths” 

because ultimate truths are arranged [there] each in its place, [and] which is within easy 

understanding, has reached completion in [the form of] a text of about eighty eight 

bhanavaras.

tassa attham pakasetum, kathdmaggam puratanam\

nissaya ya samaraddha, atthasamvannana mayajj

ayacito siddhagama-parivenanivasina |

therena dathanagena, suddhacarena dhimatd\\

sa esaparamatthanam, tattha tattha yatharaham\ 

riidhanato paramatthamanjusa ndma namatoll 

sampatta parinitthanam, anakulavinicchaya\ 

atthasitippamanaya, paliyd bhanavdrato\\

Paramatthamanjusa is popularly known as Visuddhimagga-Mahatika (The Great Sub

commentary on Visuddhimagga) or simply called as Mahatika by Theravada monks. 

Though the primary purpose of naming this as Mahatika is to distinguish this book from 
Sahkhepatthajotani6 which is called as Visuddhimagga-Cullafika or simply called 

Cullatikd, this is called Mahatika because this is estimated as the masterpiece among 

tlkas.

6 The author is unknown. A critical edition of the first and second chapters of this book was published by 
Jion Abe titled 'Sahkhepatthajotani Visuddhimagga-CuUafika Sila-Dhutahga\ Poona, 1981. There exists 
one more fika named Visuddfiimaggaganthi by Chapada (12th A. D.).

According to Theravada tradition this is considered as one of the two most difficult 

books written in Pali-, the other is Abhldhammatthakathatika, popularly known as 
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Miilafika composed by Acariya Ananda (6 A.D.) When they mention a difficulty of a 

book they compare it with Pm. The explanation is pregnant with meaning, and precise. 

The whole text and its expression being deeply philosophical, it is doubly difficult. Pm 

offers ample evidence to show the author’s proficiency in philosophy, Vyakarana 

(grammar) and logic. All the main systems of Indian philosophy, such as Jainism, 

Vedanta, Sankhya, Vaisesika, Vijnanavada, etc. are criticized from the orthodox stand

point. Thus it seems to be one of the main reasons why later Theravadian monks who 

did not have much background of Indian systems of philosophy, whether it is dstika or 

nastika, regarded this book as the most difficult.7 8

7 See Mahasi Biography, pp. 192-4.
8 Ibid, p.190.

The fact that the traditional Theravada Buddhist countries such as Sri Lanka and 

Thailand do not have the translation of this book into their own languages yet tells how 

this book is difficult, too. Myanmar (Burma), admitted as the most advanced 

Abhidhamma land in the world, also did not have complete translation of this book in 

their history. It was 1966 only, nearly one thousand four hundred years later when Ven. 

Mahasi Savadaw translated entire portion of this book in Burmese language titled as 

“Visuddhimagga Mahatika Nissaya. ’’ Thus Burmese people proudly say that the glory 

and fame of Mahasi Sayadaw were obtained by the translation of this book. The author 

of Mahasi Biography says:

“After the publication of this text, a number of letters expressing approbation as 

well as words of praise came showering upon the author. ... Only when this small 

version of Nissaya text had appeared, Mahasi Sayadaw’s reputation became prominent 

as a person of erudition thoroughly proficient in Indian Nissaya also. Ifemust be stated
O 

that this small text had enhanced the glory and fame of Mahasi Sayadaw.”

Visuddhitnagga and atthakathas

Pali literature dealing with the Buddha's teachings can be divided into three categories 

or phases of development, namely (1) Canonical or Tipitaka, (2) Commentarial or 

Atthakatha, (3) Sub-commentarial or Tika. The first category reached its final form with 

its being committed to writing, an event generally assigned to the reign of Vattagamini 
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Abhaya in the first century B. C. The second stage attained its climax during the fifth 

and six centuries A.D. Here the most important commentator is no doubt Buddhaghosa, 

who composed the Visuddhimagga, the commentaries on the first four Nikäyas and 

other commentaries. Though the third period flourished in exuberant abundance during 

the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, i.e. the Polonnaruva period, it starts from Mülatikä 

of Ananda and tikäs of Dhammapäla. Even it seems that Dhammapäla wrote Anufikäs 

earlier than his seven atthakathäs on Khuddakanikäya.

The commentaries (atthakathäs) on the Tipitaka lay down the orthodox interpretation 

current in the Mahävihära at Anurädhapura and are established by Buddhaghosa’s 
Visuddhimagga?

At the beginning of several of his commentaries Buddhaghosa states9 10 that he is basing 

hiS explanations upon the atthakathäs which were first recited by the 500 theras, i.e. at 

the first council, and afterwards brought to Ceylon by Mahinda and translated into the 

Sinhalese language for the sake of the inhabitants of the island. There is no direct 

evidence that any commentarial material was in fact recited at the first council, but there 

is clear evidence that some parts of the commentaries are very old, perhaps even going 

back to the time of the Buddha because they afford parallels with texts which are 

regarded as canonical by other sects, and must therefore pre-date the schisms between 

the sects. From the many references to events and personages in Ceylon which we find 

in Buddhaghosa’s commentaries, and which were presumably taken from the Sihala 

atthakathäs, we>can be certain that additions were made to those atthakathäs after their 

arrival in Ceylon. A critical examination of the commentaries suggests that.no additions 

were made to them after the first century A. D.11

9 Hinüber, p. 100.
10 DA. i. 15-18; DhsA. 1.27, etc.
11 Norman, pp. 118-9.

It is said that Visuddhimagga is a commentary (atthakathä) related to the four Nikäyas. 

Then a question may arise: He composed four commentaries on all four Ägamas, then 

why did Visuddhimagga also explain the meanings of the four Nikäyasl The answer is: 

that.no
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Because the teaching of Five Aggregates, Twelve Bases, Eighteen Elements, Four 

Noble Truths, etc. are available in all the four Nikayas, to avoid to explain all these 

things again and again in those different texts he selected common teachings of all four 

texts first and categorized them under three headings, sila (chapters I-II), samadhi (III- 

XIII), and panha (XIV-XXIII). Therefore he explains them in detail first in the 

Visuddhimagga. Then when he finds such teachings as the Four Noble Truths, Five 

Aggregates, etc., in the four commentaries, he refers to Visuddhimagga and asks to see 

Visuddhimagga. For example, kamacchandadlnam vittharakatha visuddhimaggato 
gahetabba',n tesam vittharakatha visuddhimaggato veditabba,'3 etc. This was the basic 

plan. Then there was no need to explain them in detail again and again in commentaries. 

This well planed system is the main pinpose of Visuddhimagga. Thus Buddhaghosa 
himself states in Gantharambhakatha of DA, etc.,12 13 14 as:

12 DA. i. 335.
13 DA. iii. 63.
14 DA. i. 2-3; VinA. 1.2; AA. I. 2.
15 Norman, pp. 120-1.

sabba ca abhihhayo, pahhasahkalananicchayo cevaj 

khandhadhatdyatanindriyani, ariyaniceva cattari\\ 

saccanipaccayakaradesana, suparisuddhanipunanaya\ 

avimuttatantimagga, vipassana bhavana cevajl 

iti pana sabbam yasma, visuddhimagge may a suparisuddham] 

vuttam tasma bhiyyo, na tarn idha vicarayissdmi\\ 

majjhe visuddhimaggo, esa catunnampi agamananhi\ 

thatvapakdsayissati, tatthayatha bhasitam attham\\

Thus K. R. Norman observes, “Therefore naturally the Visuddhimagga extracts from the 

Pitakas all the central doctrines which pivot upon the four truths, presents them as a 

coherent systematic whole by way of quotation and explanation, interspersed with 

treatises on subjects of more or less relative importance. It illustrates by means of a 

large number of stories, set in either India or Ceylon, the whole being assimilated into 
an elaborate edifice.”15
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This method is adopted by Dhammapala who composed Pm and other three fíkás on 

Digha-, Majjhima-, and Samyutta-Atthakathás. He also composed Visuddhimaggafíká 
first and quoted it while making three fíkás.16 Interestingly, the author of AAT, 

Sariputta (12 A.D) also quoted Pm in his own work in the same manner as Dhammapala 
did.17 Thus fíkás on DA, MA, SA and even AA form a unit together with the Pm. Thus 

atthakathás and fíkás are systemized through Visuddhimagga and Pm in Pali literature.

16 See notes 2,3, and 4 above.
For example, etthayam vattabbarn, tam visuddhimaggasamvannanato gahetabbam. (AAT. i. 67)

18 HinUber, p. 100.

Tifca

A fíká is a secondary commentary, that is, a commentary upon a commentary. Thus it is 

translated as subcommentary. This word is also used occasionally for a commentary 

upon a non-canonical text. They may be subdivided into miila- “basic purána- “old 

maha- “great anu- “sub nova- “new abhinava-fíká “very new 

subcommentary.” While all canonical texts are covered by atthakathas, there is no 

complete set of fíkás.

Still later set of subcommentaries mostly composed in Thailand is called atthayojaná. 

The native languages of the Theravada countries have also been used for later exegetical 

literature, which is usually a combination of translation and interpretation. These are 

called in Sri Lanka sannaya, in Myanmar nissaya, and in Thailand either nissaya or 
vohára.18

Exegetical treatises called fíká are found in Sanskrit and Jaina literature as well. In 

Sanskrit it is but one of the many forms of exegesis, such as, vrtti, várttika, bhásya, etc. 

Here the characteristic feature of Sanskrit fíkás is said to be the explanation of each and 

every word of the original text, for it is defined as fíká nirantará vyákhyá. 

Hemacandra’s definition of fíká is sugamánám visamánám ca nirantará vyákhyá 

yasyám, “those literatures which explain without exception all words both easy and 

difficult.” Tikás are comparatively later and are considered as being meant for beginners. 

In Jaina literature, fíká is the last of four types of exegetical works, the first three being 
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nijjutti, bhásá and cunni. Jaina fíkás are composed mostly in Sanskrit and more or less 

form the last phase of literary development. According to Wintemitz the Jaina tikáš 

belong to about the eleventh or twelfth century A.D. He believes that bhasyas, curnis 

and fíkás are so intermingled in Jaina literature that it is difficult to distinguish them 

from one another. Thus Pali fíkás differ from both Sanskrit and Jaina counterparts in 
being neither word to word explanations nor Sanskrit compositions.19

19 DAT(R), xxviii-xxix.
20 Ibid, xxx.

Tiká as a literary type seems to have come into popularity first among the Buddhist 

Sanskrit writers of (South) India. Aryadeva (about A.D. 200) whom tradition regards as 

a personal disciple of Nágárjuna has been the author of a fíká called 

Pranyamulasástratiká. Asaňga (A.D. 280-360), his brother Vasubandhu, Sthiramati 

(about A.D. 340), Dinnága (about A.D. 345-425), and Gunaprabha (about A.D. 550- 

610) were also credited with the compilation of several fíkás. Thus it seems quit 
probable that tiká as literary type was popularized by Buddhist Sanskrit writers.20

Though fíkás form part and parcel of Sanskrit, Jaina and Buddhist literature, it is strange 

to note that the etymology of the word fíká itself seems quite obscure. The Sanskrit 

Dhátupátha contains a root fík, "to go", from which it may be inferred that the word is 

derived, but the root itself does not appear to be indigenous to Sanskrit. Cerebrals, on 

the whole, do not form an integral part of the Indo-European sound system, and when 
they do occur they are mainly positional.21

Wiistin his periodical PHMA III, 1957, traces the development of t- < s- in Indo-Aryan 

languages and brings forward a number of examples: Thakkura < sakvara; takka- and 
táka < Šákya; táka < šakala; tamkara < šaňkara, etc. In this discussion he rejects the 

views of all other scholars and shows that fifcS is derived from šíksá as a dialectal form, 
t- replacing Š-, and -ks- > -kkh- > -kk- > -k- (cf. rksa > ikka)?1

Dhammapala - the author of Pm
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The earliest book which tells us the authorship of Pm is Sâratthadïpariï (Vinaya 

Atthakathâtïkâ, VinAT). A few relevant passages of VinAT which was complied by 

Sâriputta during the twelfth century A.D. clearly show that at least in the twelfth 

century A.D. Badarathitthavihâravâsï Àcariya Dhammapâla was confirmed as the 

author of the commentaries to the seven poetical works of the Khuddakanikâya, NettiA, 
Pm, DAT, MAT, and SAT.23 As no source of traditional information can be dated as 

early as this, information contained in VinAT should be regarded as more valuable and 

trustworthy than the formal chronicles of a later date, such as Gandhavamsa composed 

by Nandapafifia (17th Century A. D.) and Sdsanavamsa (1831, A. D.), which were 
composed in Burma.24 Gandhavamsa and Sdsanavamsa also ascribe the authorship of 

Pm to Àcariya Dhammapâla.25 Thus tradition is unanimous in ascribing the authorship 

of Pm to Àcariya Dhammapâla.

23 Ibid, liv.
24 K. R. Norman, pp. 180-1; Hinüber, p. 3.
25 DAT(R), xli.
26 AAT which is available now is composed by Säriputta (12 A. D.). Cf. Hinüber, p. 167.
27 A title ‘Linatthavannana' was also adopted by him for NettiA. See ibid. Though NettiA is called
atthakathä, it belongs to fikä category. For Netti itself is treated as atfhakalha because it belongs to post- 
canonical literature. According to Gv, he is also credited to have composed NettiAT.

J* -

A large number of commentaries are ascribed to Dhammapâla.

I. Paramatthadïpariï: Atthakathâs on seven poetiy books in Khuddakanikâya, i.e., Ud,

It, Vv, Pv, Thag, Thig, Cp.

II. Pm

III. Lînatthappakâsinï: Tîkâs on DA, MA, SA, JâA.26

IV. Lïnatthavannanâ (The Explanation of the Hidden Meaning): Anutikâs on DhsAT, 

VbhAT, Pancappakarana Müla tïkâ.

V. Commentary and subcommentary on Netti27 and commentary on Buddhavamsa 

Atthakathâ.

Though tradition ascribes the authorship of at least eighteen works28 mentioned above 

to Àcariya Dhammapâla, modem scholars give different views about the authorship. As

8 Gv states that Dhammapäla composed fourteen books, while categorizing as seven atthakathäs, one Pm,
one Linatthapakasirii, one NettiA, and NettiAT, one JäAT, one Linatthavannanä, and one BvAT.
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Aloysius Pieris already mentioned, the debate on the date of Dhammapala revolves 

round just these two questions:29

29 A. Pieris, p. 65.
30 UdA. 463; ItA. II. 194; VvA. 355; PvA 287; ThagA. III. 210; ThiigA. 301; CpA. 336; NettiA. 249; Pm. 
443. (Except Pm, all are PTS ed.)
31 A. Pieris, p. 66.

saddhammävataratfhäne pattane Nägasavhaye 
dhammäsoka-mahäräja-vihäre vasatä mayä. (NettiA. 249: PTS)

Question I: Were the five tïkâs compiled by the same Dhammapala who wrote the seven 

atthakathâsl Or were there two writers?

Question II: Was the Pâli exegete, [be he the author of the atthakathâ only, or of the 

tïkâ also] the same as the famous Dharmapâla of Nâlanda referred to as a native of 

Kâncipura by Hiuen Tsiang?

In order to have clear understating for the stands of view of various scholars it will be 

helpful to summarize the basic materials:

[1] . The primary source of information on Dhammapala is the usual reference to 

authorship made in the prose ending of the colophons to his works. In the Pm, NettiA 

and in all the seven works of Parqmatthadïpâni, the colophons end with the assertion 

that the compiler was “Acariya Dhammapala residing in the monastery of [or at] 

Badaratittha”, such as, ‘badaratitthavihâravâsinâ âcariyadhammapâlena katâ 
paramatthamahjüsâ nâma visuddhimaggamahâtïkâ samatta’ at the end of Pm.30

All the scholars who deal with Dhammapala first mention this source. A. Pieris suggests 

that Badaratittha is not a name of monastery buta place, as Sasanavamsa indicated.31

[2] . Verse-section of the colophon to the NettiA testifies that its author lived in a 

monastery associated with the name of King Asoka and situated in Nâgapattana, a town 
“in the land where the Noble Dhamma descended”, i.e., in India.32
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Thus Ven. Buddhadatta, while combining [1] and [2] concluded that Badaratittha was a 

monastery in Negapatan (present name of Nagapattana), which was rejected by A. Pieris 

as too hasty. E. W. Adhikaram suggested that NettiA would have been written “at a 

time when Dhammapala [of Badaratittha] was residing at Nagapattana in the vihara 

built by King Asoka”, which has no basis, either. The suggestion made by Paranavitana 

that Badaratittha was the ancient name of modem Kadalur, a South Indian coastal town 

north of Negapatan and south of Conjeevaram (Kaficipura) seems to be more reliable. 

Though Paranavitana argued that the author of seven atthakathas and that of five tikas 

and that of NettiA are different because [2] and [3] below are different, it would do well 

to look for other reasons, as long as the doubt about Badaratittha and Negapatan is not 

cleared up.33

33 A. Pieris, pp. 66-7.
34 See the quotation mentioned on p. 3 above.

[3].  The most controversial and important source appears in Pm itself. According to the 

colophon to Pm, the author said that he wrote it at the request of a wise thera of pure 
character Dathanaga by name, who lived in the Siddhagamaparivena.34 According to 

Ciilavamsa this Parivena was built by King Sena IV (A.D. 954-6) in a place where he 

lived as a monk before his accession. His successor, King Mahinda IV (A.D. 956-72) 

appointed thera Dathanaga. If it is true, that Dhammapala wrote the Pm at the request of 

Dathanaga thera of the Siddhagama parivena, it follows that this tika was compiled 

sometime in the latter half of the 10th century.

Thus this fact compelled Ven Buddhadatta to conclude that its author who also 

composed seven atfhakathas and tikas lived in the 10th century A. D., and, therefore, 

was not to be confused with Dharmapala of Nalanda, who lived four centuries earlier 

(see [5] below). In fact this source takes most important role to insist on two [sometimes 

three] authorships (Question I). Ven. Saddhatissa in full use of this source and [4] below 

argues that in fact there are two Dhammapalas, writer of atthakathas and that of tikas. 

While making use of [5] below he asserts that the former lived in 6 A. D. and the latter 

in 10 A. D.; the former is called as Acariya Dhammapala and the latter is Culla 

Dhammapala mentioned at [4] below; the former South Indian, the latter Sri Lankan, etc.
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Because of [3] and [4] below, eminent Pali scholar K. R. Norman says that it seems 

very probable that the Atthakathas and this tika are composed by different 

Dhammapalas.35

35 K. R. Norman, p. 149.
36 DAT(R), xlvii.
37 A. Pieris, pp. 74-7.
38 See G, P. Malalasekera, p. 112; DAT(R), xli.
39 DAT(R), xliii.
40 Ibid, xlviii.

The scholars who believe in single authorship are not convenienced by this source. 

Therefore they try to construe and understand it differently. Thus while defending a 
single authorship, Lily de Silva points out36 37 that there are a number of places the names 

of which closely resemble Siddagama (now spelt differently due to peculiarities of 

pronunciation in Tamil) around Kancipura, such as, Siddhakovil, Siddhamalai, 

Saddhavadi Nadu, Siddhapura. Some of these places have had a history connected with 

religious activities. For example, Siddhapura has a long history and is the site of one of 

Asokan edicts. A. Pieris, defending a single authorship, mentions that this source is only 

one piece of evidence that seems to militate against his article. He suggests that this 

source should not be allowed to play a decisive role in the discussion on the date of 

Dhammapala, unless it is subjected to a critical examination. The reason is that this 

verse does not fit syntactically into the rest of the colophon.

[4].  In a chapter entitled “The birth-place of scholars” the Gandhavamsa mentions four 

scholars by the name of Dhammapala.38 The first is Acariya Dhammapala mentioned in 

a series of ten scholars, all natives of India, immediately after Buddhadatta and Ananda. 

He is said to have written fourteen books. The second is called as Culla Dhammapala 

mentioned between Dipankara and Kassapa. He is credited with the authorship of 
Saccasankhepa and he is said to be the senior pupil of Ananda.39 The third is placed 

between Sangharakkhita and Anuruddha; and the fourth name occurs in a list of 

scholars from Arimaddanapura. Among these, third and fourth are beyond our 
discussion.40
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This is also a good source to believe that there was double authorship. Ven. Saddhatissa 

indicates that the author of flkas is Culla Dhammapäla, which was rejected by Lily de 

Silva.41 In DPPN, Malalasekera says that Culla Dhammapäla was the senior pupil of 

Vanaratana Ananda and wrote the Saccasahkhepa. He also says that this Dhammapäla 

was also credited with fikas on several works, including a Llnatlhavannana (Anufika) on 

Ananda's Mülatikä, which cannot be justifiable. In 'The Pali Literature of Ceylorf, 

Malalasekera, however, was inclined to believe that Buddhavamsa-Atthakathä-Tikä and 

Anufikäs were the result of the labours of a later author, probably an Indian or a 

Burmese Dhammapäla, which cannot be justifiable, either. The only reason he believes 

thus is that these two works are very rare and he does not know of any copy existing in 

Sinhalese characters.42

41 Ibid, xliii-xlvi.
42 G. P. Malalasekera, pp. 114-5.
43 A. Pieris, p. 68.
44 Ibid.
45 Ibid, pp.'69-70.

[5].  Sources from the Chinese pilgrim Hiuen Tsiang’s diary and his pupil Hwi Li’s "The 

Life of Hiuen Tsiang” give some bio-bibliographical information about a certain 

Bodhisattva Dharmapäla. The main points of Ven. Budhhadatta’s collection for this 
discussion are:43 Bodhisattva Dharmapäla was bom in Käncipura. Virtuous and talented, 

he was one of the celebrities that studied at Nälanda where, later, as head of the 

University, he was succeeded by his own pupil, the reputed Silabadra who, when Hiuen 

Tsiang visited Nälanda in 640 A.D., was about seventy years old. This Dharmapäla was, 

evidently, a follower of the Yogäcära school. And, to have been the teacher of 

DharmakTrti and of Silabadra (who was 70 years old in 640 A.D.), he should have been 
active during the latter half of the 6th century.44

Though Malalasekera, Ven. Saddhatissa and Lily de Silva regard atthakathäkära 

Dhammapäla as a native of Käncipura, following these collections of Ven. Buddhadatta, 

there is no positive evidence to believe that Äcariya Dhammapäla and Bodhisattva 
Dharmapäla are the same person.45 In fact this argument was already raised by Rhys 

Davids. All the later scholars like Norman and Oskar von Hinüber and earlier scholars 
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like M. Wintemitz46 and Wilhelm Geiger are doubtful and reject it. If Dharmapäla was a 

follower of the Yogäcära school, there seems to be little possibility to identify him as 
Dhammapäla. For Dhammapäla refutes Vijnänavädin’s opinion in Pm.47

46 M. Wintemitz, while dealing Dhammapala who commented on seven books of Kuddakanikaya, 
suggests that the Dhammapala who wrote commentaries on the Visuddhimagga and on the Dlgha-, 
Majjhima-, and Samyuttanikdyas is probably a different man. At all events, the Dhammapala with whom 
we are concerned is not the same as the Dharmapala, who lived in the monastery of Nalanda, and was the 
teacher of Hsuan Tsang.
47 A quotation appears in the latter portion of this chapter.
48 A. Pieris, p. 73; DAT(R), xliii-xlvi.
49 See the later portion of this chapter.

Thus we observed the sources and the arguments defending them in brief. All the 

arguments, attempts and assumptions based on these sources regarding one/two/three 
authorships and his date are ambiguous, hasty and unsuccessful. It is also impossible to 

find out whether Dhammapäla was South Indian, which seems likely, or Ceylonese 

according to these sources.

As scholars like A. Pieris and Hinüber suggested we should try to find more evidence, 

such as, cross reference, internal coherence in the manner and the matter expressed in 

the atthakathäs and the tikäs, which can decide whether they came from the same pen or 

not.
/

Lily de Silva’s following observation will be helpful to judge Question I:

The DAT bears no resemblance to the Saccasamkhepa composed by Culla Dhammapäla 

who was credited to write the Pm and the other tikäs by Ven. Saddhatissa; Gv refers to 

the writer as an Indian thercr, the term culla (the lesser) applied to an author of so many 

important works needs to be explained; the grammatical terminology used in the DAT is 

the same as Buddhaghosa’s rather than Kaccäyana’s which was in vogue in the 10th 
century.48 She also gives examples of DAT which bear striking similarities and parallels 

to UdA, ItA, CpA, which can take an important role to judge the same authorship of 

atthakathäs and tikäs. In this context I may add the ample evidences for the fact that Pm 
has many parallels with Anutikäs which were believed to be composed by him.49
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Recently, in 1996, Hinüber revealed a very decisive evidence to prove single authorship. 

He says, “There is, however, an important indication that these commentaries 

[atthakathäs and tikäs} were indeed written by Dhammapäla, for it is said in the 

Paramatthadtpariv. vitthäro ... kathävatthupakaranassa tikaya gahetabbo, UdA 94, 9 

referring to KvAnuT 122, 14sq., and not to Ananda’s Ppk-mt (KvAT) as erroneously 

assumed by Cousins 1972:162 in his important discussion on the subcommentaries. 

This crucial cross reference seems to guarantee the unity of this set of subcommentaries 

as works of Dhammapäla.”50

50 Hinüber, p. 168.
51 Ibid, 169. -
52 DAT(R), xliii.
53 It is more likely to say that Pm forms a unit together with tikäs on DA, MA, SA, because we can find 
one reference of SAT in Pm. It is: tä pana asamniohantena samyuttasuttatikäyam. vitthärato dassitäti 
tattha vuttanayena veditabbäA^m. III. §43)

He again argues, “Once the Paramatthadiparii and the Linatthavannanä on the 

Abhidhamma commentaries are connected by a cross reference, the theory of two 

different Dhammapälas and the whole problem of the unity of these commentaries has 

to be discussed anew.”51 Thus single authorship of atthakathäs and tikäs has firm base 

and is justifiable.

Pm also gives a very decisive evidence to prove that one and the same Dhammapäla 

wrote Pm and Paramatthadiparii. In Pm. IX. 274, while commenting on päramitä 

Dhammapäla says, “ayamettha sahkhepo, vitthärato pana päramitäsu yam vattabbam, 

tarn paramatthadlpaniyam cariyäpitakavannanäyam vuttanayeneva veditabbam, 

ativitthärabhayena na vitthdrayimhaP According to D. L. Barua the detailed account on 
päramitä is the most important part of the whole of CpA.52 Thus single authorship of 

atthakathäs and tikäs is justifiable. At the same time, we can safely conclude that 

Dhammapäla wrote Anutikä which is known as Linatthavannanä first and wrote 

Paramatthadtparii, seven atthakathäs on Kuddhakanikäya next; after that he composed 

Pm and tikäs on DA, MA, SA.53
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Nothing is known about the date of Dhammapäla, except that he must be later than 

Buddhaghosa and earlier than Säriputta (12th A. D.) We need other evidences to prove 

his date.

Lily de Silva observes that Dhammapäla says Änandäcariyo avoca,54 referring to 

DhsAT 75, 24. The fact that the view is introduced as Änandäcariyo avoca and not as 

Mülatikäyam aha shows that Ananda may have been quite a familiar figure at the time 
of the compilation of DAT.55 Hinüber rightly adds that as the unusual aorist instead of 

the common past participle is used according to Panini 3.3.175, it should refer to the 

near past. Thus Hinüber says, “That Ananda was his teacher seems to be confirmed.”56

54 DAT iii. 67 (PTS: 85,22): jivhätälucalanädikaravitakkasamutthitam sukhumasaddam dibbasotena 
sutvä ädisatiti suite vulta"nti Unandäcariyo avoca.
55 DAT(R), xliv-xlv.
56 Hinüber, p. 170.
57 A. Pieris, pp. 73-4.
58 See the following part of this chapter.
59 A. Pieris, p. 74.

The observation made by A. Pieris57 that the relationship between Dhammapäla and 

Ananda was that of rival teachers rather than of pupil and teacher based on Sumangala’s 

two books, the Abhidhammatthavikäsirii and the Abhidhammatthasahghaha-vibhavarii- 

tikä seems to add some more evidences. Though Dhammapäla advocates the opinion of 

Buddhaghosa and Mahävihära and is against Ananda, we should bear in mind that these 

points are minute when we consider the vast and profound discussions appearing in the 

latter’s Mülatfkäs. The fact that he freely and very much frequently quotes or uses the 

parallel passages occurring in Mülatikä especially Vibhanga-Atthakathä-Mülatikä58 and 

the fact that he himself composed Anufikäs to explain Ananda’s-view and to supplement 

Mülatikä earlier than his own seven atthakathäs, shows that he was Ananda’s disciple 

or at least influenced much by Ananda not his rival.

A. Pieris observes that Dhammapäla was often coupled with the polemicist Jotipäla, the 

mighty defender of the Mahävihära tradition, who came from India towards the end of 

the 6th century during the reign of Aggabodhi I. Thus he suggests his date as 6th A.D. 
rather than 10th A.D.59
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K. R. Norman, though assuming two authorships, suggests the date of attakathäkära 

Dhammapäla as follows: “There has not, as yet, been found any trace of 

interdependence between Dhammapäla and Upasena or Mahänäma, which probably 

means that all three were writing at about the same time. We shall perhaps not be far out 

if we assume that Dhammapäla composed his works about the middle of the sixth 
century A.D.”60

60 K. R. Norman, p. 137.
61 Hinüber, pp. 170-1.

Hinüber gives the chronology as: Poränaganthipada — Dhammasiriganthipada — Ananda 

- Vajirabuddhi and he concludes that Vajirabuddhi and Dhammapäla may have been 

contemporaries, and, moreover, both may be South Indians, in view of the occasional 

ignorance of Dhammapäla concerning North Indian geography. Of course it is 

impossible to convert this relative chronology into an absolute one. He suggests that all 

these commentators might have lived within the brackets of AD 450 and AD 600. He 
said Dhammapäla could be dated somewhere about AD 550-60061.

Concerning present work

The current work is a humble attempt to translate chapters XIV-XXIII (pannäkhanda) 

of Pm into English among total twenty-three chapters, which are divided into three 

groups (khandha) of sila (chapters I to II), samadhi (chapters III to XII) and pahnä 

(chapters XIV to XXIII). In this work chapters two to five constitute the attempt of 

word to word translation of chapters XIV to XVII of Pm, respectively, which are called 

as pahhäbhümika (The Soil in which Understanding Grows); chapters six to eleven 

constitute the attempt of summary of Visuddhimagga and the translation of some 

relevant passages of Pm, corresponding to chapters XVIII to XXIII of Visuddhimagga 

and Pm, respectively, which are known as pahhäsarira (The Trunk of Understanding).

There are two major reasons why I confine my study within the chapters on pahhä only. 

First, Pm is too big volume to treat all in my study, which should be finished within 
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limited period. It was published in two or three volumes in every available edition. For 

example, in Burmese edition it contains 1025 pages and in Thai edition 1704 pages. In 

this thesis the translation of pahnabhumika (XIV-XXIII) alone covers nearly 500 pages. 

If I try to translate the whole it will be more than 1600 pages and it will be beyond 

limitation.

Second, the chapters on pahha seem to be, in my opinion, most important in 

Visuddhimagga and Pm. They treat almost every topic related to Dhamma and 

Abhidhamma in Theravada Buddhism. It may be true that the centerpiece of Vis is the 

chapters on samadhi, which covers half the text and is based on the meditation as 

described in Dhs. Though Vis belongs to commentary on four Nikdyas the content of 

Vis, however, continues the Abhidhamma texts. The form appears changed as there is 

no longer a Matika at the beginning, but a verse. This was felt to be unusual for a Pd/Z 

text by Dhammapala, who justifies the verse at the beginning by pointing out that Vis is 

neither a commentary such as DA nor a treatise (pakarana} such as the 
Abhidhammavatara, but something in the middle.62 Thus Vis is not so much a 

commentary as a sort of encyclopaedia, a compendium of Buddhist doctrine and 

metaphysics presented in a logical and systematic manner. Really Vis is a masterly 

summary of Buddhist teaching. Those doctrines (pariyattis) are well treated in 

pahhakhandha especially in pahnabhumika (chapters XIV-XVIII). Thus I selected 

pahhakkhandha for my study.

62 kasma pandyam visuddhimaggakatha vatthupubbika araddha, na satthuthomanapubbikati? vuccate - 
visum asamvannanadibhavato. ..sumahgalavilasini.ddayo viya hi dighanikayadinam nayam visum 
samvannana, na pakaranantaram va abhidhammavatarasumatavataradi viya. Tasamyeva pana 
sumahgalavilasiniddinam visesabhuta. tenevaha "majjhe visuddhimaggo"tiadi. (Pm. 1.2)

The main teachings of Buddha, such as aggregates (khandha dealt with in chapter XIV), 

bases and elements (ayatanadhatu dealt with in chapter XV), faculties and truths 

(indriyasacca dealt with in chapter XVI), and dependent origination (paticcasamuppada, 

dealt with in chapter XVII) belong to the most important and difficult pariyatti 

(doctrine). The thorough explanation of 89 consciousnesses in chapter XIV based on 

Abhidhamma method is well-known among scholars. Exegesis on nibbana in XVI and 

on dependent origination in XVII is regarded as the most difficult part among entire
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Pali literature. Thus pahhakhandha especially pahnabhumika is the core of Theravada 

teaching. Therefore I am confining my study within these important portions. Through 

the study on these, we may find out how the exposit on Abhidhamma was attempted, 

understood, developed and classified.

According to Theravada tradition the progress of the disciple consists in three stages, 

that is, (1) learning the wording of the doctrine (pariyatti), (2) practicing it (patipatti), 

and (3) penetrating (pativedha) it and realizing its goal. Here in Visuddhimagga and Pm, 

pahnabhumika (chapters XIV to XVII) belong to pariyatti (doctrine). In order to have 

Vipassanapahha (Insight Understanding) we must understand them properly and 

thoroughly. Once we understand them properly, it will be easier to understand 

remaining portions of pahhakhanda, that is, chapters XVIII to XXIII, which deal with 

practicing (patipatti) and penetrating (pativedha) the doctrine under the heading of 

pahhasarira. Because of limit of time and space I attempt to do word to word 

translation for pahhabhumika (chapters XIV to XVII) and to summarize on pahhasarira 

(chapters XVIII to XXHI).

Editions consulted while translating '
The basic edition of my translation is the Chatthasangayana edition (Burmese script) 

published in Yangon, 1960. Devanagari edition published in Varanasi (1969) and VRI 

CD-ROM edition, entirely depend on it Bhumibalo Bhikkhu Foundation Press edition 

(Thai script) published in Bangkok (1985) is a new critical edition depending on earlier 

Thai edition and Thai manuscripts. It adopts the paragraph numbering from 

Chatthasangayana edition. So it is easier to compare both editions. VRI CD-ROM 

edition is very helpful because we can read the text with Roman script. It, however, has 

too many omissions and misreadings. Devanagari edition has many misreadings, too.

63
I may point out some from VRI CD-ROM version.

XV, 41. imahi ca upamahi nijjTvdna bheritaladandadinam samayoge- niJjTvUnam.
XV, 42. ca vihhanakaya na bhaveyyum - cha.
Ibid, sabhagataya taduparamodayataya tadantaditaya is missing between tarn and 
manovihhdnakdyasahgahitapi.
XVI, 1. tasma se/aghdna jivhakdyadvare—sotaghttna.

2. avuttasampipandanattho - avuttasampindanattho.
6. anuvattanlyabhdve adhipaccarn - anuvattanTyabhGvo.
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For the basic edition of Visuddhimagga, I consulted Dhammananda Kosambi’s edition 

(Roman script, published by Harvard Oriental Series, Vol. 41, Mass., 1950). Therefore 

paragraph numbers on the left correspond to the paragraph numbers of Visuddhimagga 

of Dhammananda Kosambi’s edition, which was also adopted by Ven. Nanamoli in his 

translation titled, The Path of Purification', numbers in square brackets on the left 

mainly after paragraph numbers [thus: (500)] refer to the paragraph numbers of the Pm 

of the Chatthasarigayana edition.

Basic principles of translation
If Burmese reading is difficult to understand I have consulted other editions. Especially 

Sinhalese edition seems to be useful to understand the ambiguous contexts. For example, 

in XIV. 20. (428) there appears the sentence, ‘paccavekkhanafianam hi catusaccam 
arabbha pavattananam nama.,64 The word ‘‘catusaccam’ is not suitable in this context. 

Sinhalese edition reads65 ‘‘catutthasaccam (the fourth truth)’ which is suitable in this 

context. Thus I translate the whole sentence as, ‘Knowledge that arises contingent upon 

the fourth truth is called reviewing knowledge.’ One more example: in Chapter XIV. 

10. (426), while discussing the kinds of understanding, Badantacariya Buddhaghosa 

says that understanding is of two kinds as mundane and supramundane (Jokiya- 

lokuttaravasena duvidha). Again he classifies the dyad of that subject into cankers and 

that free from cankers. But this dyad is the same in meaning as the mundane and 

supramundane. The same method applies to the dyad, ‘associated-with-cankers and 

dissociated-from cankers.’ While commenting on the matter, the author of Pm says 

‘ dhammananattabhavepi padatthananattamattena dukkaravacanam hotiti vuttam 

“<atthato panesa lokiyalokuttardvd>’’ti.'‘ Here the word dukkaravacana (difficult to 

7. ardpeneva agatani — sartlpeneva.
8. tesa majjhe vuttanti — tesam.
11. pavattinivattTnam nissaradidassanattampi—nissayddidassanattampi.
27. ahnassa ca tatdbhatassa — tathdbhtitassa.
28. etaparamto - etaparamato.
31. bltkulatteradinam so nahosiyeva — bSkulattheradtnam.
46. jtramaranam dvihi — jarOmaranam.
47. arammanam upatthati, piyavippayogavatthukam pana mahantam dukkham is redundant
48. cittasanthapabhiltam — cittasantapabhutam.

64 The same as Thai edition, Vol. III. p. 14.
65 Vol. II. p. 436.
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do?) is meaningless in this context. It is difficult to trace the meaning of this word. So if 
we adopt dukantaravacana (different dyads), which is given in Sinhalese edition,66 

instead of dukkaravacana given in Burmese edition, it is most suitable in this context 

Similar passage occurs in XIV. 72. (447) of Pm. There the term dukantaradesana is 

found.

66 Ibid. p. 434.
67 Vol. III. p. 247.
68 Ibid, p. 435.

In some contexts Thai edition was reliable. For example, in XVII. 5. (571), there 

appears the sentence, ‘vivatahhi vibhattahca attham hetudharanadassanehi pakatani 

karonto <uttamkaroti>.' Here hetudharanadassanehi is difficult to get the correct 
meaning, "HetUddharanadassanehr, which appears in Thai edition67 is suitable. Thus I 

translated the given sentence as, ‘ Explains it (uttariikaroti): making the meaning which 

is made open and classified by showing cause and examples? One more example can 

be given: in XVII. 301. (656) there occurs a sentence, *tehi siddhaya avijjaya sahitehi 

sahkharehi paccayo ca hoti bhavantarapatubhavayati adhippdyo.’ Here the word, 

‘sahitehi’ is not suitable in this context. It should be ijanitehi‘ which occurs in Thai 
edition.68 The whole sentence given above can be rendered as, ‘It is a condition for the 

manifestation of the next becoming through formations produced by ignorance 

established by them. ’ /

As the author of Pm freely quotes from and depends on Vibhahga-Mulatika and other 

books, I also consulted it whenever it was necessary. For example: in XVI. 104, (569), 

the reading vijananakaranabhutena eva is difficult to understand. The Mulatika reads 

vijananakaranabhiite naye eva, which is suitable. In XVI. 19. (530). there appears the 

sentence, 1 tassa abhisamayabhutaya dukkhanirodhappaltiya patipadata datthabba.’ 

According to VbhAAnuT tassa should be tassa.

When all the attempts are not successful I depend on Ven. Mahasi’s Visuddhimagga- 

Mahatika-Nissaya. For example: in Chapter XVI, while discussing whether Nibbana is 

permanent or not, the author of Pm says apekkhadhammattati, which is difficult to 
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understand. The readings of all other four editions are same as apekkhadhammattati. 

Here Ven. Mahasi suggests that the word should be apakkhadhammatta. Here pakkha 

(paksa in Sanskrit) belongs to Nyaya terminology. In XXII. 1. (806), Ven. Mahasi 

suggests that the reading vinhanadhatunam visayam uddesantam dassanakiccam 

karontam should be vinhanadhatunam visayam uddesanti avajjanakiccam karonti 

because this reading is the qualifier of kiriyamanodhatu that is feminine in gender. And 

vinhanadhatunam visayam uddesanti refers to pahcadvaravajjana\ avajjanakiccam 

karonti to manodvaravajjana. In Thai edition it appears as ‘ vinhanadhatunam visayam 

uddesanti dassanakiccam karonti.' Kiriyamanodhatu, however, does not have 

dassanakicca, but has avajjanakicca. Therefore dassanakiccam in Thai edition is not 

. suitable. In this way Ven. Mahasi’s suggestion is highly valuable. Without his 

suggestion, I found it was not only difficult but also impossible to get proper meaning 

of several parts of Pm in general and of 17th chapter in particular. The whole list of 

readings which I adopted in my translation appears on chapter 12.
z

Though the word ‘Pali* is translatable by ‘text’ which implies Tipitaka only, I do not 

translate and preserve it as it is in order not to be confused with the term ‘text’ which 

can imply Visuddhimagga, too. The term ‘teacher’ which appears in my translation 

implies the author of Vis, that is Bhadantacariya Buddhaghosa. A few words are left 

untranslated. They include kamma, dhamma (sometimes), jhana, Buddha (sometimes), 

bhikkhu, thera, nibbana, Pitaka, and araha.

Minor problems appearing in Nanamoli's translation
While attempting translation, I was trying to adopt English terminologies translated by 

Ven. Nanamoli, which appear in ‘The Path of Purification' (English Translation of 

Visuddhimagga, recognized as the magnificent work by all Pali scholars), and which 

appear in ‘Pali-English Glossary of Buddhist Technical Terms'. Though the former is 

masterly translation, it naturally contains minor mistakes and ambiguity. Correcting 

them seems to be the honourable duty of successive Pali students who respect him. I 

would like to point out some of them.
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(1) In XIV. 46. (435) of Pm, there occurs the passage, “lahukam suto cirena suto.” Ven. 
Nanamoli translated it as, “Heard faintly is heard later.”69 But this translation is not 

suitable in this context. Here the opponents say that sounds of washermen [beating there 

washing on stones] are heard later by those who stand at a distance. Acariya 

Dhammapala says that it is because of the difference in apprehending and definition, not 

because of distance. Therefore in this context “lahukam suto cirena suto” should be 

treated as “heard quickly and heard later.”

(2) The point of discussion in XIV. 76. (449) of Pm is why water element is not 

included in tangible datum and whether cold is the water element or not. Here 

Dhammapala says water element is not included because it is just fire element for there 

is the sensation of cold when heat is sluggish. If coldness were water element it would 

be found in a single group along with heat but it is not so found. That is why it may be 

known that coldness is not the water element. This is the answer even for those who do 

not agree because of accomplishment of existence [of the primaries] shared by all by 

seeing the functions of the four primaries in a single group, (anicchantanampi pana 

catunnam bhutanam ekasmim kalape kiccadassanena sabhagavuttitaya sadhitaya 

uttarameva.) Here Ven. Nanamoli translated the words '‘sabhagavuttitaya sadhitdya> as 

‘Because it is disproved by associate existence’70 which is just opposite to the context. 

It should be ‘because of accomplishment of existence [of the primaries] shared by all.’

(3) In XIV. 79. (450) of Pm, there occurs the sentence, 'vitakkavippharasaddo na 

sotavihheyyoti hi evam pavattamahaatthakathavadam nissaya cittasamutthanassa 

saddassa vihnattiya vinapi uppatti icchit abba.' Ven. Nanamoli translated 

‘vitakkavippharasaddo na sotavihheyyotf as ‘intimatable (cognizable) through the ear 
by means of the sound due to applied thought’s intervention’,71 which is not suitable 

here. It should be treated as ‘the sound produced by the action of applied thought is not 

cognizable through the ear.’ Because the sound produced by action of thought is not 

cognizable through thought process.

69 Nanamoli, p. 493, Note 22.
70 p. 504, Note 32.
71 p. 505, Note 33.
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(4) In XVI. 85 of Vis, there occurs a sentence, ‘Yam pan’etam lokiyam, tattha 

dukkhananam pariyutthanabhibhavavasena pavattamanam sakkayaditthim nivatteti’. 

Ven Nanamoli treated it as, ‘When this knowledge is mundane, then, occurring as the 

overcoming of obsessions, the knowledge of suffering therein forestalls the [false] 
view of individuality.’ 72 He construed the word ‘pariyutthanabhibhavam' with 

dukkhananam as the qualifier. But it is the qualifier of the word sakkayaditthi, because 

it always occurs in the context of defilements. For example, this word also occurs in Pm 

XXII. (835) in the context, ‘pariyutthanabhibhavanavasena. ca kilesdnam 

anusayanattho anumiyati tadabhave abhavato.’ Therefore it is better to translate it as, 

‘When this knowledge is mundane, then, the knowledge of suffering therein forestalls 

the [false] view of individuality occurring as the overcoming of obsessions.’

(5) In XVII. 238. (644) of Pm, there appears the sentence, '“vedanapaccaya tanha"ti 

vacanena sabbassa vedanavato paccayassa atthitaya tanhuppattippasahge 

tannivaranatthamaha <“vedanapaccaya capi”>tiadi' Ven. Nanamoli translates it as, 

“‘Though feeling is condition” is said in order to prevent a generalization from the 

preceding words “With feeling as condition” to the effect that craving arises in the 
presence of every condition accompanied by feeling.’73 He treats the words ‘sabbassa 

vedanavato ’ as the adjective of the word paccayassa. In my opinion, however, it is not 

so. Because ‘‘sabbassa vedanavato’ refers to all the individuals who have feeling. For 

example, even though the Blessed One has feeling, it does not become the condition of 

craving because feeling in him is not assisted by inherent-tendency. Therefore it will be 

better to translate these words as ‘through the presence of condition of everybody 

who has feeling’.

(6) In XVIII. 24. (671) of Pm, there occurs the sentence, 'tahhi anavasesato 

parinheyyam ekamsato virajjitabbam, tato ca cittam virajayam pamocetabbam.’ Ven. 

Nanamoli translated it as, ‘For it must be fully understood without any exception, and 

greed must be made to fade away absolutely so that the mind may be liberated by the 

72 p. 584.
73 p. 657, Note 44.
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fading away of greed’.74 Here both 'anavasesato parinfieyyam’ and ‘ekamsato 

virajjitabbam’ are construed with pronoun ‘tarn’ which refers to mentality-materiality. 

Here the latter should not be construed with greed which does not appear in this context. 

Therefore it should be translated as ‘For mentality-materiality must be fully understood 

without any exception, and must be detached absolutely’. And the words ‘’cittam 

virSjayam pamocetabbam' should be translated as ‘from [the mentality-materiality] 

(tato) the mind should be detached and released’ instead of Ven. Nânamoli’s 

translation given above. Because both virâjayam and pamocetabbam are connected with 

cittam. Therefore the word ‘tato’ also should be translated as ‘from [the mentality

materiality]’ instead of ‘so that’ which is given above according to Ven. Nânamoli’s 

translation.

(7) In XVIII. 24. (671) of Pm, Ven. Nânamoli translated the word padatthabhavena 

which occurs in the sentence ‘yadi tebhümakam dhammajatam anavasesato gahitam 

“nâmarüpa”nti, yam ito bahirakehi padatthabhüvena parikappitam seyyathidam 

pakatiâdi drabyâdi jïvâdi kâyâdi, tattha katham patipajjitabbanti?' as ‘verbal 
meanings’.75 That is not proper, because pakati, etc., drabya, etc., are not verbal 

meanings. They are taken here as paramattha or topics belonging to those outside the 

Dispensation.

(8) In XX. 44 of Vis, there occurs the sentence, ‘tato param kamavacara-kusalakusala- 

kiriyacittesu ekam va upekkhasahagatahetukam cittam, panca satta va javanani.’ Ven. 

Nanamoli translates it as, ‘Next, [it is generated either] as one from among the 

profitable, unprofitable, or functional and kinds of consciousness belonging to the sense 

sphere, either as consciousness accompanied by equanimity and without root-cause, or 
as five or seven impulsions’. 76 This translation directs no proper meaning. The given 

sentence is obscure to understand the meaning. Therefore it can be reconstructed as, 

‘ekam va cittam panca satta va javanani, upekkhasahagatahetukam va’. Then we can 

translate it as, ‘Next, either one consciousness from among the profitable, unprofitable. 

p. 687, Note 9.
Ibid

76 pp. 719-20.
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or functional of the sense sphere arises as five or seven impulsions; or consciousness 

accompanied by equanimity and without root-cause arises’. In Pm Acariya 

Dhammapala also explains it as, ikasalakusala-kiriyacittesu ekam va pahca, satta va 

javanani hutva uppajjatiti sambandho. upekkhasahagatdhetukam cittam vati va-saddam 

anetva sambandhitabbam*. (ParagraphNo. 705)

(9) In XX. 80. (722) of Pm there appears a sentence, iyadattham, yaya ca ayuhati, 

tasmim pavatte tanhaya cassa cittam na namatiti\ Ven. Nanamoli translated it as ‘his 

consciousness does not incline with craving to the occurrence of that [aggregate-process 
of existence] for the purpose of which one accumulates [kamma]',77 which is not quite 

clear. Because through contemplation of fall his mind does not incline towards craving 

through which he accumulates kamma', and his mind does not incline towards 

occurrence of existence for the purpose of which he accumulates kamma. I render it as, 

‘The mind of one who practices it does not incline towards that process and craving 

through which and for the purpose of which (process) he accumulates kamma.'

(10) In the same paragraph of XX. 80. (722) of Pm, there appears the sentence, 

‘’rupasattakadivasena va pariggahitassa tamtamparicchedato param 

ahnabhavadassanam <viparinamdnupassana>Ven. Nanamoli renders it as, ‘Seeing 

another essence subsequent to the delimitation of such and such [an essence 

supervening] in what was discerned by means of the Material Septad, and so on is 

“contemplation of change.’” Here ‘seeing another essence’ is not relevant in this 

context, because this is the explanation of contemplation of change 

(yiparinamanupassana), which means ‘seeing the different mode or manner’ after the 

delimitation of namarupa. Therefore Ven. Mahasi suggests that if the word is 

ahhathabhavadassanam (seeing the state in a different manner) it would be better, 

instead of ahnabhavadassanam because the word ahhathabhava expresses the manner 

or mode which is intended here.

77 p. 733, Note 28.
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(11) In XXI. 4. (739) of Pm, there is a sentence, ‘na hi sammadeva udayabbayam 

sallakkhentassa dhamma sambandhabhavena upatthahanti, atha kho ayosalaka viya 

asambandhabhavenati sutthutaram aniccalakkhanam pakatam hoti.' Ven. Nanamoli 

translated this sentence as, ‘For it is not through the connectedness of states that the 

characteristic of impermanence becomes apparent to one who rightly observes rise and 

fall, but rather the characteristic becomes more thoroughly evident through their 
disconnectedness’.78 Here Ven. Nanamoli construes the given sentence as *na hi 

sambandhabhavena aniccalakkhanam pakatam hoti (For it is not through the 

connectedness of states that the characteristic of impermanence becomes apparent), 

atha kho asambandhabhavenati sutthutaram (but rather [the characteristic becomes 

more thoroughly evident] through their disconnectedness).’ These seems not to be 

suitable here. In my opinion, however, it should be construed ‘na hi dhamma 

sambandhabhavena upatthahanti, atha kho asambhandhabhdvena. (For the states do 

not become apparent as the state of being connected, but they [become apparent] as the 

state of being disconnected.) iti sutthutaram aniccalakkhanam pakatam hoti. 

(Therefore the characteristic of impermanence becomes evident more and more.)’ Thus 

I translate the whole sentence as, ‘For one who rightly notices rise and fall the states do 

not become apparent as the state of being connected, but they become apparent as the 

state of being disconnected like iron darts. Therefore the characteristic of impermanence 

becomes evident more and more.’

(12) In XXI. 83. (782) of Pm, there occurs ‘tannimittam asati maggabhavanaya 

uppajjanakauplidinnakkhandhapavattabhavato ca tatha vuttam. ’ Here Ven. Nanamoli 

translates it as, ‘Because there is occurrence of clung-to aggregates produced by that 
[defilement] when there is no path development.’79 Here he translates the wording 

‘ uppajjanakaupadinnakkhandha’ as ‘clung-to aggregates produced by that 

[defilement]’. But it should be ‘clung-to aggregates that will arise [in the future]’, 

because it refers to defilements when there is no path development. For clung-to 

aggregates will arise again and again in the future, if there is no path development.

78 p. 746, Note 3.
79 p. 773, Note 35.
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Therefore the path is called ‘emergence (vutthanam)’ because it also emerges internally 

from occurrence of defilements.

(13) Next to the preceding sentence, we have: ‘vutthahanahca nesam 

drammandkaranam, ayatim anuppattidhammatapadanahca.’ Ven. Nanamoli renders it 

as “Emergence consists both in making these the object and in producing their non

liability to future arising.” Here he treats ‘drammandkaranam’ as ‘making these the 

object’, which is not relevant in this context. This given word should be dissolved as 

‘arammana-akaranam’, which means ‘not making them (nesam) the object.’

(14) In XXIII. 35 of Vis, there appears the word ‘nanabaddha-avikopanam’, which Ven. 
Nanamoli translates as ‘non-damage to others’ property’.80 This is not proper in this 

context. Because in the same passage Acariya Buddhaghosa explains how one who 

desires to attain cessation should do his preparatory tasks in detail as follows: He should 

resolve that whatever bowl or robe or bed or bench or dwelling place or any other kind 

of requisite that are not touched with himself but being kept separated from himself will 

not be damaged, will not be destroyed by fire, water, wind, thieves, rats, and so on.81 

Even in Pm, it is explained as ‘nanabaddhavikopananti attana asambaddhassa 

parikkharassa avinasanam. yathd tarn na vinassati, tathd adhitthanam (non-damage to 

requisites that are not touched with himself).’ In the Path of Purity, [PTS’s English 

translation of Visuddhimagga] also, it is translated as ‘the causing no damage to 

requisites pertaining to various persons’, which Ven. Nanamoli might have followed.

Textual correspondances

Many portions of Pm are very similar to passages in other books, such as, Vibhanga- 

Atthakatha, Mulatikas of Ananda, Anutikas which are composed by him, etc. Especially 

many parts of pahndbhumika (XIV-XVII) of Pm are connected with VbhAT of Acariya 

Ananda. As the chapters XIV-XVII of Vis deal with the basic tenet of Buddhism, such 

as, aggregates (khandha), bases and elements (ayatanadhatu), faculties and truths 

(indriyasaccd), and dependent origination, Vis freely quotes from Vbh, the main subject 
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of which is also the same as former. Therefore naturally while commenting Vis, 

Dhammapala also uses many parts of VbhAT. In fact in the most places of Vis, if there 

appear the quotations from Vbh, Dhammapala explains them with the same passages 

which appear in VbhAT of Ananda. Let us refer to some such correspondences:

The following sentence in XTV. 36. (432) is almost the same as VbhAT. 34:
on

satipt sotadinarri saddarammanadibhave nirulhatta dassane eva cakkhu-saddo 

pavattati padumadisu pahkajadisadda viyati datthabbam.

A sentence in XTV. 36 reads ‘sakehi va paccayehi sappiyati sotavihheyyabhdvam 

upariiyatiti attho.'’ In VbhAT.34, it appears as ‘sappatiti sakehi paccayehi sappiyati 

sotavihheyyabhdvam gamiyatiti attho.’

In XTV. 37. (433) of Pm, the characteristic of the term ‘cakkhu

datthukamatanidanakammasamutthana-bhutappasada ’ is explained as follows; almost 

the same passage occurs in VbhAT:

paripunnaparipunnayatanattabhavanibbattakassa kammassa nidanabhuta 

kamatanha, rupatanha ca taddyatanikahhavapatthandbhdvato datthukamatadivoharam 

arahatiti dutiyanayo sabbattha vutto. tattha datthukamatanidanakammam samufthanam 

etesanti <datthukdrnatdniddnakammasamutthdndni>. evamvidhanam bhutanam 
pasado82 83 <datthukdmata ... pe ... pasado,> evamlakkhanam cakkhu.’

82 Atipi in VbhAT.
83 Evamvidhanam bhutanam pasadalakkhanam cakkhu, evamvidho va bhutappasado in VbhAT.
84 Aha in VbhAT.

In XIV. 45. when Acariya Dhammapala gives explanation of 'Kim pana yam 

ahhamahhassa asadharanam (What is it that is not common to each other?)’, he 

explains it as follows; almost the same passage, except two words, occurs in DhsAT:

"yadi bhutaviseso natthi, kirn pana cakkhadivisesassa karananti tarn dassetum 
<"yam ahhamahhassa ">tiadi vuttam. 84 ekampi kammam 

pahcayatanikattabhavabhavappatthananipphannam cakkhadivisesahetutaya

anhamahnassa asadharananti ca kammavisesoti ca vuttanti datthabbam. na hi tarn yena 
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visesena cakkhussa paccayo, teneva sotassa paccayo*5 hoti indriyantarabhavappattito. 

"patisandhikkhane mahaggata cetana katattarupanam kammapaccayena paccayo"ti 

vacanena patisandhikkhane vijjamananam sabbesam katattarupanam ekd cetana 

kammapaccayo hotiti vihfiayati. nanacetanaya hi tada indriyuppattiyam sati parittena 

ca mahaggatena ca kammuna nibbattitam katattarupam apajjeyyati. na ceka patisandhi 

anekakammanibbatta hotiti siddhamekena kammena anekindriyuppatti hotiti.’

85 Paccayo does not appear in VbhAT.

Some more examples in XVII:

‘<Yathaphassam vedanavavatthanato>ti ... sahkharanam hetubhavena dipitati 

sambandho’, which appears in XVII. 107. (617) is the same as one in VbhAT. 99. The 

very long explanation from ^assadanupassino tanha pavaddhatlti vacanato>ti’ to 

'asadharanam karananti va attho datthabbo’, which appears in XVII. 108. (617) is the 

same as that in VbhAT. 100. The whole paragraph l<aparinayako>ti 

arahattamaggasampatipadakakalyanamittarahito ... ditthadhammasukhaviharehi 

viharissatiti attho' in XVII. 119. (619) is the same as that in VbhAT. 101. Here the 

words ‘tamjananayattatta pana sesasaccattayabhisamayassa samanakalampi’ which 

appear in this paragraph of VbhAT should be '"tamjananayattattam pana 

sesasaccattayabhisamayam samanakalampi’. The whole paragraph of XVII. 144. (626) 

is the same as the relevant portion of VbhAT. 107. The whole paragraph of XVII. 145. 

(627) is the same as the relevant portion of VbhAT. 107.

With these evidences we can safely assume that Dhammapala was a disciple of Ananda; 

or at least he was very much influenced by the latter. In his own Anutika Dhammapala 

did his job as commentator sincerely. He explains important and difficult words and 

sentences of Ananda’s Mulatlka line by line. The fact that Dhammapala mentions 

Ananda as Acariya Ananda (DAT) also is significant.

Refutation of Ananda’s view

Though Dhammapala depends on many portions of exegesis of Ananda’s Mulatlka, in a 

place of Pm he refutes Ananda’s view. Let us observe it. In XVII. 156 of Vis,
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Buddhaghosa says that among the fine-material Brahmas of apparitional generation 

there arise together with rebirth-linking consciousness thirty and also nine material 

instances with the four groups, namely, the decades of the eye, ear, and physical basis, 

and the ennead of life. In VbhAT. 108, Ananda, however, argues that there arise 

together with rebirth-linking consciousness twenty one and also six material instances 

with the four groups, namely, the septads of the eye, ear and physical basis, and the 

hexad of life. Because in the fine-material sphere there are not nose, tongue and 

nutriment. In order to prove his statement, Ananda quotes relevant passages from Vbh. 

1015-6, Kv. 520, and Yaml. He concludes his argument that enumeration of material 

instances should be made in the way in which there is no contradiction of Pali; then the 

nature of dhamma is not disputed.

In XVII. 156. (630) of Pm, Dhammapala quotes this refutation of Ananda in full, from 

‘ettha keci “cakkhusotavatthusattakanam, jtvitachakkassa cat? to ‘tatha rupaganand 

katabba. evanhi dhammata na vilomita hofi”ti vadanti.'1 And he refutes Ananda’s view 

and advocates Buddhaghosa’s statement. While doing his job he insists that Ananda’s 

quotation of relevant passages from Vbh. 1015-6, etc. should be treated differently. For 

example, Dhammapala explains the statement ‘rupadhatuya upapattikkhane thapetva 

asahhasattanam devanam pahcayatanani patubhavanti, pahca dhatuyo patubhavant? 

which Ananda quotes from Vbh. 1015-5 as follows:

‘Pahcayatanani patubhavanti, etc., is said because odour and taste, even though 

existing, do not perform the function of ayatana, because beings of the fine-material 

sphere have no nose base and tongue base. And ‘tayo ahara' is said because of absence 

of function of nutriment in absence of nutriment which should be eaten; but that is said 

not because of non-existence of odour, taste and nutriment.’

In this way after long discussion and refutation he successfully advocates and defends 

Buddhaghosa’s view appearing in Vis. Here he announces that the word of commentary 

which does not oppose Pali is standard like Pali, because it has been handed down up 
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till now through lineage of teachers with blamelessness. Lastly he concludes, 

“Therefore material instances are counted here as the eye-decad, etc. in the way in 

which it does not oppose to Pali. Thus it should be understood that there is no scope for 

doubt of disputing of the nature of dhamma.” In fact this long discussion appears in his 
own Anutika on Vbh.86 87 * Here after his explanation of Ananda’s statement line by line, 

this long discussion of VbhAnuT occurs just the same as that of Pm. If we accept the 

sequence of Anutika - ParamatthadTpam — Pm and DAT/MAT/SAT, this long 

discussion first appeared in Anutika and later he might have quoted it into Pm. Though 

it is true that in several places he opposes Anada’s view and advocates Buddhaghosa 

and Mahavihara’s tradidion, we should understand it as succession, modification and 

development of teacher’s view by the pupil. Actually a vast system of philosophy, 

theory of practice, ethics, etc. cannot be accomplished by one single authority. To build 

up vast system of Theravada Buddhism there must have been not only the role of 

Buddhaghosa but also that of Ananda who raised the alternative view; and also that of 

Dhammapala who advocated the orthodox stand point and finalized it. It is also 
noticeable that Abhidhammavatara~Abhinavatikdiz of Sumangala, who is also the 

author of Abhidhammatthasahgaha-Vibhavirii-tikd, introduces this view of Ananda.89 

After stating that there arise the decads of the eye, ear, and physical basis, which 

accords with Dhammapala’s opinion, he introduces above mentioned Ananda’s view in 

full, starting from ‘‘Anandacariyo panettha ....’ After that he narrates Dhammapala’s 

view in full. Interestingly while referring to Ananda he designates Andnadacariya; to 

Dhammapala he adds thera and says Acariyajotipaladhammapalatthera together with 

Jotipala who is said to have encouraged Dhammapala to write tikas. In several places of 
the same book and in Abh-s-VT he always refers to Acariyadhammapalatthera.90

86 Yahhi atthakathavacanam paliya na vurujjhati tarn pali viya pamanabhutam agarahitaya 
acariyaparamparaya yavajjatana agatatta. (XVII. 156. (630))
87 VbhAnuT. 120-2.

This work is also known as AbhidhammatthavikasinT.
89 Abh-av-nt. II. 175-8.

For example, Acariyadhammapalattherenapi' (Abh-s-VT. 151); ‘Acariyadhammapala.ttherena 
panettha idam vuttant' (Abh-av-nt. 44), etc.

Just finishing successfully his job of advocator for Buddhaghosa, Dhammapala again 

elaborates on the sentence which is liable to confusion if there is no comment. In XVII.
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156 of Vis, Buddhaghosa states, “At the least thirty material instances arise among the 

apparitional generation and those of the moisture-bom (samsedajupapatayonisu 

avakamsato timsa).” While commenting on this sentence, Dhammapala says that if the 

word avakamsato timsa is construed with both samsedaja and upapatayoni, it will be 

contradictory to Pali (Pafiya na sameti). There it should be construed with the word 

samsedaja only. After giving the reasons fully in Pm, he concludes, “The word [thirty 

matters at the least] is to be construed with moisture-bom being only. Partial connection 

can be obtained in the word which describes the same connection. Therefore it is said 

that thirty matters arise with decads of the tongue, body and physical basis in moisture- 

bom being who is blind from birth, deaf, noseless and sexless but not in the apparitional 

being. This is the implication in the commentary, [viz., Visuddhimagga\."

While elaborating on this topic, Dhammapala gives very interesting statement In XVII.

157 (630), while commenting on the sentence ‘samsedajupapatayoriisu avakamsato 

timsa,’ he says that though some insist that the Great Commentary (Mahatthakatha) 

also says there arise thirty matters with decads of the tongue, etc., it should not be 

accepted. For that oral tradition (patho) is mistake. Mahdt{hakatha, which was believed 

to be brought to by Mahinda Thera (3th B.C.) and kept in Sinhalese to prevent the 

influx of heretical view is no doubt the orthodox commentary on Tipitaka. If the oral 

tradition which Dhammapala mentioned was the same as that which was accepted by 

bhikkhus at that time, he seems to have challenged the authority of Mahavihara. As his 

denial of it, however, is strongly based on Tipitaka and to give proper explanation of 

controversial sentence, it seems to have accepted by all later authors. For example, Abh- 

s-VT composed by Sumangala accepts Dhammapala’s view without any objection. 

Abhidhammatthasahghaha Paramatthadipani by Ledi Sayadaw of Myanmar (1846- 

1923), who was one of the greatest scholar-monks and meditation masters of the 

Theravada tradition in recent times, points out 325 places in the Vibhavanifikd where he 
alleged that errors and misinterpretations has occurred,91 though his criticisms also set 

off a reaction in defense of the older work.92 Here in Paramatthadipani-tika, Ledi

91A Comprehensive Manual of Abhidhamma, p. 17-8.
92 Ven. U NandamSla, pp. 12?3.
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Sayadaw did not raise any object about Sumangala’s explanation on the relevant 

passage of our discussion.

In this sense Acariya Dhammapala successfully acceded the main stream of 

Mahavihara’s view which was represented by Buddhaghosa and altered minor problems 

and completed it as final authority. While doing this important job his first authority of 

argument comes always from Tipitaka. If a statement is in accord with Tipitaka he 

accepts it as standard; if some statements are not fitted to Tipitaka (Paliya na sameti) he 

argues, alters or refutes with full explanations and arguments. It seems that there 

appeared no refutation against his statement in the history of Theravada Buddhism. In 

fact most people who contacted his works might have been overpowered by his 

profound, vast and accurate knowledge on orthodoxy and heretics. Thus Dhammapala 

was the last and highest authority who accomplished the vast and accurate system of 

Theravada Buddhism.

More information from Pm
In several places other systems of Indian philosophy are refuted from the view of 

orthodox Theravada teachings. First it should be mentioned that Vijnanavadin’s view is 

refuted in XTV. 96. (454). Dhammapala says -

As consciousness is said to be always with the object, it should be understood 

that the current view, “Consciousness arises as illusory form like blue, etc, without 

object” is wrong. Therefore the Blessed One announced, “The eye-consciousness arises 

depending on the eye as well as visible data.”

The theory of Sankhya (pakativadiri), such as, purisa (purusa, XVIII. (671)), pakati 

(prakrti, XVI. 91. (567); XVIII. (671)), padhana (pradhana, XVI. 85. (563); XVIII. 

(671)), maha (mahat, XVIII. (671)), tammatta (tanmatra, XVIII. (671)), etc. are 

mentioned and refuted. The theory of Vaisesika (Dravyavadin) such as, dravya, guna 

(XVIII. (671)), etc, is refuted; their theory of maintaining the relation of inherence 

93 Yadi ca riiladirupam nama na siya, desadiniyamena na bhavitabbam, attheva ca niyamo, 
ekantasarammanata ca cittassa vuttati “arammanena vina ntladiabhasam cittam pavattati’'ti evam 
pavatto vado micchavadoti veditabbam. tenaha bhagava "cakkhunca paticca rupe ca uppajjati 
cakkhuvinnana "ntiadi.
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(samavayavadin) is mentioned and refuted. The theory of Jaina such as Jiva, ajlva, 

bandha, puhha, papa, asava, samvara, nijjara, vimokkha (XVIII. (671)), etc. is refitted. 

A verse of Bhagavadgita (BG. ii. 20) occurring in XVII. 114. (619) is quoted as an 

example of appearance of the new body belonging to the other world, which Vis refutes. 

A folk belief, ‘narration of episodes like Mahabharata (Bharata war) and Ramayana 

(taking away of Sita) leads to calming down sin’, etc. is included as wrong believes, in 

XIV. 91. (453).

Lily de Silva, in her excellent General Introduction of DAT(R), critical edition of 

Dighanikaya-Atthakatha-Tika published by PTS, offered some more valuable 

information about Dhammapala’s vast knowledge about Indian systems of philosophy, 

his language, style, methods of exegesis, Nayas, etc. appearing in DAT. As many 

portions of her information are equally applicable to Pm, I do not want to mention again 

here.

Textual criticism found in Pm

In some places Pm throws light on the manuscript reading (potthaka) as well as oral 

tradition (patha). A portion which appears in XV. 32. (521) would be a good specimen 

of textual criticism. His way of dealing with manuscripts is far excellent and it is just 

the same as modem editors do.

In XV. 32. (521), Dhammapala explains the reading found in majority of the 

manuscripts and then the reading in some manuscripts. Thus he says, ‘By the division of 

eye —, ear —, nose — tongue -, body consciousness element, and mind element, and 

mind-consciousness element (cakkhusotaghdnajivhdkayamanodhatu-

manovihhanadhatu-bhedena)'. in this way it is written in majority of manuscripts 

(bahusu potthakesu).' He also gives other option found in some manuscripts (kesu) as 

“cakkhu ... pe ... kayavihhanamanomanovihhanadhatubhedend”, and he explains that 

these words should not be construed with the word dhatu alone, because it is referred to 

the divisions of individual nature of knowing. He .shows another possible reading as 

‘cakkhu ... pe ... kayamanovinhanadhatu-manodhatu,' which is not accepted by him.
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Finally he suggests the best reading as, ‘cakkhu ... pe ... kdyavifihana-mano~ 

manovinndnadhatu-bhedena’.

In XVI, 65. (555) while commenting on the expression, ‘Among reliances consisting in 

the cords of sense desires (kamagunalayesu)’ he says, “It is manuscript reading 

(potthakesu). In oral tradition (patho), however, it is among reliance, etc., consisting in 

the cords of sense desires (kamagunalayadisu)." In XVI. 66. (556), he is reading the 

manuscript which is available to him and points out which reading must be authentic 

and which is later insertion. He says that the paragraph beginning with tayidam is not 

authentic because it is not traditional reading (porana-patho), but inserted later on, 

because characteristic, etc., which appeared in XVI. 23 are repeated and that which is an 

irrelevant repetition must be later insertion. As already seen above, in XVII. 157 (630), 

Dhammapala, while commenting on the sentence ‘samsedajupapatayoriisu avakamsato 

timsa,' points out that though some insist that there arise thirty matters with decads of 

the tongue, etc. according to (he Great Commentary (Mahatthakathd), it should not be 

accepted. For that oral tradition (patho) is mistake.

Therefore there must have existed many kinds of manuscripts at the time of 

Dhammapala; he collected them as many as possible to prepare Pm. He also consulted 

the oral tradition. After collecting them, he discusses them and suggests better reading 

like modem editors.
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Chapter Two

Commentary on Description of the Aggregates (XIV)

(khandhaniddesavannana)

Commentary on Explanation of Understanding
(pahhdkathavannana)

1. (421) With all its aspects (sabbakarend) includes all aspects of development of 
z

concentration, such as, the aspect of access, the aspect of absorption, the aspect of the 

state of being mastery, the aspect of overcoming applied thought, the aspect of fading 

away with the visible forms, etc., the aspect of taming the mind in fourteen ways, and 

the aspect of acquirement of five kinds of benefits.

Afterwards (tadanantara): [because understanding is described] next to concentration 

by the sequence in teaching and by the sequence in practice. Because it is said in the 

text, “consciousness and understanding.” Understanding should be cultivated by the 

bhikkhu who is equipped with more advanced development of concentration — in this 

way it should be construed. When it is told, “for the cultivation of understanding”, it is 

taught very briefly. Or in a prose commentary [on the verse composed by teacher 

himself], it is said too briefly, “the weapon in the form of vipassanapahha which is well 

sharpened on the stone of the concentration.” Therefore it is not easy to know the 

understanding even by nature. [Moreover] it is not easy to cultivate because the process 

of meditation is not yet pointed out - in this way it is to be construed. Making question 

(panhakammam)-. question (pahha) is in the sense of questioning, making (kamma), 

doing. It implies the utterance of interrogation.
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What is understanding? (ka pahha): it is the interrogation about nature. In which sense 

it is understanding? (kenatthena paniid): in which sense the word understanding is 

uttered? With relation to which significance the word understanding is used? - this is 

the meaning. How such understanding, however, should be known from the point of 

view of nature, performance, establishment and near most cause? Therefore it is said, 

“what are its characteristic, function, manifestation and proximate cause? ” Of how 

many kinds? (katividhaf. this is the interrogation about division. Why is the 

interrogation about its defilement and cleansing not included here? It is said that 

defilement is not possible with regard to supramundane understanding. When 

defilement is not possible, how is the interrogation about cleansing possible? Therefore 

both are not included. Regarding mundane understanding they are included in the 

section of development only. Therefore they are not taken separately, because they are 

included in Purification by Knowledge and Vision of what is Path and not-path 

(maggamagga-handassana).94 Alternatively they are not referred to as they should be 

known by following the method which is already stated in development of 

concentration. When benefits are seen, one observes practice. Therefore it is asked, 

‘ What are benefits of developing the understanding?"

94 Vis. XX.
93 See Vbh. 324.

2. (422) There (tatraf. in that or of that action of interrogation. An answer 

(vissajjanamf. explanation. For the matter which is inquired remains concealed inside 

closed-hands, as it were, due to being unclear. Thus answer means explaining, because 

it brings about clearance. What is understanding (ka pahnaf. evidently this is the 

interrogation about nature. Because explaining the nature of the dhammas having got 

divisions is to be done by means of showing divisions, division should be shown fully. 

Again in order to point out that there arises difficulty by showing the divisions, it is 

stated, “Understanding is manifold”, etc. Here manifold (bahuvidha) means manifold 

through profitable state, etc. Of different types (nanappakara): of various types through 
the division of atthajapika95 etc. and through the division of sutamayahana, and so on. 

All that (tarn sabbam): the entire divisions of understanding. It would not be * 93 
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accomplished (na sadheyya): here what is intended is that fiie cultivation of path 

accompanied with developing vipassana would not be accomplished. Through 

developing vipassana there is the removing of cravings. [It is our purpose] but it would 

not be accomplished. Because when the divisions of understanding are to be explained 

fully, all the basis of knowledge beginning from, “the basis of knowledge by one kind” 

occurring in Vibhahga96 division of understanding which is found in Discourse here and 

there, and the entire method of Abhidhamma, should be explained by referring to. If it is 

to be done in this way, the process of cultivation of understanding which is intended 

here would not have scope to explain. Moreover there is difference in occurrence of 

understanding in the subjects, such as, possibility, impossibility, different kammas, 

different fruits etc. These too should be explained, after having been divided, together 

with difference in different fruits accordingly. When [entire understanding] is being 

explained [with all varieties and aspects], it, however, would cause confusion, and this 

would be digression. Therefore it is said that it would lead to confusion. Insight 

knowledge associated with profitable consciousness (kusalacittasampayuttam 

vipassandhanamf. here the teacher excludes twofold indeterminate state by using the 

word ‘profitable’. In that very way he excludes current wrong view, “Understanding 

can be defiled.” By using the word “insight knowledge", he excludes other types of 

profitable understanding.

96 Vbh. 306; 308; 322.

3. (423) That which is distinguished from the aspect of perceiving and cognizing 

(sanjanana-vijananakdravisittham): this has special mode separate from that of 

perceiving and cognizing. Because knowing in a particular mode (nanappakarato 

jananam) means that the state of knowing has the mode of grasping of object. Because 

even though the state of knowing is a common factor to them, the mode of perceiving, 

etc. is not the common factor. Yellow, etc. (pitakanti): here the word ‘etc. (itif implies 

beginning with, by which it includes other things like red, white, long, short, etc. to be 

grasped through perception. Only the mere perceiving (sahjananamattameva): herein 

perceiving (sahjananam) means knowing {jananam') after having made the sign of 

perceiving like blue, yellow, etc., which exists or which is absent, regarding object. For 
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this has the function of making sign which is the condition of perceiving again. By the 

word mere (matta) the teacher excludes the form of cognizing (yijanana) and 

understanding (pajanana) through the significance of excluding some special thing. By 

the word only (eva) it is emphasized that these special aspects never exist in perception. 

Therefore it is told, “impermanent, painfur, etc. There perception is not able to perform 

even the function of consciousness, then how can perception perform the function of 

understanding? Therefore it is said that it is not able to bring about the penetration of its 

characteristics. “The manifestation of the path” is not referred to [in relation to it]. 

Consciousness does not arise through the mode of perceiving of blue, yellow, etc., as 

perception does. Indeed it arises, while knowing some other special aspects, therefore it 

is said consciousness, etc. How does consciousness, however, bring about the 

penetration of its characteristics? It does through the way shown by understanding. For 

when insight which has characteristics as object arises, by penetrating characteristics 

again and again many times, insight is possible even with the mind dissociated from 

knowledge through practice out of proficiency. As it happens at the time of recitation of 

scripture which is learnt by heart, some passages consisting of correct knowledge are 

not known. The penetration of its characteristics (lakkhanapativedham) is said with 

reference to just making characteristics as an object, not the penetration. By 

endeavouring (ussakkitvâ): endeavouring through practice of knowledge of rise and fall. 

It is not able to bring about the manifestation of path (maggapâtubhâvam pâpetum na 

sakkoti): because its own nature is not known. By the same way already stated 

(vuttanayavasena): [understanding (paiïiïa)] knows the object in the way already stated 

in consciousness (yiññána). It brings about the penetration of the characteristics. 

Endeavouring with its own incomparable power, however, it brings about the 

manifestation of the path.

4. Now in order to establish the significance that is already stated by means of simile, it 

is said, “Suppose there were (yathâ hi)”, and so on. There, one without discretion 

(ajâtabuddhif. one in whom intelligence in day-to-day life is not found. [Human] use 

and enjoyment (upabhogaparibhogaf. worthy for human use and enjoyment. It is proper 

for obtainment of objects of enjoyment — this is the meaning. This is genuine (cheko): 

this is essential. This is.fylse (kütof. resembling coins which are made of copper and 
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counterfeit metal. This is half-value (addhasarof. this is half-worth. The word etc. (iti) 

implies beginning with. By this there is inclusion of quarter, exactly equal, one and 
quarter, etc. All those kinds (te pakhre): the kinds of indajdla, jatipuppha, etc., and 

different types, such as, genuine.

5. The sentence, beginning with, perception indeed (sahna hi) is the application of 

simile. Perception (sanha) is said like seeing of the coin on the part of child due to 

grasping of object just through grouping, having not divided. Moreover it is said, “It has 

as its proximate cause an object, as it is presented.” Consciousness (vinhanam), with the 

power to grasp some special aspects in the object, is said like seeing of the coin on the 

part of the villager. Understanding (pahnd), due to understanding all special aspects in 

the object, is said like seeing of the coin on the part of the money-changer - it is to be 

seen in this way. Knowing in a particular mode (nanappakarato jananaf. by this 

statement, the teacher points out that whatever states are to be known, they have 

different modes individually, and correct understanding (yathavato avabodho) of them 

is understanding (pahha). Moreover it is said, “All states together with all modes occur 

in the range of knowledge process of Blessed One.”97

6. There (yatthaf. in that arising of thought. It is not always to be found (na tattha 

ekamsena hoti) : in that arising of thought, understanding is not absolutely found. For in 

the arising of thought which has two causes and no cause, understanding does not arise. 

It is not disconnected (avinibbhuttaf. it is not separated. By those (tehif. by perception 

and consciousness. Just as bliss {sukham) is not definitely unseparated from happiness 

{piti), perception and consciousness are not definitely unseparated from understanding. 

But happiness {piti) is definitely unseparated from bliss {sukham),98 similarly 

understanding is definitely unseparated from perception and consciousness. Therefore in 

these three states which are unseparated, their separation is difficult. Thus three kinds of 

knowing have the simile of the vision of the coin. In order to show their difference 

which is difficult to know through the quotation from another authoritative book, there 

97Ndl. 178; 357; 451; Ps. 194.
For example, in the case of second jhana, there are piti and sukha. But in third jhana there is sukha but 

not piW.
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is the sentence, beginning with, “Therefore it is said. ’’ There, even in material states, it 

is difficult to see basically after having specified, “This water is from such and such 

river” when water is taken from various rivers, and “This is such and such oil” when 

various types of oil are kept in one vessel and mixed up. No doubt it is very difficult to 

see immaterial states, therefore it is said, “immaterial states of consciousness and its 

concomitants (yam arupinam cittacetasikanam)”, etc.

7. (424) The individual nature of states (dhammasabhavo): a phenomenon’s own nature 

and common nature. Herein by the first interpretation, it includes its own characteristics 

of hardness, touch, etc., by the second the common nature of impermanent, painfill, etc. 

Understanding has the characteristic of action of penetrating both, therefore it is said, 

“Understanding has the characteristic of penetrating the individual nature of states 

(dhammasabhavapativedhalakkhana pahha). ” Its essence is to abolish the darkness of 

delusion (mohandhakdrassa viddhamsanarasa): it conceals the individual nature of 

states as stated just like the light of lamp removes the outer darkness concealing pot, 

cloth, etc. The light of understanding arises abolishing the darkness belonging to mind 

while arising only, because it is manifested as non-confusion regarding the individual 

nature of states, therefore it is told non-delusion as manifestation 

(asammohapaccupatthana). Or it itself, being a cause, brings about the fruit as non

delusion. In this way, it is manifested as non-delusion. As herein insight understanding 

is intended, it is said, “Concentration is its proximate cause (samadhi tassa 

padatthanam). ” Likewise the citation from the Discourse, “One who is concentrated 
knows correctly”99 has appeared as consistent reference.

8. (425) Penetrating the individual nature of states is indeed special individual nature of 

understanding, therefore there is not found even a single division of understanding. 

Thus it is said, “As having the characteristic of penetrating the individual nature of 

states, it is of one kind (dhammasabhavapativedhalakkhanena tava ekavidha). The 

world (loko) is described as round of rebirths in the sense of breaking up and destruction. 

Mundane (lokiya) is so called because it is applied-to the world as it is included in the

”S. iii. 13; iv. 80; v. 414. --
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world, or it is known there. Supramundane (lokuttara) is so called because it is above 

the world, and it has gone beyond the world, as it is not included in the world. Even the 

supramundane understanding associated with the path is to be cultivated. It is the 

synonym of vipassana (insight), thus inclusion of the term lokuttara is not improper. 

Subject to defilement (sasava): being together with defilements (asava) that occur, after 

making selves as an object. Even through making an object, it has not defilement, thus it 

is anasava (free from defilement). By the word adi, inclusion of dyads such as 

asavavippayuttasasava (a pair of that which is bereft of defilement and that which is 

subject to defilement), etc. is to be understood. By the mode of defining of mentality and 

materiality (namarupa-vavatthana-vasena): by the mode of defining of mentality and 

by the mode of defining of materiality. It is called dassana (seeing) because of seeing 

nibbana first. As being base, the associated states arise in this [first path], or itself 

arises not like nibbana which does not appear, therefore it is called bhumi (plane). Thus 

it is called the plane of seeing (dassanabhumi) referring to the first path. As the 

remaining three paths arise through development in the state which is seen through the 

first path, something new is not seen. Therefore it is ‘development’ and ‘plane’ in the 

sense already stated. Thus it is called the plane of development (bhdvanabhumi). There 

it is stated that understanding is twofold as dassanabhumi and bhdvanabhumi. It is 

called cintamaya (that consisting in what is reasoned), as it is produced by reasoning 

disregarding hearing, In this way there are sutamaya (that consisting in what is heard) 

and bhavanamaya (that consisting in development). The word maya is to be applied to 

each. Skillfulness in increase, improvement, is dyakosallam', skillfulness in the state of 

loss, detriment, is apayakosallam', skillfulness in means, in production of different 

matters, is upayakosallam — in this way the word kosalla (skillfulness) should be 

applied separately. Of understanding, interpreting the internal, observing (patipajjanam) 

is ajjhattabhinivesa (interpreting the internal). Similarly bahiddhabhinivesa 

(interpreting the external) and ubhayabhinivesa (interpreting both) should be 

understood.

9. (426) That associated with the mundane path (lokiyamaggasampayutta): that 

associated with the path in arisings of consciousness which are mundane profitable, 

specifically that associated with the path of fourfold purity beginning with purity of 
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view. The term used collectively is used partly also, thus it is told, “maggasampayutta”. 

Or it is said in this way because each right view, etc., has the designation of the path.

10. It is possible to have different dyads (duka) through mere difference in the meaning 

of the word, even though they are not different as a dhamma, therefore it is stated this is 

same in meaning as the mundane and supramundane (atthato panesa lokiyalokuttara 

va). In the dyads such as that free from defilements and that subject to defilements, etc., 

the mention of the word vippayutta, etc. is different, therefore understanding is same in 

meaning as the mundane and supramundane. Thus it is stated that the same method 

applies (eseva nayo). By the word etc. (adi) the dyad of oghariiya (that which is liable 

to the floods) and oghavippayuttaoghariiya, etc. should be included.

12. There are four path consciousnesses belonging to the first jharta, likewise those 

belonging to the second jhana, etc. In this way, in the sixteen kinds of path 

consciousness, [understanding is accompanied by joy). As insight understanding is 

intended here, exalted understanding is not included.

14. (427) By one’s own thinking (attano cintavasena): by one’s own thinking of means 

(upayacintavaseneva) without injunction from another for accomplishment of different 

faultless matter. By hearing from another (sutavasena): through injunction from another 

as it is heard. Or somehow (yatha tatha va): either hearing injunction from another or 

not hearing, he himself engages in meditative development. That reached absorption 

(appanappatta): this is said in order to show [understanding] consisting in development 

that has reached the top-most point, but not to show “only understanding that reached 

the stage of absorption.”

In that which is invented by ingenuity (yogavihitesu): in that which is prepared through 

understanding, modified through understanding, accomplished through means. In the 

spheres of work (kammayatanesu): herein work itself is the spheres of work and that 
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which is work as well as spheres is the sphere of work referring to the livelihood. The 

same method applies to the spheres of arts (sippayatanesupi). Therein activity is 

twofold. Lesser types of activity are work of carpenter, etc., and higher types, that of 

agriculture, trader, etc. Art is of two types. Lesser types of art are craft of basket-maker, 

etc, and higher, craft of calculation, and so on. Science itself is the branch of science 

(vijjatthanam). Science like spell, branch of medicine and charm protective from a 

multitude of serpents should be known religious only. Some wise men like bodhisattas, 

desiring well-being of men, neither observe what is being performed by others, or grasp 

what has been done, nor listen what is told, but they perform through their own religious 

thinking. Those which have been performed by wise men themselves, through their own 

religious thinking, are similar to those done by others after grasping.

Ownership of deeds (kammassakatamf. the knowledge that knows, ‘This particular deed 

belongs to living beings themselves; this does not.’ That which is in conformity with 

truth (saccanulomikam): insight understanding. For it is called saccanulomikam because 

it is in conformity with penetration into truths. In order to show the mode of its 

occurrence, it is stated, “ Whether materiality is impermanent (rupam aniccanti vaf\ 

and so on. Therein the characteristic of painfill and not self should be included by the 

word whether (va) in the sense of non-fixation because there is not interval. For what is 

impermanent, that is painful and what is painful that is not self. Any kind (yam 

evarupim): any preference (anulomikam), of which the individual nature is explained 
above.100 101 What makes able (khanti), etc. are the synonyms of understanding. As it is 

agreeable to the aforesaid spheres of kamma, etc. by showing non-opposition, similarly 

as it is not going against the truth of path, and truth of ultimate reality, that is, 

nibbana102 by being beneficial to living beings, it is favorable. Therefore it is called 

anulomika. Understanding is able to see all these factors, thus it is khanti. It sees, thus it 

is called ditthi. It is liked, thus it is called rwcz. It makes one think, thus it is muti. It 

observes, thus it is called pekkha. Things beginning from the spheres of work, being 

100 ettha kammameva kammayatanam; atha va kammaiica tarn ayatananca ajlvadinantipi kammayatanam. 
VbhA. 392.
101 According to VbhA. 393, the full stop of this sentence should be placed after anulomikam.
102 According to VbhA. 297, the comma used after the word paramatthaiaccassa is not necessary because 
it is the qualifier of the next word, that is, nibbana.
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contemplated by understanding, are able to undergo contemplation, thus it is 

dhammanijjhanakhanti (bearing contemplation over things). Not hearing from another 

he gets (parato asutva patilabhati): not having heard other’s preaching, a person 

himself thinking, obtains. This is said (ayam vuccati): this is called understanding by 

one’s own thinking. It, however, occurs in the well-known bodhisattas only. Even there, 

knowledge in conformity with truth occurs in two bodhisattas who bear their last body. 

Remaining types of understanding occur in all bodhisattas who have fulfilled perfection, 

who have higher knowledge. Hearing from another he gets (parato sutva patilabhati): 

having seen the spheres of activity, etc. which are being performed or which have been 

performed by another, [moreover] even having heard narration being narrated by 

another, even having learnt from the teacher, all these are obtained. [Moreover] indeed 

it should be known that it is obtained having heard from another. Of one who has 

attained attainment (samapannassa): of one endowed with attainment. It is an example. 

Insight path understanding here is intended as “understanding consisting in 

development.”

15. That (sa) indicates understanding that is stated as “that having limited object and 
that having exalted object.” 103 Mundane insight (lokiyavipassand): mundane insight 

understanding. That is supramundane insight (sa lokuttaravipassana): understanding 

having measureless object, occurring contingent upon nibbana. “That is supramundane 

insight” is said with reference to understanding of the path. Even though it does not 

observe the state of impermanent, etc., of formations, it is said as insight because it 

fillfills the function of insight, or because it specifically sees characteristic of thusness 

of nibbana. But change-of-lineage knowledge that has measureless object is not referred 

to as insight, as its position is to advert to the path.

16. It is called aya because by which attainments are increased, that is, improvement 

(yuddhi). Skillfulness in that (tattha kosalla): skillfulness, cleverness (kusalata), 

expertness (nipunata) in improvement characterized by elimination of harm and the 

arousing of good. In order to show the absolute skillfulness through Pali (the words of

103 Vbh.310.
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Blessed One), it is said, these things (ime dhamme), etc. Therein it is said (idam vuccati), 

understanding in non-production and abandoning of unprofitable things, or arousing and 

maintaining of profitable things — this is indeed called skillfulness in improvement 

(ayakosallam).

11. It is called detriment (apaya), because it is being removed (apetatta) from 

improvement (ayato) characterized by increase. Apaya refers to non-increase (avuddhi). 

Skillfulness in that (tattha kosalla): skill in that detriment characterized by diminution 

of good and arousing of harm. Thus it is called skillfulness in detriment 

(apayakosallam). In order to show even that also through Pali (the words of Blessed 

One), it is stated these things (ime dhamme), etc. Therein it is said (idam vuccati), 

understanding in non-production and ceasing of profitable things or arousing and 

maintaining of unprofitable things - this is indeed called skillfulness in detriment. 

Skillfulness in improvement can be called understanding, how should skillfulness in 

detriment also be called understanding? One thinks in this way, “Indeed power to 

produce detriment may be called skillfulness in detriment.” This is, however, his own 

thought only. Why? For it is indeed wise man that knows correctly, “While bringing to 

mind in this way, profitable things not arisen do not arise; those which have arisen, they 

cease. Unprofitable things not arisen arise; those which have arisen grow in me.” 

Having known thus he does not produce unprofitable things not arisen, he abandons 

those which have arisen. He arouses profitable things not arisen, brings those which 

have arisen into the perfection of development. Therefore skillfulness in detriment is 

also called understanding only.

18. Sabbattha: in all (sabbesu). Such and such things (tesam tesam dhammanamf. of 

various beneficial and pleasant things belonging to beings. That which occurs at that 

moment (tahkhanappavattam): that which arises at the same moment in order to 

discriminate it, when urgent type of work or fear arises. As it arises at proper occasion, 

thus it is called thanuppattika (that which arises at the proper occasion). Means therein 

(tatrupaya): it becomes the means at different occasions of performance.
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19. Having grasped (gahetvâf. having grasped with such discerning as, “This is matter, 

this much is the matter”, and so on. Having grasped both (ubhayam gahetvâ): having 

grasped both “the internal and external” by sequence. Or having grasped even all five 

aggregates simultaneously without dividing, such as, “Whichever has got the nature of 

origin, all that has got the nature of cessation.” This, however, is insight understanding 

as interpretation (vipassanabhinivesa) of insight on the part of bhikkhu having great 

merit and qualification to win sharp insight.

20. (428) Contingent upon the truth of suffering (dukkhasaccam arabbha): knowledge 

that arises having made the truth of suffering as an object and that arises as abolishing 

delusion that envelops it, is knowledge in suffering. Knowledge that occurs contingent 

upon the origin of suffering (dukkhasamudayam arabbha)'. herein the same method 

should be applied. Similarly in the case of remaining two pairs also. Knowledge that 
arises contingent upon the fourth truth is called reviewing knowledge;104 knowledge that 

arises contingent upon the third truth is called path knowledge; knowledge that arises 

contingent upon the remaining two truths is called insight knowledge — thus it is clear.

21. In order to make clear the meaning told in brief such as “knowledge which is 

divided in meanings, etc.” through Pâli, it is said, it is indeed told (vuttanhetam). 

Knowledge about meaning is the discrimination of meaning (atthe nânam 

atthapatisambhidâf. knowledge that is classified (pabhedagata) under meaning (attha), 

that is able to make marking, clarification, determining of the classification of the 

meaning is called discrimination of meaning (atthapatisambhida). The same method 

applies to the remaining three. Knowledge that is classified under the law, that is able to 

make marking, clarification, determining of the classification of the law is called 

discrimination of law (dhammapatisambhidâ). Knowledge that is classified under the 

enunciation of language, that is able to make marking, clarification, determining of the 

classification of language is called discrimination of language (niruttipatisambhidâ).

104 The word catusaccam in the sentence paccavekkhanahânam hi catusaccam arabbha pavattananam 
nâma should be catutthasaccam, as it is given in Sinhalese edition. Ven. Mahasi also suggests it. 
Otherwise it is difficult to understand the meaning in this context.

♦
Knowledge that is classified under the perspicuity, that is able to make marking, 
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clarification, determining of the classification of the perspicuity is called discrimination 

of perspicuity (patibhanapatisambhida). Divisions of language and perspicuity should 

be known after having divided meaning, etc. having meaning (attha) and law (dhamma) 

as their objects through the divisions, such as, conditionally produced, etc.

22. Even nibbana is called ‘meaning’, as it is ‘served’, ‘attained’ in accordance with a 

cause which leads to obtainment. Anything conditionally produced (yam kinci 

paccayasambhutam): by this word suffering, etc. which occur in the section of truth, 

cause, dhamma and mode of condition are included. Nibbana occurring in the section of 

truth and of the mode of condition, the meaning of what is spoken occurring in the turn 

of the scripture, Azzmrna-result and functional consciousness occurring in the 

abhidhammabhajariiya, — thus five meanings should be understood in the same way as 

told in Pali.

23. It necessitates (dahatif. it assigns (vidahati). It is an etymological interpretation 

common to [all five] beginning with cause that produces [fruit]. In order to explain it, it 

is said, “Zf makes occur or allows to happen (pavatteti va sampapunitum va deti). ” 

Among them the first meaning should be understood in laws except the noble path. 

Even what is spoken impulses the meaning as understanding. The path, however, allows 

one to obtain nibbana, therefore in the case of the path, the latter meaning is applicable. 

Nibbana is meaning (attha) as it is to be reached; the meaning of what is spoken is 

meaning as it is to be known; other is meaning as it is to be produced — in this manner it 

is threefold.

Any cause that produces fruit (yo koci phalanibbattako hetu) : by this word the origin of 

suffering, etc., occurring in the section of truth, cause, dhamma, and mode of condition 

are included. The path occurring in the section of truth and the mode of condition, what 

is spoken occurring in turn of the scripture, and the profitable and unprofitable states 

occurring in the abhidhammabhajariiya - thus five laws should be understood in the 

same way as told in Pali. There the noble path is the cause that leads to obtainment 

(sampapako). What is spoken is the cause that makes known {riapako}. The other is the 

cause that produces (nibbattako) the fruit. Thus threefold cause should be understood.
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Herein functional consciousnesses are not said to be the state of the law because they do 

not give the result. If it is so, there are no fruits. Then even should the state of meaning 

also not be referred to? It is not like that, because they [vipakas] are produced from 

condition. If it is like this, then should profitable and unprofitable states also be 

included in the state of meaning? This is not a fault, because profitable and unprofitable 

states are not rejected to be the meaning. But only the state of law is said because it is 

the main condition of result evidently. Should the state of the law also be referred to on 

the part of functional states, due to their being the state of the condition? This is not a 

fault, because they are not rejected [to be the state of law]. But the state of law is not 

referred to, due to the absence of the state of the cause that is related to the fruit of 

kamma. There are discriminations of the law and the meaning (dhammattha) to one who 

is reviewing just profitable and unprofitable, and result and functional states, having not 

classified it, such as, “This is its condition, this is conditionally arisen.” Therefore then- 

states of meaning and law (atthadhammata) are not mentioned — thus it is to be 
known.105

105 It should be understood according to yathasankhyam (syntax by sequence). Of one who reviews 
profitable and unprofitable, and result and functional states there are discriminations of the law and 
meaning (dhammattha), but not discriminations of the meaning and law.

24. The same meaning (ayameva hi attho): the meaning with fivefold division of 

meaning and law is told, and the same is shown in Abhidhamma, after having divided — 

in this way it is construed.

25. Enunciation of language dealing with law (dhammaniruttabhilape) : here the word 

dhamma is told from the point of view of indicator of individual nature, thus it is called 

language that is individual nature (sabhavanirutti). ‘Correct language’ is the meaning. 

Therefore it is said, “the usage which has no exception (abyabhicari voharo). ” The 

word reference (saddavoharo) having fixed relation in understanding of different 

meanings is implied. 77?e enunciation of that (tadabhilape): utterance of that correct 

usage called language of individual nature. The language which is individual nature, 

however, is the Magadhan language. Semantically it means the concept of the 

name.Thus say teachers. Others, however, say that the language which is individual 
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nature is basically concept. If it is so, concept should be uttered, but not word. Thus 

there may occur contingency. There is nothing to be enunciated, uttered except the word 

— this is implication. The words phassa, etc. are to be understood, to be uttered. If it is 

so, even meaning and law also would turn into the state of language (niruttibhdvo) 

because they are to be understood. The word phasso is individual-nature language. 

Phassam and phassa are not individual-nature language. Thus this intention is already 

referred to. That which is not a word has not got aspect like this. Therefore [knowledge] 

about enunciation (abhilape), utterance (uccarane) of that language that is individual 

nature made up of word only is the discrimination of language (nirutti-patisambhida) — 

in this way it should be taken.

Knowledge that is classified under the enunciation of language that is individual nature 

on the part of one who is reviewing, having made the sound of the language that is 

individual nature as an object, is discrimination of language. Some say that 

discrimination of language arises at mind-door after the cognitive series of ear 

consciousness, of which object is the sound of language, because it is said in 

commentary, “In this way this discrimination of language indeed has sound as an object, 
and not concept as the object.”106 It is said referring to knowing afterwards, having 

perceived sound of the word, “Discrimination of language has present object.”107 But 

there may occur contingency that when one dhamma, of which object is present is 

present, the other dhamma which has present object would be referred to. Knowledge of 

divine ear knows clearly respective sound which is the cause of deciding division of 

words uttered by human being, etc. Knowledge that is the cause of determination of 

individual-essence language and non-individual-essence language, of which object is 

individual-nature language that is present, that knows it clearly, is the discrimination of 

language. When it is stated in this way, there is no mutual inconsistency. It is possible to 

say, “Of one who is reviewing having made the words of language which is individual 

nature as the object”, and “Of one who causes to arise reviewing of the object of words 

which is present.” For the knowledge knowing clearly individual-essence language 

arises while breaking up (bhindantam), penetrating (pativijjhantani) language due to the 

106 VbhA. 387.
107 Vbh. 304.
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state of the cause of deciding different divisions just after reviewing different words. 

Therefore it is said, it has got division also.

26. Knowledge everywhere (sabbattha hânam): knowledge in all objects, entire 

knowledge, is the implication. Therefore the teacher has said, “knowledge that has 

knowledge as its object (nânârammanam ndnam).” Or everywhere indicates knowledge 

in entire meaning, or it is called all knowledge as it arises in three or even in four. Or it 

is so called, as it arises in three only because discrimination of perspicuity made up of 

kusala and kiriya has the state of dhamma and attha. Therefore it is stated, “or aforesaid 

kinds (yathâvuttesu va')”, etc. There individual objects, functions and so on 

(sagocarakiccadivasena): according to its own object and according to function, etc. 

knowing, “This knowledge arises depending on such and such object through such and 

such function.” By the word âdi, there is inclusion of its characteristic, manifestation, 

proximate cause and plane, and so on. Therefore it is said, “These knowledges are 

indicator of such and such meaning”, and so on.

27. (429) [The four kinds of discrimination] come into the [two] categories (pabhedam 

gacchanti): they are able to understand different divisions correctly in different objects 

having different divisions.

Elder Ananda is mentioned in order to exclude, with blame, the meaning shown through 

the general statement, ‘And great disciples come into the category of the non-trainers’ 

plane’.

28. This (eta) refers to discrimination (patisambhida). Division in the plane of the 

trainer has got less objects, while that of the plane of the non-trainer has got many 

objects. Therefore it is stated that achievement is the reaching of Arahatship (adhigamo 

nâma arahattappatti), or it is said with reference to special attainments. For these 

discriminations attained by the trainer also obtain the state of purity by attainment of

raWship. Like prior effort, it is not [correct] that attainment of Arahatship does not 

become cause of analytical knowledge of discrimination in the case of Arahat. 

Therefore the state of being the cause for analytical knowledge of discrimination of the 

trainer and the non-trainer should be applied even in the case of five aspects 
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accordingly.108 Mastery of Scriptures (pariyattl), etc., having only the words of Blessed 

One as an object are pointed out, due to complete inclusion of meaning and law, etc. 

Mastery (pariyapunam): the repetition of Pali. Hearing (savanam): listening to its 

meaning. Desire to know all around is called questioning (paripuccha). Therefore it is 

said, discussion of knotty passages and explanatory passages in the texts, commentaries, 

and so on (paliatthakathadisu ganthipada-atthapadavinicchayakatha). This implies that 

this is the detailed statement of resolution of the meanings difficult to know from the 

point of word meaning and implied meaning. For the word of which the meaning is 

difficult to understand is ganthipada, and the word of which the implication is difficult 

to understand is atthapada. By the word adi, he includes different treatises divided into 

khandha, etc. Advancing and returning associated with application of meditation subject 

is gatam and paccagatam. He, to whom it belongs, is gatapaccagatika, and his state is 

gatapaccagatikabhava. It means one engaged in meditation subject [while going] from 

his residence up to village nearby and [returning] back from that village towards 

residence. Vicinity of the stages of conformity and change-of-lineage (yava 

anulomagotrabhusamfpam): knowledge of equanimity in formations is indicated, for it 

arises in their vicinity.

108 As achievement, mastery of scriptures, hearing, questioning, and prior effort.

30. In some sciences (satthesu): in faultless compositions bringing benefit and 

happiness to beings. In the spheres of craft (sippayatanesuf. the same is applied here 

also. The hundred and one tongues (ekasatavoharaf. dialects of the hundred and one 

kingdoms in ancient days. The chapter of similes (opammavaggo) indicates 

Yamakavaggo in Dhammapada. Others say that it indicates Yamakavaggo in 

Mulapannasa. Of very learned intelligent teachers (sutapatibhanabahulanam): of those 

learned endowed with perspicuity.

31. All (sabbani): five [aspects (dAdrd)] mentioned earlier, or also eight mentioned 

afterwards. Next upon the liberation consisting in trainers ’ fruition 

(sekkhaphalavimokkhantika): being at the end of the liberation consisting in trainers’ 

fruition. Power of knowledge in the possible as possible and the impossible as 
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impossible, etc. among all qualities of the Buddha has become clearer due to their own 

function, thus “like the Ten Powers (dasa balani viya)” is stated. Or all others, 

beginning with knowledge of all knowing are special qualities of the Blessed One. 

Therefore it is said, next upon the liberation consisting in non-trainers ’ fruition 

(asekkhaphalavimokkhantika).

Commentary on Analysis of the Plane, Root, and Body of Understanding 

(pannabhumi-mula-sariravavatthanavannana).

32. (430) Of this understanding (imaya pahhaya): of this insight understanding. It is the 

plane (bhitmi) because it is the place of arising through grasping, such as, marking, etc. 

By inclusion of the word adi, inclusion of nourishment, etc. should be understood. Why 

are these many states taken by state of the plane? Would it not be accomplished by a 

single dhamma among aggregate, etc.? No. The three, beginning with aggregates109 are 

necessary in order to help three kinds of living beings, otherwise it would not be 

possible to help all in common. Because living beings are threefold, viz., those confused 

in materiality, those confused in immateriality, and those confused in both. Among 

them, for those who are confused in immateriality, aggregates are taught because 

immaterial states are classified into four. For those who are confused in materiality, 

bases are taught because the material states are classified into ten and half110 [among 

twelve bases]. But for those who are confused in both, elements are taught because both 

mind and matter are classified. In this way there are three kinds of living beings due to 

difference in faculty (indriya) — sharp faculty, moderate faculty, slow faculty, [and 

difference in preference] - less preference, moderate preference, and expanded 

preference. For them also, aggregate, etc. are taught according to sequence.111 In this 

way it should be applied. Well, inclusion of faculty is for easy understanding of 

characteristics of not self, “these are void, dependent on others”, because these states

Aggregate (khandhd), base (ayatanay and element (dhatu).
110 They are eye ear nose tongue body form sound smell taste tangible base, and 
half of the mental-object base.

Aggregate is taught for those who have sharp faculty, base for those who have moderate faculty, and 
element for those who have slow faculty.
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(aggregate, base and element) set lordship, mastership on co-born states like a ruler. The 

rulership of these states, however, is accomplished through their own nature. There is 

not controlership of anyone here.

This fourfold division will be favorable, not otherwise, when [the truth of suffering] is 

seen as the round of rebirths, [the truth of cessation] as turning away [from rebirth], and 
[the truth of origin and path leading to cessation] as the cause of both. Therefore two112, 

beginning with truth are mentioned. This method should be applied to the states 

included by the word adi.113 It is called root (mulam) because of its having the state of 

support. For, when purification of virtue and purification of consciousness exit, then 

only understanding has acquired the root, not otherwise. It is called body (sariram), 

because it is to be developed. These five purifications of understanding which arises as 

process, beginning with purification of view being in the place of feet, hand and head, 

are to be understood as “body” through the maxim of group by way of limbs.

112 Saccam and paticcasamuppada.
113 That is, ahara, etc.
114 A. ii. 55; iii. 52; 337.

33. (431) Five aggregates (panca khandha): here five indicates statistical limit, by 

which the teacher shows that aggregates are neither less nor more than that. Aggregate 

shows states that are limited. Here because the word khandha is in the sense of the 
collection just like in the case of words, such as, “large reservoir of water”,114 having 

taken together in mind all matters divided into the past, etc. by way of collection, 

“Materiality itself as aggregate, thus it is materiality-aggregate” should be understood as 

a compound where expressions are in apposition to one another (samanadhikarana- 

samaso). When the word khandha is used in the sense of installment, just like in the 

words, such as, “I shall give you loan in three installments”, then would even nibbana 

come under the state of another khandha? It is not so, because of absence of divisions of 

past, etc. For nibbana is single and eternal, there is no division into past, and so on. 

From the first meaning, it indicates the collection of materiality, and from the second, it 

indicates the installment of materiality. The same method applies to the aggregate of 

feeling (vedanakkhandho), and so on. Why are these aggregates said to be five only, and 
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why with this sequence only? Because of seeing the application of vessel, food, curry, 

cook and enjoyer, and because of teaching in the manner in which it begins with what is 

gross and beginning with defilement - in this way it should be known. Feeling and 

perception are taught separately under the name of aggregate, having been taken aside 
from the aggregate of formations, having thought the cause of root of contention,115 

round of rebirths, and the cause of kamma.

Vivadamula (D. iii. 246).

Commentary on Explanation of the Materiality Aggregate
(rupakkhandhakathavannana)

34. (432) There (tatthaf. in those five aggregates. Whatsoever (yam kind) indicates 

complete covering. Characteristic of being molested (ruppanalakkhanam)-. it is 

necessary to restrict the logical fallacy of over-generalization. When over-generalization 

occurs due to being not restricted by inclusion of the word yam and kim along with 

indeclinable ci, that is removed by the word ruppana. Thus by the word 

ruppanalakkhanam, complete covering of materiality is made. By cold, etc. (sttadihi): 

by cold, hot, hunger, thirst, and so on. This is instrumental case in the sense of cause. 

That of which characteristic is being molested, has characteristic of being molested 

(ruppanalakkhanam). Kinds of states (dhammajatam) indicates state (dhamma) only. 

Ruppana here means occurrence of dissimilarity when there is contact of opposite cause 

like cold, etc. Is occurrence of dissimilarity obtainable in the case of the states of 

immateriality when there is contact of opposite cause like cold, etc.? Of course it is 

obtained. It is, however, not so evident. Here what is being molested, which is clearer, is 

intended, as cold, etc. are already included. If it is so, how is designation of materiality 

applicable to brahma-vfoxXtfl There designation of materiality is available, because its 

individual nature is not abandoned, or through the cause which is favorable to it. Others 

say that the state of cause of occurrence of dissimilarity of that which is being broken, 

when one’s own continuity is broken at contact of opposite causej is ruppana. In this 

view, that which is made visible (rupayati), that which causes alteration (yikaram 

115
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ápadetí), is materiality. In earlier view, however, it is materiality in the sense of being 

molested (ruppati). The word ruppana is the conventional usage in obtainment of 

modification in the sense of impingement — thus say some. In this view there is no 

contingency of designation of materiality in the states of immateriality because of 

absence of impact. Others say that it is ruppana due to its counter attack. Having taken 

all that in one (sabbam tam ekato katva): having kept in mind the sense of the collection, 

he says.

Due to division of primary entity (bhuta) and derived (upaddya) (bhutopaddyabhedato): 

derived materiality exists here due to its existence dependent on it, thus it is called the 

primary (b hut am). Derived materiality itself clings to primary entities only. It, however, 

is not held by them, or it is not held by any other. Thus it is called the derived 

materiality (upaddya).

35. Well primary materialities are already explained from the point of view of 

etymology also under the definition of the four elements, but from the point of view of 

explaining characteristic, etc. of the states having individual nature, it is said, 

“Characteristic, function and manifestation are told under the definition of the four 

elements (lakkhanarasapaccupatthandni catudhdtuvavatthane vuttani). ” There 

proximate cause is not told, therefore it is said, “However from the proximate cause 

(padatthánato pana)”, and so on. Non-reference should be understood because the 

meanings of proximate cause are clarified under the word ‘paccayato’ in another 

arrangement.116 Even all (sabba pi): even all the four elements. There occurs the earth 

element when supported by water, strengthened by fire, and made powerful by air only, 

otherwise not. Therefore that has remaining three elements as the proximate cause. 

Similarly the others also [have their proximate causes in this way]. Thus it is said, 

“having the other three as its proximate cause (avasesadhdtuttayapadatthdna). ”

36. Twenty-four kinds (catuvisatividhamf. this indicates numerical limit in order to 

restrict materiality of power, and so on. That which is to be told here will be clear 

See Vis. XI. 109.
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further. It relishes (cakkhati), thus it is called cakkhu. And it exists, as it were, relishing 

visible-data which is the base of consciousness. The word cakkhati is in the sense of 

relishing just like in the sacred words, “One relishes honey, one relishes curry”, etc., as 

it is told, “Magandiya, the eye indeed takes delight in forms, delights in forms, rejoices 
in forms.”117 It is also told in the commentary that its “function is plunging into 

forms.”118 Even if ear, etc. have their objects of sound, etc., the word cakkhu is current 

only in seeing119 120 121 out of convention, just like the words pahkaja, etc. are used only with 

regard to lotus, etc. — in this way it is to be understood. Or cakkhati means, as it were, 

narrating (acikkhantam) even and unevenness which are the base of consciousness; [it 

means] as it were, telling clearly (abhibyattam vadantam). In commentary, however, it 
is said, “And it explains (vibhaveti).”™ As the verbal roots have got different meanings, 

the meaning of the explaining (vibhavanattha) is also possible with the word cakkhati - 

from this point of view it is told. It is called ear, as one listens with this, or as that which 

is presided over by the consciousness listens itself. It is called nose, as one smells with 

it, or as that which is presided over by the consciousness smells itself. Nutritive essence 

(ahararaso) which is the cause of life is called jivitam, as swallowing is based on taking 

taste. As it invites (avhayati) the life (jivitam) through inclination towards nutritive 

essence. Therefore it is called tongue (jivha). This is Explained through etymology. 

Body (kaya) is so called as it is the place of origin, entrance (ayo) into the states that 

have defilements which are vile (kucchitanam sasavadhammanam). For kaya is 

specifically the cause of defilements among nose, tongue and body. They are the special 

cause of greed for sense desires, originated from kamma caused by greed for sense 

desires which do not reach the state of the cause of supremacy. For by means of that, 

living beings tasting pleasure of tangible object, have got even sexual engagement. Or it 

is explained that the four aggregates based on body faculty are specifically called 

defilements due to the state of cause of defilements of strong sense desires, etc., hence it 

is the entrance into the states that have defilements which are vile. Therefore it is called 

117 M. i. 503.
1,8 Vis. XIV. 37.
119 In Sinhalese edition, the reading is nayane eva cakkhu-saddo pavattati instead of dassane eva cakkhu- 
saddo pavattati. But in VbhAT. 34 the reading is cakkhumhiyeva cakkhu-saddo pavattati.
120 VbhA. 45.
121 Cf. VbhAT. 34.
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kaya. Rupa (form) is so called because while obtaining modification in form, it shows 

(rupayati) the state belonging to mind, it shows external form as it were, it shows as if it 

has body - this is intended. Or as verbal root has got different meanings, the root rupa 

should be taken in the sense of making known (pakasana). Sadda is so called because it 

is uttered (sappati), it is spoken (udaharlyati), or it is uttered by its own cause. The state 

to be known by the ear is carried to — this is the meaning. Gandha is so called because it 

indicates its own base. It makes known that which is concealed, [telling], “This has got 

good smell; this has got bad smell.” Or it makes known flowers, fruits, etc., which are 

concealed, declaring, “Such and such thing remains here”, like a person who makes 

back biting - this is the meaning. Rasa is so called because living beings taste it. They 

relish - this is the meaning.

Feminity faculty (itthindriyam): faculty of women only. In the same way masculinity 

faculty (purisindriyam) is to be taken. It is jivita (life) because co-bom states live by 

means of it. That itself is facility, so it is life faculty (jlvitindriyam). Heart itself is basis, 

or basis of mind consciousness which is heart, thus heart-basis. Kaya is so called due to 

having the state of body which is stirring. That is also called intimation (vihhatti) as it 

intimates the intention, thus bodily intimation (kayavihhatti). Vaci is so called because 

of having the state of speech which is stirring and because of intimating the intention. 

That is also called intimation (vihhatti), thus verbal intimation (vacivihhatti). It does not 

diminish because it has no body, it is not possible to be cut, or it does not shine, thus it 

is called akasa. Akasa only is uttered as akasa (space); the same space is called as space 

element in the sense of soulless, no-being. Of the matter (rupassaf. of the concretely 

produced matter. Lightness (lahutaf. the state of being light. As it is non-concretely 

produced, the word (lahuta) is qualified by rupassa (of the matter). This method applies 

to remaining ones. This, however, is difference - good in action is wieldy (kammahha), 

its state is wieldiness (kammahhata). Heaping (caya), occurrence (pavatti) first and 

further (upari) is upacayo (production of matter). Gradual relation (pubbaparavasena 

sambandhati) extension (tad) is continuity (santati). The state of that which is 

impermanent, destroyed, is aniccatd (impermanence). That which is made into lump 

(kabalam kariyati) is kabalikara (physical). That which is carried forth (aharati) is 
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ahara (nutriment). In this way derived materiality should be known from the point of 

view of meaning of the word.

According to sequence primary materialities are pointed out first, because they are the 

bases of all derived matters as the state of support. Among others first five, beginning 

with cakkhu, are pointed out because they are the state of the bases for the designation 

of individuality as internal state. The four, beginning with riipam, are pointed out to 

show that these are the objects of those possessors of objective field. Tangible object 

(photthabbam) is omitted here because it is not derived matter and it is taken under 

primary elements. Pair of femininity faculty and masculinity faculty is pointed out after 

visible-data (rúpam) to show that the individuality is considered as “woman” or “man” 

by means of them. After that occurs life faculty to show that reference is found, “Living 

being lives by means of it.” Then comes heart-basis to show that the individuality gets 

accomplishment of self-benefit when consciousness arises depending on this heart basis. 

Then comes pair of intimation to show that there are all bodily and verbal actions 

through these. Space element occurs to show that this is the limit and extension of the 

material group by means of it. Lightness, etc. are pointed to show easy activity and 

arising, etc. of materiality by means of these. Physical nutriment is pointed at the end to 

show that this process of matters produced by four conditions122 is supported by 

nutriment - in this way it should be understood.

122 Kamma, citta, utu, and ahara.

37. (433) Now in order to explain derived materialities as pointed out from the point of 

view of characteristic, etc., it begins with, "'There characteristic of sensitivity ofprimary 

elements is ready for the impact of visible data (tattha 

rupabhighatarahabhutappasadalakkhanam)” etc. In that sentence, there (tattha) means 

in those derived materialities. Impact against visible data or impact of visible data is 

called rupabhighata. That which is ready for it is růpábhighátáraha. The sensitivity of 

four primary elements, whether it has such a nature as an impact of visible data or not, 

is rupábhighátárahabhutappasádo. Such is the characteristic of eye — this is the 

meaning. Because sensitivity of eye takes place, only when accompanied by other cause 
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through impact of visible data and not alone, ready for the impact of visible data 

(rüpábhighátáraha) is said in order to show that the state of having such basic nature 

only is important and not the impact of visible data, just like profitable and unprofitable 

consciousnesses are apt to resultant consciousness. Abhighata is the state of being face 

to face (abhimukhíbhávó), standing in proper situation (yogyadesdvatthanam), of object 

and possessor of objective field mutually, as it were attacking. There is the impact of the 

eye against visible data or of the visible data against the eye. Therefore it is stated, “The 

eye which is non-visible, impinging matter, attacked against visible data which is 

visible, impinging”, “The visible data, visible and impinging, attacked or attacks against 
the eye which is non-visible and impinging”,123 and so on. Craving for sense desire and 

craving for materiality which has become the source of kamma producing individuality, 

with complete or incomplete faculties, deserves to be called as desire to see, etc. 

because they have the state of desiring that particular faculty at rebirth. Thus the second 

method is told everywhere. There datthukamatanidanakammasamutthanani is explained 

as of these (etesani) originated by kamma, sourcing from desire to see 

(datthukámatanidánakammam samutthánam). Sensitivity of primary elements having 

such arrangements is datthukámatánidánakammasamutthana-bhüíappasáda. Eye has 

such characteristic. Craving, root cause of different births, has even bases as the object, 

which deserves to be originated at respective rebirth, thus it is stated that craving for 

sense-desire, etc. are deserved to be called datthukdmata, and so on.

Datthukdmatd means desire to see, craving for materiality - this is the meaning. And 

here when there exists earlier arising of craving for the visible data (datthukdmata) and 

other [cravings] from the moment of accumulation of kamma which produces different 

individualities, there is nothing to be told. But if it doesn’t exist, the state of non

eradication through the path should be understood as the cause. As [defilements] which 

are not eradicated through the path, exist only, because they, having arisen when the 

cause is obtained, reach the state of condition of its own fruit. Therefore they can be 

used with terms, the state of being arisen (uppannata), the state of existence (atthita), in 

the sacred words, such as, “Cultivating the noble eightfold path, multiplying the noble 

123 Dhs. 134.
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eightfold path, he makes disappear the ill, unprofitable states which arise and arise 
again”,124 and “If sensual desire is present in himself, he knows that it is present.”125

124 S.v.51.
125 D. ii. 300; M. i. 60.

Its function is to pick up (dvinchanarasam) [an object] among visible data (riipesu): of 

the person or of consciousness. Manifested as the footing 

(adharabhdvapaccupatthdnam)’. because it is the support condition. Its proximate cause 

is primary elements born of kamma sourcing from desire to see 

(datthukámatánidánakammajabhuta-padatthánam): sensitivity of those primary 

elements. They are only its immediate cause. Here the eye’s characteristic mentioned 

first is described through kamma producing different individualities, and is common to 

all of it due to non-reference of specific cause. The second is according to specialized 

kamma generated with the thought, ‘Let my eye be thus’ - this is what they say. The 

first-mentioned characteristics is stated as the interestedness of sensitivity, in other 

words, lighting up its own objective fields, even though there is the state of sensitivity 

to all five senses in general. The second is stated as the seeing difference through 

division of its own cause, even though there is commonness of the state of kamma or 

unity to tiie cause of sensitivity. In the case of the ear, etc., the meaning should be 

understood through the same method as it is told in the context of characteristics, and so 
on.

Here it can be asked, “The arising of the faculties of the eye, etc., is through single 

kamma or different kammasl” The ancients say, “In both ways.” In this context, when 

the arising of the faculties of the eye, etc. is through different kammas, then there is 

nothing to be explained about [their] difference since the cause is different. But when 

their arising is due to kamma that is single, then how is their difference possible? It is 

because of difference in the cause only. For craving, in the form of longing for different 

rebirths, itself having manifold form owing to hankering after the sense-faculties 

belonging to different rebirths, makes up the variegated difference in kamma that 

produces respective rebirth through the state of decisive-support. Kamma, when it has 

acquired the difference induced by that [craving], produces, through exertion consisting 
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in appropriate ability, a multiple fruit with manifold individual nature, as if it had itself 

taken on a manifold form. The ability here should not be understood as anything other 

than the able state, because it is just’effort of generating fruit that is differentiated by the 

difference due to difference in its cause. The fact of this differentiating effort on the part 

of single kamma being the cause of multiple faculties will be dealt with later on 

according to logic and Pali. Moreover it is stated how only single profitable 

consciousness is the cause of producing sixteen kinds of resultant consciousness, and so 

on. Even in day today life, it is also found that a single paddy seed is the cause of 

producing rice grains which are fully ripen and which are not frilly ripen. What is the 
use of logical thinking? Because the eye, etc., are the fruit of kamma (kammaphalam) 

and result of kamma (kammavipako). They are entirely the topics of Buddha’s 

knowledge.

42. (434) Some (keci): some teachers belonging to Mahasanghikas. For among them 

Vasudhammo says, “In the eye fire is excess; in the ear, air; in the nose, earth; in the 

tongue, water; in the body all are equal.” It is said, “Eye is the sensitivity of primary 

elements that have fire in excess (tejadhikanam bhutanam pasado cakkhuf, etc. in 

order to show that excessiveness of fire in the eye, etc. is due to excessiveness of fire 

among primary elements which are the base of eye. In the statement, the body is that of 

all {kayo sabbesam), what is difference here? Are sensitivities of primary elements that 

have fire in excess for all? If it is argued in this manner, it is true. But this word ‘for all 

{sabbesamY is used for [all four that are] equal (samandnam). Thus it shows this 

meaning, because it is said as the rejection of the partly excess followed from earlier 

reference. For body-sensitivity (kayapasado) does not take place even in excess of two 

or three [primary elements] just like in excess each of fire, etc., similarly in less 

obtained by one group, etc. through the state of excess as said - this meaning is clear. 

Therefore through four primary elements equally, body-sensitivity takes place. The 

word ‘all’ here should be understood as indicating ‘equalness’.

43. Of fire, and so on (tejadinam): because they are aided by the respective qualities of 

each primary element accordingly in the first theory and the second theory. [In other 

words, they are aided] by visible data as illuminating [quality] of heat called lighting up, 
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by the sound [as a quality] of air, by odour [as a quality] of earth, and by flavour [as a 

quality] of water called saliva - what is implied is that they need to be helped in 

grasping visible data, and so on. Their belief is that the quality is the ability to light up 

visible data, etc. on the part of the eye, etc., only when associated with co-operative 

causes like light, etc., and the state of decisive-support for ear-consciousness on the part 

of vacuum. The word, ‘accordingly’ is used because vacuum is not primary as fire, etc. 

are. Or alternatively when others intend that vacuum is a quality of primaries, as visible 

data, etc. are, then the qualities of those respective primaries are construable 

accordingly. [In other words several sensitivities are respectively aided] by visible data 

and light [as a quality] of fire, by sound [as a quality] of vacuum called space, by odour 

[as a quality] of air, by flavour [as a quality] of water, and by tangible data [as a quality] 

of earth.

44. Because of finding the state of excess of visible data, etc. (rupadinam 

adhikabhavadassanatof. the first theory holds the view, “visible data, etc. are their 

qualities” because it is found that they are associated with these special aspects, that is, 

the resplendent visible datum in fire, sound audible by its basic nature in air, the odour 

beginning with fragrance in earth, and sweet taste in water. The teacher has stated the 

conclusion of the first theory with the statement, beginning with, “iccheyyama”. By the 

same means the second theory is refuted. Or optionally, it should be understood that the 

words “athdpi vadeyyum (then they may say)”, etc. are stated in order to refute the view 

of Kanada, which asserts that the eye, etc. are respectively made by fire, space, earth, 

water, and air, having special qualities like visible data, etc,, respectively after having 

taken it up. The odour, even if being apprehensible in fermented liquor, is of the earth 

that is mixed with water, which is different from cotton, therefore the odour of cotton 

would not have the state of excess. If it is argued in this manner, it is not so, since the 

earth of the cotton is not overpowered [by water]. For the earth mixed with water in 

fermented liquor is overpowered by water, but not the earth of the cotton. Therefore 

odour of cotton only should be in excess. Fire associated with hot-water is to be 

obtained as distinct, thus considering, like contact of hot-water, its resplendent form too 

would be known. Therefore the form of cold-water, not contacted with fire, would be 

weaker than the form of hot-water.
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45. Therefore (tasma): due to non-existence of both. For, by that absence, the state of 

having special qualities of visible data, etc. in fire, etc. is refuted. Due to that refutation, 

the justification, “Because they need to be assisted by visible data, etc. as a qualities of 

heat, etc.,” is refuted, thus the absence of both indirectly becomes the justification of 

abandoning the imagination of difference [in primary elements]. Therefore there occurs 

the statement, beginning with, “therefore you should give up (tasma pahayetam)." The 

example of visible object, taste, etc. is referred to in order to show that visible object, 

taste, etc. are dissimilar even in a single group, no doubt the eye, etc. are dissimilar in 

the manifold group even though there is no difference in primary elements.

“Yam ahhamahhassa" is taken in order to show that if there is no difference according 

to primary elements, then what is the cause for the differentiation of the eye, and so on. 

Though kamma which is produced by desire for individuality with five sense-bases is 

one only, still it should be understood as ‘not common to each other’ and as ‘difference 

in kamma', because it is the cause of the difference of the eye, and so on. For it does not 

become a condition for the ear through the same particular difference through which it 

is a condition for the eye, since, if it were, there would occur no distinction between the 

faculties. By the words, “At the moment of rebirth-linking exalted volition is a 

condition as fawi/Mu-condition for the kinds of materiality due to kamma performed”, it 

must be known that a single volition is Azwzma-condition for all kinds of materiality due 

to kamma performed that come into existence at the moment of rebirth-linking. For, at 

the moment of rebirth-linking, if there is arising of the faculties through different 

volitions, it would follow that the materiality due to kamma performed was produced by 

limited as well as exalted kamma. And one rebirth-linking is not generated by many 

kammas. Therefore it is proved that it is by single kamma that there arise different 
faculties.

46. (435) AnaHmanissayo is explained as that of which support doesn’t adhere to [the 

sense-faculty], Tt refers to the object called visible data and sound. With the support of 

odour and flavour, nose and tongue adhere to the base. Thus they are called allina 

(adhere to [their object]) through support. Tangible data adheres to itself because it 
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adheres to the base of the body. There is another tradition. The eye and ear grasp non

contiguous objective field, because they are the cause of arising of consciousness in the 
object which is separated by an interval,126 and which is big.127 Some say that even the 

ear grasps contiguous objective field. If it were so, sound originated from consciousness 

would not be the object of ear-consciousness. For there is no arising externally of that 

which is originated from consciousness. And in Pali sound as object is referred to as 

being the object of ear-consciousness without making any specification. Moreover there 

would be no defining of sound according to the direction and region, because in that 

case it would have to be apprehended in the place of the possessor of the objective field 

only, as it takes place in the case of an odour. Therefore sound remains in the same 

place where it arose. If it comes into the range of the ear, is it not that sounds of 

washermen [beating clothes on the stone] are heard later by those standing at a distance? 

No, because there is difference in comprehending a sound according to the ways in 

which it becomes evident to one standing nearby and to one at a distance. For just as 

there is, respectively, not apprehending and apprehending of the differences in the 

syllables, because of difference in the way of apprehending the sound of words 

according to the ways in which it becomes clear to one at the distance and to one nearby, 

so also when the sound of washerman becomes clear throughout from beginning to end 

to one who is nearby. And it becomes clear as the compressed form in the end or in the 

middle to one at the distance. Because of difference in apprehending and decision which 

occur after the cognitive series of ear-consciousness, it is said, “heard quickly and heard 
later.”128 But that sound comes into the range of the ear at the moment of its existence, 

remaining on the same element depending on which it arose. If sound doesn’t arise all 

round through the series of primary elements, how does an echo arise? The sound, 

though it remains at a distance, is a condition for the arising of echo and for the shaking 

of vessels, etc., just as a magnet is a condition for movement of iron.

124 For example, even though books are kept inside the bookshelf with glass window, we can see them 
with the eyes. This kind of object is called the object separated by an interval (santara).

For example, the objects such as mountains, rivers can be seen through the eyes. These kinds of 
objects are called the big (adhika).

Here it appears as visesato lahukam suto "cirena suto’’ti adhimano hoti. The quotation marks, 
however, should be “ lahukam suto cirena suto" instead of lahukam suto "cirena suto”. Ven. Nanamoli 
translated it as 'there comes to be the assumption "Heardfaintly is heard later”'. (Nanamoli, p. 493, Note. 
22) But this translation is not-suitable in this context.
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47. (436) The sentence, beginning with, “cakkhu cettha" is composed in order to 

explain the eye according to its place where it is situated, even though its characteristic, 

etc. are already explained. ‘There the eye remains while fulfilling’ — in this way it 

should be construed. The syllable ca is in the sense of being contrary case. Through that 

the teacher indicates its special aspect which is being told. Here (ettha)'. in these five 

derived elements as pointed out. [In the place] where appears the image of the bodies 

[of those who stand in front of it] (sarirasanthanuppattidesef. with this word the teacher 

excludes the remaining black portion. Having pervaded the eye’s seven layers (satta 

akkhipatalani byapetva) like oil. [It is] helped by four primary elements (catiihi dhatuhi 

katupakaram), which are its own ground, situated. It is maintained by life and equipped 

with colour, etc., supported by them only. It stands, being consolidated by heat, 

consciousness and nutriment (utucittaharehi) which produce matters which are 

produced by three conditions. By the expression of action of pervading eye’s seven 

layers, the teacher shows that the eye has got multiple groups. It is the size of a mere 

louse’s head (pamanato ukasiramattaf. it is said because it arises in the region that is of 

the size of a mere louse’s head. It is physical basis (vatthubhavam) of eye

consciousness because it is its ground, it serves as door (dvdrabhavam) for adverting, 

receiving, etc., and registration at the end, because it is the place of entering. But this 

eye, even though being many because of different bases and because of the fact that 

even that has got each many groups of primary elements, is referred to as one through 

common reference because it has only one adverting and because it performs only one 

function at a single moment. How only one is called to be the state of being function, 

out of many? That which is ready for the impact of visible data, being clear, should be 

understood to be the support of consciousness, as specific tangible data becomes the 

support of body consciousness in the state of the object.

48. The syllable m in manupassati is conjunct consonant, or alternatively manu may 

refer to human.

49. Ahgulivedhaka indicates the finger-ring.
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53. An eye, through the inclination towards the uneven [visible data], should be seen 

like a snake indulging in the hole inside the ant-hill by the inclination towards poison; 

the ear, through the inclination towards the hole, is like a crocodile indulging in the hole 

under the stream of water; the nose, through the inclination towards the sky, is like a 

bird indulging in the open air; the tongue, through the inclination towards movement, is 

like a dog indulging in the village; the body, through the inclination towards kamma- 

bom matter, is like a jackal indulging in the cemetery where rough flesh is available - 

this is what is to be taken by the paragraph, vammi ... pe ... datthabba. The state of 

having inclination towards unevenness is referred to, because as if the eye has 

inclination towards uneven [visible data], or by the inclination of the individual having 

eye, the eye has the inclination towards unevenness. The same method applies to the 

remaining ones. And all elaborations, as they were already told, should be understood in 

the case of the ear, etc. with suitable modification.

54. (437) The visible datum has the characteristic of impinging on the eye 

(cakkhupatihananalakkhanam): cakkhupatihanana can be dissolved as cakkhumhi 

patihanana (close contact into the eye) or cakkhussa patihanana (close contact of the 

eye), that is the characteristic of visible datum. Here iriipinging (patihanana) means 

impact (abhighata) as it is already told. Being the object (visayabhavaf. it is the state of 

object condition. Well, that itself is the state of being domain (gocarata), however this 

is difference between visaya and gocara — the state of non-othemess of the eye- 

consciousness and the state of arising of consciousness many times on the visible 
data.129 130 That which is to be told regarding the objective field of this [eye-consciousness] 

will be clear later. Where there is [difference] (yattha pana): there is difference 

beginning from kayavihhatti.

129 It means that eye-consciousness never arises on the object other than rupa. It is visayata.
130 It is gocarata.

58. (438) Itthibhavo is the state of being female (itthiya bhavo), or through this there is 

(bhavati etena) perceiving and a term as “itthi”. That is its characteristic, thus the female 

sex as its characteristic (itthibhavalakkhana). Due to this, it is, as it were, declaring the 

continuity associated with it as, ‘This is female’. Therefore it is said, “Its function is to 
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show that ‘this is a female ’ (itthiti pakasanarasa).” Having round shoulder and having 

small hands and feet are the [outward] mark of female (itthilihgam). Concealing massive 

muscular part of breast, absence of mustache and beard, arranging hair, and holding 

piece of cloth [to cover the body] constitute the [specific] sign of female (itthinimittam) 

due to being the cause of perceiving, ‘This is female’. Play with a little winnowing 

basket and a little pestle, etc., even in childhood, and spinning with shuttle constitute the 

■work of the female (itthikuttam), the activity of the female - this is the meaning. 

Deportment, such as, going modestly to one’s place is the manner of the female 

(itthakappo). Another tradition says that the female organ is the mark of the female. The 

sign of the female is taken from the point of view of voice. Behaviour of the female is, 

such as, going to her place, sitting, taking food, etc., modestly. The form of the female 

means her body-built. And even though these marks, etc. of the female are originated 

each due to its own condition like kamma, etc., mostly, they arise in the continuity 

associated with femininity faculty only, after having taken the respective forms. 

Therefore the femininity faculty is their cause, hence it is said, “Zf is manifested as the 

state of the cause for the mark, sign, activity and deportment of the female 

(itthilihganimittakuttakappanam karanabhavapaccupatthanam).” Regarding the mark 

of female, etc., its facultiness is stated as predominance, in other words, as the state of 

the cause, because the conditions for the matter as mode (akararupa) consisting of the 

mark of the female, etc. in a continuity accompanied by faculties do not arise otherwise, 

and because these kinds of materiality are a condition for apprehending the female.

But because the femininity faculty does not produce the material instances even in its 
own group [i.e., the sex decad]131 or maintain or support them, and because it does not 

so act for the material instances of other groups, it is not called, in Pali, faculty -, 

presence -, and non-disappearance conditions, while the life faculty is for the material 

instances of its own group, or the nutriment is for the material instances in succeeding 

group. Because the mark, etc. are depending on other conditions, wherever its rulership 

occurs, its form is seen even in the dead and sculptured matter that are similar to it. This 

method applies to the masculinity faculty. But difference here is to be understood in the 

131 The sex decad (bhavadasakd) is the group of eight (inseparable materiality (avinibhogarupa), life 
faculty (Jivitindriya) and sex (bhava).
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way as stated. Since these two do not occur in a single continuity, because of the sacred 

words, “Does the masculinity faculty arise in the person in whom the femininity faculty 

arises? Not at all”, etc.132 Therefore even in the case of hermaphrodite there is only one 

at a particular moment. But some people declare, “The gender belongs to the body 

partly.” In order to show that even their argument is wrong, it is said, “Both these 

remain pervading whole body only, as body-sensitivity does (tadubhayampi ... pe ... 

byapakameva).” To remove doubt that there would be mixture with body-sensitivity, it 

is said, “and not with body-sensitivity (na ca káyappasádena) ”, and so on. Its meaning 

is this - it does not follow that they have to be called, ‘located in the place where the 

body sensitivity is not located’ because of being pervaded through whole body, but it 

doesn’t follow that they have to be called, ‘located in the place where the body 

sensitivity is located’ because of having different base. ‘Life the nature of visible data, 

etc. (rúparasadayo viya)’: by this word the teacher shows that indeed there is no 

mixture (saňkaro natthi) even in the same support because their characteristics are 

different, no doubt when support is different.

59. (439) The characteristic of maintaining co-born materiality

(sahajarňpánupálanalakkhanamf. it has the characteristic of maintaining matters co

born together with itself. Since the life-faculty is absolutely bom out of kamma, by 

taking the word sahaja (co-bom) things to be protected by the life-faculty are proved to 

be bom out of kamma too. Therefore the term kammaja (bom out of kamma} is not 
included. It is the protector of its own faarznwa-bom matter, even though remaining for a 

moment by being the cause of its occurrence, therefore it has the characteristic of 

maintaining co-bom matter. For kamma alone cannot be called to be the cause of 

presence for fawnna-bom matters, as the nutriment etc. are the causes of presence for 

the nutriment-bom, and so on. What is the reason? Because it exits no longer at that 

moment. Of them (tesam): of co-bom matters. Occurrence (pavattanam): sustenance 

(yápanam). Establishing (thapanamf. being the cause of presence. Its proximate cause 

is primary elements that are to be sustained (yapayiiabbabhutapadatthanam): primary 

elements that are to be sustained, that are to be carried forth, by way of maintaining its

132 Yam. ii. 75.
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proximate cause. By the word adi [in anupálanalakkhanadimhi], the function of its 

occurrence, etc. is included. At the moment of presence (atthikkhaneyeva): at the 

moment of existence of those which áre to be protected. When lotuses, etc. which are to 

be protected are not available, what will water protect? The sentence, beginning with 

sayam, is said in order to explain that if there is no presence of the kamma-bom without 

the cause of its presence, then what is the cause of presence of the life-faculty itself? 

There is the sentence, beginning with, na bhangato, in order to explain that if existence 

of the tammo-bom is joint to the life-faculty, then why the life-faculty does not make 

them stay forever? Because it accomplishes each of these [functions] like maintaining, 

and so on. The life faculty does so because it is a condition for distinguishing what is 

living. For it is the life-faculty that differentiates matter that is bound up with faculties 

from dead matter, and [it is also the life-faculty that differentiates] Azwima-bom matter 

and what is bound up with kamma from the matter that is originated from temperature, 

and so on. And the life faculty is to be taken as the cause not only for presence during 

that moment but also for non-interruption of continuity, otherwise death as the cessation 

of span of life would not be justified.

60. (440) Heart-basis has the characteristic of being the base for the mind-element and 

for the mind consciousness element (manodhátumanoviññanadhatünam 

nissayalakkhanam hadayavatthu). How is it to be known? From the sacred text and 

from logical syllogism.

There is the sacred text, beginning with, “The matter dependent on which the mind

element and mind consciousness element arise, is a condition, as support condition, for 

the mind-element, and mind-consciousness-element and the states associated with it.”133 

If it is so, why is that not mentioned under the section of materiality? Its non-reference 

in that place is due to another reason. What is it? Scheme of preaching. For, as eye

consciousness, etc. are absolutely based on the eye, etc., mind consciousness is not in 

the same way absolutely based on the heart basis. The preaching of the physical basis 

dyad (vatthuduka) is stated according to the material support, “There is matter that is the 

133 Ptn2. 6.
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basis of eye consciousness, there is matter that is not the basis of eye-consciousness”, 
and so on.134 If the dyads were stated by way of what had the heart-basis absolutely as 

its support, “There is matter that is the basis of mind-consciousness”, and so on, then 

the object dyad (arammanaduka), etc. are not possible consistently. For it is not 

possible to say, “There is matter that is the object of mind consciousness, there is matter 

that is not the object of mind consciousness.” Then the physical-basis dyads and object 

dyads would be made inconsistent, thus the preaching would not be in unique scheme. 

And the master’s desire was to give the teaching here [in Dhammasangani] with unique 

scheme. Therefore the heart basis is not referred to under the section of materiality, not 

because it is not available there.

But the logical syllogism is to be understood in this way: (i) In the five-constituent 

becoming two elements have the produced derived matter as their support. Herein the 

occurrence of the visible-data base, etc. and nutritive-essence is found even outside 

what is bound up with faculties, so they cannot become the support of these two. (ii) 

Two elements are found in continuity bereft of femininity and masculinity faculties, so 

they cannot become the support of these two. (iii) In the case of life-faculty, it has 

another function, so it cannot become their support. Thus it is the heart-basis that is to 

be taken as their support according to the maxim of remnant. In other words, these two 

elements have as their support the produced derived matter, because their existence is 

bound up with matter in the five-constituent becoming. Whatever has its existence 

associated with matter, is seen to have as its support the produced derived matter, as the 

eye-consciousness element does. The specification, “pancavokarabhave” is made 

through mind-consciousness element. But there is no mind-element in the four- 

constituent becoming. Would there not follow contradiction of the middle term (hetu), 

because of establishing faculties as their support? No, because it is against the actual 

experience. For it is experienced that these two elements do not follow in conformity to 

slowness and sharpness, etc. of their physical basis, as the eye-consciousness does. 

Moreover in Pali it is not mentioned that they have the faculties as their condition. 

Hence taking faculties as their support, in other words, acting in conformity to it is

134 Dhs. 125,
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refused. Granted that the heart-basis that is the derived matter "is the support of these 

two elements, but how is it to be known that it is originated from kamma, having fixed 

function and situated in the heart-region? It can be said - it is originated from kamma 

because it is the matter of the physical basis like the eye, and because of that fact it has 

fixed function. The meaning is that because it is the matter of the physical basis and 

because it is the support for consciousness, [it is known that the heart-basis is kamma- 

originated and has fixed function]. It is known that the heart-basis remains there because 

of excitement of the heart in the case of one who thinks something, carrying it to the 

mind with full intention, having kept in mind after having noted significantly. Of those 

elements (tasahheva dhdtunamf. of the mind element and the mind consciousness 

element only. It is manifested as the carrying of [the mind-element and the mind

consciousness-element] (ubbahanapaccupatthanam)’. [heart-basis] is manifested as if a 

person carrying something, having lifted because it is the state of being support. 

Remainder is to be known here by the way already stated.

61. (441) Abhikkamadi is to be dissolved as abhikkamo adi yesam te (those whose 

beginning is moving forward). By the word adi all actions like returning, contracting, 

extending, throwing up, throwing down, and so on are included. 

Abhikkamddippavattakacittasamutthana-. [air element (vayodhatu)} whose origin is 

consciousness that causes occurrence of those advancing etc. Abhikkamadi ...pe ... 

kdyavihnatti is said to show that bodily intimation is the specific mode (akaraviseso) of 

air element, which is the co-operative cause of the function, called, stiffening, upholding, 

and moving, of the co-nascent material body.

To which the mode-and-alteration belongs? It belongs to the primary elements 

originated from consciousness that have the air element in excess because of possibility. 

What is that possibility? It is the state of being the consciousness originated, and the 

state of being derived matter. Or alternatively it should be construed that mode-and- 

alteration of the mode of the air element, that is the condition for the stiffening, 

upholding, and moving, of the co-nascent material body. If it were so, then intimation as 

the state of being derived matter would not be logical. For the derived matter is not 

based on only single primary, since it is stated, “The derived matter has four great 
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primaries [as its support].” This is not a fallacy. Alteration belonging to the four may be 

kept with a single member among the four like wealth belonging to the four persons 

[can be possessed by a single person among the four]. The term ‘of the air element’ 

[that is the genitive case-ending] does not go against the material group in which air 

element is in excess. And excess is in possibility, but not in quantity, for otherwise the 

state of being unseparable would not be logical. Some say that it is of the air element 

only. In their opinion the state of derived matter of the intimation is difficult to explain. 

Because the alteration of only one [element] cannot be said to belong to all of them 

(four primaries). This bodily intimation, however, is known by impulsion at the mind

door without knowing the interval just after the grasping of the appearance of moving in 

the movement of the hands, and so on. There is a certain kind of alteration that is 

separated from the appearance of motion. Apprehension of the alteration takes place 

after the grasping of the appearance of motion. How is that to be known? Because the 

intention is understood. For apprehension of intention, such as, “I think, he is making 

me to do something”, is not met with in the case of trees’ movement, etc. which are 

bereft of the alteration of the intimation. But apprehension of the intention is observed 

in the case of hand movements, and so on. Therefore there is a certain kind of alteration 

that is separate from the appearance of motion, and it is known as “the intimator of the 

intention.” Also it is proved by inference that the cause which makes known intimates 

the meanings to be intimated, when the cause itself is known, [but] does not [intimate 

the meanings to be intimated] just by its existence. Thus apprehension of the alteration 

takes place after understanding of the appearance. Accordingly they say -

Words which have not got the state of the object of knowledge

Do not enlighten any significance;

Words not known

Do not illuminate meanings due to mere existence.

If just the apprehension of the alteration is the cause for the understanding of intention, 

why is the intention not understood in signs which are not known? It is not only just the 

apprehension of the alteration that is the cause for the understanding of the intention, 

but rather it is to be taken that the apprehension of relation already established is its 

decisive-support. It is stated that the stiffening, upholding, and movement take place
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because of the air element associated with the alteration belonging to the intimation. Is 

it that entire air elements perform all those actions? It is not like that. For it is the air 

element produced out of the seventh impulsion that, after having obtained the air 

elements produced in previous impulsion as strengthening conditions, moves matter 

originated from consciousness through the state of cause for successive arising 

elsewhere, not the others.135 The others, however, are there for helping it by performing 

just stiffening and upholding. The successive arising elsewhere itself is movement, thus 
performership is metaphorically put on the cause136 137 - in this way it should be 

understood. Otherwise there would not be uninterestedness (abyaparata) and 

momentariness (khanikata) of dhammas. Here the cart drawn by seven pairs is shown as 
Simile in the Commentary}31 When consciousness-originated matter moves, even the 

matter bom of heat, kamma, and nutriment also move, because they are associated with 

consciousness-originated matter, just like a lump of dry cow-dung thrown in the stream 

of the river, as it is said that the understanding of the intimation takes place after the 

apprehension of the appearance of movement. Is it [possible] to say that the air element 

[produced out of the seventh impulsion] itself as the maker of the movement is 

associated with the alteration belonging to the intimation? No, it is not. The air elements, 

produced from the first impulsion [upto the sixth impulsion], which are even if not able 

to cause movement in that way, which perform only stiffening and upholding, should 

also be taken as associated with the alteration belonging to the intimation. For it is the 

alteration co-existent with intention that is the intimation, because it gives rise to 

alteration in whatever direction it wishes to cause the occurrence of advancing, and so 

on. Therefore the statement that the mind-door adverting creates the intimation is 

logically correct. The intention possessed of the aforesaid alteration is intimated through 

the appearance of that alteration, therefore it is stated that its function is to display 

intention (adhippayappakasanarasa).

135 Not the air element produced by preceding six impulsions.
136 The cause (nimittd) here means the air element.
137 Cf. DhsA. 125.

The intimation, due to the state of the modification of the air-element which is the cause 

of bodily movement is said in other words as manifested as the cause of bodily 
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movement (kayavipphandanahetubhavapaccupatthana). Its proximate cause is the 

consciousness originated air-element (cittasamutthanavayodhatupadatthana) is said 

through excess on function of the air-element. Because it is the cause of intimating of 

intention through bodily movement (kayavipphandanena adhippayavinnapanahetutta): 

bodily intimation is so called because it is the cause of intimating intention 

{adhippayassa vinhapanahetu) by means of bodily movement as the cause 

{kayavipphandanena karanabhiitend) - in this way it is construed. This is the meaning - 

that which makes known is vihnatti. What does it make known? Intention. By what? By 

body. By what kind? By movement. But in the second way of explanation, it is called 

body intimation (kayavihhatti) because it is known by body already referred to. The rest 

should be interpreted in the same way as already referred to.

Speech utterance (vacibheda): the specific speech which is able to make known some 

significance. By this word the teacher excludes the sound of wind, trees, and the stream 

of water, and so on. Vacibhedappavattakacittasamutthana pathavidhatu is to be 

explained as the earth-element the origin of which is consciousness that causes 

occurrence of speech utterance {tassa pavattakam cittam sumutthanam yassa sa). 

Vacibhe ... pe ... vactvihhatti is stated to show that verbal intimation is the specific 

mode which is co-operative cause of the function called rubbing of the place of the 

arising of the sound called clung-to matter undergone by the earth-element.

Now the questions, “To which does the mode-and-alteration belong, etc?” should be 

understood in the same way as told in bodily intimation. But this is the difference - in 

the case of bodily intimation, it is said “after the apprehension of the appearance of 

movement”, here it is to be taken “after hearing of word being heard.” Here because of 

non-existence of stiffening, etc. the method, beginning with “the element produced out 

of seventh impulsion”, etc. is not known. For the sound arises together with rubbing. 

And rubbing (ghattana) is available even in the first impulsion onwards. Rubbing: the 

arising of the group of elements in the closer vicinity with each other through the 

condition. Movement (calana): the progression of the successive arising of even single 

group in other region. This is difference between them. As the function of the air

element is ‘movement^ that of earth-element is ‘rubbing’. Therefore it is said, “the 
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cause of rubbing of the clung to matter of earth-element (pathavidhdtuya 

upddinnaghattanassa paccayo).” The rest should be understood in the same way as 

already referred to. The sentence, beginning with, yathd hi, shows the state to be 

grasped through inference on the part of the bodily and verbal intimation. Having seen 

the forms like the skeleton of the cattle, etc. raised (yathd hi ussapetva baddhagosisddi), 

there is understanding of existence of water through the cognitive series of the mind

door, which arises just after seeing that, without knowing interval, after having grasped 

the mode of sign for the co-existence of water together with the skeleton of the cattle, 

and so on. Similarly after grasping appearance of the movement and words uttered, 

there is understanding of alteration together with intention through the cognitive series 

of the mind-door which arises after [grasping] that, without knowing interval, 

depending on grasping of relation already established.

63. (442) It delimits matters or it itself is delimited by the matters, or it is just 

delimitation of the matters. Thus it is called rupaparicchedo and that is its characteristic. 

Thus [the space element] has the characteristic of delimiting matter 

(rupaparicchedalakkhanaf For this space element, as it were, delimits different groups 

of the matter. Therefore it is stated, “Its function is to display the boundaries of matter 

(riipapariyantappakdsanarasd).” But from the point of view of significance, since it is 

understood just after making the delimitation (pariccheda) of the matter, it is stated, “It 

is manifested as the limit of the matter (rupamariyddapaccupatthand).” There is 

delimitation of the elements in particular group, and by those elements it is manifested 

as untouchedness (asamphutthabhdvapaccupatthdna). For even if there exists 

touchedness of elements belonging to one group with elements belonging to the other 

group, the separatedness of those elements, [that is,] limitation of matter, is called the 

space. Therefore the space is not touched by those elements to which it delimits. 

Otherwise there would be no limitation, because there would occur the contingency of 

pervading of all the elements [belonging to other groups]. For untouchedness is nothing 

but non-pervadedness. Therefore the Blessed One said, “[The space element] is not 
touched by those primary elements.”138 Or it is manifested as the state of vacuums and 

13« Dhs. 144; 152; 165.
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aperture (chiddavivarabhavapaccupatthana va): it is manifested through the vacuums 

in the ears and the aperture in the mouth. There is limitation of matters. There only the 

space element is obtained through the state of the delimitation of those matters. Thus it 

is stated, “The proximate cause is the matter delimited (paricchinnarupapadatthana).” 

By the word, yaya paricchinnesu, the teacher shows the reason of non-mixture of the 

respective groups with other groups through the space element.

64. (443) Non-slowness (adandhataf. absence of heaviness. Dispel (vinodanam): 

throwing, removal. Non-stijfenedness (athaddhata): absence of hardness. There is non

opposition (avirodhita) in all activities through softness only. For what is soft has no 

opposition anywhere. The particle ‘a’ is in the sense of opposite in all three places, 

because non-slowness, etc. are produced by opposite causes of slowness, etc. - thus say 

some. But others say the particle ‘a’ is used in the sense of refusal of their existence. Its 

characteristic is wieldiness called favorableness of actions to be done by the body. Thus 

it is said, “It has the characteristic of wieldiness that is favorable to bodily action 

(sarirakiriyanukiHakammannabhdvalakkhand)” Indeed unwieldiness means weakness, 

therefore it is said wieldiness is manifested as non-weakness 

(adubbalabhavapaccupatthana).

65. It is difficult to know the difference in the states of lightness, etc., because they are 

not found apart from each other. Therefore in order to show their difference by means of 

matters in excess of respective modification, the teacher starts with, “even though they 

are (evam santepi).” Disturbance of element (dhatukkhobho)'. disturbance of elements 

of wind, bile and phlegm, or disturbed condition of the element of taste, etc. Even 

though disturbance of element is told in two ways, by significance it should be taken 

that it is the modification of the four primary elements only, beginning with the earth 

element. By conditions that prevent (patipakkhapaccayaf. favorable temperature and 

nutriment, and the state of non-disturbed consciousness. They are told due to the state of 

special condition of the respective modification, but all are conditions of all the three 

[lightness, etc.,] without any specification. As these three do not abandon each other, 

manner of amenableness (maddavappakaro) is the exercising one’s power in the case of 

using miracle, etc., as it were. Here the inclusion of the well-pounded hide and well- 
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refined gold (suparimadditacammasudhantasuvanna) is mere illustration of matters 

similar to malleability and wieldiness. Their inclusion is not necessary, because they 

have not got malleability and wieldiness. For lightness, etc. are not possible in the 

continuity of the matter which is not associated with the faculty. Lightness does not 

exist even in the continuity associated with the faculty in the material plane because 

disturbance of elements capable of creating sluggishness is absent. For when that type 

of disturbance is there, then lightness, etc. which are originated by its opposite condition 

should exist - thus say some. This is baseless. For the arising of the contrary state does 

not depend on its contrary state which is to be pacified. If it happens, there would be no 
lightness of the body, etc. in the arising of functional consciousness with causes.139 But 

why are lightness, etc. not found in the Aamwa-bom matter? Because they expect 

present condition. Otherwise, lightness, etc. would remain forever.

139 It occurs only within JraAa/ship. If lahuta, etc. arise in the place where dandhata is found, there 
would be no lahuta, etc. within /tranship. But they are available within Arahats. Therefore that 
argument is not valid.

66. (444) Setting up (acayo): initial increase (adi cayo) or little increase (isam cayo), or 

increase of that which has come (agatassa), as it were, from different points according 

to the condition is setting up. Acayo is its characteristic by taking both together, thus it 

is said, “A has the characteristic of setting up (acayalakkhano)Growth of matter 

(rupassa upacayo): initial arising, and increase, because the prefix upa in the sense of 

being the first and further (pathamiipari) is found in the words, such as, upahhattam, 

upasittam. From the first instance (pubbantato): from the beginning point, from the 

state of non-arrival. At the time of arising of the matter, it arises as it were making it 

emerge from the moment of non-arrival, thus it is said, “As function is to make matter 

emerge in the first instance (ummujjdpanaraso).” Further it is known presenting forth, 

as it were, “Here is the state of the matter.” Thus it is stated, “A is manifested as 

launching (niyyatanapaccupatthano).” It is manifested as completed state 

(paripunnabhavapaccupatthanata): it should be known through the meaning, “Further 

growth is upacayo" [Continuity has] the characteristic of occurrence 

(pavattilakkhana): it should be marked as the occurrence of matters. Its function is to 

keep on without stopping (anuppabandhanarasa): function of being continued gradually 
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according to the process of previous point to the latter point. Due to that only, it is to be 

known through non-cutting, thus it is stated, “Zf is manifested as non-interruption 

(anupacchedapaccupatthana)

Both (ubhayampi): growth and continuity. Both of these are terms (adhivacanam) for 

matter at its birth, that is, the matter at its arising. If it is so, why are they told 

separately? To answer this question, it is said, due to the difference of mode 

(akarananattato). What is intended is that it is because of difference of mode of 

occurrence of the matter at its birth. The reason of telling separately according to 

[different person’s] susceptibility to instruction will be clear further. How it should be 

known that it is due to the difference of mode of occurrence that there is difference of 

the matter at its birth, not by individual nature? It should be known from the 
Description.140 In order to show this the sentence, beginning with, “but since (yasma 

pana)” is composed. There in the Description, “the setting of the sense-bases” is told 

because of the setting up of ten and half sense-bases of the matter. That [acaya] itself is 

growth (upacaya), because of the state of initial arising by taking the prefix upa in the 

sense of being initial. The growth (upacaya) due to growing further of those which are 

being originated there only, is called continuity (santati) because of its arising as 

continuity (anupabandha). Or alternatively setting up of the sense-bases (yo 

ayatananam acayo) means the arising that is marked through the state of being first, that 

is called growth (upacaya) because of growing further of those [sense-bases] which are 

being originated there only. Increase is the meaning. Growth is the arising that is 

marked through the state of increase. That itself is continuity, because they are 

originated through the mode of continuity. Therefore there is the sentence, beginning 

with, “even in the Commentary (atfhakathayampi).”

140 Dhs. 642; 732; 865.
141 ibid 144; 153; 166.

So what is told? (evam kirn kathitam): by Description, beginning with, “the setting up of 
the sense-bases”,141 which significance is told? Setting up (acayo) is stated by sense

base (ayatanena). For setting up, growth, and continuity (acayupacayasantatiyo) are 

only setting up (acayo) as the state of genesis. Therefore setting up is stated by sense
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bases because setting up, etc. are explained by sense-bases. As sense-bases have got the 

nature of arising (uppâdadhammânï) the individual nature of which is setting up 

(âcayasabhâvâni), sense-base having the same nature of the setting up is stated by 

setting up (acaya) through the terms beginning with setting up of sense-bases only. For 

arising is the characteristic of sense-bases, not the concrete matter.

68. Ripening matters (rüpaparipâko): maturing the state of material instances. Its 
function is to lead on towards (upanayanarasâ): fonction of bringing to their breakage. 

Even without the loss of individual nature (sabhâvânapagamepi): even without 

disappearance of the nature, such as, hardness. For aging takes place at the moment of 

presence, and at that time, indeed the state does not abandon individual nature. Newness 

(navabhâvo) means the moment of the arising and aging is grasped by means of its 

disappearance, thus it is said, “it is manifested as the loss of newness 

(navabhavâpagamapaccupatthdnâ)y Of immaterial states (arüpadhammânam): this is 

told as hidden aging of immaterial states (paticchannajara). For momentary aging 

(khanikajara) of material states also is hidden only. And that is also called incessant 

aging (avicijara). This modification (esa vikâro): modification like brokenness of teeth, 

etc. For modification is not found in immaterial states. This modification is also not 

found in that which is called incessant aging - in this way it should be construed. There 

is no interval for this aging, thus it is called incessant aging (avicijara). Aging in which 

interval is difficult to know due to newness - this is the implication.

69. [Impermanence] should be characterized as “breaking up” entirely, thus “it has the 

characteristic of complete breaking up (paribhedalakkhana).” Eternal means permanent, 

But because matter is momentary breaking up, by that momentary' breakage, it is not 

permanent. Thus it is impermanent. The state of being impermanent is impermanence 

(aniccatâ). That impermanence, however, as it were, makes the matter which has 

obtained presence sink down through destruction, therefore it is said, “Its function is to 

make matter sink down (samsïdanarasâ).” Impermanence is grasped through the mode 

of destruction and fall because of the breakage of the material states. Therefore it is said, 

“It is manifested as destruction and fall (khayavayapaccupatthand).”
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70. (445) The characteristic of nutritive essence (ojalakkhano): here a special aspect 

dependent on elements, which is the essence of liquid oozing through every limb of the 

body, causing the supporting power, is called nutritive essence (oja). Kabalikaro is that 

in which morsel is made. Ahara is that which is taken (aharlyati). Having made morsel, 

it is swallowed up - this is the meaning. But this is said in order to show nutritive 
essence accompanied by the physical basis. The inner nutriment142 143 produces the matter 

by obtaining external nutriment as the condition, but that [inner nutriment] feeds the 

matter. Therefore it is said, “Its function is to feed the matter (rupaharanaraso)” Due to 

that it is manifested as strengthening (upathambhanapaccupatthano) to this body by 

originating octad-with-nutrive-essence-as-eighth. Function of feeding the matter done 

by nutritive essence depends on external thing, therefore “its proximate cause is a 

physical basis that must be fed with physical food (aharitabbavatthupadatthano).

71. (446) In the words, the matter as power (balarupam), etc., following meaning is 

implied - in this body there is power, there is production, there is sickness, and because 

there is the expression, “jati sahjatf^3 there is birth. As they also don’t exist without 

the four primary elements, they should be called derived matters (upadayarupa). 

[According to the view] of some (ekaccanam): ‘of the commentators belonging to 

Abhayagiri’. Refuted (patikkhittam): here refutation should be understood in this way - 

torpor (middha) is not at all the matter, because the term of torpor occurs under 

hindrance (riivarana). For whatever preaching is seen under hindrance, that is not the 

matter, as in the case of sense-desire (kamacchanda). But it may be said that torpor is of 

two kinds as material and immaterial. That which is immaterial, is taught under 

hindrance, but ‘the material [is not taught under hindrance]’. If it is argued in this 

manner, it cannot be accepted, because there is no specification. For without making 

specification torpor is taught under hindrance. Therefore even though having imagined 

the state of being two kinds of middha, it is not possible to refute the state of hindrance 

applied to torpor. Logically the same can be put in other words, “The torpor imagined to 

142 It refers to the four immaterial states, that is, feeling, perception, formations and consciousness.
143 Vbh. 145; 159; 191.
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be other than immaterial144 also is torpor, because it has the individual nature of torpor, 

like other torpor [viz., arupa middha].”

144 It refers to torpor of material.
145 Sn. 541.
146 The first path.
147 The remaining three higher paths.
148 Dhs. 237.
149 Here in the words from Dhs the term ‘matter’ does not mean the object depending on which 
defilements arise. It means the real matter which can not be abandoned.
150 M.i. 140-141; S.iii. 33-34; Ndl. 438.

Here in this quotation, the term matter does not mean the matter that cannot be abandoned, but 
indirectly refers to matter that is the object of defilements. Therefore it can be abandoned.
152 D. iii. 209; S. iv. 184; A. v. 123.

Let torpor be hindrance, what is the contradiction in accepting it as matter? If question 

is asked like this, it should be replied that hindrance should be abandoned. For there is 
the expression, “Surely you are a sage enlightened, there are no hindrances in you”145 

after having abandoned five hindrances. On the contrary matter should not be 

abandoned. For there is the word, “What are the states that are not to be abandoned 
through seeing146 and through development?147 Profitable consciousness in the four 

planes, result in the four planes, functional indeterminate in the three planes, matter and 

nibbana - these are the states not to be abandoned by seeing and development.”148 Here 

abandoning of defilements, of which the object is these dhammas is not intended.149 

Because just as in the words, “Bhikkhus, matter doesn’t belong to you, abandon it”,150 

abandoning of kamacchanda (lust), etc. is not necessary in the same way.151 Therefore 

torpor cannot be matter. If you don’t accept torpor to be the matter, how can you explain 

the fact that the Blessed One had sleep (nidda)? For torpor (middha) is sleep (nidda), as 

it is classified in Vibhahga by the expression, “sleep, nodding (nidda pacalayikd)”, etc. 

This argument should be refuted as follows: torpor is not sleep, but it is classified as 

sleep because it is the cause of sleep just like mark of femininity (itthilihga) [is the 

cause of being female]. Even if it may be accepted, how had the Blessed One sleep, 

since the Blessed One had no torpor which is the cause of sleep? The reply is: the 

Blessed One had sleep due to tiredness of the body, not by torpor. It is not possible to 

say that he had not that type of sleep. It is because of the expression, “I have backache, 
let me stretch.”152 Here it is not emphasized that torpor is the only cause of sleep, but 

that torpor is just a cause of sleep. Therefore there is also other cause of sleep. Then 
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what is the cause? Sickness of the body [is the cause of sleep]. Therefore it is said, “The 

Blessed One had sleep due to tiredness of the body, not by torpor.”

And it is not possible to say that Blessed One had not sleep, because of the sacred word, 

“Indeed I remember, Aggivessana, I was sleeping during daytime.” Even due to the 

following reason, torpor cannot be equated with matter because it is used with the word 

'‘sampayoga (association/. For it is said, “Hindrance of sloth and torpor 

(thinamiddhamvaranam) is just hindrance and associated hindrance 
(riivaranasampayuttam) through the hindrance of ignorance”,153 154 etc. Here it is not 

possible to know [torpor to be matter] according to the word which is suitable 
(yathalabhavacanam)155 just like in the words “even small pebbles, stones, even group 

of fish, even moving, remaining still also”,156 because the state of matter is not known 

[for the torpor]. For if torpor would be proved to be the matter, the condition as the 

suitable word (yathalabhapaccayo) would be suitable. And due to the following reason 

torpor cannot be matter because torpor can arise in the immaterial plane. It is also said, 

“The hindrance arises depending on hindrance not through pre-nascence condition.”157 

This is explained in detail in Vibhanga as follows - “In immaterial states depending on 

hindrance of lust for sense-desire, there arise hindrance of sloth and torpor, hindrance of 

agitation and hindrance of ignorance.” Thus refutation, that is, “Torpor is not matter” is 

well done in the Commentaries.

153 M. i. 249.
154 Dhs. 206.

According to Abh-av-nt. II. 158 the reading is yathalabhavacanam which is proper instead of the 
reading yathalabhabhavanam, and the question mark put after this word is not necessary.

D. i. 84. Here in this quotation, the word ‘moving’ is related to the word ‘fish’ and the word 
‘remaining still’ is to the word ‘small pebbles and stones’. This relation is according to the word which is 
suitable (yathalabhavacanam). This should not be understood according to the sequence (yathasahkhyam). 
Like this, in the quotation 'thinamiddhariivaranam avijjariivaranena nrvarananceva 
nivaranasampayuttanca ’ the word sampayutta is related to middha, but not to mvarana.
'”Pml.291.

As to the rest (itaresu): among the rest, beginning with, ‘matter as power’. Disturbance 

in elements originated from the unbalanced condition is the immediate cause of sickness, 

even though originated from kamma. Of course it is the cause of other sickness 

[produced from citta, utu and ahara]. In ultimate sense disturbance in elements may be 
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there at the moment of presence and destruction which is the changing moment of 

matters, therefore it is said that matter as sickness is included by aging and 

impermanence (rogarupam jarataaniccatagahanena gahitameva). [Matter as birth] is 

included by growth and continuity (upacayasantatigahanena gahitameva): apart from 

growth and continuity, the arising of the matter does not exist. There is nothing called 

‘birth’ other than the moment of arising. Procreation which is the cause of the maturity 

of the faculty for some living beings in sense-desire-world is nothing else than the 

specific modification of occurrence of the water-element, therefore it is said, “Matter as 

procreation is included by the water-element (sambhavarupam apodhatuggahanena 

gahitameva).” By significance bodily power indeed is the specific modification of the 

occurrence of the air-element because of pervasion of the air element. Since they say 

“breathing power”, it is said, “Matter as power is included by the air-element 

(balarupam vayodhatuggahanena gahitameva).” But why is their refutation not made 

by sequence? Having mentioned that even one [out of these] doesn ’t exist independently 

(visum natthi), in order to show disrespect because of their being non-availability or 

thinking that refutation about torpor is the main objection, it is taken first. Accordingly 

non-acceptance of the remaining ones is told in reverse order — thus it should be 

understood.

Thus (iti): this is to be construed with ‘twenty-eight sorts’. By the sequence already told, 

the matter will be of twenty-eight kinds. Indeed as it is occurring according to 

occurrence in Pali, the state of being not less should be understood. But the state of 

being not more is already shown.

72. (447) It is called hetu (root-cause) because the collection of the associated states 

proceeds (hinoti), is established (patitthahati) by this. It is greed, etc., and non-greed, 

etc., in the sense of root. It is called not-root-cause (nahetu) because such type of hetu is 

not there. Root-cause-less (ahetuka): that of which hetu does not exist. That which 

doesn’t originate together with hetu, because it is the counter part of sahetuka—this is 

the meaning. Ahetuka (root-cause-less) itself means hetuvippayutta (dissociated from 

root-cause) because it is dissociated from root-cause. Preaching of different dyads 

(duka) is due to difference in the word-meaning and in pupils, even if there is no 
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difference in dhamma. Therefore it is referred to through the scriptural reference 

entitled as duka. Conditioned (sappaccaya): together with conditions due to the state of 

its existence by depending on conditions (paccaya). Mundane (lokiyaf. that which is 

attached to the world (loka) with its own conditions or that which is known in the world 

due to its own conditions. Defilement (dsavafi. that which flows up to the topmost state 

of existence or up to the change-of-lineage. Accompanied by asava is sasava (subject to 

canker). What is intended is that it is grasped as an object by defilement. By the word 

adi the inclusion of others also should be understood. They are - that which is liable to 

the fetters (samyojaniyam), that which is liable to the floods (oghariiyam), that which is 

liable to the bonds (yoganiyam), that which is liable to the hindrances (riivaramyam), 

that which is liable to the cankers (samkilesikam), that which is adhered to 

(paramattham), that which is not the consciousness concomitants (acetasikam), that 

which is dissociated from consciousness (cittavippayutlam), that which is not the fine- 

material sphere (narupavacaram), that which is not the immaterial sphere 

(narupavacaram), that which is not unincluded (napariyapannam), that which is not 

constant (aniyatam), that which does not lead to the way out (aniyyanikam), and 

impermanence (anicca).

73. Herein the conceit ‘I’ (aham), ego, is kept (ahita), thus it is selfhood (atta). That is 

selfhood (attabhava). Those which arise with reference to (adhikicca) the selfhood 

(atta) are ajjhatta (internal). It refers to the states joint to faculties. Being therein is that 

belonging to internal (ajjhattikam). It refers to the eye, etc. But according to the way as 

told in the Commentary, ajjhatta itself is ajjhattika just like in the case of venayika.158 

With reference to this meaning, there is the sentence, “They are internal because they 

arise with reference to the selfhood (attabhavam adhikicca pavattatta ajjhattikam).” 

The rest (sesamf. of twenty-three kinds. Being out of it (tato bahiratta): this is said 

because the characteristic of selfhood does not apply [to the external]. [The gross matter 

(olarika) is to be known] through impinging (ghattanavasena)’. through close contact by 

taking the role of the object and the possessor of objective field. The rest [sukhuma] will 

be of sixteen kinds, because they are opposite of that (viparitatta): because it is not to 

158 Venayika and vinaya here are in the same sense; the suffix ika in venayika does not mean ‘tesu 
bhavam', but it is added without having special meaning.
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be known through close contact. Because it is difficult to penetrate its own individual 

nature (duppativijjhasabhâvattâ): because it is difficult to know its own individual 
nature due to the state of being subtle. That which lies not in vicinity of knowledge is 

far {dure). Thirteen kinds (terasa): [beginning with the eye and] ending in heart-basis. 

Through its own individual nature (sabhdveneva): [produced matters (nipphanna)] are 

to be understood, having split up with knowledge as hardness, etc., through their own 

individual nature only, instead of taking them, such as, “the limit of the matter, its 

modification, and its growth”, and so on. The rest (sesam): ten kinds [which are non

produced (anipphanna)]. Because they are the opposite of that (tabbiparïtatâya): 

because they are not to be known through their own individual nature. It is said, “The 

five kinds, beginning with the eye are sensitive matters through their being conditions 

for the apprehension of visible data, etc., because they are, as it were, bright like the 

surface of a looking glass (cakkhâdi... pe ... pasâdarüpam)”, while showing the state of 
being conditions for grasping its own object on the part of the ear, etc. like the eye, 

because they have serene nature only (pasannasabhdvatta). Because they are opposite 

of that (viparïtattâ): because the individual natures [of insensitive matters] are opposite 

of that. In the sense of predominance (adhipatiyatthena): here the five beginning with 

the eye, etc. have got the rulership over the eye-consciousness, etc., because they are in 

compliance with the state of rapid and slow. The pair of femininity faculty and 

masculinity faculty has got the rulership over their own function. Life faculty has got 

the rulership over maintenance of co-bom matters. Both are already referred to. Because 

[kamma-horn] is clung-to (upadinnatta): because they are received (gahitatta). For 

[matter] produced out of kamma is, as it were, taken (gahita) by kamma, telling, “This 

fruit belongs to me,” because such type of matter cannot be abandoned.

74. (448) According to the visible triad, the kamma-born triad etc.

(sanidassanakammajâdïnam tikânam): [all matters are of three kinds] from the point of 
view of the visible triad and the fazwma-bom triad, and so on. Regarding gross 

(o(arike): regarding gross matter which is of twelve kinds. Visible datum (rüpam) means 

visible-data base (rüpâyatanam). That together with sight (nidassana) called visibleness 

(datthabbabhâva) is visible (sanidassana); that together with impinging (patigha) called 

state of collision (patihananabhâva) is impact (sappatigha). That which is visible itself 
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as impact, is visible with impact (sanidassanasappatigha'). That which has got 

visibleness (datthabbabhâvd) is sanidassana. The state of the domain of the eye

consciousness is visibleness (datthabbabhava). Even though it is not different from 

visible-data base (rüpâyatana), still in order to differentiate visible-data base by means 

of other states, as if treating them differently, it is said [in a way of comparison], “saha 

nidassanena sanidassana". For when dhammas are unique through sameness of 

dhammahood, that which is the special differentiating aspect, is referred to indirectly 

like others - thus special meaning is understood. That state of face to face approaching, 

that is, mutual falling of those contiguous and of those non-contiguous by itself and 
through support,159 is the state of collision (patihananabhâva), due to which there is 

arising of the modification in the places of the eye, etc.160 accompanied by different 

conditions for the modification like activity, etc. The rest (sesam): eleven kinds of gross 

matter. They are invisible (anidassana) because of absence of the state of visibleness. 

That together with impact (sappatigham) is to be understood by the way as already told. 

[All the subtle kinds of the matter are] invisible without impact: by excluding both 

visible and impact.

159 In the case of the eye and ear, both ‘itself (sayam)’ and ‘through support {nissayavasendy are 
applicable because they apprehend non-contiguous objective fields by itself as well as through support. 
But in the case of nose, tongue and body, only nissayavasena is applicable because they apprehend 
contiguous objective fields only through support, but not itself.

According to Abh-av-nt. II. 2 the reading is cakkhadlnam nissayesu vikaruppatti instead of the 
reading cakkhadinam visayesu vikaruppatti. Ven. Mahasi suggests that nissayesu is preferable to 
visayesu.
161 Those are kamma, utu, citta, and ahara.

75. Born from kamma (kammato jâtam): herein nine kinds of the matter, that is, eight 

faculties and the heart, absolutely produced from kamma, and nine kinds of the matter 

originated from kamma among nine kinds of matter which are produced from the four 
conditions.161 Thus in total eighteen kinds of the matter are produced from kamma, 

therefore they are called fezwma-bom. For that which was bom and is being bom and 

will be bom, all that is referred to as kamma-born as in the case of milk. That born from 

a condition other than that (tadannapaccayajâtam): that bom from a condition other 

than kamma. They are bom from temperature, consciousness and mutriment (utu, citta 

and âhâra). That born not from any of these four (nakutocijatam): it refers to the 
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characteristics of material phenomena. Pair of intimation, sound, space element, the 

three beginning with malleability which are produced from consciousness and [eight] 

inseparables - thus these fifteen kinds of matter are consciousness-originated (cittajam). 

Space element, the three beginning with malleability produced from nutriment, and 

inseparables - thus these twelve kinds of matter are nutriment-originated (aharajam). 

Here having added the sound [into those twelve kinds of matter], thirteen kinds of 

matter are produced from temperature (utujam). The rest should be understood by the 

same way as told in the fcamma-bom triad

76. (449) By the tetrad as seen, etc. by the tetrad as concrete, etc. and by the tetrad as 

physical basis, etc. - thus the word tetrad (catukka) should be applied to each. The 

visible-data base which one saw, which one sees, which one will see, and which one 

would see, are all called seen (dittha) because the nature of being seen is not abandoned 

just like milk. This method applies to the rest also. Because it is the objective field of 

seeing (dassanavisayatta): because [visible-data base] is being known through the eye

consciousness. Because it is the objective field of hearing (savanavisayatta) '. because it 

is being known through the ear-consciousness. The three, that is to say, odour, flavour, 

and tangible datum (gandharasaphotthabbattaya)'. the three, that is, odour, flavour, and 

tangible datum. Sensed (muta): as it is to be known after having sensed, having received 

(pa tv a). Therefore it is said, “Because they are the objective field of faculties that take 

the objects that come into contact -with themselves (sampattaggahakaindriyavisayatta).”

But what is it that is called a tangible datum? It is the three primary elements, that is, 

earth, heat, and air. But why is the water element not included here? Is coldness not 

apprehended by touching, and that is apodhatu’l Truly it is known by touching, but it is 

not the water-element. Then what is it? It is the fire-element only. For there is feeling of 

cold when hotness becomes slow. There is no quality that is called cold, but there is 

feeling of coldness because of the slowness of hotness. How is that to be known? 

Because knowing as cold is not certain, like the expression, “the other side (para) and 

this side (aparafr. For those who stand under the sun in the summer season and enter 

into the shadow have the feeling of cold, but those who come out from the underground 

and enter into the same shadow have the feeling of hot. If coldness were the water
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element it would be experienced along with hotness in a single group, but that is not 

found. Therefore it is known that the water-element does not stand for the coldness. 

This is the answer for those who accept the inseparable existence of primaries, and this 
is the answer too even for those who do not accept because of accomplishment162 of 

existence [of the primaries] shared by all by seeing the functions of the four primaries in 

a single group. It is the answer too for those who say that coldness is the characteristic 

of the air-element. For if coldness were the air-element, coldness would be experienced 

along with hotness in a single group, and it is not found. Therefore it is known that the 

air-element does not stand for the coldness. But for those who maintain the view that 

liquidity (dravata) is the water-element and that is grasped by touching, it should be 

told, “Liquidity touched is merely your conviction just like shape of water.” For this is 

said by Ancients -

162 Here Ven. Nanamoli translated as ‘because it is disproved by associate existence ...’. This, however, is 
not proper translation in thisxontext. ..

While touching three elements co-existing with liquidity,

An ordinary man has the feeling that “I touch liquidity”,

As he, while touching elements, apprehends a shape with his mind,

Thinking, “I am touching shape directly.”

So liquidity too should be known.

The rest (sesam): remaining twenty-one types of matter excluding seven types of matter 

beginning with visible object. Of consciousness only (vihhanassevaf. of mind

consciousness only. Even though the visible-data base, etc., too are being known 

through the mind-consciousness because there is no fixation, still they are not called the 

matter to be cognized. Thus by the emphasizing word only (eva), the teacher shows the 
absence of the mixture.

77. But here concretely produced matter is the concrete matter (nipphannarupam 

panettha ruparupam nama): here when there are twenty-eight types of matter, matter 

which is mentioned as ‘produced matter’ itself is the matter due to association of 

characteristic of matter. Molested (ruppanam) is the matter (rupa), ‘that which has got it 
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(tam etassa atthi) [is rupa]’163 just like the word arisasa,164 or it is rupa as it is 

associated with the quality of rupa just like the blue cloth, as it is associated with the 

quality of being blue. That word rupa is used conventionally, even if it has not got that 

nature. Therefore the word ruparupa is used after having qualified with another word 

rupa, just like tilatela, and dukkhadukkha. That whose individual nature is molested is 

its meaning. If it is so, how do the space-element, etc. have the state of matter? Because 

they have the natures of delimitation (paricchedd), special mode (vikara) and 
characteristic (Jakkhana} 165 of the produced matter, therefore they are said to be the 

“matter”.

163 The word rupa here is a taddhita compound which can be dissolved as 'tam etassa atthTti riipam'.
The word 'arisasa (the person who has hemorrhoid)’ is a taddhita remaining in its original form 

without taking vuddhi as arisasa. Similarly the word 'riipam' too, not taking Vuddhi as ropam, remains in 
its own form.
165 Vikara (mutable material phenomena) comprises special modes or manifestations of concretely 
produced matter. It includes two types of intimations and three beginning with lightness. Lakkhana 
includes four beginning with production of matter.

Here ahha refers to hadaya, because sampaticchana, etc. don’t depend on pasada rupa.

78. Herein consciousness and consciousness concomitants abide (yas anti), arise, 

therefore it is physical basis (vatthu). It is the matter as the basis for consciousness and 

those associated with consciousness. That is however sixfold. Among them the matter 

of the heart is physical basis only, because it is the basis for the mind element and mind

consciousness element. It is hot door (na dvaram) unlike the eye, etc. which are the 

bases for others. For just like the eye, etc. are a door for the arising of receiving 

consciousness (sampaticchana), etc., but the heart-base [is not a door]. Therefore it is 

said, “Here, however, what is called the matter of the heart is physical basis, not door 

(yam panettha hadayarupam nama, tarn vatthu, na dvaram).” The pair of intimations is 

door (vihhattidvayam dvaram)-. because they are a door for action. [The pair of 

intimations is] not physical basis (na vatthu) because of absence of arising of 

consciousness based on them. The sensitive matter is only physical basis (pasadarupam 

vatthu ceva) for the eye-consciousness, etc., which are based on themselves. They are 
doors (dvarahca) for receiving (consciousness), etc. based on the other.166 The rest
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(sesam): twenty-one types of matter.167 They are neither physical basis nor door because 

they are opposite to what is already told.

167 The rest should be twenty only, except heart-basis which is the base, but not the door; two intimations 
which are the door, but not die base; five sensitive matters are the bases as well as the door.

In the cittaja matter there is no vocal intimation nonad. But only the vocal intimation decad 
(yacivafinatti dasaka) is available.

79. (450) Born of one (ekajamf. bom out of only one. Is there no arising of result from 

only one condition? Certainly there is not, but here what is intended is, ‘It is originated 

from one condition out of conditions producing matter’. Because the arising of the 

matter does not depend on condition other than condition producing matter. The same 

method applies to born of two, and so on. According to these (imesam vasena): 

[according to] these divisions. Born of kamma only (kammajameva): bom from just 

kamma. Born of consciousness only (cittajameva): the same method applies hereto. 

Born of consciousness and of temperature (cittato ca ututo ca jatam): sometimes bom 

from consciousness, sometimes bom from temperature. Thus it should be understood as 

bom of consciousness and of temperature. 77k# is born of two (tarn dvijam): bom from 

two [conditions]. This method applies also to those bom of more than two. Sound base 

only (saddayatanamevaf. some say that the sound base bom of consciousness is 

intimative only (savinnattika). The Ancients say that there is sound produced by action 

of applied thought (vitakkavippharasaddo). That does not intimate.

The Great Commentary maintains that the sound produced by the action of applied 

thought is not cognizable through the ear. Depending on it the arising of the 

consciousness-bom sound even without intimation is desirable. For intimation never 

arises with sound unknowable through the ear, because of the words, “Intimation takes 

place through the body and speech.” If so, there would have to be a consciousness-bom 
sound-ennead.168 The theory is rejected by Sahgahakaras who think that it is self

contradictory to say, “There is sound and that is not knowable through the ear.” Others, 

however, not rejecting the statement of the Great Commentary, comment on its 

intention. How? They compromise as follows - in suttas there is the statement, “He 

preaches, after having heard with the divine ear the subtle sound that is co-bom with the 

intimation, originated by applied thought, and consisting in movement of the tongue and 
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palate”, etc.; in the Patthana it is said that there is the state of object condition for the 

ear-consciousness with relation to gross sound; and with this intention, it is said that 

sound produced by the action of applied thought is not knowable through the ear. That 

(tarn): bom of four. The rest (avasesam): the space element together with the 

inseparable matters.

80. The matter as characteristic is called not born of anything (lakkhanarupam pana 

nakutocijatamf. not bom from any condition. It is not bom itself because one bom itself 

without conditions is absolutely absent. But how should it be known that the matter as 

characteristic is not bom? Because of absence of characteristic. For visible-data base, 

etc. that have arising, have got characteristics of arising, and so on, but not birth, etc. 

[have such kinds of characteristic]. Therefore it should be known that birth, etc. are not 

bom. Would it be possible that birth, etc. have got characteristics of rebirth, and so on? 

That is not possible. Why? If it were so, there would arise contingency of absence of 

finality. For, if birth, etc. would have birth, etc., they also would have birth, etc. Even 

they also would have birth, etc. Thus there would arise the contingency of absence of 

finality. Therefore it is well said that birth, etc. are not bom. Therefore it is said, “There 

is no arising of arising itself, and the other two are the mere maturing and break up of 

what has arisen (na hi uppddassa uppado atthi, uppannassa ca paripakabhedamattam 

itaradvayam).” [Here the other two] mean aging and death.

There, by the statement, “There is no arising (uppado natthi)”, the absence of aging- 

and-death of what has arisen is said. When there is no arising, wherefrom aging-and- 

death would originate? Thus by the inclusion of the word matta, the absence of arising 

of aging-and- death also is told. If it is so, how do you explain the state of birth being 

bom from somewhere? In order to explain it, there is the sentence, beginning with, 

“though that (yampi)”. There as it is seen at the moment [when the conditions that 

produce the kinds of materiality display], are exercising their function 

(kiccanubhavakkhane ditthatta): those consciousness, etc., are the conditions that 

produce kinds of materiality like visible-data base, etc. There is the moment of power of 

function marked as the state of condition that has unceased interestedness in producing 

those matters. At that time states, such as, visible-data base, etc. arise, and with 
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reference to the state of obtainment of their modification, birth is admitted in Pâli to be 

the product of some condition through the convention of pupils, just like intimation, etc. 

are the product of consciousness, etc. This is the meaning in brief — visible data, etc. 

may arise through conditions. Visible-object, etc. which are known at the moment of 

approaching the state of those conditions, which are not known before and after those 

conditions, are known to be arising. In this way even birth is to be understood. That 

being so, the state of birth being bom from somewhere is proved directly, then why is it 

said, ‘for the convention of pupils’? Not like this, because there is obtainment of 

modified forms of the state, which are being bom. For, if birth would be available like 

the statej the state of birth being bom from somewhere would be most absolute, but in 

that way it is not available. On the contrary it is available in the modified form. 

Therefore it is said, ‘for the convention of pupils’.

Indeed listeners may think, “This birth is origin of all states, and this itself is not bom 

from anywhere just like pakati in the system of Pakativâdi (Sankhya system).” While 

removing their wrong belief, the preceptor taught that it is being bom from somewhere 

after having classified it into two, that is, “growth and continuity”, but not aging-and- 

death, because [aging-and-death] is not observed at the moment when the state of 

conditions display their power in the function. If it is so, how is aging-and-death called 

as conditionally arisen? Because the state conditionally arisen has the nature of 

maturing and breaking. When the states conditionally arisen exist, then only there exist 

aging-and-death, not in their absence. For there is no maturing or breaking of what was 

not bom. Therefore with reference to birth as condition, it is said in the discourse of 
suttanta, “Aging-and-death has arisen conditionally.”169 But here the division of arising 

of material states at the moment of rebirth-linking as well as in the course of existence 

according to the difference in womb, through condition of kamma, etc. in the sense- 

desire-becoming, etc. is to be stated. That will be clear later in the discussion of 
Dependent Origination.170 Therefore it is not told here - thus it is to be understood.

169 Ps. 51.
170 Vis. XVII.
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This is the commentary on the section of the detailed explanation dealing with the 

materiality aggregate.

Commentary on Explanation of the Consciousness Aggregate 

(yinhanakkhandhakathavannana)

81. 451) Whatever (yam kinci): the teacher marks the total meaning which is being 

spoken while showing multiple divisions of what is felt by means of a pair of words that 

indicates complete inclusion. Whatever has the characteristic of being felt 

(vedayitalakkhanam): it has as its characteristic what is felt, what is experienced as the 

taste of the object. All that (sabbam tarn): what is implied is the nature of dhamma 

(dhammajata), or that which was already stated in the description of Materiality 

Aggregate, is to be construed having brought forward by way of governing rule 

(adhikara). All taken together (ekato katva): having taken together in mind all that 

which is divided into past, etc. Then only, total meaning is possible. Whatever has the 

characteristic of perceiving (sanjananalakkhanam): the characteristic of which is 

perceiving of an object classified as blue, etc., [that is] knowing, apprehending, by way 

of causing perception classified as blue, yellow, long, short, and so on. Forming 

(abhisahkharanam): endeavouring (ayuhana), obtainment of activity (byaparapatti), or 

stimulating (abhisandahana). As volition is major thing in both of these explanations, 

formations aggregate is said to have the characteristic of forming 

(abhisahkharanalakkhanam). For in expounding the formations aggregate in the 

Suttanta-Bhajaniya of the Vibhahga, volition only was classified by the Blessed One, 

“Volition that is bom of eye-contact”, and so on. Whatever has the characteristic of 

cognizing (vijananalakkhanam): that of which characteristic is knowing called 

apprehension of object. It grasps the object in the mode different from that of perceiving 

just like a man measuring the thing to be measured by means of zia/z. The remaining 

feeling aggregate, etc. become easy to understand, because they have the state of 

simultaneous arising, etc. with consciousness aggregate, and because they have the 

same category, and so on.
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82. The statement, beginning with,‘whatever (yam kihcif is said in order to support by 

means of sutta the significance which is already stated by himself as “the characteristic 

of knowing.” The state which has individual nature (sabhavadhamma) is mere arising 

according to condition. In order to show this fact it is said, “the characteristic of 

knowing (vijananalakkhanam)” through accomplishment of action. “Vijandti” is said in 

order to show its performership because there is not a performer other than the 

individual nature of the states. The consciousness in the sense of knowing is the same as 

mind (citta) in the sense of thinking, etc., and it is mind (mana) in the sense of thinking, 

thus it is taught figuratively. Up till now consciousness is explained from the point of 
view of aggregate, division, and synonym.

Herein kind (jati) is that wherein even those who had dissimilar forms are bom in 

similar forms - common form [is the meaning]. But it is granted that category may be of 

various types, and of different classes, but in order to show the category intended here, 

it is said, “profitable, unprofitable and indeterminate (kusalam, akusalam, 

abyakatanca).” There, ‘profitable’ (kusala) is in the sense of profitable (kusalattha). 

What is the meaning of profitable? It has the sense of healthiness, blamelessness, and 

happy resultant. For ‘profitable’ is used in the sense of healthiness, such as, “Oh 

Venerable, are you well?”, etc.171 It is used in the sense of blamelessness, such as, “Oh 

Venerable, which is good behavior? That which is blameless, is good behavior”, etc.172 

It is used in the sense of happy resultant, such as, “Oh, Bhikkhus, it is the cause of 
taking happy states”, etc.173 For profitable consciousness is healthy, blameless and 

having happy result because it is counterpart of psychosomatic diseases of greed, etc. of 

which the individual natures are blamable and because it ripens the happy result.

171 Ja. 532; 542.
172 v

But from the point of view of word meaning, kusala means that which shakes (salayati), 

moves forcefully, causes tremble, and destroys contemptible (kucchite) evil states. Or 

that which lies (sayanti) here and there with undisciplined (kucchitena) manner, thus it 

is kusa which refers to evil states. Kusala means that which cuts (lunati) kusa in the 
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form of evil states. Or knowledge is indeed called kusa because it makes wretchedness 

(kucchitanam) lesser and lesser (sanatd), and thin. By that it is to be acquired 

(latabbam), grasped and is arisen, thus it is kusala. Or as Kusa grass injures the region 

of the palm touched by both sides of blade, similarly it cuts (lunati), severs the sides of 

defilements that come into contact with both part of kusala as arisen and that is yet to be 

arisen. Therefore it cuts like Kusa grass, thus it is kusala. Or it is kusala because it 

protects (salanato), restrains (samvaranato) from contemptible blameful states. For 

unprofitable states are restrained, closed by non-occurrence at the six doors, of which 

the sixth is the mind, through profitable states warding off occurrence and causing them 

to reach the state of non-occurrence. Or it shakes (salayati), moves, removes 

contemptible evil states, thus it is kusala. Or they are called kusas, as they are touch

stone (sanatd), whet-stone (nisanato), sharpening of contemptible evil states like killing 

living beings, etc. They refer to hatred, greed, and so on. Killing living beings becomes 

more serious through volition that has obtained the state of being sharp through hate, etc. 

Kusala is so called because it cuts, severs those kusas. Or they are called kusas because 

they make thin (sanatd), put to an end, destroy (vinasanato) evil states. They refer to the 

faculties beginning with faith, etc., which arise through the meritorious action. Through 

these faculties, it is to be acquired, it is to be arisen, thus it is called kusala. Or the word 

ku means the earth (bhutni), as they destroy through burning (anudahanena) the 

continuity of mind and matters, ie., their own support similar to the foundation, at 

present and in future. They lie down (siyanti) on the earth (kum), thus they are called 

kusas. They refer to greed, etc. It (kusala) cuts (lavanato), severs its own support like 

those [greed, etc.]. Thus it is called kusala. For profitable states, accomplished by effort, 

cut the mind and matters completely by causing their non-occurrence.

That which is not profitable is unprofitable (akusalatn), the opposite to the profitable is 

the meaning. For when the meaning of the word '‘akusala’ is told analytically as 

opposite of ’‘kusala' as na kusalam just as nature of the states which is not healthy, not 

blameless, not happy result, and not produced out of skillfulness, is akusala. Thus this 

meaning is indicated. In this way the state of which the individual nature is not shaking 

the contemptible, the individual nature of which is not cutting Kusa grasses in the form 

of evil states, which should not be arisen by kusa or kusas in the form of knowledge, 
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which is not cutting [defilements] like Kusa grass [cutting the region of palm], is (the) 

akusala. Thus this meaning is shown through the opposite of profitable. Here because 

profitable which is the counterpart of unprofitable, is known through the synonym of 

healthiness as it has got the counterpart of psychological sickness, etc., it is said that 

unprofitable is the counterpart of profitable - “the opposite to the profitable” is the 

meaning. But that consciousness should be known as that which removes174 and that 

which is to be removed175 by sequence.

174 That which removes (pahayaka) refers to the profitable consciousness.
That which is to be removed (pahatabba) refers to the unprofitable consciousness.

Indeterminate (abyakatam)'. that which is not told (na byakatam). That which is not 

referred to (akathitam) as the state of either profitable or unprofitable is the meaning. 

There, the state of profitable (kusalabhavo)'. blameless and happy result. The state of 

unprofitable (akusalabhavof. blameful and miserable result. It is called indeterminate 

because it is not told (avuttam) by both of these states. It should be known that the state 

being not told (avuttata) is commented by the word healthiness and sickness, etc. Here 

the state being not told (avuttata) should be known through the state of profitable and 

unprofitable only, not through any other state, because “indeterminate (abyakata)” is 

stated after having told “the profitable and unprofitable.” And here it should be known 

that the state being not told is not only for mere non-reference, but it is because those 

indeterminate states have individual nature free from both the states. For it is said, “It 

has characteristic of not producing effect.”

452) According to the division of the plane (bhumibhedato)'. states remain (bhavanti) 

herein, therefore it is called the plane (bhumi), which refers to the place (thana) and the 

moment (avattha). For even the moment (avattha) is understood, as it were, the arising 

place of the states which have moment. Thus it is easy to understand the states which 

have moment. There, mundane plane is to be known through the place, supramundane 

through the moment. Or mundane plane through the place and moment, supramundane 

through the moment only. Sense-sphere (kamavacaram): here sense-desire (kama) is of 

two kinds, sense-desire as basis (vatthukamo) and sense-desire as defilements 

(kilesakamo). Of these, sense-desire as basis (vatthukamo)’. herein the five cords of 
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sense-desire are specifically desired for; sense-desire as defilements (kilesakamo): 

craving is desired. That is sense-sphere(kdmdvacaram) where both of them coming 

together move. But what is that? It is the elevenfold sense-desire-becoming. Mostly it 

moves, arises there, thus it is called sense-sphere, after having omitted one [word], 

avacaram. Similarly the fine-material and the immaterial sphere (ruparupavacarani) 

too should be known, because craving for the fine-material sphere (rupatanha) is the 

fine-material sphere (rupa) and craving for the immaterial sphere (arupatanha) is the 

immaterial sphere (ar up a). Or alternatively craving as sense-desire (kamatanha) is 

referred to as sense-desire (kama) by elision of the latter component. One moves herein, 

thus it is the sphere (avacaram). The sphere of sense-desire is the sense sphere. Thus the 

fine-material sphere and immaterial sphere (rupavacararupavacarani) too should be 

known. It crosses over (uttarati) from the world, thus it is supramundane (lokuttaram) 

because profitable consciousness is intended. ‘It is crossed over (uttinnati) from the 

world, thus it is lokuttaram' is another etymology.

83. According to the division of joy, equanimity, knowledge, and prompting 

(somanassupekkhananasahkharabhedato): here division according to joy and 

equanimity is logical because their individual natures are different. But how is the 

division of knowledge and prompting to be explained? This is not fault. Because the 

division of knowledge and prompting means the division done according to knowledge 

and prompting, and it is done according to presence and non-presence. One whose mind 

is good (sobhana), or one whose mind is attractive (sundara) is sumana-, the state of 

sumana is somanassa (joy); it is conventionally called psychological happy feeling; it 

means arising together, mixed, associated, with joy. beginning from the arising up to 

dissolution. The state being accompanied by joy [of the sense-sphere] 

(somanassasahagatata) should be understood through an object. For the consciousness 

arisen in the desirable object is accompanied by joy. The desirable object is the base of 

greed, then how can profitable consciousness arise there? It is not universal. Profitable 

consciousness can arise even in desirable object through wise attention, and so on. For 
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one who has wise attention according to association of four accomplishments,176 one 

whose consciousness is fixed in performance of profitable thing, resolving, “I have to 

perform only profitable thing”, one whose consciousness is turned to performance of 

profitable thing after having turned away from arising of unprofitable thing, and one 

whose consciousness is made habitual due to often performance, in his case in the 

desirable object also, consciousness is associated with non-greed, etc., not associated 
with greed, and so on.

176 Four accomplishments (catusampatticakka) are patirupadesavaso, pubbe katapunnata, 
attasammapanidhi, and sappurisanissayo.
177 A. ii 185.
178 pannadasaka. See Vis. XX. 51.
179 Dh. 79.

That which is associated (yutta) with knowledge (nana) through aspects (pakdrehi) 

equally (sama) is nanasampayutta. Here the arising together, etc., should be known as 

aspect (pakara). There, kamma, rebirth, maturity of faculties and keeping defilements at 

a distance are the reasons for the state of being associated with knowledge. For one who 

preaches dhamma to others, one who teaches spheres of arts, spheres of activity and 

branches of science, which are blameless, performs such things that lead to wisdom. His 

profitable consciousness that has arisen is associated with knowledge by depending on 

his activity. Similarly for one who is bom in Brahma world, depending on rebirth, his 

consciousness is associated with knowledge. For it is stated, “In that plane, parts of 

Dhamma appear to one who is blissful. Arising of mindfulness, bhikkhus, is slow, but 
that living being very quickly reaches excellence.”177 In this way, one who has reached 

the understanding decad, 178 depending on maturity of faculties, his profitable 

consciousness when arises, is associated with knowledge. One whose defilements are 

destroyed, depending on the state of the removal of defilements, his profitable 

consciousness when arises, is associated with knowledge. And it is stated, “Wisdom is 

produced out of effort, there is destruction of wisdom due to absence of effort.”179 

Preparing (sahkharana) which is called mental exertion (cittapayoga) produced through 

instigation (samussaha) of one’s own or by others is prompting (sahkhara). That of 

which prompting is not there is not-prompting (asahkhara). But that which arises 

together with prompting is called prompted (sasahkhara). That which is dissociated 
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from knowledge (nanavippayutta)'. that which is dissociated, bereft, of knowledge. 

Dissociation (vippayogaf. here it should be understood as absence, non-arising, of 

knowledge. It is called equanimity (upekkha) because it remains equanimous 

(upekkhati). Even though an object is being felt, it becomes indifferent (ajjhupekkhati) 

about that because it is established as the mode of neutrality - this is the meaning. Or 

alternatively being endowed with, not going opposite to pleasure and pain, there is 

seeing (ikkha), experiencing (anubhavana). Thus it is equanimity. Or alternatively that 
which sees (ikkhati), experiences, objectively (upapattito), logically (yuttito'), through 

absence of partisanship in objects desirable and undesirable. That which has equanimity 

is that accompanied by equanimity (upekkhasahagata). All the rest are already told 

above.

84. Thus having summarized eightfold profitable consciousness of sense-sphere, now in 

order to show their mode of the occurrence, there occurs the sentence, beginning with, 

“/or when (yada hi)”. There, the word, adi in accomplishment of receiver, and so on 

(patiggahakadisampattim) includes attainment of proper region, proper time, beneficial 

guide, and so on. Or other cause for joy (ahham va somanassahetumf. herein by the 

inclusion of other (anna), there is inclusion of a state mostly being made up of faith, 

correct view, finding glorification about profitable action, the state of rebirth-linking 
with joy, eleven conditions that produce enlightenment factor of zest,180 and so on. That 

which occurs in the methods beginning with (adinayappavattam): here the word adi 

does not include only the nine bases of right view (sammaditthivatthu), beginning with, 
“atthi yittham”,181 but it should be understood to include the basis belonging to 

enlightenment factor called investigation of the states. Placing in front (purakkhatva): 

keeping foremost (pubbahgamam katva). That is done through keeping the co-bom 

foremost just like in the words, beginning with, “The states have the mind as the 

forerunner (manopubbahgama dhamma)” because association is intended. 

Unhesitatingly (asamsidanto): not undergoing hesitation, grimace in meritorious action 

180 c —"ekadasa dhamma pttisambojjhahgassa uppadaya saivattanti buddhanussati, 
dhammasamghasilacdgadevatanussati, upasamanussati, lukhapuggalaparivajjanata,
siniddhapuggalasevanata, pasadariiyasuttantapaccavekkhanatd, tadadhimuttala.” (A. i. 18, Apara 
accharasahghatavajjavannana)
181 M. i. 288.
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due to glorification, jealousy, and so on. By this the teacher shows free liberality. 

Unurged (anussahito): not urged by any person. For this word [anussahito] is to show 

performance of merit through one’s own interest. By others: this [word] is to show open 

impetus from others.

Giving, etc. (danadini): giving (dana), morality (sila) up to making one’s views straight 

(ditthijukamma) - thus these ten, beginning with giving, are merits. Or alternatively 

giving, etc. (danadini) are those consisting of giving, morality and cultivation, because 

other seven also are included. They purify (punanti) a particular continuity (santana) 

where they arise themselves (sayam), or they produce the result for honourable 

becoming, thus they are called merits. Of him (assa): of one endowed with meritorious 

volition. Due to lack of free liberality (amuttacdgata): due to the mental state of 

expectation lying in the object of gift. By the word adi, there is inclusion of non

resolution in undertaking morality, and so on. That only (tadeva): it is referred to 

through the similarity with that consciousness accompanied by joy. For similar thing is 

referred to by the expression, “that only (tadeva)”, just like, “The same bird, those same 

plants only.” In this meaning (imasmihhi atthe): in this sense called impetus effort of 

consciousness lying inactively. This (etam) refers to the word “prompting (sahkhdra)”. 

Prior effort (pubbapayoga): when there arises grimace in meritorious action, effort of 

mind arises through impetus, after having detached from grimace. Here the word pubba 

is said because prompting (sahkhara) arises through former action (pubbabhisahkhara) 

which arises before, but not because the prompting (sahkhdra) belongs to the past 
(pubbakalikatta).182 183 The inclusion of the word young children (bala) is to show that 

there is no possibility of right view that occurs in the method, beginning with, “There is 

giving.” The inclusion of the word sahasa (suddenly) is to show the absence of 

hesitation and impetus. They are devoid of joy (somanassarahita honti): performing 

meritorious action is intended. Not getting the causes of joy (somanassahetunam 

abhavam agamma): this should be understood to be just an example. For neutral object 

182 In the word pubbapayoga the word pubba' does not refer to the prompting belonging to the past 
time, but it refers to the prompting which is now produced as former preparation.
183 M. i. 288.
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and such kinds of mental preparation, etc. are also the reasons of the state being 

accompanied by equanimity.

The sentence, beginning with, evam, is to show conclusion. It should be understood that 

eight types of profitable consciousness of sense-sphere arise through three doors like 

bodily door, etc., through the bodily action, etc., next to the functional rootless mind- 
consciousness-element which is accompanied by equanimity,184 185 after having taken this 

or that as an object out of six objects beginning from visible object up to mind-object. 

When four consciousnesses associated with knowledge produce rebirth-linking with 

threefold root-causes (tihetukapatisandhi), they give result to sixteen kinds of resultant. 

But when they produce rebirth with twofold root-causes (duhetukapatisandhi), [they 

give result to] twelve kinds of resultant, excluding those with three roots. But the 

consciousnesses with threefold root-causes (tihetukani cittani) do not produce rebirth

linking without root-cause (ahetukapatisandhi). But the consciousnesses with twofold 

root-causes (duhetukani) give result to twelve kinds of resultant consciousness; They 

give result to eight kinds of resultant consciousness when they produce rebirth-linking 

without root-cause (ahetukapatisandhidanakale). But the rebirth-linking with threefold 

root-cause never takes place out of consciousness with twofold root-cause. They give 

result to the eight (attha phalanti): this is said through kamma which produces rebirth

linking. On the other hand, through the other kamma, the resultant consciousness with 

root-cause also can occur within one whose rebirth-linking is causeless, because of 

sacred words, “The life-continuum with root-cause (sahatuka bhavahga) is the 

condition, as proximity condition for life-continuum without root-cause (ahetuka 
bhavahga).”lS5 In this case it should be known that the consciousness arisen due to 

strong condition is unpromted, and that arisen due to weak condition is prompted. 

According to the text, however, in the opinion of those who desire the state of 

unpromptedness and promptedness of the result they give result to twelve kinds 

resultant consciousness and eight kinds of resultant consciousness respectively. In this 

way profitable consciousness of sense-desire sphere, while rendering threefold result, 

184 This is the determining consciousness at the Five-door and the adverting consciousness at the Mind
door.
185 Ptn3. 1. 102.
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gives rebirth in happy destination of sense-desire sphere and causes the accomplishment 

of enjoyments both in happy destination and unhappy destination. For there arise, for 

serpents, eagles, etc., different types of enjoyments similar to the accomplishment of 

enjoyment for gods. That also is the result of profitable consciousness of sensual-desire 

sphere. For unprofitable consciousness has never got the desirable result.

86. [Consciousness of] the fine-material sphere, however (rupavacaram pana)'. the 

word however (pana) is illuminating the special meaning. By that word, it is indicated 

that the sensual-desire sphere brings about only abandoning the defilements by the 

opposite (tadahgappahana), but this fine-material sphere is not like that. This brings 

about abandoning by suppression (vikkhambhanappahdna). Or alternatively that is 

divided into eight according to the divisions of feeling, knowledge, and promptedness, 

but this is not like that. This is altogether different from that, thus the teacher shows the 

specification to be told. This [specification], however, should be known as follows: the 

fine-material sphere is with basis (savatthuka), with defilements (sasava), and without 

hindrances (viriivarana). With basis only (savatthukam eva): by this term the teacher 

excludes immaterial sphere. With defilements (sasavam): [by this term the teacher 

excludes] the consciousness of the first path. Without hindrances (viriivaranam): in 

order to exclude the pair of consciousness associated with aversion (patigha). 

Somewhere factors of jhana are five, somewhere four, somewhere three, somewhere 

two, and elsewhere other two — thus it is fivefold due to the difference in the association 

of jhana factors. In this way it is told in short. In order to elaborate its meaning in detail, 

there is the paragraph, beginning with, “That is to say (seyyathidam).” There what is to 

be told is already told above in the description of jhana. This fine-material sphere, being 

made up of development only, having taken an object, such as, pathavlkasina, by the 

method as already told, accordingly arises just after profitable consciousness associated 

with knowledge. This fine-material sphere which is divided into the classes of inferior 

(hina), etc., however, should be understood to give rebirth in sixteen kinds of brahma

worlds, beginning with the Realm of Brahma’s Retinue, etc. according to their order.

87. The immaterial sphere (arupavacaram) is to be obtained by the meditator who has 

crossed the perception of the kasina materiality, and so on. Of four immaterial states 
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(catunnam arupanatnf. by means of fourfold arupajhana called equanimity and 

concentration (upekkhasamadht), for here the genitive case is in the sense of 

instrumental. Or association of those associated states, made by the objects of 

immaterial jhana, is the classification of association (yogabheda), according to which [it 

is fourfold]. In the way aforesaid (vuttappakarenaf. in the way told above in the 

description of immaterial state. The first (pathamam)-. the first type of profitable 

consciousness of immaterial sphere. The second, third, and fourth 
(dutiyatatiyacatutthani)’. here also the same method applies. All these, being made up of 

development only, having taken as their object, namely, space obtained by removing 

kasina, consciousness of the first immaterial state, non-existence, and the base of 

nothingness according to sequence, having arisen just after profitable consciousness 

accompanied by equanimity, associated with knowledge, give result to rebirth-linking 

and during the course of existence in four kinds of formless brahma-worlds. Here the 
rest that should be told, is told above.

88. The supramundane (lokuttaram): it is to be obtained through the series of six kinds 

of purification. There what is to be told will be told later on. By association with the 

four paths (catumaggasampayogato): by association with the four noble paths 

beginning from the path of Stream-entry up to the path of Arahat. Even if it is fourfold, 

being made up of development only, having taken nibbana as an object, it arises under 

the names as (i) emancipation from the point of view of emptiness, (ii) emancipation 

from the point of view of signlessness, and (iii) emancipation from the point of view of 

aimlessness. It should be known to lead to rebirth becoming, such as, human being, etc. 

It is of twenty-one kinds (ekavisatividham hotif. this is told by average.

89. (453) Being only of sense sphere (kamavacarameva): here the followers of the other 

school would like to include unprofitable consciousness also as belonging to the fine- 

material sphere and immaterial sphere. In order to refute their opinion, the word ‘sense 

sphere’ is mentioned. In order to show that unprofitable consciousness is absolutely 

belonging to the sense-sphere, there is the word eva, even though it arises in the exalted 

plane and even though it gives result in the course of existence in the fine-material 

sphere (rupadhatu). If it is so, why do you say that it belongs to sense-sphere only?
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Therein the reason is already told. How is it told? “Kamatanha is expressed as kama by 

elision of the latter component. One moves herein, thus it is avocara. Sphere of sense

desire is sense sphere.” For here the state of object in the form of craving for sense

desire (kámatanhávisqyata) is referred to as the reason for the state of the sense-sphere. 

Just like the state of object in the form of craving for rüpa and arüpa is referred to as 

the reason for the fine-material sphere and the immaterial sphere respectively. Certainly 

it should be desired in this way. Otherwise the characteristic would not be all-pervading. 

For, if the classification of the plane would be done according to the object, those which 

do not perceive the object (anárammanánam)186 would not be included. If it is done 

according to producing result, those which do not produce result187 would not be 

included. Therefore the plane of those included dhammas should be done according to 
the states which perceive the object188 (alambakadhammavasena)189 190. But for the 

dhammas which are unincluded (apariydpanna, namely lokuttara dhammas), the state 

of being supramundane (lokuttarata) because of the state of being transcendental from 

the world and the state of being incomparable (anuttarata) because of absence of 

anything higher should be known.

186 This refers to all matters.
187 This refers to vipáka and kiriya.
188 This refers to tanhá (craving).

Ven. Mahasi suggests that alambakadhamma is preferable to álambanadhamma. In Abh-av-nt. 50, 
however, the reading is álambanadhamma.
190 Dhs. 224.

Included (par iyap anna)-. it is that which is fallen into (apanna), held up, after having 

delimited (paricchijja') by craving which delimits. Here which is that craving for sense

desire? That is craving, the object of which is things belonging to sense-sphere. Which 

are the things of sense-sphere? The object of craving for sense-desire. Thus there would 

arise the fault of argumentation in circle. It should not be observed like that. Because 

the states of sense-sphere should be observed as the object of craving which has the 

nature [of craving for sense-desire], after having assumed any craving as craving for 

sense-desire (kamatanha), owing to the inclination to the eleven kinds of sense-desire 
becoming, beginning with hell. Even in Nikkhepakanda,™ the statement, “Herein it 

moves” is found with reference to the state of object of craving for sense-desire, the 

region of which is limited from the hell up to the Realm of the Gods who rule over the
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Creations of Others (paranimmita) - thus it should be understood. The state of the scope 

of craving is to be known through inclination towards it.

It is of three kinds according to root (miilato tividham): roots of the unprofitable are 

three beginning with greed, and so on. The state associated with them also is threefold 

according to their way. For they are called roots because they cause firm foundation like 
a root. It has greed as its root, thus it is ‘rooted in greed (lobhamulamf. This is the 

reference through uncommonness just like in the case of the sound of the drum and the 

sprout of barley. In the same way there is reference to ‘rooted in hatred (dosamulam) 

Its root is delusion only, not any other. Thus it is rooted in delusion (mohamulam).

90. From the point of view of classification according to joy, equanimity, wrong view 

and prompting (somanassupekkhaditthigatasahkharabhedatof. from the classification 

of joy and equanimity, from the classification of wrong view, from the classification of 

prompting - thus the word classification (bheda) should be applied each. What is to be 

told is aforesaid. Associated with wrong view (ditthigatasampayutta)'. ditthi itself is 

ditthigata, just like, “guthagata, muttagata”.191 Or alternatively it means an occurrence 

of view because of holding incorrectly, but herein there is nothing to be known as the 

individual nature, thus it is wrong view (ditthigata). This [unprofitable rooted in greed] 

arises together with greed only, not with hate, due to the state of adherence, “Only this 
is truth, anything other is false.”192

91. The paragraph, beginning with when (yada hi) is to show the mode of occurrence of 

consciousnesses rooted in greed. Wrong view (micchaditthim): wrong views, such as, 

view of annihilation. For beings whose minds are perverted due to wrong view refuse 

the existence of life in other world thinking, “The range of life is up to experience of 

faculties.” And somehow they take enjoyment in sense objects thinking, “There is no 

danger in sense-desires.” By the word adi, the teacher includes the wrong views, such as, 

having the chance to see the face of a new-born son is the path leading to heaven, and 

salvation through the maxims, such as, “This path is already fixed up under the name

191 M. i. 423; A. ii. 95; iv. 3374-376.
192 M. i. 410; 411; 484; 485; 498; 499.
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‘path of gods’ (devayänd) by which the householders having a son go happily. The 

animals and birds know this fact, therefore they engage in sexual intercourse even with 
their mothers.”193

193 Mundaka Upanisad. 3. 1. 6.

Or in sense-desire (käme vä): here the word or is in the sense of uncertainty. By it the 

teacher includes wrong believes, such as, stealing the gold possessed by brähmanas only 

is a blameful act called taking what is not given {adinnädäna), other is blameless; lying 

for the sake of elderly persons, for cattle, for oneself, for life and for marriage is 

blameless, other is blameful; conveying the message of back-biting for the sake of 

master, etc. is blameless, other is blameful; narration of episodes like Bhärata war, 

taking away of Sita, etc. lead to calming down of sin. Auspicious rites seen 

(ditthamahgalädini): auspicious performances seen, heard and thought over. With 

[consciousness that is J sharp in its own nature only (sabhävatikkhena): with 

[consciousness that is] sharp, cruel in its own nature due to greed or due to wrong 

inclination. Sluggish (mandena): slow, not sharp. With [the consciousness] instigated 

(samussähitena): the sluggish consciousness arises due to one’s own urge or other’s 

instigation. Or he steals other ’s goods (parabhandam vä har ati): by the word or, the 

inclusion of false speech, etc. causing similar activity should be understood. Of sense

desires (kämänam vä): of sense-desires being experienced. By the word or, the teacher 

includes taking, etc., such as, whatever is obtained, that is to be taken because the 

property of others cannot be permitted according to one’s wish.

92. [The unprofitable rooted in hate] is of two kinds (duvidhameva hoti): it is because of 

the absence of division according to the associated state. If it is so, why is there the 

statement, “It is accompanied by displeasure, associated with aversion”? It is in order to 

mark this consciousness by means of specific states. In the killing of living things, etc. 

(pänätipätädisu): in the performance of killing of living things, and so on. By the word 

ädi, the teacher includes stealing, false speech, back-bite, harsh speech, gossip, and 

hatred. The consciousness that arises, having become essentially sharp, is unprompted 

only; the other is prompted. Thus with this intention there is the sentence, “At the times 
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when the occurrence [of the consciousness] is either sharp or sluggish 

(tikkhamandappavattikale).” But it is not possible to know that the consciousness that 

arises after having become sluggish, is absolutely prompted. That which occurs through 

prompting, preparation, is sluggish. Taking in this way it is told.

93. Consciousness that has one cause of delusion due to the absence of any other root is 

excessively deluded. It is unstable due to association of doubt and agitation, therefore it 

is accompanied by equanimity (upekkhasahagatam) only. It has not got the state of 

being sharp in nature at any time. For, the pair of consciousness occurs as slinking 
along194 and confusion195 on the object. In which kind of function would the state of 

being sharp in nature or the state of the capacity to be encouraged be possible? 

Therefore there is no classification according to prompting. Agitation, though available 

in other unprofitable consciousness, is specifically powerful here, thus it arises after 

having become prominent among all associated states. Therefore it is referred to with 

the qualification of agitation as “associated with agitation (uddhaccasampayutta).” For, 

as in Pali, here uddhacca occurs essentially. Likewise from the point of view of special 

predominant states the delusion-rooted is to be known as twofold, “associated with 

doubt, associated with agitation.” Indecision (asannitthanam): doubt. Distraction 

(vikkhepo): absence of calmness, scatteredness.

194 This refers to the consciousness rooted in delusion, associated with doubt.
This refers to the consciousness rooted in delusion, associated with agitation.

It should be understood that any of these twelve types of unprofitable consciousness 

arises next to the functional rootless mind-consciousness-element which is accompanied 

by equanimity, after having taken this or that as an object out of six objects, through 

three doors like bodily door, etc., accordingly through the bodily action, etc. as the 

course of action such as killing living beings as well as action.

There, [in twelve unprofitable consciousnesses] except that associated with agitation, 

the remaining eleven kinds of unprofitable consciousness give rebirth even in the four 

hells, and give effect in the course of existence even in happy destiny. But that 

associated with agitation gives only the result in the course of existence 
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(pavattivipakameva). Even consciousness associated with doubt which is weakest gives 

rebirth. But what is the reason that consciousness accompanied by agitation, even 

though being powerful due to the existence of resolution, does not give rebirth? Because 

it is not mentioned in states which should be abandoned by means of seeing. For if it 

gives rebirth, it would give rebirth in the hells, and that which leads to the hell should be 

abandoned by means of seeing. Thus it would have been said, but it is not said. 

Therefore it doesn’t give rebirth. But it is not possible to reject that it gives effect in the 

course of existence, because of statement in Patisambhidavibhahga, “Knowledge about 

the consciousness associated with agitation is the discrimination of law, and knowledge 

about its result is the discrimination of meaning.”

Others, however, say that consciousness associated with agitation, arising within an 

ordinary person gives effect to both in rebirth-linking and in the course of existence due 

to the existence of assistance to be abandoned by seeing (dassanappahatabbasahaya) 

but it doesn’t give effect both to the learner due to absence of assistance to be 

abandoned by seeing. Here it should be thought over as follows: that [consciousness 

accompanied by agitation] which is said as giving result (yipakadana), is to be 

abandoned through development, or not? Moreover in this context, if it is to be 

abandoned by development, the state of the kamma condition acting from a different 

time of that which is to be abandoned by development, would have been told in 

Patthana. If it is not to be abandoned through development, it would have been 

mentioned under the division “to be abandoned neither by seeing nor by development 

(nevadassanenanabhavanayapahatabbam)” under triad called ‘to be abandoned by 

seeing (dassanenapahatabbay. If it is not mentioned there because its individual nature 

is opposite to it, still there would arise navattabbata (not so classifiable) in the same 

triad. It does not arise, what is the reason? Because arising of twelve kinds of 

unprofitable consciousness occurring in Section on ‘arisings of consciousness’ are 
included under the words of dyad,196 because there is no arising of consciousness which 

is to be told exactly after having analyzed. Just like in the triad of states of ‘that arisen 

{uppannay beginning with past, etc., there is no navattabbata, similarly here also. Or 

196 dassanenapahdtabba-bhavanayapahatabba.
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alternatively unprofitable consciousness accompanied by agitation, existing within an 

ordinary man, even though being unable to be abandoned through development, has the 

reason to be abandoned by development because the individual nature as the state to be 

abandoned by development is common and because it is faulty. Therefore there is no 

contingency of occurrence of navattabbata. And it is not to be abandoned through 

development directly (nippariydyena). Therefore the state of kamma condition acting 

from a different time also was not told for it. For that accompanied by agitation 

(uddhaccasahagata) which, even though, has got the condition to be abandoned through 

seeing, mere weakening of assistance (sahayavekalla) is done through seeing. Not any 

nature of that accompanied by agitation is put to non-occurrence [by seeing]. Therefore 

it is mentioned that certainly (ekantena) it is to be abandoned through development. Or 

alternatively the reference to the state to be abandoned through seeing is related to the 

state leading to hell. Thus because of absence of the state leading to the hell this is told 
in detail.

94. (454) With the expectation of the substantive “vihhanam”, abyakatam, and vipakam 

are put in neuter gender. It is of two kinds (duvidhamf. it is referred to with expectation 

of abyakatam which has come from earlier. Otherwise it would have been told as 

fourfold because materiality and nibbana also belong to the state of indeterminate. The 

state of sense sphere, etc. of the resultant is to be understood in the same way as told in 

profitable consciousness. The state of being ahetuka (without root-cause) is to be 

explained from the point of view of associated cause (sampayuttahetu) and not 

productive cause (nibbattakahetu), just like the state of being sahetuka (with root-cause). 

For the state of being with root-cause (sahetuka') of the resultant is always referred to 

from the point of view of associated cause, even if that state is accomplished through 

the kamma with root-cause. Otherwise the state of being sahetuka would apply to the 

resultant without root-cause (ahetukanam) also. But why [kamma] having a cause has 

the result of ahetuka? There the reason is already told. Moreover just as association of 

non-greed, etc. does not arise in five kinds of consciousness, which are mere falling on 

the object, also it does not arise in the receiving and investigation having more sluggish 

and sluggish function respectively. Therefore their state of having no root-cause 

(ahetuka) should be understood, because there is no arising of cause.
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95. Mere mind as element is called mind element (manodhatu) due to absence of 

function of thinking distinguished by arising out of mind-consciousness.

96. That of which the characteristic is cognizing the visible data, and being supported 

by the eye, is described thus: “[eye-consciousness] has the characteristic of being 

supported by the eye and cognizing visible data 

(cakkhusannissitarupavijdnanalakkhana)y There by the word cakkhusannissita, the 
teacher excludes any other consciousness having visible data as an object.197 By the 

inclusion of vijdnana he excludes contact, etc. based on the eye.198 By the inclusion of 

cakkhu and rupa, he shows this consciousness from the point of view of support and 

object because its existence is dependent on the both. For, if the eye is not there, even 

the blind would see the visible data. And if the visible data, such as, blue is not there, 

there would be no fixation of quarter, and so on. But there is fixation. And as 

consciousness is said to be always with the object, it should be understood that the 

current view, “Consciousness arises as illusory form like blue, etc, without object” is 

wrong. Therefore the Blessed One announced, “The eye-consciousness arises depending 
on the eye as well as visible data.”199

197 Receiving consciousness (sampaticchana), etc.
Because here contact (phassa), etc. are consciousness-concomitants (cetasikas).

199 M. i. 111,259; iii. 281-282; S. ii 72-74; iv. 32; 67; 86; 90; 166; Ndl. 276; Kv. 330.

But here why the difference is made in number? Even single eye can become the 

condition for consciousness, but visible data, being manifold only, is collected together. 

Thus in order to show their specific aspect it is made like that. But what is the reason 

that even single eye can become the condition for consciousness, but the visible data is 

multiplied form only? It is due to the specification of the state of condition. For the eye, 

being the condition for eye-consciousness as support -, pre-nascence -, faculty -, and 

dissociation condition, is the condition as state of presence only. When the eye exists, 

the eye-consciousness exists; when the eye does not exist, the eye-consciousness 

doesn’t exist. For the eye is told to be its condition for presence and non-disappearance. 

The state of depending on the eye on the part of the eye-consciousness is not needed to 
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be sticking partly, because the eye-consciousness is immaterial. On the other hand eye

consciousness is related to the eye, just like a pupil is related to his teacher and a royal 

servant to the king. But other conditions should be understood through different special 

aspects. This state of condition is not impossible even in a single eye, thus even the 

single eye is the condition for the eye-consciousness. Thus exposition, “depending on 

the eye” is made with singular in number.

Even though the visible data is the condition, as pre-nascence —, presence -, and non

disappearance condition like the eye, due to being favourable at the present moment, 

after having become forward, still it is manifold only, having collected together the 

condition, due to the state of object. For consciousness arises while showing condition 

(paccayadhamma) which is natural or mere mode of imagination. That condition, even 

though it has the state of condition for other state, is called object (arammana), because 

it is to be depended, as it is the reason for occurring of the consciousness, after 

depending on it. Consciousness is not able to occur without depending on something, 

because its nature is always with object. As it obtains the object condition 

(arammanapaccaya) through the obtainment of individual nature truly, the eye

consciousness occurring depending on the visible data, occurs while expressing the 

nature of the visible data. That obtainment of individual nature of object is for that 

consciousness whose existence depends on the faculty. It takes place neither according 

to form depending on one or two groups, nor according to the form depending on three 

or four groups, but according to the form manifested through wise attention. Thus the 

visible data, being manifold only, becomes the condition for the eye-consciousness 

because of co-operation (samhaccakdrita). Thus showing the Blessed One pointed out, 
liriipe cd”, with plural in number.

But there is the statement, “Visible-data base is the condition, as the object condition, 
for the eye-consciousness element and its associated states.”200 How is that? It is said 

with reference to such like rupayatanam only as whatever visible-data base 

200 Ptn2. 1.
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(rupayatanam)201 * is the condition, as object condition, for the eye-consciousness. Of 

which nature is that? It is in the form of collection. This is easy to understand. 

Considering thus some say, “The eye-consciousness, etc. have noted object as noting of 

base, but not as noting of substance.” It is also logical. Here the state of object in a 

collection should not be doubted due to the absence of attention in collection. But 

collected forms become the object condition. But how those which are unable 

individually, being collected, become the condition? For a blind unable to see 

individually, even though collected ones, cannot see. That is not absolutely like this, 

because of experience of the state of ability of carrying palanquin, etc. though unable to 

carry it separately. And in the case of hair, it is possible to grasp the form collectively 

remaining in the same place in which it can not grasp the form individually. United 

action of those hairs is expressed. Therefore propositions such as, “The object of the 

eye-consciousness is the form of an atom or of the collection of atoms” are refuted. 

Thus this should be understood. The same method applies to “depending on the ear and 

sounds.” The eye-consciousness depending on both is shown from the point of view 

of support and object. In this way it .should be told in the case of the ear-consciousness, 

and so on accordingly.

201 In earlier passage it appeared as rupe, which is plural in number. Here, however it appears as 
rupayatanam, which is singular in number.

M. i. 111,259; iii. 281-282.

Its function is to have only visible data as its object (rupamattarammanarasam): its 

function is to make mere visible data base as its object. By using the word ‘only 

(matta)’, the teacher excludes other objects. Similarly he excludes some special aspects 

found in visible-data base. For the eye-consciousness is not able to grasp any other 

aspects than the mere form (vannamattato). Therefore the Blessed One told, “Not any 

phenomenun is perceived by the five types of consciousness, except mere falling on the 

object.” The eye-consciousness, while arising, is grasped through the state of facing 

towards it, as it arises in the object of visible data only, thus “it is manifested as facing 

towards [their respective object of] the visible data, and so on.” The immaterial state, 

which disappears immediately, which assists through proximity —, contiguity -, absence 

and disappearance condition by offering scope for occurrence of immaterial states, 
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arising immediately after itself, is near-cause like the state of support and object. Thus 

showing this meaning, it is said, “The proximate cause is the departure of the functional 

mind-element having visible data, etc. as its object." In the case of the ear

consciousness, etc. (sotavinnanadisu), the meaning should be understood in the same 

way as already told.

“Its function is to receive visible data, and so on (rupadisampaticchanarasa)”: [the 

resultant] mind-elements, as it were, receive (sampaticchanti), accept (ganhanti) visible 

data, etc., taken up by eye-consciousness, etc. immediately after the eye-consciousness 

etc., not allowing to fall down. “It is manifested as the state corresponding to that 

(tathabhavapaccupatthana) it is manifested as the state of receiving which has that 
nature.

It has as its characteristic the cognizing of six kinds of objects (chalarammanavijanana- 

lakkhanaf. it has the individual nature of cognizing of sometimes five, or as many 

among six kinds of objects. Because it has not transgressed its individual nature, or 

because other objects are included among six. Its function is investigating, and so on 

(santiranadikicca)'. what is intended is that its function is investigating (santirana) and 
registration (tadarammana),203 or its function is investigating, registration, rebirth

linking, life-continuum and death. 204 Its proximate cause is the heart-basis 

(hadayavatthupadatthana): it is said because these two mind-consciousness-elements 

are absolutely supported by the heart-basis. But it would be also proper to say that its 

proximate cause is disappearance of past consciousness which immediately precedes in 
the way told earlier.

203 The resultant mind-consciousness-element accompanied by joy.
204 The resultant mind-consciousness-element accompanied by equanimity.

98. Its division (tassa bhedo): by saying that the resultant mind-consciousness-element 

is of two kinds, there is the division called twofold. In entirely desirable object 

(ekantamittharammane): in the object which is absolutely desirable; in the excessively 

desirable object - this is the meaning. It occurs at the five doors and at the end of 

impulsion (pahcadvare ceva javanavasane ca): here it occurs at intermediate place 
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between receiving (sampaticchana) and determining (votthabbana) and the other place 

is between impulsion and life-continuum, thus it has two positions (dvithana hoti) [in 

the cognitive series]. The position of the other mind-consciousness-element, [that is, 

upekkhasampayutta], is to be understood at the moment of investigation and registration 

as it was aforesaid; the position of rebirth-linking is between death and life-continuum 

at the occurrence of rebirth-linking; the position of life-continuum is between rebirth

linking and adverting, between registration and adverting, between determining and 

adverting; and the position of death is between registration and rebirth-linking or 

between impulsion and rebirth-linking.

99. In six [objects] (chasu)-. here the division should be understood as it was aforesaid. 

The body-consciousness is associated -with [bodily] pleasure (kayavinnanam 

sukhasampayuttam): because the primary elements of tangible datum, which are not 

much desirable (natitthaphotthabbabhutd), serving as the support of the body, are 

powerful in rubbing and touching. Impinging of the derived matters only is weak, thus 

the eye-consciousness, etc., are associated with equanimity. Therefore, “the rests are 

associated with equanimity (sesam upekkhayuttam).” The rests are of six kinds.

100. Non-greed, etc. (alobhadayo) are non-greed, non-hatred, and non-delusion only 

(alobhadosamohay, and non-greed and non-hatred (alobhadosa). That associated with 

the cause of the result which are non-greed, etc. (alobhadivipakahetusampayuttam). [It 

is of eight kinds] just like the profitable consciousness in the sense-sphere because it is 

classed according to joy, and so on (kamavacarakusalam viya somanassadibhedato): as 

the profitable of the sense-sphere is of eight kinds because of classification according to 

joy, equanimity, knowledge, and prompting. Similarly this is also of the eight kinds. 

Thus the teacher shows the similarity through eightfoldness. From the point of view of 

the state of sense-sphere, from the point of view of inferior, etc., and from the point of 

view of taking rebirth in different wombs, they are similar only, but from the point of 

view of the associated states, object, and the mode of occurrence, they are dissimilar. 

For the profitable arises through the action-door (kammadvara). But this is not so, for 

the resultant does not produce the intimation. But through the door of arising, it also has 

got classification of occurrence, because the great resultants (mahavipaka') arise as 
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registration at the five-doors and mind-doors. But the profitable is of five kinds through 

destination (gati), and seven kinds through stations of consciousness (vinnanatthiti). But 
this is not so, because it arises at some plane out of them.205 The sentence, beginning 

with “but that (yatha pana) ” is said in order to show the dissimilarity from the point of 

view of object and the mode of occurrence in some object. In six objects (chasu 

arammanesu): in six objects classified according to limited, etc., past, etc., internal, etc.

205 Because the resultant profitable arises only in sense sphere.

Through arrival, and so on (agamanadivasenafi through the source it has come from 

and its condition. Herein in the opinion of certain teachers the resultant of the 

unprompted profitable is unprompted and the result of the prompted is prompted, like 

the movement of the face’s reflection in a mirror when the face moves. Thus it is 

through the source it has come from (agamanavasena). But in the opinion of other 

teachers the unprompted arises through powerful kamma as condition and the prompted 

does so through weak kamma. Thus it is through its condition (paccayavasena). In the 

associated states (sampayuttadhammanam): of those associated states which are 

referred to in Pali directly. There is no difference between the resultant and the 

profitable from the point of view of the associated states. Without potentiality 

(nirussaham): herein potentiality means the activity called the ability to produce result 

in the continuity in which ignorance, craving and conceit are not cut off, and the 

potentiality is not found in resultant. Thus it is without potentiality. But in the profitable 

which arise as direct knowledge, it exists necessarily. Thus it is with potentiality 
(saussaha).

101. Greed, etc. caused by unwise consideration do not have the state of result owing to 

the state of absolutely faulty. Non-greed, etc., which have the individual nature of 

absolutely blamelessness, do not have the state of unprofitable resultant consciousness, 

because its cause is opposite to it (akusala). Therefore it is said, “Unprofitable resultant 

is without root-cause (akusalavipakam ahetukameva).” Profitable resultant mind

consciousness-element is of two kinds, as that accompanied by joy and that 

accompanied by equanimity, because of existence of division according to feeling in 
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object which is absolutely desirable and desirable neutral. But it has not got division 

according to the feeling in object absolutely undesirable and undesirable neutral. Thus 

unprofitable resultant mind-consciousness-element is only one. Therefore it is said, 

“sevenfold (sattavidham)”. If it happens, there would be displeasure in absolutely 

undesirable [object]. Displeasure doesn’t arise without aversion.

102. The body-consciousness being accompanied by bodily pain should be understood 

in the way aforesaid. The equanimity [in these] is inferior (upekkhd hind)'. because it 

has the state of the unprofitable resultant which is absolutely low, it is inferior only even 

though being equanimous, due to its individual nature being painful. Therefore it is said, 

“not very sharp as the pain is (dukkham viya natitikhina).” Though pain is excessively 

cruel, and bitter, this is not so. Still it occurs through the individual nature of pain only. 

For the resultant of unprofitable cannot be bereft of pain. Its state of equanimity is to be 

understood like negligence for trouble being made, done by a weak person troubled by a 

powerful person, unable to react. In the rest (itaresuf. in the profitable resultant.

103. The fine-material sphere (rupavacaram)-. the resultant consciousness of the fine- 

material sphere. For this is the context of the resultant. Like the profitable (kusalam 

viyaf. like the profitable of the fine-material sphere. For the resultant of the fine- 

material sphere cannot be similar to other profitable than that of the fine-material sphere. 

Moreover these words have the syntactical relation, namely, “profitable, resultant.” In 

the sentence, “He serves the mother”, even though his ‘own’ mother is not spoken out, 

it is proved. Similarly here also it is proved. Thus [it is of five kinds] like its own 

profitable- this is the meaning. Here the similarity of the profitable should be 

understood from the point of view of the state and object. Those states, beginning with 

contact, etc. are obtained in the profitable of the fine-material sphere, and they are also 

obtained in the resultant of the fine-material sphere. This resultant of the fine-material 

sphere arises in the same object in which the pYofitable of the fine-material sphere arises. 

But here the consciousness of the fifth jhana that has reached the stage of the direct 

knowledge has no resultant. Why? Because it is impossible and because it is the state of 

benefit. For, if it produces resultant, it would give it in the fine-material sphere only. For 

kamma belonging to particular plane (ahhabhumika kamma) does not produce resultant 
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belonging to different plane (aññabhümika vipáká). The resultant of the fine-material 

sphere has as its object the sign of kamm (kammanimitta). It does not occur with an 

object other than the sign of kamma. And it has not got other object like limited object, 

and so on. Thus it is impossibility. It is benefit of jhána just like an obtainment of 

condition is benefit of giving, etc. in that life.

104. The sentence, beginning with, “but the profitable (kusalam pana) ” is said in order 

to show that there is difference between the resultant and the profitable from the point 

of view of occurrence. Like the profitable, the resultant of immaterial sphere is fourfold 

due to the division according to the object, such as, space obtained by removing kasina. 

The difference of occurrence is aforesaid only, as the profitable occurs as impulsion and 

the resultant immaterial sphere occurs as rebirth-linking, and so on.

105. Because it is the fruitions of the consciousness associated with the four paths 

(catumaggayuttacittaphalatta): the fruitions of the profitable consciousness associated 

with the four noble paths, the state of being associated with fourfold fruitions of 

asceticism - this is the meaning. The supramundane resultant occurring twice or thrice 

in the cognitive series of the path and occurring endlessly in the fruition attainment, 

occurs in two places. Thus it is said, “It occurs in two ways.” In all (sabbampi): the 

resultant of sense-sphere is of twenty-three kinds. Resultant of the fine-material sphere 

is of five kinds. Resultant of immaterial sphere is of four kinds. The supramundane 

resultant is of four kinds. Thus in all the resultant consciousness is of thirty-six kinds on 
average.

106. According to plane, [the functional] is of three kinds (bhümibhedato tividham)-. 

due to absence of the supramundane. For the supramundane has no functional 

consciousness, because it offers the result immediately (anantaravipakadayibhavato). 

For it is stated, “Concentration occurs as giving result immediately.” 206 The 

incomparable profitable arising within the learners is fruitful, as it leads to the state of 

206 Khp. 4; Sn. 226.
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another individual.207 But that arising within Arahat is fruitless as it does not lead to the 

state of another individual.208 But why the state of the functional is not desirable for the 

supramundane profitable? It may be desirable, if it would occur repeatedly. But the 

supramundane profitable occurs only once. For if it would occur repeatedly, the path

consciousness occurs even in the case of Arahat. Thus there may be the functional 

consciousness of the supramundane. And it doesn’t exist due to absence of purpose. 

Therefore there is no functional supramundane consciousness. The functional 

consciousness (kiriyavinnanam): just functional as consciousness. Not producing any 

resultant like the profitable, and the unprofitable do, after becoming just functional only, 

it is consciousness as only arising (pavattanaka) — this is the meaning. But why does it 

not produce resultant? It is told - For here the pair of adverting, occurring in continuity 

in which the root of becoming is unbroken, is fruitless because it is feeble due to not 

being as the state of repetition condition, like a flower having not got seed-potentiality. 

But those eighteen kinds of consciousness, occurring in continuity in which the root of 

becoming is uprooted, do not produce fruit like a flower of the creeper of which the root 

is uprooted. Thus it should be known. That devoid of the root-cause of the functional, 

such as, non-greed (alobhadikiriyahetuvirahitamf. the causes of the functional are only 

non-greed, etc. as they cannot be other than them.

207 For example, from the sotdpanna to sakadagami.
Ven. Mahasi suggests puggalantarabhavanupanayanato.

107. [The mind-element has] the characteristic of cognizing visible data, etc., and being 

forerunner of eye-consciousness, and so on (cakkhuvihhdnadipurecararupadi- 

vijananalakkhanaf. having become the forerunner of the eye-consciousness, etc., it has 

the characteristic of cognizing the object of visible data, and so on. But even if it has 

arisen from the mind-consciousness, mere mind as element is called mind element
I

(manodhatu), as it has not got particular function of thinking. Moreover it is not the 

condition of the mind-consciousness. This is told in short, but it will be discussed in 

detail in the chapter on element (dhatuniddesa). Its function is to advert (avajjanarasa)'. 

function of attention (abhogarasa), or function of giving up of continuity of 
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• 209consciousness (cittasantänd) in other way from the former state. The proximate cause 

is the interruption of the life-continuum (bhavahgavicchedapadatthdna): the proximate 

cause is the interruption of the continuity of the life-continuum. It is associated with 

equanimity only (upekkhäyuttäva hoti) everywhere in the desirable object, etc., because 

the mind-element of which the object is new, which occurs only once, is not able to 

enjoy the essence of the object completely.

108. Common (sädhäranä): it is common for the trainers, non-trainers and ordinary men. 

Uncommon (asädhäranäf. it is peculiar to non-trainers only. Its function is to determine 

and to advert (votthabbanävajjanarasä): its function is to determine, as it occurs, as it 

were, determining the object grasped through investigation at the five-door, but its 

function is to advert at the mind-door. It is manifested as that state 

(tathäbhävapaccupatthäna): it is manifested as the state of determining and adverting at 

the five-door and the mind-door, respectively. Its near cause is the departure of either of 

the three resultant mind-consciousness-elements without root-cause of which function is 

investigation at the time of determining, or of any kinds of life-continuum at the time of 

adverting, thus it is said, “Its proximate cause is the departure either of the resultant 

mind-consciousness-element without root-cause, or of one among the kinds of life

continuum (ahetukavipäkamanovihhänadhätu-bhavahgänam

ahnataräpagamapadatthänä). ”

Of Arahats (arahatam): of Arahats only, because it is uncommon. About things that are 

not sublime (anuldresu): in forms of skeletons of bones, ghosts, etc., or other things that 

are not glorified. Its function is to cause smiling [in Arahats] (hasituppädanarasäf. its 

function is to cause to arise smile only. Moreover that consciousness is referred to as 

that which produces smile (hasituppddand) only, because there is no other 

consciousness which would produce smile. For even other twelve kinds of 

consciousness, which are profitable, unprofitable and functional of sense-sphere, which 

are accompanied by joy, produce smile in the case of ordinary men, etc., accordingly. 

But this consciousness, [that is, hasituppädana citta], which is devoid of examining * 

209 Because life-continuum consciousness has as its object either kamma, or a sign of kamma, or a sign of 
destiny, while the mind element has as its object visible-data, and so on.
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knowledge,210 arises in Arahats while producing just joy in the objects which are 

limited, not sublime. In the commentary it is said that it arises even in the Blessed One 

also. Some say that after having told [He had] unobstructed knowledge in the aspect of 

the past, etc., the statement of the commentary should be examined on the basis of the 

reference in the text, “Entire bodily action of the Blessed One, the Enlightened One 

possessed of three states, was preceded by knowledge, was following omniscience.”211 

There the smile of the Blessed One, which is even caused by the consciousness 

producing smile, is following his knowledge only, as it followed knowledge of 

remembrance of one’s former state of existence, knowledge of aspect of the future 

(anagatamsa) and omniscience knowledge. Thus when there is the state of following 

the knowledge, there is not any inconsistency between the text and the commentary. 

Therefore, it is stated in the commentary “This consciousness arises after practice of 

those knowledges.” And it should be needed in this way necessarily, otherwise arising 

of other root-cause-less consciousness which produces intimation on the part of Blessed 

One would not be justified. For it does not harm the state of bodily action, etc. of the 

mind which produces intimation which is produced by the consciousness. Its proximate 

cause is the heart-basis absolutely (ekantato hadayavatthupadatthana), as it arises in 

the five-constituent-becoming only.

210 It is dissociated from knowledge because it is ahetuka.
211 Ndl. 178; 451; Ps. 195.

109. This is the difference here (ayamettha viseso): as there is ability to produce result 

when it arises in trainers and ordinary men, and as there is no ability to produce result 

when it arises in Arahats. Therefore it is marked with regard to arising in the continuity 

of both, herein there is difference in profitable consciousness and functional 

consciousness. Therefore, even though the profitable and unprofitable consciousnesses 

do not give result because of the weakness of the condition, the contingency of the state 

of functional on the part of the profitable and the unprofitable is remo ved. Furthc jr m the 

sentence, there is difference from the profitable (kusalato viseso): here also the same 
should be applied.
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110. (455) In all (sabbanipi): in the profitable, unprofitable, and indeterminate. There 

are eighty-nine kinds of consciousness (ekunanavuti viiihanani honti): this is implied on 

average. The function of consciousness, such as, rebirth-linking occurs through the 

mode of rebirth-linking of next life, etc. only. Consciousness doesn’t have any other 

function apart from them, thus it is said, “They occur in the fourteen modes (cuddasahi 

akarehi pavattantif”

111. Through the influence (anubhavenaf. through the power. For kamma, which is 

committed, accumulated, while producing result when there is the combination of 

remaining condition, exhibits, as it were, its own power. Among deities and human 

beings (devamanussesuf. among six kinds of deities in the sense-sphere and human 

beings. Among the kamma, sign of kamma, or sign of destiny 

(kammakammanimittagatinimittanamf. here kamma means the profitable kamma in the 

sense-sphere, which is committed and collected. And it has got opportunity to give the 

result. Therefore it is said, “That is manifested.” The sign of kamma (kammanimittam): 

the gift to be given, etc., which has become the condition of the volition at the time of 

accumulating the kamma. The sign of destiny (gatinimittam): the visible-object base 

which is made up of that particular destiny in which a living being is going to be reborn. 

The state of eunuchs, and so on (pandakadibhavam): the state of eunuchs, dumbs, 

stammers, and so on. The resultant mind-consciousness without root-cause 

accompanied by equanimity, which is the weak profitable result with two root-causes 

(dubbala ... pe ... manovihhanadhatu): the resultant mind-consciousness without root

cause accompanied by equanimity, which is the result of the weak profitable with two 
root-causes.

112. Of those (nesamf. of beings who have developed the profitable belonging to the 

fine-material sphere and the immaterial sphere. The sign of kamma only 

(kammanimittamevaf. only the object of its own kamma consisting of an earth-toiwa, 
etc.

113. Thus here (evam tavetthaf. here in the description of the aggregates of 

consciousness. Thus in short the occurrence of nineteen kinds of resultant consciousness 
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as rebirth-linking is to be understood by showing their individual nature only. The 

division according to the becoming, object, etc. will be dealt with in the description of 

the dependent origination (paticcasamuppddakathayam).

114. Following on whatever [kind of rebirth-linking] it may be (tarn tarn): as [the life

continuum] arises just after whatever kind of rebirth-linking which, after having arisen, 

has ceased among nineteen kinds of consciousness as rebirth-linking. Of that same 

(tassa tasseva): whatever kind of the rebirth-linking consciousness it may be, being the 

result of kamma, the same kinds. In that [same object] only (tasmihhevaf. in the kamma, 
etc. only. If kamma is the object of consciousness as rebirth-linking, in that kamma. Tf 

the sign of the kamma or the sign of the destiny are its object, in that sign of the kamma 

or in that sign of the destiny [life-continuum consciousness occurs]. The same kinds 

(tadisameva): the consciousness of the same kind as that of rebirth-linking, from the 

point of view of the root-cause and remaining associated states. Interrupting the 

continuity (santanavinivattake): interrupting the continuity of the life-continuum. As 

long as there is no other kind of (ahhasmim) arising of consciousness (cittuppade) 

which is called adverting, [life-continuum consciousness goes on occurring endlessly]. 

Dream is seen through functional consciousness only, thus it is said, “When he does not 

see the dream (supinam apassato).” They go on occurring endlessly only 

(aparimanasahkhyampi pavattatiyeva). The life-continuum is so called as it occurs as 

the state of limb of the rebirth-process becoming. Of those only (tesanheva): of [those 

nineteen kinds] which occur as rebirth-linking only.

115. Faculties (indriyani): faculties, beginning with eye. Capable of grasping an object 

(arammanagahanakkhamani): capable of grasping an object, beginning with visible 

datum. Faculties can not perform their own functions at the time of coming out of the 

mother’s womb as they can not while being inside the womb. But gradually when they 

obtain the state of clarity only, they perform their function. Therefore it is said, “here 

because of maturity.” [When a visible datum] has come into the range (apdthagatef. 

when it is situated in the proper region. Due to the visible datum (rupam paticca), which 

is situated in proper region only, impinging has obtained the condition. Impinging 

(ghattanaf. impact (patighdta), due to which there is the appearance of modification, 
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appearance of dissimilarity in the place of the eye-sensitivity, which is associated 

with another condition, such as, wrinkling.212 213 The meaning is that there is supporting 

and disturbing through the state of desirable and undesirable of the object. From that 

(tato): after impinging upon. Owing to impact’s influence (ghattandnubhavena): due to 

the power of impact. Vibration in the continuity of the life-continuum 

(bhavangacalanam): a wavering of the consciousness as the life-continuum. There is 

arrival of the state of reason for dissimilarity in its occurrence twice in that way — this is 

the meaning. For it is called vibration (calanam) because it is, as it were, a vibration 

since it causes different moment from earlier moment of the continuity of consciousness. 

Granted that there is impact on the sensitivity owing to confrontation with an object 

according to the nature known as the state of the objective field and the possessor of the 

objective field (yisayavisayibhdva). But how does movement of the life-continuum that 

has different support, take place? Because it is connected with it. Here is an example - 

when grains of sugar are put on the surface of a drum and one of the grains of sugar is 

dashed, there is movement of a fly sitting on another grain of sugar. That same visible 

datum (tadeva rúpam): the visible datum which has come into the range, which is the 

condition of the vibration of the life-continuum. As it were, cutting off the life

continuum (bhavahgam vicchindamana viya): as it were, cutting off the continuity of 

the life-continuum. Having told the five-door adverting that grasps the object, as it 

arises after the life-continuum which occurs on that object, mind-door adverting is 

taught instead of telling seeing, etc. which should be told after the five-door adverting. 

For two kinds of adverting are included under common character of adverting in 

summarized contents.

212 Instead of the reading cakkhussa visaye, cakkhusanissaye is better in this context.
According to DhsAT. 49 the reading is yena byáparádivikárapaccayantarasahite cakkhussa visaye 

vikaruppatti visadisuppatti visayassa itthanitthabhavena anuggaho which is preferable.

117. Next to adverting (avajjananantaram): next to five-door adverting. For some 

commentators do not approve the cognitive series, beginning with receiving, just as they 

do not admit the heart basis. For them Pali, such as, “For the eye-consciousness- 

element as receiving (sampaticchanáya cakkhuviňňánadhátuyaf has been quoted here 

and there. For it is not possible to refute the Pali.
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121. If the object is large (sace mahantam hotif. it is told because the occurrence of 

consciousness at the end of impulsions is being discussed. For an object having the 

duration of fourteen conscious moments is here intended as large, and that should be 

understood as appearance into the focus after having spent two, three conscious 

moments when it has arisen.

[In the object] as determined (yathavavatthapitef. as determined through the mode of 

determining. In the word “remaining sense-sphere functional', the word ‘remaining’ is 

used because reference was made to adverting and determining. Six or seven (cha satta 

va): by the word or (va), “or five” should be understood as expressed. For even five 

impulsions impel at the time of sleeping and fainting.

Those only (taniyeva): only twenty-nine impulsions of the sense-sphere just mentioned, 

such as, “or eight kinds of sense-sphere”, and so on. The inclusion of the word ‘only’ 

(era) is to show that except these there is no any other producer type of consciousness 

after the mind-door adverting. Beyond the stage of change-of-lineage (gotrabhuto): this 

word includes the preliminary work (parikammam) and cleansing (vodananam) 

belonging to the stage of change-of-lineage, not the stage of change-of-lineage only. 

The fruition consciousness (phalacittani): the four fruition consciousnesses which occur 

as the attainment in meditation. Whichever obtains a condition (yam yam 

laddhapaccayatn): whichever impulsion that has obtained a condition for arising as that 

of the fine-material sphere, etc., next to change-of-lineage.

122. A very large (atimahantam): it lasts for sixteen conscious moments. For 

registration consciousness occurs there, not in any other. Clear (vibhutamf. it means 

‘very clear’ (supakatam), and it is of the sense-sphere only. For registration occurs there. 

At the end of sense-sphere impulsion (kamavacarajavanavasane): at the end of sense

sphere impulsion only. For the registration which is produced from kamma which 

causes sense-desire, does not follow the impulsion belonging to the exalted and supreme 

consciousness as it is not the producer and is not similar to the producer. As a little boy 

desirous to go out of the house follows the father or fatherly person, not any other 
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person, similarly registration also. Even therein also not all registration arises from all 

impulsion, because registration is to be fixed by impulsion and sensation is to be 

changed by object. Therein this is the fixation — any one of the five consciousnesses 

accompanied by joy arises as registration in the very large object, after any one of the 

profitable, the unprofitable rooted in greed and delusion, and functional impulsions 

accompanied by joy, in the sense sphere.214 * Similarly any one of the six accompanied 

by equanimity arises as registration after the profitable, unprofitable, and functional 

impulsions accompanied by equanimity in the sense sphere. With desirable object,, 

etc, (ittharammanadinam): with the object, desirable, desirable-neutral and undesirable 

- in this way it is to be construed. This is told in order to show the change of sensation 

through the object. Through the previous kamma (purimakammavasena)'. this is in order 

to show the difference in kinds of registration. For kamma which produces rebirth

linking is not the only kamma to produce registration, other kamma too does so. But the 

latter produces registration different from registration produced by kamma that produces 

rebirth-linking. Through impulsion consciousness (javanacittavasena): this is in order to 

show the fixation of registration. For it is said, “Registration is to be fixed by 

impulsion.” The word etc. (adi) includes rebirth-linking consciousness. That is however 

not a condition for registration that is more outstanding than that. Whatever condition it 

may have obtained (yo yo paccayo laddho hoti): whichever condition is met for 

generating registration among the desirable objects, etc., as stated. A little after (kind 

antaram): after some moments. Just as water (udakamiva): just as the water going 
upstream.

214 After five kinds of the functional impulsion accompanied by joy in the sense sphere, five kinds of their 
registration are always accompanied by joy. After the eight kinds of profitable impulsion, eight kinds of 
unprofitable rooted in greed, and two kinds rooted in delusion, their registrations can be any, that is, 
accompanied by joy or equanimity. That’s why their registrations can be accompanied by joy.
2!S After four kinds of functional impulsion accompanied by equanimity and two kinds of unprofitable 
rooted in hate in sense-sphere, six kinds of their registration are always accompanied by equanimity.
2,6 M.i. IO4;S. iii. 153-154; iv. 126; 176.

Twice or once (dvikkhattum sakim va): it is said by way of stylistic expression, just like 
“eight or ten,”216 and so on. But some commentators comment as twice only. The 

consciousness, being worthy to occur on the object of the life-continuum, as it is 

resultant consciousness, as the adverting is remote, and as its existence is similar to life
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continuum as the initial life-continuum, takes the object of that impulsion as its object. 

Thus it is called registration (tadarammana), having dropped one [word] drammana, 

just as ‘kamavacara’ and ‘otthamukha’. Here some don’t approve the arising of 

registration just after functional impulsion (kiriyajavana), saying that registration is said 

just after the states which have the nature of producing effect (vipakadhammadhamma), 

because there is the statement in Patthdna, “When the profitable and unprofitable is 
ceased, the result as the state of registration arises.”217 For the life-continuum follows 

impulsion which has activity (yippharavanta javana), just as the stream of the river 

follows a boat, but [the life-continuum] doesn’t follow functional impulsion being of the 

peaceful nature due to sixfold equanimity, just as the stream of the river doesn’t follow 

a dish-bag made out of leaves. Even though registration consciousness is available after 

the functional impulsion of it, it is not referred to in some passages with some intention. 

Just as predominance (adhipati) which even though is available, is not mentioned in the 

chapter on the unprofitable in Dhammasahgani. The dish-bag made out of leaves given 

as instance, is not on the same level as a -thing to be compared. Therefore it is proper 

that the river-stream follows the boat and not the leaf-piece. Thus it doesn’t suit that 

life-continuum doesn’t follow this javana and follow the other one. Therefore this view 

of some people should be thought over further.

123. The life-continuum only (bhavahgamevaf. the emphasis ‘only’ is used because here 

conclusion of becoming is not intended. Otherwise at the end of registration, death also 

doesn’t occur. Seeing, and so on (dassanadtni): seeing, hearing, smelling, tasting and 

touching. The word iti indicates the beginning (adi), therefore it should be understood to 

include receiving, etc. From the rebirth-linking, there occurs the life-continuum only; 

from life-continuum, there occurs adverting only - in this way consciousnesses occur 

according to the law of the consciousness. That also (tampi): the consciousness as death 

also. Like rebirth-linking and life-continuum consciousness, there will be nineteen kinds 

of consciousness (ekunavisatividhameva hoti), as there is no division from the point of 
view of significance.

217 Ptn2. 15.
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124. In the becoming, destiny, station, and abode (bhavagatithitinivdsesu): in the three 

kinds of becoming, five kinds of destiny, seven stations of consciousness, and nine 

abodes of beings. But here a living being without consciousness, is not included as this 

is the description of consciousness. The word ettha should be syntactically construed 

with “living beings who are transmigrating.” Here among those transmigrating beings, 

one who attains A raha t ship by following right practice in the way told is intended. Of 

him (tassa): of Arahant. It ceases only (niruddhameva hotif. because consciousness 

does not produce rebirth-linking.

This is the commentary on the section of the detailed explanation dealing with the 

consciousness aggregate.

Commentary on Explanation of the Feeling Aggregate 

(yedanakkhandhakathavannana)

125. (456) Being felt (vedayita) is that which occurs (ayitam), arises (pavattam) as 

experiencing. Whichever has the characteristic of being felt (vedayitalakkhanamf. 

nature of phenomena which is to be characterized as vedayitam. But it is called feeling 

(vedana) only by significance, thus "‘‘■whichever has the characteristic of being felt is 

feeling only.” Or optionally feeling itself is spoken of by way of bahubbihi 

{ahhapadattha') compound, depending on the division imagined as that of which 

characteristic is ‘being felt (vedayitamy, thus “whichever has the characteristic of being 

felt is feeling only.” It feels, it feels (vedayati vedayatif. this reference by way of 

repetition is in order to show that feeling occurs repeatedly in its object. The active form 

‘‘vedayati’’ is used in order to show that there is no other performer than individual 

nature. Itv. it is used in the sense of the cause, from the point of view of being indefinite 

(aniyamatoy Kho: it is used as stylistic enclitic particle. Therefore (tasma): it indicates 

that the following is the conclusion of the earlier sentence. It means — as it experiences 

the essence of the object according to the condition, it is called feeling.
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126. [The profitable feeling is] that associated with the profitable consciousness 

(kusalavinnanena sampayutta): this should be understood as synecdoche (upalakkhana) 

of profitable feeling. Whatever is profitable feeling is entirely associated with profitable 

consciousness, but that is not to prove the accomplishment of its profitableness. For the 

profitableness of profitable feeling is not due to its association with profitable 

consciousness, but it is brought out due to wise attention, and so on. Therefore it is said, 

“as to kind (fativasena)”. The same method applies to the unprofitable, and so on 

(akusaladisu). But just like this is threefold as to kind through association with 

profitable consciousness, etc., similarly it should be known as eighty-nine kinds because 

it is associated with eighty-nine consciousnesses.

127. According to the division of its individual nature (sabhavabhedato): according to 

the division made through its individual nature only, not taking into consideration the 

division possible through its association, plane, object, etc. - this is the meaning.

Having told “fivefold”, pleasure, etc. are told in order to show the fivefoldness. It is 

called pleasure {sukham) because it makes one pleased {sukhayati). It makes the body 

and the associated states obtain the taste - this is the meaning. Or optionally it is called 

pleasure {sukham) because bodily trouble is eaten up well {sutthu khadati), or it is dug 

up {sutthu khanati). Others say that it is called sukham as the opportunity for it is 

provided easily. It is called pain (dukkham) because it makes oppression. It makes body 

and the associated states oppressed — this is the meaning. Or optionally it is called pain 

because bodily taste is eaten up badly {dutthu khadati), or it is dug up badly {dutthu 

khanati). Others say that it is called dukkha as the opportunity for it is provided badly. 

Joy, equanimity (somanassupekkhanamj the word-meaning is explained before. The 

word-meaning of the displeasure should be understood in the way as it is explained 

under joy. Equanimity, mental as well as bodily, is referred to as of one kind. But 

what’s the reason that pleasure, joy, pain, and grief (sukham somanassarn dukkham 

domanassam) are referred to, after having divided pleasure and pain into mental 

happiness and grief, and physical pleasure and pain? Because equanimity has no 

division. Moreover pleasure and pain, owing to the state of being favourable and of 

being harmful, act to do favour and damage on the body in one way and on the mind in 
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the other way, but equanimity is not like this. Therefore it is said, ‘Equanimity is of one 

kind due to the absence of division’.

Feeling is fivefold through the division of the individual nature. When the point of 

occurrence is shown, it becomes clear. Thus in order to show the place of occurrence, 

there is the sentence, beginning with, “there (tattha), etc. With unprofitable resultant 

(akusalavipakena): it should be syntactically construed, after having brought, “that 

associated with body-consciousness.” Just as when one places a lump of cotton on the 

top of the anvil and hits it by means of iron-hammer, his hammer reaches the anvil, 

having gone through the cotton. And rubbing is powerful. So due to the powerfill state 

of rubbing of impact, body-consciousness is accompanied by pleasure when the object 

is desirable and desirable-neutral, and it is accompanied by pain when the object is 

undesirable and undesirable-neutral. Thus “Pleasure is associated with profitable 

resultant body-consciousness and pain with unprofitable resultant body-consciousness 

(kusalavipakena kayavihhanena sampayuttam sukham; akusalavipakena dukkham).” 
Five kinds of resultant consciousness in the sense-sphere218are accompanied by joy 

according to kamma as well as object. Four fine-material sphere resultants are 

accompanied by joy according to kamma. Remaining thirteen kinds belonging to the 

sense sphere, eight kinds belonging to the fine-material sphere, and thirty-two kinds 

belonging to the supramundane, are accompanied by joy according to volitional 

preparation, object, ground, etc., accordingly. Thus “joy is associated with sixty-two 

kinds of consciousness (somanassam dvasatthiya vihhanehi sampayuttam).” 

Displeasure is associated with two kinds (domanassam dvihi) of unprofitable 

consciousness through volitional preparation, object, and so on.

218 They are four profitable results with root-cause and one profitable result without root-cause.
219 Dvipancavinfiana except one sukha and one dukkha.

With the remaining fifty-five kinds (avasesapancapanhasaya): [equanimity is 

associated] with the remaining fifty-five kinds of consciousness, except sixty-six kinds 
of consciousness aforesaid. Herein eight types of consciousness219 which are the 

resultants of the profitable and unprofitable, distinguished according to the desirable 

and the undesirable, based on the eye, etc., are invariably associated with only 
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equanimity due to sluggishness of rubbing of impact of two derived matters like two 

lumps of cotton, even though they deserve to be associated with pleasure and pain. 

Moreover pleasure and pain have got powerful condition, these eight consciousnesses 

have not got powerful condition. Adverting and receiving consciousnesses occurring by 

depending on a new object are associated with equanimity only. Determining 

consciousness that has proximity condition, which is not similar to the preceding one, 
which is the beginning of the action220 221 (asadisanantarappaccaya), which is initial for 

the beginning of the functional consciousness is associated with equanimity only. 

Rebirth-linking of unprofitable resultant, serving as the support for the result of the 

unprofitable due to preeminence in bodily pain is associated with equanimity only. 

Profitable resultant consciousnesses of the sense sphere, occurring in the desirable 

neutral object, are associated with equanimity only. Or it is proper that through kamma 

the experience of result can be neither-painful-nor-pleasant on the object desirable and 

undesirable. When equanimity, being result, has got the state of moderate pleasure, and 

moderate pain, the profitable resultant has the state of being desirable and the 

unprofitable resultant has the state of being undesirable according to kamma and object. 

But remaining thirty-seven kinds of consciousness become associated with equanimity 

through volitional preparation, object, foundation, etc. Thus equanimity should be 

known to be associated with fifty-five kinds of consciousness.

220 The preceding one of the determining consciousness is investigation consciousness. This is the 
resultant consciousness, while determining is the functional.
221 Votthabbana is the entrance into the javana.

128. One’s own characteristic means specific individual nature of states. And 

experiencing is the general characteristic of all kinds of feeling. Therefore to show it 

(viz. general characteristic) by fixing it up through the specific object, it is said, 

“Pleasure has the characteristic of experiencing a desirable tangible datum 

(itthaphotthabbanubhavanalakkhanam sukham)”, because there is absence of 

transgression. Intensifying (upabruhanam): excessive (bhusam) intensification 

(bruhanani), much development (vaddhanam). This [intensification of the associated 

states] occurs quite well in mental pleasure also, but optionally it can be obtained as 

mental preparation also. But this is universal as it is accomplished through individual 
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nature [of the feeling of pleasure]. Therefore it is excessive. Thus it is said, “Its function 

is to intensify associated states (sampayuttanam upabruhanarasam').” It is called 

enjoyment (assada) because it is enjoyed. It refers to the feeling of pleasure. Therefore 

Blessed One says, “O bhikkhus, that pleasure, joy which arises depending on the 

fivefold aggregates as objects of clinging, is called enjoyment in the fivefold aggregates 

as objects of clinging.” Thus the existing (bhavo) in the body (kaye) is bodily 

(kayiko) as it depends on the body, and that enjoyment (assado) itself is manifested in 

that manner. Therefore it is said that it is manifested as bodily enjoyment 

(kdyikassadapaccupatthanam). Its proximate cause is the body faculty 

(kayindriyapadatthanam), because it has no other base than the body.

The characteristic, etc. of pain should be understood in the way aforesaid.

It has the characteristic of experiencing a desirable object 

(ittharammananubhavanalakkhanam): the characteristic of experiencing a desirable 

object from the point of view of individual nature (sabhavato), or from the point of 

view of thought (parikappato). Therefore it is said, “z'Z.v function is to exploit in one way 

or another the desirable form (yatha tatha va itthakarasambhogarasam)." Its function 

is to enjoy object as desirable aspect whether real or unreal, its function is to experience 

- this is the meaning. Its proximate cause is tranquility (passaddhipadatthanam): this is 

said depending on the words of sutta, “One whose body is tranquil experiences 
pleasure.”222 223 But that should be known as pure joy (niramisasomanassa).

222 Cf. S. ii. 170, etc.
223 D. i. 73; 172; 182; 232; iii. 241; 142; 288; M. i. 37; 38; 283; S. iv. 78-79; 351; v. 156; 398; 399; A. i. 
244; iii. 22; 285, etc.

The characteristic, etc. of displeasure should be known in the way opposite to joy. The 

difference lies in the fact that the proximate cause of displeasure is invariably the heart

basis as it arises in sense-sphere.

It has the characteristic of being felt as neutral (majjhattavedayitalakkhanaf. the 

characteristic of which is experiencing the neutral object, or neutral feeling. Its function 
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is not to intensify or wither (natiupabruhanamilapanarasa) the associated states, 

because of experiencing as neutral only. ‘7/ is manifested as peacefulness 

(santabhavapaccupatthanaf'1: this should be understood from the point of view of 

blameless, pure equanimity, not any type of equanimity.

This is the commentary on the section of the detailed explanation dealing with the 

feeling aggregate.

Commentary on Explanation of the Perception Aggregate
(sahhakkhandhakathavannana)

129. (457) That which is to be told regarding the sentence, beginning with, i Whatever 

has the characteristic of perceiving should be understood as the perception aggregate 

(sahjananalakkhanam nama sahhdvdf, should be known in the way as told in the 

description of the feeling aggregate.

Granted that there is no consciousness separated from feeling, but it is divided 

according to its individual nature, even though consciousness is associated with some 

feelings, it is dissociated from some other feelings. But in the case of perception, it is 

not like that. Therefore it is stated, “Since there is no consciousness dissociated from 

perception (na hi tam vihhanam atthiyam sahhaya vippayuttam).”

130. All (sabba va): it refers to perceptions belonging to four planes. Or alternatively 

though feeling was told from the point of view of characteristic with divisions because 

it has divisions according to its individual nature, this is not like that. This entirely has 

the characteristic of perceiving. It has the characteristic of perceiving 

(sahjananalakkhana): the characteristic of which is knowing (jananani) after making 

perception, that is, perceiving object divided into blue, etc. Moreover it is said to have 

function of knowing through the mark due to perceiving through special mark. For the 

function of perceiving again through sign is the function of knowing through the mark 

(paccabhihhdna). A carpenter, having made a special mark in timber, uses that special 
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mark at the occasion of knowing. Therefore there is the sentence, beginning with, “This 

is the same (tadevatam)." A condition for the perceiving again is 

punasanjânanapaccqya. That itself [as the sign] is ‘the sign as a condition for 

perceiving again (punasanjânanapaccayanimittdy. Making it, is ‘making the sign as a 

condition for perceiving again (punasanjananapaccaya-nimittakarana)’, or making that 

sign which is the condition of perceiving again is punasanjânanapaccaya-nimittakaranâ.  

This is the function of perception. Thus it is said that its function is to make a sign as a 

condition for perceiving again (punasahjdnanapaccayanimittakaranarasd). Making the 

sign as a condition for perceiving again (punasanjânanapaccayanimittâkarana) should 

be construed equally with entire perception, that is, making sign and perceiving through 

the sign. The action of insistence (abhinivesakaranam): it should be understood as just 
insistence of perception, saying, “This only is the truth.”224 Its proximate cause is an 

objective field in whatever way that is presented, because its individual nature is devoid 

of special thinking. But perception associated with knowledge follows knowledge only. 

Therefore it doesn’t make insistence, and it doesn’t adhere wrongly. Because of this 

only, perception associated with concentration should be understood to have no 

transitoriness. Similarly the perception associated with lust, wrong view, conceit, etc. 

should be understood to have the state of following lust, and so on.

224 M. i. 410; 411; 484; 485; 498; 499.

This is the commentary on the section of the detailed explanation dealing with the 

perception aggregate.

Commentary on Explanation of the Formations Aggregate 

(sankhârakkhandhakathâvannand)

131. (458) The characteristic of agglomerating (râsikaranalakkhanam): characteristic 

of combining. Therefore the formations are told to have accumulating as their function. 

For the states of formations aggregate are told in this way because volition is important. 

Therefore it is said, “What is that? It is formations themselves'1', etc. They form the 
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formed (sahkhatamabhisahkharonti): as their own result will be accomplished in a 

correct manner only, in that way they form — this is the meaning. It is manifested as 

intervening: here intervening (yipphara) means the state of possessing intervening. 

Therefore it is manifested as having activity. This is the meaning.

133. Constant (niyata): as they arise with fixation when a particular consciousness is 

arisen. That which are given in the text directly (sarupena agata): thus they have 

appeared in Pali directly only, having not made interpolation afterwards. They are not 

constant as they arise occasionally only. Thus they are inconstant (aniyata). Even 

though those inconstant don’t arise together, they have the nature of arising in that 

consciousness. Thus it is said “thirty-six (chattimsa)”. Therefore there is the sentence, 

“And even though they arise, they do not do so together (uppajjamanapi ca na ekato 

uppajjanti).”

134. (459) It touches (phusati): this is described as active voice. The reason therein was 

already told. Or it is called contact (phassa) because by this they touch. For associated 

states occurring on the object, as it were, are touched by contact (phassa) which has the 

characteristic of touching. Or just touching on the object is called contact. Even three 

kinds of establishment of meaning of word (sadhanattayam) is logical. In the states of 

individual nature the expression of establishment of meaning of word through agent and 

instrumental case is optional interpretation as there is an attempt to arrive at the 

particular form. The expression of establishment of meaning of word through action is 

absolute interpretation. Thus it is said, “Its characteristic is touching 

(phusanalakkhano).” The sentence, beginning with,/or this (ayam hi) is the justification 

of the characteristic aforesaid. If this state is mental concomitant, it itself is immaterial. 

Then how does it have touching as characteristic, impingement as function? Thus 

having brought to the mind the underlying question, in order to solve it, there is the 

sentence, beginning with, “although this is an immaterial state (arupadhammopi 

santanof" “It occurs as the mode of touching only (phusanakareneva pavattati)”: by 

this the teacher shows that touching is its individual nature even though it is immaterial. 

That occurrence as the mode of touching of the contact is clear in the events, such as, 

the watering of the mouth of one who looks at another tasting unripe mango, the bodily 
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trembling in a sympathetic person having seen another being in trouble, trembling of 

knees of a timid man standing on the ground having seen a man in an unstable position 

at the top branch of the tree, and the thighs, as it were, becoming the logs of wood 

having seen fearful visions, such as, goblin, and so on.

On any side (ekadesena): it means on any one side of itself, like a pair of planks, and so 

on. Although non-adherent (analliyamanopif. not sticking (asamsiliyamana). Similarity 

of contact with visible data and sound lies only in the impact without adherence, but not 

in the state of being object. Just as, though eye and ear are non-adherent respectively to 

visible data and sounds, still the expression, “touched (phusitaj”, etc. is referred to, so 

too it can be said of contact’s touching and impinging on the object. And impinging is 

the contact’s actual concurrence of consciousness and object only. Therefore “it causes 

consciousness and the object impinge (cittamarammanahca sahghatteti).” The state of 

function of impingement is stated as the function in the sense of activity, or it is 

accomplished through the concurrence of base and object. Thus contact that 

accomplishes impingement is stated to have impinging as function. Just as impinging of 

one palm on the other, because of the words, “heating of two palms”, produces the 

material states “ which are different from impinging, similarly impinging of 

consciousness on the object produces one consciousness-concomitant which is different 

from them [i.e., consciousness and object]. Thus it should be known. As contact is to be 

grasped through impact of eye, visible data, consciousness, etc. because of the words, 
“Impact of the three is the contact”,225 226 there is the sentence, beginning with, “namely, 

concurrence of the three (tikasannipatasahkhatassa)Appropriate [conscious] 

reaction (tajjasamannaharo): proper attention which is the cause of contact. The state 

of facing towards the object on the part of faculty and perceiving the object through 

adverting consciousness are the presentation (parikkhantata) of the object, viz. prepared 

(abhisahkhatata). Consciousness is turned into the state of object - this is the meaning. 

Just like a cow with skin tom up, will get paining in whatever points of contact she gets, 

similarly whenever there is contact, there will arise feeling. Feeling is told to have pain 

and dart as its individual nature. Thus it is said, “But it should be regarded just like a 

225 For example, sound, intimation, and so on.
226 M. i. iii; S. ii. 72.
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cow whose skin is torn up, because it is the source of feeling (vedanadhitthanabhavato 

pana niccammagavi viya datthabbo) ”

135. (460) It collects (abhisandahati): it binds closely, it causes to continue. The state of 

volition (cetanabhavof. the state of volitional activity. Accumulation (ayuhanam): 

intending (cetayanam), impelling (iriyanam). Co-ordination (samvidahanam): 

arranging. When volition the function of which is to accumulate, occurs, all associated 

states are impelled in their own function. Therefore it is said, “It accomplishes its own 

and other’s function (sakiccaparakiccasadhikd)A senior pupil while instigating 

others in study, himself studies also. As soon as a head carpenter begins his own work, 

others too do so. Being energetic (ussahanabhavena): paying respect. For volition, 

being respected itself, causes associated states to be respected. Stimulating (ussahanam) 

should be taken as encouraging (ayuhanam), not as energy (yiriyussahanam).

137. (461) The state of one who is vigorous (virabhavo): the state with which one 

becomes energetic - this is the meaning. That which is to be impelled, or to be occurred 

according to procedure, it is vlriyam (energy). It refers to either activity (ussaho), or 

undertaking respective action, or endeavour (parakkamo). Supporting 

(upatthambhanam): sustaining associated states not allowing them to fall into the side 

of idleness, offering supporting power, or holding fast. The state which is counter part 

of sinking down is non-collapse (asamsidanam). It is not just absence of sinking down. 

It is manifested as the state of non-collapse. Thus it is said “it is manifested as non

collapse (asamsidanabhavapaccupatthanam)." Its proximate cause is sense of urgency 

(samvegapadatthanam): its proximate cause is the ground for the initiation of energy for 

the profitable action preceded by eight types of emotion. “Path is to be followed, path 

was followed, action is to be done, action was done, little disease is arisen, one is 

recovered from sickness, someone is just recovered, while moving for alms either in a 

village or in a town, he does not get food that is either coarse or excellent according to 

his full satisfaction.” These are the eight grounds for the initiation of energy 

accompanied with suitable reviewing, or reviewing rooted in these eight emotions.
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138. (462) Activity of life is protecting co-nascent states to be protected by itself, and 
that is their life. Life (jïvita) is said to be the cause of those co-nascent states,227 thus it 

is said, “By its means they live (jivanti tena).” The life is also mere living by 

significance. Therefore it is said, “Or it is just mere living (fivanamattameva va 
tarn)”22*

139. (463) It places (adhiyati): it keeps (thapeti). Non-wandering (avisâro): it itself has 

the state of non-wandering. Non-distraction (avikkhepof non-scatteredness of 

associated states. That state is non-distraction due to which associated states do not 

become distracted. It is manifested as the mode of calming down of the mind because it 

is the counter part of distraction having non-peace as its characteristic. Thus “it is 

manifested as peace.” Usually (visesato): mostly (yebhuyyena), for even one who is 

bereft of bliss also can have concentration. The flame of the lamp (dipacci): by this 

example the teacher shows steadiness of continuity of concentration.

140. (464) By its means they have faith (saddahanti etâya): the teacher shows the state 

of cause for faith through the state of lordship over states which occur by means of the 

action of faith. For when it has that type of cause over states, then there is a usage, ‘One 

has faith’. Faith (saddahanani) is belief (pattiyâyanam) in the objects worthy of faith. 

That is its characteristic. Thus “its characteristic is having faith (saddahanalakkhanâ).” 

Its characteristic is trusting (okappanalakkhanaf. characteristic of thinking, ‘such is 

this’, after having entered into. Clarification, making serene, of individual or of 

associated states, having destroyed the stained, is its function, thus “its function is to 

clarify (pasâdanarasâ)." Act of entering into (pakkhandanam): entering into 

(anupavisanam) the object by way of confidence. Its nature is unstrained, the state of 

not dirty, the state of serenity - this is the meaning. Resolve (adhimutti): determination 

(nice h ayo) belonging to the base 229 in the form of faith (pasada) contrary to 

unprofitable non-confidence and wrong decision which are opposite to faith towards 

things worthy for faith. It does not refer to resolution (adhimokkha') included in the 

227 Instead of the reading tarn tassa kâranabhâvam, tam tesam karanabhâvam is better in this context.
Ven. Mahasi suggested that in the sentence tampi cassa atthato JTvanamevâti aha "jtvanamattameva 

va ta"nti, the word lassa' is not necessary.
“29 Three bases, that is, Buddha, Dhamma and Sangha.
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states of yevapana. Three gems, kamma, and Aawwa-result constitute the object worthy 

of faith (saddheyyavatthu). Factors of stream-entry (sotapattiyahganif. serving pious 

men, hearing the Good Dhamma, wise-attention, and practice of Dhammas proper for 

supramundane fruition. It should be seen like hand (hatthani) in acceptance of profitable 

Dhamma, like wealth (yiltam) in offering all types of fulfillments, like seed (bijam) in 

offering fruit of farming of immortality.

141. (465) By its means they remember (saranti taya): the teacher shows the state of 

cause of mindfulness through the state of lordship over states which occurs by means of 

action of remembering. For when it has such cause of those states, there is a usage, ‘One 

is endowed with mindfulness’. Not floating (apilapanam): establishing, remembering, 

and not forgetting, of object as immovable as a stone, not allowing it to go, after having 

floated like a pumpkin in water. Not-forgetting (asammoso): function opposite to 

forgetfulness, but not just absence of forgetfulness. It is manifested as guarding 

(arakkhapaccupatthanaf. because of the words, “by consciousness protected by 
mindfulness.”230 The state of facing the object (visayabhimukhabhavo): by this one 

faces towards the object of consciousness, it refers to mindfulness. Its proximate cause 

is the foundations of mindfulness as regards the body and so on (kayadisatipatthanani): 

mindfulness has only the body, etc. as the object, or preceding mindfulness becomes the 

proximate cause of following mindfulness.

142. (466) From bodily misconduct and so on (kayaduccaritadihi); it is the instrumental 

case in the sense of cause. It has conscientious scruples (hiriyati): it disgusts in the way 

of shame. From those same things (tehiyeva): from bodily misconduct, etc. only. That 

which dreads (ottappatif. being afraid. Conscientiousness looks at evil states as dung, 

disgust. Thus it is said, “Conscience has the characteristic of disgust at evil (papato 

jigucchanalakkhana hirijP Dread of blame, while looking at those [evil states] like heat, 

is frightened from them. Thus “Dread has the characteristic of fear (uttasalakkhanam 

ottappam).” In the mode already stated (vuttappakarena): in the mode of shame and of 

fear. Proximate cause is self-respect (attagaravapadatthanaf. as conscientiousness has 

D. iii. 269; A. iii. 138.230
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arisen from inside, and as it is controlled by oneself. It has respect of others as the 

proximate cause (paragäravapadatthänam): as dread of blame has arisen from outside 

and as it is governed by public. The sentence, beginning with for himself (attänam hi) is 

told in order to make the same meaning easier. The states of arising inside, etc. of 

conscientiousness and dread of blame are clearly referred to in different contexts, but 

their mutual dissociations are never referred to. For shame is not without fear, or fear 

from sin is not without shame. Guardians of the world (lokapälakäf. here it should be 

told having taken the suZta-sentence, “O bhikkhus, these two bright states protect the 

world”, and the sirtta-sentence, “He having made only oneself as predominant, he 
having made only the world as predominant”,231 232 considering oneself being predominant 

and considering the world being predominant.

231 A. i. 51.
232 T .* 1 1 1

143. (467) Non-greed stands for the counterpart of greed. Those states that are 

associated with non-greed or living beings endowed with non-greed, do not become 

greedy because of non-greed. It itself is never greedy, or by significance it is the mode 

of not being greedy. Therefore it is said, “They are not greedy (na lubbhanti)”, and so 

on. The same method (eseva nayo): the application of three case-relations are extended 

as, “By its means they do not hate”, and so on. Being free from desire (agedho): being 

free from greed, not desiring. Being not stuck (alaggabhävof. being detached. Not 

laying hold (apariggaho): non-attachment as ‘mine’ in connection with any object. 

Intension of not adhering (anallînabhâvof. that of which intension (adhippäyd) is not 
sticking. Thus it fits the simile.

(468) The state of savage (candikassa bhâvo) is savagery (candikkam), referring to 

anger. Its counter part is acandikkam (lack of savagery), referring to non-ill-will. Non

opposing (avirodhof. non-dispute. Gentle friend (anukülamitto): follower. Its function is 

to remove (vinayaraso): removal (vi nay ana). Being pleasing (sommabhävof. the state of 
rejoicing through softening.
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(469) Penetrating [things] according to their individual nature 

(yathasabhavapativedhof. penetrating whatever individual nature belonging to the states. 

Unfaltering penetration (akkhalitapativedhof. penetration without going wrong. 

Illuminating the object (visayobhasanamf. illumination of the object, dispelling 

darkness in the form of illusion that envelops the object. It is manifested somewhere in 

the object as non-bewilderment or it is manifested as absence of bewilderment because 

it is the counterpart to bewilderment, thus it is manifested as non-bewilderment 

(asammohapaccupatthano). The roots of all that is profitable (sabbakusalanam 

mulabhutaf. they are the grounds of all profitable states [belonging to the four planes] 

by performing as the ground, not making them to be the profitable. For if their state of 

the profitable would be depending on the profitable root, these [profitable roots] cannot 

be the root-cause condition for the materialities produced from them. For they don’t 

make those materialities to be profitable, still they become the condition. For it is stated, 

“The root-causes (hetu) are a condition, as the root-cause condition for the states 

associated with root-cause and for materialities produced from the root-cause.”233 Like 

the state of the profitable, in the same way if the state of the indeterminate would be 

depending on the root of the indeterminate, root-cause-less consciousness cannot be 
even indeterminate, and consciousness with only one root234 among the unprofitable 

would not be unprofitable. But both occur definitely. Therefore the state of the 

profitable is not joint to the root. Indeed it is connected with the wise attention, and so 

on. But it should be understood that their accomplishment as the ground is the roots.

233 Pin 2. 1.
234 Consciousness rooted in delusion only.

144. (470) Calming (passambhanam): pacifying distress. The word body (kayd) is in the 

sense of collection, and it refers to three aggregates beginning with feeling. Thus it is 

said, “Here body means the three aggregates beginning with feeling.” Therefore it is 

said, “There on that occasion, which type of body-tranquility is it? It is the body

tranquility of feeling aggregate on that occasion”, etc. Distress (daratho)'. extreme 

attempt (sarambha'), This is the synonym of defilements predominated by agitation, 

caused by grief, or of four aggregates occurring in that manner. Coolness bereft of 

trembling (aparipphandasitibhavof. coolness bereft of trembling and burning by 
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crushing distress. Defilements of agitation, etc. (uddhaccadikilesd): defilements in 

which agitation is basic, or it includes all defilements by making agitation the first. This 

method applies to the rest.

145. Heaviness (garubhavo)'. sluggishness. This is the synonym of defilements 

predominated by torpor and sloth, or of four aggregates occurring in that manner. Non

sluggishness (adandhata)'. it is the counterpart of sluggishness, not just absence of 

sluggishness.

146. Rigidity (thambho): stiffenedness. It is the synonym of defilements predominated 

by wrong views and conceit, or of four aggregates occurring in that manner. As 

malleability crushes stiffenedness, they are manifested somewhere on the object as 

unobstructed form, or they cause manifestation of non-resistance of associated states. 

Thus it is said that they are manifested as non-resistance (appatighatapaccupatthana).

147. Being well (sadhu) in action (kammani) is wieldy (kammahham). Na kammahham 

is not wieldy (akammahham). Its state is unwieldiness (akammahhabhdvo), referring to 

incapability in the meritorious performances like giving, morality, and so on. By 

significance they are defilements, such as, lust, etc., or they are four unprofitable 

aggregates predominated by them. Success in making an object 

(arammanakaranasampatti): grasping of an object as the mode of success through 

wieldiness only. Remaining hindrances, etc. (avasesanivaranadayo): lust, etc., other 

than those which are referred to, and defilements centered around it. Bringing faith in 

objects of faith (pasadariiyavatthusu pasadavaha): as it is the cause of appearance of 

happiness by crushing bondage. Like purity of gold (suvannavisuddhi viya): just like 

purity of gold from which stain is removed is capable of use in the modification into 

ornament, so too this is capable of use in beneficial action through departure of 
defilements.

148. Sickness (gelahham) of body and consciousness is faithlessness, etc. and evil states 

centered around them. The counterpart of sickness is healthiness (agelahham), and that 

state is their characteristic. Thus it is said that they have the characteristic of healthiness 
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(agelahhabhavalakkhana). Only by crushing sickness as it was told, they have no 

(natthi) disability (adlnavo), fault (doso), or they don’t (na) act (yanti), proceed in the 

miserly manner for the needy (adinam). Thus it is niradinava. In that mode they are 

manifested. Or they make niradinava manifest into the associated states. Thus they are 

manifested as absence of disability (niradinavapaccupatthana).

149. They have the characteristic of straightforwardness of the body and consciousness 

(kayacitlajjavalakkhana) because it is to be characterized that the straight state is related 

to the body and to the consciousness. Their function is to crush crookedness of the body 

and consciousness (kayacittakutilabhavanimmaddanarasa)-. because of crushing of 

crookedness, in other word, crookedness of the top of the plough, of the crescent moon, 

and of cow’s urine. Therefore they are manifested as non-deceit everywhere, or they 

make manifestation of non-deceit of the associated states. Thus it is said that they are 

manifested as non-crookedness (ajimhatapaccupatthana). Deceit, fraud, and so on 

(mayasatheyyadikd): unprofitable groups occurring in those modes which are told as: 

“Deceit (mayo) has the characteristic of concealing existing fault. Fraud (satheyya) has 

the characteristic of showing off non-existing virtue”, and defilements centered around 

them. Here by tranquility of consciousness, etc., only consciousness becomes tranquil, 

light, malleable, wieldy, proficient, and straight. But by tranquility of body, etc., the 

material body too becomes tranquil, and so on. Therefore here the Blessed One has told 

twofoldness of [only these] states, but not all [cetasz^as]

150. (471) Desire (chando)’, action of desiring, need for an object. But even craving 
(tanha) is paraphrased as “desire, sense-desire (chando kamo)”,235 etc. Even energy 

(ylriya) is paraphrased as “It generates desire, exerts (chandam janeti vayamatiy\236 etc. 

In order to remove these meanings, it is said, “Zf is synonymous with desire to act 

(kattukamatayetam adhivacanam)." Desire to act (kattukamata) is explained as wish to 

do (karaniccha). As any concomitant state is always with object, wish to act happens to 

be through desire to depend on object. Therefore desire has the characteristic of wish to 

have an object. Thus it is said that it has the characteristic of desire to act 

235 Ndl. 2; 28; Vbh. 256.
236 D. ii. 312; iii. 221.
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(kattukamatalakkhano). Therefore it is said, “Its function is searching for an object, it is 

manifested as need for an object." But at the moment when it has the function of 
searching the object for itself, at the same time it does so for the associated states also, 

because it has one and same object with them. Therefore it is said, “It should be 

understood as the stretching forth of the mental hand in the grasping of an object 

(arammanaggahane cayam cetaso hatthappasaranam viya datthabbo)." When it arises 

in the profitable, it is called the profitable desire, as it arises out of wise attention.

151. (472) The act of resolving (adhimuccanam): it should be understood as 
determination into object, not as having faith. For it is a decision on the object in any 

way, because there is no occurrence of either killing living beings, etc., or gift, etc., 

within one who has no decision. But faith (saddha) is resolution (adhimokkha) in object 

worthy of faith. This is the difference in them. But determination (votthabbanam), 

having occurred as the mode of decision in the object which is investigated, is the 

condition of occurrence in that way for the states237 which occur after itself. If it is so, 

how determination (yotthabbanam) can be the condition among consciousnesses 

associated with agitation? Certainly it is the condition, as the mode of doubt, for them 

also. Opposition to slinking along (asamsappanam): the activity that is the counterpart 

to non-determination, as it were, of a child moving here and there, thinking, “I would do, 

1 would not do.” A thing fit to be determined (sannittheyyadhammo)'. an object of those 

consciousness and consciousness-concomitants in which this resolution has the 
characteristic of determination.

152. (473) It is the maker of -what is to be made (kiriyakaro): accomplishment of 

meaning of the word kara is told through action (bhava). It is the maker in the mind 

(manamhi karo)-. making of object in the mind. For mind is brought into the object 

because it is bound with object. Therefore the object is brought into mind. From the 

previous mind (purimamanato): from the mind of the life-continuum. Different mind 

(visadisamanam): it makes the mind as cognitive series and impulsions. The teacher 

237 Impulsion consciousnesses.
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shows the attention as the controller of the cognitive series, and as the controller of 

impulsions by commonness in attention.

It, as it were, causes to move associated states towards the object, thus attention is said 

to have the characteristic of driving (saranalakkhano). The state of manifestation of 

mindfulness as confrontation with an object is through not-forgetting. But the state of 

manifestation of attention as confrontation with an object is through yoking. This is the 

difference between them. The teacher clarifies that attention as the controller of the 

object is a term being included in the formations aggregate, other attentions are just 

included in the other aggregate. To show that meaning by putting them in the 

consciousness aggregate as clarified, it is said, “attention as a controller of cognitive 

series (vithipatipadako)”, etc.

153. (474) In regard to those states (tesu dhammesu): in those states of consciousness 

and consciousness-concomitants in association with itself, which themselves have 

arisen. Neutrality (tatramajjhattata) is said because of indifference in those states of 

consciousness and consciousness-concomitants occurring equally even if they are not 

their obj ects. It has characteristic of conveying evenly (samavahitalakkhana): it has the 

characteristic of carrying out in their respective function evenly, not unevenly. For even 

if occurring neutrally, it causes occurrence to the associated states in their respective 

function, just like a king seated silently in a court, causes activity to judges in their 

respective jobs carefully. Its function is to prevent deficiency and excess 

(unadhikatanivaranarasa)’. it has the state of condition for the occurrence of neither 
being less nor being more. This is told through the function. If it is so, what about the 

rulership over co-nascent states? That also is its function. That rulership over co-nascent 

states also occurs in that way. Therefore there is no fault. Partiality (pakkhapato): the 

occurrence through partial attitude, as it were, thinking, “Let this activity be low, let this 

be extraordinary.” Neutrality is, as it were, cutting it off - this is implied.

154. “Some want to include [them] among the inconstant (aniyatesu icchanti)”: by this 

word, the teacher shows that they desire them as separate consciousness-concomitants. 

Non-hate itself is loving-kindness (adosoyeva metta). Moreover non-hate itself is shown 
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as “loving-kindness, the way to loving-kindness (metta mettayana)”,23i and so on. 

Equanimity (upekkha)'. equanimity is together with loving-kindness - thus it is assumed 

by some. This is equanimity as neutrality only (tatramajjhattupekkhdyeva).

238 Dhs. 189.
239 In the sentence atha kho duccaritassa, viratinanca soraccavasena sahkocanam, akiriyananca 
hirottappanam jigucchanadivasenati ayametesam viseso, there must be a full stop after the word 
duccaritassa. Otherwise it is difficult to get the meaning.

In the reading karunamuditaupekkhasahagate, karunamudita and upekkhasahagate should be separate 
as two words in which karunamudita is subject.

155. (475) In the object of bodily misconduct, etc. (kdyaduccaritadivatthunam)'. other’s 

life, other’s wealth, other’s wife, and so on. Not treading (amaddanamf. counterpart of 

treading. It should be known that function of drawing back from only bodily 

misconduct, etc. is told because of the reference to the function of drawing back from 

the object of bodily misconduct, and so on. For the abstinences would not be proper to 

say that they are manifested as not-doing of objects of misconduct 

(akiriyapaccupatthana), but [manifested] as not-doing of misconduct.238 239 In the case of 

abstinences (yirati), there is drawing back and not-doing through delight in good. But in 

the case of conscientiousness and dread of blame, they are through disgust, and so on. 

Therefore this is the difference between them.

156. (476) Formations (sahkhara): this is told with reference to the states belonging to 

formations aggregate. For they are intended here, otherwise thirty-eight kinds of 

formations would have been told. As the consciousness, so too the states associated with 

it, are prompted only in the second consciousness. Therefore it is said, “77ze only 

difference here is promptedness (sasahkharabhavamattameva hettha viseso).” The rest 

(avasesa): states aforesaid in the first.

The rest come into association with the fifth (avasesa pahcamena sampayogam 

gacchanti): here how are compassion and gladness possible to arise in consciousness 
associated with equanimity?240 Because they arise as a stage of priority. For compassion 

and gladness that reached only absorption stage are not accompanied by equanimity. In 

other case, they become accompanied by equanimity. Thus say the teachers.
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157. It is through concentration of consciousness that there occurs the profitable of the 

fine-material and immaterial within one whose bodily conduct, etc. are very pure, not 

through the purity of bodily action, etc., and not even through the cutting off and 

tranquilization of misconduct and improper livelihood. Thus in arising of exalted 

consciousness abstinences are not possible. Therefore it is said, “Except the three 

abstinences (thapetva viratittayam)”. From that (tato): from the consciousness

concomitants mentioned in the first of the fine-material sphere. Those only (teyeva): 

consciousness-concomitants mentioned in the fifth of the fine-material sphere only. If it 

is so, what is the difference from the fine-material sphere? Therefore it is said, “The 

difference here is only the state of being immaterial of those consciousness

concomitants (arupavacarabhavoyeva hi ettha viseso).”

158. That which has the first jhana (pathamajjhanike): having the first jhana 

(pathamajjhanavati). Path consciousness (maggavinnane): in the case of even four 

kinds of path consciousness, they should be understood in the way as has been told - in 

this way it should be construed. The path consciousness classed as belonging to the 

second jhana, and so on (dutiyajjhanikadibhede maggavinnane): here by the word adi, 

the teacher includes the third, fourth and fifth jhana. It is said “in the way as stated” - 

should it be taken without difference? When such question is raised in this way, while 

showing the difference, it is said, “compassion, gladness (karundmuditdnam)‘>', etc. 

Because the path consciousnesses have nibbana as their object; compassion and 

gladness have living beings as their object. Therefore compassion and gladness are not 

possible in the path consciousness. In path states, sometimes right thought may be 

absent according to decision of ground of maggajjhdna, etc., but not absence of 

abstinence. Because the noble path occurs only through eradication of bodily 

misconduct, etc. Therefore it is said that constancy of the abstinences (hiyataviratita).

160. (478) It has no conscientious scruples (na hiriyati): it is unashamed, thus it is 

unconscientious (ahiriko). It refers to a person, or consciousness, or group of states 

associated with it. When it is to be told as ahirikka, it is told as ahirika after having 

elided a consonant ‘A’. Absence of dread of blame is the state which is the counterpart 

of dread of blame. Absence of disgust (ajigucchanam): absence of contempt. Shameless 
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(alajja): immodesty. From those same things (teheva): from bodily misconduct, etc. 

only. Absence of dread (asarajjam): fearlessness. Absence of terror (anuttasof. non-fear. 

As the counterpart of those aforesaid (vuttapatipakkhavasenaf. unconscientiousness has 

the function of performing evil actions as the mode of shamelessness. Absence of dread 

of blame has the function of performing evil actions as the mode of non-fear. They are 

manifested as not drawing back from evil action as the same mode aforesaid. Their 

proximate cause is non-respect in oneself and in others. Through unconscientiousness 

there comes into existence the absence of disgust from impurity in the form of 

defilements just like a pig moving through the village is not being disgusted from 

impurity. Through absence of dread of blame there comes into existence the absence of 

fear from evil action just like a fly has no fear from fire. Therefore in this way details 

should be understood as the counterpart of those aforesaid.

161. (479) That which is to be told regarding the sentence, beginning with, by its means 

they are greedy (lubbhanti tena), should be understood as aforesaid. They are greedy 

(lubbhanti): they crave for. They are deluded (muyhanti): they don’t know. Grasping an 

object (arammanaggahanam): not giving out the object, having insisted through 

inclining on craving, [saying], “This is mine”, not mere making [something] as object. 

Sticking (abhisahgof. attachment through confrontation. Not giving up (apariccago): 

not abandoning, or state being difficult to leave. Seeing enjoyment (assadadassartam): 

viewing enjoyment. For it is said, “And of one who sees enjoyment, craving 
increases.”241

163. (480) Blindness of consciousness (cittassa andhabhavo): not seeing the individual 

nature of the states truly. Unknowing (ahhanam): counterpart of knowing. Non

penetration (asampativedho): inability to penetrate properly, jits function is] to conceal 

the individual nature of the object (arammanasabhavacchadanam): delusion arises in a 

manner in which knowledge has no opportunity to penetrate the individual nature of an 

object. It causes improper practice to be manifested. Or it is understood as the 

counterpart of right practice. Thus it is said that it is manifested as absence of right 

241 S. ii. 84; 85
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conduct (asammâpatipattipaccupatthdno). It is called darkness (andhakàra) because it 

makes blind a person to whom it arises. In that way, it is manifested, thus it is said that 

it is manifested as darkness (andhakârapaccupatthâno).

164. (481) Wrong (micchâ); opposite to the individual nature of the states, from the 

point of view of permanence, etc., - this is the meaning. Unwise insistence (ayoniso 

abhimveso): insistence on the improper means, insistence on the wrong way. Having 

transgressed the individual nature of the states, consideration from outside is 

preassuming (para ma so). Wrong insistence (micchâbhiniveso): insistence expressed in 
such words as, “This is only truth, anything other is false”242 as grasping opposite.

165. (482) The state due to which the consciousness or the states associated with it 

(citta) become agitated, is called agitation (uddhaccam). Absence of calmness 

(avüpasamo): the state of not being quiet and serene. Its function is unsteadiness 

(anavatthânarasam): the activity of agitation. Trembling (bhantattamf. the mode of 

roaming. In non-pacification of the mind (cetaso avüpasame): the locative case is used 
for the purpose to be produced.243 Or an object which is the condition for non- 

pacification is referred to as ‘non-pacification’.

166. It is said, “And being vile through unprofitableness only (akusalabhâvena ca 

lamakattam)” because unprofitable states are absolutely low.

167. (483) Here sloth and torpor are not constant, not conceit, and so on. Thus here in 

the second consciousness, inconstancy of sloth and torpor is different from the first 

unprofitable consciousness.

242 D. i. 187; ii. 282; iii. 135.
In other words, non-pacification of the mind is produced by agitation.

Sloth is the state of being attacked through lack of endeavour and the state of being 

sinking down; consciousness associated with it is sloth; its state is slothness (thinatâ). 

The state of being unwieldy through absence of capability and tiredness is torpor. As the 

states associated with it are hurt, damaged in their ability, thus it is said, “Making torpid 
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is torpor (middhanata middham).” Lack of urgency (anussahalakkhanam): the 

characteristic of the counterpart of urgency. Removing energy (viriyavanodanamf. 

removing, throwing away energy. It is manifested as sinking down the associated states, 

or it causes manifestation of sinking them down. Thus it is said that it is manifested as 

sinking down (samsTdanapaccupatthanam). Characteristic of unwieldiness 

(akammahhatalakkhanamf. it is granted that here sloth also has the state of individual 

nature of unwieldiness only, but that belongs to consciousness. Torpor has got the state 

of unwieldiness belonging to three aggregates, beginning with feeling. This is the 

difference here. Because in Pali their explanation occurs as follows: “Which is sloth? It 

is inability, unwieldiness of consciousness. Which is torpor? It is inability, unwieldiness 

of the body”,244 and so on. Covering (onahanam): closing the door of consciousness. 

Laziness (linataf. mode of being sluggish, drawing back in grasping object. As only 

citta is paralyzed by sloth, there is paralysis to three aggregates, beginning with feeling, 

as well as material body by torpor. Therefore that is manifested as nodding and sleep. 

Thus it is said that it is manifested as nodding and sleep 
(pacalayikaniddapaccupatthanam). Disliking (arati): discontent (arocana) 245 in 

secluded resting place and in supreme profitable states. Yawning (vijambhikd): 

occurrence of defilement causing bodily misconduct called yawning. In disliking and 

yawning, etc. (arativijambhikddisu): by the word adi, the teacher includes drowsiness, 

and so on. This is the locative case for the ‘purpose worthy to be produced’.

244 Dhs. 204-205.
245 Here the verbal root of the word rati, is 'Irama/ ranja, and not 'Jruca, but fika has taken its meaning as 
'iruca.
246 Ptn. 205: “Samyojanam dhammam paticca samyojano dhammo uppajjati hetupaccaya. 
Kamaragasamyojanam paticca ditthisamyojanam avijjdsamyojanam. Kamaragasamyojanam paticca

168. The rest (avasesa): sixteen. But here conceit is in constant, so together with that, 

they become seventeen. Inconstancy of conceit is clear through the joining (yojana) 

occurred in Patthana as follows: “Depending on fetter of greed for sense-desire there 

are fetter of conceit and fetter of ignorance”, and “Depending on fetter of sense-desire 

there is fetter of ignorance.” In the same way, having told, “Depending on fetter of 

conceit, there are fetter of greed for becoming and fetter of ignorance.” It is said, 
“Depending on fetter of greed for becoming, there is fetter of ignorance.”246 Here fetters 
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are joined with fetters ten times, such as, with greed for sense-desire (kamarago) four 

times, with aversion three times, and with the three states, that is, conceit, doubt and 
greed for becoming which are referred to one time each.247 For according to Patthana, 

“the thing which binds up arises depending on the thing which binds up through the 

root-condition (hetupaccaya).” If conceit were constant, there would be no occurrence 

of greed for sense-desire bereft of conceit. Similarly [there would be no occurrence] of 

greed for becoming. If it is so, in Patthana there would not be four times of joining with 

greed for sense-desire, but three-times only. And there would be no greed for becoming 

depending on which other fetter arises. Thus there would be ‘eight-times’ of joining of 

fetters with fetters, not ‘ten-times’. But ‘ten-times’ only is shown. Lifting up through 

credit is haughtiness (unnati). Function of arrogance (sampaggaharaso) is through 

lifting up. It is not through instigation in the accomplishment of respective function like 

energy. In the case of conceit of inferiority also, considering oneself as low is through 

arrogance only - thus it should be understood. A banner raised very high is called ketu. 

But here ketu means that which is similar to such banner. It refers to the state, such as, 

greatness. As it desires banner, that is, the state of the banner, thus it is desirous of the 

banner (ketukamyam). It refers to consciousness. The state by which it desires banner, is 

desire for banner (ketukamyata). The occurrence of conceit is similar to that of wrong 

view because it arises through maintaining “I”. Therefore it does not occur in one and 

same consciousness together with wrong view. It is supported by self-attachment. Thus 

“its proximate cause is greed dissociated from wrong view 

(ditthivippayuttalobhapadatthano).”

sTlabbataparamasasamyojanam avijjasamyojanam. Kamaragasamyojanam paticca mdnasamyojanam 
avijjasamyojanam. Kamaragasamyojanam paticca avijjasamyojanam. Patighasamyojanam paticca 
issasaniyojanam avijjasamyojanam. Patighasamyojanam paticca macchariyasamyojanam 
avijjasamyojanam. Patighasamyojanam paticca avijjasamyojanam. Manasantyojanam paticca 
bhavaragasamyojanam avijjasamyojanam. Bhavaragasamyojanam paticca avijjasamyojanam. 
Vicikicchasamyojanam paticca avijjdsamyojanam."

It is difficult to get the meaning of the word sakaddgdmino in this context. Ven. Mahasi suggested that 
it should be dissolved as sakim agamino.

And here also (etthapi ca): by the word ca, sloth and torpor continue.
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171. (485) They hate (dussanti): they dislike. Savageness (candikkam): anger. Its 

function is to spread (visappanaraso): through the mode of its own arising and 

producing undesirable form with deformed movement. Its function is to burn up its own 

support (attano nissayadahanarasof. as it causes to reach the burning state of the body. 
It refers to destroying himself as well as others.248 “ft should be understood as stale 

urine mixed with poison”: because it is undesirable at the moment of association [with 
hate] and at the time of effect.249 Thus the state of being entirely unworthy for 

acceptance is shown.

172. (486) Envying (issakaranam) with regard to other’s success is envy, thus while 

showing it, it is said, “Envying is envy (issayana issa).” Being jealous (usuyanam): non

endurance. There only (tattheva): with regard to other’s success only. The counterpart of 

delight is the function of envy, not mere absence of delight. Thus it is said, “Its function 

is to be discontent (anabhiratirasa).”

173. (487) Taking the current usage of the word “avarice (macchari)” in the sense of 

‘having avarice’, the teacher says, “Avariciousness is avarice (maccharabhavo 

macchariyam).” But by etymology, ‘let not (ma) this wonderful thing (acchariyam) 

belong to others, let it belong to myself only’, it is avarice (macchariyam). Thus say the 

Ancients. That avarice completely covers the characteristic, etc. which are being told. It 

is manifested as shrinking (sahkocanapaccupatthanam): it is manifested as shrinking 

through not sharing one’s property with others. Appearance of bitterness 

(katukahcukata): mode of bitterness.250 One’s own success (attasampatti): dwelling, and 

so on.

248 Here must be full-stop, because this is explanation of the function of hate.
According to Abh-av-nt. 323 the reading is dussanant attano, parassa ca upayogaphalakdlesu 

anitthatta, which is better than the reading upabhogaphalakalesu given here. Because hate should be 
regarded as stale urine mixed with poison as it is undesirable at the moment of association with it as well 
as at the time of its effect.
250 It is derived from katuka (bitter) + ancu (to tend)+ Aa-suffix + td, or from katu (bitter) + kancuka 
(covering) +ta. In DhsA, it is explained as (I) yacake disva katukabhavena cittam ahcati samkoceti ti 
katukahcuko (seeing mendicants he causes his mind to shrink as by sourness), (II) katacchugaha, 
samatittikapunnaya hi ukkhaliya bhattam ganhanto sabbato-bhagena sahkutitena aggakatacchuna 
ganhati, puretva gahetum na sakkoti; evam maccharipuggalassa cittam sahkucati (a spoon-feeding: for 
when the pot is full to the brim, one takes food from it by a spoon with the edge bent on all sides; it is not 
possible to get a spoonful; so is the mind of a mean person bent in.).
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174. (488) Contemptible act (kukatam): here even undone deed is contemptible act only. 

For we listen people uttering, “That which I have not done, that is contemptible.” 

Moreover the teacher said, “Zis Junction is to sorrow about what has and what has not 

been done.” Thus contemptible act (kukatam) means both evil deed done and good deed 

left undone. Consciousness which occurs as repentance with reference to contemptible 

act, is taken as contemptible act because it is associated with it. Therefore it is said, 

“The state of that consciousness is worry (tassa bhavo kukkuccam).” In this way it 

should be seen. Repentance (pacchanutapo): remorse afterwards, torturing. Remorse 

(vippatisaro): distorted recollection (virupam patisaranam) through sorrowing on 

demerit and merit distinguished by state of being done and undone. It should be seen as 

slavery (dasabyamiva datthabbam): as it causes dependency. For when there is slavery, 

a slave person becomes dependent on the other. Similarly when there is worry, one 

endowed with it becomes like that. For such a person is not able to cultivate merits 

according to his own nature. Or alternatively because one depends on sorrow about the 

unprofitable done and the profitable left undone, he becomes endowed with it, through 

worry, in both ways. Thus it becomes like slavery.

175. Among the inconstant, beginning with envy, sloth and torpor are present only 

(thinamiddhasambhavova). The word ca should be construed after having dragged 
further.

177. (490) Mere steadiness in occurrence (pavattitthitimatto): mere presence for a 

moment. It is not able to become a condition for the steadiness in continuity like the 

steadiness of consciousness referred to as, “like the steadiness of a flame of the lamp in 

absence of wind”. It is mere steadiness in occurrence, because it is mere condition for 

the occurrence of the mind because of lack of steadiness through absence of 

determination. Therefore it is stated, “This is weak concentration (dubbalo samadhi).'” 

Devoid of discrimination (vigata cikiccha): it is said because it is difficult to 

discriminate, not because of complete absence of discrimination on the part of 

uncertainty. Thus the teacher shows the meaning. Doubt (samsayo): it lies through 

slinking along, such as, “Is it really like this, is it not really?” Its function is to waver 
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(kampanarasaf. it has the function of wavering of the consciousness in various objects. 

For agitation revolves having remained on the aspect taken by itself. Thus it occurs as 

unsteadiness in single object only. But uncertainty which even though arises in one 

object among visible-data, etc., still expects another aspect to be grasped, thinking, “Is it 

really like this, is it not really, is this really, indeed really another one?” In this way it 

wavers in various objects. It causes indecision, doubt to be manifested. Thus it is said 

that it is manifested as indecisiveness (anicchayapaccupatthana). It is manifested as 

taking various sides (anekamsagahapaccupatthana): it is manifested as mode of 

grasping different individual natures in object of various sides.

181. (491) Due to having living beings as their object (sattarammanatta)’. because they 

have concept about living beings as their object. There may arise the question that the 

resultant consciousnesses can have the concept as their object. Thus in order to reply 

this question, it is said, “For the resultant ones of the sense-sphere have only limited 

objects (ekantaparittarammana hi kamavacaravipaka)” The abstinences also are not 

present among the resultant (viratiyopi vipakesu na santi): here also considering the 

question, “Is it not that in some resultants the abstinences are present?” It is said, “The 

five training precepts are profitable only (pahca sikkhapada kusaldyevati hi vuttam)” 

By this the teacher shows that the abstinences do not exist in the mundane resultant.

182. Of those (tesam): of the resultant consciousness of the fine material sphere, and so 

on. For this is the genitive case in the relation of the producer and the thing to be 

produced.

183. (492) Those (te): those functional formations without root-cause. There those 

associated with functional mind-element without root-cause are same as those 

associated with profitable resultant mind-element. Those associated with hasituppada 

(causing smile) are same as those associated with the investigating consciousness 

accompanied by joy. Those associated with the determining consciousness are same as 

those associated with the investigating consciousness accompanied by equanimity. Thus 

while showing this meaning, having said, “They are the same as those associated with 

profitable resultant mind-element and the pair of mind-consciousness-elements without 
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root-cause (kusala ... pe ...samana) ”, in order to show the difference found therein, it is 

said, “Bw/ in the case of the two mind-consciousness-elements (manovihhanadhatudvaye 

pana)”, etc. Because of the presence of energy, concentration is strong 

(viriyasabbhavato balappatto samadhi hoti): it is said as there is the statement, “The 

power is marked as having the culmination in energy.”

184. Abstinence by eradication is only within Arahat, because the function of refraining 

is completed. Therefore in the functional consciousness abstinences are not present. 

Thus it is said, “except for the abstinences (thapetva viratiyo)". The functional 

formations with root-cause of the sense sphere have difference from the profitable of 

sense sphere due to abstinence. But in the exalted sphere there is no such a difference. 

Thus it is said, “in all aspects (sabbakarenapi)”. ‘In all aspects’ means from the point of 

view of state, from the point of view of object, and from the point of view of the mode 
of occurrence.

This is the commentary on the section of the detailed explanation dealing with the 

formations aggregate.

Commentary on Explanation of the Division of Past, and so on 

(atitadivibhagakathavannana)

185. SuttantabhajanTya, even though included in Abhidhamma, is Suttanta method only, 

but Abhidhammabhajaniya is absolutely Abhidhamma method. Thus it is said, 

“according to the Abhidhamma Bhajariiya [of the Vibhahga] (abhidhamme 

padabhajaniyanayena)”.

186. (493) But the aggregates have been given in detail by the Blessed One - in this 

way it is construed, ‘Therefore by this Pali, we will comment on aggregates’ - this is 

the implication. Whatsoever (yam kind): here the neuter pronoun yarn shows non

fixation in general. The word kind shows non-fixation with regard to the division of 

modes. Both these expressions include ‘past’ or ‘near’ or ‘less’ or ‘more’ or ‘this’ or 
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‘that’, having covered all that can be referred to by neuter gender. Thus it is said, 

“inclusion without exception (anavasesapariyadanam)”. But having seen contingency in 

other applicable neuter references also, in order to restrict that over-generalization 

because the implied significance extends too much, the word materiality is used. While 

showing that, it is said, “Materiality prevents over-generalization (rupanti 

atippasahganiyamanam)”. In the word, “whatsoever (yam kinci)”, having taken the 

word yam and the word kim along with indeclinable ci, showing the same significance 

of non-fixation, it is said, “by two expressions (padadvayenapi)”. Of this (assa): of 

materiality. Then begins its classification as past, and so on (afitadina vibhagam 

arabhati)'. past, future, present, and so on.

(494) By way of extent, continuity, period and moment 

(addhasantatisamayakhanavasena): here the word, “extent (addha)” is applicable when 

the time is delimited by death and rebirth-linking. It is known through the suttas, such 

as, “Was I in the past extent?”251 For the past state is likewise expressed by “extent” in 

the Bhaddekaratta Sutta too, such, as, “He does not follow what was past.”252 When 

extent is delimited in the ultimate sense, it is said to be delimited by moment as in the 

Niruttipatha Sutta, such as, “Bhikkhus, there are three extents. What are three? The past 

extent, the future extent, and the present extent.”253 Similarly the state of present of that 

which is being present is stated thus, “Bhikkhus, of matter that is bom, ... manifested, it 
is said, ‘It exists’”254 and the state of present and future are respectively called for the 

time previous and after that. But mostly in other suttas except the Niruttipatha Sutta, 

‘extent’, beginning with past, etc. is told as delimited by death and rebirth-linking. Thus 

here also the same is told, “by way of extent (addha)”.

251 M. i. 8; S. ii. 26.
252 M. iii. 187; 189.
253 D. iii. 216.
254 c ::: no

188. Cold is similar to cold, likewise hot is similar to hot. But the temperature which 

falls in the body whether cold or hot, occurring as continuity, being neither less nor 

more, keeping one mode, is called single temperature (eko utu). Thus the word “single 

(eka)” is used because of plurality of similar temperatures. So too in the case of 
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nutriment. Originated by one cognitive series and one impulsion 

(ekavithiekajavanasamutthanam): this refers respectively to five-door and mind-door 

consciousness. The explanations of continuity and period are given in the commentaries 

for the purpose of helping the practice of insight. The cause (hetu) is that which 

produces. Condition (paccaya) is that which supports. Their respective functions are 

producing and supporting. Just as the function of the seed is to produce sprout and that 
of the earth, etc. is to support it. The function of kamma is to produce result255 and 

hwwna-produced matter, and that of nutriment, etc. is to support them. Similarly the 

function of kamma condition and proximity condition, etc., which are producer of each 

individual group, consciousness and consciousness-concomitants, and the function of 

co-nascence -, pre-nascence -, and post-nascence conditions which support them should 

be applied accordingly as appropriate. Because similarity and dissimilarity are possible 

in temperature, etc., the division into past, etc. is told through continuity in the case of 

materiality originated from temperature, and so on. But there is no such similarity and 

dissimilarity in the kamma that produces a single becoming. Therefore having not told 

division into past, etc., through continuity in materiality originated from it, it is told 

through supporting only. But when the reversal of sex occurs, male sex disappears due 

to powerful unprofitable kamma, while the female sex appears due to weak profitable 

kamma. The female sex disappears due to weak unprofitable kamma, while the male sex 

appears due to powerful profitable kamma. So there is in fact dissimilarity even in 

materiality originated from it. Thus they also can have the division into past, etc. 

through continuity. But it is not included because it does not happen always.

255 It refers to mentality.

189. Any period (tamtamsamayam): any period is that which has a particular period, 

such as, one minute, and so on. It refers to the materiality. Having any period is the 
meaning.

190. The time previous to that (tato pubbe): previous to that completion of the three 

moments. It is future (anagatam) as it is not arisen. Subsequent (paccha) : subsequent to 

that. It is past (atitam) as the three moments are passed beyond. That whose function of 
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cause and condition is accomplished and passed beyond, is past. The function of cause 

takes place at the moment of producing. It is finished as the result is produced. Thus it 

should be understood. The function of condition takes place in all the three moments. 

Upholding, etc. are the functions of the earth, etc., and touching, etc. are the functions of 

contact, etc. Moment of performing one’s own function (sakiccassa karanakhand) is the 

moment of the function (sakiccakkhano). Or that which is together with (saha) the 

function (kiccena) is sakiccam. The moment when the materiality or immateriality is 

associated with function is called the moment of the function. At that moment of the 

function, it is called present. Here in the discussions, beginning with moment, the 

statement, “At a time previous to that it is future, at a time subsequent to that it is past 

(tato pubbe anagatam, paccha atltam)” is absolutely literal because of absence of 

division found in the discussion of extent, and so on. For according to extent, etc., 

different states are called past, future, present But according to moment etc., there is no 

division from the point of view of the state, but there is division from the point of view 

of time only. Previous to the arising it is called future; during the three moments, it is 

present; subsequent to that, it is past. Thus these divisions are absolutely literal, because 

past and future cannot be said in any way just like present extent, and so on.256

256 In other words, only khanapaccuppanna, etc. are necessary, but not addhapaccuppanna, and so on.

192. (495) Having told “the same method only (vuttanayo eva)” with reference to the 

division into internal and external explained above, the teacher is not satisfied with it. 

Even though the literal meaning is obtained that ajjhatla itself is ajjhattika, still there is 

difference in shades of the meaning between ajjhatta and ajjhattika, and between 

bahiddha and bahira. For the word ajjattika is used for the eye, etc., belonging to one’s 

own as well as other’s continuity, as the word bahira is used in the visible data, etc. But 

the word ajjhatta is used for the eye, visible data, etc., belonging to one’s own 

continuity of the respective being, as the word bahiddha for those other than one’s own. 

Therefore in order to point out that meaning, it is said, “besides (apica)”, etc. There, 

here (idha) implies the method of Suttanta. Something within oneself is not the only 

internal referred to before. Something within another person also is not the only external 

referred to before. This is the implication.
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193. (496) The Division of inferior and superior should be understood figuratively and 

absolutely literally. In this way it is construed. The same (tadevaf. the iriateriality of the 

Sudassi deities. Where (yattha): in the matter which has become an object. That is 

inferior (tarn hinam) object, depending on which unprofitable resultant consciousness 

arises because it is undesirable. That is superior (tarn paiutam) where profitable 

resultant (kusalavipakam) arises, because it is desirable. For as unprofitable resultant 

which itself is undesirable arises only in undesirable object and not in desirable object, 

profitable resultant which itself is desirable also arises only in desirable object and not 

in undesirable object. For it is stated in the Commentary -

“Five cords of sense-desire are explained as undesirable because they are bom out of 

unprofitable kamma; but that which is bom out of profitable kamma is never 

undesirable; everything is desirable only. Five cords of sense-desire are explained as 

desirable because they are bom out of profitable kamma; that which is bom out of 
profitable is never undesirable; everything is desirable only.”257

There some forms like an elephant, etc. even though looking pleasant are produced out 

of unprofitable kamma. But they are not the cause of pleasure for those elephant, etc. 

themselves. For that which is produced out of profitable kamma performed by that 

respective living being himself is the condition of pleasure. That which is produced out 

of unprofitable kamma performed by that respective living being himself is the 

condition of suffering. Therefore the state of being desirable and undesirable of the 

forms bom out of kamma would be proper to apply through the performer of that 

kamma. There it is said, “That which is produced out of profitable kamma is never 

undesirable.” And it is not said, “That which is produced out of unprofitable kamma is 

never desirable.” Thus that which is produced out of unprofitable kamma also can be 

beautiful, desirable for other beings - this is agreed. That which is produced out of 

profitable kamma is just desirable for all.

257 VbhA. 6.
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But for some beings belonging to animal kingdom, human form would be unpleasant. 

So seeing them they run away. And human beings seeing the form of deity are afraid, 

even then their resultant consciousness arises as only profitable resultant regarding that 

form. But due to absence of that much merit, they don’t get delight therein. Just as that 

which is produced out of profitable kamma has absence of undesirableness, so also that 

which is produced out of unprofitable kamma is to be explained to have absence of 

desirableness. For matter which is bom of unprofitable kamma even among elephant, 
etc. is the object of only unprofitable resultant for human beings, but the matter which is 

bom of profitable kamma among elephant, etc., arising in the course of existence, is the 

object of profitable resultant. But the matter bom of unprofitable kamma in little 

quantity will not be the cause of arising of unprofitable resultant mostly due to its being 

mixed with desirable object — thus it can be known. But the result cannot be deceived. 

Therefore it is quite logical to define desirable and undesirable object through result. 

But the reference, “The five cords of sense-desire are undesirable”, is made through the 

term in things similar to it, because of general nature of visible data, etc. because of 

similarity of sense-desires. For in Pali the visible-data, etc., which are only desirable are 
referred to as “sense-desires.”258 Or visible data, etc. which are dissimilar to sense

desires are referred to as “sense-desire”, as there is reference as ‘auspicious’ about 

things inauspicious. Or all visible data, etc. desirable and undesirable are sense-desires 

only because they are the basis of craving. For it is said, “Visible data in the world are 
agreeable and pleasurable (rupa loke piyarupam satarupam) .”259 In suttas, however, 

visible data, etc., which are desirable are referred to as sense-desires, because they are 

excessively attractive.

258 D. i. 245; D. ii. 21.
259 ~ :: mo

194. As aforesaid only (vuttanayameva): far and near is shown from the point of view of 

characteristic through extension. Thus it is said, “Relative farness and nearness should 

be understood here according to location.” There, from which point materiality is 

called ‘near’ according to location? And from which point materiality is called ‘far’? 

For those who narrate with normal voice, twelve cubits are called the range of hearing; 

within that limit of the ear, it is called ‘near’, beyond that, it is ‘far’. There the subtle 
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materiality being at distant is called ‘far’ even from the point of view of characteristic 

and even from the point of view of location. The subtle materiality being near is called 

‘near’ only from the point of view of location, not from the point of view of 

characteristic. Gross materiality being near is called ‘near’ even from the point of view 

of characteristic and even from the point of view of location, etc. Gross materiality 

being at distant is called ‘far’ only from the point of view of location, not from the point 

of view of characteristic. But as “with relative sense” (upaddyupaddya) is said, one’s 

own materiality is called ‘near’; other’s materiality which even though belongs to one’s 

own belly is called ‘far’. The materiality belonging to one’s belly is called ‘near’; 

materiality standing outside is called ‘far’. In the same way, regarding the womb, the 

front, the cell, the monastery, the boundary, the farm, the district, the kingdom, the 

ocean, and the universe, nearness and famess should be understood through inside and 

outside.

195. (497) All that together (tadekajjhamf. unitedly, together on one side. Being 

grouped together (abhisamyuhitva): having brought together, or having made collection. 

Being put together (abhisahkhipitva)’. amassing, making abridgment.

196. “It is shown that the materiality aggregate is all materiality, all of which come into 

the collection with the characteristic of being molested (sabbampi rupam ... pe ... 

dassitam hoti)”\ by this the teacher shows that the word 'rupakhandha'' is a 

kammadharaya compound in which both the words are put in the same case-suffix. 

Therefore it is said, “For there is no materiality aggregate apart from materiality (na hi 

rupato anno rupakkhandho nama atthi).”

(498) They are shown as the feeling aggregate, etc., since they come under the 

collections - in this way it should be construed after having brought forward.

197. According to continuity, and according to moment (santativasena, khanadivasena 

ca): here non-reference to the division of past, etc. according to extent and period is 

because of talking about past, etc. of the feeling classified into pleasure, etc. For neither 

pleasure alone, nor pain alone, which are classified as the bodily and mental, etc., 
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belong to past, etc. according to extent and period. Similarly not neither-painful-nor- 

pleasant alone. Therefore group of feeling deserves to be referred to as pastness, etc. 

through extent and period, because the group of feeling can be delimited through extent 

and period. But feelings, being referred to partly, deserve the delimitation through 

continuity and moment, and should be grasped after delimited in that manner. But when 

there are divisions of different classification like pleasant feeling in a single continuity, 

the division is grasped through the state of being delimited. The continuity, being 
delimiter of that division which has one aspect and evident occurring through door and 

object associated with it, and occurring in association with unique object producing it 

without break, deserves to be there. Therefore reference is made to continuity as 

delimiter disregarding another division. Or immaterial states, changing quickly, deserve 

their delimitation through change only. Therefore division is referred to through 

continuity and moment. Feeling associated with faith, etc., occurring in one who sees an 
image of the Buddha or who hears the Dhamma throughout the day, is present 

(paccuppanna), as it occurs in association with single object. That which is in between 

the past time and the future time (pubbantaparantamajjhattagata): by this word the 

teacher shows the method already told through the function of cause and of condition.

199. (499) The statement, beginning with, “Because it is the cause of reprehensible 

action (savajjakiriyahetuto)” is composed to show the difference only, because the state 

accompanied by activity, effort and result, is common to even all three, beginning with 

profitable feeling. There because it is the cause of reprehensible action 

(savajjakiriyahetuto): because it is the sign of reprehensible action, such as, killing 

living being, and so on. Because it produces burning of defilement 

(kilesasantapabhavato): because it is the state of distress through burning of defilement. 

[Unprofitable feeling] is gross (oldrika) compared with profitable feeling, the individual 

nature of which is peaceful. Because it is accompanied by activity (sabyaparato): with 

desire [to produce result]. By this word, the teacher expressed the propriety to produce 

the result, while referring to the occurrence in such a manner in which unprofitable 

feeling would produce result. Because it is accompanied by effort (saussahato): 

accompanied by ability (sasatti). By this the teacher expressed the capacity to produce 

result. Because it is productive of result (savipakato): existence of result. By this word 
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the teacher expressed that it produces its result when there is co-existence with another 

conditions. With these three words the teacher shows its nature of producing result 

(yipakadhammata) only. Or sabyaparato'. because of existence of bodily activity, and so 
on; saussahato: through the effort of impulsion;260 savipakato: through the capacity to 

produce the result - in this way here the meaning should be understood. The functional, 

even if not producing result, is accompanied by activity like the profitable, and is 

accompanied by effort only. Therefore not referring to these two expressions in the turn 

of the functional indeterminate, only “because it is accompanied by result” is referred to. 

Because it is attended by affliction (sabyapajjhato): because it is painful with pain in the 

form of defilement. In opposite sense (vuttavipariyayato): [the profitable and 

indeterminate are] peaceful because they are the cause of blameless action, because they 

have no burning of defilement, because they are not attended by affliction - thus in 

opposite sense [they are subtle] compared with the unprofitable. Accordingly 

(yat hay ogam): as it suits. Out of three causes, whichever fits to whichever, according to 

it - this is the meaning. Profitable and unprofitable feelings are gross compared with 

resultant indeterminate by means of all three causes. [Profitable and unprofitable 

feelings] are gross compared with functional indeterminate because they are 

accompanied by result or because they are accompanied by activity and effort 

distinguished by having result. In the method already told (that is, in opposite sense) 

(vuttapariyayena): resultant indeterminate is subtle compared with those profitable and 

unprofitable feelings, because it is without activity, effort and result. Functional 

indeterminate is subtle compared with profitable and unprofitable through opposite way, 

because it does not produce result, or because it is accompanied by activity and effort 

distinguished by not having result. For the resultant and the functional accompanied by 

effort are of the nature of not producing result (avipakadhamma), because the resultant 

is thrown away due to impulse of kamma, is the reflection of kamma, and is effortless 

due to absence of bodily activity, and so on. For the feeling having the nature of 

producing a result (savipakadhamma) is gross just like a pregnant woman.

60 Here javana refers to kusala, akusala citta.
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200. (500) As it is without enjoyment (nirassadatofi as it is bereft of enjoyment, 

counterpart of pleasure. Being attended with trembling (savippharato)-. as it involves 

throbbing (saparipphanda), absence of peace - this is the meaning. As it is 

overpowering (abhibhavanato): as it is overwhelming. Pleasure has not got neutrality; 

equanimity has not got happiness. But peaceful, etc. are available in both pleasure and 

equanimity, therefore it is said, “accordingly (yathayogam)". Because they are obvious 

(pakatatofi as even by seeing they can be known as, “That person is happy, that person 

has pains.” TTiaf (sa) implies neither-painful-nor-pleasant feeling.

201. (501) One who has no attainment and one who has attainment 

(asamapannasamapanna): by inclusion of this word it should be understood that 

through plane also, feeling is said as gross or subtle. The other (itara): the feeling in one 

who has attainment.

202. Because it is liable to the jloods (oghaniyato)-. as [mundane feeling] is liable to be 

overcome by floods after making it an object. Similarly because it is liable to bonds, 

and liable to the ties (yoganiyato, ganthaniyato ca); here also ganthana means gantha 

(tie) itself, being kept therein (tassa hitam), because it is bound up as the object, thus it 

is liable to the ties (ganthaniya). In the same way liable to hindrances (nivaraniya) and 

liable to the clingings (upadaniya} should be understood. It is called defilable 

(samkilesika): as it is applied to defilement or it deserves defilement TTiat (saj. that free 
from cankers.

203. (502) Herein (tattha): in the context of grossness and subtlety aforesaid. Mixing 

up (sambhedofi overlapping. One should beware of mixing up (pariharitabbo) in such a 

way that there should not occur the contingency of occurrence of subtlety and grossness 

again through kind, etc., on the part of those which are told as “gross, subtle”. “And this 

is told (vuttahhetam)''’, etc. is stated in order to show by means of Pali that the feeling 

which is subtle according to kind, has grossness according to individual nature, person 

and mundane plane. So also pleasant, and so on (evam sukhadayopi): here unprofitable 

feeling is gross according to kind and subtle according to individual nature. Pleasant 

feeling accompanied by profitable jhana is gross according to kind, but it is subtle 
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according to person as it is the feeling in one who has attainment - in this way it should 

be applied.

204. “It should not be insisted upon (na paramasitabbo) by this sentence the teacher 

shows that four divisions, beginning with kind, etc. should be understood without 

mixing with each other only. Thus mixing up [of the classifications] should be avoided, 

not otherwise. “The same method everywhere (esa nayo sabbattha) as according to 

indeterminate, similarly it should be understood according to profitable and unprofitable 

also, and as according to kind, similarly according to individual nature, etc. too, it 

should be understood. Thus the teacher points out this meaning.

205. Now “furthermore (apica)n, etc. is said in order to show the grossness and subtlety 

in comparison with each other among the unprofitable, etc. in the context of divisions, 

such as, kind. “Because it burns up its own support (nissayadahanato) by this word, 

the teacher shows the appearance of cruelty which is clear with the feeling accompanied 

by hatred. Constant (niyata): according to the law of wrongness, it is constant. The 

constant which has reached the state of giving immediate result is called kappatthitika, 

because it gives result lasting for aeon as in the case of Devadatta and others. 

Unprompted (asahkharika): it is gross (olarika) due to sharpness of individual nature. 

That associated with false view (ditthisampayutta) is gross (olarika) because of great 

blame. That also (sapi); [the feeling accompanied by greed], when associated with false 

view, when constant, is gross (niyata olarika)-, more gross is that giving result lasting 

for the aeon (kappatthitika)-, more gross is that unprompted (asahkharika). Thus even 

threefold [relative grossness], referred to together according to the method told above, 

should be applied separately only. Therefore it is said, “while the others are subtle 

(itara sukhumaf'. Without distinction (avisesena): without differentiation, such as, that 

accompanied by hate, that accompanied by greed. The unprofitable with much result 

(akusala bahuvipaka) is gross because it is more spoilt. Similarly the profitable with 

little result (kusala appavipaka) is [gross]. The unprofitable with little result is subtle 

(appavipaka sukhuma) because it is less spoilt. Similarly the profitable with much result 

(kusala bahuvipaka) is [subtle].
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206. There are grossness and subtlety of sense sphere, etc., because they are object of 

gross and the subtle pleasures, but the supramundane is absolutely subtle only. 

Furthermore the teacher will describe the division therein. That made of development 

also (bhavanamayapif. through the division of [the feeling of the profitable of the sense 

sphere] made of development, the division of [the pleasant feeling] made of almsgiving 

and virtue is shown according to the method - thus it should be understood. Sometimes 

attention is possible with consciousness disassociated from knowledge at the time of 

powerful practice of meditation, thus it is said, “also [the feeling] made of development 

having two root-causes (bhavanamayapi duhetuka)”. In the case of resultant and 

functional feeling in the various planes (tamtambhumivipakaldriydvedandsu): here 

through the sentence, beginning with, “The resultant feeling of the sense sphere is gross, 

that of the fine-material sphere is subtle”, the fruit of Arahatslmp should be carried forth. 

Through the sentence, beginning with, “The functional feeling of the sense sphere is 

gross, that of the fine-material sphere is subtle”, and by the sentence, beginning with, 

[The functional feeling] of the sense sphere which “occurs as the mode of giving is 

gross, that which occurs as the mode of virtue is subtle”, neither-perception-nor-non- 

perception should be carried forth. As there is this division on the part of the kind, 

similarly there is the division on the part of the individual nature, etc. Thus in order to 

show it, there is the sentence, beginning with, “pain, etc. (dukkhadif.

207. This entire division is told as based on the characteristic. Therefore it is said, “and 

even according to location (okasavasena capif\ and so on. The pleasant also (sukhapif. 

by the word also, the teacher adds neither-painful-nor-pleasant feeling. Everywhere 

(sabbatthaf. in all planes. In its right place (yathanurupamf. whatever feeling is 

acquired wherever, according to that.

208. According to physical basis (vatthuvasenaf. according to physical basis depending 

on which feeling occurs. That having inferior physical basis (hinavatthukaf. feeling on 

the part of one enjoying lesser food, making inferior physical basis as an object is gross 

because of inferior basis. Feeling on the part of one enjoying food made up of paddy 

and meat is subtle because of superior basis.
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209. (503) In the way beginning (adina nayena): it refers to the entire occurrences in 

Pali. Dissimilarity (visabhagata): dissimilar portion according to kind, and so on. 

Unconnectedness (asamsatthata): having the state of different function through the 

result of suffering, etc., but it does not mean the dissociation (asampayoga). If it is so, 

there happens to be nearness in opposition to famess, therefore connectedness 

(samsatthata) would mean nearness (santikata). Moreover there is no association of one 

feeling with another feeling. And in the explanation of the word near the teacher will 

say, “because of similarity and resemblance”, therefore the meaning of the word 

asamsatthata should be understood as aforesaid only. Non-resemblance (asarikkhata): 

dissimilar individual nature. In all instances (sabbavaresu): in all occasions which 

should be told according to the method which is told in the division of gross and subtle. 

Similarity (sabhagata): similar portion according to kind, etc. Resemblance 

(sarikkhata): similar individual nature through the result of suffering, and so on. 

Therefore it is said, “ Unprofitable feeling is near to unprofitable feeling because of 

similarity and resemblance (akusala pana ... pe ... santike).”

This is the commentary on the section of the detailed explanation dealing with the past, 

etc., classifications of the feeling aggregate.

Commentary on Explanation of the Exposition of Order, and so on 

(kamadivinicchayakathavannana)

210. (504) Pronoun this (etam) implies the detailed explanation dealing with 

classification, such as, past, etc. in this way. For the division in knowledge 

(nanabhedattham): for the division in knowledge which has different aspects. As to 

order (kamato): as to order of teaching, according to the reason due to which the order 

of teaching is made - this is the meaning. As to distinction (visesato): as to the division, 

namely the distinction between ‘aggregates’ and ‘aggregates as the object of clinging’ - 

this is the meaning. As to neither less nor more (anunadhikato): as to the number five. 

As to simile (upamato): proper to be compared with simile. Twice as to how to be seen 

(datthabbato dvidhd): proper to be seen through knowledge in two ways. As to good for 
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one seeing (passantassatthasiddhito): because of accomplishment of the significance 

which is intended by the observer. A wise man (vibhavina): an intelligent man.

211. Order of arising (uppattikkamo): succession of arising of things which arise 

according to condition. With the statement, beginning with, “that which is to be 

abandoned by seeing”,261 those which are to be abandoned first are told first, and those 

to be abandoned next are told next. Thus this is order of abandoning (pahanakkamo). 

Having practiced purification of virtue, purification of consciousness should be 

practiced, similarly another afterwards. Therefore it is said, “‘Purification of virtue ... 

purification of consciousness’, etc., is order of practice.” The planes which are 

gradually superior are arranged gradually, thus this is order of plane (bhumikkamo). 
And the item, such as, “the four foundations of mindfulness”,262 etc. is order of teaching 

(desanakkamo), because the foundations of mindfulness, etc. are possible even in 

moment. A gradual instruction, beginning with charity is taught according to gradual 

development. But charity, etc. here are referred to under the order of teaching because 

of absence of arrangement of the order of arising, and so on. For the items, such as, “At 

first embryo takes place”,263 though belonging to teaching, are referred to under the 

order of arising, etc., because it is the cause of the arrangement of the order of arising, 

and so on. Order of teaching should be understood as mere order of teaching only with 

particular intention because it is to be taught with any sequence, otherwise co-existence 

of many words of Buddha would be impossible through absence of arrangements 
already told.

212. By way of sequence (pubbapariyavavatthanena): aggregates do not arise by way of 

sequence, such as, at first the materiality aggregate, then the feeling aggregate. Because 

they are not to be abandoned (appahatabbatof. in aggregates some are not to be 

abandoned at all. How can there be order of abandoning? For when there is the state of 

being abandoned in the case of all aggregates, teaching of the aggregates would have 

been in order of abandoning. Because what is unprofitable is not to be practiced

S. i. 206.
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(appatipajjariiyato)'. that is not proper to be practiced as right practice. “Because feeling, 

etc. are included in all four planes (catubhumipariyapannatta)”: by this expression the 

teacher shows that particular plane is not fixed for the feeling, and so on. Order of plane 

would be possible, if their plane is limited.

213. Owing to failure to analyze (abhedenaf. having not classified, divided materiality, 

etc., they are taken together as a group. Those who have fallen into assuming a self 

(attagahapatitam): fallen down into the flow of wrong view called the heresy of the self. 

By showing the resolutions of compactness in collection 

(samuhaghanavinibbhogadassanenaf. by showing the divisions of the compactness in 

the collection of materiality and immateriality while separating immateriality from 

materiality. Being the objective field of the eye, and so on (cakkhuadlnampi 

visayabhiitam): it refers to the group of materiality aggregate as a part. That which feels 

matter as desirable and undesirable is feeling aggregate, therefore [the Blessed One] 

taught the feeling which feels desirable and undesirable matter - in this way it is to be 

construed. It is similarly in all cases. Desirable neutral and undesirable neutral should be 

understood as included by taking desirable and undesirable because they also have the 

nature of desirable and undesirable. Thus (evam): in the way already told. Formations 

arise in the object, the aspect of which is perceived by perception, therefore it is said, 

“those which form volitionally through the means of perception (sahhavasena 

abhisahkharake)”. It is evident that consciousness is the support for the associated states, 

but in that manner it is not so evident that consciousness is the support for feeling, etc. 

Therefore it is “the support for the feeling, and so on (vedanadinam nissayam)”. 

Consciousness dominates because of words, “Dhammas have mind as their 
forerunner”,264 “Dhammas follow consciousness”,265 and “the king, the ruler of the six 

doors”.266

214. (505) The expression, “those that are subject to cankers and are liable to clinging 

(sasavam upadaniyamf, dealing with the materiality aggregate, occurs in order to reject

2<u Dh. 1.
265 It refers to cetasika and vinnattirupa. Dhs. 1522.
266 DhA. 2. 181.
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that kind of individual nature of materiality aggregate because of existence of dhammas 
having no defilements,267 but not to reject materiality having no defilements.268

267 It refers to namakkhandha.
All matters are sasava and upadaniya, so the term “sasavam upadaniyam” is used in order to reject 

that kind of nature of matters, but not to reject anasavarupa, because there is no anasavarupa.

215. Only those free from cankers are mentioned among aggregates (anasavava 

khandhesu vutta): here the word only (eva) is put at improper place. Those free from 

cankers are mentioned among aggregates only - this is the meaning. But here (idha 

panaf. in ‘Path of Purification’. All there (sabbepetef. aggregates as well as aggregates 

as the objects of clinging.

216. (506) All formed things that are similar are grouped together 

(sabbasahkhatasabhagekasahgaho): all formed things are put together according to 

similarity. For all formed things being taken together according to similar nature, 

naturally fall into five aggregates. Therein those which have same portions through 

sameness, such as, molesting, etc. should be understood as ‘similar’. Among the five 

aggregates, volition (cetana) which has the function of effort has the strong function of 

forming the formed, therefore volition is called as “formations aggregate”. The others, 

that is, contact, etc. which are bereft of the special characteristics of “being molested”, 

etc., should be taken [as formations aggregate] through generality of forming the formed, 

but individual natures of touching, etc are not referred to separately by the word 

“aggregate”. Therefore the Perfect One who knows the individual nature of dhammas 

has not stated the aggregate of contact, etc. - thus it should be known. And there is the 

quotation from the sutta, beginning with, “Bhikkhus, whatever ascetics or Brahmanas 

there are, who are asserters of eternity and declare the self and the world as eternal, all 

do so depending and based on these five aggregates only or any one out of these.” By 

that the widest limit of assumption of self and what pertains to self should be known. By 

this sutta and by another sutta which is going to be quoted, the fact is referred to that 

wrong view which can not be described as the object of sense-desire, etc. arises 

depending on only aggregates. For there is no sabhavadhamma (phenomena that is the 

individual nature) other than aggregates and nibbana. Materiality: it implies all states, 
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individual nature of which is “being molested”. In the case of feeling, etc., the same 

method applies. As there exist the other states which are referred to by the word 

“aggregate”, such as, aggregate of virtue, etc., and as we have the expressions, such as, 
“the aggregate of virtue, the aggregate of concentration”,269 we have to say that they are 

not five only. In order to refute that objection, it is said, “because the other states have 

the same designation (ahnesam tadavarodhato)”.

269 D. iii. 229.

220. (507) '‘Because it is the dwelling place (nivasatthanato) it is like the dwelling 

place, being the place of occurrence. The state of having affliction on the part of the 

feeling should be understood through the intrinsic suffering (dukkhadukkha}, suffering 

in change (viparinamadukkha), and suffering due to formations (sahkhdradukkha). The 

perception serving as the basis for different thoughts, seizing the features of a man or a 

woman, etc., constitutes the provocation (samutthanam) of suffering, such as, suffering 

in change, associated with lust, and so on. Provocation', immediate cause of disease, 

such as, bile. The source (nidanam): the root-cause like non-benefit in temperature and 

in food, non-benefit of activity. Consciousness-concomitants are the limbs of 

consciousness, therefore consciousness is referred to as being like a sick man. As an 

application of oil on the leprosy leads to more seriousness, activity of an ignorant one 

through formations of merit, etc. brings pain to the feeling, like having recourse to what 

is unsuitable. For the purpose of feeling (vedanattaya): for the basic nature of feeling, 
for obtaining feeling - this is the meaning.

221. Materiality is like a prison (carakupamam) because it is the place of punishment, 

and it is like a dish (bhajanupamam) because it is the receptacle of food. Perception is 

like the offence (aparadhupama) because it is a cause of punishment in the form of 

feeling owing to the perception of beauty, etc., and it is like a curry sauce 

(byahjanupama) because it causes appetite in food, which is feeling. Formations 

aggregate is like a punisher (karanakarakupamo) because it is a cause of feeling and it 

is like a server (parivesakupamo). The server is included because a cook himself mostly 

serves. Consciousness is like the offender (aparadhikupamam) because it is to be 
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afflicted by feeling and it is like the eater (bhunjakupamam) because it is favoured by 

feeling.

223. (508) These are referred to as killers in the Snake Simile (aslvisupame), “‘The five 

murderous enemies with drawn sword’: this is, bhikkhus, a designation for the five 
aggregates subject to clinging.”270 They are referred to as burden in Burden Sutta 

“‘Burden’: this is, bhikkhus, a designation for the five aggregates subject to clinging.”271 

They are referred to as devourers in the To-be-devoured discourse 

(khajjaniyapariyaya)'. “Just like in the past time I was the prey of body, I am the prey of 

this present body. Moreover if I would accept the future body, in future time also thus I 
should be the prey of body, just as I am now the prey of this present body.”272 They are 

referred to as impermanent, etc. in the Yamaka Sutta by the word, beginning with, “He 
doesn’t understand the impermanent body as it really is, that it is impermanent.”273 Even 

if it is said, “All these are intended as aggregates unitedly”, mostly aggregates as objects 

of clinging should be understood as included therein. For this is the examination of the 
plane of insight.

224. Just like a lump of froth (phenapindo viya): in the statement, beginning with like 

(viya), materiality, etc. should be understood similar to lump of froth, and so on. Just as 

lump of froth is essenceless, feeble, unworthy to be grasped, even if it is taken up, it 

does not accomplish any use, perforated all over (nothing but holes), formed with many 

joints, residence of various beings, gradually formed, falling into any stage, definitely 

being broken. Similarly matter also is essenceless because it is bereft of permanent 

essence just like wood surrounding the pith of a tree; it is feeble as it can be broken 

easily; it is not proper to be taken up as permanent, or eternal, or I, or mine; even if it is 

taken up in that manner, it is not like that; it has many holes; formed with eighty 

hundred joints; residence of many families of worms; gradually formed through embryo, 

etc. it is destroyed in all the stages beginning with the period of embryo, and it is 

270 S. iv. 174.
271 S. iii. 25.
272 q on
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definitely broken. In the Commentary (Atthakathayam)7™ however ‘not being able to 

crush’ is the relation between standard of comparison and the thing to be compared.

As bubble is essenceless, feeble, unworthy to be grasped, even if it is taken up, it does 

not accomplish any use, it does not last long, similarly feeling also. Moreover bubble is 

formed depending on four reasons, that is, surface of water, drop of water, wet dirt in 

water and wind that catches after having collected, having made hollow. Similarly 

feeling also arises depending on four reasons, that is, physical base, object, dirt of 

defilement, and impingement of touch. For as wind produced out of collection of drops 

forms something called bubble on the surface of water after having collected synovial 

fluid called wet dirt in water, having made hollow. Similarly contact produced out of 

arrival of object into the range of physical base makes something called feeling on 

having collected dirt of defilement which is unbroken through the state of co-operative 

condition. This is told with reference to feeling belonging to the round of rebirths, 

produced out of defilements which are the root causes and relish object. Or according to 

the maximum limitation four conditions are referred to, but [feeling] arises definitely 

even though they are less. Here temporary enjoyment is told as the relation between 

standard of comparison and the thing to be compared.

But mirage (marlcika) is essenceless, unworthy to be grasped. For it is not possible to 

drink or to bathe or to fill up the pot after having taken up. Similarly perception also is 

essenceless, unworthy to be grasped. Furthermore mirage moving forcefully, appearing 

as it were having speedy waves, deceives people. Similarly perception also, occurring in 

object with such forms as blue, yellow, long, short, not remaining in just its individual 

nature, deceives people by causing wrong conception, such as, “beautiful, happy, 
permanent”, and so on.

Plantain trunk (kadalikkhandho) is essenceless, unworthy to be grasped. For it is not 

possible to apply for the use of beam, etc., after having taken it; even if it is applied it 

doesn’t work; and it is combination of many films. Similarly formations aggregate also

274 SA. 2.3.95; AbhA. 26. 
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is essenceless, unworthy to be grasped. For it is not possible to take it permanent, etc.; 

even if it is taken, it is not like that; and it is combination of different states. For 

characteristic of contact is one thing, that of volition, etc. is the other thing. However 

having brought all of them together, they are called formations aggregate.

Conjuring trick (maya) is essenceless, unworthy to be grasped. For it is not possible to 

accomplish the function one wishes after having taken it; it is short, quickly manifested; 

it deceives people while showing non-jewel, etc. as the form of jewel, and so on. 

Similarly consciousness also is essenceless, short, quickly manifested; it causes 

someone to understand as if coming, going, standing, and sitting, with one and same 

consciousness. As a matter of fact consciousness at arrival is one thing, consciousness at 

departure, etc. is the other thing. Thus consciousness is similar with conjuring trick.

All five aggregates as objects of clinging have their individual natures foul only due to 

the state of bases of impurity of defilements. Therefore they should be seen as only foul, 

and so on. Still there is somewhere [in some of rupakkhandha] some special aspect 

which is easily noticed. Therefore there is the sentence, beginning with, and in 

particular (visesato ca). Therein four foundations of mindfulness are the removers of 
fourfold perversion.275 Therefore the state of foulness, etc. should be seen towards the 

material aggregate, etc. as the object of four foundations of mindfulness.

275 Fourfold perversion: asubhe subhan ti, dukkhe sukhan ti, anattani alia ti, anicce niccan ti.
276 S. iii. 59.

225. (509) He is not vexed by the aggregates (khandhehi na vihahhati): because their 

individual natures are known. Even one who practices insight doesn’t get pain even at 

the destruction of these aggregates. There is no necessity to tell about one whose 

cankers are destroyed. For they will not be troubled by aggregates even in future.

226. He fully understands nutriment consisting of physical nutriment (kabalikaraharam 

parijanati): because of the words, “From arising of food is the arising of body”,276 while 

abandoning lusting wish towards internal materiality, he abandons lusting wish even in 

nutriment consisting of physical nutriment which is the condition of internal materiality 
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- this is the meaning. This is full understanding as abandoning (pahanaparinha). One 

who grasps internal materiality, however, grasps nutriment consisting of physical 

nutriment which is the condition of internal materiality. This is full understanding of the 

known (nataparinna). He observes rise and fall of internal materiality. This is full 

understanding as investigating (firanaparinna). Thus it should be applied. In this way 

when three kinds of full understanding are accomplished, these perversion, etc. are 

surely destroyed. Therefore it is said, “He abandons the perversion [of perceiving] 

beauty in the foul (asubhe subhanti vipallasam pajahati)”, etc. “He breaks the bodily tie 

of covetousness (abhijjhakayagantham)” is said with reference to covetousness in the 

form of greed for sense-desire. For there is abandoning of greed of sense-desire through 

insight into foul, or the teacher speaks of abandoning of entire attachment under the 

name of greed for sense-desire. He doesn’t cling (na upadiyatif. he doesn’t seize, he 

doesn’t cause to arise.

227. Full understanding of contact should be applied with same method as told in full 

understanding of nutriment, such as, “While abandoning lusting wish for feeling, he 

abandons lusting wish in nutriment consisting of contact which is the condition of 

feeling”, because of words, “With contact as condition feeling comes to be.”277 By 

seeing feeling as pain, the perversion of perceiving pleasure is abandoned (sukhanti 

vipallasam pajahati). As desire of becoming is for pleasure only, while abandoning 

craving for feeling he crosses the flood of becoming (bhavogham uttarati). From that 

only, “he is freed from the bond of becoming (bhavayogena visamyujjati). He becomes 

canker-free as regards the canker of becoming (bhavasavena ca anasavo hoti).” While 

seeing any type of feeling as pain he doesn’t worry about new pain produced or pleasure 

destroyed in him by other. From that he breaks bodily tie of ill-will 

(byapadakayagantham bhindati) due to abandonment of base of attack, such as, 

“Someone has done loss for myself.”278 Not following a maxim, “Purity lies in heaven 

which is mostly made up of pleasure”, while considering purity through cow-asceticism 

(go.vz/a) and cow-vow (govata), etc., he behaves through desire for pleasure. Therefore 

277 M. i. Ill; S. ii. 1.
278 Dhs. 190.
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while abandoning craving for feeling, “he doesn 7 cling with rules and ritual clinging 

(silabbatupadanam na upadiyati).”

228. Mental volition is formations aggregate, but perception is associated with it, 

therefore while seeing perception and formations as not-self he abandons lusting wish 

towards mental volition, discerns it, judges it. Therefore it is said, “one who sees 

perception and formations as not-self fully understands nutriment consisting of mental 

volition (sahham sahkhare ... pe ... parijanati).” One who sees perception and 

formations as not-self dispels any kind of wrong view, just like wrong view about self is 

dispelled because all sorts of wrong view are rooted in wrong view about self. While 

showing it, it is stated, “He crosses the flood of views. ...He doesn’t cling with self

theory clinging (ditthogham uttarati... pe ... attavadupadanam na upadiyati).”

229. One who sees consciousness as impermanent (vihhanam aniccato passantof. 

endeavouring all three contemplations under contemplation of impermanence with all 

three full understandings, he fully understands nutriment consisting of consciousness 

(vinhanaharam parijanati). But here specially he abandons the perversion of perceiving 

permanence in impermanence (anicce niccanti vipallasam pajahati). Because idea of 

permanence arises mostly in consciousness, one assumes solidity in consciousness 

through ignorance. Therefore having resolved solidity, one who sees it as impermanent 

crosses the flood of ignorance (avijjogham uttarati). Due to that only he is free from the 

bond of ignorance, and becomes canker-free as regards the canker of ignorance 

(avijjasavena anasavo ca hoti). Clinging to mere rules and ritual takes place due to 

power of ignorance, thus while abandoning it “he breaks the bodily tie of holding mere 

rules and rituals (silabbataparamasakayagantham bhindati).”

“But, bhikkhus, as to that which is called ‘mind’ and ‘mentality’ and ‘consciousness’— 

the uninstructed worldling is unable to experience revulsion towards it, unable to 

become dispassionate towards it and be liberated from it. For what reason? Because for 
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a long time this has been held to by him, appropriated, and grasped thus: ‘This is mine, 

this I am, this is my self.”279

Because of such words, one who sees consciousness as permanent clings to wrong

view clinging. Thus one who sees it as impermanent does not cling to wrong-view 

clinging (ditthupadanam na upadiyati).

Such blessings there will be (evam mahanisamsanti): thus there will be great 

glorification due to the means towards removal of all defilements, such as, perversion, 

etc. as aforesaid. As killers (vadhakadivasena): as killers who have raised their weapons, 

etc. He should see (passeyya): he should see through knowledge and vision directly.

Commentary on the Description of the Aggregates is completed.

This is the commentary on the fourteenth chapter.

2?9 S. ii. 94.
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Chapter Three

Commentary on

Description of the Bases and Elements (XV)

(ayatanadhatuniddesavannana)

Commentary on the Detailed Explanation of the Bases
(ayatanavittharakathavannana)

1. (510) Having quoted the term, ‘bases’, from the earlier expression, “aggregates, 

bases”, the specification with number is expressed through the word "twelve bases 

(dvadasayatanani)”. Herein what should be told will be told further by the author 

himself. The sentence, beginning with the eye base (cakkhayatanam) shows individual 

nature of bases.

2. The meaning (attho) means literal meaning, but the meaning of nature means 

characteristic itself (lakkhanameva). That literal meaning, however, is twofold, special 

and common. Herein the special means word meaning, such as, eye, the common means 

word meaning, such as, bases because it is common to all twelve bases.

3. While showing first the special among them, it is said, "firstly individually (visesato 

tava). Herein the special means the special meaning, the literal meaning, such as, eye - 

this is the meaning. It enjoys (assadeti): herein the word cakkhati is in the sense of 

tasting taste, such as, “It relishes honey, it relishes curry” - accordingly he tells the 

meaning. The eye relishes a visible datum (rupam assadeti) because of words, 
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“Mágandiya, the eye delights in forms, takes delight in forms, rejoices in forms.”280 

Even though the ear, etc. take delight in sound, etc., there is the special meaning told in 
Pali as, “This eye has sensitivity depending on the four primary elements,”281 and also 

in Commentary as, “It has the characteristic of sensitivity of primary elements that is 
ready for the impact of visible data.”282 As it is well established in that sense, the term 

cakkhu should be understood to apply to the eye only, like the term go applies to the 

cow, and so on. In this way it should be understood.

280 M. i. 503.
281 Dhs. 134.
282 DhsA. 600; Vis. XIV. 37.

It makes clear (vibháveti ca): the teacher explains the meaning according to the word 

‘cakkhati’ established through grammatical rule. Cakkhati means ácikkhati (to tell). It 

speaks clearly - this is the meaning. The eye tells what is even and uneven like a 

speaker, therefore it is said, “And it makes the meaning clear (vibháveti cáti attho).” Or 

as the verbal root has got multiple meanings, the meaning of clarification is to be 

understood on the part of the term cakkhati. A visible datum which undergoes an 

alteration in appearance like the visible form of chameleon and the like which undergo 

an alteration in appearance at the time of attachment and hatred, etc., makes visible the 

state which is in the heart and evidences it as if it were a real visible object. It shows a 

visible datum by making it, as it were, have a body — this is the meaning. Or the word 

rupam means expansion; and expansion is the same as evidencing. Therefore it is said, 

“It evidences - this is the meaning (pakásetiti attho).''’ As verbal root has many 

meanings, the word rupam should be understood as having the meaning of evidencing. 

Rupayati (it makes visible) is a derivative of the word ‘visible-datum’ (rupam) that 

expresses appearance, while ruppati (it is molested) as a derivative that expresses the 

materiality aggregate - this is the difference. It is uttered (udáhariyati): if it is taken in 

the sense of vuccati (to be said), only the sound of words (vacanasadda) would be 

covered. Here sound is not the sound of words only, but rather it is all that which can be 

cognized by the ear. It is emitted (sappati): by its own conditions it is emitted 

(sappiyati), it comes to the state which can be cognized by the ear - this is the meaning.
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It betrays (sucayatif. it illuminates its own physical base which is hidden by means of 

smell, saying, “This is good smell, this is bad smell”, or, as it were, it backbites the 

physical base of flower, etc. that is hidden, saying “Here is flower, there is fruit of 

Campaka, etc., and there is mango.” It evokes life thus it is a tongue (pvitam avhayatiti 

jivha): through inclination towards nutritive essence which is the cause of life, as 
swallowing is based on taking taste.283 This is the etymological explanation. The body 

(kayo) is specifically told as origin of vile states subject to cankers, because the body is 

more specific cause of cankers among nose, tongue, and body, which are specific causes 

of greed for sense-desire, produced by kamma caused by greed for sense-desire, which 

never become the causes of the supremacy. Therefore beings enjoying happiness of 

touch, serve even sexual intercourse. Place of arising (uppattideso): abode of arising is 

the meaning. Or the four aggregates having body-faculty as their basis are told 

specifically as defilement because they are the cause of powerful defilement of sense 

desire, etc. Therefore this is the place of their arising.

283 Similar passage occurred in XIV. 36.

It measures (munati), as it were, measuring by means of nali. It knows the object, as it 

were, weighing with the great scale - this is the meaning. Or it knows, thus it is mind 

(mano). It knows each object by delimitation - thus it is said. They cause their own 

characteristic to be borne (attano lakkhanam dharenti): those eye, etc. which should be 

told taking the term 'ayatana' at the end by specific characteristic has been said in that 

way, but other states that are objects of the mind have been taken as one base by 

common characteristic only. For earlier bases are clear through the relation of object 

and possessor of object, which are called gross senses, objects, and mind. Other 

[mental-data] that are the objects of the mind, are not so clear, like [earlier bases]. It is 

not that they do not bear their own individual nature. In order to show this meaning the 

term dhamma is used. Dhammas are so called because they are noted as common nature. 

As the visible data, etc. are known through eye-consciousness, etc., owing to their own 

specific individual nature only, but these are not so. These are known through the mind 

because of many dhammas, because of commonness and because of universal nature.
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4. (511) By its own (sena sena): by its own (sakena sakena). Stand (utthahanti): coming 

into existence. Exert (vayamanti): attempt, they do their own function - this is the 

meaning. Here they are actuated in this sense, thus it is called as dyatana. In the word 

ayatanani, the term dyatana is in the sense of locative. It is in the sense of doer in the 

second and third [explanation of the term dyatana]. And they (te ca): states of 

consciousness and its concomitants. For they assemble, come, occur in respective doors 

and objects. Therefore they are called origin (dya). They give them scope (vittharenti): 

as they (those states of cittacetasika) have not arisen earlier, they are hidden, unclear; 

after that [these doors-cum-objects] expand them, make them clear; they cause to arise - 

this is the meaning. And this (idafica): suffering of the round of rebirths. Doesn ’t recede 

(na nivattati): it doesn’t recede by way of complete cessation. Base, base (ayatanam 

ayatanam): this repetition is to show that it is well established in eye, etc. through its 

designation.

5. (512) Thus having told the meaning of the word dyatana by dividing components, 

now in order to show it in optional way also it begins with “furthermore (apicaf, and 

so on. In the delightful (manorammef. in the sense of bearing tasty fruits, in the sense of 

not having trouble.

6. They dwell there (nivasanti): as it were they dwell. Therefore it is said, “Because they 

exist in dependence on them (tadayattavuttitaya).” The place where gold and gems are 

scattered, exist, as if dwelling, is their mine (akaro), similarly consciousness and its 

concomitants dwell in the eye, etc., thus they are their mine. In order to show this 

meaning it is said, “And they frequent the eye, etc., because they have them as their 

support and as their object, so the eye, etc., are their mine (cakkhadisu ca ... pe ... 

akaro).” Because they have them as their support (tannissitatta): here mind does not 

become the support condition for consciousness and its concomitants beginning with 

mind consciousness, therefore its state of being a door should be seen as the state of 

support for them. Consciousness and its concomitants, not having been earlier, being 

manifold, arising through unity of condition, can be known together, assemble, as it 

were. Thus it is said, “Because they meet together using them as physical basis, door 

and object (vatthudvardrammanavasena samosaranato).” There is no little existence of
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dhammas in the extent of future. Therefore it is said, “There is no collection in 
future.”284 Because they arise just there (tattheva uppattito): because they arise only in 

those eye, and so on. Considering eye, etc. that have become the condition for arising as 

the place of arising, as it were, it is said by way of metaphor. For there is no place of 

arising for immaterial states absolutely. At the moment when [the eye, etc.] become the 

support and object for them, (then) they become the place of their birth (sanjatideso). 

There is no relation of container and thing to be contained for materialities in addition to 

the state of condition. Therefore it is said, “having them as their supports and objects 

(nissayarammanabhdvena).” The characteristic of condition has negative assertion as 

major. Therefore it is said, “Because they are absent when the eye, etc. are absent 

(tesam abhave abhavato) ”, not “Because [they] exist, when [the eye, etc,] exist.”

7. In the sense already stated (yathavuttenatthena): in the sense already said, beginning 

with “it relishes (cakkhati)”, etc., “because of its actuating, because of being the range 

of the origin (ayatanato ayanam tananato)”, etc., and “the sense of place of abode 

(nivasatthanam), and so on. Because states included in mental-data base are mostly 

numerous, they, being many, become active as a whole. Therefore “they are the mental

data and those are a base (dhamma ca te ayatananca)” is described as plural in number.

8. (513) It is called characteristic (lakkhanam) which refers to individual nature because 

it is to be noted (lakkhitabbato) accordingly or it is noted by [individual nature].

9. As to just so much (tavabhavato): by that much. By this the teacher shows the state 

neither less nor more. Because of absence of any state not included in twelve bases, 

there is no question that they are more than twelve. But bearing its own characteristic is 

common characteristic for all. Considering thus there would be possibility to question 

that they are less than twelve. In order to show it there is the sentence, beginning with, 
“the eye, and so on (cakkhadayopi hi)”.

284 Ndl.43.
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10. In other words, the life continuum mind (bhavangamanasankhâto)’. it occurs after 

vibrating twice. Only when there has been occurrence of the life continuum in the way 

of vibration, there arises adverting, not otherwise. Taking it as the reason for adverting, 

“What is called life continuum mind is ... a door of arising (bhavangamanasankhâto ... 

pe ... uppattidvâram).” Uncommon (asâdhâranamf. not common to eye-consciousness, 

and so on. When there is state of being uncommon, the eye, etc. should be understood 

as not taken in the mental-data base because they have been taken as the door. Or 

optionally being uncommon is told with regard to uncommon state from that door and 

object.

11. (514) Non-application should be understood with regard to order of arising, etc. by 

mostly arising, arising together, and so on. For sometimes mostly the eye-base, etc. 

arise together for some being. Further it is said, “For some beings there appear eleven 
bases at the moment of birth in sensuous world,”285 and so on. Therefore order of 

arising is not applicable to the bases; the order of abandoning [is also not applicable to 

them] because the profitable and the indeterminate should not be abandoned; the order 

of practice [is not applicable to them] because the unprofitable and some indeterminate 

should not be practiced; and the order of plane [is not applicable to them] because ten 

and half bases belong to absolutely sense sphere, because others are included in the four 

planes, and because some belong to supramundane state. “As regards the internal bases 

(ajjhattikesu hi) by this the teacher shows that the internal bases should be dealt with 

first because they are internal and possessor of the object. Even among those which 

should be told first, the eye base is taught foremost as it is very clear.

285 YamA. 18-21,

Next the nose-base, and so on (tato ghânâyatanâdïni)'. here the nose base, etc. should 

not be taught before the eye and ear because they are not so helpful. As it is impossible 

to speak together, it should be taught in one order, thus they should be taught by order 

of nose, and so on - this is the implication. If taught otherwise, it is impossible not to 

put a question and it is impossible not to explain what should be known. Or the eye, etc. 

are told first because they bear present object. They are very clear as to the object. But 
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some of mind base have present object. ... (etc.)... Some have the object which is not- 

so-classifiable, thus it is taught last. Even among bases having present object, four bases 
having object of derived matters are taught first,286 and next the base having object of 

the primary elements.287 Even among bases having the object of derived matters, there 

is order of teaching in the case of the eye, etc. in order to clarify receiving of the object 
more distant, distant, more speedy and speedy.288 The pair of eye and ear takes the 

distant object, thus they are taken first. Even between them the eye takes more distant 

object, thus it is taught first of all. For even though seeing the very distant stream of 

river, one cannot hear the sound of clash of stream. Among nose and tongue, the nose 

has more speedy behavior, thus it is taught first. As soon as food is placed in front, its 

smell is smelt. Or according to the place of the body there is order of teaching for them. 

For in this body the place of the eye is over all, lower than that is the ear, lower than 

that is the nose, lower than that is the tongue. Likewise major portion of the body is 

lower than that. But because mind is immaterial, it is told last. The external bases are 

told after them, because they are their objects, their meanings are already told. In that 

way even their order should be known. [Mind] has as its resort the objective field, thus 

it is gocaravisaya. It refers to mind. Of which objective field is the resort of the mind? 

Among five, beginning with the eye, etc.

Cakkhayatanam, sotayatanam, ghanayatanam, jivhayatanam.
Kayayatanam.
Duratara refers to cakkhayatanam, dura-sotayatanam, sighatara-ghanayatanam, and sigha- 

jivhayatanam.

12. By determining the reason for the rising of consciousness 

(vinnanuppattikaranavavatthanatof. as the reason for the rising of the eye

consciousness, etc. is determined, as it is explained. By this word, the teacher said 

reason of term visible data, etc. after the eye, and so on.

13. (515) As they have been included (sahgahitatta): because [the mind base and one 

part of the mental-data base] have been included in the way of counting.

14. As to kind (jativasena): according to similarity with the eye. Division of condition 

(paccayabhedof. divisions like kamma, and so on. The eye base becomes different, 
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dissimilar according to the division of profitable and unprofitable kamma which has 

divisions like charity, etc., killing living beings, etc., and according to the division of 

conditions which are internal and external, which are co-operative causes of profitable 

and unprofitable kamma. Classified according to destiny (galibhedo)'. from hell upwards, 

and various divisions like footless birth, etc., because there is the division of the birth or 

at the birth. Division according to class [of beings] (nikayabhedo): such as, elephants, 

horses, and such as Khattiyas. Division according to person (puggalabhedof. division of 

continuity of any given living being. Whatever endless divisions of bases like the eye, 

etc. are told, the same is the division of the heart base, because it doesn’t transgress such 

divisions. Similarly the mind base is also to be explained as having infinite variety. 

Since supramundane consciousnesses are not without jhana, eight supramundane 

consciousnesses become forty through five jhanas. Thus after having added them in 

eighty-one kinds of mundane consciousness, it is said, “one hundred and twenty-one 

kinds (ekavisuttarasatappabhedahca)". The physical base (vatthu): the eye, and so on. 

With such divisions the consciousness has infinite variety (anantappabhedam). 

Progress (patipadd): painful progress, and so on. By the word, etc. (adi), jhana, 

predominance, plane, object, etc. should be included. Blue is similar to blue, others are 

dissimilar (visabhagam). Condition (paccayo): kamma, and so on. Therein it should be 

understood that there is division, such as, the state of being originated from the 

profitable kamma. and the state of being originated from cold temperature. By the word, 

etc. (adi), destiny and class of beings289 should be included. Due to division of various 

individual essences (sabhavananattabhedato): pleasant, painful, neither-painful-nor- 

pleasant - such is the division of individual essence (sabhavabhedo); what is originated 

through contact of eye, what is originated through contact of ear, etc. - such is 

variousness (nanattam).

‘89 In the case of variety of external bases, the classification according to person is not to be applied, 
because the commentator tells us that the word adi here includes only gati (destiny) and nikaya (class of 
beings).

15. (516) There is the sentence, beginning with, “for not (na hi)" in order to elaborate 

the meaning told in brief as: “having no provenance and no destination”. As [formed 

bases] had no individual natures in the past and future, they do not come from anywhere 
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before their rise, nor do they go anywhere after their fall. As they have transitoriness 

even at the present time, they have nature of impermanent, painful and changing. 

Therefore there is the sentence, beginning with, “on the contrary (atha khof’. 

Attempting through the action of motion is called iha (curiosity); activity through 

thinking is interestedness (byapara). While showing interestedness, it is said, “For it 

does not occur to the eye and the visible datum (na hi cakkhurupadinam evam hoti)”. 

While showing curiosity, there is the sentence, beginning with, “They have no ... (na ca 
tani)” Both these passages refer to curiosity and interestedness individually,290 

therefore it is the explanation against the sequence. It is the absolute rule 

(dhammatava): it is its own nature only. Or dhammata means the state of being the door, 

etc. which are able to be the causes for [bases] that are devoid of curiosity and 

interestedness. In this sense the pronoun yam should be taken in the sense of ablative. In 

the first meaning the term yam is used as a qualifier of sambhavanam (coming into 
existence).

■90 Here the sequence in explaining the words iha and byapara is broken. In the text iha occurs first and 
then byapara comes, but in commentary the sequence is made opposite. Why? Through this breaking of 
tile sequence, it is indicated that the both are individually applied to both.
291 S. iv. 174.

16. Because of the sacred words, “O bhikkhus, the vacated village is the synonym for 
these six kinds of internal bases”,291 they should be regarded as the vacated village. In 

the vacated village, even though it is regarded as having food and drinks, whatever 

vessel is taken, is taken as empty only. Similarly even though they are taken as 

permanent, after investigating wisely they should be regarded as empty only. Therefore 

it is said, “Because they are devoid of lastingness, pleasure and self 

(dhuvasubhasukhattabhavavirahitatta).” The visible datum, etc. are considered as 

destroyer of the eye, etc. at the doors like the eye, etc. through the state of the producer 

of greed and displeasure. Six creatures (cha panakaf. serpent, crocodile, bird, dog, 

jackal and monkey. Their resorts (tesam gocara): the uneven place, hole, sky, village, 

cemetery, and forest. In this context the similarity of the visible datum, etc. with uneven 

place, etc. should be justified, because visible datum, etc. are enjoyed by the eye, etc., 

which have inclination of uneven place, etc., which are clung-to matters similar to 

serpent, crocodile, bird, dog, jackal, and monkey as the sixth.
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This is the commentary on the section of the detailed explanation dealing with bases.

Commentary on the Detailed Explanation of Elements
(dhatuvittharakathavannana)

19. (517) Consciousness of the eye (cakkhussa vihhanam)'. consciousness of the eye that 

serves as a cause. It is certain that materiality, light, attention, etc. also become its cause, 

but they constitute common cause. The eye is uncommon. Therefore this is described 

through uncommon cause just as the sound of the drum and sprout of barley. Moreover 
the eye is uncommon to other consciousness,292 common for all visible data like blue, 

etc. Therefore it is referred to as the possessor.

292 In the sentence tatha hi cakkhu puggalantarasadharanam, riHadisabbarupasadharanahcati 
samibhavena niddittham, it is difficult to get the meaning of puggalantarasadharanam. Ven. Mahasi 
suggests that instead of puggalantarasadharanam it should be vihhanantarasadharanam which means 
that cakkhuvihhdna is uncommon to other vihhanam. In VbhAT. 45, however, the reading is 
puggalantarasadharanam.

3 The word dhatu is explained first as vidahati, here we find phonetic connection as: the prefix vi is 
connected with viniyuhjamanam, daha with dha, and ti with tu.

It sorts out (vidahati):293 you should behave in such and such a way, thus it produces 

(uppddeti), as it were, appointing (viniyunjamanam) - this is the meaning. And it sorts 

ouf. the root-meaning only is shown, when distinguished by prefix. Therefore even 

without prefix the term dhatu (element) tells that meaning - thus it should be 

understood. And as the word dhatu has been established by the doer, the object, the 

action noun, the instrumental case and the locative case, five meanings are given.

20. Supramundane elements do not sort out (vidahanti) the suffering of the round of 

rebirths, on the contrary they destroy (vidhamsenti) it. That is why dhatu is specified as 

“mundane (lokiya)”. Defined (vavatthitd): existing (avatthita), or not overlapping each 

other. Elements of gold and silver, and so on (suvannarajatddidhatuyo): stones, etc. 

which are the foundation of gold, and so on. Accordingly as appropriate 

(yathasambhavam): here some teachers give the meaning, “Whatever meaning is 
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possible in the context of elements, which are mundane and supramundane, 

accordingly.” That is not correct because it is told with qualification, “for mundane 

elements”. And the reading “accordingly as appropriate ” is taken in the context of 

significance, not in the context of the word dhatu. It is certain that all five meanings are 

desirable with regard to all those, beginning with the eye, and so on. Still when doer is 

desirable in regard to particular state among those, beginning with the eye, etc., the state 

of object is not desirable. When objectivity is, however, taken, at that time doer should 

not be taken. Similarly the reading yathasambhavam is to be taken in the remaining 

elements also. Therefore there is the sentence, beginning with, "thus among those 

beginning -with the eye (iti cakkhdcRsu)”.

21. (518) They are elements since they bear their own individual nature (attano 

sabhavam dharentiti dhatuyo): here also the verbal accomplishment of the word dhatu 

is to be known as dhati (it bears), because the root dha is in the sense of bearing 

(dhdranattho'). This meaning of the doer is different from the earlier meaning, because 

the individual nature of vidhana (sorting out) and dharana (bearing) is different. The 

prominent meaning of the word dhatu (element) is separately mentioned as bearing of 

mere individual nature which is soulless. These are elements like those elements 

(dhatuyo viya dhatuyo): here just as the word, ‘lion’, which is properly applicable to the 
higher class of lion,294 is used in the case of a man, the word, “element”, which is 

customarily used to indicate the parts of rock, is also metaphorically used to cover those, 

beginning with the eye. Nanaheyyani means knowledge and knowable. Their 

component parts, standing for the divisions of knowledge and knowable are called 

elements. They are the constituents of knowledge and the knowable (hanaheyydvayava). 
There division of knowledge (hanappabhedo):295 a portion of mental-data element. 

Division of the knowable (heyyappabhedo): all eighteen elements. Elements are just 

nothing but constituents of knowledge and the knowable. Or alternatively individual 

nature which should be known by knowledge, unequivocal, indicated by the term 

element is hanaheyyo. It cannot be known by wrong view, etc. causing incorrect 

294 According to VbhAT. 45 the reading is ettha sihasaddo viya kesarinthi nirulho, which is proper 
instead of the reading nirulha. And Thai edition also it is nirulho.

The words hanappabhedo and heyyappabhedo do not occur in Vis, but here in tTka they are recorded 
as if occurring in the text, that is, Vis.
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understanding - this is the meaning. The eye, etc. are the constituents (avayava) of that 

individual nature to be known by knowledge. The term element, which is used to 

indicate the flavor, etc. having constituents of dissimilar characteristic, is 

metaphorically used for the eye, etc. having dissimilar constituents. Or the term element 

is conventionally used in the case of eye, etc., just like it is conventionally used in the 

case of flavor, and so on.

22. “It is a term for what is soulless (nijjivamattassetam adhivacanam) by this word, 

the teacher shows that the term element is conventionally used to denote the word 

meaning of mere soulless. One has six elements. Thus one is called chadhaturo. A 

collection of dhammas, which is called an individual in this world, has six elements that 

is merely collection of six individual natures, which are soulless, beginning with, earth. 

Here there is no life or person as such - this is the meaning.

24. (519) The order of the eye, etc. is already told above. Here showing the order of 

three elements in each triplet, it is said, ‘‘'‘according to successive definition of cause and 

fruit (hetuphalanupubbavavatthanavasena)”. Successive definition of cause and fruit is 

just the state of cause and fruit. (The) mind and mental-data elements are the cause of 

mind-consciousness element. It should be applied accordingly. Functional mind 
element296 is the condition for the mind consciousness element through decisive support 

(upanissaya') as the heading. Resultant mind element297 is the condition for resultant 

mind consciousness element298 through proximity (anantara), etc., and all299 are the 

condition for the remaining mind consciousness elements300 through decisive support as 

the heading. Mental-data element, beginning with feeling, when co-bom, is the 

condition for the mind consciousness through sahajata (co-nascence), etc.; when not co- 

bom, it is its condition through anantara, etc., through upanissaya, drammana, and so 

on. Or it should be applied through the mind which has become the door. For mind 

which has become the door is called mind element in the sutta. Or accordingly it should 

296 It refers to five-door adverting consciousness.
297 It refers to receiving consciousness.
298 It refers to investigating consciousness.
299 It refers to all three mind-elements.
300 It refers to other kusala, akusala and kiriya mind-consciousness.
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be understood that mind element is the condition for the mind consciousness. In the 

word cause (hetu), condition (paccayo) is implied. Fruit (phalam) is that which has 

arisen from condition. Therefore there is the sentence, beginning with, “eye element 

(cakkhudhatu)”.

25. (520) According to all of them (sabbasam vasena): according to thirty-five elements, 

beginning with the illumination element as already mentioned. That which has not got 

absolute individual nature is never included among things which have absolute 

individual natures. Therefore it is said, “existing in their individual essence (sabhâvato 

vijjamânânam)”.

26. Those, beginning with the moonlight and the sunlight, are splendour of visible 

colour only. Therefore it is said, “The visible-data element itself is the illumination 

element (rüpadhâtu yeva hi abhadhatuf” It is bound up with visible-data and so on 

(rüpâdipatibaddhâ): the sign of the beautiful should be known as the base of greed,301 

therefore instead of saying, “merely visible-data, and so on”, the teacher used the term 

patibaddha (bound up with). Even though there is no state of base of greed, the objects 

consisting of profitable Aa/M/wa-result constitute beauty element (subhadhâtu) - thus the 

second option is told. The remaining (sesâf. states associated with mind-consciousness 

element. Merely the cessation of two elements (dhâtudvayanirodhamattam): here it is 
cessation of the mind-consciousness and mental-data element302 because it is the 

cessation of thought-arisings in the fourth immaterial state. For the cessation of 

consciousness element and mind element like the cessation of the other consciousness is 

accomplished through the power of attainment. Therefore two elements are taken.

M1 ragavatthubhavena gahetabbakaro subhanimittam.
Here Burmese edition reads manovinnanadhatunam nirodhamattam, but Sinhalese edition reads 

manoviniianadhammadhatunam nirodhamattam. In this context, Sinhalese reading is better. Because this 
is the explanation of cessation, of two elements of the cessation-of-perception-and-feeling.

27. “Merely mental-data element (dhammadhatumattam)”'. it is told because sense

desire element can be covered by mental-data element. Associated with sense-desires 

(kamapatisamyuttof. associated with greed for sense-desire, or accompanied by cord of 

sense-desire by making an object. In this interval (yam etasmim antare): in this space 
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limited by Avici hell and Paranimmitavasavatti deities. Having its sphere here 

(etthavacara)’. they move in the lower space after plunging. Even though they move 

elsewhere they are included in the same place already mentioned, therefore it is said, 

“included here (ettha pariyapannd)”.

28. The renunciation element is the mental-data element only (nekkhammadhatu 

dhammadhatu eva): it is told optionally. All profitable states (sabbepi kusala dhammaf. 

all the blameless states beginning from meritorious act of giving, meritorious act of 

morality, and ordination up to the attainment of the highest path. Element of cruelty 

(vihimsadhatuf. [bad] volition or wish for troubling others. Non-cruelty (avihimsaf. 

compassion.

29. The inferior (hinaf. despised. Superior (panitaf. praised. Medium (majjhima) 

element is told there, taking out from ‘dyad inferior’ (hinaduka) listed in the 

Description of Aggregates (Khandhaniddese) as, “Medium is not much despised not 

much esteemed.” Both (ubhopi): mental-data element and mind consciousness element.

30. Even if consciousness element is divided as six consciousness elements, still by 

taking consciousness element, mind element is included because it is its forerunner and 

follower, therefore it is stated, “Consciousness element is a term summarizing seven 

consciousness elements beginning with eye-consciousness (vinhdnadhatu 

cakkhuvihhdnadisattavihhdnadhdtu sahkhepo yeva)."

31. The world of many elements, of various elements (anekadhatu nanadhatu loko) is 

said because of many elements, beginning with the eye-element and because of various 

elements as each one among them has different mode. Thus “it is merely what is divided 

up into the eighteen elements (attharasadhatuppabhedamattameva).”

32. (521) By the division of eye-, ear-, nose-, tongue-, body consciousness element, and 

mind element, and mind-consciousness element (cakkhusotaghanajivhakdyamanodhdtu- 

manovihhanadhatu-bhedena)-. in this way it is written in majority of manuscripts, but in 

some manuscripts it is written as, “by the division of eye-, ear-, nose-, tongue-, body
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consciousness, mind-, and mind-consciousness element

(cakkhusotaghdnajivhakdyamano-manovinndnadhatu-bhedena).” Cakkhu, etc. should 

not be construed with the word dhatu alone, because they refer to the divisions of 

individual nature of knowing. If they are construed with consciousness-element 

(vinnanadhatu), then mind should not be taken twice. Because there are not two mind

consciousness-elements (manovinnanadhatu). Optionally without taking mind-element 

(manodhatu) even at the middle, it should be taken at the end as, “eye-, ear-, nose-, 

tongue-, body-, and mind-consciousness element, and mind element (cakkhu ... pe ... 

kayamanovinnanadhatu-manodhatu)” because dvandva compound is not allowed if 

their components are not equally valued. But here this is the reading, “by the division of 

eye-, ear-, nose-, tongue-, body consciousness, and mind-, and mind-consciousness 
element (cakkhu ... pe ... kayavihndna-mano-manovinnanadhdtu-bhedena').”im Of that 

(tassa) consciousness, those who assert soul mostly declare non-duality and etemality 
of each and every soul,303 304 therefore the expression of multiplicity and impermanence is 

for abolishing the perception of soul.

303 This is the justification of the eighteen consciousnesses. The number eighteen is to remove the concept 
of soul. For, if consciousness would be one, then there would be wrong concept of soul.
304 Thai ed. atthassa. I adopt attassa in Burmese ed.

33. Teaching of aggregates and bases is terse teaching (sahkhepadesanaf, teaching of 

faculties is detailed teaching (vittharadesana); considering both of them, teaching of 

element is neither too terse, nor too detailed (anatisahkhepavitthara). Or teaching of 

element stated in Suttantabhajanlya in Abhidhamma is too much terse teaching; that 

which is to be taught by way of multiple elements and various elements, beginning with 

illumination element, is too much detailed teaching; considering both of them this is 

neither too terse nor too detailed.

Of him (assa): of the Blessed one. Struck by heat of the Good Dhamma 

(saddhammatejavihatam): destroyed by the Good Dhamma's brilliancy.

34. (522) As to reckoning (sahkhatof. by counting. According to kind (jatitof. according 

to commonness with the eye. Or alternatively according to individual nature of the eye.
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Therefore it is said, “eye-sensitivity (cakkhupasado)”. [The mental-data] is considered 

as twenty (vTsati dhammdti sahkham gacchati): taking feeling, etc. without making 

classification. Remaining profitable, unprofitable, and indeterminate consciousness 

(sesakusalakusalabyakatavinhanavasena): the word remaining is used with reference to 

indeterminate, but the profitable and the unprofitable are not included entirely.

36. (523) And those (ta ca) five (pahcapi), beginning with the eye-consciousness 
element.

37. As previously stated (purimeheva): those, beginning with proximity condition. 

Impulsion mind-consciousness element is, however, condition even as the repetition 

condition for the impulsion mind-consciousness element. This was already told.

38. The mental-data element (dhammadhatu): what is implied is the co-nascent feeling 
aggregate, and so on.305 Therefore it is said, “as conditions of co-nascence, mutuality, 

support, association, presence, non-disappearance, and so on (sahajata ... pe ... 

paccayo hoti).n By the word etc. (adi) after avigata, the state of condition, such as, root

cause, predominance, kamma, kamma-result, nutriment, faculty, jhana, and path are 

included, as it suits, for the mind-consciousness element. Therefore “it is a condition in 

many ways (bahudha paccayo hoti).” Some of the mental-data element (ekacca ca 

dhammadhatu): subtle materialities, (and) nibbana, and those which are fit to turn into 
object condition through the absence of association, proximity and so on.306 For some of 

the mind-consciousness element (ekaccaya manovinnanadhatuya): this is said to avoid 
resultant consciousness element at the five doors.307 308 But the resultant consciousness

element at the mind-door, as registration (tadarammanabhuta)™, arises depending on 

some of mental-data element. Or alternatively for some mind-consciousness element 

(ekaccaya manovinnanadhatuya): this is said with reference to the mind-consciousness 

element, such as, all the profitable consciousness in sense-sphere, functional 

305 Here dhamma dhâtu refers to the feeling aggregate, perception aggregate and formations aggregate.
306 This sentence refers to some of cetasikadhammas.
301 It refers to santirana (investigating) consciousness.
308 It refers to santirana consciousness.
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consciousness in the sense-sphere, two kinds of direct knowledge 309 and two 

consciousnesses of immaterial-sphere.310 But some of the mental-data element is the 

object condition for supramundane mind-consciousness element. It is very clear.

309 Kusala and kiriya cittas of the fifth jhana of the fine-material sphere.
The second and the fourth, as they have mahaggatarammana, while other two have panhatti object.
Here Burmese edition reads pakabhavato, but Sinhalese edition reads pakabhavato. In this context the 

reading pakabhavato is better.

39. Not only (na kevala), etc. is composed in order to show additional conditions for the 

eye-consciousness element, etc. except conditions of the eye, etc., already mentioned. 

There light, etc. (alokadayo): here light refers to light of the sun, and so on. According 

to Suttanta method it should be known as decisive support. The same is with the rest 
also.

Aperture (vivaram): specifically the hole of the ear. Air (vayu): wind that brings odour. 

Water (apo): water to moisten food taken in the mouth. Earth (pathavi): earth element 

being the support of body-sensitivity. Life-continuum mind (bhavahgamanam): life

continuum consciousness vibrated twice. Eveiywhere attention (manasikdro): attention 

of adverting.

40. (524) As the aspect of datthabba (to be seen) is dealt with without distinction, it is 

said, “sabba eva”. This is specifically the examination of the plane of vipassana 

(vipassanaya bhumivicaro), so the word dhatu is qualified with “formed (sahkhata)”. 

Secluded from the past and future (pubbantaparantavivittato): here the past means the 

past extent; the future means future extent. The formed elements are devoid of their 

individual nature in both instances, as their individual natures are unobtainable. Or the 

past: as they had no individual nature before their rise. The past: as there is no existence 

after their fall. Therefore “secluded from the past and future” is said as non-existence 
before arising,311 and non-existence after destruction.

41. The eye element should be seen as the surface of a drum (bheritalam viya 

cakkhudhatu): as it is the base of consciousness like sound. The same method applies to 

the surface of a mirror, etc. Mill (yantam): the sugarcane mill. Wheel rod (cakkayatthi): 
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a churning rod used to chum sesame. For, although it is not connected with the wheel, it 

is similar to the wheel rod. Or regarding that connected with the wheel only, it is said in 
that way.312 There is arising of eye-consciousness, etc., which are lifeless in association 

with the eye and the visible-data, etc. which are lifeless, just as there arise sound, etc. 

which are lifeless in association with the surface of a drum and drum stick, etc. which 

are lifeless.313 Thus with these similes the teacher shows mere element of the cause and 

fruit, and absence of a doer and a experiencer.

312 The reading yantacakkayatthi is Dvanda compound which the teacher has dissolved as yantam and 
cakkavatthi. But this compound can be dissolved in different way as yantacakka and yatthi which go to 
ucchu and tila respectively, because the teacher has explained cakkayatthi as “so hi acakkabandhopi 
lamsadisatdya cakkayatthltveva vuccati, cakkabandhameva va sandhaya tatha vuttam.”

In the sentence imahi ca upamahi nijjivana. bheritaladandadinam samayoge, the word nijjivana is 
difficult to be explained. It should be nijjivanam, qualifying bheritaladandadinam. VbhAT. 47 reads 
imahi ca upamahi nijjivanam bheritaladandadinam samayoge.

It refers to the five-door adverting consciousness.
315 It refers to investigating consciousness.

42. As the forerunner and follower (purecaranucara viya): certain lifeless 

[consciousness] is, as it were, the forerunner and follower of that which is lifeless - this 
is the meaning. Or only mind-element’14 that doesn’t transgress its own moment should 

be regarded as the forerunner and follower of eye-consciousness, etc. that don’t 

transgress their own moment through the state of preceding time and following time in 

re-linking of preceding and following, even though it doesn’t exist [when eye

consciousness, etc. arise].

(For) all the six consciousness elements do not arise together due to the absence of 

many proximity conditions at that time. Similarly they do not arise one after another due 

to absence of proximity condition with each other. If they would [arise one after 

another], when there are six objects, there would be knowledge of six objects even 

without attention. But it is not found. Therefore there is absence of hearing, etc. just 

after seeing, etc. Similarly there is no seeing, etc., just after mind-consciousness- 

element, and there is no mind-consciousness-element315 just after seeing, etc. Due to 

difference in objects of life continuum and of seeing, etc., seeing, etc. do not arise just 

after mind-consciousness-element; and hearing, etc. do not arise just after seeing, etc. - 

it is confirmed. It will be improper to say that there is no mind-consciousness-element 
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just after seeing, etc., because seeing, etc. and investigating consciousness have the 

same object. If objection is raised in this way, it should be refuted. For it is proper to 

have different objects regarding consciousnesses that have constant object and 
inconstant object.316 Moreover, if some consciousness-element would arise after seeing, 

etc., even it would be only seeing-consciousness-element, etc., not mind-consciousness- 

element because it has the condition of seeing, and so on. And awareness (cintanam) the 

function of which is different from that of seeing, etc. is mananam. Thus that which has 

occurred at the mind-door does not leave the function of thinking. Similarly the seeing 

consciousness element does not leave the function of seeing. In the same way others 

also [will not leave their own function]. Therefore there would not be six kinds of 

consciousness, because even all these would become seeing consciousness.

316 The eye consciousness has as its object visible data only, but investigation consciousness can have as 
its object any of the five.
317 Life-continuum consciousness.
318 Five-door adverting consciousness.
319 Five-door adverting consciousness.

All the mind consciousnesses have same base, that is, heart-base.

Moreover if it is said that after mind-consciousness-element317 there is mind-element,318 

and then eye-consciousness, etc., similarly after seeing-consciousness-element there is 
mind-element,319 and then ear-consciousness, and so on. It is not so, because mind

element would turn into seeing-element. For just as simple moment of mind would be 

called mind-element because of mere awareness, similarly simple moment of seeing 

would be called seeing-element because of mere seeing. And that seeing element is eye 

consciousness, the object of which is visible datum. Thus the hearing consciousness, 

etc., would not be possible due to the absence of attention of objects, such as, sound. 

Then there might be consciousness which experiences visible object only, and there 

would not be consciousness depending on different base, as seeing consciousness, etc. 

would have same base just like mind consciousness.320 This is not logical. Therefore 

manodhatu should be seen as separator in the context of eye consciousness, etc. and 

mind consciousness, like equanimity (upekkha) in the context of pleasure (sukham) and 

pain (dukkham). Equanimity is sometimes defined as neither-pain-nor-pleasure 

(adukkhamasukhata), mind element, however, cannot be defined as neither-seeing, etc.- 

nor-thinking (adassanadiamananata) in the same way. It is on the lines of mind 
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consciousness as it has common function of thinking. For mind arising in heart-base, 

having shown the object to consciousness based on another base, remaining in just 

thinking, turns back, like fire remaining in just heat, turns back. When consciousness 

based on other physical base is ceased it stands up, like fire stands up just in heat And 

mere thinking that arises according to condition is an ending of mind-consciousness- 

element. For five consciousnesses accompanied by perception of impact 

(patighasahnasahagata) have function of just falling as they are produced from impact 

between faculty and object, and the function of mind consciousness produced from the 

faculty which has the characteristic of thinking is thinking (cintana) according to that 

[object] because it arises as knowing object. Therefore consciousness (cittam) which has 

the characteristic of life-continuum, which is being ceased after having vibrated by the 

power of impinging caused by falling, produces just awareness (mananamatta) which 

ends in thinking (cintanavasana), which is proper for falling on the object due to 

absence of specific thinking.

Even seeing, etc., mere falling on the object, not transgressing the second moment,321 322 

suited to itself, produces in another base323 just awareness beginning with cintana, 

similar to the state of consciousness (cittabhava), variegated with specific falling [on 

the object] just as seeing, etc., because it is bereft of designation of cintana and manana. 

Therefore mind element, which is entrance and exit of the mind-door, which even 

though is covered in the constitution of mind consciousness, as it is similar to mind

consciousness, and as it is ceasing and arising of mind-consciousness, and as it is the 
end and beginning of mind-consciousness324 through bases and activity, is said to be 

according to sequence forerunner and follower of the five consciousness elements as 

attention on other objects. Even though mind element has the state of consciousness, 

mere mind as element is called mind element (manodhatu) through general nature of 

element because of absence of specific thinking, after having arisen from the mind.

321 ■ •Five kinds of consciousness, such as eye-consciousness.
The consciousness of the first moment is pancadvaravajjana, and that of the second moment is 

cakkhuvinnana.
323 Hadayavatthu.

In VRJ edition, tamsabhagataya taduparamodayataya tadantaditaya is dropped.
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Having dropped the word “mere (matta)” through the same cause as told above, mere 

mind is called consciousness (manomattam vihnanam) because of joining with special 

awareness. Thus it is logical to say that it is covered in the constitutions of mind

consciousness. But in order to differentiate it from other consciousnesses from the point 

of view of objects and the doors, it is called the mind-element. But in the case of the 
manovinnanadhatu, 325 mano is taken as the qualifier of vinhanadhatu. When 

manoviniiana is taken as the qualifier of dhatu, [mano] which is the qualifier of vihhdna 

is to show the mind which is door. Therefore it is not called mind element because it 

deserves designation of door. Mind consciousness element is included in mind-door, 

and it is not forerunner and follower of seeing, etc. It is consciousness-element of the 

mind, consciousness of the mind. Therefore it deserves to be designated as the mind

door. It has specific thinking function, as well as function of consciousness. Therefore 

without dropping the word, mere, it becomes mind-consciousness. And in order to 

explain the state of being lifeless, it is called “mind-consciousness-element.”

325 The word manoviiindnadhdtu does not occur in Vis. But while dealing with the compound manodhatu, 
commentator, side by side in this context, wants to compare another compound manovinnanadhatu.

[The feeling aggregates] should be regarded as a dart and as a stake (sallamiva 

sulamiva datthabbo), as they are combined with threefold pains. Owing to connection 

with the dart and stake of feeling (vedanasallasulayogaf. as they are associated with the 

dart and the stake in the form of feeling. As sick persons (atura viyaf. [the perception 

and formations aggregates] are like sick persons due to connection with it. Pain through 

desire (asadukkham): desire itself is pain or pain in the form of breaking up of desire. 

For perception, causing one to perceive the thing not beautiful, etc. as beautiful, etc., 

creates desire and its breaking up through non-accomplishment of beauty, etc. which are 

desirable. A forest deer apprehends the sign incorrectly (ayathdbhuccanimittaggahako) 

while apprehending a human form made up of grass as a man. Even perception is 

similar to that, therefore it is said // is like a forest deer (vanamigo viya). Formations 

aggregate have kamma as the prominent, thus it is said, “Because [formations 

aggregate] throw one into rebirth-linking (patisandhiyam pakkhipanato)”, and so on. 

As [formations] are followed by the pains of birth (jatidukkhanubandhatof. it has the 

state of being followed by the pains of birth produced by oneself. Birth is conditioned 
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by becoming, thus it is pain of birth. Just as looking upon the razor-wheel as lotus, 

while looking upon the materiality as woman, etc., it creates danger of different types. 

All harmful things, beginning with greed and beginning with birth are poisonous, not 

peaceful but dangerous. “77ie unformed element should be regarded as deathless, etc. 

(asahkhata dhatu amatadito)” as opposite of that.

43. Absence of determining (vavatthanabhavo)'. absence of certainty as, “Such and such 

is its object.” Therefore just as a forest monkey, not restrained by anybody, holds 

another branch leaving earlier one; and still it holds another leaving the earlier one; not 

being firm anywhere it wanders. Similarly [mind-consciousness-element] leaving one 

object, taking hold of another, still taking hold of another leaving earlier one, has the 

state of being unstable; it is not able to arise without taking hold of object; and it is 

similar to monkey - thus the teacher shows. Wild horse (assakhaluhko): wicked horse to 

which reins are tight up to bones, which follows wrong path. Because it falls at -will 

(yatthakamanipatitof. as it falls on the object whichever is desired. A stage dancer 

(rahganatof. taking different dresses.

Commentary on the Description of the Bases and Elements is completed.

This is the commentary on the fifteenth chapter.

326 According to VbhAT. 48 the reading is sabbe anattha ragadayo, jatiadayo ca visabhuta, anupasanta, 
sappatibhaya cati, which is suitable instead of the word visayabhuta given here, because in Vis it is said, 
sabbanatthavahassa khandhasantanassa hetuto visarukkhabijani viya.
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Chapter Four

Commentary on

Description of the Faculties and Truths (XVI)

(indriyasaccaniddesavannana)

Commentary on the Detailed Explanation of the Faculties
{indriyavitthârakathâvannana)
/

1. (525) Twenty two (bâvïsatif. it is the delimitation of number. Faculties (indriyâni): it 

shows states limited. The word, beginning with, eye faculty (cakkhundriyam) shows 

their own individual nature. It makes rulership at the eye-door; it makes the state of 

supreme rulership through those [consciousness and its concomitants] belonging to that 

door at the eye-door. Therefore it is called eye faculty. For eye faculty makes those 

[consciousness and its concomitants] belonging to that door follow him in grasping 

visible object and they follow him. The same method applies to the remaining faculties. 

It makes rulership at the doors of ear, nose, tongue, and body. Therefore it is called body 

faculty (kdyindriyam). It makes rulership at the characteristic of knowing. Thus it is 

called mind faculty (manindriyam). [Femininity faculty is so called because it makes 

rulership] at the characteristic of femininity. [Masculinity faculty is so called because it 

makes rulership] at the characteristic of masculinity. [Life faculty is so called because it 

makes rulership] at the characteristic of maintenance. [Pleasure faculty is so called 

because it makes rulership] at the characteristic of pleasure. [Pain faculty is so called 

because it makes rulership] at the characteristic of pain. [Joy faculty is so called because 

it makes rulership] at the characteristic of joy. [Grief faculty is so called because it 
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makes rulership] at the characteristic of grief. [Equanimity faculty is so called because it 

makes rulership] at the characteristic of equanimity. [Faith faculty is so called because it 

makes rulership] at the characteristic of resolution. [Energy faculty is so called because 

it makes rulership] at the characteristic of exertion. [Mindfulness faculty is so called 

because it makes relership] at the characteristic of establishment. [Concentration faculty 

is so called because it makes rulership] at the characteristic of non-distraction. 

[Understanding faculty is so called because it makes rulership] at the characteristic of 

seeing. [I-shall-come-to-know-the-unknown faculty is so called because it makes 

rulership] at the characteristic of knowing which occurs as: ‘I shall come to know the 

unknown’. Final-knower faculty (annatavindriyam) is so called because it makes 

rulership at the state of final-knower in knowing again dhammas that are already 
known.327

327 Dhammas that are already known refer to the four noble truths.

2. Vijaniya means ‘should be known (yijdneyya)'. And as to plane (bhumito ca): the 

word and (ca) has the meaning of collecting which is not referred to. By that word, ‘just 

so much (tavatvamf is included, but that will be commented later. Here ‘how to be 

seen’ is not taken because there are some states that are not suitable for comprehension.

3. In the initial stage (pubbabhage): in earlier stage than the noble path. Anannatam is 

explained as na ahhatam which means not attained. It has no breakage, death, because 

of permanence. Or it is deathless (amatam) because when it is attained there is no death. 

It is the state (padam) because it is to be stepped. Thus it is deathless state 

(amatapadam). It refers to nibbana. Because it arises in one who has entered on the 

way thus (evam patipannassa uppajjanato): by this word the teacher shows that faculty 

has got this name with reference to the previous stage. Because of knowing finally 

(ajananato): because of knowing not passing beyond the limit of seeing by the first path. 

An individual endowed with it, or dhammas associated with it is called final-knower. It 

is said, "Because it arises in one who has destroyed cankers (khinasavassa 
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uppajjanato)”, because the state of being final-knower arises in one who has destroyed 

cankers, whose task of knowing is completed.

4. The word lingam (mark) is derived from the verb lihgeti (to mark), gameti (to be 

known), hâpeti (to make known), or it is called lingam because mark is made through it. 

What does it mark, or what is marked? It suggests mark, or mark is marked. The mark 

of a ruler is indalihgam; meaning (attho) of the mark of the ruler, the individual nature 

of the mark of the ruler (tamsabhavo) is the meaning of being the mark of a ruler 

(indalihgattho). Or the mark of a ruler only (indalihgameva) is the meaning of the word 

indriya. Thus it is indalihgattho. That which is issued (sittham) by a ruler (indena) is 

indasittham (being prepared by a ruler). Here sittham means issued (sajjitam), produced 

(uppâditam). Fostered (juttham) means practiced (sevitam). They are produced by the 

mark of the ruler called kamma. Therefore those produced from kamma only should be 

applied, and not others. These two meanings should be applied to kamma only, and 

others should be applied to the Blessed One. Therefore yathayogam is used.

5. Therefore (tena): because the Blessed One and kamma is the ruler. Here (ettha): in 

these faculties. Ullihgenti: to make known (nâpenti), to show (pakâsentï), because 

attainment and failure of cause is indicated through attainment and failure of fruit. 

Making the object (gocarakaranam) is also used in the sense of experience (âsevana) in 
the expression, “He experiences that sign.”328 329 Therefore it is said, “Some faculties were 

cultivated in his cultivation of object (kânici gocarâsevanâya)." Even though all 

faculties deserve to be made the object, the word some is used because some dhammas 

that are not proper for vipassanâ are not to be experienced through attention mostly. For 

there is just reviewing regarding them. Development is used in the sense of experience 

in the words, “Because he develops that path”.330 Therefore with reference to faith, etc., 

which are to be developed, it is said, “Some were cultivated in this cultivation of 

development (kânici bhâvanâsevanâya).”

328 Ven. Mahasi suggests that instead of the word parinitthitakiccajânanakhmâsavassa, the word
parinitthitajânanakiccakhïnâsavassa is proper. In VbhAT. 78, however we find the same reading as given
here.
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6. Predominance (adhipaccam)-. state of faculty condition. Even though there is not the 

state of faculty condition in the case of femininity faculty and masculinity faculty, the 
state of causing (anuvattariiyabhavo) mark, etc. to follow,331 which do not arise in other 

form in the continuity associated with femininity or masculinity faculty, which arises 
according to its own condition,332 is predominance. In this sense the word inda means 

making the supreme lordship, and that is faculties (indriyani). Predominance of others, 

beginning with life faculty among those which follow should be applied to accordingly 

in the way shown in the case of the eye faculty, etc.

7. Non-delusion only (amoho yeva): four states [beginning with understanding faculty] 

are not taken separately. Therefore its characteristic, etc. explained in the exposition of 

formations aggregate should be known to them also - this is implication. There the rest 

(sesani tattha) are given in their own nature (sarupeneva agatani) through characteristic, 

etc., in the description of aggregates.

8. (526) Attainment of the noble plane on the part of beings is general and important 

purpose of teaching of the Blessed One. Therefore there is the sentence, beginning with, 

“through full-understanding of internal states (ajjhattadhamme parihnaya)”. Even if 

other faculties also are covered in the selfhood, specifically the eye, etc. are told as 

included in selfhood because they are the root of discovering selfhood. Therefore it is 

said, “the eye faculty and the rest included in the selfhood (attabhavapariyapannani 
cakkhundiyadini)”. In AbhidhammatthakathcP33 after femininity faculty and masculinity 

faculty the order of teaching of life faculty is told. Here also it is told, “After that there 
is life faculty (tato jivitindriyam)That matches with the teaching of Indriyayamaka334 

But in Indriyavibhahga335 life faculty is told after mind faculty. That statement should 

be understood that the life faculty is mentioned between them in order to show the state 

of maintenance of the earlier and latter which are internal and external. Whatever is felt 

331 The word anuvattariiyabhave should be anuvattamyabhavo given in Sinhalese edition.
Instead of the word pavattamane, the word pavattamanehi given in Sinhalese edition is proper here.

333 VbhA. 219.
334 Yam. ii. 61.
335 Vbh. 122. Sinhales palm-leaf MS places jivitindriyam before itthindriyam always.
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is suffering (yahca kind vedayitam, sabbam tarn dukkham): as long as life faculty which 

is sustainer of twofold individuality proceeds, so long is the non-cessation of these 

feelings made up of suffering - thus this is made known. Through this statement it is 

made known that the eye, etc. should be known as being joined with suffering. In order 

to show the way (patipattidassanattham)'. [the faith faculty is] in order to show the way 

in earlier stage. Of that only (tasseva): of the I-shall-come-to-know-the-unknown 

faculty only. It must be developed after that (tato anantaram bhavetabbatta): it is told 

with reference to the final-knowledge faculty associated with path of development. For 

development comes after seeing.

9. Division (bhedo): here division is intended according to individual nature, not 

according to plane, individual, etc. Therefore it is said, “There is no division of the 

others (sesanam abhedo)”. Life faculty has the characteristic of maintenance as its 

individual nature. Therefore its twofold division is not different. If it is stated like this, it 

should be accepted as true. But its division is done from the point of view of the 

material life faculty and the immaterial life faculty. This kind of division is not 

applicable to others. Therefore their absence means absence of division. Here feeling 

and understanding are told with division. If someone remarks in this way, it is not so. 

Because division and non-division are intended in twenty-two faculties as they are 
taught.

10. (527) Even if the eye faculty, etc. have got the state of pre-nascence condition, etc., 

function which is to be performed through the state of faculty condition only is told as 

function (kiccam). For it is uncommon; and universe of reference is faculty. One’s own 

form (attakaro) is one’s own form, such as, keenness, slowness. Causing occurrence 

parallel to it (attakdranuvattapanam) is that which causes one to follow one’s own form. 

Therefore it is said, “to cause the occurrence in a mode parallel to its own form which 

is called keenness, slowness, etc. (tikkhamandddisahkhdtdttdkdrdnuvattdpanam)T Or 

optionally tikkhamandadisahkhatattakaranuvattapanam is that which causes one to 

follow the states called keenness, slowness, etc., and its own form. Here by taking 

attakara separately, inclusion of lighting of visible object is to be understood. For, when 

there is no ability to light visible object that is called ability of impingement with the 
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visible object, then the function of seeing of the eye consciousness would not be 

possible. The same method applies to the ear faculty, and so on. Function of mind 

faculty is to be under control (vasavattapanam) through the state of being forerunner, 

and not function of others. For other faculties even though associated with it, being 

under control of mind, accomplish their respective function because they are 

consciousness concomitants; mind faculty does not accomplish its function under 

control of those [other faculties]. For this is its state of being forerunner. ‘[The function] 

should be accomplished through the state of faculty condition (indriyapaccayabhavena 

sadhetabbaniy is to be followed as governing word (adhikdro) everywhere - thus it 

should be understood. Allotting (anuvidhanam): the state of cause of conditions of that 

[mark, sign, etc.] in the appearance of that [mark, sign, etc.] even though they do not 

directly generate and support.

Feeling of pleasure and pain arises after having filled up, having pervaded. It itself 

becomes evident after having overpowered, having covered co-nascent states. Co-bom 

states, as it were, acquire the state of pleasure and pain through feeling of pleasure and 

pain. Therefore it is said, “Its function is to impart their own particular mode of 

grossness (yathasakam oldrikakaranupapanam).” [The function of] imparting the mode 

of neutrality (majjhattakdranupapanam) should be applied to the [equanimity] 

associated with unprofitable and unprofitable resultant consciousness, etc., not calmed, 

even not superior, as it suits. Or its function of imparting the mode of quiet and 

superiority (santapanitakdranupdpanam) to pleasure and pain that are of the same 

category should be understood. Overpowering opposition (patipakkhabhibhavanamf 

overpowering opposite states, such as, faithlessness. The mode of confidence 

(pasannakarada)'. [function of the faculties of faith, etc.] is to impart the mode of 

confidence, exertion, establishment, concentration and vision, according to order. The 

word etc. (adi) in ill-will, etc. (byapadadi) includes higher fetters. The function of the 

final-knowledge faculty associated with path only is pointed out. Therefore the final

knowledge faculty associated with fruit has got the state of function of calming down 

and abandoning of respective fetters. The final-knower faculty of one who has fulfilled 

all responsibilities to do, owing to absence of what is to be done, confronts 

deathlessness only and is the condition of that state. It is not devoted to any other 
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function like other faculties. Therefore it is said, “And it is to cause [associated states] 

by confronting them with Deathless (amatabhimukhabhavapaccayata ca).”

11. (528) As to plane (bhumito): the meaning is clear. Here it says - why are faculties 

dealt with this much only; and why are faculties these much only? Lordship 

(adhipaccam) means rulership (issariyam) through the meaning of lordship — it is 

already told. Lordship is in its own function as well as in its own fruit. Then why other 

states having got individual nature do not have this rulership? For conditionally arisen 

states are depending on condition. It may be stated that there may be the state of causing 
other to be followed336 and the state of following other337 in case of cause and effect. It 

should be accepted as true. But there is difference. This difference is shown in 

Commentary, beginning with, “Lordship of the eye, etc., is established in arising of the 
eye consciousness”,338 and so on. Moreover there is this concept of beings regarding 

five aggregates, its specific support is told as “six internal bases”, and they are referred 

to in the meaning of state of lordship as, “the eye faculty, ...and mind faculty”.339 

Twofold states are told in order to show that this selfhood gets the designation, such as, 

woman, man due to these two. The life faculty is told in order to show that the state 

through which these clung-to states occur, is the cause of their maintenance. Five 

feelings are told in order to show that this collection of states called living beings, 

occurring through continuity is defiled by these feelings. Afterwards the five, beginning 

with, faith faculty is told in order to show the requisites of purity of those who desire 

purity. Three faculties, beginning with, I-shall-come-to-know-the-unknown faculty are 

told to show that those who have conditions for purity which are accumulated are 
purified by these faculties.340 [Then] they acquired purity and their activity is fulfilled. 

Everywhere the word “depending on the state of rulership (adhipaccattam upaddyd)” is 

to be applied. By this much the thing intended is accomplished. Therefore others are not 
included among faculties.

336 It refers to cause.
337 It refers to effect.
338 VbhA. 219.
339 Vbh. 122.

Ven. Mahasi suggested sambhatavodanasambhara for sambhavavodanasambhara.
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Or optionally these much are told in order to show the support, etc. of occurrence and 

non-occurrence [of Samsara] (pavattinivatti). For six internal bases are specifically told 

as basic support (nissaya) for occurrence, as there is the sacred word, beginning with, 
“The world has arisen as based on the six.”341 Appearance (uppatti) of occurrence is 

through femininity and masculinity faculty.342 For mostly appearance of beings is due to 

conditions of attachment for different sex.343 For there is the sacred word, beginning 

with, “O king, there is a union of the mother and father, and it is the mother’s season, 

and the being to be reborn is present. Thus the conception of an embryo in a womb 

comes about through the union of these three things.”344 Stability (avatthanam) occurs 

due to life faculty, as it is to be protected by it. Therefore there is the sacred word, 
beginning with, “life, stability, sustenance, nourishment”. 345 There is enjoyment 

(upabhogo) due to feelings. For through feelings there is enjoyment of all objects, such 

as, desirable. As there is the sacred word “vedayati vedayatlti kho bhikkhave tasma 
vedanati vuccati.”346 Thus fourteen faculties beginning from the eye faculty up to 

equanimity faculty are taught in order to show support, arising, stability and enjoyment 

for occurrence. And as these are [taught to show support, etc.] for occurrence, the 

remaining ones are [taught to show support, etc.] for non-occurrence. Five faculties, 

beginning with, faith faculty, which are arisen by one who devoted to cessation of the 

round of existences, stand for the support of non-occurrence. Arising is taught by I- 

shall-come-to-know-the-unknown faculty because it arises at the outset as non- 

occurrence. Stability occurs through the final-knowledge faculty, there is an enjoyment 

due to the final-knower faculty because it takes enjoyment of the highest fruit. For those 

who destroyed cankers enjoy happiness of nibbana because of dominating it.347 This is 

also the reason why faculties are taught these much. As the thing to be intended is 

341 S. i.4l;Sn. 30.
According to VbhAnuT. 85 die pronoun tassa in the sentence tassa uppatti itthipurisindriyehi 

vjsabhagavatthusaraganimittehiyebhuyyena sattakayassa abhinibbatti is tassa which refers to pavatti.
Ven. Mahasi thinks that instead of the word visabhagavatthusaraganimittehi, 

visabhagavatthusamrdganimittehi would be better.
344 M. ii. 157.
345 Dhs. 11.
46 M. i. 53. But here in M the reading is vedeti vedefiti kho bhikkhave tasma vedanati vuccati. In S. iii. 87, 

the reading is vediyati vediyatiti kho bhikkhave tasma vedanati vuccati.
Visavitaya, not in PED. The word visavitaya in the sense of issarataya is used for feeling in 

Atthasalini (109), such as, issaravataya vissavitaya samibhavena vedanava arammanarasam anubhavati.
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accomplished by these much, others are not included. By this only their order of 

teaching also is commented. Thus it is to be known.

Commentary on the Description of Faculties is completed.

Commentary on the Detailed Explanation of Truths
(saccavittharakathavannana)

13. (529) “The truths are the Four Noble Truths (saccariiti cattari ariyasaccani)” is said 

to show that even though it is uttered as only sacca without having qualification of 

ariya, it is ariyasacca only. For general presentation remains in specific presentation, 

and the specific presentation should be applied by one who desires it. Or when the noble 

truths are examined others also are examined according to meaning. Therefore those 

planes of vipassana are nothing but the noble truths. Therefore it is said, “the four noble 

truths (cattari ariyasaccani)” even though they are pointed out as “truths”.

14. The order of teaching (sasanakkamof. the noble truths are told, or teachings of 

noble truths [are told]. For entire teaching, words of the Blessed one are not bereft of 

truths, as it proceeds by pointing out occurrence, non-occurrence and cause of both. 

Therefore it advances towards truths, or teaching called morality, concentration and 

understanding advances in these, proceeds through accomplishment of function of direct 

knowledge(parinna), and so on. Therefore kamo means that which advances in these 

[truths]. What advances? It is teaching that advances. Order of teaching is sasanakkamo. 

Truths are called the arising place of teaching, and it is teaching of noble truths through 

term of order of teaching (sasanakkamoi).

15. It is real (tatha): it has individual nature of that, individual nature, such as, suffering. 

Not unreal (avitathay. not false state, having real individual nature through the state of 

affliction and so on. Not otherwise (ananhatha)'. having not got any other form, not 

separate from the mode of affliction and so on. Meaning of oppressing (pilanattho): 

state of being overwhelmed by intrinsic pain (dukkhadukkhata) and its signs. Meaning 
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of being formed (sankhatattho): state of being formed by conditions after having united. 

Meaning of burning (santapatthof. burning by intrinsic pain (dukkhadukkhata) and its 

signs or association of burning caused by defilements. Meaning of changing 

(viparinâmattho): twofold state of being changeable by aging and death. Herein the 

meaning of oppressing is the mode of appearance of the truth of suffering according to 

nature. Others are the mode of appearance through seeing of origin, path and cessation 

accordingly. Therefore this is difference among four [truths]. Accumulating 

(âyühanam)-. accumulation (uhanam), after having pervaded through delight at different 

places, heaping, coming into existence of suffering, because prefix à has the meaning of 

pervading. Or [its component part] âya is so called because it comes up (agacchati) 

from the origin (samudayato). It refers to suffering. Its accumulation (ühanam), 

occurrence (pavattanam) is âyühanam. This is the mode of appearance according to 

nature only. Source (nidânamf it produces, as it were, presenting by saying, “Here is 

that suffering” - this is the meaning. This meaning of source (nidânattho) is the mode 

of appearance through seeing of suffering. Meaning of bondage (samyogattho): fetter 

with suffering of round of rebirths. Meaning of impeding (palibodhatthof. hindrance to 

attainment of path. And these meanings of bondage and impeding are the mode of 

appearance through seeing of cessation and path. Escape (nissaranamf. living beings 

are released herein, or it itself is free from, detached from all formed states because of 

the state of the abandoning of all substrata. This is the mode of appearance in its 

individual nature. Other meanings of seclusion, the state being unformed, and 

deathlessness, or the destruction of origin, the state unconditioned, and non-destruction, 

are the mode of appearance of cessation through seeing of origin, path and suffering.

Outlet (niyyanam): going away from round of rebirths. This is the mode of appearance 

according to nature. Attainment of nibbana through cutting up of impeding is the 

meaning of the cause (hetuttho) of the path because it is the sign of nibbana. Meaning of 

seeing (dassanattho): seeing of nibbana because the path has got understanding of the 

prominent one; or seeing of the four truths. Path states rule over the associated states in 

seeing the four truths and in calming down torture caused by suffering in the form of 

defilements. This is the meaning of predominance (âdhipateyyattho) of the path. Or 

specifically the path states have predominance over objects as there is the expression 
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“States of which dominant influence is the path.”348 This aspect is the meaning of 

predominance of them. Meanings of cause, seeing and predominance are the mode of 

appearance through seeing of origin, cessation and suffering. The word evamadi should 

be construed with aha. Meaning of penetration (abhisamayattho): being proper to be 
penetrated, or the object of penetration is meaning of penetration,349 or the mode of 

occurrence of penetrating knowledge is the meaning of penetration. And the meaning of 

penetration is described here through oppressing, etc., which are to be realized.

348 maggarammana dhamma maggahetuka dhamma maggadhipatino dhamma. (Dhs. 2) 
“abhisamayassa va visayabhiito attho abhisamayattho" is missing in VRI edition.

50 Anvaya means an assertion of the invariable concomitance of the hetu and the sadhya, for instance, 
yatrayatra dhumastatra tatra vahnih: and byatireka means an assertion of the invariable concomitance of
the absence of sadhya and the absence of hetu, for instance, yatrayatra vahnir nasti tatra tatra dhumopi 
nasti.
351 In Vis the word rodha is explained as prison (rodhasaddo ca carakam dipeti), but here in tika, 
commentator explained it as occurrence (pavattr. pavattisahkhatassa rodhassa patipakkhabhutaya 
nivattiya).

16. (530) The word dukkha means vile (kucchita), empty space (kham). It is essenceless 

after having become negligible - this is the meaning.

17. In the words, “samagamo sametam ” when mere words “agama” and “eta” are used, 

the meaning of combination (samyogattha) is not obtained. When the word sam is 

prefixed the meaning is obtained. Thus it is said, “It denotes combination (samyogam 

dipeti) ”, as there is accomplishment of indication of that meaning through anvaya as 
well as byatireka.350 In the case of uppannam uditam also the same method should be 

applied. The word ayo grammatically accomplished in the meaning of movement shows 

reason like the word hetu. It comes, occurs, arises by producing its own fruit, or from 

this the fruit comes up, thus it is ayo, therefore samudaya is the reason in combination 

for the arising [of suffering] (samyoge uppattikdranam samudayo). Here even though 

the prefixes can be used separately, they show the meaning of combination and 

production together with root because they differentiate the verb.

18. Absence of constraint351 herein, thus it is cessation (abhdvo ettha rodhassati 

nirodho): by this word the teacher shows that nibbana is the state free from suffering. 

When that cessation has been attained (samadhigate) because of attainment of it, there 
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is absence of constraint on the part of individual as there is attainment of non- 

occunence opposite to constraint reckoned as occurrence. In this sense there is absence 

of occurrence. Thus it is nirodha - in this way there is splitting up of compound. Here 

absence of suffering, however, belongs to the individual and not to nibbana itself. Non

arising itself as cessation is cessation of suffering consisting in non-arising 

(anuppadanirodho). There is non-arising in future becoming, etc., but not dissolution. 

Thus having rejected the word cessation in the sense of dissolution, it is taken in the 

sense of non-arising. In this sense, condition for the cessation is referred to as cessation 

after having referred indirectly to the fruit in the place of cause.

19. This is the way (patipada ca hoti) for attaining cessation of suffering on the part of 

individual. Someone may say, ‘The way (patipada) itself is attainment of cessation of 

suffering. Therefore it is not logical to say that the way is for attainment of cessation.’ 

[But] it is not so. Because attainment of the individual is described as attainment 

(pattibhava), and those causes through which an individual attains are described as the 
way (patipadabhava).352 For even though attainment and the cause of attainment are not 

different, reference is made after having differentiated them as attainment on the part of 
the person and the cause of attainment.353 Or optionally that fruit is the goal of 

attainment of cessation of suffering, and fruit itself is the attainment of cessation of 

suffering. Through the path, which is realization of attainment of cessation of 
suffering,354 the way should be understood for attainment of cessation of suffering.

20. (531) The Noble Ones, the Buddhas, etc. penetrate (buddhadayo ariya pativijjhantif. 

here reference to the Buddha, etc., which is current at the time of penetration is 

metaphorical usage of past for future as in the words, such as, “ The Buddha went to 

352 If someone argues that the four noble paths are patipada', if the fourfold noble path itself is 
dukkhanirodhappatti, then patipada cannot be the cause of dukkhanirodhappatti. It is not so, because 
attainment on the part of the person is dukkhanirodhappatti', and the four noble paths serving as the cause 
tlirough which the person attains attainment of cessation is patipada.

According to VbhAnuT. 62, puggalasacchikiriyadhammabhdvehi is explained as 
'paggalasacchikiriyadhammahhavehiti puggaladhammabhavena sacchikaranadhammabhavena ca'.

In VbhAT. 52 there is the sentence tassa dukkhanirodhappattiyd pat*ipadata dat*t*habba. Therefore 
here also the pronoun tassa should be tassa referring to dukkhanirodhappatti', and abhisamayabhutaya 
refers to magga.
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Rajagaha.”355 * The reference to Buddha, etc. was applied also to the person who had not 

yet become Buddha. For it is said that those Buddha, etc. penetrate the truths by means 

of the four paths. Therefore they are called Noble Truths (tasma ariyasaccaniti 

vuccanti): here truths worthy to be penetrated by the noble ones are noble truths. In the 

first component part there is elision of the final letter. Thus they are called noble truths 

- this is the meaning. Therefore (tasma): as Perfect One has got nobleness, truths 

belonging to him are called noble truths - this is the meaning. Because they are 

attained, experienced by the Perfect One himself, and they are to be attained by others 

after him; they belong to him.

355 Sn. 72.
“Tasmati tathagatassa ariyatta tassa saccarii ti ariyasaccani ti vuccanti ti attho" is missing in VRI.

21. Since the nobleness is fulfilled (ariyabhavasiddhitopi): here truths that fulfil 

nobleness are noble truths. There is elision of last letter in the first component part like 

the earlier instance.

22. Truths that are noble (ariyani saccahitipi): here they are nobles (ariydni), because 

they are to be attained (araniyatta), obtained (adhigantabbatta) through the state of not 

being unreal. Or the reference of being noble is conventionally used in the sense of not 

being deceptive and not being unreal.

23. (532) Characteristic of afflicting (badhanalakkhanam): here afflicting means the 

state of intrinsic suffering and its sign, or the state of being oppressed by rise and fall. 

Function is to burn (santapanarasam): arising of suffering itself in various ways like 

birth, etc., in becoming, etc., and eye-disease, etc., is burning of an individual. This is its 

function. It is understood as occurrence among occurrence and non-occurrence that are 

round of births and emancipation respectively. Therefore it is said that [truth of origin] 

is manifested as occurrence (pavattipaccupatthanam). Suffering is produced, originated 

from this. The later becoming arises after having connected, joined to the previous 

becoming. Thus it is producing (pabhavo). Not cutting off (anupacchedakaranam): 

arising again and again, as in the sacred word, “Even so, until the craving that lies 
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dormant is rooted out, suffering springs up again and again.” Impediment 

(palibodho): hindrance to escape from becoming. Peace (santi): state of being peaceful, 

calming down all sufferings through the state of exhaustion of craving, and so on. 

Function is not to die (accutirasam): achievement of non-falling down, or function of 

not falling down. Moreover function (kiccam) is referred to optionally, by making 

absence of falling down as function, as it were. Not falling down of nibbana should be 

understood to be not abandoning of individual nature, the state of not distorted. 

Manifested as the signless (animittapaccupatthanam): it is understood as having no 

graspable entity (aviggaha') because it is secluded from the sign of the five aggregates. 

Outlet (niyyanam): the state of the means for going out of the prison in the form of the 

round of rebirths by cutting off inherent tendencies. Abandoning of defilements 

(kilesappahanakaranam): cessation consisting in non-arising of all defilements. 

Manifested as emergence (vutthanapaccupatthanam): it is understood as rising of 
consciousness from the sign and occurrence.357 358

357 Dh. 95.
358 Here citta means path consciousness; nimitta means sahkhdranimitta: and pavatta means continual 
arising of defilement and resultant aggregates.

Reviewing knowledge is of the sense-sphere, while penetration knowledge is of the supramundane.
360 A. 147. -

24. (533) An illusion (maya) is that which is appearing like gold, etc., though being 

basically non-gold, etc. Because it exists on objective basis, it is said to have the state of 

misleading. Mirage (marici): although it is appearing like water, it is useless for those 

who approach. Its base is also not seen. Thus it is said that it is deceptive (yisamvadika). 

The true unmisleading real state (tacchaviparitabhiitabhavo): the state bereft of mirage, 

illusion and soul. Of noble knowledge (ariyahanassa): of noble knowledge which grasps 

truly. By this noble knowledge, knowledge of reviewing is included like knowledge of 
penetration.359 The state to be realized and state of being an object is the state of their 

domain. Heat is the characteristic of fire (aggilakkhanam). For anywhere it never 

becomes deceptive or misleading or unreal even if there is difference in acceptance of 

fuel, such as, wood. The nature of the world (lokapakati): birth, etc., which are referred 

to in the expression, “subject to birth, aging and death.”360 Some animals grow 

crosswise; human being, etc., grow upwards; there is no growth further when the limit 
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of development is obtained - such is the nature of the world (lokapakati), say some. The 

meaning of tathata (real) is expressed through the final component part in the 

compound tacchaviparitabhutabhava', that of avitathata (not unreal) through the first 

component part; and that of anannathata (not otherwise) through the middle component 

part of compound - this is their difference.

25. There is no affliction that is not pain (dukkha ahham na badhakamf. why is it said 

so? Is it not that even craving is affliction like birth as it has the state of being sign of 

pain? It is not so, because it is separately taken as the state of origin of affliction. Thus 

occurrence and the cause of occurrence are known by not making them over-lapping. Or 

optionally the state of being foundation of suffering, such as, birth and the state of being 

intrinsic suffering constitute the state of being affliction. The state of being origin of 

suffering is not [the state of being affliction]. Therefore there will not be contingency 

that craving would have the state of being affliction, because it is separately taken as 

having the state of being origin. Therefore it is said, “There is no affliction that is not 

pain (dukkha anham na bddhakam)” Through certainty that it afflicts 

(badhakattaniyamena): pain is affliction only; pain only is affliction. Thus through 

emphasis (evakara) of the state of being affliction in both ways - this is the meaning. 

For through certainty that it afflicts can be split as through certainty of affliction and 

through certainty in the state of being affliction. Just as the state of being affliction has 

got the state of being certainty in pain, in the same way, pain has got the state of being 

certainty in the state of being affliction.

No other [source of pain] than that [craving] (tam vina nahhato): even though the state 

of remaining defilements, remaining unprofitables, roots of the profitable which are the 

object of canker, and remaining profitables which are the object of canker have the state 

of cause of pain, yet they do not have the state of the cause of pain in absence of craving. 

But craving has got the state of the cause of pain even in absence of them. As craving 

has got the state of producing pain through the unprofitable except the profitable, and 

through the profitable in sense-desire sphere except the profitable in fine-material 

sphere, and so on. Certainty of peace or certainty in peace is santabhavaniyamo, 

through that certainty that it is peace (santabhavaniyamena). Its status as the true outlet 
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(tacchaniyyanabhavattaf. it has the status as true outlet through certainty in both ways. 

It is not untrue like wrong path because it has got the state of misleading. Or it is not 

untrue like worldly path as it has got inconclusiveness. Therefore it has got the state of 

being true outlet (Jacchaniyyanabhavo). It refers to path; its state (tassa bhavo) is the 

state of being true outlet (tacchaniyyanabhavattam). Therefore it is said that its status as 

the true outlet [has made the path recognized as truth]. Everywhere through certainty in 

both ways the true, unmisleading, and real state is referred to. Hence the sentence, 

beginning with, true, unchangeable (iti tacchavipalldsam)”.

26. (534) Tracing out the meaning (atthuddharo): tracing out the possible meaning of 

the word truth (sacca), or tracing out, specification of the intended meaning after having 

told possible meaning. Truth of abstinence (viratisacce): abstinence from lying. For the 

word truth is not conventionally used in respect of other abstinence. Some teachers, 

however, maintain that truth of abstinence means abstinence from acceptance 

(samadanavirati). According to them also truth of abstinence is not mere acceptance, 

but confession of acceptance. That truth as promise is abstinence from lying only. Truth 

as views (ditthisaccam)-. view that is current, such as, “This is only true, other is vain”361 

is called truth through insistence. Truth in the ultimate sense (paramatthasaccam): it 

refers to nibbana as it does not have a false nature. For it is referred to in words, 
“Nibbana does not have a false nature, that noble ones know truly.”362 But knowing, 

penetrating of nibbana and of the path which leads to nibbana is cause of non-discord, 

therefore both of them are referred to as sacca by the verse, “There is only one truth; 

there is no second, [about which] an intelligent man might dispute with another 
intelligent man.”363

361 M. i. 410; 411; 484; 485; 498; 499.
362 Sn. 758.
363 Ibid, 884.

This sentence seems to be a quotation from a manuscript of Vis which was current at the time of 
commentator. In that it must have occurred, but it does not occur in the present one.

27, (535) The teacher shows the state of non-misleading of birth, etc, in the state of 

noble truth of suffering by the sentence, “If someone would come and say that ‘this is 
not the noble truth of suffering’, this is not possible”,364 because it has the state of 
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affliction absolutely. He shows certainty of the state of noble truth of suffering in birth, 

etc., by the sentence, “If someone would come and say that ‘another is the noble truth of 

suffering’, this is not possible”, because it has the state of non-otherwise. If someone 

may come [and argue] with this kind of thought — ‘He has not got ability in declaring, in 

making known reasonably and in establishing his own doctrine’, in order to show him it 

is said, “Z shall set aside this truth of suffering... This is not possible (ahametam ... pe ... 
pannapessdmiti agaccheyya, netam thanam vijjati)." Surely non-otherwiseness of birth, 

etc., and absence of other such like truth, prove the absence of possibility. Even if 

someone may come, let him come, but he has no scope. This is the meaning of Sutta. 

The same method applies to the second Sutta. There by obtaining individuality, living 

beings reach to birth, etc., and confront them. Therefore the state of reaching and the 

state of direct experience should be understood to have the state of the first. For that 

reason, the Blessed One taught it first. The state of its cause has got the state of the 

second. The state of calming it down has got the state of third. And the state of its 

accomplishment has got the fourth.

28. “At the most these much (etaparamato)”: by this word it is said that occurrence, etc. 

are completely covered by four noble truths. One who desires peace has no other 

activity to do than knowing, and so on. Or he has no other work than knowing dhamma. 

And that which should be fully understood, etc. are these much only. Therefore only 

four are told. It is said because the basis for craving, etc. are these much only from the 

point of view of those who find danger in craving. Similarly it is said because reliance, 

etc. are these much only from the point of view of those who find hatred in pain, that is, 

in reliance which is called ‘five codes of sense-desires’, or ‘desire for all objects’, or 

‘three types of becoming’.

29. (536) “Because of its grossness (olarikatta)”: it is said with reference to the fact that 

the state of suffering on the part of birth, etc., is easy to know for many people. It is not 

to be known by noble knowledge.

30. That (tarn): suffering. Not made (akatamf. not produced. Its cause is not produced - 

this is implication. For when the cause is accomplished, the fruit automatically is
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accomplished. “Zf does not come by itself without having made (neva akatam 

agacchati)”: and by this expression the teacher rejects the theory that nothing has a 

cause. “Zf is not created by the Lord (na issaranimmanadito)”: by this expression the 

teacher rejects the theories maintaining pajapati, purisapakati, and kdla etc. But what 

should be told here will appear further. “By suffering with its cause (sahetukena 

dukkhena)”: by this word increasing of urgency produced by seeing suffering is told. 

For urgency becomes powerful by listening of suffering with its cause; as long as this 

cause is there, this suffering continues without interruption. Cessation in order to instill 

comfort (assasajananattham nirodham): cessation is told in order to create comfort to 

the person in whom urgency is produced. For discourse on cessation being told creates 

comfort very much for one who is disgusted with suffering of the round of births.

31. (537) Things, beginning with birth are told by the Blessed One — in this way it is to 

be construed. Why is sickness not included herein? It is due to being uncertain. 

Moreover sometimes and in some one it does not exist. For it is said, “Formerly there 
were three diseases, desire, hunger and old age.”365 It did not exist in the case of persons, 

such as, the venerable Bakula. Or it is included under suffering only. For in the ultimate 

sense sickness is bodily pain conditioned by disturbance of elements. It is said ‘‘‘'twelve 

things (dvadasa dhamma)” making a group of five aggregates as objects of clinging as 

one portion. Craving is said to have threefold division, such as, craving associated with 

wrong view of etemality, craving associated with wrong view of annihilation, and just 

enjoyment of sense-desires bereft of wrong view, even though craving is understood as 

single form, “the noble truth of the origin of suffering” without considering other sub

divisions, by taking them together under common reference of craving for sense-desires. 

“It is this noble eightfold path (ayameva ariyo atthahgiko maggo)”: even though they 

are said by taking together under truth of path, they are different in individual nature. 

Therefore it is said, “eight states (attha dhamma)”.

Commentary on Explanation of the Description of Suffering

365 Sn. 311.
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(dukkhaniddesakathavannana)

Commentary on the description of birth
(jatiniddesavannana)

32. In the sense of becoming (bhave): in that becoming which is continuity of states 

limited as taking up and putting down. For here division, such as, womb, destination 

arises. Therefore becoming is called birth. Here living beings having same tradition are 

bom. Therefore birth (jati) means group. In the sense of characteristic of whatever is 

formed (sahkhatalakkhane): in the sense of arising anywhere, for it is birth in the sense 

of producing. At rebirth-linking (patisandhiyam): at the conscious moment of rebirth

linking. As soon as he was born (sampatijato): herein parturition (pasutiyam) is said 

with regard to meaning of giving birth which is called coming out of the womb of the 

mother, known by the word “birth”. Giving birth to a child (abhijatl) - this is the 

meaning. It is birth (jati) by which the designation, such as, khattiya arises. It refers to 

clan (kulani).

33. (538) A bed is that wherein they lie down. The womb known as ‘the belly of the 

mother’ is their bed. Thus they are called womb-born (gabbhaseyyaka) namely egg- 

bom and womb-bom. Of others (itaresam): of moisture-bom and apparitionally-bom. 

And this also (ayampi ca): it refers to just preceding sentence, such as, “It should be 

regarded as only the aggregates of rebirth-linking.” This is indirect treatment. Of course 

it is applicable to [the first statement], that is, “from the time of rebirth-linking”. 

Therefore it is said, “Birth is the first manifestation of different aggregates (tesam tesam 

pathamapatubhavo jati)."

34. Manifested as emerging (ummujjanapaccupatthana): it is taken through emerging. 

Manifested as the variedness of suffering (dukkhavicittatapaccupatthana)’. it causes 

manifestation of variedness of suffering, the division of which will be described later on.

(539) “But why [is it suffering] (kasma pana)": this is the intention of questioner who is 

speaking. Granted firstly that birth in hell is painful since hell is unalloyed pain, and that 

it is painful in the other unhappy destinies since it is originated by bad kamma, but how 
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is it so in the happy destinies since it is originated by kamma that leads to bliss? This is 

the answer - “This birth is not called suffering because of having suffering as its 

individual nature, for there is no rebirth-linking associated with painful feeling, but 

rather because it is the foundation for suffering.” In order to show this meaning there is 

the sentence, beginning with, “Because it is the basis for many kinds of suffering 

(anekesam dukkhanam vatthubhavato).” Birth of which the individual nature is not 

painful is also indirectly called suffering. Thus the individual nature of suffering 

(dukkha) is said intrinsic suffering (dukkhadukkha) after having qualified by the word 

dukkha, just like concrete materiality (ruparupa).

35. Because they are a cause for arising of pain (dukkhuppattihetuto): “Indeed it was 

belonging to me, alas that did not exist” - in this way they are a cause for arising of 

mental pain. The formations of the three planes are called sahkharadukkham (suffering 
due to formations) as there is the expression, “Whatever is impermanent is suffering.”366 

The reason is given thus, “Because they are oppressed by rise and fall 

(udayabbayappatipilitatta)” For whatever is always oppressed is suffering due to 

painful mind. The expression “three planes” is used because practice of vipassana is 

intended.

366 S. iii. 22; 44; 82; 112; 122; 221; iv. 1; 153; Kv. 211; 547; 626-627.
367 Vbh. 99.
368 M. iii. 167 (Suita. 129).

Intrinsic suffering (dukkhadukkham): bodily pain, grief and despair. Others are given in 

Dukkhasaccavibhahga in Vibhahga, such as, “Even birth is suffering.”367

36. By the Blessed One (bhagavatapif. by him who has unobstructed knowledge, 

skillfulness in teaching that is wonderful and immeasurable. By means of simile 

(upamavasena): such as, simile of ditch of charcoal.368

37. (540) In white lotus, etc. (pundarikadisuf. the word, etc. (adi) includes such things 

as, - one is not bom in the collection of jewels, gold, silver, precious stones of coral, 
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etc.; not bom in carpet woven out of hair of sheep and feathers of bird;369 not bom on 

the surface of the palace made attractive by decoration made up of jewels; not bom in 

the vicinity of palace having presentation of flowers, after having made ground 

sprinkled and cleaned; even not bom in the court yard on which sands are strewn over 

like garlands of pearls; even not bom in the land having the ground soft, grassy and 

even like green blanket. [In the mother’s womb which is] very cramped 

(paramasambadhe): too narrow. Quite dark (tibbandhakare): dense dark. Pressure of 

various oozing substances (nanakunapasambadhe): bile, phlegm, pus, blood, 

excrements, undigested food, etc. It is exceptionally loathsome (adhimattajegucche): it 

is just like an excrement bucket that has not been washed up to that much time if a 

mother is twenty years old, thirty years old, or forty years old. Like a worm in rotting 

fish (putimaccha): all this has not got adequate similarity because its bad smell can be 

removed partially through winds, etc. Ten months (dasa mdse): this is grammatically 

accusative case in the sense of complete association throughout during the time of ten 

months. This is told just for usual occurrence but in the case of some fetus there is 

possibility to remain there longer than that. With no bending, stretching, etc. 

(samijjanappasdranadirahito): being seated like the position of a person who sits 

squatting with both the hands contracted, remaining upside down.

369 Instead of the word ‘andajamendajavayajdtike' given here, Ven. Mahasi suggests 
asandipallankagonakadike which means on higher bed, throne and long hair carpet, and so on. But I 
followed the former.

38. Being dragged forth (akaddhanain): pulling forth. Being dragged back 

(parikaddhanam): dragging all around. Jolted down (odhunanam): moving downwards. 

Jolted up (niddhiinanam): moving after intervals. Here “dragging forth, etc. 

(dkaddhanddif': [undertaking the actions] similar to dragging forth, etc. A fetus who is 

very much tender like fresh wound does not bear even slight cold. Thus reappearing in 

the cold hell, etc. is told. For slight cold, etc. appear as if turning into excessive cold and 

excessive hot to him. [The torture of] the lye-pickling (kharapaticchakam): besmearing 

with salt by cutting the body with sword.
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39. In the place where the pain arises (dukkhuppattitthane): it is told with regard to the 

third circle known as womb.

40. Being turned (parivattetva): being turned upside down. This is suffering rooted in 

parturition (idam vijayanamulakam dukkham) due to which beings who are troubled 

with pain of death, who have received painful feeling, forget an event which took place 

not more than some months before. They were, as it were, thrown into the dense 

darkness with severe difficulties.

42. Of one who punishes himself (vadhentassaf. of a person who troubles himself by 

means of sorrow, lamentation, beating on head, etc. Mortification (atapanamf. hunger, 

thirst and standing in the sun, and so on. Austerity (paritapanam): heating all around in 

the midst of five fires.

43. Of this (imassaf. of the seven kinds already referred to. For all [suffering] 

(sabbassapif. for the entire [suffering] produced by burning, rubbing, etc., heat of 

hellish fire, etc., at the time of pregnancy, etc. [The birth] is the basis (vatthumeva hoti): 

because there is no suffering in absence of birth. Therefore there is the verse, beginning 

with, “Should no being be born [in hell] (jayetha no ce)”

(541) Variety (yicittam): of various types, or wonderful.

This is the commentary on the description of birth.

Commentary on description of aging
(jaraniddesavannana)

44. (542) The characteristic of whatever is formed (sahkhatalakkhanam): it is said with 
reference to momentary aging occurring as, “difference in position”. 370 Because 

[oldness] is known as the state of being broken (khandiccadisammato): because it is 

designated by such references as brokenness, greyness, wrinkledness, of skin. That (sa) 

370 S. iii. 38; 39; 40; A. i. 152; Ps. 108; Kv. 60; 61.
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refers to evident aging called oldness of aggregates. The oldness of aggregates 

(khandhaparipâko): the state of aging of aggregates included in a single becoming.

This is the commentary on description of aging

Commentary on description of death
(marananiddesavannanâ)

46. (543) Characteristic of the formed (sankhatalakkhanamf. it means the momentary 

death referred to as fall of formations. With reference to which (yam sandhâya): here in 

the sentence, “Aging and death are included in two aggregates”, the word death occurs 

with reference to the momentary death. Tam refers to the evident death known as 

breaking of life-faculty.

47. Characteristic of fall (cutilakkhanam): as it is characterized by falling down. Its 

function is to disjoin (viyogarasam): its.function is to separate the owned formations of 

particular beings. It is manifested as departure from the destiny 

(gativippavâsapaccupatthânam): it is understood as absence in the possessed destiny.

Of Wicked man (pàpassaf. wicked man who is associated with demerit, wicked man 

who has collected bad kamma - this is the meaning. Sign of foul deeds, etc. 

(pâpakammâdinimittam): unprofitable resultant object called bad kamma, sign of bad 

kamma, and sign of bad destiny, appeared at the time of death. Because while seeing it 

one gets severe suffering, as it were, one is experiencing actually. Of good man 

(bhaddassaf. one who has good kamma, he performed profitable kamma - this is the 

meaning. It may be possible that desirable object appears to him, still there arises severe 

suffering of separation from dear. Therefore it is said, “when [good men] cannot bear to 

part from all that they hold dear (asahantassa viyogam piyavatthukam).” Without 

distinction (avisesato): it is common to the wicked men as well as good men. Having 

used the expression “without distinction”, still the word “all” is used. This is in order to 

show that some Arahats who have crushed away formations, have this suffering. Those 

whose vitals are pierced (vitujjamânamammânam)’. those whose vitals are pierced by 

wind that cuts out the joints in the body.
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This is the commentary on description of aging.

Commentary on description of sorrow
(sokaniddesavannanâ)

48. (544) That (so): sorrow. Although in meaning it is the same as grief (atthato 

domanassameva hoti): because sorrow is not separate mental property. It is a special 

form of grief. Because it exists as the special mode of arising in different objects. 

Therefore in order to point out the specification by means of characteristic, etc., it is 

said, “nevertheless (evam santepi)”. Inner consuming (anto nijjhdnam): burning of the 

mind. Completely consuming (parijjhâpanam): burning which is qualified by heat of 

attachment and hatred. Remorse (kukkuccam): mourning (anusocanam) which occurs as 

the mode of repentance having the object of profitable deeds undone and improfitable 

deeds done. Sorrow (soko): mourning (anusocanam) in the form of burning of the mind 

having the object of loss of relatives. This is the difference between them in the state of 

manifestation of mourning also.

Poisoned dart (visasallam): a dart besmeared with poison. Due to sorrow there takes 

place disease like dysentery. Body of the person having much sorrow becomes old very 

soon. Even one dies when he is overpowered by deep sorrow. Therefore it is said, 

“[Sorrow] brings [pain], such as, disease, aging and death (samavahati ca 

byâdhijarâmaranabhedanam).”

This is the commentary on description of sorrow.

Commentary on description of lamentation

(paridevaniddesavannana)

49. (545) Verbal clamour (vacîpalâpo): vocal noise, it is sound by significance. More 

(bhiyyo): more than suffering in the form of sorrow. For that which is arisen from 

sorrow is lamentation (paridevo).

This is the commentary on description of lamentation.
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Commentary on description of pain
(dukkhaniddesavannana)

50. (546) Even though birth, etc. have accordingly the state of suffering through the 

basis of suffering and intrinsic suffering, this is especially called pain through bodily 

oppression. Therefore it is said, “It is especially called pain (dukkhanti visesato 

vuttam).”

This is the commentary on description of pain.

Commentary on description of grief
(domanassaniddesavannana)

51. (547) Its function is to distress the mind (manovighatarasam): function of annoying 

the mind through association with ill-will. Those -who are gripped by mental pain 

(cetodukkhasamappitaf. endowed with mental pain. Twist (avattanti): they roll towards, 

facing to the direction where they have fallen down. Writhe (vivattanti): they roll after 

turning round and round. They throw themselves upside down (uddhampadam 

papatanti)-. they fall after becoming topsy-turvy. They use the knife (sattham 

aharanti): they apply weapon by way of piercing and breaking one’s own body.

This is the commentary on description of grief.

Commentary on description of despair
(updydsaniddesavannana)

52. (548) [Despair is] the same as the humour (doso yeva): this is the mode of arising 

of humour as tiredness of body and mind - this is the meaning. For that reason, despair 

(upayaso) is explained as excessive tiredness (bhuso ayaso), just as clinging 

(upadanam) is excessive attachment (bhusamadanam). It is a state [included in 

formations aggregates] (eko dhammof. this is particular mental concomitant other than 

fourteen unprofitable consciousness concomitants; and this is called “dejection

371 Different readings are recorded in English translation as the PTS and HOS editions read uddhapadam 
(or uddham padani) papatanti, but Burmese ed. of Sammohavinodarii reads chinnapapatam papatanti.
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(visâdo)”. Its function is moaning (nitthunanarasof. because it happens by way of 

moaning. Or its function is to cause moaning about body. Having told, “Because it is 

suffering due to formations”, it is said, “because of the burning of the mind, and 

because of bodily dejection (cittaparidahanato kâyavisâdanato ca)” in order to show its 

excessiveness.

53. And these sorrow, lamentation and despair are the particular form of occurrence of 

arising of unpleasant state of mind according to the condition, without intimation and 
together with intimation.372 Thus in order to point out difference it is said, “here also 

(ettha ca)”. [Sorrow is] like the cooking (pâko viya):373 like the boiling of the objects to 

be boiled, such as, liquid of dying.

372 Sorrow and despair arise without intimation, but lamentation arises with intimation.
There are other readings available in which teladinam occurs as cooking of oil, etc. In English 

translation, it is said that Burmese ed. of Sammohavinodarii adds teladinam, but this reading might have 
not been available to Acariya Dhammapala.

This is the commentary on description of despair.

Commentary on description of association with the unloved 

(appiyasampayoganiddesavannana)

54. (549) Meeting (samodhânamf. assembly (samâgamo). It is manifested as a harmful 

state (anatthabhâvapaccupatthânof. manifestation of existence of a harmful state, such 

as, bodily suffering and mental annoyance. Effort (upakkamo) of those (tesam) disliked 

persons, which is called bodily and verbal effort is tadupakkamo; and that which is 

arisen from their effort is tadupakkamasambhüto.

This is the commentary on description of association with the unloved.

Commentary on description of separation from the loved 
(piyavippayoganiddesavannana)

55. (550) It is manifested as loss (byasanapaccupatthâno): it is manifested by way of 
misfortune.
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This is the commentary on description of separation from the loved.

Commentary on description of non-obtainment of desired thing
(icchitâlâbhaniddesavannana)

56. (551) Not to get what one wants means non-obtainment of any object desired by 

oneself. For it is said, “not to get what one wants”. In Pâli, it is said, “for beings who 
are subject to birth,”374etc. in order to point out non-obtainment up to the highest degree. 

And in order to point out the same there is the sentence, beginning with, “Oh, that (aho 

vata)”. The wish itself (icchâva): and here the teacher says just non-obtainment with 

wish. Its function is to seek that (tappariyesanarasa): function is to seek those objects 

that are not obtainable. Disappointment (appatti): non-obtainment.

This is the commentary on description of non-obtainment of desired thing.

Commentary on description of the five aggregates as objects of clinging

(pancupâdânakkhandhaniddesavannanâ)

57. (552) That which was told here (yam vuttamidhaf. [suffering] which was referred to 

with its own form under the topic of description of truth here. That which was not told 

(avuttam): that which was not told here with its own form, even though it was referred 

to elsewhere, such as, in the Dukkhakkhandha or Bâlapanditasutta.

58. And the entire suffering is not available in absence of aggregates as objects of 

clinging. Therein suffering supported by aggregates only oppresses aggregates. 

Therefore in order to point out this meaning there is the sentence, “as fire does fuel 

(indhanamiva pdvcikof. Or just as the target is the object of shooting, aggregates are the 

object of suffering of round of rebirths. And cow’s body is the object of trouble caused 

by gadflies, flies, etc.; field is the object of reaper; village is the object of village raiders. 

Similarly aggregates are the object of suffering, beginning with, birth. Therefore in 

order to point out this meaning there is the sentence, beginning with, “like a target 

(lakkhamiva)”. Mostly in the world damagers are not dependent on the object to be 

374 Ps. 39; Vbh. 101.
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damaged, but these aggregates are surely dependent on the object to be damaged. 

Therefore in order to show this meaning there is the sentence, “as weeds, creepers, etc. 

(tinalatadiniy\

59. Well there is not something which may be called the beginning in the round of 

rebirths which is beginning-less. But “Birth is their initial suffering (adidukkham jati)n 

is told from the point of view of continuity of aggregates limited by a single becoming. 

Therefore it is said, “Death is their final suffering (pariyosanadukkham maranam).” 

Death here does not mean death by extirpation [of the round of the rebirths]. Pain that 

threatens death (maranantikadukkham)-. pain that occurs at the close interval of death. 

Burning (paridayhanam): mental burning. Crying out (lalappanam): excessive confused 

talk. Brooding (anutthunanam): inner burning.

60. Each kind [of suffering] (ekamekam): each inner sub-divisions of birth, etc. 

according to different nature or each, beginning with, birth, which are being five 
aggregates as objects of clinging.375 Making abridgement (sahkhipitva): making brief 

statement after bringing together or under general reference.

375 Ven. Mahasi suggested that the latter va is not necessary in the sentence Jatiadinameva va 
upadanakkhandhapancakanam va ekamekam.

This is the commentary on explanation of description of suffering.

Commentary on Explanation of Description of Origin 

(samudayaniddesakathavannana)

61. (553) It is a making become again, thus it is ‘becoming again’ 

(punabbhavakaranam punabbhavo): [it is made] by elision of the last component part. 

Alternatively just as one who has habit of eating cake is called apupiko, similarly that 

which has habit of making become again or that which deserves fruit in the form of 

becoming again, or that of which the purpose is making become again is called 

ponobhavika. Accompanied by delight and attachment (nandiragasahagata) owing to 
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arising of the state of delight and attachment in all moments without abandoning 

because of taking delight and because of finding pleasure. Due to that [craving], living 

beings take delight in different becomings, etc., even in the individuality of worm, 

insect, fly, etc. They take delight here and there (tatratatrahhinandim)'. they find 

pleasure with craving in the form of delighting visible object. Therefore it is said, 

“accompanied by delight and attachment”. For the word sahagata is in the sense of that 

[delight and attachment]. [Craving] is known [as threefold], such as, craving for sense

desires, craving for becoming, and craving for non-becoming owing to arising 

according the divisions of sense-desires, becoming, and non-becoming. The Noble Truth 

of the Origin of Suffering (dukkhasamudayo ariyasaccam) is told without referring to 

the divisions like craving for sense-desires, etc., having brought [them] together as one 

by taking one state, viz. the state of craving, because craving of which the individual 

nature is excessively variegated has got the state of the cause of entire suffering by 

bringing out kamma generating respective various states, because any being has not got 

similarity with other beings, z

But why here is only craving considered as the truth of the origin? Because it has got 
the state of specific cause. For ignorance conceals danger in becomings;376 and clinging, 

such as, wrong view increases377 378 craving having the nature of insistence here and there; 

even hatred, etc., become the cause of kamma. But craving wishes for variegated states, 

such as, different becomings, generation, destination, stations of consciousness, abodes 

of beings, classes of beings, family, enjoyment, and lordship. It comes to the support of 

variegated states of kamma, and companionship of kamma. It fixes variegated state of 

becoming, etc. Therefore even though the causes of suffering are available in others, 
such as, ignorance, clinging, kamma™ which are told in sutta as well as in remaining 

defilements, unprofitable root, etc., which are told in Abhidhamma, still craving only is 

considered as the truth of origin due to the state of specific cause of suffering.

376 Instead ofpaticchadentl given here, the word paticchadeti given in Sinhalese edition would be better.
377 Even though in Burmese edition it is abhivaddhentl, in Sinhalese and Thai edition it is abhivaddheti 
which is desirable in this context.
378 According to the context of this passage, instead of kamma the word dosadayo is desirable.

This is the commentary on explanation of description of origin.
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Commentary on Explanation of Description of Cessation
(nirodhaniddesakathavannana)

62. (554) Of that very [craving] (tassayeva): by the same point through which craving is 

called the truth of origin, thus emphasis (evakara) is given. For when the main cause is 

ceased, others also are ceased. Therefore there is cessation of the fruit through cessation 

of causes. Just as pacification of sickness comes about through pacification of causes of 

sickness, thus it is said, “The cessation of suffering comes about with the cessation of its 

causes (samudayanirodhena dukkhanirodho).” Not otherwise (na annatha): the teacher 

shows the absoluteness of the meaning as it is told.

[Its root remains] unharmed (anupaddavef. not injured, such as, piercing by animals, 

stroke by knife. Therefore it is firm (dalhe): steady. Even though it is cut down 

(chinnopi) by cutting off the branch, etc. Tendency to crave (tanhcinusaye): tendency of 

greed for sense-desire and for becoming. Not destroyed (anuhate): not hurt.

63. Just as a lion directs his power towards the man who shot the arrow at him, not 

towards the arrow, so the Buddhas deal with causes, not with the fruit. But just as dogs, 

when struck with a clod, bark and bite the clod and do not attack the striker, so the 

sectarians who want to make suffering cease devote themselves to hurting the body, and 

not to the cessation of defilements. In order to show this meaning it is said, “The Perfect 

Ones behave like lions (sihasamanavuttino)''’

64. (555) By this, origin is detached, destroyed, cut away. Therefore it is the path that is 

called fading away (virago vuccati maggo). It is abandoning that is called fading away 

(viragoti pahanam vuccati), detachment, destruction, cutting. ‘Therefore’ (tasma) is 

said in relation with the reason that because the word fading away and cessation are the 

synonyms of abandoning. Because of eradication of inherent tendencies ‘remainderless 

fading away’, ‘remainderless cessation’- in this way it should be construed. The teacher 
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says that all of them (sabbâneva etâni) are [synonyms for nibbaha] having included the 

words like giving up, etc.

65. Mere ceasing of suffering is not said to be nibbâna. Therefore it is said that words, 

such as, remainderless fading away, remainderless cessation of craving also are the 

synonyms for nibbâna. The teacher justifies the meaning told through the sentence, 

beginning with, “but because (yasmâ pana)”. It is presentation of the mode through 

which words like fading away, etc. are used in the sense of nibbâna. Obtaining it (tarn 

âgamma): obtaining that nibbâna by making it the object. Craving is faded away (tanhâ 

virajjati): craving is faded away by way of complete detachment through the noble path. 

It is ceased (nirujjhati): it is put to cessation. By this word the teacher tells the 
establishment of the locative significance of the words virâga and nirodha.319 That only 

(tadeva): nibbâna only. There comes to be the giving up, etc. (câgâdayo honti): the 

teacher has made reference to the fruit for the causes, such as, giving up. Among 

reliances consisting in the cords of sense desires (kâmagunâlayesuf. it is manuscript 

reading. In oral tradition, however, it is “among reliance, etc. consisting in the cords of 

sense desires (kâmagunâlayâdïsu).

66. (556) The sentence, beginning with, “this (tayidam)” is not traditional reading. It is 

inserted later after having brought forth from the exposition of the meaning of the 
truth379 380 according to the way already told. Similarly the characteristic, etc., even if told 

earlier, are repeated here. Its function is to comfort (assâsakaranarasamf. as it were it 

makes comforting for the person whose mind is disgusted with suffering of the round of 

rebirths. It is manifested as the non-diversification (nippapancapaccupatthânamf. it 

causes to manifest the non-diversification because it is the cause of pacification of all 

diversification like greed, and so on.

67. (557) Nibbâna is non-existent (nattheva nibbânam): if this is a proposition from the 

general point of view, then there occurs non-existence of the substance called nibbâna 

379 Nirujjhati etthâti nibbânam. Therefore it accomplishes the locative.
380 Vis. XVI. 23.
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even intended by oneself.381 In that case the statement becomes self-contradictory. If the 
proposition “nattheva nibbanam ” is made referring to nibbana approved by others,382 

then there occurs non-accomplishment of the substance, and then the middle term (hetu) 

becomes faulty in its base. Because it is unapprehendable (anupalabbhaniyato): is it 

with direct perception or with inference? In first option the eye, etc. are not unanimous; 

in the second option, the middle term is defective referring to other party. Therefore 

there is the sentence, beginning with, “That is not so, because it is apprehendable by the 

means (na, upayena upalabbhaniyato).” Just like only the noble ones who attained 

knowledge of penetration of minds know supramundane consciousness of others, and 

even there only the Arahats know supramundane consciousness of all, but not all 

[know], similarly even nibbana is apprehendable by the means, that is, right way called 

virtue, concentration and understanding. Therefore this is the expression about the 

meaning (atthavacanam) but not the word for example (payogavacanam). That will be 
clear later on.

381 It refers to the view that khayamattam nibbanam which is laid by the questioner.
382 It refers to the view that nibbanam is the object of path and fruit which is laid by the answering party.
383 Ven. Mahasi translated it into Burmese as ‘This point is accepted by all views’. It means that all Indian 
traditions accepted that nibbanam could be attained through the right path.

68. (558) It should not be said that nibbana does not exist (natthiti na vattabbam): as it 

is apprehendable by the noble ones - this is implication. Those whose minds are 

disgusted with the round of rebirths attain nibbana by way of the right way. Therefore 

this tenet is accomplished through all principles.383 “The way would become futile 

(patipattiya vahjhabhdvdpajjanato)”: here the teacher says this with reference to the 

teaching only. Therefore there is the sentence, beginning with, “for if [nibbana] were 

not (asati hi)”. Headed by right understanding (sammaditthipurejavaya): preceded by 

right understanding. It has the state of forerunner because it has prominence. Moreover 

because it occurs first in the teaching, not because it arises first of all. And it is not (na 

cayam): this right way is not futile, because it does reach nibbana (nibbanapapanato), 

because it causes the attainment of nibbana. In your opinion, due to non-existence of 

nibbana only, the futility of the way would follow - in this way the sentence is 

construed. Because what is reached is absence [of five aggregates] (abhavapapakattaf. 

‘because the right way causes attainment of the absence of aggregates through cutting
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off the defilements, there would not be contingency of futility [of the right way]’ - if 

you would say like this - this is the meaning. The word not (na) is used in the sense of 

refusal. You have declared that the absence of aggregates is nibbana by saying, 

“Because what is reached is absence (abhavapapakattd)". That is refused. Why? 

Though there is absence of past and future [aggregates], there is nevertheless no 

reaching of nibbana (atitanagatabhavepi nibbanappattiya abhavato). For past and 

future aggregates do not exist; therefore when they are not existent nibbana would be 

attained. But there is no such attainment. Not only absence of past and future aggregates, 

but that of present aggregates [would be called nibbana}. Thus absence of all aggregates 

belonging to three times would be called nibbana. For nibbana should not be equated 

with partial absence. If you say that present aggregate is nibbana, then it is not non

existence; if you say non-existence, it is not present. Therefore both the words ‘present 

(vattamanay and ‘and non-existent (na santi cay are contradictory. Thus there is the 

sentence, “That is not so. Because their absence is an impossibility, since if they are 

absent their non-presence follows (na, tesam ... pe ... pajjanato).”

And moreover if the absence of present aggregates would be nibbana, when the noble 

path arises, at that time aggregates which are support of the noble path belong to present 

time. Then there would be absence of nibbana. And in that case there would be absence 

of realization of nibbana even at the path moment. Therefore pointing it out there is the 

sentence, “Besides if nibbana were absence of present aggregates... at the path moment 

which has present aggregates as its support (vattamana ... pe ... dosato).” We don’t 

claim that nibbana is attained through non-presence of all aggregates. Then what? Then 

(tada): at the moment of the path, there is non-presence of defdements (kilesanam 

avattamanatta). Therefore there is no fault (na dosof. there is absence of fault as it is 

told. If absence called non-presence of defilements is called nibbana, in that case there 

would follow that the noble path is meaningless. Because absence of defilements can be 

accomplished even before the moment of the path. Therefore there is the sentence, 

beginning with, “of the noble path (ariyamaggassa)”. Hence the argument does not 

hold good (tasma akaranametam): there will be no such contingencies, such as, - 

nibbana is unapprehendable; it is mere absence; the way is futile; in the absence of past 

and future aggregates there is attainment of nibbana-, and even absence of the present 
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aggregates is an impossibility, needless to say about non-existence of defilements 

beforehand, and meaninglessness of the noble path. Therefore in order to prove the 

absence of nibbana the reason which you have said, that is, “Because it is 

unapprehendable, because what is reached is absence of aggregates and non-existence 

of defilements” is faulty, it is not logical.

69. (559) Because of the word 'beginning’ (adivacanato): the word adi includes 

remaining reference to Jambukhadakasutta and other canonical references to unformed 
element. There it is told in Jambukhadakasutta'™ “Nibbana, Nibbana is the saying, 

friend Sariputta. What is nibbanal The destruction of greed, the destruction of hatred, 

the destruction of delusion, friend, is called nibbana.” And it is told 
in Ayatanavibhahga:™ “What is the unformed element? The destruction of greed, the 

destruction of hatred, the destruction of delusion is called the unformed element.” 

Therein this is the meaning - nibbana is unformed element, the state having the 

individual nature of the unformed. Greed, etc. are destroyed after having attained it. 

Therefore it is said that the destruction of greed, the destruction of hatred, and the 
destruction of delusion. Having attained (agamma):386 by attainment of nibbana 

through the path within one whose mind is disgusted with all formations, who is 

inclined to nibbana, whose mind is turned away from sahkhara object through 

consciousness of change-of-lineage -this is the meaning. The path called destruction 

causes greed, etc. to destroy, having attained nibbana which is attained, depending on 

nibbana which is the object condition, standing on the nibbana base which is 

predominance condition as the state of the highest comfort and as the state of the 

highest refuge of one who is free from formations. Therefore in the state of attainment 

of nibbana, owing to cessation consisting in non-arising of greed, etc., after having 

attained nibbana, greed, etc. are said to be destroyed. Certainly in this way it should be 

accepted. Otherwise if the meaning of Pali is grasped according to the way laid by other 

party, then there would be many faults. Thus in order to show those faults, there is the 

sentence, beginning with, “of that arahatship also (arahattassapi)”. For arahatsYdp 

386 This is not the word from Vis. But when commentator explains the meaning of the jambukhadakasutta, 
he uses this word. Then he explains it.
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means four aggregates facing to the highest fruit. Therefore it is not proper to equate 

araTiafship with mere destruction of greed, and so on. For that, too, is described in the 

same way, beginning with, “That, friend, which is the destruction of greed, that of 

hatred, and that of delusion is arahatship (tampi hi... pe ... niddittham).” Arahatship is 

referred to by the words, “destruction of greed (ragakkhayo)”, etc., because it arises 

after destruction of greed, etc. - in this way the meaning of the sutta is to be inferred. 

Similarly after having attained nibbana, greed, etc. are destroyed. Therefore nibbana is 

referred to by the words, “destruction of greed”, etc. Thus here also the meaning of the 

sutta is to be inferred. The sentence, beginning with, “What is more (kihca bhiyyo)” is 

composed in order to show that if nibbana were equated with mere destruction of greed, 

etc., then there would occur many faults.

Then the fallacy follows that [nibbana] would be temporary, etc. 

(ittarakaladippattidosato): the state of transitoriness due to the state of mere destruction 

of greed, etc., the state of characteristic of being formed, the state of being attained 

naturally without effort, the state of not being released from greed, etc., the state of 

being burnt, the state of suffering, absence of peace, plurality, grossness, and the state of 

not being the object for change-of-lineage and path - in this way other faults would 

occur. Destruction of only greed is destruction of greed (ragakkhayo), not of hatred, and 

so on. The same is the case with destruction of hatred, and so on. Thus destruction of 

greed is the one, that of hatred is the other, and that of delusion is another. Hence 

nibbana becomes three in the form of destruction of three types of unprofitable root. It 

becomes four in the context of destruction of four types of clinging. It becomes five in 

the context of destruction of five types of hindrance. It becomes six in the context of 

destruction of sixfold craving; seven in the context of destruction of seven types of 

inherent tendency; eight in the context of destruction of eightfold wrongness; nine in the 

context of destruction of nine roots of craving; ten in the context of destruction of ten 

types of bondage. In the context of destruction of one thousand five hundred 

defilements, each one is nibbana. Thus there are many nibbanas. Destruction of greed, 

etc. is evident to a person who is ever blind and ignorant. It is also easy to know for 

panther, deer and ape, and so on. Thus nibbana becomes gross. Nibbana would not be 

made an object, because there is no destruction of defilement at the moment of change-
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•207 
of-lineage, and because defilements have not yet destroyed at the moment of path.

Because it is the state of nibbana (tassa nibbanabhavato): because the complete 

destruction of greed, etc., is the state of nibbana. There is no occurrence of greed, etc., 

after destruction; there is no destruction which is object of knowledge of the path and 

fruit, which object may be fixed up as “such and such”. Therefore there is the sentence, 

“That is not so. Because there is no such kind of destruction (ha tadisassa khayassa 

abhavato).”

Moreover having seen danger in greed, etc. in the third previous existence from last 

existence, having suppressed greed, etc., through development of jhana, without losing 

jhana, someone is reborn in the Brahma world after death. There he spent fixed span of 

life; having arrived here, being free from greed in sense-desires, having renounced, he 

attained ar a hat ship. On the other hand someone disgusted with greed, etc. in the first 

stage of life only and then having suppressed them through jhana during last stage in 

the life, attained arahant ship. As greed, etc. are not arisen within them beginning from 

the suppression of greed, etc., non-arising itself is cessation because it is similar to 

cessation. They indeed would have attained nibbana. But they have not. Therefore that 

kind of destruction is not the state of nibbana. It is also associated with transitoriness, 

etc. only. Therefore there is the sentence, beginning with, “even if there were (bhavepi 

caf \ If you think that mere destruction after which there is non-arising of greed, etc. is 

nibbana because of the words “destruction”, in that case the path also would to be 

called nibbana because “destruction” is referred to in the words “knowledge in 

destruction”, etc., and after arising of destruction, there is non-arising of greed, etc. 

Therefore pointing it out, there is the sentence, beginning with, “and [of the truth] of the 

noble path (ariyamaggassa ca)”.

70. [Defilements] which are ceased are not existent, similarly defilements that have not 

yet arisen are also not existent. Therefore through commonness in absence and through 

similarity in cessation, non-arising itself as cessation is called cessation consisting in

387 At the moment of change-of-lineage, destruction of defilemets is not yet started. At the moment of 
path, defilements are ceasing, but not yet completely ceased.
588 Dhs. 8.
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non-arising (anuppattinirodho). For making [defilement] that is capable of being arisen 

to be the state of non-arising, is the mode to be ceased through the path. Therefore the 

path is called ‘destruction’. While distinguishing it from other kind of destruction, it is 

said, “destruction called cessation consisting in non-arising 

(anuppattinirodhasahkhatassa pana khayassa).” The state of being not produced is 

referred to indirectly as the state of decisive-support (pariyayena upanissayatta) for that 

destruction. For it is possible to say that by the meaning nibbana which is the object of 

the path which brings forth destruction consisting in non-arising is, as it were, decisive- 

support for destruction consisting in non-arising. As a metaphor for it (tadupacarena): 
by the meaning, reference to destruction in the form of fruit.389 For the cause is termed 

referring to the fruit390 as, [there are popular sayings:] ‘ghee is long life’, ‘molasses is 

phlegm’.

Khaya is the name for the magga which is the fruit.
Kdranam implies nibbanam.
M. i. 167.
M. i. 510.

Of that (assa): of nibbana. Because its [extreme subtlety] causes the state of non- 

eagemess to the Blessed One while reviewing, “Indeed, this state is very difficult to be 
observed,”39’and so on. It should be seen by the noble eye as there is the sacred word, 

“O Magandiya, you have not got noble eye, by which you would know the state of non
disease, you would see nibbana.”392

71. (560) If nibbana exists as the state of individual nature and it is included in the 

continuity of living beings, then why is it not available as common for all just like 

assembly hall held at the cross road? Therefore to answer it there is the sentence, “Zt is 

not shared by all because it can only be reached by one who has possessed the path 

(maggasamahginapattabbato asadharanam).” It is uncreated (appabhavam): because it 

has no beginning, such as, “It has arisen during the period of such and such fully 

enlightened one.” In the existence of the path (maggabhave): in the existence of the 

noble path. Since it exists (bhavato): as it is present, as it is available.

389

390

391

392
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72. Atom, and so on (anuadinam): atom, pakati, time, purisa, etc. It-would have the kind 

of permanence (niccabhavapatti)-. accomplishment of etemality. For etemality like the 

summit of a mountain is here intended. Because of the absence of any cause (hetuno 

abhavdf. because of absence of cause that brings about its arising. They are permanent 

(niccd te): atom, and so on. The reason [which you said], “Because nibbdna has 
permanence (nibbanassa)”, is not pakkhadhamma^3 it cannot be the characteristic of 

cause. “Because the atom, etc. have not been established as facts (anuadinam 

asiddhattd)”-. by this sentence the teacher shows that substance is not established in the 

proposition as, “The atom, etc. are permanent”; and accordingly the hetu becomes 

baseless.

73. (561) Because of existence of logical reasoning aforesaid 

(yathavuttayuttisabbhavato): this is said with reference to the middle term told by 

himself, “because it is uncreated”. The state of being not created should be known from 

the point of view of state of having no condition. There is absence of beginning point of 

nibbdna due to the state of being not created. “Because it transcends the individual 

nature of matter (rupasabhdvdtikkamato)”'. by this word the teacher shows that 
materialities have the individual nature of being molested393 394 because of impingement 

[of cold and heat]; and they have the individual nature which is related to the arising 

place because of arising in group. In this way [the teacher shows that] nibbdna has 

nowhere impingement and there is no arising place. For nibbdna is not referred to “in 

such and such direction or in such and such place.” Therefore there is not the place 

where nibbdna lies.

74. Because it can be arrived at by distinction of knowledge that succeeds through 

untiring perseverance (asithila ... pe ... gamaniyato): by this word the teacher points 

out that nibbdna can be proved directly by the nobles. “Because it is the word of the 

Omniscient One (sabbanfruvacanato)'”'. by this word he points out that nibbdna can be 

proved for other persons than the noble. By both expressions he shows that his middle 

393 In the sentence “niccattá"ti apekkhadhammattáti hetulakkhananupapatti, it is difficult to get the 
meaning of the word apekkhadhammattati. Ven. Mahasi suggested that it should be apakkhadhammatta. 
Here pakkhadhamma is a Nyaya term.
394 The comma after the words rúpadhammčmam ruppanasabhávo is not necessary.
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term, “Because it is unapprehendable” is not accomplished. [Nibbana} is not non

existent in the ultimate sense (paramatthena navijjamanam)'. nibbana exists surely. 

There is the sentence, beginning with, “For this is said (vuttanhetam)” while showing 

canon proving the same meaning after having explained the meaning of nibbana 

accepted.

The four words, such as, “A not-bom, a not-brought-to-being, a not-made, a not- 
formed”395 are synonyms. Or optionally it is not born (ajata)'. [nibbana} is not bom, not 

produced through unity of the causes called co-existence of causes (hetu) and conditions 

(paccaya) just as feeling is produced through unity of causes. It is a not-brought-to- 

being (abhutarn), not appeared, not arisen in absence of cause, and by its own. In this 

way because it is not bom; and not brought-to-being; not made by any cause, thus it is 

called a not-made (akatam). And the state of being bom, brought to being, and of made, 

belongs to things which are formed like materiality, and so on. But it does not belong to 

nibbana which is not formed. Thus in order to point it out it is said “not formed 

(asahkhatam)”. Or in reverse order it is made by conditions after having united. Thus it 

is formed. In that manner it is a not-formed; it is free from the characteristic of the 

formed. Therefore it is a not-formed. Thus when the state of being produced out of 

manyfold causes is rejected, there may be a doubt, “This [nibbana] might be made 

through single cause like pakati of those who maintain pakati.” In order to show that it 

is not made through any cause it is said a not-made (akatam). Similarly “a not-brought- 

to-being (abhutam)” is said in order to remove the doubt that being without condition, 

“It is brought to being, it is appeared by itself.” “A not-born” is said in order to show 

that nibbana has the state of being not formed, not made, not brought to being because 

it has the state of being not bom entirely.

In this way here the preceptor has taught existence of nibbana in ultimate sense. And 

while preaching he has not preached just by his order, such as, “I am a lord of Dhamma, 

I am a master of Dhamma.” On the contrary being in the highest position, being 

compassionate, he preached from the logical point of view. As it is told -

395 Ud. 80.
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“If, bhikkhus, there were no not-bom, not-brought-to-being, not-made, nor-formed, no 

escape would be discerned from what is bom, brought-to-being, made, formed. But 

since there is a not-bom, a not-brought-to-being, a not-made, a not-formed, therefore an 

escape is discerned from what is bom, brought-to-being, made, formed.”

Its meaning is this -

If, bhikkhus, there would not be the unformed element the individual nature of which is 

not-bom, here in this world, then no escape, complete calming down would be 

discerned, available, possible from ‘what is formed’ which is called five aggregates, 

beginning with, materiality the individual nature of which is to be bom. The states of 

the noble path, beginning with, right view, which occur by making nibbana as an object, 

cut out defilements completely. Therefore escape, departure from entire suffering from 

the round of existences is discerned. In this way having shown the existence of nibbana 

through negative assertion, now having shown it through the method of positive 

application, in order to make an application the Blessed One has uttered the words, 

beginning with, “since there (yasma ca kho)n. The meaning of the utterance should be 

understood by the way aforesaid only.

And now in the ultimate sense the existence of the niôôâna-element has been 

demonstrated by the Fully Enlightened One, compassionate for the whole world, 

through many sutta passages, such as, “State that is unconditioned, state that is not 
formed”,397 “Bhikkhus, there is that base wherein neither earth”,398 “This state is very 

hard to see, that is to say, the stilling of all formations, the relinquishing of all 
substances of becoming”,399 “Bhikkhus I shall teach you the unformed and the way 

leading to the unformed”, etc.,400 and in this sutta “Bhikkhus, there is a not-bom.” 

Therefore wise people who trust completely in the Dispensation have no doubts, even 

though they may not yet have direct perception of it. Nevertheless there are persons 

Dhs. 2.
Ud. 80.
D. ii. 36-37; M. i. 436; S. iii. 133.
S. iv. 359.
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whose knowledge is depending on others. In order to remove their doubt here is the 

logical examination through revealing one’s own intention.

An escape that is opposite to sense-desires and materialities which have something 

higher than them owing to the state worthy to be realized, which escape has individual 

nature free from them, is discerned.401 Similarly there must exist an escape which is 

opposite of all conditioned states having individual nature of being bom, etc.,402 which 

has individual nature free from them. It is this escape that is the unformed element. 

Besides, insight-knowledge, which has formed dhammas as its object, and also 

conformity knowledge, abandon the defilements with the abandoning consisting in 

substitution of opposites; they are not able to abandon them with the abandoning 

consisting in cutting off. Likewise knowledge that has conventional truth as its object, 

in the first jhana etc., abandons the defilements only with the abandoning consisting in 

suppression, not by cutting them off. Thus because knowledge that has formed 

dhammas as its object and that which has conventional knowledge as its object are both 

incapable of abandoning defilements by cutting them off. Therefore for the noble-path 

knowledge that brings their abandonment by cutting them off, there must be an object 

whose individual nature is opposite to both. That is the unformed element.

401 Both dhammas,, viz. sense-desires and materialities are included in the truth of suffering. Therefore 
they are said to be realized.
402 Ven. Mahasi suggested that the word sabhavanam which is qualifier of the word sahkhatadhammanam 
should be jatadisabhavanam. Otherwise there is no proper meaning in this context. But VbhAnuT. 49 
reads sasabhdvanam for sabhavanam.
403 M. i. 228, 230; S. iii. 132-134; Ps. 37.
404 From the Buddha’s words, such as, 'Atthi bhikkhave ajatam abhutam akatam asahkhata’nti (Ud. 80; It. 
37).

Likewise the words, “Bhikkhus, there is a not-bom, a not-brought-to-being, a not-made, 

a not-formed”, etc. which indicate the existence of nibbana in ultimate sense are not 

misleading because they are spoken by the Blessed One. For what the Blessed One 

taught, is not misleading, like the words, “All formations are impermanent, all 
formations are painful, all dhammas are not-self.”403 Likewise the word nibbana, in 

certain instances has ultimate meaning as it really is, because it exists as metaphor,404 

like the word lion [is metaphorically used for a man]. Thus from the point of view of 
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reasoning also by the methods like these, the existence of the unformed element in 

ultimate sense should be understood.

Another method — If nibbana would be mere absence only, then the state of being 

profound, etc., the state of the unformed, etc., and the state of being indeterminate state, 

etc., would not be spoken; the state of being profound, etc., in words, “It is profound, 

hard to see, hard to grasp, peaceful, excellent, beyond reasoning, subtle, to be 
apprehended by the wise”,405 the state of the unformed, etc., in the sacred words, 

beginning with, “Bhikkhus I shall teach you the unformed dhamma”,406 and the 

indeterminate state, etc., beginning with, “indeterminate state, unconditioned state”, etc. 

[would not be spoken]. For there is no individual nature for absence, through which it is 

known to be the forms indicated by profound, unformed, and so on. For absence is 

absence only; how is its relationship with the states indicated by profound, unformed, 

etc., possible? Moreover would it be single absence of all defilements belonging to 

continuities of all living beings or many? If it is single, then just by one path all 

defilements are put to absence, as well as realized. Thus there will be futility of another 

paths of other person. Hence there would not be many paths, and there would be 

contingency of attaining nibbana by all living beings together. Absence of defilements 

called nibbana may be single only, but it is not to be brought over by paths, on the 

contrary it is to be realized. In that case there would follow the contingency of the 

futility of path specifically, because defilements are not abandoned. Therefore there 

would not be even single path. If defilements are not abandoned, then what is the use of 

realization of absence of defilements because suffering is not cut out? On the contrary 

as paths have got definite function, such as, abandonment of three fetters belonging to 

continuity, there exists each absence of defilements in four paths. In that case there 

cannot exist plurality without division of individual nature, therefore absence of 

defilements would become the state of individual nature referred to under the name of 

destruction of defilements.

Dii36;Mi. 167; S. i. 136.
S iv. 359.

405

406
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[Someone] may say, ‘There is non-existence of those [defilements] and through division 

[of defilements] division is applied to non-existence’. There is non-existence of 

defilements. The individual nature [of those defilements] would be applied to non

existence because those defilements have their own individual nature. Moreover the 

state of being formed, the state of being defiled, etc., also would be applied to non

existence, because those defilements have the nature of being defiled and that of being 

formed. If [the application of the state of being formed, the state of being defiled, etc.] 

are not desirable, application of division [to non-existence] through division of 

defilements also is not desirable. Plurality which is used metaphorically cannot be of the 

nature of being plurality according to its own nature. For even though water is 

metaphorically called as fire, it does not bum or cook. This non-existence, owing to 

being not individual nature, is not able to solve even one question. Therefore it is not 

possible to say that reference to non-division is logical through commonness of absence. 

If it is oneness, there will be many faults as it was already told. But if there is plurality, 

the state of individual nature is proved according to the way told. [Someone] may ask, 

‘Although it is the state of individual nature, just like plurality does not violate the 

positive state, so also the positive state does not violate plurality. Therefore there will be 

contingency of plurality of nibbana’ It is not so, because there will be contingency of 

non-existence to that plurality. For just as the state of hardness does not violate the 

positive state, so also the positive state does not violate the state of hardness. If it is so, 

all the positive states would turn into the state of earth, how there will be plurality of the 

positive state? Therefore due to variety of verbal reference even though plurality 

depends on the particular state, still the state of being particular state does not expect 

plurality. Hence nibbana, being positive state, has not got plurality because of words, 

“There is one final end, there is not many ends.” Moreover in single [nibbana] only, 

both seeing as well as development is possible.

If there were an individual nibbana for each of those who are finally released, nibbana 

would be certain within continuity of living beings. Then faults, such as, the state of 

being formed, are not abandoned. Or the function of the path which abandons of 

defilements would turn into the absence of defilements. And if [the absence of 

defilements] is just one, there will not be plurality of the paths, because there is no other 
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function to be done. The plurality of the paths takes place according to the division of 

defilements through different attainments as non-clear, clear, more clear and the most 
clear faculties407 regarding a single state to be attained by the paths.408 Therefore 

nibbana would be having positive nature. Absence of defilements also would be done 

by the path because of having function of realization, but not to be attained by the path. 

For where is individual nature of the absence? If [the absence of defilements] which is 

to be realized, would be nibbana, then absence of all defilements which is single, 

undivided, may be made just by the single path. Otherwise when [absence] is fourfold 

through the path, then nibbana would be fourfold, and nibbana would be different. 
Therefore when the function of the path is single, the path would not be many.409 When 

there is the plurality of path, the absence of defilements is possible in a single state by 
the way aforesaid because of different attainments.410 Therefore nibbana is proved to 

have the state of individual nature. But this nibbana is referred to as “destruction” 

because it should be attained through destruction. For the noble path is referred to as 

“destruction” because of the words, “knowledge in destruction”. This nibbana is to be 

attained by the noble path. Therefore it is referred to as “destruction”.

407 Apatova indriya refers to sotapattimagga, patava indriya to sakadagamimagga, patavatara indriya to 
anagamimagga, and patavatama indriya to arahatmagga. This is called karanaparampara.
408 It refers to nibbanant.
409 Ven. Mahasi suggested that the reading maggakiccassa ekattena maggabahuta siya should be 
maggakiccassa ekatte na maggabahuta siya.
410 Tesam kilesanarft so abhavo siddho - in this way it should be construed.
411 Vbh. 104.

This is the commentary on explanation of description of cessation

Commentary on Explanation of Description of the Path
(magganiddesakathavannana)

75. (562) Eight things (attha dhamma)'. eight things, beginning with, right view have 

occurred in the description of the way leading to the cessation of suffering in the Pali, 

beginning with, right view, after having started with, “What is the Noble Truth of the 

way leading to the cessation of suffering?”411 They are also referred to here under the 
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title after having cited the same Pali and explained as to meaning, but they are not 

explained as truth of the path - this is implication. The sentence, beginning with, “still 

here (idha pana)” is said in order to reply to the question, ‘If they are explained by 

meaning, then why are they introduced here?’ In this context it is said, “when they occur 

in a single moment (ekakkhane pavattamananam)”, because abstinences are acting from 

a different time in arising of mundane profitable consciousness. But other states of path 

arise together even in arising of mundane profitable consciousness. In order to remain 

aware of the difference between them (visesavabodhanatthamf. in order to remain aware 

of the difference of the mode of occurrence, such as, elimination of the opposition, [the 

truth of the way leading to the cessation of suffering] is dealt with here.

76. The explanation on the path will appear in details afterwards, therefore it is said, “It 

is told briefly (sahkhepato)Of [a meditator] who practices in order that he may 

penetrate the four truths (catusaccapativedhaya patipannassaf. of one who practices by 

way of fulfillment of preliminary path entirely in such a manner that there will be 

realization of the four truths. Of the meditator (yoginoy. because there exists effort 

(yoga) called the noble path. It is granted that when the inherent tendency to ignorance 

is eliminated there will not remain even a single part of defilement of ignorance. 

Ignorance is directly contradictory state to knowledge. In order to show it there is the 

sentence, “It eliminates the inherent tendency to ignorance 

(avijjanusayasamugghdtakam).” Further in the inclusion, such ¿is, wrong thinking, the 

same method should be followed. Its function is to reveal elements 
(dhatuppakasanarasaffn its function is to explain ultimate truth, its function is to 

reveal the four truths - this is the meaning. The mode of destroying the opposite 

belongs to the phenomena of paths; it is manifested after becoming excessively evident. 

Therefore having spoken about the state of elimination of The inherent tendency to 

ignorance through right view, there is the sentence, “It is manifested as the abolition of 

the darkness of ignorance (avijjandhakaraviddhamsanapaccupatthanatd).”

412 Here variant reading is available as atthapakasanarasa. This may be preferred according to the 
explanation of tika as ‘paramatthapakasanarasa, catusaccavibhavanakiccati attho'.
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77. Of one who possesses such view (tatha sampannaditthino): of one who is endowed 

with such view as the right view of path in such a manner that there will be elimination 

of inherent tendency to ignorance; of the meditator who practices for the penetration of 

the four truths - it is the meaning that the word “tatha” brings forth. The state of having 
nibbana as object is known by the word tamsampayutta (associated with right view)/75 

It abolishes wrong thinking (micchasahkappanighatakam)'. [right thinking] cuts off 

wrong thinking, such as, a lustful thought. Its function is to bring about absorption 

(appanaraso): because it occurs as arising of path consciousness on nibbana object, its 

performance is to bring about absorption.

78. Of one who sees and applies the thought thus (tatha passato vitakkayato ca): of one 

who sees with right view with aspects aforesaid; and of one who directs one’s mind on 

the nibbana as an object with right thinking. It abolishes bad verbal conduct 

(vaciduccaritasamugghatika): [right speech] cuts off fourfold verbal misconduct. It has 

the characteristic of embracing (sa. pariggahalakkhana): right speech has as its 

individual nature the embracing of associated states through affectionateness because it 

is the opposite of false speech and the other kinds, which do not embrace, which is 

being rough owing to their respective functions of deceiving, and so on.

79. Bodily action brings about something to be done. The bodily action is itself a 

making attempt, effort. Thus abstinence called right action is said to have individual 

nature of causing to arise. Or // is the lifting up (samutthapanamf. it is holding up of 

associated states, like the lifting up of a burden of bodily action.

80. Of him (assa): of a meditator. [When they] are purified (visuddhibhutaf. because 

right speech and right action are purified when there is right livelihood. Cleansing 

(vodanam): purity of a living being who is living or of associated states, or of livelihood 

through maintenance of life faculty. Its function is to bring about the occurrence of a 

proper livelihood (nayajivapavattiraso)'. because it is the cause of arising of proper

413 Sammasahkappassa nibbanarammanata is known by the word ‘association with sammaditthi’ 
(tamsampayutta), because right view has the nibbana as its object.
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livelihood which is not condemned by the Buddha, which is right livelihood. For 

beginning from the arising of right livelihood, there doesn’t occur wrong livelihood.

81. Right effort, being destroyer of all unprofitable states is referred to as “cutter off of 

idleness (kosajjasamucchedakoy, as showing direct contradiction. Exerting (paggahdy. 

it holds fast even from the side of defilement.

82. Unprofitable aggregates headed by perception of beauty, etc., arising as assuming 

beauty, etc., regarding body, etc., is wrong mindfulness. [Right mindfulness] destroys 

that wrong mindfulness. Therefore it is said that it shakes off wrong mindfulness 

(micchasativiniddhunano). The non-forgetfulness (asammoso): it is the counterpart of 

forgetfulness because it shatters forgetfulness. Establishing (upatthanam): noticing an 

object according to its nature.

83. When his mind is guarded by mindfulness (satiya samrakkhiyamanacittassa): 

specifically mindfulness is referred to as protection of profitable consciousness because 

of expressions, “It is manifested as protection” and “by the mind protected by 
mindfulness”.414 *

84. (563) Of the knowledge of the truths (saccahanassa): of the knowledge that arises 

with reference to truths. Knowledge as idea does not know at single attempt like 

knowledge as penetration. On the contrary it is gradual knowledge (anubodha) in the 

sense of arising again and again (anu anu bodha) because it arises repeatedly. Or 

knowledge (bodha) following (anugata) hearsay, considering of reason 

(akaraparivitakka), and delight in speculative opinion (ditthinijjhanakkhanti)^5 is 

anubodha. That itself as knowledge is knowledge as idea (anubodhahanam). For it does 

not know directly; but it knows through thinking by way of hearsay, and so on. As to 

function (kiccato): from the point of view of full understanding, and so on. For truths 

become evident just like what should be known, etc. to that [knowledge consisting in 

414 D. iii. 269; A. iii. 138; v. 30.
sayameva lam vicaretva rocanam ruci, "evam va evam va bhavissatT'ti akaravicaranam 

akaraparivitakko, vicarentassa katthaci ditthiya nijjhanakkhamanam ditthinijjhanakkhanti. (DhsAT. 70)
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penetration] by performing that function only. Knowledge of the path, arising within 

one whose mind is away from formations by contemplation of turning away, having 

made as its object an escape from suffering which is divestment of all material things, 

cuts off suffering, forsakes craving belonging to suffering, and experiences, touches 

cessation. That [knowledge consisting in penetration] arising together with right 

thinking like the sun arising together with light, develops the path. All this cannot be 

done by knowledge that arises without abandoning formations because it cannot 

withdraw from the sign [of formations externally] and from occurrence [of defilements 

internally]. Therefore that knowledge while performing these functions shows the truth 

of suffering, etc. by warding off of confusion. Therefore it is said, “Zt penetrates the 

four truths (cattaripi saccani pativijjhatif', “just by simultaneous penetration” — this is 

implied.

[He -who sees suffering] sees also the origin of suffering (dukkhasamudayampi so 

passati) is said with reference to knowledge after interval. If someone argues in this 

manner, it should be refuted. Because the Elder Gavampati has cited this sutta, such as, 
“Friends, he who sees suffering also sees the origin of suffering”416 in order to prove it 

when there is examining of seeing of other three truths by one who sees one truth. And 

because when one truth is appeared individually, knowledge of the other three truths is 

also applied. Otherwise the state of seeing of the truth of suffering, etc. would not be 

applied to one who sees origin, etc., because truth seen earlier does not appear later in 

gradual realization. And it is applied through the sacred word, “He who sees the origin 

of suffering sees also suffering.”417

416 S.v. 436.
417 S. v. 437.
118 Ven Nanamoli in his English translation takes this word pariyutthanabhibhavam to be the qualifier of
dukkhadanam as ‘When this knowledge is mundane, then, occurring as the overcoming of obsessions, the
knowledge of suffering therein forestalls the false view of individuality’ (P. 584). For the detailed 
discussion, see (4) of‘Minor problems ...’ in chapter 1 of this thesis.

85. Mundane (lokiyamf. when knowledge of truth is mundane. There (tattha): in 

mundane knowledge. Overcoming of obsessions (pariyutthanabhibhavo): [the false 
view of individuality] arises as overcoming called obsessions.418 * * [The knowledge of 

suffering] forestalls obsessions of wrong view of individuality because it sees mere pure 
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collection of formations. Because of the textual word, “He who', O Kaccana, with right 

insight sees the origin of the world as it really is, doesn’t hold with the non-existence of 
the world”,419 seeing the origin (samudayadassanani) forestalls wrong view of the 

annihilation arising as overcoming of obsessions, because it sees uninterruption of 

continuity of cause and effect. Because of the sacred word, “But he who with right 

insight sees cessation of the world as it really is, doesn’t hold with the existence of the 
world”,420 seeing of cessation forestalls wrong view of the eternity through seeing of 

cessation of fruit due to cessation of cause. Seeing of the path forestalls wrong view of 

the moral-inefficacy-of-action referred to by such expressions, “There is no self-power 
or other-power, there is no power in humans”421 through direct seeing of self-power. 

Here by inclusion of wrong view of the moral-inefficacy-of-action, there is inclusion of 

wrong view of the no-cause through the expressions, “There is no cause or condition for 

the defilement of beings, they are defiled without cause or condition. There is no cause 

or condition for the purification of beings, they are purified without cause or 
condition.”422 For even that no-cause view is abandoned by seeing of purity of the path. 

Knowledge about suffering sees the state of impermanence, etc. about suffering that is 

the fruit of the origin. Therefore it forestalls -wrong theories of the fruit (phale 

vippatipattim).

421 D. i. 53.
422 D. i. 53; M. i. 407; 516; S. iii. 69; 210.

Those -who hold that there is an Overlord as cause (issarakaranino) say, “Overlord 

makes the world occur, creates, stops, and disposes of it.” Those who hold that there is 

Basic Principle as cause (padhanakaranino) say, “The world appears out of Basic 

Principle, and it is reabsorbed there only.” Those who hold the theory of Time 

(kalavadino) say -

“Time creates beings,

Disposes of the generation,

Time awakens those who sleep, 

Time is indeed hard to surpass”
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Those who hold the theory of Nature (sabhavavadino) say, “The world appears and 

disappears just because of its nature, like the sharp nature of thorns, like the roundness 

of wood-apples, like the variedness of wild beasts, birds, snakes, and so on.” The word 

etc. (adi) refers to those who hold fatalism (niyativadino). They say, “The occurrence of 

the world is due to atoms. All is due to causes effected in the past. The world is fixed, 

like unbreakable beads woven in unbreakable thread. There is no doing by a man”, and 

it refers to those who preach chance (yadicchavadino) —

“It is by chance that they occur,

By chance as well that they stop,

Pleasure and pain take place due to chance,

Therefore this generation lives by chance”,

And the word etc. (adi) refers to those who hold the theory of the spontaneous origin 

(adhiccasamuppattivadino). These and others who hold incorrect cause should be 

included.

Taking final release (apavaggagaho)'. assuming final release to be in the immaterial 

world like that of Ramuddaka, and Alara, etc., or in a World Apex (lokathupika) like 

that of the Niganthas. And by the word etc. are included also ‘those who hold that 

nibbana is acquired in this very life’ as the selfs establishment in its own self when it 

has become dissociated from the qualities (guna), owing to the non-occurrence of the 

Basic Principle (padhana), and being in co-residence with, standing in vicinity of, in 

association with, Brahma world. Here non-occurrence of the Basic Principle 

(padhanassa appavatti) means non-change of the Basic Principle into the state of 

intellect (mahat), etc. or its non-manifestation. When assuming of unity regarding self, 

pleasure, pain, and delusion is removed by knowing difference between pakati and 

purisa that arises as, “I am different from pakati”, the Basic Principle does not appear 

by the method already told. That is called release according to the followers of Kapila. 

Dissociated from qualities (gunaviyuttassa): those who follow the system of Kanada 

maintain that self is dissociated from nine qualities, namely, intelligence, pleasure, pain, 

wish, hate, exertion, righteousness, non-righteousness, and formations. Being in the 

same world (salokataf. co-residence with Brahma world. Standing in vicinity of 

(samipata): state of arising very near to that. Association with (samyogo): unity with 
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that. Devotion to indulgence in the pleasures of sense-desire (kâmasukhallikanuyogof. 

assuming, “There is not release except satisfaction of senses, such as, having son”, etc. 

and behaving accordingly. Self-mortification (attakilamatho): release is brought about 

through self-torture by observance of penance like fasting, plucking hair, etc. and 

following the nakedness, the conduct of cow, the conduct of dog, and so on.

When there is knowledge about truth, that entire wrong grasping doesn’t get foundation. 

Therefore in order to summarize the meaning already told, the verse, beginning with, 

‘‘‘'about the world, about its origin (loke lokappabhavef” is composed.

The commentary on exposition about knowledge’s function is completed.

86. (564) All remaining states (sesâ sabbadhammâf. remaining eighty-one mundane 

states [are included in the knowledge of suffering]. Among twelve internal-external 

bases there are twelve triads by way of craving for sense-desires, for becoming, and for 

non-becoming. Thus there are thirty-six forms of craving (chattimsa tanhâvicaritâni). 

Or they are said without referring to the time-division given in the Khuddakavathu- 

vibhanga. For if time-division is referred to, then they come to one hundred and eight. 

[The truth of cessation is] unmixed (asammissam): being unique. It is not mixed with 

anything. Then how is division of content possible? - this is the implication. Even if the 

four Roads to Power consisting in inquiry, etc. are belonging to the state partaking of 

enlightenment, they are covered by right view. For they are just one by significance, 

even if functions are different. Therefore it is said that they are included by right view.

The three kinds of applied thought, beginning with, that of renunciation (tayo 

nekkhammavitakkadayo)-. they are divided as association with non-greed, loving- 

kindness, and compassion at the mundane moment. But at the path moment although 

they are one, they are told as three by way of cutting off of greed, ill-will, and 
hurting.423 The same method should be applied in the case of right speech (sammâvâcâ), 

and so on. Because right livelihood is possible in presence of fewness of wishes and 

423 The reading maggakkhane lobhabyâpâdavihimsâsamucchedanavasena tayoti ekopi vutto is not 
preferable. It should be maggakkhane ekopi lobhabyâpâdavihimsâsamucchedanavasena tayoti vutto.
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contentment, fewness of wishes and contentment should be understood as included 

under right livelihood. Loved by noble ones (ariyakantanamf. as these [right speech, 

right action, and right livelihood] are not to be transgressed by noble ones even at the 

cost of the life even in another becoming. Because of inclusion of right speech, etc., the 

hand of faith through which these [three of right speech, etc.] are to be taken, is 

definitely included. Thereafter the faith faculty and the faith power that are not different 

from faith are said to be included there. Zeal is an aspect of faith. Therefore even the 

road to power consisting in zeal is said to be included. Because of presence of them 

(tesam atthitaya): virtue exists because of presence of the faith faculty, the faith power, 

and the road to power consisting in zeal. These three are included under the threefold 

virtue. Therefore they are included there. Consciousness concentration (cittasamadhi): 

the road to power consisting in consciousness. For concentration is referred to by the 

word ‘consciousness’, as there is the sacred word, “developing consciousness and 
insight”.424 Therefore consciousness also deserves to be referred to by the word 

concentration. By developing the road to power consisting in consciousness, even 

concentration can be obtained very deep. Therefore instead of referring to the road to 

power consisting in consciousness like the expression of the road to power consisting in 

inquiry, consciousness concentration is referred to here. [The enlightenment factors of] 

happiness and tranquility (pitipassaddhiyof. they are helpfill to concentration because 

of the sacred word, “In one who is rapturous, the body becomes tranquil; one whose 

body is tranquil feels pleasure; in one who feels pleasure, the mind becomes 
concentrated.” 425 Therefore they are included under concentration. Equanimity is 

included because it is helpful to concentration and because its function is similar to 

concentration. Therefore they should be understood to be included in concentration.

424 S. i. 13; 165.
425 D. i. 172; 182; 232; 250; iii. 241-243; M. i. 37-38; iii. 86-87; S. iv. 78-79; 352-355; 357-358; v. 156, 
399; A. i. 243-244; iii. 22-23; 285-288; v. 329; 334; Ps. 85-86.

The commentary on exposition as to division of content is completed.

87. (565) The truth of suffering should be regarded as a burden (bharo viya 

dukkhasaccam) because it has the state of causing torture, because it tortures as 
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something to be carried - this is the meaning. [The truth of origin] as the taking up of 

the burden (bhârâdânamiva) because it is the cause of the torture that arises at different 

lives. [The truth of cessation] as the putting down of the burden (bhâranikkhepanamiva) 

because it has the state of pacification of suffering of the course of existence. [The truth 

of suffering] is like a disease, and like a famine (rogo viya, dubbhikkhamiva) because it 

has the state of being oppressed. [The truth of origin is] like the cause of the disease 

and like a drought (roganidanam viya, dubbutthi viya) because it has the characteristic 

of source. Dubbutthi'. absence of rain or excessive rain. [The truth of cessation is] like 

the cure of the disease, and like prosperity (rogavüpasamo viya, subhikkhamiva) 

because it has the characteristic of peace, because it has blissful state. For there is the 

sacred word, “Nibbâna is the highest bliss.”426 [The truth of the path is] like the 

medicine, and like timely rain (bhesajjamiva, suvutthi viya) because it cuts off the cause 

of suffering, and because it has the state of means for its disappearance. For the truth of 

the path has the characteristic of outlet. Suffering is compared with enmity, poisonous 

tree, fear and the hither shore, because it is of undesirable nature and because it is 

fearful and harmful. Enmity (veram): hatred, or adversary. The removal of the enmity 

(verasamugghâto)'. pacification of enmity, loving-kindness. The means to remove the 
enmity (verasamugghâtupâyof. it refers to the four kinds of divine abiding.427

M. i. 508; 510; Dh. 57.
The term sahgahavatthuni is often referred to in Buddhist Sanskrit as catvari sahgrahavastuni, that is, 

danam, priyavadita, arthacarya, and samanarthata. They are based on Theravada Buddhism.

The commentary on exposition as to simile is completed.

88. (566) The same method should be applied to the origin and so on (esa nayo 

samudayâdïsu)'. (a) there is origin that is not noble truth, (b) there is noble truth that is 

not origin, (c) there is what is both origin and noble truth, and (d) there is what is 

neither origin nor noble truth. The same method applies to the remaining two noble 

truths.

89. They are not the noble truth (na ariyasaccam) because of absence of states of what 

should be known, what should be abandoned, unformed, and outlet. The other two noble 
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truths (itaram pana ariyasaccadvayam) refer to truth of origin and path. They can be 

suffering (siya dukkham) since they are suffering due to formations. Therefore it is said, 

“because they are impermanent (aniccato)”. In that sense (tathattena): in the real sense, 

in the sense of what should be known - this is the meaning. By the word, the teacher 

shows that the two noble truths “can be suffering, but not the noble truth; they can be 

the noble truth, but not suffering.” For the words suffering, etc. followed by the word 

the noble truth are said to be the states of what should be understood, and so on. 

Therefore states associated with the path and the fruits of asceticism are included in the 

first expression428 with reference to the word “suffering”, not expecting the word “noble 

truth”. But with reference to “suffering” expecting the word “noble truth” they are 

included in the fourth expression.429

428 atthi cettha dukkham, na ariyasaccam.
429 ar/Ar neva dukkham na ariyasaccam.
430 The reading is samudayadisu. Here ‘de//’ is not necessary.
431 They are cessation but not the noble truth, because only nibbana is the noble truth of cessation.
432 Origin is the opposite of tliQ cessation of formations (sahkharanirodho).

In all aspects (sabbakarena)-. in all ways. States associated with the path, etc. are partly 

defective. [The five aggregates as objects of clinging (upadanakkhandhapahcakam)} not 

being like the states associated with path are [both suffering and noble truth] entirely in 

all aspects due to the state of suffering and noble truth. When the five aggregates [as 

objects] of clinging is referred to, even craving would be included. Therefore in order to 

remove that possibility it is said, “except craving (ahhatra tanhaya)”, because it has the 
state of the noble truth independently. In the context of origin,430 remaining defilements, 

etc. are the origin in the sense of source, but not the noble truth because it is the 

explanation of Suttanta. Cessation is the noble truth, but not origin. But the other two 

noble truths can be origin in the sense of being the condition for their own fruit. But 

they are not so in the real sense of that for the abandonment of which the life of purity is 

lived under the Blessed One. But craving is in all aspects both origin and the noble truth. 

The states associated with the path and the fruits of asceticism are neither origin in the 

real sense of that for the abandonment of which the life of purity is lived under the 

Blessed One, nor noble truth. Cessation of formations and attainment of cessation are 
cessation; they are not noble truth.431 Origin is the noble truth; it is not cessation.432 But 
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the other two noble truths can be cessation due to having momentary cessation, but they 

are not so. in the real sense of that for direct experience of which the life of purity is 

lived under the Blessed One. But unformed element is in all aspects both cessation and 

noble truth. The rest should be construed in the same way already told. Other paths 

except the noble path can be called the path, but not the noble truth. Cessation is the 

noble truth, not a path. The other two noble truths can be path because of having the 

state of way leading to becoming, but they are not so in the real sense of that for 

development of which the life of purity is lived under the Blessed One. But the way 

leading to the cessation is in all aspects both path and noble truth. The rest should be 

construed in the same way already told.

The commentary on exposition as to tetrad is completed.

90. (567) [All truths should be understood] as void (sunnani), [bereft of] experiencer, 

etc. which are imagined by heretics - this is the implication. For even if suffering is to 

be felt, still it is without experiencer. But there is mere conventional usage, such as, 

“One feels suffering” when suffering occurs according to its own conditions. This 

method applies to the rest.

“But none -who suffers (na koci dukkhito)” is told in order to show the meaning drawn 

by emphasis (evakara), “There is suffering only.” Only doing exists (kiriyava vijjatif. it 

is told with reference to the truth of origin. Or the doer is said to be the truth of 
suffering433 because the first two truths are included in the round of results (vipakavatta) 

and the Azzwmo-round (kammavatta). For action to be done is without performer. But 

when mere action arises according to its own conditions, there is just conventional 

usage, “Someone performs action” in the continuity of states called suffering. The same 

method should be applied to one who is extinguished and goer. When grammatically 

one should say, “maggo atthi”, in the verse the teacher says “maggamatthF in which 

there is loss of the syllable ‘o’. Goer (gamakof. one who goes to extinction.

433 Ven. Mahasi suggested that in this context the word dukkhasaccasabhava should be 
dukkhasaccabhava which means the state of the truth of suffering.
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The state of being together with cankers (sasavata) in the sense of oozing down dirt of 

defilements is the state of being unauspicious (asubhata). Therefore cessation and the 

path are auspicious only due to state free from cankers.

91. And suffering, etc. have the state of origin, etc. optionally. But they do not have the 

state of cessation, or cessation does not have the state of suffering, etc. Therefore 

cessation and the remaining three truths do not include each other. Hence it is said, 

“[The remaining three truths are] void of cessation (nirodhasuhhani va).”

Because of the absence of suffering in the origin (samudaye dukkhassabhavato): 

because craving which leads to becoming has no rebirth in it. Or according to those who 

hold the theory of nature (pakativadi), modifications remain only as the state of nature 
(pakati) before appearance434 and after disappearance. But suffering even associated 

with the origin does not remain as the origin. Therefore it is said, “because of the 

absence of suffering in the origin”. And it should be construed as: “because of the 

absence of cessation in the path”. Pakati is desired, according to those who hold the 

theory of nature to be gravid with its changes which remain in the state of Pakati, which 
are not divided into intellect, egotism, the subtle and primary elements,435 faculty, 

specific element. Unlike the Pakati, the cause is not gravid with its fruit - it is the 

meaning. “[And the result is void of the cause] owing to the absence of inherence of the 

origin in suffering and of the path in cessation (dukkhasamudayanam 

nirodhamaggananca asamavayo)”: while making it clear, the teacher composes the 

sentence, beginning with, “The fruit of a cause doesn’t have its cause inherent in it (na 

hetusamavetam hetuphalam).” Samavaya (inherence) is the relation which cannot be 

established independently, which causes conventional usage as, “It lies here”, just as, 

“Cloth is inherent in thread, pot is in potsherd, a mat in grass, aggregate of two atoms in 

two atoms”, and so on. By that relation of inherence in two atoms which are the causes, 

the aggregate of two atoms which is the result, and which is inherent, is related as it 

were being one. The aggregate of three atoms, [which is the result inherent] in three 

434 According to VbhAT. 57 the reading is yatha va pakativadlnam vikaravibhavato pubbe patipalina ca 
pakatibhaveneva titthanti which is suitable instead of vikara avikaribhavato pubbe patipalina ca given 
here.
435 Avisesa refers to six elements, such as, sound, touch, visible data, taste, smell, and egotism.
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atoms [is related in the causes as it were being one]. Similarly the result up to the mass 

of great earth, great water, great fire, and great wind, is inherent in their own causes. 

This is the theory according to those -who maintain the relation of inherence 

(samavayavadino). But those who maintain like this have told as follows - one result 

having great measure is inherent in the measureless cause; it is gravid with cause inside 

itself, not void. Here because of absence of inherence there is no cause in the result. 

Therefore the result is void of the cause.

The commentary on exposition as to void is completed.

Commentary on Explanation of Exposition about Singlefold, etc.
(ekavidhadivinicchayakathavannana)

92. (568) As the state of occurrence (pavattibhavato); [suffering is of one kind] as the 

state of occurrence of the round of rebirth. Classed according to the four nutriments 

(catuaharabhedato): [it is of four kinds] due to specific conditions of the four 

nutriments. By this word the four specific nutriments, such as, bodily nutriment, etc., 

the specific states that are the causes of the four kinds of nutriment called object fit to be 

swallowed, six bases, ignorance, and volitional formations are included. And specific 

states produced from the four kinds of nutriment called material octad with nutritive

essence as eighth, feeling, rebirth-linking consciousness, and mentality-materiality are 
also included.436

436 The words ‘four nutriments’ here include its cause as well as its effect. Ajjhoharaniyavatthu is the 
cause of kabaltkarahara; salayatana is the cause of phassarahara; avijja is the cause of 
manosancetanarahara; and abhisahkhara is the cause of vinhanarahara. But ojatthamakarupa is the 
result of kabaltkarahara-, vedana is the result of phassarahara; patisandhivihhdna is the result of 
manosancetanarahara; and namarupa is the result of vinnanarahara.

As making occurs (pavattakabhavato); as making suffering occurs. Classed as delight in 

materiality, and so on (rupabhinandanadibhedo); classed as delight in materiality 

aggregate, etc., and as [delight] in object of materiality also - thus they say. Classed as 
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the six groups of craving (cha tanhakayabhedatof. because of craving for visible data, 

etc., each has manifold divisions

It is clung to (upadiyati) by the kinds of clinging (upadanehi). Thus it is result-of-past- 

clinging (upadf). It refers to the group of five aggregates [as objects] of clinging. 

Nibbana is the escape from it, its calming down, its quieting, since there is remainder of 
it up till the last consciousness [of the Arahant}, after which there is no remainder of it. 

Because of this, the nibbana element is conventionally spoken of in two ways as with 

result of past clinging left and without result of past clinging left 

(saupadisesanibbanadhatu, nirupadisesanibbanadhatu). As this division is made due to 

conventional usage, similarly in the case of others also, in order to show some of them, 

“three kinds (tividho)”, etc. are told. Otherwise how can there be division of nibbana 
that is one?

95. Classed according to serenity and insight (samathavipassandbhedatof. here right 

view and right thinking are insight and others are said to be serenity. For even virtue is 

included in serenity because it is helper of serenity - this is their implication. Or 

optionally the path obtained by way of twofold vehicle is classed as serenity and insight. 

Therefore this is told through the way to practice. This (ayam): the noble path. Since it 

is a part of them (sappadesattaf. because it is a part of virtue aggregate, and so on. For a 

part (ekadeso) is called padesa because it is referred to as the state of a part. That which 

is together with (saha) a part (padesa) referring to one’s own group is called sappadesa, 

as in the case of visible dhammas (sanidassana dhamma).431 Virtue aggregate, etc. 

include entire mundane and supra-mundane virtue. The noble path includes the supra- 

mundane virtue only. Therefore it is a part of virtue aggregate, and so on.

96. As of the same kind (sajatito): due to having same category; due to the common 

category of virtue about divisions like abstinence of verbal misconduct, and so on.

437 Dhs. 2.
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98. Effort is like the companion who bent down (onatasahayo viya vayamo) due to 

commonness of function of exerting. Mindfulness is like the friend who stood by, giving 

his shoulder  for support (amsakutam datva thitasahayo viya sati) due to commonness of 

making firm by preventing wobbling. As of the same kind (sajatito): due to 

commonness of concentration about divisions, such as, that with applied thought and 
that with sustained thought.438 Because of their action (kiriyato): because of action in 

conformity with concentration. Therefore mindfulness and effort are referred to as the 

state of basis and equipment of concentration respectively according as it is said, “The 

four foundations of mindfulness are the basis of concentration; the four right kinds of 
striving are the equipment of concentration.”439

It refers to the first jhana.
M. i. 301.
Psi. 53.
S. v. 8, 430; Psi. 3; Dhs. 189; 191; Vbh. 104; 235; 293.
S. iv. 29.

100. [Understanding penetrates] as it were hitting (akotentena viya): as it were 

hammering from all sides with action similar to that of understanding, such as, 

“impermanent, impermanent”, and as it were turning over (parivattentena) with 

thoughts, such as, “impermanent in the senise of destruction, suffering in the sense of 
fear”,440 understanding penetrates that which was given, by taking it, by determining it. 

Right thinking is referred to as it were belonging to past due to state of condition, even 

if both are simultaneous. As of the same kind (sajatito): due to commonness of 

understanding in the sacred words, such as, “knowledge in suffering.”441 Because of its 

action (kiriyato): the action (kicca) similar to understanding is referred to as kiriya. But 

earlier kiriya means the action which is helper of concentration, which is in conformity 
with it - this is the difference here.

102. They should be directly known (abhihheyyani): Four Noble Truths are to be known 

directly because of the sacred word, “O bhikkhus, all should be known”,442 or truths are 

to be known with specific knowledge.

103. (569) Similar to each other (ahhamahham sabhagani): having same portions with 

each other, having similar forms - this is the meaning. That which is more difficult to 

438

439

440

441

442
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accomplish (durabhisambhavataram): more impossible to accomplish, difficult to 

approach due to loss of power. Arrow (asanam): arrow (kandam). One should shoot 

(atipateyya): one should throw. With the tip (kotiya): with the tip of the arrow. The tip 

means the tip of hair only. One should penetrate (pativijjheyya): one should penetrate 

face to face.

Defining according to their individual characteristics (salakkhanavavatthanam): 

defining through characteristics of affliction, source, peace, and outlet.

104. Since they are profound in the sense of being hard to understand 

(duravagahatthena gambhiratta): truth of suffering and origin are gross. For suffering 

even in animals and desire for food, etc. is evident. They are profound (gambhira): 

because of being impossible for plunging into correctly through oppression, etc. and 

accumulation, etc., such as, “This is suffering, this is its cause.” Cessation and path are 

by individual nature hard to understand in the sense of being profound (gambhiratthena 

duravagaha) because of states fine and subtle. Therefore when path has arisen there is 

not non-realization of cessation and path. Even nibbana is referred to as result because 

it is obtained through the path. Therefore there is the sentence, “Because they come 

under the heading of result (phalapadesato)”. For it is said, “Knowledge in cessation of 
suffering is discrimination of the meaning.”443 Even the path is referred to as the cause 

because it causes to obtain cessation. Therefore there is the sentence, “Because they 

come under the heading of cause (hetuapadesato)”. And it is said, “Knowledge in the 
path leading to the cessation of suffering is discrimination of the law.”444

445 Here the reading vijananakaranabhutena eva does not convey the meaning in this context. VbhAT. 59 
reads vijananakaranabhute naye eva, which is suitable. Ven. Mahasi also suggested this reading.

Thus by suchlike means (iti evam pakarehi): thus one should know by such kinds - in 

this way it should be construed. There by the word iti the teacher shows the order in 

knowing. By suchlike means (evam pakarehi): by the word evam he shows the means 
which is the cause of knowing only.445

The Commentary on Exposition as to Similar and Dissimilar is completed.
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The Commentary on Description of Faculties and Truths is completed.

This is the commentary on the sixteenth chapter.
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Chapter Five

Commentary on

Description of the Soil 

in which Understanding Grows 

(XVII)
(pannâbhüminiddesavannana)
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Chapter Five

Commentary on

Description of the Soil in which Understanding Grows

(XVII)

(pannabhuminiddesavannana)

Commentary on explanation of the term Dependent Origination
(paticcasamuppadakathavannana)

1. (570) Of this understanding (imissa pahhayaf. of this insight as obtained. Among 

those that are the plane (bhumibhutesuf. among those that are the places of occurrence. 

It is granted that this designation ‘the dependent origination and the dependently- 

originated states’ (paticcasamuppadapaticcasamuppanna) is relatively accomplished 

like the designation of the father and the son. But they are defined according to the 

sequence in the context of cause (hetu) and fruit (phala). Therefore it is said by the 

expression, beginning with, “the dependent origination itself (paticcasamuppado 

ceva) ’’ after having divided. By the word ‘etc. ’ (adisaddenaf. by the word etc. which is 

referred to here in the expression “[the states] classed as dependent origination, etc. 

(paticcasamuppadadibheda)”. They remain (avasesa honti): they are yet to be 

commented - this is implied. Therefore it is said, “'The turn has come for their 

exposition (tesam vannanakkamo anuppatto).”

2. The states, beginning with, ignorance are to be known as dependent origination 

(avijjadayo dhamma paticcasamuppado), not mere origination.
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3. While showing that this significance should be known from the words of Sutta, 

having introduced the sentence, beginning with, “for this is said (vuttanhetam)”, the 

sentence, beginning with, “Aging-and-death, etc., are (jaramaranadayo panaf' is 

composed in order to show the dependently originated states. In that context, however, 

why are the states of dependent origination shown in the direct order and the 

dependently originated states in the reverse order? It is to show the immediacy of that 

condition from which those dependently originated states are arisen.

It is impermanent (aniccam): it is not permanent; it is not eternal. It is formed 

(sahkhatamf. made (katam) by conditions after having united together (samecca 

sambhuya). Dependently originated (paticcasamuppannam): it is arisen together 

properly, having depended on condition which deserves to be condition. Subject to 

destruction (khayadhammam): having individual nature of destruction. Subject to fall 

(vayadhammam): having individual nature of falling. Subject to fading away 

(viragadhammamf. having individual nature of detachment; having individual nature of 

breaking up. Subject to cessation (nirodhadhammam): having individual nature of 

ceasing. The remaining which should be told here will be told later.

4. (571) Here (ettha): in these suttas which are just quoted. A brief account (sahkhepo): 

summary of the meaning.

5. With birth as condition (jatipaccaya): owing to the condition called birth. An ablative 

case is used in the sense of cause. There remains just that element (thitava sa dhatuf. 

the conditionality of aging-and-death namely “with birth as condition there is aging- 

and-death (jatipaccaya jaramaranaf is element. This is individual nature. 

Conditionality was unknown before appearance of and after Perfect Ones. It was known 

at the middle, not created by Perfect Ones. On the contrary there is arising of aging-and- 

death through the condition of birth forever. Therefore [the element] just exists. The 

Perfect One is called the master of dhamma because he realized it with his own 

knowledge, and it is announced “This dhamma is discovered by the Perfect One”, not 

because of creating something new. Therefore it is said, “There remains just that 

element (thitava sa dhatu).” In the expression ‘With birth as condition there is aging-
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and-death’ [the element] exists because of trueness of cause or of this individual nature 

which is known in this manner due to absence of hallucination. Therefore that element 

is the state of existence of nature (dhammatthitata). Or birth is called the state of 

existence of nature (dhammatthitata) as it has state of existence through the state of 

generating aging-and-death, etc., because it is the condition of arising, occurrence, 

accumulation, bondage, impediment, origin, causality, and conditionality of aging-and- 
death.446 Thus the teacher implicitly speaks of a cause only referring to result.

116 Though Ps gives nine thitis, here in lika only eight are given; nimittatthiti is dropped. Nine thitis are: 
“uppadatthiti ca pavattatthiti ca nimittatthiti ca ayuhanatthiti ca samyogatthiti ca palibodhatthiti ca 
samudayatthiti ca hetutthiti ca paccayatthiti ca" (Ps. 50).
447 Ps. 1.

S. ii. 25; 26.

Or alternatively nature (dhamma) is so called because it is held (dhariyati) by 

conditions. Thiti is that wherein the fruit remains owing to arising by depending on it. 

Therefore the existence of nature is dhammathiti. Or dhamma is cause; condition is the 

meaning. Individual nature of existence of condition is dhammatthiti because there is no 

other individual nature apart from condition. Thus individual nature of existence of 

condition (dhammatthiti) refers to condition (paccayo). Thus it is said, “Understanding 

in realization of conditions is knowledge in individual nature of existence of 
condition.”447 * Individual nature of existence of condition (dhammatthiti) itself is 

dhammatthitata. The same element is called regularity of states (dhammaniyamata) 

because there is decision, determination owing to non-otherwise-ness of cause or of this 

individual nature, such as, “With birth as condition there is aging-and-death”, and 

owing to absence of knowledge, such as, “Without birth as condition there is aging-and- 

death.” Or dhammatthitata (relatedness of states) is an existence of cause which is 

dhamma, such as, when there is birth there arises aging-and-death that is the result. 

Dhammaniyamata is fixation of dhamma, such as, when there is no birth, there does not 

arise aging-and-death. In this way the teacher explains the cause through result. Tam 

indicates specific conditionality which is referred to by words, beginning with, “There 

remains that element (thitava sa dhatu).”4™ Discovers it (abhisambujjhati): he knows it 

with personal experience; he penetrates it correctly. He penetrates (abhisameti) is its 

synonym. He announces it: telling first, he reveals - this is the meaning. [He] teaches

448
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(deseti) it with the same conclusion. Makes it known (pahhapeti): he informs in 

different ways by pointing out significance as it is preached. Establishes it (patthapeti): 

while establishing in different ways only. Exposes, expounds it (vivarati vibhajati): by 

re-explaining the significance as it is taught. Explains it (uttariikaroti): making the 
meaning which is made open and classified by showing cause and examples.449 ‘See 

he says (passathati caha): while making [the meaning] clear, by concluding having 

made it directly experienced in that way

449 Here the reading, hetudharanadassanehi is not suitable. Hetudaharanehi in Thai ed. is suitable in this 
context.
450 The reading tamtamphalanipphadane given in Sinhalese edition is better than the reading 
tamtamphalanipphadanena given here.

(572) It has the characteristic of being the conditions (paccayalakkhanof. characteristic 

of the state of condition, or it should be marked as condition. Its function is to continue 

the process of suffering (dukkhanubandhanaraso): through function of causing someone 

to join with suffering of existence. It is manifested as the wrong path 

(kummaggapaccupatthano): it is the opposite way to the way leading to nibbana.

6. So panayam indicates this dependent origination (paticcasamuppado). Neither less 

nor more (anunadhikeheva): there arises the fruit by means of those entire conditions 

due to which the fruit deserves to be produced. There is no need of conditions other than 

that. Just like there is arising of the eye-consciousness by the eye, visible data, light, and 

attention, by this the teacher shows reality (tathata), that is, devotion of the totality of 
conditions in generating respective fruits.450 Concord (samaggim): meeting together, 

combination - this is the meaning. Because there is no non-producing 

(asambhavabhavato): as there is absence of non-producing. For when there is 

combination of conditions, if the fruit does not arise, there may be unreality of 

combination of conditions. With another state’s conditions (ahhadhammappaccayehi): 

with conditions belonging to the fruit other than the particular one. Because there is no 

arising of another state (ahhadhammanuppattitof. because there is no arising of other 

fruit than the particular one. For there never arises the ear-consciousness by the eye, 

visible data, light, and attention, if so, there would be otherness of combination of 

conditions. But that does not exist. Therefore it is said, “not otherness (anahhathata)”.
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Because there is condition (paccayato): because there is the state of being condition. 

Because there is a total of conditions (paccayasamühato): here also the same method 

should be applied.

7. (573) That-conditions itself is that-conditionality (idappaccaya eva idappaccayata): 

here by the suffix ta, the form is extended, but there is no difference in meaning just as 

god himself is a deity (devo eva devata). Or the total of that-conditions is total specific 

conditionality (idappaccayânam va samiiho idappaccayata)’. the meaning of the total is 

indicated by the suffix ta just as group of people is mankind (jananam samiiho janata). 

And as there is canonical quotation “If, Ananda, you are asked: “Is there a condition for 

aging-and-death?” you should answer: “Yes”. If asked: “What conditions aging-and- 
death?” you should answer: “Aging-and-death is conditioned by birth”,451 the word 

idappaccaya (that-condition) is treated to be kammadharaya compound because the 

same case is used for the words idam and kim as the same case of the word jâti and the 

word paccaya. In this sutta defining thus - “conditions for those (imassa paccaya 

idappaccaya)”, the question should not be about arising of aging-and-death 

(jarâmarana) through the cause of aging-and-death or of the other. [Why?] Because it 

has been known and it is impossible. Actually it should be a question about the cause of 

aging-and-death. And because the word idam has the same case as the word paccaya in 

the reference, the question should be about cause defining thus — “from this condition 

{imasmâ paccaya)”. And the state of the same case is obtained even in bahubbhlhi type 

of compound. Kammadharaya type of compound is found when there is no desire to 

refer to significance of the third word.

XD-iL 55-
Ven. Mahâsi points out that it should be na kathanci kammadhârayasamâsâsambhavoti instead of na 

kathanci kammadhârayasamâsasambhavoti given here.

You may say that there is not the state of the same case-relationship in chatthi tappurisa 

compound, therefore there is no reason of not being the kammadharaya compound.452 It 

should not be questioned like this. Because there is a special reason to say so. It desires 

to refer to paticcasamuppâdo in the following expression “idappaccayata 

paticcasamuppâdo”. In the expression, “Is there a condition for aging-and-death?”, it is 
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a question on the mere condition of aging-and-death. Therefore an option for the 

compound should be made here [in the word paticcasamuppado] as well as there [in the 

quotation from sutta] just as the word idam stands for an adjective of the word 

paticcasamuppada and for an adjective of the word paccaya which is to be asked. 

Therefore occurrence of another compound does not mean rejecting the chatthi 

tappurisa compound. But if someone asks ‘Why is kammadharaya compound not 

desired here?’ ‘The cause of the effects which are produced from a cause is dependent 

origination (hetuppabhavanam hetu paticcasamuppado)'. This significance is not 

possible in kammadharaya compound. And “idappaccaya means the condition which is 

suitable for the fruit which is also suitable for its own condition.” This significance is 

desired. But here significance taken from the word idam, is described through the word 

aging-and-death expressed in the sacred word “Is there a condition for aging-and- 

death?” Thus the word idam having been sliped from the reference to 
paticcasamuppanna,453 is applied to paccaya only as there is no other possibility. 

Therefore there it is kammadharaya compound. But here there is no reason for 

abandoning paticcasamuppanna on the part of the word idam, therefore it is chatthi 

tappurisa compound only. Similarly if someone argues ‘The state of dependent 

origination cannot be accomplished through that-conditionality because idappaccayo 

itself cannot be idappaccayabhavo', there is nothing wrong, because it is already 

pointed out that there is no special meaning of the suffix for abstract norm (ta).

453 The reading paticcasamuppannato abhassitva is not suitable here. Ven. Mahasi suggests the reading 
paticcasamuppannato bhassitva which is relevant here.

Or alternatively it may be accepted that idappaccayabhavo is idappaccayata. And here 

bhavo means existence (satvam) of cause towards unavoidable fruit. Moreover the word 

idappaccaya is conventionally used for such conditions as birth, etc. And ‘existence of 

idappaccaya' is not different from ‘idappaccaya'. If it would be something other than 

that, that would be non-existent. For there is nothing existing other than existence. 

Further satvam is indeed sam (being together), the state of satvam cannot be sam. For 

the state of sam is not the satva. It is because the state of sam is different from satva. 

Therefore the statement ‘the state of existence is satva (sato bhavo satvam)' is not 

logical. And asam does not become sam just by combination of sam. Of course it does
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not become sam by the combination of asam.454 And grasping* of sat in asat is wrong. 

Therefore sam is not proved just by grasping. The state of individual nature of sam does 

not belong to something non-existent just like lion-ness doesn’t belong to the boy in the 

context of similarity. As the state of idappaccaya is satvam as it is already told, not 

asatvam, the existence of idappaccaya is also not asam. Therefore idappaccayabhavo 

which is idappaccayasarupam is referred to as idappaccayata having defined ‘such and 
such nature belongs to such and such (imassa ayam? in order to show withdrawal from 
the other nature.455 Thus paticcasamuppadabhava is not impossible to accomplish 

through idappaccayata.

454 Pageva sam-sambandhena in VR1 edition is wrong.
455 Ven. Mahasi suggests that sabhavantarehi vinivattabhavadassanattham should be bhavantarehi 
vinivattabhavadassanattham.

In Sinhalese version, the word is dhatuaditathatapadanam instead of the word jatiadipadanam. 
Though Ven. Mahasi says that word dhatuaditathatapadanam is better, it seems to me that Burmese 
reading is more suitable in this context.
457 This is Dasabalasutta (S. ii. 27), not Sihanadasutta. And in this passage, many sentences are omitted, 
therefore the sign of abridgment 'pe' should be inserted as follows: "dasabalasamannagato, 
hhikkhave.tathagato caliihi ca vesarajjehi samannagato asabham thanam patijanati, parisasu sthanadam 
nadati, brahmacakkam pavatteti, ... pe ... imasmim sati idam hoti, ... pe ... evametassa kevalassa 
dukkhakkhandhassa nirodho hoti"ti.
458 Ap. 25.

Dependent origination (paticcasamuppado) is that which arises (samuppajjati) from 

such and such [cause] after having depended (paticca) on it. As paticcasamuppado has 

the state of sense of the cause, the state of being pre-eminent of the cause should be 
applied to the words, beginning with, jati,456 because they describe the state of the cause. 

For it is said, the cause (hetu) of those arisen from a cause (hetuppabhavanam) is 

dependent origination (paticcasamuppado). Moreover the significance is shown only by 

the following passage from Sihanadasutta as “The Tathagata, bhikkhus, endowed with 

the ten powers and the four confidences claims the Place of the Bull; he roars the Lion’s 

Roar among the congregations; he turns the divine Wheel. Thus ‘this’ being, ‘that’ 
becomes. Such is the ceasing of this entire mass of suffering.”457 Venerable Assaji, 

when asked, “What doctrine does the preceptor hold, what does he preach?” replied, 

"Tathagata preaches the cause of those states which are arisen from the cause. And he 

preaches their cessation, the great ascetic holds this doctrine.”458
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By this it is known that the cause of those which are arisen from a cause is 

paticcasamuppado. Here the rest that should be told will occur later.

8. (574) Having depended (paticcaf. depending on respective cause. A right [arising] 

(samma): not incorrect arising of impermanent [effect] from impermanent [cause]. For 

arising of the effect from permanent cause is incorrect. Therefore there is the sentence, 

“Disregarding such causes conjectured by sectarians as the Primordial Essence 

(Prafyti) World Soul (Purusa), and so on (titthiya ... pe ... nirapekkho)Their 

intention is - arising is one aspect which has the characteristic of condition already told 

in “from condition, from moment (paccayato khanato)”, different from the 
characteristic of being formed, such as, “Arising is known (uppado pahiiayati).”459 With 

relation to that intention, they say that causes of birth, etc., are birth, etc. This is just 

their own view, because there is no such arising apart from the characteristic of 

production. Therefore there is the sentence, beginning with, “That is untenable (tarn na 

yujjati).” It admits of no profound treatment (gambhiranayasambhavato): because 

profound methods are not possible; It is ungrammatical (saddabhedatof. it destroys the 

rules of grammar, it does not accord with grammatical rules.

9. There is no sutta (suttam natthif. no words of sutta, beginning with, 
“paticcasamuppâdam vo bhikkhave desessâmi'1459 describe [the dependent origination] 

as simple arising. For this meaning which is aforesaid is being explained here also. That 

(tam)-. mere arising (uppadamattani). I abide (viharamif. when I was abiding just after 

enlightenment - this is the implication. Or optionally ‘I abide (viharâmi)’ is used 

through informality of tense, when I abode - this is the meaning. There (tatraf. in 

abiding in one part of that. In the vision of mode of conditions (paccayâkàradassanena): 

in seeing the aspect of condition, the aspect through which the cause (paccayadhamma) 

conditions the effect (paccayuppanna). The aspect of condition means the state of 

conditions (paccayabhdvo). Here especially the state of condition of feelings is intended. 

Therefore there is the sentence, beginning with, “I understood feeling with wrong view 

as its condition (micchâditthipaccayâpi vedayitam).1' For in seeing condition of only

459

460
S. iii. 38-40; A. i. 152; Ps. 108; Kv. 60.
S. ii. 1;2.
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feelings, abiding aforesaid becomes a partly abiding because it is abiding of one who 

sees only a part of dependent origination. The newly Enlightened One’s abiding is the 

bringing to mind the whole conditional-relation with infinite method. Some teachers 

take it as seeing of mode of conditions entirely. [Any one who asserts that dependent 

origination is mere arising] involves himself in conflict with the Padesavihâra Sutta 

(padesavihârasuttavirodho âpajjati): as it explains contemplation on the condition of 
feelings.

10. The world arises from this, thus it is called the origin of the world (lokasamudayo), 

unity of conditions, beginning with, ignorance, etc. It does not mean mere origination of 

the world. Therefore it is said, “dependent origination in forward order 

(anulomapaticcasamuppâdo)”. It is not (natthitâ): complete absence, destruction 
without continuity,461 annihilation - this is the meaning. Wrong view of annihilation is 

intended by the word natthitâ because that view is associated with annihilation 

(natthitâ). Non-ceasing of conditions (paccayânuparamo): non-cutting of conditions. 

Just as a group of five causes exists like the group of present five results depending on 

the group of past five causes, similarly group of future five results will exist depending 

on group of the present five causes.462 Therefore there is the sentence, “Because the 

result is not ceased when condition is not ceased (paccayânuparame 
phalânuparamato)”.

11. That (tarn) indicates profundity. There is no profundity in mere arising 

(uppâdamatte natthi) because it has not got the state of individual nature. As the 

methods, beginning with, oneness can be known in the state having individual nature, 

nothing can be known in mere arising. Therefore it is said, “There is no need of any 

such tetrad of methods in mere arising (nayacatukkam uppâdamatte natthi). ”

461 Ven. Mahasi says that instead of the reading naranvayavindso ucchedo here, the reading 
niranvayavinaso ucchedo in Thai version will be better. It means destruction as not to have existence of 
mind and matter in a new life. According to Sutta, however, uccheda does not refer to mind and matter 
but always to atta. Therefore the reading naranvayavindso ucchedo is also suitable here as it is. It means 
destruction of lineage of human being. I adopted Burmese edition.
462 For detailed explanation, see Vis. XVII. 291 onwards.
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12. With same subject (samane kattari): when there is a single subject, the subject of 

action of arising itself is the subject of paticca - this is the meaning. As we have an 

example, “He eats after having bathed; he sleeps after having eaten.” [When it is 

construed] as past (pubbakdlef. this is told because a word ending in suffix tva mostly 

indicates past action, not because the word paticca is in the sense of preceding tense. 

For the example “having depended on the eye (cakkhum paficcaj” would be consistent 

with the word [paticcasamuppada] to be pointed out. Or optionally here [in the word 

paticcasamuppada], simultaneity of both actions may be accepted because the action of 

dependency is not possible before the action of arising. Still the action of cause may be 

referred to as if prior to the action of fruit. In this way here classifications of cause and 

fruit are clear. Therefore the word “as past (pubbakale)" is told having taken past tense 

accomplished indirectly. It brings about accomplishment of the meaning 

(atthasiddhikarof. it makes the meaning of a sentence to be known. For here in the word 

'paticcasamuppada' understanding of the sentence meaning (yakyatthavabodho) 

implies accomplishment of the meaning (atthasiddhi). When it is construed [with the 

word uppada] (payujjamdnof. having brought the word “owing to absence” of the same 

subject with the word uppada, the word paticca should be construed. Because the 

following is the meaning here - in the sentence, such as, “Having depended on the eye 

and visible objects, eye consciousness arises (cakkhuhca paticca rupe ca uppajjati 
cakkhuvihhanamy'463 464 vihhdna is the only subject of both actions depending as well as 

arising. Thus the state of the same subject is obtained.

463 M. i. 111; 259; iii. 281; 282,285; 286; S. ii. 72; 74; iv. 32; 33; 67; 86; 87; 90; 166; Ndl. 276; Kv. 330; 
334; 425; 427; 428; 430; 495; 496.
464 paravarayoge ca (PaninT3. 4. 20).

But here in the word “paticcasamuppado" mere action is told because the meaning of 

uppada is established through action (bhava). Hence the grammatical rule which has the 

characteristic of the same subject will not be possible. Therefore it is said, "There is a 

breach of grammar (saddabhedam gacchati)", there is wrong usage - this is the 
meaning. And here paravarayogo4(A is not applicable as, “The mountain is situated 

without having reached the river; the river is situated on the other side of the mountain.” 

The use of sign and cause also is not applicable as, “There is fear to see a lion; power 
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arises due to ghee; a stick fell down with the sound idham>.” Here [in the word 

paticcasamuppada}, there is no breach of grammar. In word of great sages who were 

there after having directly experienced what should be known by all, as it 

were, Amalaka fruit which is put on the palm, there is no scope for confused talk of the 

grammarians. Let there be a scope for confused talk of grammarians, because the words 

can be accomplished through sentence meaning like “departure after having bathed; 

sleep after having eaten”, etc. Still no meaning can be accomplished if 

paticcasamuppada is explained as uppada. Even if individually a word has got the 

meaning, the sentence meaning is not possible in the word uppada. Therefore it has no 

meaning due to the state of grammatical non-relationship just like a sentence 
dasadalimaf65 and so on.

13. The verbs, such as, “atthi, hoti, vijjatF which are not actually used after utterance of 

a noun, having brought, should be construed. Thus regarding this grammatical maxim it 

is said, “ffe shall construe it with the verb‘hoti" (hotisaddena saddhim yojayissama).” 

In this (imesu): in the context of the word paticcasamuppada told by way of proposition, 

question, and example, of teaching, which are already told. This is just for an example. 

In other references also, such as, “One brings well to mind dependent origination 
(paticcasamuppadameva sadhukam yoniso manasi kdroti),465 466 namely the conditioned 

nature of things, dependent origination (yadidam idappaccayata paticcasamuppado),467 468 

profound is this dependent origination, Anada, (gambhiro cayam ananda 
paticcasamuppddoy ,̂ the word paticcasamuppada is not construed with the verb hoti 

in any single instance. [The word hoti (comes to be)] is not added (yogam na gacchati): 

as it is not uttered with relation like that. And there is [no such expression as] ‘arising 

comes to be ’ (na ca uppado hoti)'. this is uttered with regard to dissociation of the word 

uppada from the characteristics of arising, because it has not got individual nature. For 

as there is no destruction of destruction, similarly there is no arising of arising like 

destruction. If there were, arising has an arising by arising; and that also has an arising.

465 Dasa means ten that is plural in number; dalima is the name of a fruit, but it is singular in number. 
Thus this utterance has no meaning.
466 S. ii. 65; 70-71; 95-96.
467 D. ii. 37; M. i. 167; S. i. 136.
468 D. ii. 55; S. ii. 92.
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Thus there would occur the contingency of absence of finality (anavatthanam) - this 

was already told. Therefore there is the sentence, beginning with, “z/ there were (sace 

heyya)”.469 470 If it is so, how can you explain the sentence ‘There is origin (samudayo 

hot if? This is not a fault, because there is not the intention of arising. In this way there 

comes into existence origin, appearance, of aggregate of suffering. Thus this is the 

meaning here. But here in the expression ‘There is dependent origination 
(paticcasamuppado hotiy, it clarifies the arising of that uppada.4™ Therefore there 

might have been clarification of arising by taking hoti (to be) in the sense of jayati (to 

be bom). With this intention it is said, “There is no [such expression as] arising comes 

to be (na uppado hoti).”

469 In the Vis, the reading is “sace bhaveyya”, instead of “sace heyya” given here. In Thai edition, it is 
sace bhaveyya.
470 Ven. Mahasi suggests that the word codana in atthibhávacodanň should be jotana.

14. (576) The word idappaccaya is explained as the conditions of these formations, etc., 

namely ignorance, etc.; their abstract essence is idappaccayata. The sentence, beginning 

with, “What is called ‘abstract essence ’ is (bhavo ca nama)” is uttered in order to give 

a reply to the question, ‘what is that abstract essence?’ The following is the meaning of 

that sentence - there is the mode by which ignorance, etc. become the cause of the 

appearance of formations, etc.; when there is that particular mode in the way of 

occurrence of ignorance, etc., the term paticcasamuppada is used for an alteration in 

formations. That (tarn) opinion of those (tesam) who preach [like this, is, however, 

wrong]. Because [they themselves] are called causes (hetuvacanato): they are called as 

having the state of causes.

15. (577) Here (etthaf. in the word paticcasamuppada. Paticcasamuppada is a cause 

(hetu) with capability that is to be known through the word in which samuppada is 

major. But for those who do not know this correct meaning, because elsewhere the word 

samuppada is found as an action noun, here also paticcasamuppada is declared as a 

mere arising as it sounds (byahjanacchayaya uppddoyevayam), not as a cause. Thus 

such a notion which arises (sa sahna uppajjati) should be got rid of, after having 
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understood the meaning of this (imassa) paticcasamuppada in the manner which is just 

told here.

Double ways (dvedha): the following is summary of this verse — a totality of effect 

which occurs through its own cause is called paticca as it is to be believed; and that is 

samuppado as it arises together; or depending (paticca), not neglecting the unity of 

causes, it arises together only. In this way the word paticcasamuppado is to be known in 

two ways. Therefore even the cause of the effect is referred to as paticcasamuppada 

through effect figuratively.

16. From the [total] conditionality (paccayataya): from the collection of conditions. 

Occurred (pavatto) means produced (nibbatto'). The total of states (dhammasamuho): 

group of states produced from conditions. When it is arrived at (patiyamano)-. when it is 

approached by direct confrontation by means of knowledge; when it is penetrated to 

(abhisamiyamano) - this is the meaning. It leads to welfare and bliss (hitaya sukhaya 

ca): it leads to supramundane welfare and supramundane bliss. It arises together with 

(saha uppajjatif. because of absence of single arising any time. It arises rightly (samma 

uppajjatif because it does not arise without cause or from improper cause. It arises 

together with (saha uppajjatif. it arises together (ekajjham uppajjati), because at least 
eight states471 arise together. Not regardless [of them] (na paccakkhayaf. not disregard, 

not without a multitude of states in the form of its own conditions. For that (tassa): for 

the total of states produced from conditions referred to as ‘‘‘‘paticcasamuppada", 

ignorance, etc are the total of causes for that. Because it is a condition for that 

(tappaccayattaf by this expression, the teacher shows that the designation samuppada 

is in the context of conditions of paticcasamuppada. Therefore there is the sentence, 

beginning with, “as in the world (yatha loke)". For just as in worldly expressions, such 

as, “Churned buttermilk is bile; curds is wine; cucumber is fever; molasses is phlegm; 

ghee is long-life” condition is referred to under the name of effect, similarly 

paticcasamuppada is referred to under the name of the effect.

471 It is said with reference to material and immaterial group. For material group there are eight 
inseparable units and for immaterial group there are eight states arising together.
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17. (578) While showing that the word pati in the word paticca has the sense of direct 

confrontation, the word icca has the sense of movement, it is said, “facing its 

counterpart (patimukhamito)". Among three questions, namely, ‘(1) approaching to 

what?; or (2) by whom is it approached?; or (3) who is approaching?’, the expression 

“the sum of causes (hetusamuho)” is referred to, while replying the last one. For when 

the last one is replied as the sum of causes (hetusamüho) is indeed the collection of 

conditions (paccayasamaggi), the earlier two questions are also replied, that is, 

approaching each other, and approached by each other - this is the meaning. Associated 

(sahitey. united, not divided. That', total of causes. It is referred to as co-arising 

(samuppâdo) - in this way it should be construed.

18. For the manifestation (pâtubhâvâyaf. for arising [of formations]. It is granted that in 

Pâli ignorance alone is referred to as condition, such as, “With ignorance as condition 
there are formations (avijjâpaccayâ sankhârâ).”4,12 Even then not ignorance alone is 

condition, on the contrary the states like co-bom states, basis, object, etc., wise attention, 

etc., and craving, clinging, etc., become co-operative causes of ignorance in arising of 

formations accordingly. Similarly when formations, etc. produce consciousness, etc., 

they also become the co-operative causes of consciousness, etc. Therefore it is said, 

“The total of causes which is indicated severally under the heading of each cause, 

beginning with, ignorance (avijjâdiekekahetusïsena niddittho hetusamüho).” In the 

sense that they produce common fruit (sâdhâranaphalanipphâdakatthena): as the states 

of causes included in that total of causes produce common fruit. In the sense that none 

can be dispensed with (avekallatthena): in the state of being not less. For in the total of 

causes if a fruit is uncommon to some causes, it would be produced by some causes. 

Then all those conditions have not got mutual expectation. Thus due to absence of face 

to face approaching the meaning of paticca would not be fulfilled. Of the factors in the 

combination (sâmaggiangânam): of the factors of collection of conditions, of those 

which have a group - this is the meaning. This is the genitive case in the sense of 

fixation. Togetherness of states of fruits indeed will not appear separately; they have not 

got mutual expectation like the states of cause. Therefore it is said, “the states that

472 M. i. 261; iii. 63; S. ii. 1; 17; 20, etc. 
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occur in unresolved mutual interdependence (ahhamahham avinibbhogavuttidhamme)”. 

Here inclusion of the word ‘unresolved (avinibbhogay is in order to cover the material 

states also. Otherwise the word ‘associated states (sampayuttadhammey would have 

been used.

19. (579) This total conditionality (paccayata): this group of conditionality, such as, 

ignorance. Mutually (annohnam): interdependently. Paticca means depending upon 

(nissaya), obtaining co-operative causes. Equally (samam): not-unequally, without 

deficiency. Together with {saha): together (ekajjham). States (dhamme)'. the states 

produced from its own conditions. As it causes to arise, from that (tatopi) means 

‘therefore’. In this way paticcasamuppada is spoken of by the Blessed One, the sage - 

thus it should be construed. Not without depending on (na apaticca): while showing the 

significance of emphasis (evakara), such as, depending on only (paticceva), in the verse 

the word eva is considered as being lost.

20. Piecemeal (ekekadesamf. each part of a multitude of fruits, part by part - this is the 

meaning. Successively (pubbaparabhavena): by sequence. This entire is told in the 

context of arising of material group (rupakalapa) and immaterial group (arupakaldpa). 

By one skilled in the use of words in conformity with the sense 

(atthanusaravoharakusalenaf. skilled in the use of words that conforms to the state of 
ultimate sense.

21. (580) The word first (purimena) should be construed with component (padena). 

Eternity, and so on (sassatadlnamf. the state of eternity, etc., or the theory of etemalism, 

etc. For doctrines associated with eternity are also called eternity, etc., (sassatadayo), 

just as “Preaching on suffering is referred to as suffering.” Annihilation, etc. 

(ucchedadi): here also the same method should be applied. Annoyance (vighataf. 

destruction (yinaso), rejection (pahana) - this is the meaning. True way (hayo): the 

middle way bereft of two extremities.

22. Of the states which occur (pavattidhammanam): of the states in the process of 

occurring, of the round of existence of defilements - this is the meaning. The doctrine of 
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Eternalism (sassatavado): it occurs through the maxims, such as, “Eternal is the self as 
well as the world.”473 The doctrine of No-cause (ahetuvado) occurs through maxims, 

such as, “There is no cause, there is no condition, for the defilement of beings.”474 The 

doctrine of defective cause (visamahetuvado) asserts that the world is originated from 

Primordial Essence (pakati}, atoms (anu), time (kala), and so on. The doctrine of a 

Power-yvielder (vasavattivada): doctrine of maintaining the existence of an Overlord 

(issara), or of a World-soul (purisa), or of Pajapati. Here the doctrine of Nature 

(sabhava), Fate (niyati), and Chance (yadiccha) should be regarded as included under 

the doctrine of No-cause. Some, however, say that the view, such as, “The eye is the 

cause of the eye”, is the doctrine of defective cause. The doctrine of maintaining the 

existence of an Overlord is to be included under the doctrine of No-cause. They say that 

the view, such as, “States occur owing to their own individual nature” is the doctrine of 

the Power-wielder. For ‘What is the need of combination of conditions?’ - this is the 

implication. It is shown (paridipito hoti) by the word origination (samuppado) - in this 

way it should be construed.

473 D. i. 14.
474 D. i. 53.

23. The sentence “Since these states occur when their conditions combine 

(paccayasamaggiyam dhammanam uppattito)” is told in order to show the correct 

reason of pointing out [that states are not eternal]. Killed (vihata): refuted (abbhahata). 

“Each conditioned by its predecessor (purimapurimapaccayavasena) by this word the 

teacher shows continuity of cause and fruit that occur without interrupting, and that 

refutes wrong view of Annihilation. Therefore it is said, “How can the doctrines of 

Annihilationism be possible? (kuto ucchedo)” And here just by telling non-existence of 

Annihilation, Annihilationism also should be understood as not proved.

24. Of any given combination of conditions (tassa tassa paccayasamaggiydf. when 

there is respective unity of root-conditions. Without interrupting the continuity 

(santatim avicchinditva): not interrupting continuity called ‘continuity of cause and 

fruit’ (hetuphalapabandha'). Since any given (tesam tesam) states produced from 

conditions are produced, not accepting two extremities called Eternalism and 
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Annihilationism, arising of corresponding fruit from respective conditions is here 

intended as the middle way. As the round of deed (kammavatta) and the round of the 

result (yipakavatta) have different individual natures, and as they have different timings, 

[the expression paticcasamuppada] rejects ‘He who acts is he who reaps (so karoti so 

patisamvedetlti vadappahanamf. For there is reference to the performer regarding 

occurrence of the aggregate of the profitable and of the unprofitable, there is reference 

to the experiencer regarding occurrence of the aggregate of the result. The doctrine, 

‘One acts while another reaps’ is [also] rejected (anno karoti anno patisamvedetlti 

vadappahanam) as fruit is produced in that continuity in which deed is produced. For 

what is done is not destroyed, or there is no occurrence of what is not performed. Such 

terms as ‘woman’, ‘man’, etc., are “day-to-day references (janapadaniruttif.475 

Because even wise men in the world, not saying, “Bring the five aggregates”, or “Let 

the mentality-materiality come,” utter just ‘woman’ and ‘man’. Therefore the inclination, 

“This is a woman; this is a man” occurs within them who have not fully understood the 

dhamma. But since this is a mere concept with regard to the states that occur in that 

manner, there is no inclination in ultimate sense for the wise who knows the dependent 

origination. Therefore it is said, “not insisting on the day-to-day reference 

(janapadaniruttiya anabhiniveso)”. Normal usage (samanha): a common appellation. 

Not going against (anatidhavanam): not transgressing. For when “a being” is spoken of, 

instead of making an analysis like this, “What is the being here? Is it materiality? Or 

feeling?”, etc., one who is not going against current usage should express a worldly 

thing according to a common appellation as those in the world do.

475 Ven. Mahasi suggests that instead of the reading “itthi, purisd”ti voharena janapadanirutti given here, 
the reading “itthi, purisa "di voharo janapadanirutti will be better.

Another method -

Paticca is so called because it deserves to be penetrated (paccetumarahati). For one 

who penetrates, realizes it, it leads him to pacification of suffering absolutely. It causes 

to arise rightly and together with, thus it is samuppada. For the condition 

(paccayadhamma), while producing its own fruit, produces it fully, not defectively. 

When it produces the effects, they are produced all together, not separately. Therefore 

that which is paticca, is samuppado, thus it is paticcasamuppado. Or optionally having 
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depended (paticca), making face-to-face approach (patimukham itva), without 

neglecting the unity of causes, it produces [effects] together. Therefore it is 

paticcasamuppado. Face to face approach means producing of fruit by condition 

through the factors of the unity of causes. Having not rejected (appatikkhipitva)'. with 

the unity of causes, without having reached to the state of factors, it alone does not 

produce - this is the meaning. By this word a plurality of causes is pointed out. The 

expression "being together (sahite)” shows a plurality of states produced from 
conditions. By both expressions,476 477 the topic, beginning with, “One fruit is not produced 

from one cause (ekam na ekatcij^11 is taught which will be explained later.

476 They refer to words appatikkhipitva and sahite.
477 Vis. XVII. 105.
478 Ven. Mahasi says that here karanassa sabbhavena of Sinhalese version will be better than karanassa 
sabhavena given here.
479 The reading imasmim sati imassuppado given here should be imasmim sati imassuppada.

Or optionally paticcasamuppado is explained as follows - paticca means having 

approached to condition that deserves to be arrived at; in its absence, arising of the 

related [effect] is not possible. And here the word paticcasamuppado should be 

understood as a cause with capacity that is to be known through the expression in which 

the word samuppado is prominent. When the word paticca is uttered, ‘depending on 

what?’ is to be told. Therefore [condition] which deserves to be arrived (paccetabbam) 

is referred to. Taking paccetabbam to be the state of conditions, it is called paccaya. 

Now the meaning of the word ‘having depended on (paticcdy is expressed by the word 

‘having approached (patigantva)’. It means ‘having reached to obtainment of the cause 
by existence of cause’.478 479 How [fruit] does not arise in absence [of cause]? There is an 

arising of its fruit in existence of conditions only, not otherwise. As there is cessation of 

its fruit in absence of conditions, this cause is the meaning of the word paticca. The 

words “When it exists, due to arising of it (imasmim sati imassuppada)”419 refer to the 

cause of the effect which is indicated by the word "idam\ through its capacity to which 

the effect is related. They are expressed in locative and ablative-case. The effect is 

related to the cause; and it is related to the latter verbs ‘hotf and 'uppajjati'. Similarly 

the word paticca refers to the cause of the effect which is the subject of paticca, which 

is to be known by another word described as gantva through its capacity to which the 
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effect is related. The effect receives the cause; it is related to fhe cause; it is related to 

the latter verb samuppada. Therefore the passage, beginning with, “Ignorance is 

condition, formations are effect (avijja paticca, sahkhara paticcasamuppanna)” is 
referred to in the Patisambhidamagga?™ Capacity (samatthata): here it means the state 

of the cause, etc. That is just existence with reference to the effect which arises not 

without the cause. Of the related one (sambandhassaf. of that which is produced from 

conditions like aging-and-death, etc., which is related to birth, etc., as proper relation. 

Arising (uppado) means action of arising (uppajjanam). If it is so, how the usage of the 

word paticca is to be explained? Is such usage of the word not found in the sense of past 
tense {samanakattukanam pubbakale) for the verb having the same subject? This is true 

in the expressions, such as, “He goes after having eaten; he sows after having 

ploughed.” But this usage is to be seen mostly when actions take place simultaneously 

or subsequently. It is also seen when the performer is not the same.

“This is the instance for simultaneous actions -

Dispelling darkness the sun has arisen;

Shining with splendour of complexion and wisdom, He has arisen.”

But some give an instance as, “One sleeps with mouth open; one sees with rolling 

eyes.” Another ones give an example as, “He studies in sitting position; he narrates 

while standing.”

In that context there exists the priority referring to the actions of opening and rolling, 

and the posteriority referring to the actions of sleeping and seeing. Priority and 

posteriority (pubbuttarakalata) of which characteristic can not be differentiated, are not 

noticed by anybody as different. In the example “He studies in sitting position; he 

narrates while standing”, even though there is the state of simultaneity, sitting and 

standing take place before studying and narrating. Therefore it is possible to know the 

state of being subsequent. Thus the former examples only are proper. For dispelling of 

what should be dispelled is simultaneous to rising. “Having closed the door, he enters; 

480 Ps. 51.
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having closed it, he goes out” is the example for the actions taking place at different 

periods. But some give another example - “The stick falls with the sound t/afc.” Here 

the sound produced out of dash, is at the same time with the falling of the stick because 

it is co-bom with impact. Therefore here also the former instances are proper. Through 

the desire to refer to the priority only there is the desire to refer to the states of mark 

(lakkhana) or cause (hetu) belonging to the actions of marking or cause. Thus due to the 

state of mark this is the preceding verb only. Therefore accomplishment of the word 

“dispelling (pihantvand)” is desired. Similarly action of depending is preceding verb of 

the action of arising, therefore the word paticca is accomplished. If someone asks that 

in the context of the instance about the sun, the same subject is proper because the 

performer is seen directly, but in the word paticcasamuppada, the same subject is not 

proper because the performer is not seen directly, this is not the fault, because even here 

it is proved through inference. There are subjects like aging-and-death as we find such 
expressions as “There is a fall owing to action after having known.”481 482 Surely such 

usage of words with the subject to be inferred to is desirable. When the performer is not 

the same we have following examples as, “Fear takes place after having seen goblin; 

cankers get destroyed after having seen with one’s own wisdom.” In this example 

seeing goblin is the activity of an individual, similarly here also paticca is the activity of 

cause, namely, producing its own fruit. And that is existence, arising only. Thus the 

word paticca which is inferred because the verb paticca is the cause of arising, such as, 

“When there is the condition, due to arising of condition (paccaye sati, paccayassa 

uppada)” is proved even though the same subject is not available - thus it should be 

known. If arising of effect is paticcasamuppada, how will condition be 

paticcasamuppada? This meaning is already explained above. Moreover, those states 

produced from conditions (paccayuppanna dhamma) are expressed through the word 

samuppada. Cause with capacity is expressed by the word paticca. The cause faces 

towards samuppada', and its basic nature is knowable through the main word 

samuppada. Therefore the cause is referred to as paticcasamuppada.

481 Ven. Mahasi says that there should be a full stop after the word evamadipayogadassanato.
482 M. i. 160; 175; 204.
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What is the reason that the cause of arising should be known through the word 

[paticcasamuppada] in which arising is the main word, and not the arising having the 

cause? It is to be replied - because condition of suffering which is experienced is 

explained by pointing out its cause. How? It is told as following -

“In this religion, bhikkhus, a pondering bhikkhu ponders. - This diverse and manifold 

suffering that arises in the world as aging-and-death. What is this suffering based on; 

how comes it to pass; what brings it forth; what causes it? What being there, does aging- 

and-death come to be? What not being there, does aging-and-death not come to be? He, 

while pondering, comes to know that this diverse and manifold suffering, that arises in 
the world as aging-and-death, is based on birth”, and so on.483

483 S. ii. 81.
Ven. Mahasi says that instead of the reading pajanananca nidanampi vinnatabbanti given here, it 

should be pajanananca nidanamhi vinnatabbanti.
485 S. ii. 10; 104.

In the Discourse of Pondering (Parivimamsasutte) the cause of suffering which is 

experienced is told. It also should be understood that knowing of suffering lies in its 
cause.484 Moreover it is uttered —

“And to me, bhikkhus, before I was enlightened, while I was yet unenlightened and 

Bodhisatta, there came this [same] thought. - Alas, this world has fallen upon trouble. 

There is getting bom and growing old, and dying and falling and being reborn. And yet 

from this suffering an escape is not known, even from aging-and-death. O when shall 

escape from this suffering, even from aging-and-death, be revealed? ... Then to me 

thinking according to law came to pass comprehension of insight - let there be birth, 

then there is aging-and-death. Aging-and-death is conditioned by birth.”485

Through these discourses, reference is made to pondering and penetration of condition 

of suffering which is experienced. For condition should be known. Moreover knowing 

an escape from suffering depends on penetration of condition, thus that which is to be 

known, is to be declared. Therefore the word paticcasamuppada, as this suffering which 

is experienced, which is explained by the word samuppada, depends on condition and 

not otherwise, is told to signify condition in this way. For there is, through the state of 
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desire to know and to declare, description of even the prominent thing as the state of 

something that is not prominent, owing to some special aspect to be known just like 

“Who is a stream-enterer? One whose three fetters are abandoned. Who is Devadattal 

One whose house is higher.” Similarly here also condition is implicitly referred to by 

the word paticca through the state to be known because it is being depended by its own 

fruit through its own special power when there is description in the sense of declaring 
condition.486

486 Ven. Mahasi suggests that instead of paccayapaccayanapavedanatthena the reading 
paccayapavedanatthe given in Sinhalese edition is better.
487 Here samugghâtam does not convey the meaning, it should be sammukham.

And this description, beginning with, “With ignorance as condition there are 

formations,” is explained in order to know conditions of entire mass of suffering from 

the root. Even at the end, having shown suffering directly by the word evam, such as, 

“Thus there is arising of entire mass of suffering”, having made so-called conditions 
facing to its arising, conditions are concluded.487 In ‘the Discourse of the Way’ 

(Patipadâsuttd), “With ignorance as condition, ... there is arising” is followed by “This 

is, bhikkhus, called wrong way.”488 Here suffering that is described as the effect, is not 

micchâpatipadâ (wrong way), on the contrary, conditions in the form of the origin of 

suffering are micchâpatipadâ. Furthermore as preaching causes to know factors and 

knowledge, such as, “Fivefold perfect concentration, thezfivefold knowledge of right 
concentration”489 factors and knowledge are declared through the words in which the 

term ‘right concentration (sammâsamâdhiy is prominent. Similarly here also conditions 

are declared through the word in which samuppâda is prominent.

25. The words ‘but this (yâ panàyam) [which occurs at the beginning] should be 

construed with the word ‘sacred text (tanti)’. Set forth (nikkhittâf. set up (thapita), 

preached (desitâ) - this is the meaning. It is called text (tanti) because it elaborates the 

meaning which is implied. It refers to the text (gant ho). As the Elder, when asked, 

“What is the doctrine maintained by the Fully Enlightened One?” replied, “O great king, 

His doctrine is vibhajjavâda (the doctrine which analyses)”, the disciples of the Fully 
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Enlightened One are called Analysts (yibhajjavadin). For they follow what was told by 
the preceptor after having analyzed the venayiko, etc.;490 happiness, etc., that should be 

felt and otherwise; and robe, etc., which should be used and otherwise.491 Or they tell 

after having analyzed doctrine of eternity and of annihilation. As they set aside the 
points to be set aside, such as, “Eternal is the self and the world”,492 493 and as they tell 

eternity of destruction of passion, etc. and complete cutting off of bodily misdeeds 

characterized by passion, etc., they are called analysts. [They are called thus] not 

because they reply the questions to be solved after having divided only after having 

abandoned three types of questions like a question that can be answered with certainty 

(ekamsabydkaraniyo), and so on. The circle of the Analysts (vibhajjavadimandalam)'. 

group, gathering of analysts. Or even they say that vibhajjavadimandala means the 

assembly of the Blessed One who is an analyst. Or as the Blessed One has preached 

dependent origination in the form of the middle way, having avoided both extremities of 

eternity and annihilation, and as his disciples followed it, the Blessed One and his 

disciples are called Analysts. The rest should be understood as aforesaid.

490 A. iv, 182: atthi siha, pariyayo, yena mam pariyayena samma vadamano vadeyya — ‘venayiko samano 
gotamo, vinayaya dhammam deseti, tena ca savake vineti'ti — pe — katamo ca, siha, pariyayo, yena mam 
pariyayena samma vadamano vadeyya — ‘venayiko samano gotamo, vinayaya dhammam deseti, tena ca 
savake vineti'ti? aham hi, siha, vinayaya dhammam desemi ragassa dosassa mohassa; anekavihitanam 
papakanam akusalanam dhammanam vinayaya dhammam desemi, ayam kho, siha, pariyayo, yena mam 
pariyayena samma vadamano vadeyya - ‘venayiko samano gotamo, vinayaya dhammam deseti, tena ca 
savake vineti’ti.
491 D. ii. 278.
492 D. i. 14.
493 Kv. 1.

Having entered (otaritva): having plunged into, having become an analyst - this is the 

meaning. For one being not Analyst, cannot be described as one entered into the 

assembly of Analysts just by taking position among them. Not misrepresenting the 

teachers (nabbhacikkhantena)’. by showing wrong meaning that is not told by teachers. 

Not deviating from [one’s own standpoint] (avokkamantena): one deviates from one’s 

own view by saying that ignorance becomes the root condition of meritorious kamma- 

formations (punhabhisamkhara) and of imperturbable fezwwa-formations 

(anehjabhisahkhara), and by maintaining an individual (puggalavada), etc. in ultimate 
sense, which is refuted in Kathavatthu.^ In this way one does not deviate from one’s 
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own standpoint. Not striving [to find fault] (anayuhantena): avoiding activity of 

imposing fault with standpoint of others (parasamayam). Someone explains it as not 

adding standpoint of others by saying, “This sutta also should be included.” Not 

distorting [suttas] (apatibahantena): there is distorting of suttas while saying, “As I 

understand the Dhamma taught by the Blessed One, it is this same consciousness that 
runs and wanders through the round of rebirths, not another”,494 in that manner one does 

not distort them. Agreeing with [vinaya] (anulomentena): one goes against vinaya while 

saying as follows - “As I understand the Dhamma taught by the Blessed One, those 

things called obstructions by the Blessed One are not able to obstruct one who engages 
in them;495 committing in a dream one becomes guilty.” Claiming not like this one 

agrees with vinaya. For while disagreeing with it, distorting specific kamma, going 

against the nature, how will he follow the removal of defilement? By one who looks to 

(olokentena) the four Principal Authorities (Mahapadese) told in sutta, and Principal 

Authorities of sutta, suttanuloma (following sutta), acariyavada (traditional teaching), 

and attanomati (one’s own view) told in Atthakatha. For while looking to them one 

becomes firm in sutta and vinaya, and does not transgress.

494 M. i. 256.
495 M. i. 130.
496 S. ii. 25.

The law (dhammamf. the sacred text regarding dependent origination. The meaning 

(attham): the meaning of that. Or they are cause and effects of cause. Here this cause is 

the law (dhammo), here this fruit is the meaning (attho). Or the law is regularity 

(dhammata). Now some, misinterpreting the meaning of the sutta passage, “Whether 
Perfect Ones arise or do not arise, there yet remains that element”,496 wrongly explain 

the dependent origination as a “permanent dependent origination”. Not presenting in 

this manner, one presents the individual nature which is defined for a cause (karana), 

referring to its own fruit, according to the method already stated. Furthermore some 

misinterpret the meaning of the dependent origination thus, “without cessation, without 

arising (anirodham anuppadamf. Not assuming in that way one takes the 

[unequivocal] meaning (atthamsahgahentena) in the way stated. By means of other 

methods (aparehipi pariyayehi): such as, “ignorance in the context of beginning 
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point”,497 after having changed method, such as, “ignorance in suffering”. Describing 

(niddisantenaf. “Formations are called becoming by this method; craving is called 

clinging by this method”, etc. - thus they say. By nature (pakatiya): without considering 

the method as aforesaid, it is entirely [difficult to comment on the dependent 

origination].

497 Dhs. 190.
498 Ven. Mahasi says that sattakiccasiddhi will be better, instead of sattatthakiccasiddhi.

Truth (saccam): the four truths. A being (satto): emptiness of a being. Thus they say - 

with regard to formations in which there is void of a being, there is reference to a being 
and accomplishment of function of a being. 498 The structure of conditions 

(paccayakarameva ca): this is to be analyzed as paccayakaro eva ca. The syllable ma is 

a conjunct consonant. Conditions have the state of condition towards its own fruit; the 

state of condition is paticcasamuppada - this is the meaning.

Therefore (tasma): as commentary on the meaning should be done according to the 

method already told; and as it is difficult. I find no footing for support (patittham 

nadhigacchami): I don’t get that method in the form of support by means of my own 

power of knowledge so that commentary becomes easy - this is the meaning. While 

narrating the support, there is the sentence, beginning with, “the dispensation here 

(sasanam panidam)”. Here dispensation (sasana) is Pali or dependent origination only. 

For it is adorned with different methods of preaching, such as, straight forward 

(anuloma) and backward (patiloma), and it is current even today without break. 

Therefore it becomes support. Path followed by the former teachers 

(pubbacariyamaggo) called commentary on dependent origination.

26. In the expression, “tarn sunatha samahita”, there is created respect and enthusiasm. 

If some one asks ‘what is the purpose of that?’, while replying that question there is the 

sentence, beginning with, “for this has been said (vuttahhetam)”. Alertly (atthi katva): it 

is explained as attham katva (making benefit). Alertly, as it were, making the discourse 

joined to one’s bone so that it will not be lost. Former and future (pubbapariyam): the 

state belonging to the later period with respect to the earlier period. Special [knowledge]
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(visesam)-, he obtains excellence in knowledge moment by moment beginning from the 

first attempt, and excellence in destruction of defilements.

27. (582) As different kinds of teaching (desanabhedatof. as special knowledge of 

teaching. As to meaning, character, singlefold etc., (atthalakkhanekavidhaditof. as to 

the meaning, characteristic, etc., singlefold, and so on. And as to defining of the factors 

(ahganahca vavatthand): by showing definition of twelve factors, beginning with, 

ignorance.

Ignorance is the root of the dependent origination because it is the root-cause of the 

round of kamma, defilements, and results, and because it is referred to at the first. Just 

like taking away of the creeper very from the root when one sees the root of the creepers, 

there comes to be the preaching of the dependent origination from the root when the 

root of the dependent origination is seen - in this way simile should not be applied. For 

the divisions, such as, ‘The Blessed One has seen this only; he has not seen that’ should 

not be made, because He has seen everything. But just like taking away of the creeper 

from the root, preaching of the dependent origination from the root is done - this is 

intended as common here. Or commonness of seeing of the root, etc. should be applied 

through the state of being awakened according to the intention of the trainer.

30. There is the expression, “Bhikkhus, when he grows up and his faculties mature, the 

youth enjoys himself provided and endowed with the five cords of sensual pleasure, 

with forms cognizable by the eye. On seeing a form with the eye, he lusts after it if it is 

pleasing; he dislikes it if it is displeasing. He abides with mindfulness of the body 

unestablished, with a limited mind, and he does not understand as it actually is the 

deliverance of mind and deliverance by wisdom wherein those evil unprofitable states 

cease without remainder. Engaged as he is in favouring and opposing, whatever feeling 

he feels - whether pleasant or painful or neither-painful-nor-pleasant - he delights in 

that feeling, welcomes it, and remains holding to it.”499 Of him (tassa) who is told in this 
way.

499 M. i. 266.
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Similarly it should be understood with regard to the ear-door. When he rejoices in that 

[feeling] (abhinandatof. delighted with presence of craving associated with happiness. 

When he welcomes (abhivadato): while declaring “I, mine” through strong craving 

which causes verbal utterances, such as, “O pleasant, o pleasant”. When he remains 

engrossed in that (ajjhosaya titthato): because he is not able to leave that craving 

stronger than that [craving of abhivada\. Even stronger than that craving of ajjhosaya is 

craving in the form of clinging (upadanabhuta tanha), namely delight (nandi). Here 

craving is told with reference to rejoicing, etc. Fourfold grasping of which cause is 

craving also should be understood through the state of delight, through non-separation 

from that, and through the state of rejoicing craving (tanhabhinandanabhava) and 

wrong-view (ditthabhinandanabhava).

31. And the expression ’’with birth as condition, aging-and-death (jatipaccaya 

jaramaranamf, etc. are told there in the Greater Discourse on the Destruction of 
Craving (mahatanhasahkhayasutta')..

32. The sentence, beginning with, ilThere four nutriments have craving as their source 

(cattaro ahara tanhanidana)”, is told with regard to contact, etc., which arise at the time 

of rebirth and continuity which are in the form of the round of result, and with regard to 

the nutritive essence produced by kamma. But even other conditions supporting the 

round of existences, cannot exist if these nutriments originated from craving do not 

exist. Therefore the source in craving (tanhanidana) is referred to as the round of 
existences.

33. (583) From any one of [the four starting points] (tato tatof. from this and that 

preaching among fourfold preaching. It leads to the penetration of the proper way 

(hayappativedhaya samvattati); here hayo is the way (maggo), or that itself is the 

dependent origination, as there is the sacred word, “The noble path is well seen to him 
through wisdom.”500 For, as it is wholly beneficial, and as it is to be penetrated, it leads 

S. ii. 71; v. 389; A. vi. 182, 184.500
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to penetration itself through different teachings. By achieving the fourfold profundity 

(catubbidhagambhirabhavappattiyd): as he has got the state of being established 

through obtainment of support among fourfold profundity of law, meaning, teaching 

and penetration.

34. The state of being wholly beneficial and the obtainment of skill in teaching are the 

common cause for four kinds of teaching, but the teacher desires to tell their specific 

cause. Therefore it is said, “in particular (visesato)”. Of that (assa) is the teaching of 

that Blessed One, or teaching of the dependent origination - in this way it should be 

applied. The analysis of the causes of the process [of becoming] 

(pavattikaranavibhagof. individual nature of ignorance, etc., is not divisible; or pakati, 

etc., which are assumed to be the cause, have got the state of being non-cause [but] 

ignorance, etc., have got the state of being a cause. In this point some confused people 

assume non-cause to be cause; some do not understand anything us cause. Thus, in 

order to show arising (pavattisandassanatthdm) of formations, etc. carried on according 

to its own proper causes; in order to show the process of the round of rebirths - it is the 

meaning. And for the purpose of showing the order of arising of process 

(uppattikkamasandassanatthamf. ignorance that conceals danger in the process of 

continuity is the beginning point; from that ignorance formations arise; afterwards 

consciousness arises. In this way there is sequence of arising of process. Or in order to 

show the sequence of arising of individual in different lives from the point of view of 

womb-bom being, etc., teaching in direct order (anulomadesana) is employed. Even if 

other three teachings have not got the same significance, they are not for this only, 

because they have another significance. But this teaching in direct order has got this 

significance only, therefore that significance belongs to teaching in direct order only.

When he sees (anuvilokayato): before enlightenment, former penetration called 

understanding of various effects, took place; in order to show the cause like birth, etc., 

of aging-and-death, etc., which were known to him accordingly following that [former 

penetration], the Blessed One employs his teaching of it backwards. Or when he sees, 

the teaching in reverse order (patilomadesana) was employed - in this way the sentence 
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should be construed. For while teaching, the Blessed One after having seen the world as 

fallen upon trouble, taught in order to show the causes of the various kinds of suffering, 

beginning with, aging-and-death, which he discovered himself in the early stage of his 

penetration. Nutriments, craving, etc., belong to the present extent; formations and 

ignorance belong to the past extent. Thus with this intention there is the sentence, 

“[Succession of cause and fruit] extends back into the past course (yava atltam 

addhanam atiharitva).” Or nutriments which are to be produced from craving belong to 

the future extent; craving, etc. belong to the present extent; formations and ignorance 

belong to the past extent. Having shown the Suit which is present, it is proper to show 

the series of cause and fruit by way of showing the cause of the fruit. Therefore 

nutriments belong to the present extent as they are produced out of prior craving; 

craving, etc., belong to the past extent; formations and ignorance belong to more ancient 

extent. This is told in order to show the beginninglessness of the round of rebirths. Up 

to the past course (yava atitaddhanam): up to the more ancient extent - this is the 

meaning. Or the four nutriments are those which cause appearance of future rebirth, as 

there is the sacred word, “I am not saying [someone] feeds on. If I were saying so, to 

that the question would be a fit one. But I am not saying so. And I not saying so, if you 

were to ask me, ‘For what now, lord, is nutriment of consciousness?’, this were a fit 

question. And the fit answer to it is, ‘The consciousness-nutriment is the cause of 

renewed becoming of rebirth in the future’.”501 502 [It is] because contact and volition are 

associated with consciousness and because physical nutriment is the cause of continuity 

of consciousness. For there is collection of kamma consciousness of one whose body is 

supported by physical nutriments and who desires it. For it is said that physical 

nutriment conditions faith, etc., and greed, etc. Therefore those nutriments which are 

covered under the round of kamma belong to present extent. Hence in this optional 

explanation, only former meaning is told.

501 S. ii. 13.
502 Ven. Mahasi suggests that instead of reading tanca icchantassa kamavinhanayuhanam hoti given here, 
kammavinnanayuhanam hoti given in Sinhalese version will be better. Because vihhana is classified into 
two, that is, kamma and vipaka. VbhAT. 87 also reads tanca icchantassa kammavinnanayuhanam hoti.

From the past course (atitaddhato pabhuti): while presenting the cause of nutriments 

directly available, without going back for those who do not understand the series of 
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cause and fruit in the past and after that, such as, “So thus bhikkhus, with ignorance as 

condition, there are formations”,503 this teaching is employed in order to show it - this 

is the meaning. From the arising of causes for [rebirth] in the future 

(anagataddhahetusamutthanato pabhutif. beginning from the arising of causes for 

future becoming. In order to show the future period (anagataddhasandassanatthamf. 

having shown the present cause directly visible for those who do not see, who do not 

penetrate into the future period, in order to show the future time through the series of 

cause and fruit - this is the meaning. Here teaching, starting from beginning up to the 

end and from the end up to the beginning, has twelve factors. Only for that reason there 
are three links and four divisions.504 Teaching starting from the middle up to the 

beginning has eight factors, two links, and three divisions. But teaching starting from 

the middle up to the end has six factors, two links, and three divisions. Teaching starting 

from the middle up to the end has one link and two divisions because of the expression, 

“In him, bhikkhus, who contemplates the enjoyment in things which are liable to fetters, 
craving grows. With craving as condition, there is grasping.”505 Similarly this teaching 

of the dependent origination has many factors. The teaching of the dependent 

origination is obtained even through one factor also.

503 M. i. 261; S. ii. 4, 12.
504 For detailed explanation, see Vis. XVII. 289
505 S. ii. 86; 89.
506 Ibid. 96.

It is told - “Herein, bhikkhus, the well taught noble disciple gives his mind thoroughly 

and systematically to the dependent origination - this being, that comes to be; from the 

arising of this, that arises. This not being, that does not come to be; from the cessation 

of this, that ceases. Bhikkhus, with contact leading to pleasure as condition, there arises 
pleasant feeling.”506

For here in the expression ‘phassapaccaya', paticcasamuppado is referred to as having 

only one [factor]. Therefore it is known that “paticcasamuppado has single factor.”

There When this exists, this comes to be (imasmim sati idam hotif. when there is this 

condition, such as, ignorance, etc. there is the fruit, such as, formation, etc. Owing to 
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this, this arises (imassuppâdâ idam uppajjati)'. owing to arising of this condition, such 

as, ignorance, etc. there arises this fruit, such as, formation, and so on — this is the 

meaning. When this does not exist, this does not come to be; owing to cessation of this, 

this ceases (imasmim asati idam na hoti imassa nirodhâ idam nirujjhati); by saying 

non-existence of formation, etc., in the absence of ignorance, etc., and cessation of 

formation, etc., owing to the cessation of ignorance, etc., the certainty is described in the 

earlier causality, such as, “when this exists only, not otherwise; owing to its arising only, 

not otherwise.” Therefore this characteristic with certainty is told as belonging to 

paticcasamuppâda.

Cessation (nirodho): non-arising, non-occurrence in future by obtaining detachment 

from ignorance, etc. For it is told, “owing to complete detachment and cessation of 

ignorance”. Arising is opposite to cessation; cessation is referred to as, “Owing to 

cessation of this, this ceases” through the state being opposite to the arising. Therefore 

he shows that non-cessation is indeed arising, and the same is referred to as the state of 

existence. While saying the expression “When this exists, this comes to be” as “Owing 

to arising of this, this arises”, having the same characteristic in optional way, the former 

is qualified by the latter. Therefore “when this exists (imasmim sati)” is told not 

referring to existence only. On the contrary it is known that there is the state of non

cessation by means of the path. By saying cessation of which characteristic is pointed 

out in double way, such as, “When this does not exist, this does not come to be; owing 

to cessation of this, this ceases”, only cessation is told, such as, “owing to complete 

detachment and cessation of ignorance, formations cease.” Therefore non-existence is 

also cessation only, hence the state of existence opposite to non-existence is seen as 

non-cessation. Therefore arising (uppâdo') is qualified by the state of existence called 

non-cessation. Hence uppâdo is not implied as mere obtainment of individuality. On the 

contrary it is the state of existence called non-cessation - thus this meaning is explained. 

Therefore reference to the pair of characteristics is meaningful through the state of 
qualification and qualified mutually.

What is this non-cessation which is referred to as the state of existence and arising? If 

someone asks, it should be replied that it is the state of non-abandonment and the 
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capacity to produce the fruit through the state of having not yet produced the effect and 

through the state of being worthy of non-abandonment. It is the state of non-uprooting 
of those unprofitable states that are to be abandoned by the noble path.507 And it is the 

state *of non-destruction of those fetters regarding the profitable and indeterminate states 

that are not to be destroyed, within people whose cankers are not exhausted. Arising of 

aggregates with fetters through the state of defilements not uprooted is the dependent 

origination. For there is the sacred word, beginning with,

507 Ven. Mahasi says that the words ye tehi pahatabba akusala dhamma should be ye hi pahatabba 
akusala dhamma.
508 S. ii. 24.
509 ibid. 37.
510 Ven. Mahasi suggests that the words natthita and nirodhasaddavacariiyata are to be joined as one 
word.

“The ignorance, bihkkhus, wherewith the fool, whose body is so wrought, is cloaked, 

the craving whereto he is tied, that ignorance the fool has not thrown off, that craving is 

not withered away. How is that? The fool has not lived the divine life for the right 

withering away of ill, therefore the fool at the breaking up of the body is on his way to 

another body. He being on his way thither is not set free from birth, nor from aging-and- 

death.”508

For those whose fetters become destroyed, there do not arise formations due to absence 

of ignorance; there do not arise clinging and becoming due to absence of craving and 

clinging. Thus cutting off of the round of rebirths is known. Therefore there is the 

sacred word, beginning with,

“And, friends, by the utter fading out and cessation of the six spheres of sense, there is 
cessation of contact.”509

From attainment of the highest path up to the nibbana there is not non-arising of the 

sixfold base, etc. On the contrary the state which can be referred to by the word natthita 

(the state of non-existence) and nirodha (cessation) is the state of destruction of fetters 

- thus cessation is told.510 Moreover kamma committed before long time also is worthy 
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of producing the effect because it has not yet produced the effect and its capacity to 

produce the effect is not abandoned. But kamma which has already produced the effect, 

and even kamma whose capacity to produce is abandoned through the path are not 

worthy of producing the effect. Thus capacity to produce the effect on the part of 

ignorance, formation, etc., which are the causes of arising of the fruits, is to be 

understood as non-cessation. Similarly the cause without which the effect does not take 

place, even if it belongs to past, is referred to by the expression “when this exists 

(imasmim sati)” owing to non-cessation. Because of that, the arising of cause which 

does not reach the state of non-appearance for one who has not observed the religious 

life, is referred to by the expression “owing to arising of this (imassuppada)”, not 

considering the time divisions due to the state of not turning back. Or optionally there is 

the state ready to produce the effect on the part of even the cause - which is not present 

like the cause which is present, - when other causes are gathered, needless to say the 

cause which is present. That state ready to produce the effect is referred to by the 

expression ‘imassuppada'. From that cause the effect arises, thus the cause at the 

moment of producing effect is manifested, come into appearance, due to producing the 

effect. The cause which does not belong to the moment of producing effect, even if 

existing, does not come into appearance. Therefore the state belonging to the moment 

[of producing effect] is called arising (tadavatthata uppado).

Saying the conditionality as mere existence [of cause] through the word “when [this] 

exists (sati)” the teacher shows that paticcasamuppada has no attempt [to produce the 

effect]. Describing arising (uppada) as the state of having nature of arising, as the state 

of not omnipresent, and as the state of facing to produce the effect, the teacher points 

out the impermanence of the dependent origination. Through the word “when [this] 

exists, [but this] does not come to be when [this] does not exist, owing to arising [of 

this], [but this] does not arise owing to cessation (sati, na asati, uppada, na nirodha)”, 

the teacher points out that paticcasamuppada has got the state of cause, origin, birth, 

and source known through locative and ablative cases in the sense of cause (hetu). Here 

[out of locative and ablative cases] the state of sense of hetu in the locative case should 

be known through arising of effect in the cause. Through existence of cause the 

existence of effect is marked. Just as, “When property was not given to those needy, 
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poverty became ripe,”511 512 and when crop thrives there will be abundance of food. The 

state of sense of hetu in the ablative case also should be known through arising of effect

511 D. iii. 65, 68.
512 These are names of foetus belonging to the first stage in the formation of the foetus during the first 
month.
513 S. i. 206; Kv. 494.

C f p 
in its source and origin, just as “From kalala, there is abbuda, therefrom pesi 

grows,”513 and “The Gangâ has the origin in Himavaf, sound is originated from horn.” 

Through the existence of the ignorance, etc., the existence of formation, etc., which 

necessarily take place when there is cause, is marked; and from ignorance, etc., 

formation, etc., are produced and originated. Thus ignorance, etc., are their source and 

origin. Therefore in order to show this significance the descriptions of locative and 

ablative cases in the sense of hetu are employed as “ïmasmim sati imassuppadd”.

There is analytic explanation, beginning with, “With ignorance as condition, there are 

formations”, for the dependent origination explained briefly, “When this exists, this 

comes to be, owing to arising of this, this arises.” Thus the state of existence and arising 

are known as the causality of such and such effects. There is no other causality apart 

from the state of existence called the state of non-cessation and arising called the state 

of having not turned back or called the state of moment of arising. [Here] they are 

described through the word ieva> included in the expressions, such as, “only when this 

exists, but not, when this does not exist, owing to arising only, but not, owing to 

cessation (satiyeva, na asati, uppâdâ eva, na nirodha).'” Therefore the state of existence 

and arising are to be known as the causality. For even the twenty-four conditions, 

beginning with, root-cause (hetu) mentioned in Patthâna are the special marks of the 

conditionlity. Similarly the meaning of the cause (karanattho) mentioned through the 

following synonyms also is included here: condition (müla), root-cause (hetu), cause 

(nidâna), origin (sambhava), source (pabhava), etc., condition of arising (uppddatthiti), 

condition of occurrence (pavattatthiti), condition of cause (nimittatthiti), condition of 

accumulation (âyühanatthitï), condition of bondage (samyogatthiti), and condition of 

impediment (palibodhatthiti).
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36. (584) Referring to the original word karanam, lna akaranam’ is used in neuter 

gender; [ignorance is not] causeless (akaranam) — this is the meaning. If it were 

causeless, sutta may be rejected. In order to remove doubt, sutta, beginning with, “With 

the arising of cankers (asavasamudaya)” is quoted.514 In a figurative way (pariyayo) it 

is described as the cause (karanam). The state of the head in the exposition of the round 

of rebirths (vattakathaya sisabhavof. the state of cause of even kamma that is the cause 

of the round of rebirths. There ignorance is the cause of craving for becoming. As 

craving arises towards becoming, of which danger is concealed by ignorance, ignorance 

is specifically the head. Therefore it is said, “the root-cause (mulakaranam)”.

37. As due to absence of arising, the first beginning point is unknown, permanence may 

be assumed. Thus there is the sentence, beginning with, “while it is said thus, bhikkhus, 

(evam cetam bhikkhave vuccati)”,515 Therefore there is no state of being first arisen 

formerly. It is said that the first beginning is not made known because it is unknown - 

thus the teacher points out this meaning. -

38. In the effect that should be told according to the order of causes of ignorance and 

craving, the word “that which leads to happy and unhappy destinies 

(sugatiduggatigamino)” is for non-contradiction with the grammatical rule. For the 

honorable person should be placed first in dvanda compound.

39. (585) It is said that savages kill a cow, purged, swollen, having flesh unstuck to the 

bone, after having heated, having beaten, having given hot water again and again in 

order to cause flesh unstuck to the bone. Therefore there is the sentence, beginning with, 

“burning with fire (aggisantapa)”. In this simile the cow to be slaughtered drinks the 

hot water as it was told, because she is overpowered by ignorance, similarly an ordinary 

man performs kamma leading to the unhappy destiny as it was told. But as the same 

cow having seen danger in drinking hot water, starts drinking the cool water through her 

craving, so the ordinary man, as his ignorance is not so powerful, having seen danger in 

kamma leading to the unhappy destiny, performs kamma leading to the happy destiny 
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through craving. For in the case of suffering, craving follows ignorance; in happiness, 

ignorance follows craving.

41. (586) In some instances (katthaci): in some sutta. Teaching based on a single state 

(ekadhammamulikam desanamf. it has only single state as a root among ignorance and 

craving, thus it is ‘based on a single state’. The Blessed One teaches Dhamma of the 

dependent origination making only single state as the root - this is the meaning. Cause 

(upanisa) is that wherein the fruit lies, namely cause (kdranam). Ignorance is their cause. 

Therefore it is said, having ignorance as cause (avijjupanisa). In one who dwells seeing 

enjoyment (assadanupassino): in one whose habit is seeing pleasure and happiness, so 

called enjoyment As it is to be enjoyed towards the objects in the state of three planes 

which are provocative of clinging. For the fool (balassa) through association with 

characteristic of the fool due to ignorance not abandoned. The word eva is used because 

it is enveloped with ignorance and it is associated with craving. This body (ayam kayo) 

is the body with consciousness, being perceived directly as belonging to me and 

belonging to you, namely group of five aggregates. It refers to the cause of contact 
because of the expression, “With sixfold bases there is contact”,516 or sixfold bases. 

[This body] arises (samudagato): it arises (uppanno). Externally mentality-materiality 

(bahiddha ca namarupamf other’s body with consciousness, namely group of five 

aggregates or sixfold bases. Thus this (itthetam) is resolved as ittham etam. The five 

aggregates of oneself and others, twelve bases are determined through the state of the 

door and object, making a pair - this is the meaning. Due to this pair there is contact 

(dvayam paticca phassof. elsewhere contact of the eye, etc. are told due to the pair, 

namely, the eye and visible data, but here internal and external bases are told. This is 

said as the great pair. Here this is the implication - elsewhere contact of the eye, etc. are 

told due to the pair mentioned as the eye and the visible data ... the mind and the mind 

object, such as, “Depending on the eye and visible data, eye-consciousness arises. The 

meeting of the three is the contact.” But here “this body” is referred to, after having 

made the rest of dhammas that are the supports of the eye, etc. as based on the eye, etc. 

Having taken the body like eye, etc., together as the internal bases, the object like the 

516 D. ii. 32; M. i. 261; iii. 63j S. ii. 1, 60-61; 104; 114; 116; 126; A. i. 176; v. 184; Ud. 1.
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visible data, etc. mentioned as “externally mentality-materiality” together is referred to 

as external bases. Thus depending on internal and external bases contact is told. 

Therefore this is the great pair.

Therefore this meaning should be explained through one’s own five aggregates as well 

as other’s aggregates and through six bases. Eye, etc. together with base mentioned as 

‘this body’ are one’s own five aggregates; the visible object, etc., mentioned as 

‘externally mentality-materiality’ are other’s aggregates. Similarly ‘this body’ refers to 

one’s own six internal bases; ‘externally mentality-materiality’ refers to other’s six 

external bases. Otherwise ‘this body’ is said only to refer to mere internal bases. Only 

internal bases are one’s own aggregates. Thus the explanation through one’s own 

aggregates as well as other’s aggregates will not be possible. Six bases only 

(salevayatanani): six causes of contact. The fool touched with contact - arisen through 

bases that are the causes, - experiences pleasure and suffering. Through the word etc. 

(adi) the sacred words, such as, “etesanr va afinatarena. avijjariivaranassa bhikkhave 
panditassa tanhaya sampayuttassan 517 should be connected. For in this sutta the 

Blessed One showed the special cause of the feeling after having made formations 

dependent on ignorance and craving only, having included consciousness, mentality

materiality and six bases by grasping the body, having made contact of six bases 

dependent on that body. He preached for the fool and the wise the dependent origination 

starting from past ignorance and craving, ending in feeling. Again while showing the 

difference between the fool and the wise the Blessed One preached -

517 S. ii. 24.
518

“The ignorance, bhikkhus, wherewith the fool, whose body is so wrought, is cloaked, 

the craving whereto he is tied, that ignorance the fool has not thrown off, that craving is 

not withered away. How is that? The fool has not lived the divine life for the right 

withering away of ill, therefore the fool at the breaking up of the body is on his way to 

another body. He being on his way thither is not set free from birth -1 say he is not set 
free from suffering.”518
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The Blessed One preached the dependent origination according to the both roots starting 

from arising of present causes while showing birth, etc., such as, “He is on his way to 

another body” after having shown craving along with ignorance, of which the source is 

feeling, and having made clinging and becoming dependent on craving. In reverse order 

dependent origination backwards having both roots - starting from destroying of present 

cause - is taught for the wise.

43. (587) To fulfill (puretum)-. to increase, to accumulate - this is the meaning. “ft finds 

what ought not to be found (avindiyam vindati)” is said as it is the special cause of 

kamma leading to the unhappy destiny. Similarly “It does not find what ought to be 

found (vindiyam na vindati)" is said as it is not the special cause of what should be 

undergone. Base (ayatanam): appearance, arising, of the eye-consciousness, etc., after 

having made them dependent on itself. It causes not to understand (aviditam karoti): as 

it is contrary to the realization due to delusion. It drives on [beings] in the endless round 

of rebirths (antavirahite javapeti): according to the fivefold rules of derivation through 

adding of the letter, changing of the position, alteration from vowel to consonant, 

omitting, and extra meanings, having taken the letters a, vi, and ja, omitting other letters, 

and adding one more ja to the letter ja, avijja is told. The sentence, beginning with, 

moreover (apica) is said in order to show the meanings of nature, after having told 

meanings of words. One is not able to know the physical bases and objects of the eye

consciousness, etc., as “This is physical base; this is object” through ignorance. Hence 

ignorance is referred to as that which conceals the physical bases and objects. Because it 

conceals the individual nature of the physical bases and objects only, because it 

conceals ignorance, etc. as the cause and because it conceals aging-and-death, etc. as the 

effect, concealing of the dependent origination and dependently-originated states should 

be understood.

44. Not disregarding (apaccakkhitva): without abandoning, without rejecting. The 

meaning of the paccaya is the meaning of ‘help ’ (upakarakattho paccayattho), as food, 

etc. are helpers of the body.
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They form the formed (sankhatamabhisahkharonti): they form as the result will come 

into existence. Formations given in the texts with the word formations’ 

(sankhârasaddena âgatasankhârâf. formations referred to by the word sankhârâ. Even 

if the word ‘Formations with ignorance as condition (avijjâpaccayâ sahkhâraf is 

referred to by the word sahkhâra, they are the main dhamma of this teaching, thus they 

are taken separately. Therefore in the word 'twofold (duvidhaf here among formations 

given with the word formations, except the formation consisting in the act of kamma- 

forming (abhisankharanakasankhâra), the remaining formations described with the 

word formations should be applied. Or Formations given in the texts with the word 

formations ’ (sahkhârasaddena âgatasahkhârâ)’. the origin is referred to. Here a part of 

them taken through the state to be commented, is avijjâpaccayâ sankhârâ. Therefore 

twofold formations are referred to according to the formations to be commented and 

inclusion of all formations. In the expression, such as, “First the verbal formation 
ceases”,519 states like applied thought (vitakka), sustained thought (vicâra), exhalation 

(assâsa}, inhalation (passâsa), perception(sahhâ), feeling (vedana), verbal formations 

(yacîsahkhârâ'), etc. are told, but volition, etc. which are told in ‘formations with 

ignorance as condition (avijjâpaccayâ sahkhârâf are not told here.

The formations consisting of the formed (sahkhatasahkhârâ) is so called because they 

are formed through their own respective causes. Even though all states produced from 

causes have the state of the formed, the state of the formed is well known in resultant 

consciousnesses of the three planes and Azwwa-produced matters because they are 

produced from kamma as if facing towards there “This fruit is mine.” Thus with this 

idea, in Atthakathâ the state of the formation consisting of the formed 

(abhisankhatasankhâra) is referred to for the kamma-product. In Pâli however as there 

is no instance that they are found separately, there is the sentence, "‘They are also 

included in the passage Formations are impermanent’. But there is no instance in the 

texts where they are found separately (tepi ... pe ... ettheva sangaham gacchanti).” 

Through the expression, 'Formations are impermanent (aniccâ vata sankhârâ)’, all 

things produced from heat, etc. are referred to. It is called the formation consisting in 

519 M. i. 302.
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the act of kamma-forming (abhisahkharanakasahkhdroti vuccati) because they create 

their own effect. Bodily energy (kayika viriyam): energy producing bodily action. Of the 

impetus (abhisahkharassa): of energy of action.

47. Verbal formation (vacisahkharo) is so called because it prepares speech. Bodily 

formation (kayasahkharo) is so called because it is made with body. Mental formation 

(cittasahkharo) is so called because it is made with consciousness, or it creates 

consciousness. In short, all states make and are made accordingly, therefore they are 

called sahkharo.

48. It is said (vuttam): the meaning of formations and of condition, etc., is told.

It bends (namati): it bends towards an object as it has the object absolutely. It thirsts 
(paritassatif. it thirsts (pipasati). Or it is tormented due to burning through craving.520 It 

clings (paritassati): it grasps firmly. It becomes (bhavati): this refers to the rebirth

process. It makes become (bhavayatif. this refers to the kamma process becoming. 

Death of aggregates is called death (maranam), thus it is said, “By means of it they die 

(maranti etena).” After having divided painful feelings into pain at the time of arising 

and pain in presence, it is said, “It consumes in two ways (dvedha khanati).” Despair 

(ayaso): fatigue (parissamo'), depression (yisado).

520 Ven. Mahasi suggests that instead of reading tanhaparitapataya given here, the reading 
tanhaparitasataya given in Sinhalese version will be better.

50. It shows the method described (nidditthanayadassanam): it shows the progress as 

explained. The word kevala signifies ‘being pure (asammissaf in the expressions, such 

as, “pure hill-paddy”, and it signifies completeness (niravasesa) in the expressions, such 

as, “the whole ahga and magadha country.” Thus twofold meaning is told. Unmixed 

(asammissassa): void of happiness. For here there is nothing bereft of arise and fall. 

Entire (sakalassa): that belonging to the all becoming, etc., and that belonging to all 

periods.
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51. (588) Here the word etc. (adi) in “as to characteristic, singlefold, etc., 

(lakkhanekavidhaditof should be construed with each individually. To show this we 

have the sentence, “as to characteristic, etc. (lakkhanadito)". Its junction is to confuse 

(sammohanarasaf. since it causes delusion in the associated states or individuals 

endowed with it. It is manifested as concealing (chadanapaccupatthanaj. concealing 

the nature of the object, it is perceived. Its proximate cause is cankers 

(asavapadatthana) because of the sacred word, “Due to arising of cankers, there is 
arising of ignorance.”521 Its junction is to attempt (ayuhanarasa): since formations 

attempt (byaparam karonti) to produce rebirth. Or ayuhanam means accumulation 

(rasikaranam). It is manifested as volition (cetanapaccupatthana): it is perceived as a 

volition since it has the nature of volition. Its junction is to go before 

.(pubbahgamarasamj. since it functions as the forerunner of mentality and materiality. It 

manifests itself as rebirth-linking (patisandhipaccupatthanamf. joining together with 

previous life, it is perceived. Its junction is to associate (sampayogarasamf. since it is 

associated with consciousness and mutually with consciousness concomitants. 
Associated (sampayogoj. it is associated with the [four] aspects equally. 522 

Inseparability (avinibbhogoj. it has no separate existence. Its function is to be dispersed 

(vikiranarasamj. since the materiality do not have association, it gets scattered. That is 

why when rice grains, etc. are pounded, they get scattered and reduced to powder. It is 

manifested as indeterminate (abyakatapaccupatthanamj. it is said in order to 

differentiate from mentality, because mentality sometimes has the state of profitable, etc. 
Like the expression “having no volition, indeterminate (acetano abyakatof ,523 the state 

having no object is to be understood as the state of indeterminate. The characteristic of 

actuating (ayatanalakkhanam): characteristic of attempt, or characteristic of stretching 

consciousness and consciousness concomitants (aya s). Its function is to find 

(dassanarasamj. since it finds, that is, it grasps its own respective object. But the word 
‘Its function is seeing, etc. (dassanadirasa) occurs in Sammohavinodani.524 It is 

manifested as physical basis and door (vatthudvarabhavapaccupatthanam) of 

consciousness and mind-consciousness elements accordingly - this is the implication.

M. i. 54.
Arising together, passing away together, having an equal effect, and having equal basis.
Vis. XI. 48.
In the text it is dassanadirasa, but here in tika it is taken as dassanarasa.

521

522

523

524
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And here the word ‘physical basis (yatthuj is to refer to the five, beginning with, the 

eye. It is manifested as pleasure and pain (sukhadukkhapaccupatthanaf. it is told since 

equanimity associated with unprofitable resultant is included in pain owing to 

undesirable state; equanimity associated with the other is included in pleasure owing to 

desirable state. Craving has the characteristic of being a cause (hetulakkhana tanhaf. 

since it produces pain. Its function is to delight (abhinandanarasa): because of the 
sacred word, “It delights in this and that.” 525 It is manifested as insatiability 

(atittabhdvapaccupatjhana): it is perceived as discontent of consciousness or of an 

individual towards visible data, and so on. Its Junction is not to release 

(amuhcanarasam) through inclination of craving and wrong view. It is manifested as 

strong craving and as false view (tanhadalhattaditthipaccupatthanam): clinging arising 

from sense-desires is manifested as strong craving; others are manifested as wrong view. 

The characteristic, etc. of becoming should be applied according to the fcwwmz-process 

becoming and the rebirth-process.

525 M. i. 48; 299; iii. 250; 288; Ps. 39; 147; Kv. 487; 489.

52. (589) According to delusion, and so on (mohadibhavatof. the word, etc. (adi) here 

includes ‘not-knowing [the truth]’, and so on. Non-practice (appatipatti) due to 

ignorance about suffering, etc. Wrong practice (micchapatipatti) due to perverted 

perception of what is foul, etc. as beautiful, etc. Or ignorance dissociated with wrong 

view is appatipatti; that associated with wrong view is micchapatipatti. Regarding the 

doors and objects (dvararammanato) is explained as dvarato, arammanato, because it 

arises at six doors and six objects. This division is not only for ignorance, but also the 

immaterial states of other factors of the dependent origination have this division. 

Therefore it is said, “even in all (sabbesupi)”.

53. As the states with nature of result, and so on (vipakadhammadhammadi-bhavato): 

the word, and so on (adi) here includes ‘neither-trainer-nor-non-trainer’, ‘states that are 

favourable to fetters’, and so on. [Formations] as leading to the four kinds of 

generation (catuyonisamvattanato): because of producing life-existence belonging to 

the four kinds of generation.
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54. As classified into the mundane, etc. (lokiyavibhágadibhávatof. the word etc. here 

includes ‘indeterminate’, ‘with cause’, ‘formed’, and so on. As -with root-cause and 

without root-cause, etc. (sahetukahetukadito): the word etc. includes divisions, such as, 

‘prompted and unprompted’.

55. It is granted that mentality-materiality is said as belonging to present. Still as it 

belongs to present, it also belongs to the past and future. Thus state belonging to two 

courses also should be taken implicitly. Therefore it is said, “It is threefold according to 
past, and so on (atitadito tividham).”

56. As the place of origin and meeting (sahjatisamosaranatthdnato): according to the 

place of arising and continuity of consciousness and those associated with it. The 

reading bhutappasádaviňňánato (as sensitivity of primary elements and as 

consciousness) is proper, but they read.viftfianadito (as consciousness, etc.). When there 

is inclusion of external bases also by way of ekasesa (‘the remainder of one’), the word 

etc. includes the external bases. Object that is neither-contiguous-nor-non-contiguous 

(nobhayagocara): it refers to the mind-base. For immaterial states do not have nearness 

and famess according to the location because they are non-substances. Therefore the 

object of the mind-base cannot be described as contiguous or non-contiguous to the 

mind-base. Of the contact, and so on (phassadinampif. here contact is singlefold as the 

individual nature of touching; mundane; subject to cankers, and so on. It is twofold as 

contact by impingement (patighasamphassa) and analogical contact 

(adhivacanasamphassa'y, and with root-cause, and so on. It is threefold as belonging to 

three kinds of becoming; association with three kinds of feeling; and without cause, two 

causes and three causes. It is fourfold according to the four kinds of generation, and 

fivefold according to destinies.

Feeling (vedand): it is singlefold as the characteristic of experiencing; mundane; subject 

to cankers, and so on. It is twofold as the five doors and the mind door. It is threefold as 

pleasure, and so on. It is fourfold as the four kinds of generation, and fivefold as 

destinies. It is sixfold as the six objects.
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Craving (tanhâ): it is singlefold as the cause of the world. It is twofold as that 

associated with wrong view and dissociated with it. It is threefold as craving for sense

desire, craving for existence, and craving for non-existence. It is fourfold as that to be 

eradicated by means of the four paths. It is fivefold as delighting on visible objects, and 

so on. It is sixfold as craving for visible objects, sounds, odours, tastes, bodily 

impressions, and mental impressions.

Clinging (upâdânam): it is singlefold as strong seizing. It is twofold as craving and 

wrong view. It is threefold as decisive support for the three kinds of becoming. It is 

fourfold as grasping for sense-desire, and so on. It is fivefold as that leading to the five 

destinies.

Becoming (bhavo): it is singlefold as mundane; subject to cankers, and so on. It is 

twofold as Aawwa-process and rebirth-process. It is threefold as sensual existence, and 

so on. It is fourfold as the causes of four graspings. It is fivefold as leading to the five 

destinies. It is sixfold as sensual Aawwa-process, and so on. It is sevenfold as seven 

stations of consciousness. It is eightfold as kamma-procéss becoming caused by four 
graspings, and so on.526 527 It is ninefold as sense-desire becoming, and so on.528

526 Kammabhava and upapattibhava have three divisions each, that is, kâmabhavo, rüpabhavo and 
arüpabhavo. Thus they become six.
527 Kammabhava and upapattibhava each caused by four kinds of grasping, become eight.
528 This ninefold is explained in the description of upapattibhava in Vis. XVII. 253.

Birth (jàti): it is singlefold because it arises first in this and that life. It is twofold as 

materiality aggregate and formations aggregate. It is threefold as threefold becoming. It 

is fourfold as the four kinds of generation, and fivefold as destinies. The singlefoldness, 

etc. of aging-and-death, etc. should be understood in this way too.

57. (590) Factors should be limited as “twelve only” when there is contingency of 

multiplicity of factors because of inclusion of sorrow, and so on. For sorrow, etc. are not 

said as the factors, but they are referred to in order to show the cause, that is, ignorance 

which is the root-factor by means of fruit. For they are produced in the fool afflicted by 
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aging-and-death. Thus sorrow, etc., are said to have aging-and-death as the cause. But in 

sutta, such as, “touched by painful bodily feeling”, suffering caused by aging-and-death 

is included, hence this sutta is not said to prove the arising of sorrow, etc., caused by 

bodily pain in the case of person afflicted by aging-and-death. As sorrow, etc. are put in 

same group with aging-and-death, it is proper to say that they have birth as their cause. 

If sorrow, etc. have aging-and-death as cause, they would be grouped together with 

ignorance. But with birth as condition there is aging-and-death and sorrow, and so on. 
Herein aging-and-death is definitely taken as the factor, but sorrow, etc., being 

inconclusive due to non-arising in corporeal becoming, etc., are taken in order to show 

ignorance, etc. through fruit which is very much evident. Through this [fruit] when 

there is birth in future, after that, ignorance that is the cause of formations [that is, cause 

of patisandhi] is seen, thus non-breakage of the wheel of becoming is explained. And 

this sutta should be understood to prove only this meaning that sorrow, etc. have 

ignorance as their cause, not that sorrow, etc. have aging-and-death as mere cause in the 

case of the fool. The expression “the untaught ordinary man” explains that ignorance is 

the cause of sorrow, etc., but not that suffering caused by aging-and-death only is 
suffering.

Another method - aging-and-death is also the cause, otherwise twelve factors are not 

fulfilled. Of which is it the cause? It is of sorrow, and so on. If it is so, why is it said that, 

“With birth as cause, there is aging-and-death and sorrow, etc.” instead of saying, “With 

aging-and-death as cause, there is sorrow, etc.”? As they arise to the person touched by 

other painful state also, hence it is not certain that sorrow, etc. have aging-and-death as 

cause in the case of the person whose fetters are not abandoned. Therefore they are told 

to have birth as cause. Or optionally rebirth-process becoming is included by grasping 

of aging-and-death. For decay of aggregates which are the effect of kamma, decrease of 

life-span, decay of faculties, is called aging; their break is death. When there is rebirth

process becoming, kamma done, accumulated in that life or former kamma, is called 

kamma-process becoming (kammabhavo)', when there is manifestation of kamma, etc., 

immediately after death, they produce rebirth. Thus rebirth-process becoming 

(upapattibhavo) is the cause of birth. Therefore aging-and-death is also 

paticcasamuppada as the cause of [future] rebirth. As rebirth-process becoming, being 
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the cause of birth, is included here in the expression, “With becoming as condition there 

is birth”, and due to inclusion of aforesaid way, it is not said, “With aging-and-death as 

condition there is birth.” In this way aging-and-death is also paticcasamuppada as its 

causality is proved. Thus twelve factors are defined. Therefore there is the sentence, 

beginning with, “twelve only (dvadasevd)”'. “This much is (ayam tava) ” is said referring 

to the explanation of the meaning mentioned, such as, “as different ways of teaching”.

Commentary on explanation of 

the clause ‘With ignorance as condition, formations’
(avijjápaccaydsaňkharapadakathávannand)

58. (591) Referring to the explanation of the meaning that will be told, it is said but this 
(ayam pana).529 According to the Suttanta method (suttantapariyayena): this is said 

because ignorance about four instances is referred to in the suttas, such as, “Which is, 
bhikkhus, ignorance? Non-understanding of suffering.”530 As ignorance about eight 

instances from the point of view of function and birth-place occurs in 
Nikkhepakanda,531 qncu. though it is said about four instances in suttas, in order to 

explain its meaning, having begun with “according to Abhidhamma method”, it is said 

“For this is said (vuttanhetam)”, and so on. For Abhidhamma method is the 
classification of what should be classified without omitting.532 It should be construed 

with the phrase “non-understanding of eight instances” after having quoted it.

59. About remaining instances (sesatthánesu): about suffering, its origin, and about the 

past, and so on. As object (arammanavasena): as making them its object. Here (idhaj. in 

this Pali, such as, “non-understanding of suffering”. That (sá): ignorance. When arisen 

(uppannd): arisen due to non-uprooting, needless to say about ignorance present. It 

529 Ven. Mahasi says that the word ayam is nominative case and the word vakkhamanam is accusative, so 
vakkhamanam cannot be the adjective of ayam. Therefore we expect words, such as, “atthasamvanndnam 
sandhaya aha".
530 S. ii. 4; S. iv. 256.
531 Dhs. 190.
532 Ven. Mahasi says that vibhajitabbam. vibhajanam should be joined as one sentence as given in 
Sinhalese version. The word vibhajanahhi should be two separate words as vibhajanam hi.
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prevents penetration of the true individual function and characteristic [of that truth] 

(yâthâvasarasalakkhanam pativijjhitum na detif. this is told in order to show the 

manner of concealing mentioned as “having concealed”. Rasa is individual nature that 

is to be penetrated; its own individual nature is saraso, its own individual nature as it is 

(yathâbhüto) is yâthâvasaraso which is referred to, such as, “the meaning of 
oppression”.533 The past, etc. are also the divisions of the truth of suffering. As its own 

individual nature as it is, should be marked, it is said the true individual Junction and 

characteristic [of that truth]. It prevents to know it directly.

533 Psi. 118. Ven. Mahasi suggests a full-stop after “pîlanattho "tiâdinâ vutto.
The reading dukkhadivisaye given in Sinhalese version is better than dukkhâdivisayo given here.

Both of these together (taduhhayamf. beginning and future, five aggregates of the past 

and of the future. Or the middle part being the present is the past and future because it 

has formal part and latter part. This is ignorance and these are formations (ayam avijjd 

ime sankhârâf. explanation of the aspect of knowing directly regarding the dependent 

origination and the dependently arisen states. Here (ettha): in this suffering, and so on. 

Even though ignorance arises in suffering by way of object also, it is not able to make 

cessation and path as its object, thus while arising as concealing them to the person 

desirous to know them and while arising as condition for assuming what are not 

cessation and path to be cessation and path, it prevents to penetrate as they really are. In 

this way it should be understood regarding suffering, and so on. Therefore there is the 

sentence, “It is only intended as concealment.” Non-understanding (ahhanam) is that 
which makes one blind about the objects of suffering, etc.534 It is the cause of 

attachment, etc., which make one blind, that is, causing not to see.

60. (592) Merit, and so on (puhnadayo)'. formations of merit, and so on. It is merit 

because it cleanses one’s own process against demeritorious effect and against 

defilement of suffering. One gets merit through inclination towards the good and 

happiness, thus it fulfills inclination of the doer by producing the good and happiness; 

or it is merit because it makes the life honorable. Therefore puhha should be understood 

as that which fulfills, and that which causes honorable life, according to the etymology. 

Formations of merit (puhnâbhisankhâro): it is merit as well as formations in the sense 
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of making its own effect. Formations of demerit (apuhhabhisahkharo): it should be 

understood in opposite way because demerit is contradiction of merit. Formations of the 

imperturbable (anehjabhisahkharo): it does not shake as it is far from the enemies of 

concentration; it prepares unshakable life. Bodily formation (kayasahkharo): it is 

produced by the body; or it arises from the body; or it is formation of die body. The 

same method should be applied to the verbal formation and mental formation. There the 

first three are known through the Discourse on Examination (Parivimamsanasutta), etc. 

For there it is said, “If he prepares an act of merit, consciousness becomes associated 
with merit.” 535 The other three are known through the Discourse on Analysis 

(Vibhahgasutta). For there it is said, “These are, bhikkhus, three formations. What are 
three? The bodily formation, verbal formation and mental formation.”536

536 M. i. 54; S. ii. 4; 43; 59; S. iv. 293.

The sentence, beginning with, but in detail (vittharato pana) is explanation of the 

formations of merit, etc. according to category and division. [The sentence], ‘occurring 

through development of meditation only (bhdvandvaseneva pavatta), not through giving 

and virtue’ shows the object of act of merit available there. Therefore volitions of the 

immaterial sphere are also referred to, “occurring through the development of 

meditation only (bhavanavaseneva pavatta)". Some, however, say that through the word 

‘only’ belonging to the word “through development of meditation only”, volition 

connected with direct knowledge is excluded. That is not proper, because it is caused by 

ignorance. Like that, it is desirable to be the formations of merit. Otherwise mind and 

mental states with direct-knowledge would not be included in the object of the act of 

merit. It is also not proper to say, “It is profitable, but it is not the object of act of 

merit.” Killing living things, and so on (panatipatadi): the word, and so on (adi) 

includes not only the rest of the course of unprofitable actions, but also it includes the 

whole of unprofitable actions.

61. In the other (itaresu pana): in the bodily formation, and so on. The formations of 

merit, etc., when occurring, occur through these doors. Therefore it is said in order to 

show that they occur in these doors (dvarato pavattidassanattham). Why is it said, “the 
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same twenty volitions”? If profitable and unprofitable volitions that produce bodily and 

verbal intimations are called bodily formation and verbal formation respectively, that 

being so, volition connected with direct-knowledge, being profitable, producing verbal 

intimation, also should be called as verbal formation. Thus regarding this question it is 

said, “volition connected -with direct-knowledge (abhinnacetand)”, and so on. Here 

(ettha): in the case of bodily and verbal formations, or in the case of bodily and verbal 

volition. It is not included (na gahita): it is not mentioned in Atthakatha with the 

intention, “Volition connected with direct-knowledge is not the condition of 

consciousness.” Why is it not? Is it not that it is profitable and it has the nature of 

producing effect? It is true, but in the process rooted in craving and ignorance which are 

not cut, it is said to be profitable and to have the nature of producing effect as it arises 

with activity, but it is not said that it produces effect. But when it produces effect, it 

may produce the effect of the fine-material sphere. For kamma of one plane does not 

produce effect of the other plane. It may produce the effect of the three places having 

same objects with itself. For it is said in Cittuppadakanda that the effect of the fine- 

material sphere has the same object of kamma. But the effect of the fine-material sphere 

does not have the object, such as, limited (paritta). Volition connected with direct- 

knowledge has the object, such as, limited. Therefore it does not produce effect - thus it 

should be known. Direct-knowledge is benefit of concentration of the fourth jhana 

arising towards kasina objects. As there is the expression, “in this way when his mind is 
calmed down”,537 538 direct-knowledge looks like the effect of concentration; it does not 

produce the effect. Like an obtainment of cause which is benefit of giving and virtue in 

this life, it does not produce the effect.

537 Ven. Mahasi suggests that instead of the word anupacchinnatanhavijjamane given here, 
anupacchinnatanhdvijjamule will be better. In VbhAT. 95, however the reading is 
anupacchinnatanhavijjamane.
538 D. i. 13; 14, etc.

And like direct-knowledge volition, so also volition connected with agitation is not 

included (yatha ca abhihhacetana, evam uddhaccacetanapi na hoti): it should be 

examined having taken up separately the states associated with agitation, as there is the 

expression, “Knowledge about result of those unprofitable states is the discrimination of 
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meaning.” 539 540 That has been already examined above in the explanation of the 

unprofitable states in the description of aggregates, so it should be known through the 

method as examined only. And herein some teachers (eke) having analyzed say — even 

though ordinary men and learners do not have seeing (dassana) and development 
(bhâvana),™ they will have them. At the time of arising of seeing and development in 

them, those improfitable states which can be eradicated by them are told as ‘What 

should be abandoned by seeing, what should be abandoned by development (dassanena 

pahâtabbâ, bhâvanâya pahatabbay. But as ordinary men do not have development, 

they have no consideration of ‘what should be abandoned by development’. Therefore 

even if unprofitable states which arise within them can not be eradicated by seeing, they 

are not told as states to be eradicated through development. If it is said so, some of the 
unprofitable states to be eradicated by seeing541 sometimes would be the condition of 

some of the states to be eradicated through development through object condition, 

object-predominance condition and decisive support condition. And in Patthdna, states 

to be eradicated by seeing are not said as condition of states to be eradicated by 

development through any condition. But the unprofitable states existing in the learners 

can be eradicated through development, thus they are called, ‘to be eradicated through 

development (bhâvanâya pahatabbay. Therefore states to be eradicated by sefeing of the 

learners are not to be tasted and delighted because they are to be given up, vomited, 

renounced, abandoned, foreshaken, thrown up. Being causes of happiness and being 

causes of non-distraction, as unprofitable states are eradicated, they do not produce grief 

and agitation. Therefore states to be eradicated by seeing do not reach the state of object 

and object-predominance, and the state of natural decisive support (pakat-upanissaya) 

for the states to be eradicated through development. Depending on the eradicated states, 

the noble person does not produce defilements like attachment, and so on.

539 Vbh. 295.
540 Seeing refers to the first path; development refers to the remaining three paths.
541 Ven. Mahasi suggests that the word kenaci should be keci in the sentence kescmci kenaci kadâci 
ârammanâarammanâdhipatiupanissayapaccayehi paccayo bhaveyyum. Thus it is the adjective of 
dassanenapahâtabbâ which is nominative case. VbhAT. 95 also reads kesanci keci kadâci.

For it is said, “One does not come again, return back, come back to those defilements 
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eradicated by the path of stream-entry.”542 And it is possible to say that mental 

defilements within the ordinary men, which can be eradicated by seeing, do not become 

the condition of others through any condition. For wrong-view and doubt are said to be 

the object condition of agitation in the expression, such as, “One tastes, takes delight in 

wrong-view, owing to that there arise greed, wrong-view, doubt, and agitation. Owing 
to doubt, there arise doubt, wrong-view and agitation.”543 Because wrong-view and 

doubt are said to be object condition for agitation. Here the word agitation is said with 

reference to mind associated with agitation. Therefore in the explanation of 

predominance condition, it is said only this much, “Honoring wrong-view, one tastes, 
delight, honoring it, greed arises, wrong-view arises”,544 and it is not said that, 

“Agitation arises.” Therefore even if it is not said that mental defilements eradicated by 

seeing and development according to the past, etc., among those defilements that are to 

be kept in the nature of non-arising through seeing and development, defilements 

arising within the ordinary men, which can be eradicated by seeing, referring to the 

future seeing, are called ‘to be eradicated by seeing’. Those defilements arising in the 

learners, which can be eradicated through development referring to the future 

development are called ‘to be eradicated through development’.

542 Nd 1.202.
543 Ptn. 309.
544 Ptn. 90.

Out of these two, defilements to be eradicated through development, being bereft of 

companion, do not produce an effect, therefore volition to be eradicated through 

development is not said as Aa/wwa-condition acting from a different time 

(nanakkhanikakammapaccaya). However, it is not possible to reject producing an effect 

of lustful desire, etc., for one’s own property, which are devoid of seeing and 

development which should be referred to, which arise within the ordinary men; and to 

reject producing an effect of mind associated with agitation, which arises within 

ordinary men, companion of which is not yet ceased owing to non-cutting of three 

fetters and defilements existing together with them. Thus the result of the states 

associated with agitation is told in Vibhahga. If it is so, unprofitable states which are 

devoid of seeing and development which should be referred to, would be ‘to be 
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eradicated neither by seeing nor through development (nevadassanena- 

nabhâvanâyapahâtabbâ).545 In this way if someone argues, it will not be so, because 

there is the expression, “States not to be eradicated are said as nevadassanena- 

nabhâvanâyapahâtabbâ."5^ Unprofitable states have the nature of opposite to the states 

not to be eradicated.

545 Ven. Mahasi suggests that the word navattabbatâ after nevadassanenanabhâvanâya-pahâtabbatâya 
should be vattabbatâ.
546 Ptn. 17.
547 Dassanenapahâtabbâ and bhâvanâyapahâtabbâ.
548 Dhs. 239.
549 Earth-, fire-, and air-element.

If some one argues that even then in this triad those unprofitable states would be said as 

“not-so-classifiable (nayattabba')”, they will not be so. Because twelve unprofitable 
consciousnesses mentioned in Cittuppâdakanda are included by two words.547 As all 

formed-states are included according to the nature, in triad of uppanna (states that have 

arisen) even though the states of the past are not included, they are not said to be “not- 

so-classifiable”. Because there is no ‘not-so-classifiable’ in the states obtained as mind 

and matter. Similarly here also [among unprofitable states] mentioned in arising of mind, 

it should be understood that navattabbatâ is not referred to because there is no 

navattabbâ. In the place where some mind and mental properties are definitely not told, 

in that place they have the fourth portion. Therefore like other triads, in that place also 

having classified the mind and mental properties which should be put together, the 

Blessed One caused them to be included through the expressions, such as, “siyâ 

navattabbâ parittârammanâ”.548 As there is not the fourth portion in the triad of ‘states 

that have arisen’, here also they are not said like that.

Or optionally three primary matters549 in the fine-material sphere are said to be the 

matters that are with impingement (sappatigha), as they have the same nature of matters 

that are with impingement. As it is said, “In beings having no perception, depending on 

one primary matter that is with impingement, except the visible object, there are two 

primary matters; depending on two primary matters, there is one primary matter”, in this 

way the states arising within the ordinary men, having the same nature of the states to 

be eradicated through development are to be said as the states to be eradicated through 
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development.550 Therefore there is no contingency of ‘not-so-classifiable’. If it is so, 

lustful desire, etc. for one’s own property, arising even within the ordinary men, which 

are to be eradicated through development, are the decisive-support condition of lustful 

desire, etc. in other’s property. Greed is predominance condition for greed and wrong

view - this meaning is obtained. But three primary matters, being not tangible in the 

fine-material sphere are not said to be the matters that are with impingement in the 

ultimate sense. Likewise lustful desire, etc., in one’s own property, arising within the 

ordinary men, which are devoid of development which is to be referred to, are not the 

states that are to be eradicated through development in ultimate sense. Therefore the 

states that are to be eradicated through development are not said as Aumma-condition 

acting from a different time. And it is not said that the states that are to be eradicated by 

seeing are the condition of the states that are to be eradicated through development 

through any condition. For those defilements, the cause of which is the states that are to 

be eradicated by seeing, never arise after arising of the path of stream-entry. The 

consciousness associated with agitation is made away from mere companion through 

the path of stream-entry, even though it has the cause of dassanena pahatabba (to be 

eradicated by the path of stream-entry). Any nature of the consciousness associated with 

agitation is not made as non-arising through the path of stream-entry. Thus 

consciousness associated with agitation is definitely said as bhavanaya pahatabba. 

Therefore the statement that consciousness associated with agitation arising within them 

produces an effect when there is companion, and the statement that it does not produce 

the effect when there is no companion, are not contradictory.

550 Ven. Mahasi suggests that the interrogation mark is not needed here.
551 Dhs. 237.

Others said that all that is mere pageantry. Why? Because the consciousness associated 

with agitation is definitely the state to be eradicated through development. For it is told 

by the Blessed One, “Which are the states that are to be eradicated through 

development? Consciousness associated with agitation.”551 For if the meaning [of eke] 

is necessary here, it would have been told, “Consciousness associated with agitation 

may be eradicated through development, it may be not-so-classifiable 

(uddhaccasahagato siya bhavanaya pahatabbo, siya na vattabboy' after having told,
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“Definitely there are no states that are to be eradicated through development”, just as it 

is told after having classified, “Definitely there are no states that have the future as their 

object”552 in the triad of the states that have the past as their object. The application 

given through the word, such as, “if it were said (yadi vucceyyum)” in order to prove the 

word, is not logical. Why? The states, such as, greed, wrong-view, doubt, and agitation, 

the object of which is to be eradicated by seeing are desired to be eradicated by seeing 

only. But in Pali through the word agitation, the consciousness associated with agitation 

is referred to. Having said thus, in order to prove it in the explanation of predominance 

condition, observation was made that agitation is not mentioned. That observation is 

also not proper because in Patthana we find passage of the text left out. For in 

Vibhahga knowledge of penetration of minds is obtained as follows: “The state that is 

the past is the condition of the state that is present, the state that is the future is the 

condition of the state that is present, through the object condition.” In Vibhahga of this 

word, “The state that is the present is the condition of the state that is the present”, even 

though [knowledge of penetration of minds] is obtained, but it is not mentioned. 

Referring to producing an effect of the state to be eradicated through development, the 

state to be eradicated by seeing should be examined to become a companion. Is the state 

to be eradicated by seeing a companion of the state to be eradicated through 

development like ignorance, etc. are the companions of giving, virtue, etc., by making 

them capable to produce an effect at the time of their arising only, or like defilements 

are companions of kamma in producing an effect of rebirth-linking? Here something 

else should be told - if the former case, the state of which dassanappahatabba is 

abandoned, would be known as indeterminate state of bhavanapahatabba arising within 

a learner just like giving, etc., arising within [Arahatship] in whose continuity ignorance, 

craving and conceit are abandoned. If the latter case, even the state to be eradicated 

through development would be known as the state to be eradicated by seeing because 

the individual nature of that leading to the state of loss can not transcend. Therefore 

according to the way examined before only, with regard to producing an effect of 

consciousness associated with agitation exposition of the meaning should be known 

through non-contradiction of Pali and Atthakatha.

$ M

I
552 Dhs. 241.
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That also (sâpif. volition of agitation. As a condition for consciousness (vihhânassa 
CM

paccayabhave): as a condition of foil resultant consciousness. If it should be excluded, 

why is it said, “the same twenty volitions”? In order to show the reason, it is said, 

“However all these have ignorance as their condition (avijjâpaccayâ pana sabbâpetâ 

honti)” The teacher points out that volition connected with direct-knowledge also has 

the state of condition. If it is so, it is to be said as twenty-one together with volition 

connected with direct-knowledge. It is not so, because of aforesaid reason for not saying 

so. That is also the reason for not the other case, that is, volition connected with 

agitation. Therefore while not saying volition connected with direct-knowledge having 

the same nature, volition connected with agitation also is not said by the same reason 

referring to which volition connected with direct-knowledge is not said. This triad 

(ayam tiko): triad of bodily formation. The former triad (purimattikam): the triad of 

formations of merit. It is included (pavisati): in which way is it included? For, 

formation of merit divided according to the eight volitions of sense-sphere, sometimes 

becomes bodily formation for one. abstaining from bodily misconduct, and sometimes 

becomes verbal formation for one abstaining from verbal misconduct. Thirteen volitions 

arising at the mind-door, however, become formation of merit and mental formation. 

The formation of demerit also when arising through bodily misconduct, sometimes 

becomes bodily formation, when arising through verbal misconduct, sometimes 

becomes verbal formation, and when arising at the mind-door leaving two doors, 

becomes mental formation. And formation of the imperturbable s like that. Thus

the latter triad is included in the formal triad only. Therefore it is said, “So far as the 

meaning is concerned, ignorance can be understood as condition simply for formations 

of merit, and so on (atthato puhhâbhisankhârâdïnamyeva vasena avijjâya 

paccayabhâvo veditabbo).”
♦

62. (593) Because they exist when ignorance exists (avijjâbhâve bhâvatof. because 

formations exist when ignorance exists. When ignorance does not exist, formations 

never arise. Now while showing the existence of ignorance it is said, “when non- * 

553 The word sampunnassa means both the resultant consciousnesses, that is, pavatti and patisandhi.
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understanding is not abandoned (annânam appahïnam hoti)”. Therefore the teacher 

shows that non-cessation through the path is here the existence of ignorance, not its 

presence only. This meaning has been elaborated before only. “That called as ignorance 

(avijjásañkhátam)',,\ this word excludes the absence of knowledge, and so on. For this 

letter ‘a’ in the expressions, such as, “causeless states, a dwelling where there is no 

bhikkhu”, etc., is known in the sense of rejecting its association. For here absence is 

described. The letter ‘a’ in “states not produced from condition” is known in the sense 

of rejecting its relation. For that produced from condition is related with condition, but 
it is not produced from condition, its non-relation is here pointed out.554 The letter ‘a’ in 

“states that are non-visible” is known in the sense of rejecting that nature. For the state 

to be seen is ‘visible {nidassana)\ If the eye-consciousness is visible, it is in the sense 
of rejecting the object obtained by the eye-consciousness.555 Similarly the letter ‘a’ in 

“states free from cankers” also is known in this sense. The letter ‘a’ in “states which are 

non-impinging, states not aware of object” is known in the sense of rejecting the 

function of impinging and object. That in “immaterial states, states which are not mental 

concomitants” is known in the sense of rejecting the state of materiality and mental 

concomitants. For here otherness is mentioned. That in “non-human” is in the sense of 

rejecting the mere state of human being. There is no mere nature of human being, others 

are the same. Thus similarity is here indicated. That in “He is not a recluse, though a 
recluse in vows,556 one who has not got the son” is known in the sense of rejecting 

admired virtue. For blame is here known. That in “one with little disease,557 a girl with 

little belly” is known in the sense of rejecting abundance. That in “states which are not 

arisen” is known in the sense of rejecting similarity with ‘arisen’. For the states that are 

the past are proper for ‘arisen (uppannay because they appeared before. The states that 

will definitely arise are proper for ‘arisen’ because some start to arise by producing 

some parts of conditions. The state free from the periods is proper for arisen because it 

ever exists, needless to say of the states that are present. Thus the state being far from 

554 Ven. Mahasi suggests that in the reading appaccayuppannattáti, 'ti' should be removed, and 
tamsambandhitâ should be atamsambandhitâ. In DhsAT. 28 the reading is also appaccayuppannattâ 
atamsambandhitâ.
555 Ven. Mahasi suggests that the reading 'na passatiti' is to be removed in this context. In DhsAnuT. 28 
also that word is not appeared.
556 S. iv. 180; A. i. 108; 126; ii. 239; iv. 128; 201; 205; Ud. 52; Ndl. 231; Pg. 27; 36.
557 Jâ. 532, 542, 569.
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that is here described. That in “asekkha dhammff^5i is known in the sense of rejecting 

non-completion. For completion is here described. But because these meanings are not 

suitable, consequently it should be known that the unprofitable is the state opposite to 

the profitable, in this way ignorance is opposite to knowledge, therefore non

understanding is the state opposite to knowing.

Assuming it to be pleasant (sukhasahhaya gahetvaf. perceiving suffering of the round of 

rebirths that should be known to be suffering by the wise men as intrinsic suffering, 

suffering in change, suffering due to formations, to be pleasant. By this word, the 

teacher shows arising of craving in that suffering of the round of rebirths. 77e embarks 

upon (arabhati): he causes to arise. The equipment of craving (tanhaparikkharef. 

formed, prepared, adorned by craving as pleasant, auspicious, and so on. The fool not 

knowing that craving is the cause of suffering, prepares bodily formations desiring for 

them, such as, “Oh, on the dissolution of the body, after death, I might reappear in the 

company of well-to-do nobles!”559 Or the equipment of craving (tanhaparikkharef. the 

surrounding of craving. For formations, after having prepared the eye and visible data, 

etc., which are the bases of craving, giving them to those possessing craving, supporting 

craving, are like their surroundings. In some particular destiny (gativisese): in Brahma 

world, and so on. Sacrifice (yahho): like vajapeyya, etc. which are dreadful because of 

many hundreds of cattle tied upon there. Mortification for immortality (amaratapof. 

austerity taken with the idea that it will lead to immortality. Or thinking that gods are 

immortal, so may I be a supreme god or an ordinary god, thus one is engaged in ritual 
practice.560 Or mortification which causes death owing to suffering is amaratapo, like 

the word ‘unseen’ is to be known in the sense of ‘seen’, and the word ‘immortality’ 

should be known in the sense of death.

560 Ven. Mahasi suggests that instead of the reading 'amaro va', 'amaradevati' will be better.

63. The formation of merit is said as similar to falling upon the cliff as it produces 

suffering that causes falling into the birth, and so on. “Zt produces great distress 

(mahaparilahajanikam)”: by this word the teacher shows similarity of the fruit of merit 
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with a torch made of dry grass in the sense of burning. The word ‘ca’ in little 

satisfaction (appassadatahca) includes piercing it on a chopping board, breaking up all 

limbs, and so on. Its condition (tappaccayam): condition of the fruit of happy destiny, 

the nature of which is suffering in change. The fruit of merit assumed as delightful and 

enjoyment is similar to lamp’s flame and honey-smeared knife-edge. And the formation 

of merit in the sense of fruit of merit is said as similar to falling into that flame and 

licking it. One embarks upon the formation of demerit which leads to disgust and 

suffering at the moment of present action as well as at the moment of fruit in future. Just 

as a child would play with filth, thinking that it is an enjoyment of some sense-pleasure 

without noticing it as inauspicious by imagining it to be pleasant, such as, “Pleasant is 
the touch of this woman wanderer’s tender soft downy arm!”,561 and a man - who wants 

to die, having no mastery over one’s own life, being overpowered by anger and 

weariness because he is overpowered by defilements, - would eat poison. Or the state 

associated with attachment is similar to playing with filth; the state associated with 

hatred is similar with eating poison. Results in the immaterial sphere, in which arising 

and falling are not distinguished owing to non-interruption, changes of which are not 

being grasped owing to long continuity, and which are suffering due to formations and 

the suffering-in-change, are the cause of perversion of wrongly perceiving them as 

eternal, etc., like a goblin city which is dangerous, is the cause of perversion of wrongly 

perceiving it as pleasant owing to accomplishment of sense-desire. Therefore similarity 

of goblin city is to be applied to the results in the immaterial sphere and the similarity of 

going towards it is to be applied to the formations of imperturbable.

64. Formations exist only when ignorance exists, they do not exist in the absence of 

ignorance. Thus when formations have ignorance as their condition, in order to prove 

aforesaid meaning with sutta through positive and negative assertion briefly, there is the 

quotation of sutta, beginning with, “Moreover this is told (vuttampi cetam).'' There an 

ignorant man means the unintelligent. Possessed of ignorance (avijjagato): a person 

endowed with ignorance, one whose ignorance is not abandoned - this is the 

implication.

561 M. i. 305.
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Commentary on explanation of conditions in Patthâna

(patthânapaccayakathâvannana)

65. (594) Thus (tâva) is an indeclinable particle referring to what will be said. By this 

word the teacher shows that the statement, “Ignorance is the condition of formations” 

has been said, but it should be narrated further. The statement, “It must now state” is 

said referring to a meaning. In order to show that meaning, it is said that the conditioned 

states are the conditions of states, or they are the conditions in particular mode, thus 

they are the conditions in many ways because of multiplicity of the both, [that is, states 

as well as mode]. Thus being doubtful about that point concerning ignorance also, it 

was asked, “For which formations and in which way is it a condition? (katamesam 

sahkharanam katham paccayo hoti)” Thus many formations are told, such as, formation 

of merit, and so on. Ignorance is their condition, but not condition of all formations in 

one way, therefore it is in this way that it is the condition of these formations which 

should be told - this is the meaning. There (tatraf. in that state of condition. Even 

though the questions, such as, “For which formations is it a condition?” was attempted 

particularly [in this formation], this is the synecdoche of whole factors by means of part. 

Thus twelve factors of the dependent origination should be known as having the state of 

condition of each their own effects. Thus in order to show it or when the state of 

condition of ignorance was asked, concerning to that in order to show the conditions 

according the Pâli method - by the commentator who wishes to answer that all the 

conditioned states have the state of condition, - there is the sentence, beginning with, 
“for by the Blessed One (bhagavatâ hi)”.562 There the word ‘by the Blessed One’ is to 

be construed with the sentence ‘twenty-four conditions are told’. Through twenty-four 

conditions, ignorance, etc. are to be known as the state of condition — this is the 

implication.

562 Ven. Mahasi suggests that instead of the word visajjetukâmo given here, visajjetukâmena given in 
Sinhalese edition will be better.

67. By the word, “It is a root-cause and a condition”, root-causes and the root-cause 

which is being predominance condition may be referred to, in order to reject it, it is said, 
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“Being a root-cause it is a condition (hetu hutva paccayo).” Still the fault would arise, 

therefore again it is stated, “By its being a root-cause it is a condition (hetubhavena 

paccayoti vuttam hoti).” By this word the teacher points out that by the word hetu, 
states563 are not obtained, but the special capability of the state is obtained. For with 

regard to the same case-relation of the word hetu and the word pace ay a, it is said, “It is 

a root-cause and a condition, being a root-cause it is a condition.” Therefore later the 

state of helping respective state is told through helping respective state of hetu, such as, 

“[Six] roots are the condition, as the root-cause condition, for the states associated with 

roots and for the matters originated from them”564 mentioned in Pali. It should be 

understood that in the commentary of Abhidhamma, however, the capability of the state 

is explained through states only because there is no other capability of the state apart 
from the state, through the explanation of state as major,565 such as, “When a state is 

indispensable to another state’s presence or arising, the former is a condition for the 

latter”, and, such as, “The state that helps is a root-cause condition in the sense of a 

root.” Or here [in Visuddhimagga] also the capability of the state is pointed out through 

state only, such as, “It is a root-cause and a condition.” For the outline, such as, “root

cause condition” is not the expression in which state is major just like an outline of 

profitable (kusala), etc., but it is the expression in which the state of helping state is 

major.

563 Six states are greed, hate, delusion, non-greed, not-hate, and non-delusion.
564 Ptn. 8.
565 In PinAT. 168 the reading is dhammappadhananiddesena dhammato anna dhammasatti nama natthi, 
which is suitable in this context instead of the word dhammapatthananiddesena given here.

“The same method (eseva nay of: through the existence of this cause, the teacher 

explains the conditioned state in the object condition, etc. as, “It is an object and a 

condition, thus it is object condition; being an object, it is a condition; by its being an 

object, it is a condition - it is the meaning”, but not mere a kammadharaya compound.

595) A term for a part of syllogism (vacanavayavo): it is said with reference to the part 

of reason which leads to a conclusion. For the nature of speech (vacanasabhavam) is 

establishment of meaning of word (sadhanam). It is well known in the world as 
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establishment of meaning of word, because it makes known the meaning unknown to 

the others. Therefore the logicians say that the reason which makes known has the 

characteristic of a member of syllogism, and the nature of speech is establishment of 

meaning of word, and the speeches having members of syllogism are establishment of 

meaning of word. With the words proposition, cause, and so forth (patihhâ, 

hetütiâdïsuf. proposition, cause, instance (third member of a syllogism), application to 

the special case in question, and conclusion. The reason which proves what is to be 

proved because of having the same character with an instance is a cause. In the 

expression, such as, ‘virüpo hetu\ kâranam has the characteristic of producing 
something566 or the characteristic of causing accomplishment (sampâpakahetü). By the 

word etc.567 the cause which causes accomplishment should also be included; the 

characteristic of informing, however, is included by the expression ‘a part of syllogism’. 

It is granted that the root (müla) also is the cause (kârana) having the characteristic of 
producing,568 but here by kâranam, a causal condition (paccayahetu) is obtained. By the 

root (miilam), a root condition is obtained, thus ‘root’ is separately mentioned as it is 

special cause. The expression ‘it occurs (yattati)’ is the explanation of the meaning of 

eti (it comes), and that is the common reference to arising and existence. Therefore it is 

said, “Whatever state stands or arises (titthati va uppajjati vq).” For some conditions 

assist for existence only just like post-nascence condition, some for arising only just like 

proximity condition, some for both just like root-cause condition, and so on.

566 Instead of the word kâranalakkhanam, it should be kârakalakkhanam.
567 It refers to that which occurrs in the sentence “ye dhammâ hetuppabhava” ti âdisu kâranam.

Here also karânalakkhanam should be karâkalakkhanam.

Characteristic of assisting (upakârakalakkhanof. and it should be understood that the 

teacher shows the capability of the state that assists through the state. It is called root

cause (hetu) as it supports (hinoti) here. As the verbal root has many meanings, the root 

hi should be understood in the sense of supporting like the word root (mülam). Or it is 

called hetu because through this nature, being the cause of kamma, the fruit having its 

cause, grows, becomes thriving, like a tree grown up by means of root, brings up the sap. 

It is called reason (kâranam) as it makes its own fruit. It is called source (nidânam) as it 

offers as if showing. It is called originator (sambhavo) as the effect originates from that.
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It is called producer (pabhavo) as the effect is produced from that. Thus the other words 

should be known as having the same meaning with the words ‘condition (paccayaf and 

‘root-cause (hetuf. Still while showing that the word hetu is the special cause and the 

word paccaya is the common cause, there is the sentence, beginning with, “zm the sense 

of a root (mulatthena)”. The meaning of hetu and the meaning of paccaya are described 

before in detail, while showing them in brief, it is said, “briefly a state that assists in the 

sense of a root (sahkhepato ... pe ... hetupaccayo)”. As paddy-seeds effect the paddy of 

respective plants, and substances of splendour of gem having blue-colour effect blue

rays, in the same way root-cause condition establishes the profitable state, etc. in the 

states associated with itself appropriately. Thus the sentence, beginning with, “Paddy, 

etc. (so saliadinam)”, shows this meaning. “The teachers (acariyanam)”: this refers to 

the teachers of Revata. If it is so (evam santef. if root-cause condition establishes the 

profitableness, etc. When it is so, it does not establish (na sampajjatif. it does not prove. 

As the profitable and unprofitable root-cause are not able to establish the profitableness 

and unprofitableness in the matter produced from them respectively, similarly the 

indeterminate root-cause is not able to establish the indeterminateness in the matter 

produced from it. For that matter is indeterminate by nature. Therefore there is the 

sentence, “For it does not establish any profitableness, etc, in them (na hi so tesam 

kusaladibhavam sadheti).” And those matters have root-cause condition, therefore it is 

said, “Nevertheless it is a condition for them (na ca paccayo na hoti).” Now in order to 

prove this meaning by means of Pali, there is the sentence, beginning with, “For it is 

said (vuttanhetam)”. Without this (vina etena): without this cause (hetu) which 

establishes the indeterminateness. Owing to being root-cause-less consciousness, the 

indeterminateness is established by nature only - this is the implication.

Because of the words, beginning with, “Profitable states which have not arisen, arise 

due to wise attention, profitable states which have arisen increase”,569 it is proved that 

the profitableness is bound lip with wise-attention, therefore it is said, “Profitableness is 

bound up -with wise-attention (yonisomanasikdrappatibaddho kusalabhavo)”. By this 

word, it is pointed out that unprofitableness and indeterminateness also are not bound

569 A. i. 13.
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up with root like profitableness. Some may think, “Like the unprofitableness of hetu 

having no other hetu as its companion, the profitableness, etc. of hetu with hetu are due 

to nature only. Profitableness, unprofitableness of those other states associated with hetu 

are bound up with hetu." In order to give answer to that, it is said, “and if (yadi ca)", 

and so on. No’n-greed would be either profitable or indeterminate (alobho kusalo va 

siyd abyakato va)-. if non-greed is profitable by nature, it, being the nature of the 

profitable, may not be indeterminate. If it is indeterminate, it, being the nature of the 

indeterminate, may not be profitable, just like the individual nature of non-greed cannot 

be the state of non-hatred. But because it is both profitable as well as indeterminate, the 

profitableness, etc. bound up with hetu, must be sought for, just as in the associated 

states, such as, faith belonging to both, not by individual nature. Thus in root-causes 

also profitableness bound up with others must be sought for, not by nature. Thus the 

statement, “Profitableness, etc. reside in the associated root-cause by nature”, is not 

proper. But profitableness, etc., when being investigated, are bound up with wise

attention, etc. Therefore it is proved that the profitableness, etc. are bound up with wise

attention in the associated states like in root-causes, but it is not bound up with hetu - 

this is the implication. 70 * * * * * * * * * * *

70. Firm like a tree (virulhamiila viya): by this word the teacher shows that roots are

like trees. Therefore it is said, “as establishing stableness

(suppatitthitabhávasadhanena)”. This root-cause condition is explained in seven ways

in the Question Section as, “The profitable state is the root-cause condition for the

profitable, the profitable state for the indeterminate, the profitable state for the profitable

and the indeterminate, the unprofitable state for the unprofitable; the unprofitable state

for the indeterminate, the unprofitable state for the unprofitable and the indeterminate,

and the indeterminate state for the indeterminate.” But while showing the function of

root-cause it is said, “Root-causes are a condition, as root-cause condition, for the states

associated with the root-cause and for the kind of materiality originated thereby (hetu

hetusampayuttakanam dhammanam, tamsamutthananahca riipanam hetupaccayena
paccayo).”510 There the first word hetu mentioned in nominative case-ending describes

570 Ptn. 1.
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condition. By that the teacher shows that the state of assistance being a root-cause is the 

state of root-cause condition. The second hetu is qualifier of the states originated from 

condition. Through the second hetu the teacher shows that root-causes are not a 

condition for any associated states, but only for the states associated with root-cause. [If 

someone says,] as the expression ‘associated state’ is concerned with hetu, even though 

the second word hetu is not mentioned, it can be known that root-causes are a condition, 

as root-cause condition, for the states associated with itself, because another concerning 

state is not mentioned, it is not so. Because it is not known definitely. For when the 

word hetu mentioned in nominative case-ending, being active only in “hetupaccayena 

paccayo”, is obtained, at that time there is no qualifier of the associated states. Thus any 

associated state bereft of qualifier may be obtained.571 [If someone remarks,] as it is said, 

“Immaterial nutriments are for the associated states; immaterial faculties are for the 

associated states”, even though second nutriment (ahard) and second faculty (indriya) 

are not mentioned, the states associated with nutriment and faculty are understood. In 

this way here also it may be understood. No; it is not like that. Because there is not the 

state dissociated from nutriment and faculty. For as there is no state to be avoided, even 

though second nutriment and faculty are not mentioned, the state associated with it, is 

surely obtained. Thus that is not mentioned. But here there is state to be avoided, thus 

the second hetu should be mentioned. [If someone remarks,] even so in the statement, 

“hetu hetusampayuttakanamn, only the associated root-cause is a condition for the state 

associated with root-cause, thus because there is no mentioning of the qualifier, any 

root-cause may be a condition, as root-cause condition, for any root-cause associated 

state, it is not so. Because hetu mentioned in nominative case-ending is again used as 

the qualifier of the associated state. Therefore even though without second hetu, the 

state of hetusampayutta is established, still it is mentioned.

571 Ven. Mahasi suggests that the word sampayuttavisittha in sampayuttávisitthá ye keci gahita 
bhaveyyunti should be split into two words as sampayuttá avisittha. PtnAT. 177 also reads sampayuttá 
avisitthá.

Or optionally when the second word hetu is not mentioned, it would be understood that 

root-causes will be a condition, as root-cause condition, for the state associated with 

hetu, but not for the root-causes. Thus in order to remove it, that is mentioned. By that 
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second hetu, it is pointed out that root-causes are a condition, as root-cause condition, 

for all root-causes that obtain the root-cause associated state, as well as others. Because 

root-cause, jhana and path are not concerned with other states owing to mere ground, 

etc., not like nutriment and faculty which are concerned with other states only. 

Therefore the second word hetu, etc. are mentioned in those [hetu, jhana and magga\ 

only. But nutriment and faculty are the states to be brought, and to be ruled over only, 

therefore even without mentioning of second word nutriment and faculty, they delimit 

the states being nutriment and faculty which are to be brought and to be ruled over and 

other associated states by themselves only. Therefore there second words are not 

mentioned. Here [in root-cause condition] there is no performance by mentioning again 

the second root-cause which is qualifier, because the states originated from condition, 
which are root-causes associated with root-cause in the form of condition only,572 and 

others, are delimited. Therefore in the Question Section in the statements, such as, 

“Profitable causes for aggregates associated thereby (kusala hetu sampayuttakdnam 

khandhanani)”, the second hetu is not mentioned. Thus it should be understood.

572 According to PtnAT. 177 the reading is idha ca dutiyena hetuggahanena paccayuppannanam hetuna 
paccayabhuteneva sampayuttanam hetunam. Ven. Mahasi also suggests that in the sentence given in Pm 
the comma shown after the word hetuna and the word ca shown after paccayabhuteneva are not needed.
573 Ptn2. 2.

71. (596) Being an object (arammanabhavena): being an object (yisaya), being the state 

to be hung on - this is the meaning. By the word pi in the word “arabhitvapF the 

teacher shows this meaning - without stopping at any object, such as, mere visible-data 

bases, etc., through uncertainty of “contingent upon any state”,573 all visible-data base 

and all mental-data bases are said to be an object condition. Therefore there is 

consequently no state among the formed, unformed, and conceptual states, classed as 

sixfold under visible data, etc., which does not become the object condition. This object 

condition is already explained above. “Hanging on (alambitva)”: taking. As the states of 

consciousness and consciousness-concomitants are absolutely with object, without 

referring to the object they do not arise. Therefore it is said, “contingent upon only 

(arabbheva)”. This object condition should be known in nine ways, such as, “The 

profitable state is object condition for the profitable, for the unprofitable, for the 

indeterminate; the unprofitable state is for the profitable, for the unprofitable, for the 
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indeterminate; the indeterminate state is for the indeterminate, for the profitable, for the 

unprofitable.”

72. (597) In the sense of being foremost (jetthakatthena): being the chief. For 

predominance is the state which is the lord of states dependent on itself. It acts as the 

chief among others. Zeal, etc. being a leader, being foremost, at the arising of 

consciousness and consciousness-concomitants, having obtained decisive support of 

preceding effort, - such as, “What will the person with zeal not accomplish?”, — occur 

effecting the associated states, making them under the sway of themselves, therefore 

they are predominance condition. An object of enjoyment, of reviewing and of fruition 

of the path that are bending, sloping, inclining towards an object, is also a condition, as 

it were, making them under the sway.574 * Therefore it, being the lord of the states 

dependent on itself, should be understood as predominance condition because of 

assistance. '‘‘‘Predominance of zeal (chandadhipati)”: predominance called zeal. It is 

the name of zeal that wishes to do, arisen at the time of arising of consciousness and 

consciousness-concomitants, making zealous the leader and the chief. The same method 

applies to the rest also. But why instead of saying, “Predominance is a condition, as 
predominance condition, for states associated with predominance”, 576 as in the 

description of root-cause condition, such as, “Root-causes are a condition, as root-cause 

condition, for states associated thereby” it is said as “Predominance of zeal is a 

condition, as predominance condition, for states associated with zeal”? It is because 

they are not seen at the same moment. For root-causes even two or three, are conditions 

at the same moment, because the state of assistance in the sense of a root is not given up. 

But predominance is assistance in the sense of being foremost, and there are not many 

chiefs at the same moment. Therefore even though they arise together, they have not got 

predominance condition at the same moment. Hence instead of saying, “Predominance 

is a condition, as predominance condition, for states associated thereby”, it is said, 

“Predominance of zeal is a condition, as predominance condition, for states associated 

with zeal.”

574 Assadana indicates attachment rooted citta and cetasikay, paccavekkhana indicates 
fidifasampayuttakdmdvacara kttsala and kriya ciltas.
i,s Here ayani indicates both chanda and arammana.
516 Ptn2. 2.
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Any state (yam yam dhammam): any object. Having given importance (garum katva)\ 

giving importance, making serious, making to be obtained, making not to be abandoned 

as paying respect, paying attention or as an enjoyment. These states (te te dhamma): 

these states to be made important. For those (tesam tesam): for those states that give 

other states importance. As predominance condition (adhipatipaccayena): as object

predominance condition. This predominance condition is briefly of ten types, such as, 

“The profitable state is a condition for the profitable as co-nascent condition and as 

object condition, for the unprofitable as object condition only, for the indeterminate as 

co-nascent condition and as object condition, for the profitable indeterminate as co- 

nascent condition only - thus four kinds are rooted in the profitable; the unprofitable 

state is a condition for the unprofitable as co-nascent condition and as object condition, 

for the indeterminate as co-nascent condition only, for the unprofitable indeterminate as 

co-nascent condition only - thus three kinds are rooted in the unprofitable; the 

indeterminate state is for the indeterminate as co-nascent condition and as object 

condition, for the profitable as object condition, for the unprofitable as object condition 

- thus three are rooted in the indeterminate.” And here it should be known that co- 

nascent predominance takes place in seven ways and object predominance in seven 
ways.

73. (598) That which makes interval is anataram, intervening - this is the meaning. 

That having no interval is proximity; that which is a proximity, and a condition is 

proximity condition (anantarapaccayo). Explanations, such as, “Proximity of state is 

proximity condition, proximity of time is contiguity condition”, are very diffuse. 

Unnecessarily they elaborate the text. The absence and disappearance conditions are 

told to be a condition as specially giving chance to the other state to arise, but proximity 

and contiguity conditions are not in that way. These are told to be a condition as the 

cause of certainty. Therefore in order to show the cause of certainty of consciousness, 

there is the sentence, beginning with, “for this (yo hi esa)”. In the statement, The

577 In Abh-av-nt. 365 the reading is garum bharikam in the sentence assadanavasena va garukarikam 
laddhabbam avijahitabbam anavannatam katva. Ven. Mahasi, however suggestes that the word 
garukarikam should be garum bhariyam.
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certainty of consciousness begins thus ... mind-consciousness element is [next after 

mind element] (manovihhanadhatutiadi cittaniyamo), here by the word adi, the teacher 

points out that determining consciousness is next after investigation* rebirth-linking is 

next after death. Thus for any consciousness which arises immediately after any 

consciousness, the certainty of arising immediately after that each preceding 

consciousness - qualified by cooperative conditions - is established.

75. Through proximity of dhamma (atthanantarataya): through proximity of any 

dhamma. Through proximity of time (kalanantarataya): through proximity of time 

division. By teachers (acariyanam): here also it is said referring to the teachers of 

Revata. There (tattha): in the state of contiguity condition due to proximity of time, or 

in the contradiction aforesaid. [The states] being prevented by power of meditative 

development (bhavanabalena pana varitatta): such as a tree which is very much able to 

flower is pierced so that it does not flower; when the piercing-pin is removed, it flowers 

through its capability, similarly here also the state having ability to produce does not 

produce owing to being prevented by power of meditative development, and when 

power of development is removed it produces through its capability - this is the 

implication. That word also does not have proximity of time (kalanantarata natthi) 

because there is interval of seven days, and so on. That only (etadevaf. “There is 

interval of time”, thus we say (vadama). As there is apprehension that someone may say, 

‘There is no such thing as time in ultimate sense’, there is the sentence, “Since their 

belief is that the contiguity condition depends on proximity of time (kalanantara ... pe 

... laddhi).”

The difference should be treated as residing in the letter only, not in the meaning 

(byahjanamattatovettha nanakaranam paccetabbam, na atthato): just as in the case of 

‘growth’ and ‘continuity’ and ‘terminology dyad’, ‘language dyad’, difference is due to 

the mere meanings of the word, not due to the state to be applied - this is the 

implication. Therefore in order to show distinction of the meanings of the word, there is 

the sentence, beginning with, “how (katham)”. There the state of proximity condition is 

the ability to produce without interval because there is no interval between the cessation 

of the preceding and the arising of the subsequent. The state of contiguity condition is 
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the ability to produce by being quite proximate. It brings together the states produced 

from condition, as it were, to be one with itself owing to absence of any distinction, 

such as, “That is below, above, or around, that”, because of absence of any such co

presence as in the case of the material groups, and because of absence of co-existence of 

the condition and the conditionally arisen. It should be understood that because of 

uninterestedness of all states, when a given state has ceased, or is present, in a given 

mode, other states come to be possessed of that particular mode, it is that state’s mode 

that is called as ability to produce (uppadanasamatthata). With reference to mere 

arising of the states, there is conventional usage of time, thus there is no interval of time 

between the base consisting of neither-perception-nor-non-perception and the fruition 

attainment consciousness in one who emerges from cessation, and between the earlier 

death and following rebirth-linking in one who passed away in unconscious sphere 

owing to non-interval of cessation and arising. For there is not occurrence of immaterial 

state between them, referring to which there may be the reference to the interval of time. 

And arising of material state cannot make interval for arising of immaterial state 

because their individual nature is different. Even though they arise as assisting mutually, 

they arise separately only. And in one thought-process, any consciousness arising in the 

midst of preceding and subsequent, can make interval as it belongs to the same process. 

There is no such state in the midst of the base consisting of neither perception nor non

perception and the fruition attainment consciousness. And nothingness cannot make an 

interval, due to the state of absence. Therefore the state of quite proximity is the state of 

non-interval just like impulsion after impulsion and like life-continuum after life

continuum. Thus in such a manner the base consisting of neither-perception-nor-non- 

perception and death in unconscious sphere also should be understood to have the 

ability to produce. And here [in twenty-four conditions], the state of condition of 

proximity condition, etc. for arising is clear, thus ability to produce only is told. But the 

state of proximity condition, etc., such as, “The state that is past is a condition, as 

proximity condition, for the state that is present” is told for those states that are present 

- which are known through delimitation of former and latter, - which do not obtain the 

word ‘uppajjati (it arises)’. Thus it is known that the state of condition is not for 

appearance only. For the state that is present does not have non-limitation as in the case 

of the profitable, and so on. As the states possessing mere appearance may be taken, 
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there is not section of paticca in the triad of the past.578 It should be understood to have 

seven divisions, such as, “The profitable state for the profitable, the profitable state for 

the indeterminate, the unprofitable state for the unprofitable, the unprofitable state for 

the indeterminate, the indeterminate state for the indeterminate, the indeterminate state 

for the profitable, and the indeterminate state for the unprofitable.”

This meaning is not clear. Ven. Mahasi also says that this is difficult to understand.
The heart-basis is the co-nascent condition at the moment of rebirth-linking only, but not at the other 

moments.

77. (599) While arising by making another state arise together with itself 

(uppajjamânova saha uppâdanabhâvenaf. here also it should be known that through the 

state of condition of arising which is very clear, the state of condition of existence is 

described. Otherwise the simile of the lamp may not be proper. For the lamp is a 

condition of existence also, not only the condition of arising. The state of assisting as 

co-nascence of the conditionally arisen is co-nascence condition. At the moment of 

descent [into the womb] (okkantikkhanef. at the moment of rebirth-linking. For at the 

moment mentality-materiality arises, as if entering into the womb of the mother, coming 

from the other world as if descending. Therefore that moment is called the moment of 

descent. And here materiality (ruparn) indicates the heart-basis. For that is the condition 

for the mentality, and mentality is for the heart-basis, as co-nascence condition. At the 

time of continuity, consciousness and consciousness-concomitants (cittacetasikâ) are 

the four aggregates, because at the moment of rebirth-linking there are not matters 

originated from consciousness. Material states (rüpino dhammâf. it is said with 

reference to the heart-basis. Therein even though “mentality and materiality at the 

moment of rebirth-linking” is referred to before, still this expression is used in order to 

reject the expression, ‘The heart-basis to be the co-nascence condition at the other 
moment is not excluded’.579 Thus it should be known. Sometimes (kind kale)', some 

(keci) matters, sometimes (kismihci kale) — this is the meaning. By that word, the 

teacher excludes the conascence condition of other matters except the heart-basis for the 

immaterial states, as there is the statement, “Some matters, being a basis [is a condition] 

at the moment of rebirth linking”, and he excludes the co-nascence condition of the 

heart-basis at the time of continuity for the immaterial states, as they are not excluded 

578

579
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earlier. Therefore without saying, “kind kdlatri” or “kismind kale", — which are to be 

told in that way, - it is said making informality of case-ending. Therefore in the word 

kind, accusative singular is known in the sense of nominative plural when it is 

construed with “material states {rupino dhamma)"’,580 and when it is construed with “at 

the moment {kale)" it is in the sense of locative singular. Thus it should be known. 

Referring to the former statement581 it may be said that the heart-basis only together 

with mentality is a condition for the mentality as there is the sacred word, “one 
aggregate, and the basis for three aggregates”.582 Through the other statement,583 he 

shows that only heart-basis should be said as a condition for the mentality. This co- 

nascence condition should be known as ninefold, such as, “The profitable state for the 

profitable, for the indeterminate, for the profitable indeterminate; the unprofitable state 

for the unprofitable, for the indeterminate, for the unprofitable indeterminate; the 

indeterminate state for the indeterminate; the profitable indeterminate state for the 
indeterminate; the unprofitable indeterminate state for the indeterminate.”584

580 Ven. Mahasi suggests that the full stop after upayogekavacanam need not be there, because the word 
upayogekavacanam is to be construed with the verb jayati.

It refers to “okkantikkhane namarupam".
382 Ptn 1.53.

It refers to the statement “rupino dhamma aruplnam dhammanam.”
384 Ptn3. 85.
585 Here basis means six bases, such as, the eye and aggregates mean the four mental aggregates.

78. (600) The state of assistance of assisting itself is the state of mutuality condition. 

The three sticks of a tripod are referred to to illustrate to mutuality condition. The state 

of assistance should be known through mutuality only, not through co-existence. For 

some condition, although being co-nascence condition only, is not a mutuality condition, 

and without co-nascence condition, there is no mutuality condition. Moreover some 

condition, being co-nascence condition only, is mutuality condition. If mere state of 

assistance of assisting itself were mutuality condition, basis and aggregates which are 

benefactor of assisting through the state of pre-nascent and post-nascent would be 
mutuality condition. 585 That is not desirable. Therefore it is said, “The state of 

assistance should be known through mutuality only.” This should be known as the state 

that assists for arising as well as existence. But this is known as threefold as, “The 

profitable state is for the profitable, the unprofitable state is for the unprofitable, and the
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indeterminate state is for the indeterminate.”

79. (601) The earth element is benefactor of the other elements, and the eye, etc. are 

benefactor of the eye-consciousness, etc. in the mode of foundation, as the earth is for 

trees, etc., and aggregates, etc. are for the aggregates, etc., having their support in the 

mode of support as canvas is for paintings. For it is with support of the earth element 

only that the other elements perform their own function like derived matters.

In the mode of foundation (adhitthanakarena): in the mode of location. Here the mode 

of foundation is to be known because existence of fruit is dependent on it excessively. 

Since elements are said to have their place not to be pointed out, it is quite proper that 

the eye, etc. have the state of assistance in the mode of foundation. For apart from the 

aforesaid special state of existence depending on it, the eye, etc. do not have the mode 

of foundation for the immaterial states which have no place. Even though any state 

arises depending on any state, all of them have the state of existence depending on it. 

But when eye, etc. become sharp or slow, the eye-consciousness, etc. arise through the 

mode of such situation only because of special state of condition. Here the special state 

of condition of support conditions is special aspect known as its own fruit’s existence 

depending on it. For even if they are common as condition, support condition is 

differentiated from object condition. This method is already described above. The sixth 

[instance], however (chattho pana): here it is not known that, “Material states 

sometimes [are a condition, as support condition,] for immaterial states.” But in order to 

show those states only which are obtained here, - “some material states [are a condition, 

as support condition] (rilpino dhamma Reel)”, - the sentence, beginning with, “the eye

basis (cakkhayatanam)” is composed. Any material (yam rupamf. it is told with 

reference to the heart-basis. This support condition is of thirteen kinds. How is it? “(1-3) 

That rooted in the profitable as co-nascence are three. (4-6) In the same way that rooted 

in the unprofitable [are three]. (7) But in the case of that rooted in the indeterminates, 

pre-nascence is obtained. For the indeterminate is condition for the indeterminate as co- 

nascence as well as pre-nascence; (8) for the profitable as co-nascence only; (9) and in 

the same way for the unprofitable [as co-nascence condition]. (10) The profitable 

indeterminate is for the profitable as co-nascence and pre-nascence; (11) for the 
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indeterminate as co-nascence only. (12) In the same way the unprofitable indeterminate 

also [is for the unprofitable as co-nascence and pre-nascence; (13) for the indeterminate 

as co-nascence only].” Thus it is thirteenfold.

80. (602) Supported by its own fruit because its own fruit’s existence is dependent on it 

(tadadhinavuttitaya attano phalena nissito): having told that any kind of reason is called 

support (nissaya), there strong support is called decisive support (upanissayo) - thus it 

is revealed. The state that assists by being a strong reason (balavakaranabhavena 

upakarako): the state that assists by being a strong reason as object, as ability to cause 

the occurrence of an appropriate consciousness arising immediately after it. Therefore 

there is the sentence, beginning with, “that (so)”.

81. There “having given a gift (danam datva)”: having offered an offering. Or volition 

through which it is offered, is the offering. Having offered (datva): having purified that 

volition. Having undertaken the precepts of virtue (silam samadiyitva): having 

undertaken uninterrupted observance of precepts as five factors, ten precepts, and so on. 

By this word abstinence by observance is shown. But abstinence from the encountered, 

and abstinence by cutting off by the path are not referred to because they are not known 
as “virtue” in the world.586 Even though they are not referred to, still they are an object 

condition. There abstinence by cutting off is the object of the profitable in the case of 

trainers only, not of others. Duties of the Uposatha (uposathakammam): the statement, 

such as, “I shall not kill living being, I shall not take away what is not given”587 is the 

virtue of Uposatha. Having given importance to that, he reviews it (tarn garum katva 

paccavekkhati): trainers as well as an ordinary man review the aforesaid profitable deed, 

even Arahant reviews it. For even for Arahant, the profitable done before is the 

profitable only. But consciousness through which he reviews is functional 

consciousness. Therefore, “the profitable for the profitable” is not included in this 

section. Former things well done (pubbe sucinnani): in the expression, “having offered, 

having undertaken, having done” the profitable deeds done just before are told, but by

586 Sampatta-virati is abstaining from evil as occasion arises considering one's birth, age, education, etc. 
Samuccheda-virati is the abstinence of a Noble Disciple by completely eradication of all the roots of evil.
587 Sn. 69.
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the expression, “former things well done”, it should be known that the profitable deeds 

are not done just before, or it is said in order to show the remaining profitable things in 

the sense sphere apart from offering, and so on. Having emerged from jhana (jhana 

vutthahitva): having attained, having emerged from jhana. There is such expression as, 

“jhanam vutthahitva" in Pali [also]. Trainers [giving importance] to change-of-lineage 

(sekkha gotrabhum): it is told with reference to the stream enterer. For it is only he that 

reviews change-of-lineage. Cleansing (vodanam): but this is told with reference to the 

once-retumer and non-retumer. For their consciousness is called cleansing. Trainers 

(sekkha): the stream-enterer, once-retumer and non-retumer. Having emerged from the 

path (magga vutthahitva): having emerged from the path obtained by himself by 

passing over path, fruit and life-continuum. But there is no reviewing through emerging 

from pure path only. The word, etc. (adi) includes the expressions, such as, “They see 

with insight the profitable as impermanent, suffering and no-self.” Even if object- 

decisive-support is explained without differentiating, still there is the sentence, 

beginning with, “there (tattha)” in order to show that this is the difference between 

object-predominance arid object-decisive-support condition.

82. Of them (nesam): there is difference of exposition between proximity condition and 

proximate-decisive-support condition of the consciousness and consciousness 

concomitants. As proximity condition is according to indeterminate state, proximate- 

decisive-support condition is according to the profitable, etc. Thus such a difference of 

exposition comes to the same thing as regards the meaning (atthato ekibhavameva 

gacchati), because in all arising of consciousness and consciousness concomitants, both 

of them are desirable. The sentence, beginning with, “nevertheless (evam santepif' 

shows difference between proximity condition and proximate-decisive-support 

condition.

83. The sentence, beginning with, “for while (yatha hi)” shows arising of proximate- 

decisive-support condition.

588 Ptn3. 86.
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84. Pakato-. here the letter ‘pa’ is prefix, it describes the state of well done as an ability 

to produce its own fruit. That is done in one’s own continuity, therefore there is the 

sentence, beginning with, “one’s own continuity (attano santane)”. Doing is twofold, 

producing and serving, thus in order to show it there is the sentence, beginning with, “or 

produced (nipphadito va)”. Of these, producing (nipphadanani) is producing fruit as 

combination of root-cause and condition. Experiencing (upasevanam): experiencing 

enjoyment as sticking to the body, and experiencing object as awareness and 

perceiving. Through the word ‘served (upasevitoy, the state of natural-decisive- 
support of good climate, etc.589 * 591 592 593 * of future, which will be experienced as enjoyment of 

object is told, needless to say that of past and present. For the state of natural-decisive- 

support of the present is known from the sacred word, “With climate, food, dwelling 
place as decisive support, a man arouses jhanam,\S2 and so on. By nature only 

(pakatiya eva): only by its own nature without mixing of other conditions, decisive- 

support is a strong reason, therefore it is natural-decisive-support. Its division should 

be understood in various ways (anekappakarato pabhedo veditabbo): according to the 

way mentioned in the Question section. But in Description of Condition 

(paccayaniddesa) - 

589 In PtnAT. 171 we find the word upabhogupasevanam in the sentence "upasevanam" pana kdye 
alliyapanavasena upayogupasevanam given in Pm. Ven. Mahasi suggests that instead of the word 
upayogupasevanam, the word upabhogupasevanam will be better in this context.

Ven. Mahasi suggests that instead of the word teneva given here, the word 'etena' given in Sinhalese 
version, indicating upasevito will be better.

In PtnAT. 1, the reading is tena anagatanampi cakkhusampadadinam arammanupasevanena ([the state 
of natural-decisive-support] of fortune of the eye, etc. of future, which will be experienced as enjoyment 
of object is told), which seems to be better.
592 Ptn2. 18. 8 (Burmese edition).
593 Ven. Mahasi suggests that this sentence should be completed as “balayakarananti katva
pakatupanissayo" instead of balavakarananti katva.

“The preceding profitable states are a condition, as decisive-support condition, for 

succeeding profitable states; preceding profitable states for some of succeeding 

unprofitable states; profitable states for indeterminate states; unprofitable states for 

unprofitable states; [unprofitable states] for some of profitable states; unprofitable states 

for indeterminate states; indeterminate states for indeterminate states; indeterminate 

states for profitable states; indeterminate states for unprofitable states; even an 
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individual, a dwelling place also is a condition, as decisive-support condition.”594

595 Here pada indicates kusalapada, akusalapada and abyâkatapada. Profitable states are a condition, as 
proximate-decisive-support, for profitable states, and so forth.

There any preceding state that is a condition, as decisive-support condition, for any 

succeeding state, are definitely a condition of all of them also, sometimes some of them 

are not decisive-support condition. Therefore in the case of those states that obtain 

proximate-decisive-support condition,595 the word “some of them” cannot be applied. 

Therefore it is not said. The preceding states that are a object-decisive-support condition 

or natural-decisive-support condition for the succeeding states are not decisive-support 

conditions of all of them definitely. There are not decisive-support conditions for the 

conditionally arisen states for which conditions that disturb in arising are strong, [but] 

there are [decisive-support conditions] for others. Among the conditionally arisen states 

through which conditions become accomplished, some of them have decisive-support 

conditions - this is the meaning here.

The whole state together with some concept is object-decisive-support condition since 

concept as kasina is not object-decisive-support condition. The group of consciousness 

and consciousness-concomitants that were just preceding is proximate-decisive-support 

condition. The natural-decisive-support condition is fivefold as profitable, improfitable, 

resultant, functional, and matter. Thus here is a brief explanation, but it is explained in 

detail in the commentary on Patthâna.

85. (603) [Having arisen] previously (pathamataram): earlier than the effect. For this 

pre-nascence condition is known as material state and the effect is immaterial state. 

Therefore it is said, “tz state that assists by being present (vattamânabhâvena 

upakârako)”. The state of assistance which is differentiated from the mode of support, 

object, etc., is pre-nascence condition as the mode of pre-nascence of base and object 

which do not reach the state of assistance without the state of pre-nascence. Thus as pre- 

nascence condition is twofold, namely, basis and object, the sentence, beginning with, 

“the eye base (cakkhâyatana)” is composed according to the basis; and the sentence, 
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beginning with, “the visible-data (rüpârammanam)” is composed according to the 

object.

‘‘Which matter (yam rüpam)” is told with reference to the heart-basis. There 

“sometimes (kind kale)”’ in the course of existence, “not sometimes (kind kale na)”: it 
is not [pre-nascence condition] at the moment of rebirth-linking.596 By showing the 

object-pre-nascence condition of the eye-consciousness, etc., which do not arise without 

object-pre-nascence, it is shown that even at the mind-door the whole concrete 

materiality, being the object, is object-pre-nascence of that consciousness which arises 

through object-pre-nascence. For it is told in the Question Section, “Object- 

prenascence: either trainers or ordinary men practice insight into the impermanence, 
suffering and no-self of the eye”, 597 and so on. Only three turns are rooted in 

indeterminate state, such as, “Indeterminate state is a condition, as pre-nascence 

condition for indeterminate state; indeterminate state is a condition, as pre-nascence 

condition for profitable state; indeterminate state is a condition, as pre-nascence 

condition for unprofitable state.”

The reading “kinci kâlena” should be “kinci kale nd”.
Ptn3. 89.

86. (604) When the effect is accomplished earlier, the cause is post-nascent, thus it is 

told “[for the material states] -which are prenascent (purejâtanam)”. This method is 

known in the material states only, not in immaterial states, thus it is told “for the 

material states (rüpadhammânam)”. If someone asks, ‘If the effects arise earlier, how 

they become condition?’, in order to answer it, it is said, “by supporting them 

(upatthambhakattena) The state of assistance which is differentiated from the mode of 

dissociation, etc., is post-nascence condition for those states that assist, as the mode of 

post-nascence condition for dhammas which do no reach the condition of non

interruption of process without post-nascence. Thus the state of assistance differentiated 

from the mode of other condition should be applied for all conditions. Like the volition 

of appetite for food -which assists the bodies of vultures ’ young (gijjhapotakasarïrânam 

âhàrâsâcetanâ viyaf. by this word the teacher shows that the material group is 

supported by immaterial states that arise through nutriment of volition. Therefore 

596

597
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instead of saying, “like appetite for food (âhârâsâ viya)” the word 'volition (cetanâ) ’ is 

used. For the body (kâyassa): for the material group called primary and derived matters 

produced from four conditions. In brief, except material states, immaterial aggregates in 

general are post-nascence condition. That is to be known as fourfold according to kind, 

such as, profitable, unprofitable, resultant, and functional.

87. (605) In the sense of repeating (âsevanattho): doing repeatedly what should be done 

through effort of its own similarity as profitable, etc., or perfuming by making the state 

similar to itself in individual nature. Like repeated application (purimapurimabhiyogo 

viya): like repeated experiencing of studying, listening, memorizing, and so on. Purima 

purima should be understood as just preceding states in these three states. Some may 

ask, ‘Why in this repetition condition, description is not made together with different 

species, such as, “Preceding profitable states are a condition, as repetition condition, for 

succeeding indeterminate states.” as in proximity condition’? It is not able to cause to 

obtain its own nature. For states with different species, accomplishing the state of 

efficiency and strength through power of repetition, are not able to cause the states with 

different species to obtain its own nature of profitable state, and so on. Therefore 

without making description along with those states with different species of those which 

are able to cause to obtain its own nature of profitable state, etc., specified with 

efficiency and strength through power of repetition called impression, description is 

made along with those states with same species.

Then why resultant indeterminate is not mentioned? It is because of absence of 

repetition condition. For resultant indeterminate, having obtained the state of resultant 

through kamma, occurring by being changed by means of kamma, having no effort, 

having no power, being quiet, cannot produce other result after having made other state 

to obtain its own nature through power of repetition, after having caused to be pervaded. 

And it does not arise having obtained power of producing result. On the contrary it 

arises as if being fallen, thrown by energy of kamma. Therefore in all aspects there is no 

repetition in the result, hence it is not mentioned. Even though resultant consciousness 

arises immediately after profitable, unprofitable, and functional state, it does not obtain 

the power of repetition because its existence is bound up with its own kamma, thus 
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profitable state, etc. also are not repetition condition for it. Moreover these profitable, 

etc. are not a repetition condition for it because of different species also. But the state of 

different species is not known by plane or object. Therefore limited profitable and 

functional states are a repetition condition for exalted profitable and functional states; 

and profitable state having formations as an object is a repetition condition for the 

profitable state having nibbana as an object. It is told as threefold, as “The profitable 

state is a condition, as repetition, for profitable state; unprofitable state is for 
unprofitable state; indeterminate state is for indeterminate state.”598 Functional states 

except advertings (avajjana) are included by inclusion of indeterminate.

88. (606) Exercise of consciousness (cittapayogof. action of consciousness, effort - this 

is the meaning. Just as bodily and verbal action is intimation, similarly action of 

consciousness is said as volition (cetana). For, that volition, through the same action 

which is special process, supports, resultant consciousness and Aazwna-produced matters 

which arise when there is unity of the remaining conditions in the continuity specified 

with action undertaken. For there is arising of resultant consciousness and kamma- 

produced matters owing to arising of that action, not otherwise. But it is needless to say 

that volition, arising as the state of attempt and action, supports co-bom states. Kamma 

is intended as volition only. For kamma associated with volition, such as, covetousness 

is not a kamma condition. Volition, even if being a resultant, is co-nascence-fowma 

condition only, because the resultant apart from volition does not have that nature 

although there is the state of result. This kamma condition is told as fourfold according 
to kind.

89. (607) “By effortless calm (nirussahasantabhavenaf,\ by this word the teacher shows 

the dissimilar nature of the resultant even though it is similar, as having object, to 

profitable and unprofitable states, which are the states having the nature of producing 

result, which are with effort. The nature of the resultant is effortless and quiet, as the 

resultants are not established through effort, and as they are completed by kamma 

performed when other conditions are established by effort. It is not the state of 

598 Ptn3. 104.
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extinction of defilements. Owing to quietness, life-continuum, etc. are hard to be known. 

For even at five doors, awareness of visible object, etc. are known due to arising of 
javana, but resultants, being mere falling into the object,599 receiving and investigation, 

are hard to be known. For effortless quiet (nirussahasantabhavayaf. for the state of 

‘effortless quiet’. Through this word, he shows proper arising as result on the part of 

material states which although are not result, which have result condition. The sentence, 

beginning with, in the course of existence (pavatte) is composed following the way of 

the Question Section. But in Section of Paticca, it is said, “The four immaterial 
resultant aggregates are a condition, as result condition, for each other”,600 and so on. 

Here the method is made according to those of which the resultant consciousness 

becomes definitely result condition. The resultant consciousness does not become a 

condition for matter in the immaterial sphere as in sense-desire sphere and fine-material 

sphere.

599 Five consciousnesses, beginning with, the eye-consciousness.
600 ptn2. 5.

90. (608) Even though there is the state of generating, the state of supporting is main 

function of nutriment, thus it is said, “fry supporting material and immaterial states 

(ruparupanam upatthambhakattena)”. For even if there is the state of generating, there 

is the state of supporting of mental nutriments and material nutriment producing 

nutriment-bom matters. Even if there is not the state of generating, there is the state of 

supporting of material nutriment which supports matter produced by four conditions. 

But when there is not the state of supporting, nutriments do not have the state of 

generating, therefore the state of supporting is a major. Or optionally even though it 

generates, it generates while supporting uninterruptedly, therefore only the state of 

supporting is the state of nutriment. Thus it is said, “by supporting 

(upatthambhakattena)”. But some say, “Material nutriment is not a nutriment condition 

for matter produced by itself, but it is a nutriment condition for matter produced by 

other”, therefore it is said, “by supporting'. Others do not consent to it, because “that 

nutriment, being a condition of matter, is not a nutriment condition is contradictory.” 

Here material nutriment is nutriment condition for only material states. Mental 

nutriments, however, are nutriment condition for material states also. That is not only 
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for consciousness-bom matters, but sometimes for Azzznma-bom matters also. Thus in 

order to show it, there is the sentence, beginning with, “but in the Question Section 

(panhavare pana)

91. (609) In the sense of predominance (adhipatiyatthenaf. here the state of importance, 

occurring after having overcome the states which disturb arising, is not the sense of 

predominance like that of predominance condition, but it is the state that causes to be 

followed (anuvattariiyatd) on the part of the eye, etc., through the states having 

condition of eye, etc., in the respective functions like - in the function of seeing, etc., 

the state that causes the eye-consciousness, etc. to be followed; in the function of living, 

the state that causes living that is fawwna-bom matter as well as mind to be followed; in 

the function of happiness, etc., the state that causes happiness, etc. to be followed; in the 

function of decision, energy, mindfulness, calmness, and knowing, in the function of 

knowing (ajanana) occurring as “I-shall-come-to-know-the-unknown”, and in the 

function of realization, the state that causes the states co-bom with faith, etc. to be 

followed. For the eye, etc. are a ruler in these functions, and the states having those 

conditions arise by following them. But here why is the pair of femininity and 

masculinity faculty not included? Is it not that the pair makes the mark, etc. to be 

followed? It is true. It makes them to be followed. But not as condition. Those, for 

which life and nutriment are conditions, have maintenance, supporting, presence and 

non-disappearance. The matters of femininity and masculinity do not support mark, etc. 

in any way. If they may be condition, these matters of femininity and masculinity are 

said to be the state that makes mark, etc. to follow them and the state of dominating 

power. Because there is the state of condition of perceiving woman, etc., by mark, etc. 

which arise depending on only their conditions, owing to non-arising of mark, etc., in 

the process of matters of sex in other way. Therefore they are not a faculty condition. 

The eye, etc. are conditions only for immaterial states (cakkhadayo 

arupadhammanamyeva): here it should be understood that through the word eye, etc. 

[bodily] pleasure faculty and [bodily] pain faculty are also included.

92. (610) In the sense of access to musing (upanijjhayanattho): having approached, 

through the power of applying, the object of applied thought (yitakka), etc., in the form 
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of contemplation of characteristic and object, contemplating which is either seeing or 

thinking is special activity of only applied thought, and so on. The word “seven jhana 

factors (satta jhanahganij” is composed in order to reject equanimity and one- 

pointedness of mind which are not jhana factors, even though it is already told, “leaving 

out the pair, pleasant and painful feeling, in the case of the two sets of five 

consciousness”. If it is so, when it is accomplished by the word “seven factors”, why the 

following phrase occurs as: “leaving out the pair, pleasant and painful feeling (thapetva 

sukhadukkhavedanddvayam)™! It is told in order to show that the pair of pleasant and 

painful feeling in five divisions of feeling are definitely not jhana factors, as they are 
mentioned in the place of jhana factors [in Dhammasahgani}.^ Or it is told in order to 

show that even if there is the usage of jhana factor, the two feelings are not jhana 

conditions definitely. But even if upekkha and cittekaggata are not jhana conditions, it 
is not that they have not got the state of jhana condition,601 602 therefore it is said, “all the 

seven jhana factors (sabbanipi satta jhanahgani)". There the word all (sabbanipi) is in 

order to include the division of all profitable, etc., but not to include all consciouanesses 

and consciousness-concomitants. But some have another reading of Pali, such as, 

“leaving out the three feelings in two sets of fivefold consciousness (thapetva 

dvipahcavihhane vedanattayamj”. For them aforesaid examination should be known 

according to one-pointedness of mind only.

601 Jhana factors mentioned in Dhs are mental, thus they are dealt with here. But feelings associated with 
five consciousnesses are not called as jhana factors.

The word najhanapaccayabhavo should be na jhanapaccayabhavo.

93. (611) From whatever it may be (yato tato vaf. rightly or wrongly. The sentence, 

beginning with, “but in the Question Section (pahhavave pana)” is composed in order to 

show that even if the meaning, [viz. katattarupa} is made known through the expression 

“¡for the materiality] originated thereby (tamsamutthanamf which is in Description of 

Condition, but in the Question Section, it is directly known. “But these two, namely, 

jhana and path conditions, should be understood as inapplicable to the two sets of 

fivefold consciousness and to the consciousness without root-cause (ete pana dve pi ... 

pe ... na labbhanti)”’. the rest of words should be understood as “according to order”. In 

the commentary of Patthana, however, it is told, “Even the pair of jhana and path 
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conditions are not obtained in the consciousness without root-cause.” How 

Visuddhimagga is not contradictory to the commentary of Patthana? According to 

intention it is not contradictory. This is the intention in the commentary of Patthana — 

jhana and path conditions are not obtained in the consciousnesses without root-cause 

only, not in the consciousnesses with root-cause, therefore it is told in order to show that 

they are obtained in the consciousnesses with root-cause, but it is not told in order to 

show that they are not obtained in the consciousnesses without root-cause. When such 

meaning is known, obtainment of some jhana and path conditions in some of 

consciousnesses without root-cause is not rejected. Thus it is known. By that word, 
arising of jhana and path conditions in the consciousnesses without root-cause with 

vitakka, is admitted. With reference to the non-obtainment, through which jhana is not 

mentioned in Classification and Voidness Section dealing with the mind-element, etc., 

in Dhammasahgani, jhana condition is not obtained in the consciousnesses without 

root-cause. For contemplating activity (upanijjhdyanabyaparo} of applied thought, etc. 

- which, after having brought, makes co-bom states to be one - is strong in the 

consciousnesses with root-cause, but not like that in the consciousnesses without root

cause. But here even if contemplation is not strong, if there is some contemplation, with 

it the state of assistance is possible. Thus granting jhanna condition in the 

consciousnesses, without root-cause with applied thought, it is said, “But these two, 

namely, jhana and path conditions, should be understood as inapplicable to the two sets 

of five consciousnesses and to the consciousnesses without root-cause.” Description on 

paccaya is based on entire Patthana, not based on Dhammasahgani.

94. (612) The state of assistance is the state of association condition as if reaching to 

unity owing to association with aspects equally, not unequally, rightly or together. What 

is that association with aspects? In order to answer it, it is said, “namely having the 

same physical basis, same object, same arising and same cessation (ekavatthuka- 

ekdrammana-ekuppadeka-nirodhasahkhatena)”. Those states having the same physical 

basis are association. If this is said, one may think, ‘Among inseparable matters one 

primary element is support condition for the remaining primary elements and derived 

elements, thus those matters have the same basis, or elements that are basis of the eye, 

etc. have the same basis in the sense that one base is dependent on these elements’.
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Thus these states would be the state of association. Hence in order to reject it the word 

‘having the same physical basis’ is used. Those states having the same physical basis 

and same object are association. If this is said, still receiving consciousness 

(sampaticchana) and investigation consciousness (santïranâ), etc. that are close to 
death603 would be regarded as association. Thus in order to reject it, it is said, ‘having 

same arising’. Those states having the same physical basis, same object, and same 

arising are association. When there is the examination, such as, “Do the states having 

cessation at different moment have three characteristics or only the states having same 

cessation have them?”, in order to show that only the states having same cessation have 

such characteristics, it is said, ‘having same cessation’.

603 In a normal thought process, receiving and investigation consciousness can have different objects, but 
in the last thought process they have the same object. Of course they have the same physical basis, 
namely, the heart basis. Hence they would be regarded as association condition.
604 Instead of the reading ayaiïca vippayuttatâ given here, it is ayanca yuttatâ in PtnAnuT. 237, which is 
proper. Ven. Mahasi also suggests the latter reading.

Or in reverse order, the states having same cessation are association. If this is said, then 

material and immaterial states that cease at the same moment would have the state of 

association. So it is said, “having same arising”. Still inseparable matters have same 

arising and same cessation, thus they may have the state of association. Therefore in 

order to refute it, it is said, ‘having.the same object’. The states having same arising and 

same cessation, after having become same object, are association. This method is 

available only in the states having the same physical basis, not in the states having 

different physical basis, thus in order to show it, it is said, ‘having the same physical 

basis’. The states having the same physical basis, same object, same arising and same 

cessation are association, thus mention of ‘having the same physical basis’ is applicable 

to five constituent beings. In immaterial sphere, there is not basis at all. Then how can 

there be the chance to use the expression ‘having the same physical basis’.

95. (613) The state of assistance - by reaching to diversity without mixing as the state 

of dissociation of those states which are even though being associated as mutual relation 
- is dissociation condition. This state of mutual relation604 should not be understood as 

the condition and the conditionally arisen mutually like that of association condition. On 
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the contrary it should be known only separately [from association condition]. For there 

[in association condition] the condition and the conditionally arisen have equal function 

as immaterial states have equal nature, here [in dissociation condition] the condition and 

the conditionally arisen have different function as material and immaterial states have 
different nature.605 Therefore it is said, “The state of assistance, by reaching to diversity 

without mixing as the state of dissociation of those states which are even though being 

associated as mutual relation, is dissociation condition.” For matters which are not 

related as heart-basis, co-nascence and post-nascence, which assist as object, etc., and 

which are even though dissociated, have not got dissociation condition. Just like those 

[condition and conditionally arisen states] mutually related with basis as co-nascence 

and post-nascence have dissociation condition because of the sacred word, “Physical 

basis is a condition, as dissociation condition, for the aggregates; co-nascent profitable 

aggregates are a condition, as dissociation condition, for the materiality originated by 

consciousness; post-nascent profitable aggregates are a condition, as dissociation, for 
this pre-nascent body.”606 But those which are not mutually related have no dissociation 

condition. If it is so, why is it not said that matters have dissociation condition for 

matters? Even though matters have inseparability with matters, they have no 

dissociation like they have no association. Therefore they do not have dissociation 

condition. For it is said, “association with four [mental] aggregates, dissociation with 

four [mental] aggregates”. When there is an association of minds with matters, there 

will be doubt of association that matters also are associated with minds. Therefore 

minds and matters are said to have dissociation condition each other. But matters have 

not got association with matters, therefore they are not said to have dissociation 
condition.

605 According to the PtnAnuT. 237, the word ubhayam is there in between samânajâtiyatâya and 
samadhurani, referring to both paccaya and paccayupannadhamma. Ven. Mahasi also suggests that it 
would be better if the word ubhayam is present there.
606Ptnl. 18; 52; 81.

“Material states [are dissociation condition] for immaterial states, immaterial states 

also for the material states (riipino dhammâ arüpïnam dhammânam, arüpinopi 

rüpinam)”: here the word ‘immaterial’ is to be known as four aggregates. For among 

immaterial states only four aggregates are dissociation condition for matters which are 
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co-nascent and pre-nascent. But as nibbâna is not association condition for immaterial 

states, it is not dissociation condition for matters. For it is said, “association with four 

aggregates, dissociation with four aggregates”. Therefore among immaterial states only 

four aggregates are dissociation condition. It is said in the Question Section, “Co- 

nascent profitable aggregates are a condition, as dissociation condition, for the matter 
originated by consciousness”,607 and so on. Material states (rüpino dhammâ) should be 

known as heart-basis only and as the eye, and so on. Among material states only six 

bases are a dissociation condition for immaterial aggregates. The state of object, such as, 

visible-data base, etc., which even though have the state of dissociation, do not have the 

dissociation condition. What is the reason? Because they do not have the doubt of 

association. For mental aggregates arise as if coming out from inside the basis like the 

eye, etc. Thus there some doubt may arise, such as, “Do these [mental aggregates] have 

association with these [six basis] or do they have dissociation?” The objects become 

mere objects for [mental aggregates] which arise by depending on basis. Therefore in 

the case of those objects there is no doubt of association. Thus they have not 

dissociation. Only bases are dissociation conditions due to doubt of association. It is 

said in the Question Section, “Basis is a condition, as dissociation condition, for the 

profitable aggregates; basis [is a condition, as dissociation condition,] for unprofitable 

aggregates; the eye-base [is a condition, as dissociation condition,] for the eye

consciousness-element.” This dissociation condition should be known to be fivefold, 

such as, “The indeterminate through the profitable as co-nascence and post-nascence; in 

the same way the indeterminate arises through the unprofitable [as co-nascence and 

post-nascence]; the indeterminate arises through the indeterminate as co-nascence, pre- 

nascence and post-nascence; the profitable arises through the indeterminate as basis pre- 

nascent; in the same way the unprofitable [arises through the indeterminate as basis pre- 

nascent]. Thus the state rooted in the profitable is one, the state rooted in the 

unprofitable is one, and the states rooted in the indeterminate are three.”

607 Ptn3. 108.

96. (614) Characteristic of present time (paccuppannalakkhanena): the nature of 

presence. Through this word the teacher rejects the state of presence having 
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characteristic of arising608 and apprehending mentioned in the expressions, such as, “I 

have committed a sinful act, an individual practiced for his own benefit.” Even though 

there is the state of producing, that in which the state of supporting is main, is the state 

of assistance as presence, therefore it is said, “in the sense of supporting”. This state of 

supporting should be known as the state of assistance, as presence, which is common to 

basis, objects, co-nascent states, and so on. The sentence, beginning with, “as it is said 

(yathaha)" is composed in order to show the meaning mentioned as “a sevenfold 

summary is laid down (sattadha matika nikkhittaf through Pali only. There through the 

word “the four immaterial aggregates (cattaro khandha arupino)”, etc. presence 

condition is described as co-nascence, through “the eye base (cakkhayatanam)”, etc. as 

pre-nascence, and through “depending on which material (yam rupam nissayaf', etc. as 

co-nascence and pre-nascence. In this way Pali has come into existence as co-nascent 

presence condition and pre-nascent presence condition.

608 In the sentence nibbattitupalabbhamdnatdlakkhanam atthibhavam nivareti, we find the word 
nibbattaupalabbhamdnatdlakkhanam in PtnAT. 175. Ven. Mahasi suggests that instead of the word 
nibbattita, the word nibbatta will be proper in this context.

97. The sentence, beginning with, “but in the Question Section (pahhavare panaf is 

composed in order to show that in other section, Pali is in different way from this. 

Through this word the state of presence condition is explained according to post- 

nascence-, nutriment-, faculty condition. In former Pali, however, teaching is made with 

remainder. Nutriment and faculty when arising together with, earlier, and later, the 

conditionally arisen states that have them as their conditions do not have division of co- 

nascence, etc., because they do not have the state of co-nascence condition, and so on. 

Absence of co-nascence should be understood as their nature. This presence condition is 

thirteenfold, such as, “Through the profitable there arises the profitable as conascence; 

through the profitable there arises the indeterminate as co-nascence and post-nascence; 

through the profitable there arises the profitable and indeterminate as co-nascence only. 

Thus those rooted in the profitable are three. The same are those rooted in the 

unprofitable. Through the indeterminate there arises indeterminate as co-nascence, pre- 

nascence, post-nascence, nutriment and faculty; through the indeterminate there arises 

the profitable as basis, object and pre-nascence. In the same way there arises the 
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unprofitable. The profitable and the indeterminate are condition for the profitable as co- 

nascence and pre-nascence; the profitable and the indeterminate are for the 

indeterminate as co-nascence, pre-nascence, post-nascence, nutriment and faculty; the 

unprofitable and the indeterminate are for the unprofitable as co-nascence and pre- 

nascence; the unprofitable and the indeterminate are for the indeterminate as co- 

nascence, pre-nascence, post-nascence, nutriment and faculty.” Not nibbana [is 

presence condition]. The state which does not assist without the state of presence, has 

become the state of assistance after having obtained the state of presence, that is 

presence condition. Nibbana being non-assistant in absence of its own state of presence, 

does not become the state of assistance even by obtaining the state of presence, for those 

consciousnesses of which nibbana is their object. The presence condition is the state of 

assistance to those which have arising, etc. which are opposite to the state of assistance 

to absence condition. Therefore nibbana is not presence condition.

98. (615) Contact, etc., occurring as touching, etc. on the object, do not have co-arising 

of many states. When there exists one group of contact, etc., there does not exist the 

second; when they don’t exist, the second exists. Thus the state of assistance as absence 

is absence condition. Even though there is absence of earlier consciousnesses, those 

earlier consciousnesses are not the states that assist through that absence. Through its 

own presence of immediately preceding, it becomes the state that assists as if giving 
chance as absence for those which have not got the chance to arise.6 9 Therefore it is 

stated, “states that assist by giving chance (pavattiokasadanena upakaraka)”. The word 

patuppannanam is explained as [for the states of consciousness and consciousness

concomitants] which are present (paccuppannanam).

99. “They only (te eva)”: through this expression the teacher shows that absence and 

disappearance conditions have no difference according to state. Even so, the state of 

assistance by giving chance through mere absence is absence condition, while the state 

of assistance by disappearance of individual nature for those which do not arise by non- 609 

609 In PtnAT. 175 we find the word pavattiokdsam alabhamananatn for pavattiokdsam alabhamanam in 
the sentence anantarameva pana attano atthibhavena pavattiokdsam alabhamanam natthibhavena 
okasam dadamanam viya upakdrakam hofiti.
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disappearance of individual nature is disappearance condition. Absence (natthitâ) is 

emptiness just immediately after cessation, while disappearance (vigatatâ) is the state 

that reached the cessation. This is their difference.

100. And the same states that are presence condition (atthipaccayadhammâ eva ca): the 

word ca is in the sense of combination. By that word, he shows the meaning that not 

only absence and disappearance are not differentiated according to state, but also 

presence and non-disappearance-condition are not differentiated. Even though these 

conditions are differentiated according to state, still the state of assistance through 

presence, as individual nature is remained, is presence condition, while the state of 

assistance through not-reaching the cessation by non-disappearance of individual nature 

is non-disappearance-condition. Therefore even though there is no difference according 

to state, difference in the state of condition is to be understood. The Blessed One having 

realized correctly all differences of capability of states described twenty-four different 

conditions. Thus believing in the Master of Dhamma, - having caused to arise 

knowledge consisting in learning, such as, “These dhammas have differences in this 

way”, - the attempt should be made to realize such meaning through knowledge 

consisting in thinking and development.

And here object-, proximity-, contiguity-, decisive-support-, pre-nascence-, repetition-, 

association-, absence-, and disappearance conditions are only for immaterial states. 

Post-nascence condition is only for material states. The remaining fourteen conditions 

are for material and immaterial states.

Root-cause-, proximity-, contiguity-, repetition-, post-nascence-, kamma-, kamma- 

result-, jhâna-, path-, association-, absence-, and disappearance conditions are only 

immaterial states. Pre-nascence condition is only material state. The rest are both except 

object and decisive-support. These two have the nature of concept also.

Proximity-, contiguity-, repetition-, absence-, and disappearance conditions belong to 

past only. Object, object-predominance-, and object-decisive-support conditions belong 
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to three periods and they are free from time.610 Kamma condition belongs to two periods 

as the past and present. The rest fifteen belong to only present.

6,0 Tikâlikâ refers to material and immaterial states, while kâlavinimuttâ refers to nibbana and pannatti 
(concept).

Similarly, proximity-, contiguity-, proximate-decisive-support-, natural-decisive- 

support-, and repetition conditions, Aamma-condition acting from a different time, 

absence condition, disappearance condition are only producing conditions, not 

supporting conditions. Post-nascence condition is only supporting condition, not 

producing condition. The rest are supporting as well as producing condition. This 

distinction should be understood.

Commentary on detailed explanation of 

the clause ‘With ignorance as condition, formations’
{avijjâpaccayâsahkhârapadavitthàrakathâvannana)

101. (616) Paccayesu is the locative-case in the sense of specifying one of many. 

Twofold', in two ways. In many ways: seventeen ways as object condition, and so on.

102. By means of direct-knowledge consciousness (abhihhdcittena): through 

consciousness accompanied by direct-knowledge called knowledge of penetration into 

others’ minds, knowledge of past existence and knowledge of the future. At the time of 

knowing a confused mind (samohacittajânanakâle): at the time of realizing mind 

associated with delusion belonging to others as well as oneself. For the purpose of 

surmounting ignorance (avijjâsamatikkamatthâya): ignorance is the forerunner of 

arising of the unprofitable, and all failures are rooted in delusion. Thus, by seeing 

danger in ignorance, by aspiring to cessation of the round of existence - this is the 

meaning. Of those two (dvinnampi tesam): two formations of merits in the sense-sphere 

and in the fine-material-sphere. Because of delusion through ignorance 

(avijjâsammülhattâ): owing to delusion through ignorance that conceals danger of life

existence. Those same merits (tâneva puhhâni): only those merits for the sense-sphere 
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and for the fine-material-sphere aforesaid. It is a condition, as decisive support 

condition (upanissayapaccayena paccayo hoti), in one who effects those merits - in this 

way it should be construed.

103. Attachment, and so on (râgâdïnam): attachment, wrong-view, doubt, restlessness 

and displeasure. As attachment, etc. are associated with ignorance, it should be known 

that they arise depending on ignorance at the time of enjoying attachment, and so on. 

Enjoying by giving importance [to ignorance] should be explained through ignorance 

associated with attachment and wrong-view. Enjoyment is attachment, wrong-view 

always exists with attachment, thus wrong-view is described as that which gives 

importance to ignorance aforesaid through the word ‘enjoyment’. Through attachment, 

etc., directly mentioned in Pâli, the teacher shows that formations associated with 

attachment, etc. are the object of ignorance. In one who does not see the danger 

(anâdïnavadassâvino): in one who does not see the danger in killing living beings, and 

so on. “Whatever (yam kind)” is used in order to include the first impulsion which has 

not got ignorance as its object, which is not mentioned in the words of object

predominance, proximity, etc., and in order to include all that which is mentioned, [such 

as, the second impulsion].

104. Through method aforesaid (vuttanayenaf. through the method aforesaid in the 

formations of merit as surmounting [ignorance] and aspiring [to the delight of life
existences],

105. (617) This is the intention of the questioner through the sentence which begins 

with, ‘but how this? (kirn panâyamf - in the expression, ‘With ignorance as condition, 

there arise formations only”, here limitation of ‘arising only’ is not suitable, because 

when there is not the unity of other conditions, there do not arise formations. Similarly 

limitation of ‘formations only’ also is not suitable. Why? Because arising of other 

effects from ignorance is also needed. As sentence has the result of limitation, even if 

limitation is understood as, ‘With ignorance only as condition, there arise formations’, 

there is a fault. Why? Because other conditions, such as, conditions of kamma, 

beginning with, greed, clinging, basis, object, attention, etc. are also known. There ‘eka’ 
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means having no companion, not depending on the other condition - this is the meaning. 

Other conditions also (ahhepi paccaya): co-operating conditions. The master said, 

“What is the [position] here? (kirn panettha)” because he has known that a questioner 

will ask, who desires to say that there is a fault. Here what is to be said in the case of 

absence of other conditions than ignorance and in the case of association with other 

conditions than ignorance? As your question is not accomplished, you should say 

something which is left - in this way it is told. There follows the assertion of a single 

cause (ekakaranavado apajjatif. the possibility of fault is expressed. For the assertion of 

a single cause is undesirable, because it follows that there would be arising everywhere 

all the time, and because it follows that all would be the same in nature.

When three aspects, beginning with, ’‘Because from a single cause, there does not arise 

one fruit (yasma ekam na ekatof, are not possible, when the only fourth aspect is 

possible, as the rest, such as, ‘only multiple fruits from multiple causes’, there is an 

advantage in describing one cause and fruit. Therefore it is not improper, it is proper 

only. It should be construed that from one cause comes neither one fruit nor many fruits, 

from many cause, one fruit does not come.

Description of one cause and fruit (ekekahetuphaladipanamf. description of one cause, 

such as, “Depending on ignorance there arise formations”; description of one fruit, such 

as, “Depending on formations there arises consciousness.” In this way one cause and 

fruit are mentioned here and there.

107. To suit those apt to be tamed (veneyyanam anurupatof. to suit the idiosyncrasies of 

those apt to be tamed. Description of one cause and fruit is due to elegance in teaching 

of the master, or due to idiosyncrasies of individuals susceptible of being tamed. But 

here the reason in both cases is a basic factor, the state of being most clear and 

uncommonness, of the meaning to be taught here and there. The Buddhas, the Blessed 

Ones reached elegance in teaching.611 They, having taken the meaning to be taught 

according to their wish when many ways are available, teach Dhamma. This is the state 

Here must be a full-stop. .611
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suitable for elegance in teaching (desanâvilâsânurüpatâ). Teaching of those susceptible 

of being tamed through the same way through which those susceptible of being tamed 

are taught. This is the state suitable for idiosyncrasies of those susceptible of being 

tamed (veneyyajjhâsayânurüpatâ).

Since feelings are defined according to contacts (yathâphassam vedanâvavatthânato): 

since pleasant feeling, etc. and feeling bom of contact of the eye, etc., are defined 

according to contact leading to pleasant, etc. and contact depending on the eye, etc., 

such as, “Bhikkhus, depending on contact leading to pleasant, there arises pleasant 
feeling”,612 “Depending on the eye and visible data, there arises the eye-consciousness, 

union of three is contact, depending on contact there arises feeling.”613 Since even 

though the eye and the visible data, etc. are the same, there is no contrariness of pleasant, 

etc. through contact; since even though attention of visible object, etc. are the same, 

there is no contrariness of those bom of contact of the eye, etc. through impact of the 

eye, etc.; and since there is no mixing of gross and subtle, etc. of those bom of contact 

of the eye, etc., such as, pleasant through impact of the eye, even though other 

conditions are the same - this is the meaning. The state of condition, being not contrary, 

of aforesaid contact for pleasant, etc., is called defining of contacts according to feelings. 

Or there is decision of the special fruit and cause through the special cause and fruit. 
Thus in both cases also the determination is mentioned.

612 S. ii. 97.
613 M. i. 111;S. iv. 86.

Kamma, etc.: kamma, nutriment, temperature, etc. are not obvious because disease will 

be disappeared by curing phlegm. Phlegm only is obvious cause of decreasing of 

phlegm, and so on. It is to be constmed that ignorance is pointed out as the cause of 

formations.

108. From the words, ‘Craving increases in one seeing enjoyment’ (assâdânupassino 

tanhâ pavaddhatîti vacanato), craving is said as the cause of formations according to 

the sutta, “Bhikkhus, in one seeing enjoyment in states leading to fetters, craving 

increases; depending on craving there arises clinging; depending on clinging there arises 
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becoming”614 - this is the meaning. Again it is said, “With the arising of ignorance there 

is the arising of cankers”615 in order to show that ignorance is the cause of craving. Or 

craving is a cause of formation; and canker of sense-desire and canker of wrong-view - 
being four clingings - are a cause of formation - thus it is obvious.616 617 618 Thus through the 

both suttas ignorance is pointed out as obvious cause of formations. Through the 

expression, “seeing enjoyment”, it is shown that ignorance which has function of 

concealing danger in becoming is the cause of craving. Because of ignorance one 

accumulates formations of merit, etc. Thus since ignorance is obvious cause of 

formations, only ignorance is said to be the cause of formations of merit, etc. There are 

no formations in Arahant and ignorance is never concerned with arahant. Basis and 

objects, etc. are common cause of the formations of merit, etc. Or ignorance which 

conceals danger in life, produced by the formations of merit is uncommon cause of 

formations of merit. This meaning should be understood. But in the phrase, “With 

ignorance as condition, there arise formations; with formations as condition there arises 

consciousness”, [the cause] is main, obvious, and not common to all. Thus by the 

word of answer describing one representative cause and fruit in all cases, such as, “With 

contact as condition there arises feeling; with feeling as condition there arises craving”, 

advantage called realization of dhamma is to be understood according to idiosyncrasies 

of those susceptible of being taught.

616 Ven. Mahasi says that the word avijjahetuka is not needed here. In VbhAT. 100 also this word does 
not appear.
617 S. ii. 85.
618 M. i. 261; 262; 263; S. ii. 7.

109. (618) “Zf has entirely undesirable fruit (ekantânitthaphalâya)”: by this word the 

teacher shows that ignorance has the opposite state. “Reprehensible (savajjaya)”: by 

this word he shows that ignorance has the state of different species. For formations of 

merit are opposite and different species of ignorance, as they have desirable fruit and 

they are faultless in their individual natures. The sentence, beginning with, ‘ Why should 

it not be right? (katham na yujjissati)'’ is the evidence. Through that the teacher shows 

the inconclusiveness of that description of cause as entirely undesirable fruit, etc. Herein 

this is the meaning - The question you made through the words, beginning with, 
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"nevertheless (evam santepi)” is proper, if it refers to the result'. For the cause that yields 

undesirable fruit never produces desirable fruit, or the cause that yields desirable fruit 

never produces undesirable fruit. But because in this dependent origination the law of 

nature of states having the characteristic of condition for the conditionally arisen is 

intended, and in that nature there is not such a decision because the law of nature has 

various modes. Therefore there is the sentence beginning with, '’''both as opposed 

(viruddho caf\

110. There of phenomena (dhammanamf. of the natures of phenomena. Place (thanam): 

position. Therefore “opposed as to presence (thanaviruddho)”’. opposed to existence. 

But some say, “Rebirth-linking, etc. are thana, and so on.” If it is so, the following 

statement may not be definite, “The preceding consciousness is a condition opposed as 

to existence, for the succeeding consciousness.” For bhavahga is proximity condition 

for bhavahga, javana is for javana, and art, etc. have no rebirth-linking as position. 

Therefore words of that person (keci) is not necessary. Kamma is [a condition] for 

materiality (kammam rupassaf. knowing and molesting are opposite [as to individual 

nature]. That with object and that without object are opposite. They are a condition 

opposed as to individual nature (sabhavaviruddho paccayo). Milk, etc. are for curds, 

etc. (khiradinidadhiadlnam): because sweet and sour are opposite in nature. Light 

(aloko) which has the function of non-awareness is [a condition] for consciousness that 

has the function of knowing. Molasses, etc. having the function of non-intoxicating are 

for the intoxicants having the function of intoxicating.

Ox hair and ram’s hair, etc. in words beginning with, golomavilomadi, are conditions 

for [the unlike] dabba grass; avi should be understood as a red sheep619. Hom (yisana) 

is [a condition] for reeds; curds, sesami-cakes and molasses are [conditions] for 

bhutinaka grass. Sevalam plant is [a condition] for tanduleyyaka plant; male horse and 

she-donkey are [a condition] for a mule. Thus such things are included by the word etc. 
(adi).620 As they are not just results, therefore ignorance of which result is suffering also 

619 Ven. Mahasi says that avi is white sheep.
620 Golonian (n.) is a cow’s hair from which durva grass is said to spring.
Goloml(f.) is a plant (white durva grass). See Sanskrit-English Die. by Monier Williams.
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has the state of condition for formations of merit of which result is adukkha. It is not 

improper.

111. “Both as opposed and unopposed, and both as like and unlike. A state’s conditions 
may be found” is told in order to reject possibility that ignorance is a condition for only 

formations of demerits that are similar to ignorance and unopposed to ignorance 

through the state of being blameworthy, even though they are not the resultant of 

ignorance. Therefore in order to clarify the meaning there is the sentence, beginning 

with, “50 this ignorance (iti ayam avijjd)”.

113. (619) Instead of taking death thus death in every case is break-up of aggregates 

(sabbattha khandhânam bhedo marananti cutim agganhanto): not knowing correctly 

thus, ‘Here death is indeed last destruction called death of aggregates, such as, matters 

in this and that life.’ Of being (sattassa): of being who exists only. Transmigration to 

another body (dehantarasahkamanamf. meeting with another body.

114. [Birth is] manifestation of aggregates in every case (sabbattha khandhânam 

pâtubhâvof. the first appearance of aggregates in this and that life. Manifestation of the 

new body (navasarïrapâtubhâvo): appearance of the new body belonging to the other 

world. As some say -

“Just as a person wears other new clothes

Having given up the old ones

One takes a new self happily
Abandoning the old body in this life.”621

Visanaka is a species of plant.
Sevala is a kind of equatic plant. Saivala plant.

621 BG. ii. Verse No. 22. •

115. This being (ayam satto): this self who is a master, dweller, doer and experiencer - 

this is the implication. A being dies, a being is born (satto marati, satto upapajjatif. 

here also the same method applies. In three places also the word etc. (âdi) includes the 

idea like work of god, work of Brahma, and so on.
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116. Specific characteristic (sabhávalakkhanam): molesting and experiencing, etc., or 

nature of hardness, touch, etc. General characteristic (sámaññalakkhanam): the state of 

being impermanent, and so on. [One figures] formations as self, belonging to a self 

(sañkhare attato attaniyato): [one thinks] some of matter, etc, to be a self and others to 

be the properties of self.

117. Or it is a self that knows (attá jünati va): in this way one thinks, like a follower of 

Kapila, and so on. Or [a self] does not know (na jánáti va) like a follower of Kanada 

and Áfivika, and so on. For Kanada also said that a self does not know by itself. When it 

is associated with property of intelligence (mahat), then only it knows - in this way he 

desires. It is he who does and makes others to do (so eva karoti ca kdreti ca): one who 

experiences pleasure and suffering in the next life is the same person who performs 

merit and demerit and makes others to do in this life, not other person - this is the 

implication. Putting into shape (santhapentá): as producing two atoms, etc. and 

[causing it to fulfilling] according to wish. He (so): a being called self. Endowed with 

faculties (indriyasampanno): being endowed with faculties, such as, the eye. By this the 

teahcer shows the appearance of six bases. For all this is said through wrong-view, thus, 

“Thinking the function of ignorance, etc. that occur according to conditions, to be the 

activity of soul, the holder of wrong-view is deluded.” [All beings are] moulded by fate 

and coincidence and nature (niyatisañgatibhávaparinatá): determination of preceding 

and succeeding is fate (niyati) just as unbroken gem hung by an unbroken thread. 

Coincidence (sañgati) of fate or only fate which is coincidence is niyatisañgati. 

Through this niyatisañgati one undergoes a change in life, reaching the state of a human 

being, a deva, a bird, and so on. “Niyatisañgati bhávaparinata”: reaching the different 

states through fate, coincidence and nature called bháva (life) - this is the meaning 

according to some.

118. Ignorance, through these thoughts, having made consciousness to be unprofitable, 

causes beings to arise in some of formations, such as, merit, etc., thus in order to show 

this meaning there is the sentence, beginning with, “He is blinded by ignorance (so 

avijjáya andhikato." [He] encounterrs (patipajjati): he approaches (upasañkamatí).
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119. A person without guide (aparinayiko): a person bereft of a good friend who makes 

one attain arahatta path, or knowledge of which the end is knowledge of arahatta path 

is parinayikam, because it leads beings to nibbana showing the good and the bad. One 

bereft of knowledge is aparinayiko. Having known dhamma (dhammam hatva): having 

known dhamma, such as, sutta which presents the four noble truths through a good 

person, or having known nibbana dhamma which is the highest of all dhammas through 

knowledge of path only. Even though realization of the other three truths which are 

concerned with realization of nibbana, is simultaneous, it is said as if it takes place 
earlier. 622 * * He will wander in peace (upasanto carissati): being peaceful due to 

pacification of ignorance completely through attaining of arahatta path, standing in the 

element of nibbana having some substratum left (saupadisesa-nibbana), he will wander, 

making appearance of life existence by practicing the good of beings until reaching 

nibbana without any substratum. He will live with happy condition in this world 

(ditthadhammasukhavihara) - this is the meaning.

622 In the sentence tamjananayattarn pana sesasaccattayabhisamayam samanakalampi tarn purimakalam
viya katva vuttam, we find in VbhAT. 101 tamjananayattatam, which is proper. Ven. Mahasi suggests
that tamjananayattarn should.be tamjananayattatam.

Commentary on detailed explanation of 
the clause ‘With formations as condition^ consciousness' 

(sahkharapaccayavinhanapadavittharakathavannana)

120. (620) That consciousness arising due to the condition of aforesaid formation can be 

the product of kamma. Therefore it is said, “thirty-two mundane resultant 

consciousnesses are included (battimsa lokiyavipakavihhanani sahgahitani).” But all 

consciousnesses, all contacts and all feelings are included because of the sacred word, 

“There are states dissociated from consciousness - which is arisen due to formations as 

condition, - states which are dissociated from contact - which is arisen due to six basis 

as condition, - and states dissociated from feeling which is arisen due to contact as 

condition. In how many aggregates ... are these states included? Those states are 

included by one aggregate except the unformed from aggregate, by eleven bases and by

should.be
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eleven elements. In how many ... are they not included? They are not included by four 
aggregates, by one base, and by seven elements”623 in the description of dyad of the 

states included and unincluded through dissociation in I)hâtukathâ.(M For here if they 

were included partially, then its answer would be as “resultant states”.625 Therefore 

there [in Dhâtukathâ] ‘With formations as condition, there arises consciousness,’ etc. 

are included according to Abhidhammabhâjariïya - this implication should be 

understood. ‘With ignorance as condition there arise formations’ is told as formations of 

the four planes and unprofitable formations according to Abhidhammabhâjariïya. Thus 

only that formation is obtained in Dhâlukathâ. But becoming (bhavo) is not obtained in 

Dhâtukathâ according to Abhidhammabhâjariïya in order to show difference between 

fcwwma-process becoming and rebirth-process becoming. Therefore in Dhâtukathâ, 

without presenting as, “With clinging as condition, there arise becoming”, becoming is 
presented by the method, such as, “Azz/nwa-process becoming”.626

623 They are not included in four mental
624 Dhk. 43.

626 Dhk. 14.
627 Ibid. 43.

“Zf is twenty-twofold (bavisatividham hotif'. this is said with reference to mundane 

resultant mind consciousness only. By six kinds of consciousness (chahi vinhanehif. by 

six consciousnesses, such as, the eye-consciousness as combined. But why here only 

mundane resultant consciousness is included? In order to answer to the question, it is 

said, “77ze supramundane kinds do not belong to the exposition of the round of existence 

(lokuttarani pana vattakathaya na yujjantif” If it is so, why in Dhatukatha the 

supramundane resultant consciousnesses are also included in the sacred word, such as, 
“There states which are dissociated from consciousness originated from formations”?627 

That is told according to inclusion of whole resultant states like in the triad of result 

(vipakattike) because teaching of Abhidhamma is a discourse as to nature. But teaching 

of Sutta is a discourse as appropriate. Thus in suttanta discourse inclusion and exclusion 

should be shown without mixing. Therefore considering that it is the explanation of the 

meaning of that, only mundane resultant consciousnesses are included in the exposition 

of inclusion. Therefore it is said, “[The supramundane kinds] do not belong to the

aggregates, one mind base, and seven consciousness-elements.

625 Dhs. 1.
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exposition of the round of existence, so they are not included (vattakathaya nayujjantiti 

na gahitani)."

121. Kamtna done in the way in which it is capable to produce result is called “stored- 

up (upacitam)”. Therefore it is said, “When there is no stored-up kamma 

(upacitakammabhave)”, while taking formation capable to produce result only. Reason 

(hetu) has negative assertion as major, thus ‘absence’ is mentioned. Through absence, 
when there is kamma, there is Zxww/a-rusult; when there is no kamma there is no 

Azwima-result. This meaning is intended here. Just as the state of condition of 

formations on the part of consciousness is not clear, the state of the result is not like that. 

But the state of the result is clear, therefore it is said, “For this is kamma-result 

(vipakam he turn).” By this word it is proved that consciousness, as the state of result, 

has formations as its condition. In order to prove the state of the result, it is said, 

“Because there is no Azz/wwa-result when there is no stored-up kamma.” Thus while 

explaining it, there is the sentence, beginning with, “and kamma-result (vipakanca)”. If 

[the result] arise (yadi uppajjeyyaf. if without referring to kamma, the result would 

arise. Of all (sabbesam): within beings who approach the life of Brahma, who stay in 

the place where there is no scope for such resultant states as the nose-consciousness, etc., 

and [eight kinds of] great resultant consciousnesses. Vipakdni occurs in neuter-gender, 

referring to the consciousness, all types of kamma-resuhant consciousnesses - this is the 
meaning.

122. Formations are many because volitions are divided into twenty-nine, and 

consciousnesses are many as they are thirty-twofold. But all consciousnesses do not 

arise from all formations, therefore it is said, “If someone asks that -which kind of 

consciousness has which kind of formation as its condition? (katarasahkhdrapaccaya 

kataravihhananti ce)” “Consciousness (vihnanam)”: this is told taking consciousness in 

general. It is granted that these consciousnesses are explained in the description of 
aggregates,628 but that is too brief, and there the state of condition of their formations is 

not explained. Thus to show it in detail according to the mode of arising of formations 

628 Vis. XIV. 81.
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in becoming in the course of existence as well as at rebirth-linking, there is the sentence, 

beginning with, “ Conditioned by the sense-sphere formation of merit 

(kamavacarapunhabhisahkharapaccaya).” In the case of mind consciousness 

(manovihhane)’ it is the locative-case in the sense of specification. Eight kinds of 

resultant (mahavipakani): it occurs in neuter-gender, referring to consciousness. But in 

oral tradition, mahavipaka occurs, thus it should be construed, after having referred to 

mind-consciousness elements.

126. (621) With which formations as condition (yam sarikhdrapaccayd): through the 

state of condition of such and such formation. Yam vihhanam: there is such and such 

consciousness. 629 In this way in both cases, the elision of repetition should be 

understood. “It is (hoti)”: through this word, mere existence of consciousness, - when 

there is a cause, - is explained, but not a special arising. Thus showing this meaning, it 

is said, “One should understand how [consciousness] arises (evam pavatti veditabba).” 

Unprofitable resultant eye-consciousness, etc. sometimes arise even in Brahmas when 

undesirable visible data, etc. come into focus. Therefore it is said, “These thirteen occur 

only in the course of an existence in the five-constituent kind of becoming (imani terasa 

... pe ... pavattanti).” That in which there is expansion of five aggregates (pahcannam 

khandhanam vokaro ettha') is pahcavokara. That itself is a becoming (so eva bhavof in 

this five-constituent kind of becoming (pahcavokarabhave). For there is the compound 

which refers to the third meaning (ahhapadatthasandsa) of the words in which 

grammatical case-relation is different just as “one who has hair on the breast 

(urasilomay\ Or optionally it is pahcavokara because it is varied with five aggregates 

that arise according to conditions. That itself is becoming. All are like earlier.

127. The sentence, beginning with, “how (kathant)” is composed in order to elaborate 

the meaning said in brief , namely, “These [thirteen] occur only in the course of 

existence.”

629 Yam yam vihhanam.
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129. “Usually at the end of impulsions associated with greed (yebhuyyena 

lobhasampayuttajavanavasane)”: some say that this is told because consciousness 

associated with happiness does not arise immediately after consciousness associated 

with aversion, doubt and agitation. This is not acceptable. Because there is the word, “It 

relishes, rejoices the eye, depending on it, attachment (raga) arises, wrong-view (ditfhi) 

arises, ... doubt arises, agitation arises. When the unprofitable is ceased, then there 

arises the resultant state as registration.” If the object is desirable, there arises 

registration accompanied by happiness. The others say that it is told referring to 

registration accompanied by happiness, which occurs immediately after impulsion 

accompanied by happiness, when registration is decided by impulsion. That is to be 

examined because registration accompanied by happiness is possible immediately after 
profitable and unprofitable impulsions accompanied by equanimity. 630 Registration 

accompanied by happiness is not possible immediately after functional impulsion 
accompanied by equanimity only.631

630 Registration occurs only after twenty-nine types of impulsion belonging to the sense sphere. Among 
these impulsions, after six types of impulsion, namely, four functional consciousnesses accompanied by 
equanimity and two unprofitable consciousnesses rooted in hate, there always arises registration 
accompanied by equanimity. After five types of impulsion, namely, four functional consciousnesses 
accompanied by joy and one mind consciousness accompanied by joy (hasituppadacitta), there always 
arises registration accompanied by joy. And after eighteen types of impulsion, any kind of registration can 
arise.
631 Functional impulsion accompanied by equanimity occurs only within Arahat. Therefore after that 
consciousness, there does not arise registration consciousness accompanied by happiness, because the 
mind of Arahat does not change.

Because at the end of impulsion with three root-causes, sometimes there arises 

registration without root-cause, therefore it is said, “mostly (yebhuyyena)”. Because 

object of impulsion has life-span of one conscious moment, at that time only one 

registration arises in that object, therefore it is said, “once, or (sakim va)” - thus say 

some. But the others say that registration has the function of experiencing the object of 

impulsion. It does not arise in the object having one conscious moment, similarly [it 

does not arise] in the object which is about to fall down. Therefore “once, or (sakim 

va)” is said by way of stylistic expression like two-three days, etc. But registration 

arises twice. For here in the word, ‘two-three days (dirattatiratta)”, because of absence 

of the word ‘va’, diratta is properly taken by way of mere euphemism. But the word
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‘or’ - here in “or in order to show three days continuously” - is used in the sense of 

special idea. Thus “sakim va” is said referring to arising sometimes only once - thus it 

should be understood. For in Sammohavinoarii it is said, “Two turns of consciousness 

are postulated with respect to registration in all doors in the counting of arising 
(cittapavattigananayam)”,632 633 while describing the examination regarding arising of 

registration only once.

632 VbhA. 227.
633 It refers to the chapter in Atthasdlini.
’ Ven. Mahasi says that in Sammohavinodarii dvara is referred to.

Two investigation consciousnesses.

There {in the Sammohavinodam\, the counting of arising of consciousness is said 

referring to counting of arising of consciousness, which is mentioned when the object, 

such as, visible data is a vivid one in the ‘exposition of the resultant state 
(yipakakathayamy.(>33 For in the ‘exposition of the resultant state’, turns of arising 

registration are said to be two only. Referring to that, here also [in Visuddhimagga] it is 

said, “Two turns of consciousness are postulated with respect to registration in the 

commentary on Abhidhamma (abhidhammatthakathayam pana tadarammane dve 

cittavara agata).” In the commentary on abhidhamma without referring to door, it is 
said that they arise, becoming variable as to object, place and function.634 That word is 

used with the idea to have similar explanation of aforesaid resultant consciousness with 

root-cause that will be referred to immediately after. For two consciousnesses without 
root-cause, etc. that are in the form of life-continuum635 are themselves a door, and the 

same two ahetukas that are in the form of death and rebirth-linking do not arise through 

the door called life-continuum and through other door. Thus it is not possible to say that 

they have door either invariable or variable.

130. Two consciousnesses without root-cause in the form of investigation and 

registration obtain door, and that door is variable. Thus while including that, it is said, 

liThese two are variable as to door, object, position, and function 

(aniyatadvararammanatthanakicca hutva pavattanti).” Therefore here in the resultant 

consciousness of the sense sphere also the word “door” is obtained since the resultant 

consciousnesses of the sense sphere in the form of registration obtain door.
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132. The resultant consciousness in fine-material sphere, arising within one being, 

arises in the object, such as, earth kasina, etc. It does not arise in another object. 

Therefore the resultant consciousnesses in fine-material sphere are said to be invariable 

as to their object. Others (itaranif. the resultant consciousnesses in the immaterial 

sphere. Certainly they occur without heart-basis (niyatavatthukanif. invariably they 

have no heart-basis. They are invariable as to object (niyatarammananif. as they arise 

in the objects, such as, space, etc. only after removing kasina. There (tatra): in the 

course of existence. Of it (assaf. of thirty-two kinds of the resultant consciousness. 

Those formations (te te sahkharaf. formations, such as, aforesaid formation of merit, 

and so on. As kamma condition (kammapaccayenaf. as kamma condition acting from a 

different time. As decisive-support condition (upanissayapaccayena): as natural- 

decisive-support condition.

133. (622) Having shown arising of consciousness in the course of existence, in order to 

show it at the moment of rebirth-linking, there is the sentence, beginning with, “but 

what was said (yam pana vuttam)”. As a rebirth-linking appropriate [to itself] 

(anurupaya patisandhiya): as the function of rebirth-linking appropriate to it. But the 

suitability will be told by the teacher himself. Re-linking of one becoming with another 

becoming is called rebirth-linking, and the rebirth-linking takes place in one without 

consciousness also. Therefore having made a question, “How many kinds of rebirth

linking are there?”, a question was made, “How many kinds of rebirth-linking 

consciousness are there?” Through which, in which (kena kattha): through which 

consciousness?; in which becoming?

134. There (tattha): among those nineteen rebirth-linking consciousnesses. The word 

‘by the profitable resultant (kusalavipakayaf should be construed with the word ‘root- 

cause-less mind-consciousness element (ahetukamanovihhdnadhatuya)'. As there is no 

causeless-rebirth-linking among gods, the expression “in the human world” is used. The 

word etc. in the expression ‘the sexless, etc.’ includes stammering, and so on. Some say 

that some people who have causeless-rebirth-linking with full faculties are of the nature 

of a little thinking only. Such people also should be included here by the word etc. In 
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brief (sahkhepatof. briefly (samas at o). Division, such as, ‘This rebirth-linking 

consciousness has this object’ is not made - this is the meaning.

135. Of the rest (sesanam): fine-material sphere is five, the first and the third immaterial 

sphere are two, thus [the object] of these remaining seven rebirth-linking 

consciousnesses that are aforesaid [is ‘not-so-classifiable’]. There is no death 

consciousness with a present object (paccuppannarammanam cuticittam nama natthif. 

because it arises only in the object of rebirth-linking. In two objects (dvisu 

arammanesu): in two objects as a past or as a ‘not-so-classifiable’.

136. (623) Those (tani) kammas done in the past. Of it (assa): of the individual person 

near death. They cover (olambanti): they present, come into manifestation in his mind 

like shadow of the summit of the big mountain covers the earth in the evening. When it 

is ceased (tasmim niruddhe): as soon as death consciousness is ceased, viz. after 

cessation of death consciousness. That only (tadeva): only that object of cognitive series 

of impulsions aforesaid. Kamma, etc. are manifested only when defilements like 

ignorance, craving, etc. are not cut off, and depending on the object [of kamma, etc.] 

process of consciousness inclines towards next life. Therefore it is said, “being driven 

by the force of defilements that have not been cut off 

(anupacchinnakilesabalavinamitam)”. For when thought-process is inclined, then only 

rebirth-linking consciousness being a part of the same thought-process is inclined. And 

without inclination of the part [of the same thought-process], there is no inclination of 

[the whole] thought-process. The teachers decided that in all cases preceding impulsions 

of death inclined to rebirth-linking of unhappy destiny are unprofitable consciousnesses, 

and the others are profitable consciousness. As there is the sacred word, “Bhikkhus, 

consciousness that is greedy for enjoyment of the whole form or that greedy for 

enjoyment of part of the form comes into manifestation. If one dies at that time, it is 

possible to say that he will approach either to the destiny of hell or animal kingdom 
among these two destinies”,636 hence unprofitable consciousness is decisive-support of 

rebirth-linking in unhappy destiny and profitable consciousness is decisive-support of 

636 S. iv. 168.
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rebirth-linking in happy destiny. Within arahant, the sign, such as, kamma, etc. does not 

come into an existence as all defilements are cut off completely. As attempt for all life

existences is subsided, even though kamma exists it does not generate rebirth-linking 

because its companion is not obtained.

137. According to kamma of the kind already described (vuttappakarakammavasena): 

according to evil kamma, it comes into focus - this is the meaning. “With the 

appearance of fire and flames, etc. in the hell, etc. (narakadisu aggijdlavannadikam)”'. 

it is said owing to likeness to that. For the appearance of fire of the hell itself does not 

come to him at that time. The word etc. in the expression ‘appearance of fire and flames, 
etc.’ includes vettarani, simbali, asipattavana, etc.637 The word etc. in the expression ‘in 

the hell, etc.’ includes the forms belonging to the ever wandering places of peta and 

animals. It comes into focus at mind door (manodvare dpathamagacchatif. the visible 

object which comes into focus by the force of kamma becomes the object only at the 

mind-door like that of one who sees in the dream, and that of knowledge of the divine 

eye. Thus one adverting, five impulsions and two registrations are three kinds of 

cognitive-series.

138. Inferior object that is the cause of greed, etc (ragadihetubhutam 

hinamarammanam): undesirable object that can be an object of unprofitable resultant 

consciousness is referred to. For the undesirable object also is the cause of greed 

through thought. Inferiority is the state of cause of greed, etc. bom together with kamma 

producing unprofitable resultant consciousness or of greed, etc. that are bom together 

with volition of impulsions that arise near death and that are similar to that [kamma 

producing unprofitable resultant consciousness]. For that object of kamma which 

produces remorse becomes undesirable object of unprofitable resultant consciousness 

according to kamma. Otherwise the resultant consciousness of unprofitable kamma 

arising in a desirable object may not have the object of unprofitable kamma sign. For 

unprofitable resultant consciousness does not deserve to have desirable object.

637 These are the names of the.hell.
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The present kamma-sign which comes into focus at the five-door should be understood 

as arisen in the process of the object of kamma done close to death and similar to that 

[object of kamma]. Otherwise the same javana-kamma [close to death] which makes 

manifestation of object of rebirth-linking would be a producer of rebirth-linking. 

Impulsions close to death, arising as if the access of rebirth-linking and as if making 

arising of object of rebirth-linking saying that you should be in the object, can not be the 
producer of rebirth-linking. For it is said, “Because it is done, because it is stored up.”638 

At the time near to death, how impulsions arising as if in the same cognitive series of 

that [rebirth-linking] are kamma done and stored up [in the past]? At that time they 

cannot be enjoyed [by tanha]. Mundane impulsions cannot have effect in the same 

cognitive series as supramundane impulsions do. In sutta, beginning with, “Or earlier he 

has done evil kamma which leads to painful feeling, or later he has done evil kamma 

which leads to painful feeling, or at the time of death he has fulfilled and obtained by 

wrong-view. Through that kamma at the dissolution of the body after death, he is bom 
in the hell”,639 it is said that volition, co-bom with wrong-view and right-view through 

fulfilling, through obtaining, gives effect of rebirth-linking. Wrong-view or right-view, 

however, cannot be fulfilled, be obtained through weak impulsions arising at the five- 

door. Therefore it is said in Sammohavinodarii, “For all these function that begin with 

realization of profitable and unprofitable states, that end in death is only through 

consciousness arising at the mind-door, but not through consciousness arising at the five 

doors. Therefore in the case of performing all these functions, the cognitive series 

together with impulsions and arising at the five doors are rejected.”640

638 Dhs. 87.
639 M. iii.214.
640 VbhA. 706.

[In Sammohavinodarii], one does not realize any dhamma (na kind dhammam 

pativijánáti) means that one does not know even a single profitable or unprofitable, 
which is mentioned thus “manopubbahgama dhamma".641 Due to clear arising of 

profitable and unprofitable, there follows pleasure or pain respectively. That clear 

arising of those profitable and unprofitable kamma is similar to that. Death immediately 

after registration and rebirth-linking immediately after death arise only at the mind-door.
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They are never included in the thought process of impulsions at the five doors. Thus 

with this idea in Visuddhimagga death is mentioned immediately after registration at the 

five-door and rebirth-linking is mentioned immediately after death - thus it should be 

noted. In those rebirth-linkings, the expressions, “Rebirth-linking consciousness having 

present object is a condition, as proximity condition, for life-continuum having present 

object” occur with reference to rebirth-linking which has arisen in the visible-object, etc. 

of which life-span is the remaining five conscious-moments. And the expressions, 

“Rebirth-linking consciousness having present object is a condition, as proximity 

condition, for life-continuum having past object” occur with reference to rebirth-linking, 

which has arisen in the visible-object, etc., of which life-span is the remaining one 

conscious-moment.

139. (624) Substituting the bright for the dark side (kanhapakkhe sukkapakkham 

thapetvâ): in the dark side which was referred to before as: “or evil kamma or its sign”, 

the bright side is referred to as: “or blameless kamma or its sign”. Similarly in the dark 

side which was referred to as: “rebirth-linking consciousness included in unhappy 

destiny, sign of unhappy destiny with the appearance of fire and flames, etc. in the hells, 

and so on”, having laid down the bright side, such as, “rebirth-linking consciousness 

included in happy destiny, sign of happy destiny called appearance of the mother’s 

womb like red blanket in the human world, or appearance of pleasure-proves, heavenly 

places, wish-yielding trees, etc. in the case of the divine world”, all the rest should be 

understood according to the way aforesaid. With past and present objects 

(atïtapaccuppannârammanâya): with past object according to kamma and its sign, with 

present object according to sign of destiny with appearance of the mother’s womb, and 
so on.

140. (625) That also (tanca kho): that object which is made not-fixed as “blameless 

kamma or its sign” also. Only the sign of kamma comes into focus (kammanimittameva 

âpâthamâgacchati): because the resultant consciousness of the exalted sphere has the 

same object as its own kamma’s object absolutely. Of the cognitive series of simple 

impulsion (suddhâya va javanavïthiyâ): of the cognitive series of simple impulsion of 

which object is the kamma sign of the exalted sphere, of impulsion devoid of 
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registration642 - this is the meaning. But that cognitive series of impulsion should be 

understood as if the access of the resultant of the exalted sphere. But some say that the 

cognitive series ends in [the rebirth-linking of] the exalted sphere. Or not-so-classifiable 

object (navattabbarammana vaj. this is told referring to the rebirth-linking of the fine- 
material sphere and the first and the third of the immaterial sphere.643 The second and 

the fourth [of the immaterial sphere] are obtained by the word ‘past object’.

642 Registration occurs only at the end of sense-sphere, only to sense-sphere beings, only when sense
sphere phenomena become objects. But here even though impulsion is of sense-sphere, its object is the 
kamma sign of the exalted sphere. Therefore it has no registration.

Because the objects of these seven consciousnesses are panRatli (concept).
544 Ven Mahasi suggests that sugatipariyapannataya gatinimittabhavena should be one word as 
sugatipariyapannagatinimittabhavena.

Ven Mahasi suggests that two sentences given here should be one.

141. By the expressions, beginning with, appearance of the mother’s womb 

(matukucchivannasahkhatam) only colour is referred to as the sign of destiny. Herein 

firstly it will be logical that sound is not referred to in the commentaries as a sign of 

destiny included in the happy destinies because it is not-clung-to, viz. it is not kamma- 
bom matter,644 but the reason for non-reference to odour, etc. should be examined.

142. This, dear one, is being offered to the Blessed One for your sake (ayam tata 

tavatthaya buddhapuja karlyati): in these words, it will be merit according to former 
volition for the person within whom the last javana arises - thus they say.645

144. (626) “Rebirth-linking next to immaterial-sphere death should be understood in 

this way too (etenanusarena aruppacutiyapi anantara patisandhi veditabba)”'. why is it 

said? This rebirth-linking also is included in the methods, beginning with, “In the case 

of one who is in a happy destiny and has obtained exalted consciousness through earth- 

kasina jhana.” If it is stated like this, it should not be accepted. Because there rebirth

linking only next to death of the fine-material sphere is referred to. For there [in that 

statement] it is known that rebirth-linking only next to death of the fine-material sphere 

is referred to, through the statement, beginning with, “The sign of earth kasina or the 

exalted consciousness comes onto focus at the mind-door or [superior object] of eye or 
ear.”
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Still rebirth-linking after immaterial-sphere death is included there only according to 

possibility, but there is no rebirth-linking of the fine-material sphere immediately after 

immaterial sphere death. In immaterial sphere there is not lower and lower rebirth

linking immediately after upper death. Thus after death of the fourth immaterial sphere 

there is no rebirth-linking of which object is not-so-classifiable. Therefore in the fourth 

immaterial sphere rebirth-linking consciousness has the past object and in the sense 

sphere rebirth-linking consciousness has the past and present object. The other 

immaterial sphere patisandhi of which object is past and not-so-classifiable, and sense 

sphere rebirth-linking of which object is past and present, should be applied. Thus, in 

order to show this specification, they are mentioned separately.

145. (627) Thus it is shown that according to the object after one type of death of happy 

destiny in kamavacara, two kinds of rebirth-linking in unhappy destiny; after death of 

unhappy destiny, two kinds of rebirth-linking in happy destiny; after death of happy 

destiny in kamavacara, five kinds of rebirth-linking in sugati as two in sense-sphere, 

one in fine-material sphere and two in the immaterial sphere; after death of the fine- 

material sphere, five kinds of rebirth-linking there only; after two kinds of death of 

immaterial sphere, eight kinds of rebirth-linking as two in sense-sphere and two in 

immaterial sphere each. But after one kind of death of duggati, two kinds of rebirth

linking are not shown. In order to show it, there is the sentence, beginning with, “m the 

case of one in an unhappy destiny (duggatiyam thitassa pana)”. As they are told -

After such a death according to the division of becoming and object, there are twenty- 
four rebirth-linkings as two, two, five, then five, eight, and two.646

147. (628) The state of kamma condition acting from a different time with various types 

was explained earlier through the sacred word, “As the profitable kamma of the sense 

646 VbhAT. 227.
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sphere was done”,647 etc. Therefore to explain the state of decisive-support condition, 

there is the sentence, beginning with, “for it is said (vuttanhetam)”.

Only co-existence with matter which is support condition is mixture (missita) of 

vinhana with matter. Absence of that is non-mixture (amissita). Here beings are 

mingled, mixed mutually as the same species. Therefore it is called generations (yoniyo). 

It should be reached through good practice and bad practice. Therefore it is called 

destinies (gatiyo). Station (thiti) is that in which it stays. Station of consciousness is 

called vinnanatthiti. Only abode, such as, having a variety of bodies, a variety of 

perception, etc. is called abode of beings (sattavaso), because it should be lived by 

beings. Here non-percipient beings are not possible. Thus it is said, “It is eightfold 

according to the abodes of beings (sattavasavasena atthavidham hoti).”

150. (629) Leaving aside the rebirth-linking of one born as a eunuch (ahhatra 

jatipandakapatisandhiyaf here rebirth-linking of those who are bom at the beginning of 

kappa also should be referred to. For it also arises without sex.

151. The least (omato): as minimum, as lower - this is the meaning. The first (adina): 

[rebirth-linking] consciousness mixed with [materiality] mentioned at the beginning in 

this pair (duka), such as, “mixed and unmixed”. As minimum two or three decads arise 

(omato dve va tayo va dasaka uppajjanti)'. it is told according to wombs. But in other 

rebirth-linking, many material groups arise together. For in the body of Brahma many 

material groups arise together according to measurement of many gavutas, thus there 

are more than thirty matters. New-born [kid’s] wool (jatiunna)’. hair of a goat one day 

old - thus some say. Others say jatiunna is hair of a goat with pure blood in the region 

of Himalaya. Still others say jatiunna is hair of a goat extracted by cutting open the 
womb.

647 Dhs. 89.
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153. These generations are found in these destinies, [others] are not found in them, thus 

it is said, “There are different kinds of generation according to the kind of destiny 

(yoriinamgativasena sambhavabhedo).”

(630) Except earth deities (bhummavajjesu): except earth deities referring to the 

divisions of generations, because they are similar to human. The first three kinds of 

generation are not found (yoniyo tisso purimika na honti): by rejecting three 

generations, the last one is permitted - this is the meaning. In the three kinds of destiny 

(gatittaye): three kinds of destiny called human beings, ghosts and animals. For the 

three kinds of destiny are not mentioned before.

154. The word ‘and’ is in the sense of including what is not said, thus in order to show it, 

there is the sentence, beginning with, “by the word ‘and’ (ca-saddenaf. But why the 

first three generations are not found in the ghosts of consuming thirst? It is because of 

impossibility. For they have no indulgence of sensuous desire because of ever suffering, 

they are not bom of egg, etc. Their fetus does not abide in the womb because of 

existence of glow - thus say some. They are bom with their body touched by flames. As 

they are never bom in moisture place and flower, etc. they are not even moisture bom — 

thus they say. Therefore it is said, “They are born with spontaneous birth (opapatika 

eva hi te honti).”

156. Among the fine-material Brahmas who are born with spontaneous birth 

(rupibrahmesu tava opapatikayonikesu): it specifies the fine-material Brahmas among 

those whose generation is apparitional. Among the fine-material Brahmas 

(rupibrahmesu)-. it is the locative case in the sense of choosing. Therefore from the 

aforesaid common group, such as, ‘‘among those who are born with spontaneous birth 

(opapatikayonikesu)' it takes out ‘among the fine-material Brahmas (rupibhrahmesu)' 

specifically as a part of it. The decads of the eye, ear, and physical basis, and the 

ennead of life (cakkhusotavatthudasakanam, jivitanavakassa ca): here some say,648 “In 

fine-material plane there arise twenty-seven matters together with rebirth-linking

648 Here keci is Mulatikakara, that is, Acariya Ananda. The following long quotation is from VbhAT. 108.
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consciousness by way of four material groups, such as, seven eyes, seven ears, seven 

physical bases, and six lives. In fine-material plane, odour, taste, and nutriment are 

rejected. Thus having given the reason, while approving it is said ‘For in Pali at the 

moment of rebirth-linking of fine-material Brahmas, except rebirth-linking of non- 
percepient Brahmas, there arise five bases and five elements’.649 In the same way it is 

said, ‘In rupa plane there are six bases, and nine elements’ in order to show the 

existence of bases and elements as including the whole thing. And in Kathavatthu the 

existence of odour-base, etc. is rejected like that of nose-base, etc. by the passage 

beginning with, ‘Does nose-base exist? Yes. Does odour-base exist? You should not say 
so’.650 * 652 And it is not possible to say the existence of odour and taste among those bases 

which have not odour and taste just like the existence of earth elements, etc. among 

those bases which have not tangibility. Because there is absence of odour and taste of 

that which is free from the existence of bases of odour and taste just like the nature of 

earth, etc. of that which is free from tangibility. And if [odour and taste] are not said as 

base because they have not the state of condition for touch of nose [and for touch of 

tongue], there is no reason in not saying as ‘odour element, taste element’ because the 

word ‘element’ is expressive of not-self and not-being. And the state of dhamma of 

those odour and taste is absolutely necessary because there is no other nature from the 

characteristic of holding nature, etc. And the existence of bases for phenomena is 
absolutely told in YamakabSi through the question, such as, ‘Is the phenomena the base? 

Yes’. Therefore even though those [odour and taste] have no state of existence of 

bases, some existence of bases should be said [for them]. If they have some other nature 

than the state of odour and taste - like the state of earth which is different from 

tangibility, - they should be included in mental-data base (dhammayatana). But if there 

is the state of odour and taste, and the state of base, it is implied - ‘What is odour is 

base, thus it becomes odour base. What is tatse is base, thus it is taste base’. Therefore it 

is not possible to reject the state of bases of odour and taste. And because of the 

expression ‘three kinds of nutriment’ it is known that physical nutriment

649 VbhAT. 108. Annasattanam devanam should be read as, asannasattanam devanam.
650 Kv. 374.

In VbhAT. 108 we find the word ekantato for ekantiko in the sentence 1 dhammananca ayatanabhavo 
ekantiko yamake vutto dhammo dyatananti’ given in Pm.
652 Yam. 56.
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(kaballkardhara) is absent in fine-material plane. Therefore enumeration of matters 

should be made in the way in which there is no contradiction of Pali. If it is so the 

nature of phenomena is not disputed.”

Herein it is said - because of absence of nose base and tongue base within beings in the 

fine-material sphere, odour and taste, even though exist, do not perform the function of 
base. Therefore without grasping them in Pali it is said, “Five bases appear”,653 and 

“Six bases”,654 and so on. And the expression, “Three nutriments” occurs because it 

does not perform the function of nutriment that produce matters of which the eighth is 

nutritive essence in absence of nutriment which should be eaten (ajjhoharitabbassa), 

but not because of non-existence of odour, taste and nutritive essence.

653 Vbh.418.
654 Ibid. 405.
655 Because there is no sensitive body in fine-material Brahma world.
656 Visible-data base and mental-data base.

It is difficult to get the meaning of the sentence asahhasattanahhi cakkhayatanam natthi, 
acakkhayatanabhavena ca nesam rupayatanam ahhesam avisayoti? Ven. Mahasi suggests that the Pali 
sentence should be asahhasattanahhi cakkhayatanam natthTti acakkhayatanabhavepi... ahhesam visayoti. 
Here ahhesam refers to Gods of Great Reward (vehapphala) and Gods of Pure Abodes (suddhavasa).

Through non-existence of [sense-organ] which possesses object and through non

existence of function, reference is made to absence of the object and dhamma which has 

function. For in the life where there is no sense-organ, there is absolute absence of the 

state of base (ayatanabhavo) of the object, of which the cause is the sense-organ. 

Therefore even though it exists, there is no reference, just like in Brahma world earth 

element, fire element and air element are not mentioned as tangible-data base.655 But in 

the life where reference to the object is possible, it is directly mentioned as the state of 

base of the object, of which the cause is the existence of sense-organ, just like visible- 

data base in that Brahma world.

If there is directly the state of base of the object, of which the cause is the existence of 
sense-organ, how two bases656 appear within non-percipient beings? For there is no eye

base within non-percipient beings. Even though they don't have eye-base, visible-data 
base is the object of others.657 There is no contradiction. Through the idea there is non-
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reference to odour-base, etc. within beings in fine-material plane, there is non-reference 

to visible-data base also. Thus one base is to be mentioned within non-percipient beings. 

For there is directly the state of base among those objects which depend on sense- 
rco —

organs. When those objects are described, it is said “five bases” in Pali, not taking 

odour, etc., as the state of base separately in the case of beings in fine-material plane 

because they have no state of base, after having included them in mental-data base 

because of not transgressing the nature of dhamma and because of approaching of mind

consciousness to the state of object. For that reason it is named as “mental-data base” as 
common, or putting those three bases back it is said “five bases”.658 659 And through the 

idea that visible-data base is told in the case of non-percipient beings, odour, etc. should 

be mentioned separately in the case of beings with mind. Thus in order to show this 

method it is said, “Two bases appear in the case of non-percipient beings.”660 For in 

those non-percipient beings even though there is no faculty of their own, the matter 

doesn't go beyond the nature of colour-base. Therefore only visible-data base is referred 

to. And by showing this example, putting three bases, beginning with, odour, etc., there 

are eight bases in the case of beings with mind, and five bases in the case of non- 

percipient beings - thus this meaning is pointed out. This is to be accepted. Otherwise in 

Brahma world Brahmas may not have sound of speech of the earth, etc. because of the 

state of impossibility of touching. For there is no arising of sound without touching and 

hitting, and the state of not-touching (aphusanabhava) can never be known in the things, 

nature of which is touching (phusana), and in absence of three elements called tangible

data base there may not be visible-data base, etc. also in Brahma world. Therefore even 

through the state of possibility of touching, earth, etc. are not mentioned as the state of 

tangibility because of absence of body faculty in fine-material plane. Therefore in 

Brahma world those earth element, etc. are proved to have impinging material 

phenomena (sappatigha). For it is said, “In the case of non-percipient beings depending 

on one primary element which is non-visible, impinging, there arise two primary 
elements.”

658 Eye-, ear-, mind-, visible-data-, and mental-date base.
659 Vbh. 418.
660 Ibid. 419.
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And impinging (patighd) is the state of facing towards the body-sensitivity of the three 

primary elements by means of touching of primary elements where body-sensitivity lies, 

but here having the nature [of touching] is patigha. And there is not the state of ‘facing 

towards’ because there is no impact of thing whose nature is not able to be touched. In 

that plane of non-percipient beings, even though there is no sense-organ, having taken 

visible-data base, it is said “two bases”. Then is it not said, “five bases” after having 

taken odour base, and so on? Teaching takes place by showing example - this meaning 

is already cleared up. Or optionally [in that non-percipient beings], reference to only 

visible-data base is with regard to the state of object of sensitivity of Brahmas bom in 
other plane sometimes, not because of non-existence of other bases,661 and not because 

of being non-bases also even figuratively. For the visible-data base of non-percipient 

beings comes to the object of sensitivity of Gods of Great Reward (Vehapphala) who 

stay in the same plane and Gods of Pure Abodes (Suddhavasa) bom in the upper plane, 

but odour and taste never [come to the object of sensitivity]. Therefore it is proper not to 

refer to them in that plane. And in Kathavatthu rejection is made regarding admitting of 

existence of odour-base, etc. directly.

661 Odour base, taste base and tangible-data base.
662 asannasttanam devanam dve ayatanani patubhavanti.

Even if this statement662 is not the presentation of non-existence of odour base, etc. in 

Asahhasatta plane, but there is no other statement presenting the state of existence also 

- in this way there may arise a question. It is not like that, because it is said in 

commentary after specifying the existence of those odour bases, etc. in that plane. For 

the word of commentary which does not oppose to Pali is standard like Pali, because it 

has been handed down up till now through lineage of teachers with blamelessness. 

There may arise a question - this word of commentary which does not oppose Pali is 

standard. But here is it not contradictory? It is not so, because it is proved in the way it 

does not oppose it. Teaching of elements (Dhatudesana) of the Blessed One is in order 

to show emptiness of beings of bases, such as, the eye. and of consciousnesses which 

depend on those bases. Thus it is proper not to talk about odour base, etc. to be the state 

of element also, because it explains only the state of base (ayatanabhava) as the state of 

element (dhátubhdvá). Therefore matters are counted here as the eye-decad, etc. in the 
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way in which it does not oppose Pali. Thus it should be understood that there is no 

scope for doubt of disputing of the nature of dhamma.

Among the others of apparitional generation and those of the moisture-born (ahhesu 

samsedajaopapatikayonikesu): except the fine-material Brahmas among the others of 

apparitional and those of moisture-bom - in this way here the syntax should be 

understood. For here the word 'other (anna)' is a qualifier of apparitional generation, but 

not of moisture-bom because of impossibility. For when there is commonness and 

deviation (inclusion of unnecessary meanings), there should be a qualifier and the 

qualified. It is said, “Those [seventy groups of matter] are invariably found among gods 

[of sense sphere] (tani ca niccam devesu)” because aforesaid process of matters is 

always obtained at the moment of rebirth-linking and in the existence of a course among 

gods of sense sphere. For they never be lacking of faculties and never be sexless. The 

eye-decad (cakkhudasakof. the eye is the tenth of them, or it is a dasaka marked by the 

eye which is uncommon. In this way the rest (evam sesa): just like the eye-decad is told, 

similarly even the other dasaka should be understood after having applied.

157. There is the sentence, beginning with, “at the least (avakamsato pana)”, while 

elaborating the meaning told briefly as “At the least thirty material instances arise 

among the apparitional generation and those of the moisture-born 

(samsedajupapdtayoriisu avakansato timsa)”, but that does not accord with Pali. For 

rebirth-linking of moisture-bom and apparitional beings who are noseless in sense 

sphere is not referred to in Pali. For it is said in Dhammahadayavibhahga, “There arise 

eleven bases within some beings at the moment of rebirth-linking of sense element, ten 

bases within some beings, the other ten bases within some other beings, nine bases 

within some beings, seven bases within some other beings.” It is not said, “There arise 

eight bases.” If there would be rebirth-linking of the being who is noseless it would 

have been said, “There arise ten bases” three times, and “There arise nine bases” three 

times. But it is not said.

There at the moment of rebirth (upapattikkhane): at the moment of rebirth-linking 

(patisandhikkhane). Eleven (ekadasa): eleven bases except the sound-base within a 
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being with full bases. Ten bases within some (kassaci dasayatanani): except the eye

base within a blind. The other ten bases (aparani dasayatanani): except the ear-base 

within a deaf. Nine bases (navayatanani): except the eye-base and ear-base within the 

person who is blind and deaf. Seven bases (sattayatandni): it is said as visible-data -, 

odour taste body tangible-data mind - and mental-data bases within the 

womb-bom being. If there were a being without the eye, ear and nose, there would be 

eight bases for him. But it is not said, “There arise eight bases.” Therefore there is 

certainly not the being without the eye, ear and nose. And if there is rebirth-linking of 

the being without nose, again it would have been said, “There arise even the other ten 

bases within some.” And if it is so just like it is said once, “There arise nine bases 

within some” according to the being who is blind as well as deaf, similarly it would 

have been said, “There arise the other nine bases within some, there arise still the other 

nine bases within some” according to the being who is blind as well as having no nose, 

and according to the being who is deaf as well as having no nose - this is the meaning. 

Teachers say that questions on appearance, etc. of elements should be told in this way. 

Here the expression, “Seventy matters at the most” is construed with “among moisture- 

bom and apparitional generations” according to two generations. But the expression 
least'“thirty at thc-mosU’ should not be construed with it. The expression [“thirty matters at 

the least”] is to be construed with moisture-bom being only. Partial connection can be 

obtained in the word which describes the same connection. Therefore it is said that 

thirty matters arise with decads of the tongue, body and physical basis in moisture-bom 

being who is blind from birth, deaf, noseless and sexless but not in the apparitional 

being. This is the implication in the commentary, [viz. Visuddhimagga].

They say that in the Great Commentary (Mahatthakatha) it is said that there arise thirty 

matters with decads of the tongue, body and physical basis within the apparitional being 

who is blind from birth, deaf, noseless and eunuch. That should not be accepted. For 

that oral tradition is a mistake. Therefore in the commentary of the twin bases it is said 

“But in sense element there is no apparitional being who is noseless. If there were, it 

would have been said, “There appear eight bases within some beings.” Others said, 

“The Pali passage from 'There appear eleven bases within some beings' up to 'Nine 

bases within some beings' is composed with reference to the apparitional beings.
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Therefore the former and the latter words are established as non-contradictory in the 

commentary. Moreover this commentary actually accords and agrees with the aforesaid 

Pali.” But some say, “Through the word ‘apparitional generation’, moisture-bom also is 

included. Therefore in Dhammahadayavibhanga, in the explanation of words, such as, 

'There appear eleven bases within some beings at the moment of rebirth-linking in the 

sense-element',663 only apparitional generation is included through words, such as, ‘of 
these apparitional generations also’,664 but moisture-bom is not mentioned.” [The latter] 

should be understood as including moisture-bom being endowed with full bases among 
apparitional beings. Therefore it is said in the commentary665 “Moisture-bom beings are 

mentioned after having included among apparitional beings according to having full 

bases.666 Or it is said “Opapatikananti vuttam” in order to show all generations of full 

bases through the main generation. But here it is said “among apparitional generation 

and those of the moisture-born” to describe two generations directly and to show arising 

of the least matters according to moisture-bom being, without including the other being 

among apparitional beings. All that should be accepted after examination.

663 Vbh.411.
664 Ibid. 412.
665 It is not clear which commentary it implies.
666 Ven. Mahasi says that instead of the word "paripunndyatanaparipunndyatanabhdvena' given here, the 
word 'paripunnayatanabhavena ’ given in Singhalese edition will be better.

Between the most and the least (ukkamsavakamsanam pana antaref. among the 

delimitations of the most and the least matters mentioned as “seventy, thrity”. The 

allotment should be understood according as appropriate (anurupato vikappo 

veditabbo): there arise six material instances in the case of the blind because of absence 

of the eye-decad in the state of loss, the same in the case of the deaf due to absence of 

the ear-decad, but there arise five material instances in the case of the blind as well as 

the deaf due to absence of the eye-decad and the ear decad. Thus it should be known 

through this method. But what is to be said is already said.

159. (631) Likeness (abhedo): mutual likeness of death and rebirth-linking with 

aggregates, etc. Unlikeness (bhedo'y. being not the same (asamdnata).
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160. Likeness as to the object (arammanatopi abhinna): it is said according to one bom 

only in such and such place after having passed away from such and such place in the 

four immaterial. But only in the immaterial plane, there is no lower rebirth-linking or 

rebirth-linking in the fine-material becoming.667 After death in the immaterial plane the 

lower rebirth-linking is in the sense becoming only, there also only rebirth-linking with 

triple-root-cause. Some say that death in the material becoming can be of double-root- 

cause also. Immediately after death of which the object is unexalted and external 

(amahaggatabahiddharammanaya), there is the second, fourth immaterial rebirth

linking, of which the object is exalted and internal (amahaggatabahiddharammanaya). 

Thus because mere example is shown, it is said, “This, firstly, is the method in the case 

of the immaterial planes (ayam tava arupabhumisuyeva nayo)" having included all what 

is said and what is not said. As the access of the fine-material and immaterial sphere is 

powerful, having passed away from those planes, there is no rebirth-linking in the 

unhappy destiny. Therefore it is said, “after death in a certain happy destiny 

(ekaccasugaticutiya).” Ekaccaduggatipatisandhi: here the purpose of use of the word 

‘ekacca' should be searched. Here this may be the meaning - Some beings destined to 

suffer (vinipatika) mentioned among beings having a variety of bodies and having a 

varying consciousness (ndnattakayananattasahhin) have triple-root-cause rebirth

linking, having taken their rebirth-linking as “rebirth-linking in the unhappy destiny” 

through the state of being destined to suffer in hell; that rebirth-linking is after death of 

all happy destiny, not after death only in a certain happy destiny. Therefore in order to 

reject it ‘a certain unhappy destiny’ is mentioned. For only rebirth-linking in the state of 

loss is after death in a certain happy destiny, not after death in all happy destiny. Or 

optionally rebirth-linking in the unhappy destiny is twofold - after death in a certain 

happy destiny and after death in the unhappy destiny. Of them avoiding the latter, in 

order to accept only the former, it is said, “rebirth-linking in a certain unhappy destiny 

(ekaccaduggatipatisandhi)". Rebirth-linking with root-cause after root-cause-less death 

(ahetukacutiya sahetukapatisandhi)-. double-root-cause rebirth-linking and triple-root

cause rebirth-linking also should be applied. For there is triple-root-cause rebirth

linking after root-cause-less death like that of Mandukadevaputta, and so on.

667 Ven. Mahasi says the opening word of the sentence should be ‘tattheva'.
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In this way they can be coupled together by opposites as appropriate (tassa tassa 

viparitato ca yathayogam yojetabbam): in the distinction of unlikeness, such as, “There 

is rebirth-linking in a certain unhappy destiny after death in a certain happy destiny”, 

through the word, such as, “There is rebirth-linking in a certain unhappy destiny after 

death in a certain unhappy destiny”, whatever is applicable should be applied - this is 
the meaning. Neuter gender is used668 by way of referring to the mere application. Or 

iyojetabbam> should be understood in the sense of bhava. But in such cases as, “There 

is rebirth-linking, of which the object is exalted, and internal after death, of which the 

object is unexalted and external”, the reversal application should not be made. For there 

is no rebirth-linking, of which the object is unexalted and external in the immaterial 

plane after death, of which the object is exalted and internal. The reversal application of 

this case, “There is sense-sphere rebirth-linking with five aggregates immediately after 

the immaterial death with four aggregates” is done by itself. There is no reversal 

application of this case: “There is rebirth-linking, of which the object is present after 

death, of which the object is past.” And in this way only distinction of unlikeness is 

explained in detail, but distinction of likeness should be understood by applying death 

and rebirth-linking in such and such plane of each unlikeness, such as, “There is rebirth

linking in sense sphere with five aggregates after death in sense sphere plane with five 

aggregates ... There is rebirth-linking without applied thought and sustained thought 

after death without applied thought and sustained thought.” But rebirth-linking with 

four aggregates after death with four aggregates is applied by itself only. Through this 

method it is possible to know it. Thus distinction of likeness in the five aggregates, etc. 
is not explained.

668 In the word 'yarn yam yujjati, tarn lam yogetabbam', neuter gender is used.

162. (632) Thus (iti): in this way through aforesaid aspect. This consciousness obtained 

condition (laddhappaccayam) through formation accompanied by co-operative causes, 

such as, avijja. A mere material and immaterial state (ruparupadhammamattam): owing 
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to non-existence of dominating self thought by heretics.669 670 Therefore it is said, “It is not 

a sentient being nor the soul (na satto na ffvo).” It comes into [the next becoming] thus 

it is said (upetlti vuccati): it is mere conventional state, but in ultimate sense there is 

mere being bom as the state of next becoming through the unity of causes. Therefore 

there is the sentence, beginning with, “and of that (tassa ca)”. Without cause from that 

(tato he turn vina): without a cause from that previous place (tattha).

669 According to Abh-av-nt. 94 the reading is bahirakakappitassa adhititthanakassa abhavato, instead of 
bahirakakappitassa adhipatitthanakassa abhavato given here. Ven. Mahasi says, it should be 
adhitifthanakassa.
670 D. i. 82.
671 nissayam assadayamanam va anassadayamanam va (See Vis. XVII. 163).

163. By the process of human death and rebirth-linking 

(manussacutipatisandhikkamena): by the process of human rebirth-linking after human 

death. Thus the word ‘the normal [process] (pakatamf is a qualifier of the both. And 

here the state of being normal should be understood as aggregates near death and 
rebirth-linking as if in the words, such as, “cavamane upapajjamane” ™ Or by the 

normal order (series) of human death and rebirth-linking 

(manussacutipatisandhikkamena): by the order of rebirth-linking of any being after 
human death. Therefore it will be said, “getting or not getting support ”.671

Natural (sarasena): natural [death], as life-formation is exhausted - this is the meaning. 

Violent (upakkamena): violent [death], such as, cutting off the head, etc. by himself or 

by the other. Bands of joints of all limbs (sabbahgapaccahgasandhibandhanani): 

ligatures of joints of all limbs and sub-limbs, cutting off (chedakanam) those [bands]. 

Concurrence (sannipata): falling (patanam), appearance (pavatti). The region of the 

heart basis also, having withered gradually, is remained little needless to say about the 

body. Therefore it is said, “when his body gradually withers (kamena upasussamane 

sarire)”. Thus it is said, “Having as its support the heart-basis is still remaining at that 

moment.” When the faculties of the eye, etc. have ceased (niruddhesu cakkhadisu): this 

is said with intention that just as there is gradual arising of bases of womb-bom beings, 

so also the cessation takes place gradually. Or when ceased (niruddhesu): it is said with 

reference to approaching to the state of weakness, but not complete cessation. For death 
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after consciousness arising at the five doors is described before. And in Yamaka, 

cessation of the eye-base, etc. along with death consciousness is described through the 

sentences, such as, “Of one whose eye-base is ceased, is his mind-base ceased? Yes. Or 

of one whose mind-base is ceased, is his eye-base ceased? Mind-base is ceased for those 

who with consciousness, without eye, when passed away, but their eye-base is not 

ceased. For those who with eye, when passed away, their mind base is ceased, and their 

eye-base also is ceased.”

In the heart-basis alone (hadayavatthumatte): in the region of the heart-basis alone. For 

body-faculty does not arise depending on the heart-basis. The heart-basis at that time is 

also remained little like a green palm leaf lying in the heat, therefore it is said, 

“[Consciousness] having as its support the heart-basis is still remaining at that moment 

(tahkhanavasesahadayavatthusannissitam)” - thus they say. But because other bases 

are unable to perform their own functions, at that time consciousness arises depending 

on only the heart-basis. Therefore it is said, “Having as its support the heart-basis still 

remaining at that moment.” Weighty (garukam): kammas, such as, matricide, etc., 

exalted or the other such kammas. Repeated (samasevitam): kamma done repeatedly. 

Near (asannam): kamma done at the time of death, or kamma being distinct, even 

though performed at any time, recollected at the time of death. Performed previously 

(pubbakatamf. experienced at any other time. The remaining, such as, ignorance which 

is condition of consciousness is obtained, thus formation that has obtained the 

remaining conditions (laddhavasesapaccayo). By this word profitable and unprofitable 

volitions as accumulated having opportunity to give result are referred to. The sign of 

the kamma (kammanimittamf. the base (yatthum) by means of which one accumulates 

kamma by making it as the object at the time of accumulation. Even if kamma was 

performed as much as a hundred thousand crore of aeons ago, nevertheless at the time 

of its ripening it appears as kamma or sign of kamma. The sign of destiny 

(gatinimittam): it is a visual form in the place where rebirth is due to take place. And it 

is already told before through words, such as, “Visual appearance of flames of fire, etc.” 

for one ready to be reborn in hell. [Formations throw consciousness] on that (tasmim) 

objective field, such as, kamma of which dangers are concealed by ignorance
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(avijjapaticchaditadinave tasmim), which is the arising place as the object of rebirth

linking consciousness.

As craving is not yet abandoned, and as previously arisen continuity is similarly bent 

down, consciousness facing towards the place of rebirth-linking occurs inclining, 

leaning and tending towards it. Thus it is said, “Craving bends (tanha named).” The co- 

nascent formations (sahajatasahkharaf. volitions co-nascent with impulsion 

consciousness near death, or all those, beginning with, contact. [They] throw (khipantif. 

formations throw consciousness on to that objective field like kamma, etc. That is the 

place of rebirth-linking. The meaning is that as if throwing it on that object, they arise 

as the cause for the establishment of consciousness as rebirth-linking. That (tarn) refers 

to the consciousness. As a continuous process (santativasena) of consciousness near 

death and rebirth-linking, thus consciousness is brought up to oneness. It is being 

pushed by craving ... it occurs through object condition, etc., (tanhaya ndmiyamanam 

... pe ... pavattati): the teacher shows that there are bending, throwing, abandoning its 

former support, arising by getting a further support, arising without support, of the same 

consciousness as the continuous process, not of another. And while saying as the 

continuous process he rejects this wrong view: “The same consciousness runs, 

transmigrates, and not another.”672 For although there is manner of variety, it becomes 

oneness as the continuous process. And here object, such as, kamma, tied to an 

individuality in previous life should be understood like a rope tied to a tree on the bank. 

Consciousness is like a man, craving is like a desire to cross over a river, and 

formations that throw are like an effort to cross. Just as a man standing on the other 

bank, stands firmly on the ground by his own exertion, whether or not he gets 

something tied to a tree on the other bank, similarly this consciousness also, getting 

support in a five constituent becoming, which is called heart-basis tied to an 

individuality in the next life, or not getting it in a four constituent becoming, arises 

through only object, associated states and kamma. There enjoying (assadayamanam): 

reaching (papunantam), getting (patilabhamanam).

672 M. i. 256.
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164. Because of linking with the beginning of the next becoming 

(bhavantaradipatisandhanato): because of linking with the beginning of another 

existence. Or another becoming, generation, destiny, stations of consciousness, and 

abodes of beings are another becoming, etc., because of linking with them - this is the 

meaning. It is not that the same consciousness has come here because it has arisen only 

in this life. Kammam: kamma producing rebirth-linking. Formations (sahkhara): 

formations that throw, that are accompanied by impulsion consciousness near death. 

Bending (nati): craving which arises as bending. Objective field (visayo): kamma, and 
so on.

166. (633) Even though sound and echo, etc. are the cause and effect, linking as process 

is not clear. Thus there is the sentence, beginning with, “and here (ettha caf' while 

showing only non-coming and arising due to causes included in the past becoming 

without touching their identity and otherness. Here in the word “sound, etc., as the 

cause (saddadihetukaf' an echo has sound as its cause (saddahetuka). A light has 

another light, etc. as its cause. A seal impression has mark as its cause. A shadow has 

mirror, etc., facing a face, etc. as its cause. They come into being without going 

elsewhere (honti ahhatra agantva): not approaching to the place of condition, such as, 

sound, etc., they have sound, etc. as their cause, because formerly they were absent. 

Similarly this rebirth-linking consciousness also, not going to the place of the cause, has 

[previous becoming] as its cause, because formerly it was absent. Therefore this 

consciousness (viz. rebirth-linking consciousness) neither has come here from the 

previous becoming, the place of the cause, like an echo, etc. not coming from the place 

of sound, etc., nor has it arisen without cause like an echo, etc. not arising without 

sound, etc. - this is the meaning. Or optionally they come into being without going 

elsewhere (honti ahhatra agantva): being accumulated in the place of previous cause, 

having gone elsewhere, they don’t have it as their cause because they were absent 

before their arising. They should be applied according to aforesaid method only.

There is neither identity (natthi ekata): because there is appearance of only another 

consciousness, even though they are one in the single process. Nor otherness (napi 

nanata): like a light because of linking in a continuous process. For when flames of
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light are momentary, depending on the same process, it is said ‘only that’, the meaning 

is clear. Similarly here also it should be understood. By the sentence, beginning with, 

"for if (yadi hi)”, the teacher shows that absolute identity and otherness in a stream of 

continuity should not be accepted and there is a fault in accepting them. This method 

(esa nayo): through extended application he shows that possible application should be 

made in all causes and causally arisen things, such as, seed and sprouts. For here also if 

there were absolute identity of cause and consciousness produced by cause, there would 

be no destiny of god from the destiny of human. If there were absolute otherness, there 

would be no result for the person having kamma. Then there would be no conventional 

usages like “seed of red shali paddy, the fruit of red shali paddy” etc., “Formerly I was 
a sage, Rohitassa by name”,673 and so on. Therefore here in a stream of continuity, 

absolute identity or otherness in the cause and effect should neither be assumed, nor be 

accepted. And in this commentary by rejecting absolute identity, he refuses this wrong
view: “Pleasure and pain [are] done by oneself.”674 By rejecting absolute otherness, he 

refuses the wrong-view: “pleasure and pain [are] done by another.”675 By the use of the 

word ‘the state of cause and causally arisen thing’, he refuses this wrong-view “arisen 
spontaneously”.676 

677 Vis. XVII. 161. (632); VbhA. 227.

168. (634) There (tatthaf. at the place of arising of fruit. Of another person (ahhassa): 

of another person than the person by whom kamma is performed. Due to other (ahhato): 

due to other kamma than kamma accumulated. As it is said, “A mere state goes forth to 

next becoming”, it can be questioned, ’‘Whose is the fruit since there is no 

experiencer of the fruit? (upabhuhjake ca asati kassa tarn phalam siyaf There (tatraf. 

in that aforesaid question.

170. There (tattha): in a single process. Only in that process of group of states in which 

kamma is accumulated — this is the meaning. Of this meaning (etassa atthassa): though 

cause and effect are not the same in ultimate sense, it should not be said that fruit is

673

674

675

S. i. 61.
VbhAT. 227. 
Ibid.

676 Ibid.
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“either another’s or due to other [kamma]” because the states of the same cause and 

effect are connected - thus is the meaning. Developing with four types of sweets and 

sticky substances of lac is the formative processes (abhisahkharo) of the seeds of 

mango, citron, and so on. Here a person having kamma is like a seed prepared, kamma 

is like a formation, and continuity of rebirth-linking consciousness of the person is like 

continuity of sprouts of the seed. Existence of a being, who is a doer of kamma and 

other appearance of the fruit due to only that kamma should be known like existence of 

the seed of the fruit which is made sweet or made red and the existence due to only that 
formation.678 Mastery over arts, learning crafts, and use of medicine in youth don’t 

come to the matured body. But depending on that cause, there take place skill in art, 

knowing the crafts and healthiness. They don’t belong to another because of arising in 

the matured body included only in the same process. They are not from other 

[condition], without mastery over art, etc. as applied, because those [skill in art, etc.] are 

absent when they are absent. Similarly here also in the process the fruit is neither 

another’s nor due to other - thus it should be applied. By this the teacher shows the 

absence of fruit in the absence of formations. It doesn’t reject another condition.

171. ‘We shall speak on that [question] which was asked’ is the rest of the sentence. Or 

when there is no experiencer, it is known only the conventional usage of experiencer - 

thus it is construed. ‘It fruits’ is a conventional usage, thus it is phalatisammuti.

172. Of the phenomena called a tree (rukkhasahkhatanam dhammanam): of the 

phenomena of primary and derived, taking up the designation of tree. Therefore 

(tasma): as there is a term ‘doer’, such as, “One performs merit, one performs evil” in 

arising of profitable and unprofitable volition in the process of aggregates, similarly 

there is the term experiencer, such as, “One experiences pleasure, one experiences pain” 

in arising of its result. Therefore here there is no need for experiencer apart from 
aggregates.

678 In the reading phalassa va tasseva bljassa, the word va is not necessary.
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173. (635) That may be so (evam santepi): when aforesaid fault is removed in non

shifting and appearance, when it is established - this is the meaning. Only at the 

moment of occurrence (pavattikkhaneyeva): only at the moment of occurrence of 

formations. Before occurrence (pavattito pubbe): before the moment of accumulation of 

kamma. It is said thus because they are similar to non-existence. And after [occurrence] 

(paccha ca): after arising of result.

If formations, of which result has not yet ripened, are conditions, because they have 

been performed, the state of having performed (katattam) is similar in the case of 

formations, of which result has already ripened. Therefore they also would bear fruit. 

Thus in order to remove this doubt it is said, “They don't bear the fruit always (na ca 

niccam phalavaha).”

174. “Not because ofpresence or non-presence (na vijjamdnatta avijjamdnatta va)”: by 

this word the teacher removes fault told by way of presence and non-presence. Mere 

performing the action (tamkiriyakaranamattam): mere performing action of becoming 

an agent, or action of buying goods or action of obtaining a loan. Only that is the 

condition for completing that business (tadatthaniyyatane), giving merchandise in 

exchange (patibhanda), and giving a loan; completing what is not yet accomplished is 

the fruit - this is the meaning.

175. (636) In order to eliminate confusion (sammohavighatattham): in order to remove 

confusion that arises when the state of cause is not explained, after having analyzed 

conditions of aforesaid formations in the case of thirty-two consciousnesses in rebirth

linking as well as in the course of existence.

177. As regards the formation of merit (puhnabhisahkhare): it is the locative case in the 

sense of specification. Commonly (avisesena): without making division, such as, “That 

having triple-root-cause is a condition for that having triple-root-cause”, generally as 

conglomeration - this is the meaning. In all cases, decisive-support condition should be 

applied through a strong kamma. For in the commentary of Patthana it is pointed out, 

“Weak kamma doesn't become decisive-support condition.” [Formation of merit] which 
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is classified as the five profitable volitions of the fine-material sphere 

(rupavacarapahcakusalacetanabhedof. it should be said with qualification “except 

volition of direct knowledge”, or incapability to produce result should not be said in 

description of the state of condition of the result, because of absence of possibility. For 

volition of direct knowledge doesn't give result. It is already explained above. Without 

specficiation, however, (avisesena pana)\ here also the same method is applied. [That is 

the condition] for the five kinds of resultant consciousness — in this way it should be 

construed after having brought.

178. For five (pahcannam): for these five, such as, eye-consciousness, ear

consciousness, receiving mind element, and two investigating mind-consciousness 

elements. Likewise only (tatheva): twofold only. How do profitable resultant 

consciousnesses, which arise only in the desirable object, arise in unhappy destiny? In 

order to answer it there is the sentence, beginning with, “the elder Maha-Moggallcina's 

visits to hell (niraye mahamoggallanattherassa)”. For there the elder preached dhamma 

to them, having created rain through power, having extinguished flames in hell for some 
time.

179. Only that (sveva): formation of merit of sense sphere. The formation of merit is 

also [a condition] equally (avisesena pana puhnabhisahkharof. twofold formation of 

merit, that is, sense-sphere and fine-material sphere is grasped together.

180. [Formation of demerit] which is classified as the twelve unprofitable volitions 

(dvadasakusalacetanabhedo): here the reason in grasping the volition accompanied by 

agitation is not known - this should be examined. [Formation of demerit] is a condition 
likewise for one kind of consciousness679 in rebirth-linking not in the course of an 

existence. Thus definiteness of the state of condition for one kind of consciousness is at 

rebirth-linking, not in the course of an existence. For in the course of existence, it is a 

condition for seven kinds of consciousness — this is the meaning.

679 Unprofitable resultant causeless mind-consciousness-element.
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For four in the fine-material becoming (rupabhave catunnam): for the eye

consciousness, the ear-consciousness, receiving, investigation of unprofitable resultant 

consciousness. But they have absolutely undesirable object. Then how in the fine- 

material becoming is combination with undesirable object possible? To answer it, there 

is the sentence, beginning with, “And it is [a condition] (so ca kho).” Likewise in the 

divine world of the sense sphere there are no undesirable visible-data, etc. (tatha 

kamavacaradevalokepi anittharupadayo natthi): this is said in general. For mostly for 
them only desirable visible-data, etc. are manifested, sometimes undesirable.680 Because 

for some gods, there is combination of undesirable objects like withered garland at the 

time of appearance of previous sign, and so on.

182. (637) The teacher who is desirous to present the bare headings starting from 

becoming - where presentation was made in detail, - said “from the beginning (adito 

patthaya)”. Therefore it is said “in two becomings”, etc. Some human beings are also 

bom of egg and bom of moisture. Referring to that it is said “in the four kinds of 

generation (catusu yonlsu)”. Owing to sameness of beings who are equal in body and 

equal in perception, beings bom in fourth jhana plane, except non-percipient beings and 

immaterial beings, include the fourth station of consciousness only. This (esa) refers to 

formation of merit. In the way already stated (vuttanayeneva): in the way already stated 

as “as kamma condition acting from a different time and as decisive-support condition”. 

As appropriate (yathasambhavam): among twenty-one profitable resultant 

consciousnesses of sense sphere and of fine-material sphere, it is a condition for 

fourteen in rebirth-linking and seven in the course of existence only - thus this is as 
appropriate.

183. Only in such [abode of beings] (tadiseyeva): only beings different in body and 

same in perception.

184. For four kinds of consciousness (catunnam vinhananam): it is said referring to 

becoming, etc. But the state of condition in three stations of consciousness for three

680 For the detailed explanation, see 278. (652) in this chapter.
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consciousnesses included in four [stations of consciousness] should be applied. In the 

abode of beings who have no consciousness, even though consciousness from the 

condition of formations is not known, for them the state of cause of formations is 

available only. For there the formation of merit is a condition, as kamma condition 

acting from a different time, for Azwnma-bom matters. And here in the presentation of 

bare headings it is known that the formation of merit, etc. is a condition for profitable 

resultant consciousnesses, etc. in the course of existence in unhappy destiny, etc. in the 

way already stated in becoming. Therefore it is not told. Thus it should be understood.

Commentary on detailed explanation of 

the clause ‘With consciousness as condition, the mentality-materiality’ 
(yinhanapaccaydnamarupapadavitthdrakathavannand')

187. (638) By analysis of mind and matter (vibhaga namarupanamf. by classification 

(pabhedato) of mind and matter. Then by the teacher who shows firstly the 

classification of mind, it is said, “Because of inclining on to the object it is the three 

aggregates, such as, feeling, etc.” in order to show the cause and effect without mixture, 

even though consciousness also is mind only. But here in the explanation of rounds of 

existence as nibbana has no condition and as it has not got the sense of inclining, there 

is no contingency at all with regard to nibbana. For it is mind in the sense of making 

[citta and cetasika] bend (namanatthena) to itself and not in the sense of inclining 

(namanatthena'). Their analysis (tesam vibhago): analysis of mind and matter as 

pleasant, etc. and as earth, etc.

188. [Expecting] one abode of beings (ekam sattavasam): abode of non-percipient 

beings. In the five (pahcasu): in the first four and in the abode of non-percipient beings.

189. By mentioning of womb-lying beings (gabbhaseyya), womb-bom (jalabuja) 

beings are included. Therefore it is said “and in the case of the egg-bom (andajdnahcd)”. 

In the case of the egg-bom beings who are sexless - in this way it should be construed. 

Heads of continuity (santatislsani): basic processes of material group. Even though 

there are no mutable material phenomena at the moment of rebirth-linking, there are
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characteristic of material phenomena and space element. Thus they are, in ultimate 

sense, non-concretely produced matters. Hence removing it, it is said “as concrete 

matter (ruparupato)”. It is said, “twenty-three states (tevisati dhamma)” bringing touch, 

etc. in formation aggregate as unity. Canceling (apanetva): not taking the earth, etc. 

belonging to another material groups owing to same characteristic.

190. Of them (tesam): of these Brahmas. In detail (vittharena): without making 

abbreviation of matters in the four heads of continuities also.

191. Of the remaining kinds of apparitionally born beings in the sense-sphere becoming 

(kamabhave pana yasma sesaopapatikanam): here there are not apparitionally bom 

beings said in the sense-sphere becoming, so that the mentioning of the word 

'remaining' may be meaningful, but apparitionally-bom and moisture bom beings are 

the remaining from egg-bom and womb-bom beings. Therefore the word 'remaining' is 

mentioned - in this way it should be understood. Or optionally “of the remaining kinds 

of apparitionally born beings (sesaopapatikanam)” is said with reference to the 

remaining from the apparitionally bom beings of Brahma, etc. But they are immaterial 

also. Thus it is said, “in sense-sphere becoming (kamabhave)”. It is possible to know 

mind and matter of those whose sense-bases are immatured through enumeration of 

states in the way stated in the description of rupamissakavihhana (consciousness mixed 

with matter) as appropriate. Therefore it is not stated - thus it should be known.

193. Due to temperature that occurred together with rebirth-linking consciousness 

(patisandhicittena saha pavattaututof. due to fire element of matters arisen together 

with rebirth-linking consciousness. Because of weakness of physical basis 

(vatthudubbalata) of rebirth-linking consciousness as heart-basis has arisen at that 

moment.

194. The bare octad681 originated by nutriment appears as soon as their body is suffused 

by nutriment - in this way it is to be constmed. One hidden (tiro): one beyond the reach 

681 The word sutthaddhakanti in Burmese edition should be suddhatthakanti.
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of sight due to lying in the womb of the mother. At the least there are the two bare 

octads originated by temperature and consciousness. Thus with reference to the time at 

which sound becomes manifest, it is said, “at most, of the two [sound] enneads 

(ukkamsato dvinnam navakanam)”. Formerly (pubbe): the matter of which beginning is 
two continuities,682 of which an end is seven groups is mentioned previously: and that 

matter is said as just arising of each consciousness in three moments here [in the 

expression, ‘with consciousness as condition there arise mind and matter’]. Therefore it 

is said, “with the already mentioned seventy kamma-originated material groups that 

arise three times in each conscious moment (pubbe ... pe ... sattatividham)".

195. That is twofold also (duvidhampi tarn)', the sound is twofold also as originated from 

temperature and originated from consciousness.

196. In order to carry on (santhatum): in order to stand a long period, but it only stands 

merely in its moment. Separately placed in the four directions (catuddisa vavatthapita): 

separately placed in the four directions at feet, by joining their heads. Like boats with 

broken floats (bhinnavahanika viya): standing by embracing mutually.

197. (639) And in the course of existence in the five constituent becoming 

(pahcavokdrabhave ca pavattiyam): it is told with reference to the time of occurrence of 

five consciousnesses produced by kamma that doesn't produce matter and to the 

condition of consciousness which is co-bom. For at that time from consciousness there 

arises the mind only. But it can be said that with kamma consciousness as condition, 

there arise both mind and matter; and with post-nascent consciousness as condition 

matter is supported. The sentence, beginning with, ‘zn the non-percipient being 

(asahhesu)' is composed with reference to condition of kamma consciousness. And in 

the course of existence in the five constituent becoming (pahcavokdrabhave ca 

pavattiyam): it is proper to say that it is said with reference to the time of appearance of 

matter from kamma other than kamma that produces life-continuum, etc. and to another 

time than the time of arising of life-continuum, etc. For it can be said that matter arising

682 Body and heart-basis.
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through kamma that produces life-continuum at the time of arising of life-continuum 

and the resultant, [namely, life-continuum] have condition of kamma consciousness. For 

mind and matter arising through kamma in the course of existence, which don't depend 

on condition of co-nascent consciousness, don't depend on condition of kamma 

consciousness. In both cases (sabbattha): at the time of rebirth-linking and in the course 

of existence. Mind-and-matter through condition of co-bom consciousness and mind- 

and-matter through the condition of kamma consciousness should be applied as 

appropriate. Mind and matter and mind-matter (namahca rupahca namarupanca): here 

the word namarupa (mind-matter) is similar to the word nama (mind) through the word 

nama which is one part, and similar to the word riipa (matter) through the word riipa 

which is one part. Therefore there is the remainder of one of its kind. Thus it is 

ekadesasarupekasesa (keeping any one part to represent the rest of its kind). The 

meaning is that the remainder of the word namarupa and omission of the other word 

namarupa.

198. Not-resultant (avipakamf. consciousness other than the resultant. When it is known 

as twofold, then this word is correctly said - thus it should be applied.

199. At the time of profitable or any other consciousness (kusaladicittakkhane): it 

should be understood that by the word etc. (adi) those (matters) originated by kamma 

that doesn’t produce the result even at the moment of resultant consciousness just like at 

the moment of unprofitable consciousness and functional consciousness, are included. 

But at the moment of the resultant consciousness, both mind and matter are obtained by 

the way stated before through the condition of kamma formation consciousness. 

Therefore to remove the moment of such resultant consciousness, it is said, “at the time 
of profitable or any other consciousness”.

201. (640) According to Suttanta method (suttantikapariyayato): it is said because in 

Patthana, decisive-support condition for matters is not stated. But in Suttanta when this 

exists, that exists, and when this doesn’t, that also doesn’t; that [condition] is the 

decisive support, the origin, the cause and the source for that [effect]. Therefore the 

state of decisive-support of consciousness for the matter is said as follows: “Mind-and- 
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matter has consciousness as its cause.” In Vanapatthapariyaya discourse683 dwellings 

are described as postures which depend on forest, village, market town, town, district, 

person: and gaining of requisites for the life, such as, robe from that place with 

difficulty and with ease. And the forest, etc, don’t reach the state of object-decisive- 

support, etc. for postures and for gaining robe, etc. Therefore non-existence without 

[some condition] should be understood as the state of decisive-support. Kamma- 

formation consciousness is for mind only object condition at the time of rebirth-linking, 

of which object is katnma. Therefore there is nothing to be said. The state of condition 

as one kind for matter only is stated according to Suttanta method. For when it is said 

that this consciousness is a condition for matter which is suspected, it is a condition for 

mind. Therefore there is nothing to be told.

202. There is the sentence, beginning with, “but how is it (katham panetam)”'. it 

questions on [mentality-materiality of] rebirth-linking which is not clear, because its 

course of existence is clear. Mind is to be known that it has consciousness as condition 

according to sutta‘, matter is according to logic.

The teacher said, “for the kamma-originated also (kammasamutthanassapi hi)”, etc. to 

make it confirm through sutta, having established according to logic. Only for the 

consciousness-originated (cittasamutthanasseva): like in the case of the consciousness- 
originated [matter] (cittasamutthanassaiyiya)) Here because for the wise men who 

examine, mere mentality-materiality is seen as appearing in ultimate sense, there is 

neither being nor soul. Therefore, announcing that, “Mentality-materiality has 

consciousness as condition”, the highest wheel of the righteousness - that was not 

moved forth by any one - was inaugurated by the Blessed One. For inaugurating of the 

wheel of the righteousness is presentation of emptiness. Or optionally through the word 

of mere mentality-materiality, the truth of suffering in the round of existence (samsara) 

is stated. And by presentation of truth of suffering, its origin and its cessation, and the 

way leading to cessation are explained only. Due to absence of suffering which has no 

cause and due to absence of [any effect] not ceased because of cessation of cause, 

683 M. i. 104.
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cessation can not be attained without means. Thus inaugurating of the wheel of 

righteousness which is the presentation of the four truths should be explained.

Commentary on detailed explanation of 

the clause ‘With mentality-materiality as condition, the sixfold base’ 
(ndmarupapaccayasaldyatanapadavittharakathdvannana)

203. (641) That (tarn): mentality-materiality. Of that (tassa): of the sixfold base. Of such 

only (tadisasseva): the remainder of its kind only.

204. Here also ‘mentality’ (namamf. the reason in taking only three aggregates has the 

same method. Invariably (niyamato): it is said with reference to the state of condition of 

the four primaries, six physical bases and life faculty absolutely for six bases that arise 

as co-nascence-, support-, pre-nascence-, faculty condition, etc, as appropriate. But 

visible-data base, etc. do not have the state of protection through co-nascence- and 

support conditions. Thus it should be understood that they are not taken. The state of 

their object condition and object-pre-nascence, etc. is not only for bases included in 

one’s own continuity and it is not a condition as one aspect just like for the eye, etc. 

Therefore the state of condition is indefinit. “The four primaries, six physical bases, and 

life faculty invariably (niyamato ... pe ... jivitindriyanti evam)”: or here by the word 

evam the visible-data base, etc. should be understood as included. For the sixfold base 

consisting of the sixth base and the sixfold base (chatthayatanahca salayatanahca 

salayatanam): here even if there is no [exactly] same form between chatthayatana and 

salayatana, there is partly same form. Hence there is the remainder of one to represent 

the rest of its kind. For according to the meaning of the same forms also, the remainder 

of one to represent the rest of its kind is needed just as “vahko ca kutilo ca kutilcT. 

Therefore according to the meaning of the words having partly same form also, there 

should be the remainder of one.

Or optionally having made the remainder of one (ekasesa), such as, chatthayatana or 

manayatana in chatthayatanahca manayatanahca; or chatthayatana in 

chatthayatanahca chatthayatanahca', or manayatana in manayatanahca 
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manayatanahca, it is said “salayatana” along with eye, etc. Thus only that remainder of 

one representing the rest is made by way of condition of mere mentality, condition of 

mentality-materiality, and mind base. While showing it, it is said, “the sixth base and 

the sixfold base each one representing the rest [as the ‘sixfold base] (chatthayatanahca 

salayatanahca salayatananti evam katekasesassa)". For remainder of one representing 

the rest, though it was told before, is made as ‘'‘'chatthayatanahca salayatanahca" 

according to the meaning. In all definitions when ekasesa is made it is stated in singular 

through sameness of the meaning conveyed by the word ‘’saldyatanam’’ etc. for which 

ekasessa is made - thus it should be understood.

205. Not otherwise (na ahhatha): by this word, assertion negatively (yyatireka') is 

explained because when there doesn’t exist a given kind of (this and that) mentality and 

materiality, there doesn’t exist a given base respectively. Yam: such and such mentality 

and materiality. Yassa: of such and such base. Yatha: [mentality is a condition for the 

sixfold base] in such a way as conascence condition, etc. It should be understood 
(neyyam): it is to be known (neyyam).

207. By that way (tassa vasena): by way of root-cause condition, etc. The maximum and 

minimum (ukkamsavakamso): here from the state of sevenfold condition, the state of 

eightfold condition is maximum; from that, the ninefold, from that, tenfold - this is 

maximum. But from the state of tenfold condition, the state of ninefold condition is 

minimum; from that, eightfold, from that, sevenfold - thus it should be understood. But 

only from the state of sevenfold condition both maximum and minimum should not be 

applied because there is no minimum from that.

Resultant mentality (vipakam namam) is the syntax. In the way already stated 

(vuttanayeneva): as co-nascence condition, etc., as sevenfold and as root-cause 

condition, etc. The other (itaram): non-resultant mentality.

209. “In association with the heart-basis (hadayavatthuno sahayam hutvd)”: mentality 

which is without companion doesn’t exist just as it is in immaterial sphere. Heart basis 

together with mentality is a condition for the sixth base - thus the teacher shows only 
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this meaning. But ‘Just as the heart-basis is a condition for the sixth base, in the same 

way mentality is also a condition’ - this meaning is not intended. For the basis is a 

dissociation condition for mentality, but not mentality. Mentality is result condition, 

root-cause condition, etc, but not the basis. In the course of existence immaterial states 

are conditions for materiality bom of kamma that is in presence only, not in arising. 

Therefore dissociation, presence and non-disappearance should be understood as only 
post-nascent-dissociation, etc.,684 for the eye, etc.

681 Etc. refers to the post-nascent-presence condition (pacchâjâta-atthi) and post-nascent-non- 
disappearance condition (pacchâjâta-avigatd).

213. This word “in the course of existence” should be again construed with the 

expression “there only”. Thus it is said “there in the course of existence (tattheva hi 

pavatte)”. But the word “in the five constituent becoming” is indicated by the 

expression “of the five”. In the course of existence mentality is not a ¿¿ww/wa-result 

condition for the eye base, etc. but only for the materiality produced by itself. But in 

rebirth-linking it is a condition for those hawwn-originated that are similar to 

consciousness-originated. Therefore mentality is a condition for basis also.

215. As to materiality (rupato): among matters (rupesu). Whichever base arises (yam 

yam ayatanam uppajjatif. in rebirth-linking among five bases only body base arises 

within beings of egg-bom and womb-bom. The other bases also arise within others 
accordingly.

217. For the remaining mind base (avasesamanayatanassa): here as the word “but in 

five-aggregate becoming” follows it, reference is made to the mind base which arises 

only in the five constituent becoming, and which is the rest from the five 

consciousnesses. Thus it should be understood. The state of common condition of 

mentality-materiality, such as, conascence and the state of uncommon condition, such 

as, association should be applied accordingly. The method, such as, “with materiality as 

condition, five bases” is also obtained according to the persons who attained cessation. 

But as that is very rare, mostly the state of condition of mentality-materiality which is 
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the condition in rebirth-linking is explained in the course of existence. Thus it is not 

explained. In this way it should be understood.

Commentary on detailed explanation of 

the clause ‘With the sixfold base as condition, contact’ 
(salayatanapaccayaphassapadavittharakathavannana)

221. (642) Associated with twenty-two kinds of mundane consciousness 

(bavisatilokiyavinhanasampayuttd): associated with twenty-two kinds of mundane 

resultant consciousness. Therefore that twenty-two (bavisati) only.

222. There (tattha): in that sixfold base, in those six bases - this is the meaning. Internal 

(ajjhattam): only those included in one’s own continuity are included. For that which is 

produced by kamma included in one’s own process is a condition for contact having 

such like nature. But visible object, etc, and external states that are not kamma produced 

are the object of contact. They are not conditions of contact as occurrence, of which 

cause is kamma defilements included in one’s own process like eye, etc. Therefore they 

are included in the opinion of some teachers, but when there is the state of condition in 

any way, it is not possible to reject it. Thus they are included according to opinion of 
other teachers.

223. There (tattha): in the expression ‘with the sixfold base as condition, contact’. 

Firstly the teachers who belonged to Mahavihara take [consciousness, etc.) as resultant 

only, while pointing out that as consciousness that is condition as well as effect is to be 

included in one’s own process similarly mentality-materiality, sixfold base, contact and 

feeling which are condition as well as effect are to be included in one’s own process. 

AbhidhammabhajanTya Pali expression, “with sixth base as condition, contact”685 is 

quoted referring to the immaterial plane. Therefore it is said, “according to the text 

‘with the sixth base as condition, contact’ (chatthayatanapaccaya phassoti 
palianusarato). ”

685 Vbh. 138.
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224. All kinds of contact are not possible [from one base] - in this way it should be 

construed. Eighteen kinds of contact would be derived from all bases. The singular 

number would be proper as “salayatanapaccaya phasso”. After that if all contacts 

would arise from one base, there is no classification of contact through classification of 

base due to arising of all contacts from all bases. Thus the singular number would be 

proper through non-classification of that, but it is not proper because it doesn’t happen 

like that. Therefore it aroused the question, beginning with, “not from all the bases (na 

sabbayatanehi)”. Or to make known program of non-arising of the other also it is said, 

“All the kinds of contact are not from one base (napi ekamha ayatana sabbe phassa).” 

But it should be known that only this statement “One contact is not derived from all 

kinds of base” is the reason which describes non-suitability of talking of single contact. 

Or this is stated as an example. Neither all kinds of contact are derived from one base, 

nor one contact from all kinds of base. In this way one contact is not derived from all 

kinds of base. Therefore referring to a single contact is not proper.

225. There is the sentence, beginning with, “there this is the answer (tatridam 

vissajjanam)” while showing the answer that one contact is derived from many bases. 

Mental datum base consisting of the remaining associated states 

(avasesasampayuttadhammayatandf. consciousness concomitants associated with 

contact, except contact.

Contact, which is of one kind, comes into being from many bases 

(ekopanekayatanappabhavof. even single contact is derived from several bases.

226. Five bases may be explained in six ways in contact’s conditionality; one [should be 

presented] in nine ways in conditionality; six external bases may be explained in 

conditionality through object condition, etc. according as appropriate - thus it is to be 

construed.

227. For the variously-classed [resultant mind contact] (anekabhedassa): for the 

manyfold resultant contact, as profitable resultant contact, etc., and as [those contacts] 
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arising through five doors, etc., avoiding contacts associated with twofold five 

consciousnesses. And those (tani ca): visible-data base, and so on. For it is said, “And 
ro/

mind consciousness enjoys object of those five consciousnesses.” And likewise (tatha 

ca): it is said referring to present visible object, etc. and to present concrete matter 

included in mental-data base. As object condition (arammanapaccayamattena): it is 

stated referring to all those that are not present and other mental-data base.

Commentary on detailed explanation of 
the clause ‘With contact as condition, feeling’ 

(phassapaccayavedandpadavittharakathavannana)

229. (643) By way of door, six only (dvarato saleva): even though it is single due to 

commonness in source, it becomes six by way of door of arising. Thus feelings are 
stated as six only.

230. There is the sentence, beginning with, “in the feelings, however (vedanasu panaf 

in order to show only the feelings intended here, even though they are of eighty-nine 

kinds according to classification of consciousness. In the word “for the rest (sesdnam)” 

here, even though five contacts, beginning with, eye-contact, etc. are conditions, as 

proximity condition, etc. for [feeling] associated with receiving consciousness, it is said, 

“onefold (ekadha)” by way of upanissaya which is common [to proximity, etc.] for 

feelings occurring as investigation and registration consciousness also, because 

proximity condition, etc. are included in decisive-support condition. For contacts co

born with the eye consciousness, etc. arisen at the eye door, etc. in each door, are a 

condition for the feelings associated with receiving consciousness, etc. in one’s own 
thought process;687 in the mind-door, the contact called co-nascent mind contact is a 

condition for the resultant feeling of three planes, occurring as registration in eight ways 
- thus it should be applied.

6 M. i. 295.
To complete this sentence, the following words should be added: “upanissayavasena ekadha va 

paccayo hoti”.
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232. Resultant feelings of fine-material and immaterial sphere arise as rebirth-linking, 

etc., some of the kamavacara also arise as [rebirth-linking and so on]. Therefore it is 

said “/or the resultant feeling in the three planes (tebhumakavipakavedananampi)n. For 

the co-nascent mind contact is a condition for them in eight ways. Some desire that the 

contact that is not grasped at (anupadinnampi) also is a condition, thus the state of 

condition of [mind contact] associated with mind door adverting is stated through the 

sentence, beginning with, “¿irt that (yd panaf\ That should be understood as 

presentation of mere headings. In this way the state of decisive-support condition of all 

contacts whether it is proximity or not proximity for the respective resultant feeling 

should be construed.

Commentary on detailed explanation of 
the clause ‘With feeling as condition, craving’ 
(yedandpaccayatanhapadavitharakathavannand')

233. (644) Here (idha): in this world or in this teaching six kinds of craving are 

described. Or here (idha): in the clause ‘with feeling as condition, craving’. There 

(tattha): in those six kinds of craving.

Mode of occurrence in the visible-data, etc., of craving accompanied by each eternity 

view and annihilation view is agreeable to rejoicing those [sassaia and uccheda]. As it 

has special mode from occurrence with mere sense-desire enjoyment, craving is 

threefold according to mode of occurrence referred to.

236. Out of selfish affection (mamattena): with great fondness, with craving of 

enjoyment, thus it is told. There feeling should be seen like a son; visible-data, etc. - 

which are cause of feeling, — like milk, etc.; and six [kinds of people], - beginning with, 

painters, etc., who furnish respectively sixfold object, such as, visible-data, etc. - like a 

nurse who gives milk, etc. There a weaver is one who provides cloth of pleasant contact, 

and a physician should be seen as a provider of mental-data object, as nutritive essence 

of elixir and as life faculty supported by elixir. And these all (sabbapesa): classification 

of one hundred and eight kinds of craving also.
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237. Object condition is mere object of craving that is arising. It does not produce as 

decisive-support condition does. Thus it is said, “in one way (ekadhava)”, only in the 

way of decisive-support that produces. Or by ‘decisive-support’, object-decisive- 

support condition is included. And by that [object-decisive-support condition], another 

object condition which is similar to the nature of object condition is also described. 

Therefore it should be understood that the state of condition is told in the way of 

decisive-support condition.

238. Through the sentence, beginning with, “or because (yasma va)” the teacher shows 

that not only resultant pleasant feeling, but also three resultant feelings are specially a 

decisive-support condition for craving, and commonly the other feelings also are [a 

decisive-support condition for craving]. The peace of equanimity is counted pleasure 

too, thus by one who announced (upekkha pana santatta, sukhamicceva bhasitaf. 

therefore that also is a decisive-support condition for craving as longing for more. But 

equanimity that is unprofitable resultant should be included in suffering, because it is 

undesirable; the other is included in pleasure, because it is desirable. Therefore it can be 

said that equanimity is a decisive-support condition, like suffering and like pleasure. By 

the clause “with feeling as condition, craving” if there is a contingency of arising of 

tanha through the presence of condition of everybody who has feeling,688 in order to 

prevent it, there is the sentence, beginning with, “‘though feeling is condition 
(vedanapaccaya capi)n.699

688 Because even the Blessed One has feeling which is the cause of craving, but feeling in him does not 
cause craving because feeling in him is not assisted by inherent-tendency.
6 For the discussion of Ven. Naanamoli’s translation, see (5) of‘Minor problems ...’ in chapter 1 of this 
thesis.

If someone asks that due to absence of expression “Feeling assisted by inherent 

tendency is a condition for feeling” it is not possible to prevent over-generalization, it is 

not so. For we are dealing with an exposition of the round of rebirths. Since there is no 

round of rebirths without inherent tendencies, feeling accompanied by inherent 

tendency is the condition - this meaning is implicitly pointed out. Or optionally it is 

known that only feeling accompanied by inherent tendency is the condition because it 
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follows the expression “with ignorance as condition”. And due to the words “With 

feeling as condition, craving” the decision needed is this, “There is craving only with 

feeling as condition”, and not “With feeling as condition there is only craving.” 

Therefore there is definitely no over-generalization here.

Of one who practiced (vusimato): of one who has lived, of one who has practiced the 

religious life - this is the meaning. Or path is called perfection because it fulfills. One 

who has practiced has perfection, thus he is called vusima. Vusima is Arahant referring 

to supreme superiority. Or the highest fruit is vusi because it perfects, one who has got it 

is vusima.

Commentary on detailed explanation of 
the clause ‘With craving as condition, clinging’ 

(tanhapaccayaupadanapadavitthdrakathavannana)

241. (645) Analysis of meaning (atthavibhago): analyzing the meaning. Sense-desire 

called ground (vatthusahkhatam kamam): the object, such as, visible-data, etc. which 

are called strands of sense-desire are referred to. It clings to, it grasps in the way of 

sense-desire, it enjoys firmly - this is the meaning. It clings to sense-desire (kamam 

upadiyati): here the word sense-desire is to be taken in the sense of passive voice. That 

sense-desire (kama ca so): here [the word sense-desire] is established in the sense of 

doer, because sense-desire in the form of defilements is intended. But the word clinging 

(upadana) is in both cases established in the sense of doer. The sense of firmness 

(dalhattho): the sense of intensiveness (bhusattho). Just as great misery (bhuso ayaso) is 

despair (upayaso), great blemishness (bhusam kuttham) is censure (upakuttham), 

similarly here also it is said, “as in dispair, censure, etc., (upayasaupakutthadlsu viya)” 

The latter kind of view clings to the former (purimaditthim uttar aditthi upadiyati): the 

latter view while arising holds, clings to the former as eternal or through the aspect of 

the former view. Therefore it makes the former view firm, it clings to it - thus it is said. 

Or optionally the latter kind of view that clings to the former is said in order to show the 
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latter view that clings to the former as, “The self is eternal.”690 For just as the latter 

clings to the former through making it firm, similarly views, such as, “There is no 
offering”,691 are also clung to. But it should be understood that the reference to self is 

for self-doctrine clinging, and it doesn’t describe false-view clinging. Or it should be 

understood that reference to “and the world” which is apart from the reference to self, 

which is said through the words of the former and the latter view, is false-view clinging.

690 D. i. 14.
691 D. iii. 264; M. i. 287; 401; 402; 515; iii. 22; 52; 71; S. iii. 206.

It clings to a rite and ritual (silabbatam upadiyatif. here it is rite through observing cow 

asceticism, etc., which is not the way to purity; it is ritual through non-transgression. Or 

it is rite according to both aspects; it is ritual which develops behaviour of cow vows, 

etc., because it is known as action of austerity. Or resolution to behave cow asceticism 

is rite, while performing the action of cow vows, etc., such as, “One eats while going, 

one urinates while standing” is ritual. Or withdrawing from the work known as not-to- 

be-done is rite, while special practices like style, eating, performing what is difficult to 

do, etc. of the person who observed that rite is ritual. Considering the rite and ritual 

which is not the path of purity as the “path of purity”, insisting in the same way, it 

clings to, it holds that view firmly - this is the meaning. “7/ is a rite and ritual and it is 

clinging (sllabbatanca tarn upaddnahca)”'. it is said after having taken attachment 

together with rite and ritual as the rite and ritual. Cow asceticism, cow vow, etc., 

(gosilagovatadini): it maintains false-view which arises in that way. Therefore it is said, 

“They are themselves kinds of clinging (sayameva upadanani).” Because of 

misinterpretation (abhinivesato): because of state of misinterpretation or because of 

insistence. Self-doctrine clinging (attavadupadanam): false view is the cause of well- 

known doctrine of self and of holding of self - this is the meaning. As a mere doctrine 

of self (attavadamattameva); due to absence of self, this term ‘self is a mere word. They 

cling to (upadiyanti): they hold firmly. How? As ‘self. For those who insist on “self’ 

take the mere word firmly, grasp - this is the meaning. Thus it is said. “They cling to a 

mere doctrine of self.” Or a mere doctrine of self (attavadamattam): the mere ground of 

word. For they cling to the mere ground of word as “self’ because there is no self.
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242. “As regards the brief and full account of states, however, sense-desire clinging is in 

brief firmness of craving, the remaining three kinds of clinging are simply a false view, 

in detail however” - in this way the teacher takes out the brief and full account, being a 

part of group from brief and full account of multitude of states. As regards the brief and 

full account of states (dhammasahkhepavitlhare): it is to be seen as locative case in the 

sense of specification. In the case of sense-desire (kamesu): in the case of five strands of 

sense desire. Kamacchando: lust (chando) called sense-desire, not wish-to-do 

(fattukamyatachando), not righteous wish (dhammacchando). Greed for sense-desire 

(kdmarago): sense-desire itself as greed in the sense of pleasing and in the sense of 

delighting. Thus everywhere knowing the meaning of sense-desire, sense-desire itself is 

delight in sense-desire (kamanandi) in the sense of rejoicing; kama itself is kamatanhd 

in the sense of thirst; kama itself is kamasneha in the sense of affection. It itself is 

kamaparilaha in the sense of burning; it itself is kamamuccha in the sense of delusion; 

it itself is kamajjhosanam in the sense of accomplishment after having swallowed. 

Aspiring to an object that one has not yet reached is craving (appattavisayapatthana 

tanha): because of anxiety about the object. Grasping of object that one has reached is 

craving (sampattavisayaggahanam upadanam): due to grasping the object firmly. 

Craving is opposite to fewness of wishes (appicchatapatipakkha tanha): due to the state 

of facing towards the object. Clinging is opposite to content (santutthipatipakkha 

upadanam): due to the state of excessiveness with firm craving. Craving is a root of 

suffering due to seeking (pariyesanadukkhamula tanha): because of aspiring for an 

object at which one has not yet reached. Clinging is a root of suffering due to guarding 

(arakkhadukkhamulam upadanam): because of grasping of object that one has reached.

243. In the sentences, such as, 'There is no giving (natthi dinnamf, giving (dinnam) 

refers to gift (danam). It cannot be called dana as it has no fruit like matter. Thus the 

teacher rejects it. Offering (yittham): it is great sacrifice similar to Mahavijita sacrifice. 

Hutam is offering after having invited (ahunam), offering to the guests (pahunam) and 

action for the auspicious (mahgalakiriya). Ahunam is gift after having invited, pahunam 

is hospitable reception of guests, mahgalakiriya is the offering for the auspicious, such 

as, in the wedding. Kammas well done (sukatakammani): ten meritorious ways of action. 

Kammas badly done (dukkatakammani): ten demeritorious ways of action. Effect, result 
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(phalam vipako): there are no indirect effect and direct effect - thus it should be 

construed. Just as here, similarly in the statements, such as, “There is no giving”, only 

rejection of effect should be understood. There is not this world (natthi ayam loko)-. one 

assumes that a person staying in the other world has not this world. For there is the 

other world looking at this world and there is this world looking at the other world 

because of the state to be gone and because of the state to become. Thus due to absence 

of coming here from the other world, because it is annihilated only there, one holds in 

the mind that the person staying in the other world has no this world - this is the 

meaning. For this view is not only for one staying in the other world. There is no other 

world (natthi paraloko): one assumes that a person staying in this world has no other 

world. Here also the meaning should be understood in the way already stated. Or herein 

this is the meaning - There is nothing called this world or other world, which is the 

place of round of rebirths due to absence of transmigration as it is annihilated in this and 

that life only.

Rebirth means appearing in the next life having left the former life. Apparitionally 

reborn beings (opapatika) are those who are in the habit of appearance. “There are no 

beings who are apparitional (natthi satta opapatika)"'. it is said while showing that 

there are no beings who pass away and are reborn. In this world there are no good 

ascetics ... who declare this world (natthi loke saman ... pe ... pavedenti)'. in this world 

there are no righteous ascetics and brahmanas who go forth well and practice well 

because they follow the proper practice. He shows that there are no omniscient Buddhas 

who are able to declare this world and the other world, having known with their own 

excellent knowledge directly. About the statements, such as, “He sees materiality as self 

(rupam attato samanupassati)" what should be told is already stated above.

244. Sometimes there are assumptions of self preceded by assumption of eternity 

dealing with pakati, anu, etc. and preceded by assumption of annihilation of body that 

there is self eternal or annihilating, which is the chief of those wrong views. Therefore it 

is said “usually (yebhuyyena)”. This assumption of self should be seen as having 

aggregates as object in ultimate sense. Mostly self-doctrine clinging arises first - in this 

way the word "yebhuyyena1 should be construed. Even though thought process of 
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impulsion attached to becoming arises first, as there occurs attachment of the life within 

those who obtain rebirth-linking, but that attachment of the life has not got strongest 

craving, thinking thus, arising of sense-desire clinging is not stated at first.

245. When the analysis of craving from sense-desire clinging is not done, all cravings 

are also sense-desire clinging (kamupadanam). Or when it is analyzed, other craving 

apart from greed for sense-desire (kamaraga), — which has reached the state of firmness 

- is called sense-desire clinging. Thus it is stated ‘to be eliminated by the path of 

ArahantsXwf.

246. Objective field (visayo): consciousness and consciousness concomitants which are 

the place of arising. Attachment (alayo): five aggregates as clinging. One loves there in 

attachment, thus it is love of attachment, and alayarama refers to person. Therefore the 

state of love of attachment is obvious in one’s own process as well as others’. For the 

sense-desire (kamdnam): for the sense-desire of object (yatthukamanani). Instead of 

understanding that there are pleasure and pain because of kamma, one is much given to 

display and ceremony, etc. (kotuhalamahgaladibahulo hoti). That (sa): the state of 

making display and ceremony, and so on. Of him (assa): of that person who has sense

desire clinging. That (tarn): false view clinging. False insistence as self - in mere state 

which is selfless - is said to be subtle because clinging of dhamma is more subtle. 

Through mention of decisive-support, [those] object-decisive-support, proximity- 

decisive-support, and natural-decisive-support are referred to. Thus proximity condition, 

etc. are also included.

Commentary on detailed explanation of 
the clause ‘With clinging as condition, becoming’ 

(upadanapaccayabhavapadavitthdrakathavannana)

249. (646) As to the meaning (atthato): as to the meaning of the word. As to state 

(dhammato)-. as to phenomena having individual nature. As to purpose (satthato)'. as to 

purpose (satthakato) because stating again has purpose, even though stated earlier. 

Analysis and synthesis (bhedasahgaha)'. as to analysis and as to synthesis. As to 
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classification and as to brief statement of what is classified - this is the meaning. Which 

becomes condition for which (yam yassa paccayo): given kind of clinging becomes a 

condition for given kind of becoming, out of that clinging - this is the meaning.

250. It becomes, thus it is becoming (bhavatlti bhavo): kamma-process becoming 

(kammabhava) stated through convention of fruit. Only definition of rebirth-process 

becoming (upapattibhava) is stated, making both of them common. Or rebirth-process 

becoming is that from which it becomes. But the second Aamma-process becoming is 

becoming in the sense of becoming specially as the state of rebirth of a being. Therefore 

there is no contingency of the state of becoming of all life or of its cause. In two ways 

(duvidhena): as it arises in two modes - this is the meaning. Or in two ways 

(duvidhena): it is instrumental case in the sense of nominative. It is said as duvidho. It is 

(atthi): it exists (samvijjati).

251. (647) Kamma is that which is made by its own cause, but some say that kamma is 

that which makes its own fruit. Called to be kamma (kammasaňkhdtá): thus it should be 

said as kamma. Limited plane (parittabhumako): sense-desire plane. Great plane 

(mahabhilmako); exalted plane. All (sabbam): without remaining. That which leads to 

becoming (bhavagami): that which goes to becoming and that which causes others to go. 

‘[It] goes (gacchatiy is used as the state of capability to produce. It means that at the 

time of self-occurrence it occurs facing towards becoming. Or only arising 

(nibbattanam) is intended as going. By the word ‘that which leads to becoming’, kamma 

which destroys kamma is excluded. For this paticcasamuppada is the exposition of 

round of rebirths, but that [kamma which destroys kamma] depends on cessation of the 

round of kamma, etc. (vivattd).

252. The formation of demerit is the twelve kinds of volition (apuňhábhisaňkhároti 

dvádasa cetaná): having volition accompanied by agitation should be understood as in 

the context of the phrase, “With ignorance as condition, formation.” But here in “With 

becoming as condition, birth”, volition accompanied by agitation should be set aside as

692 Ven. Mahasi says sabbassa bhavantarassa should be sabbassa bhavantassa. 
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in the context of the phrase, “With formations as condition, consciousness.” 

Insignificance or magnitude of the result (mandabahuvipakatay. state of being little or 

more result [of those volitions].

“With the words ‘also all kamma that leads to becoming’, the covetousness, etc. 

associated with volition are expressed (sabbampi bhavagamikammanti imina 

cetanasampayutta abhijjhadayo vutta)"’. by this word, those covetousness, etc. are said 
to be kamma because they cause others to have rebirth-linking after death. Thus 

implicitely the teacher says that they are included in kammabhava, but directly only 

volition is called kammabhava. For it is said, “Xamma-process becoming is associated 

with three aggregates, one base and one element; it is associated with one aggregate, 
one base and one element.”693 Rebirth-process becoming stated through three triplets694 

is the aggregate generated by kamma only. As it is said, “There is rebirth-process 

becoming, sense-desire becoming, and percipient becoming. Five constituent becoming 

consists of five aggregates, eleven bases and seventeen dhatus, and so on.” For if 

aggregates that were not generated by kamma also would be taken, it would be said 

“with twelve bases and eighteen elements”. It is sense-desire because it should be 

desired through craving of sense desire. It depends on kama, like an enjoyment. It is 

kama because it coexists with kama, like “persons who have sphere wander”. It is kama 

because it has kama object like “visible-data which is pleasant”. It is kama because it is 

the ground of condition of kamma like “heaven which is pleasant”. Thus aggregates 

generated by kamma delimited from avici hell up to paranimmitavasavatti are called 

kama. Aggregates generated by kamma, delimited from the first Brahma world up to 

Akanittha Brahma world are said to be matter. They exist depending on matter owing to 

non-fading away of matter like tower’s shoutings (they shout from the tower) and like 

gods of phandana.

694 Here three triplets are; (i) kama, rupa, and arupa-, (ii) sanna, asannd, and nevasannanasanna; and (iii) 
ekavokara, catuvokara, and pancavokkarabhavo.

253. Fine-material itself as becoming is rupabhava, in the same way in the immaterial. 

Thus four aggregates generated by kamma limited from the base of infinite space up to 
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the base of neither-perception-nor-non-perception are referred to. Immaterial itself as 

becoming is arüpabhava.

254. Sense-desire itself as becoming is kâmabhava, but as that sense desire becoming 

should be called ‘sense-desire’ in the sense aforesaid. Therefore there is the expression, 

“becoming called ‘having sense desire (kâmasahkhâto bhavo) n\ Or kâmasankhâto 
bhavo: becoming known as sense desire. Similarly the fine material and immaterial 

kinds of becoming [should be understood]. Thus it is stated, “This method applies to the 

fine material and immaterial becomings (esa nayo rüpârüpabhavesu)." Becoming of 

those possessed of perception (sahhâvatam bhavo): here the elision of the word ‘vantu ’ 

should be noted. Or in the sense of possession, having the vowel ‘a’, there is Pâli 

‘sannabhavo’ also. Therefore there is the sentence, beginning with, “Or there is 

perception (sahhâ vâ).” Constituted out of (vokinno): by this expression the word 

vokâra is established in passive sense. As it is expanded, thus it is vokâra. Or expansion 

is vokâra, as that arises as one aggregate Thus we have: “a constituent (eko vokâro)”. 

Spreading, arising - this is the meaning.

256. (648) In the description of becoming, through the statement, “The entire kamma 
that leads to becoming is Aamma-process becoming”,695 the states associated with 

volition are also referred to. Formations of merit, etc. only (puhhâbhisankhârâdayova): 

but here the word "eva (only)’ occurs in order to show that there is difference between 

formation and becoming through difference of meaning, even though they are common 
in the state of condition. 696 Therefore there is the sentence, beginning with, 

“nevertheless (evam santepi)”. If someone argues that the statement, “The repetition has 

a purpose (sâtthakamevidam punavacanam)” is improper, owing to difference of state 

between formation and becoming, only formations are not referred to again, it is not so, 

because formations are referred to again to be becoming (bhavo) as the part of 

becoming. Or without noticing difference of states, a questioner will say that it is a 

repetition. Therefore expecting the intention of questioner it is stated, “The repetition 
has a purpose.”

695 Vbh. 137.
696 Paccayadhammavisesepi should be paccayadhammdvisesepi in this context
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258. (649) Kamma that generates sense-desire becoming is said to be the sense-desire 

becoming, etc. in the commentary through the convention for its fruit. Through 

formation, any kamma that is the condition of conascent consciousness also, and that 

has ignorance as root-cause was stated before, but here (bhavapaccaya jati), owing to 

expression “all the kamma that leads to becoming” only kamma that has got the 

opportunity to produce, that has clinging as the root-cause, and that generates becoming 

is intended. Kamma that has sense-desire clinging as its condition, - that generates fine- 

material becoming and immaterial becoming - is accumulated; and that is called 

‘tamma-process becoming’. The aggregates generated by it are ‘rebirth-process 

becoming’. Thus this meaning refers to the clause, “similarly in the case of fine- 

material and immaterial becoming (esa nayo ruparupabhavesu)”Two kinds of sense

desire becoming (dve kdmabhava): sense-desire Aamma-process becoming and sense

desire rebirth-process becoming - thus two kinds of sense-desire becoming. Similarly it 

applies to “two kinds of fine-material becoming, two kinds of immaterial becoming (dve 

rupabhava, dve arupabhavd)”. Without taking separately what is included, making 

them included and making sense-desire becoming, etc. twofold, viz., kamma-process 

becoming and rebirth-process becoming, it is said, “six kinds of becoming (cha bhava)”.

260. Without distinction (avisesena): not analyzing through clinging. By synthesis of 

twelve divisions without making division of clinging, it is said, “There are six kinds of 

becoming (cha bhava)” Not approaching (anupagamma): not depending, not touching 

- this is the meaning.

261. (650) Through cow-asceticism and dog-asceticism, practiced, observed, the state to 

be bom together with cows and dogs is mentioned. Thus some think that “For one who 

has rite-and-ritual clinging, development of jhana doesn’t have a good result.” And they 

say that fine-material becoming and immaterial becoming don’t come about through 

them. “That should not be accepted (tarn na gahetabbam) this is stated because they 

become condition through a particular mode which will be explained later on. 

Consideration of that which is not the path of purity as the path of purity is rite-and- 
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ritual clinging. Thus by consideration of the path of purity, arising of fine-material 

sphere jhana and immaterial sphere jhana are possible.

262. In accordance with hearsay (anussavavasena): according to hearsay, “Whoever 

wishes prosperity, he should perform the sacrifice in which white beings are killed”, or 

in accordance with what one sees, ‘As in this human world sense-desires are fulfilled, 

similarly in the divine world sense-desires come to still greater perfection than this 

world’. Listening to wrong doctrine (assaddhammassavanamf. hearing Pur ana, 

Mahabharata, taking away of queen Sita, process of killing animals, etc. By the word 

etc., depending on bad person, merit not accumulated before, and thinking wrongly are 

included. Bodily misconduct, etc. also (kayaduccaritadinipif. bodily misconduct, etc. 

which are not the condition of sense-desire intended for himself. One performs (karotif 

through battle, etc. in order to remain in the heaven for long, etc. Or visible here and 

now (sanditthike va pana): sense-desire that consists of kingdom, position of General, 

etc. They are included in that, too (tadantogadha eva): they are included in that sense

desire becoming which is produced by misconduct and by good conduct - this is the 

meaning. Being included (antogadhaf. it is said because percipient becoming and five- 

constituent becoming are included partly. For they are not included in the sense-desire 

becoming completely.

263. With its analysis (sappabhedassa): as to the analysis of happy destiny, unhappy 

destiny, human being, etc.

265. [This self is entirely cut-off] as the first and second annihilation-doctrine- 

possessers in the fortunate states of the sense sphere; as the third annihilation-doctrine- 

possessers in the fine-material sphere; and as the remaining annihilation-doctrine- 

possessers in the immaterial sphere. Thus he performs kamma which leads to that life. 

Therefore there is the sentence, beginning with, “this self (ayam atta nama)”. There it is 

entirely cut off (succhinnof. it is well cut off (sutthu ucchinno) through uprooting of 

suffering of whole round of rebirths, one will never be reborn - this is the meaning.
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266. “Zrc the becoming in the fortunate state in the sense sphere 

(kamavacarasampattibhave)”: this is said according to the first theory of nibbana here 

and now (ditthadhammanibbanavada)', the remaining is said according to the other 

ditthadhammanibbanavada. There in Pali, the latter four ditthadhammanibbanavada 

are mentioned as only jhana of fine-material sphere. But one with false view, having 

grasped anything, contemplates in this and that way, therefore the immaterial becoming 

is mentioned. Or as immaterial jhanas also are included in the fourth jhana, the 

immaterial becoming is mentioned; or as those who possess the fourth jhana are simliar 

to the state of happiness owing to peaceful happiness. Free from fever (vigataparilahof. 

fever of greed for sense-desire is calmed down by offering the desirable objects and by 

abandoning. In this very life one attains nibbana - this is the meaning.

267. Any mundane sila and jhana which occur through consideration of path of purity is 

rite-and-ritual (sllabbatam). Thus it is intended here. Therefore there is the sentence, 

beginning with, “this rite-and-ritual (idam sllabbatam nama)”. Without describing 

orderly, there is explanation of conditionality of silabbata clinging for becoming at the 

end, because it doesn’t occur habitually like self-doctrine clinging and because it has 

self-doctrine clinging as the cause.

269. In the kamma-process becoming (kammabhave): it is the locative case in the sense 

of specification. Through different kinds of condition, such as, root-cause condition 

(hetupaccayappabhedehi): here path condition also should be referred to. For view 

clinging, etc. are path conditions for conascent kawwa-process becoming. Therefore it 

should be understood that they become conditions as sevenfold, by setting aside the 

root-cause condition among conascence, etc. adding path condition. But all clingings 

are conditions as proximity-, contiguity-, proximity-decisive-support-, absence-, 

disappearance-, repetition condition. They become conditions, as decisive-support- 

condition, for that which is not proximity (nanantarassa upanissayapaccayena paccaya 

hontij, sometimes as object condition, etc. also. But having included them by decisive- 

support, there is the phrase: “as only decisive-support condition for that which is 

dissociated (vippayuttassa pana upanissayapaccayeneva)”.
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Commentary on detailed explanation of 
the clause ‘With becoming as condition, birth’, etc.
(bhavapaccayajatiddipadavitthdrakathavannana)

270. (651) In the expression “as regards the clause [with becoming as condition] birth 

ect. (jatitiadisu)” the word etc. includes all occurring in: “With birth as condition, there 
is aging-and-death, and sorrow, lamentation, pain, grief, and despair.”697 698 Therefore there 

is the sentence, beginning with, “of birth, etc. (jdtiddinam)”. Occurrence as rebirth

process becoming itself is birth, therefore it is stated “noZ rebirth-process becoming (na 

upapattibhavo)”. But birth of that which is being bom is jati, therefore rebirth-process 

becoming also can be said as condition for birth, due to absence of birth in the absence 

of rebirth-process becoming. For the matter which is arising as a proximate cause for 

the birth of matter is stated through the expressions, “Collected matter is the proximate 

cause of production (upacaya); continuous matter is the proximate cause of continuity 

(santati).”69i

271. Inferiority and superiority (hinapamtata)'. the state of looking down and the state 

of honourable belonging to aggregates which are arising. For the undesirable is hinam 

and the desirable is panltam. By the word etc. good complexion, bad complexion, low, 

high, etc. are included. Even in the case of twins (yamakanampi satam): being bom even 

as twins. And that (so ca): the difference of beings. Because different reasons belonging 

to different continuities is absent in any way, it is stated “in the internal continuity 

(ajjhattasantane)”. Since there is no other reason (afinassa karanassa abhavato): since 

the other different reason is not known apart from [the kamma-ptocess becoming] 

belonging to one’s own continuity; and because it is difficult to prevent contingency, if 

the other reason exists, since it doesn’t present always in all; because difference of fruit 

is not known when the reason is not different. Therefore it is stated, “It has only 

kamma-process becoming as root-cause (kammabhavahetukova)

697 M. i. 261; 263; 266; 511; S. ii. 1; ii. 73.
698 DhsA.641.
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272. By that (tena tena): by painful state other than aging and death, such as, misfortune 

of relative. The states, beginning with, sorrow, which have arisen depending on aging 

and death are bound up with aging and death; the others are not bound up with. As the 

portion of decisive-support (upanissayakotiya): part of decisive-support. For upanissaya 

which is not found in Patthana, which is stated according to Suttanta method - when 

there exists condition, there arises fruit; when there doesn’t exist condition, there 

doesn’t arise fruit - it is said as the portion of upanissaya. It is said that condition of 

Mahapadesa is upanissaya.

Commentary on explanation of the Wheel of Becoming 

(bhavacakkakathavannana)

273. (652). Birth is a condition not only for the states, beginning with, sorrow, etc., it is 

also a condition for ignorance as it is a condition for the states, beginning with, sorrow. 

Thus in order to show it, there is the sentence, beginning with, “but because (yasma 

panaf. Here (ettha): in the teaching of dependent origination. This beginning which is 

not known (aviditadi midam): liri is a conjunct consonent. Always (satatam): always 

upto attainment of the highest path. Continuously (samitam): well-joined without 

halting - this is the meaning.

275. Among them (tesu): among the states, beginning with, sorrow. [When they are] 

established (siddhesu): when they are obtained. Ignorance is known (siddha hoti avijja): 

because it doesn’t arise without them.

276. Of the person desiring (kamayanassa): of own lusting (kamayamanassa), or one 

whose vehicle is kama, thus it is kamayano. Of that person who is going by means of 

kama - this is the meaning. Of the person who is excited (chandajatassa): of the person 

who has excitement in the form of craving which has arisen. They come to ruin 

(parihayanti): they are decreased. One is disturbed (ruppatif. troubled by sorrow, etc.

277. Pariyutthanatthayi: one who is habitually overcome by false-view 

(pariyutthanataya titthanasTlo). Or another Pali reading is ipariyutthatthdyino,. One 
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becomes active from the passive state there (tattha pariyutthati), thus it is pariyuttham, 

coming up of false-view (ditthipariyutthanam); one stands by it, therefore 

pariyutthatthayi — in this way the meaning should be understood.

278. The five omens (pahca pubbanimittani)'. there are five kinds of omen of death 

described as “Flowers wither, clothes get dirty, sweat comes from their armpits, body 
becomes unsightly, and a god doesn’t get delight in the heaven.”699 Having seen them, 

deep sorrow arises within gods through force of excitement of becoming in the rebirth

process becoming called aggregates produced by kamma.

279. The fool (balo): an ignorant person. By this word the teacher shows ignorance to be 

the cause. Suffering in three ways (tividham dukkham): hearing the words suitable for a 

fool, seeing torturing, and suffering, such as, sorrow, of which cause is appearance of 

unprofitable kamma at the time of death.

They establish the cankers (¿¡save sadhenti): they make known the cankers.

281. This being so (evam sati): in this way when the wheel of becoming is 

beginningless through the state of ‘not known beginning’. As an exposition of a simple 

beginning (adimattakathanam): the exposition of existence of beginning as ignorance. 

That which has beginning (adi) is adimam; it refers to the wheel of becoming. Its state 

is adimattanv, its exposition is adimattakathanam. Or the word ‘simple (mattaf is used 

in the sense of rejecting anything special. When there is beginninglessness, ignorance 

may exist all the time at the beginning, middle and at the end, thus it contradicts talking 

of ignorance which has beginning - this is the meaning. Having said, “Ignorance is the 

basic state” in order to show the basic state of ignorance there begins the sentence, “by 

seizing ignorance, etc. (avijjaggahanena)”. There, by seizing ignorance', by causing 

ignorance to arise or not abandoning; making accumulation in one’s own process - this 

is the meaning. Kamma, etc. (kammadini): in the round of kamma and results. He gets 

caught (palibodhenti): he gets caught in the prison of round of rebirths in which there 

699 It. 76.
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are mass of variety of suffering. From them (tehi): from the round of defilements, of 

kamma, and of result. Ignorance is stated as the basic state (padhanadhammo) because 

it is the basic state as the cause of round of rebirths.

282. From that (tatof. from ignorance, etc. The word etc. in * Brahma, etc.' includes 

Pajapati, Issara, Purisa, and so on. It reveals (vadati), thus it is a theory. It reveals 

various benefits and non-benefits - this is the meaning. It experiences or it is 

experienced, thus it is an experiencer. It experiences pleasure, etc. or it knows all the 

objects. One knows it by oneself and one is made known by others, thus “one with 

pleasure, one with suffering” - this is the meaning. In the words ‘or a Brahma, etc., or a 

self, etc.,’ the word ‘or (va)’ is in the sense of ‘and (ca)'. “It is devoid of any maker and 

experiencer (karakavedakarahitam) it is the compound in the sense of ‘and’.

283. Void with a twelvefold voidness (dvddasavidhasuhhatasuhham)-. void with 

voidness of twelve states, such as, ignorance, etc. of which individual natures are void, 

is void with a twelvefold voidness (dvadasavidha-sunhatasunham), or through voidness 

of lastingness, etc., there is fourfold voidness; making them as one, it becomes 

twelvefold; as it has twelve factors, therefore it is void with twelvefold voidness — this 

is the meaning.

285. (653) Of the derivation from the past (Because of bringing from the past) 

(pubbantaharanatof. as present result is derived from the part of the past. [The wheel of 

becoming] which is limited as that of which the end is feeling is one wheel of becoming. 

For even the part of the wheel of becoming is said to be the wheel of becoming. Or it 

should be understood that feeling is a condition for ignorance which is accompanied by 

craving. Therefore because of feeling, ignorance; because of ignorance, formation - in 

this way owing to contact, the wheel of becoming — of which the end is feeling — is 

fulfilled. Or by seizing ignorance, there are craving and clinging because they don’t 

arise in its absence. Through formation becoming is taken; through consciousness birth, 

aging, death, and sorrow, etc. are taken. Thus in this way also the wheel of becoming 

ends in feeling. Therefore this meaning is proper. Similarly this should be applied to the 
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wheel of becoming of which the root is craving. For two kinds of wheel of becoming 

are included mutually.

286. Ignorance is stated as the leader of round of rebirths because it causes insistence 

wrongly (viparitabhinivesam) after having concealed the individual nature of the state; 

leads to the round of rebirths those whose temperament favours wrong-view; or causes 

formation to arise, which is the round of rebirths within them. It is needless to say 

craving to be the leader of round of rebirths for those whose temperament favours 

craving.

The first (pathamamf. it refers to the wheel of becoming. By the appearance of fruit 

(phaluppattiya): it is instrumental case in the sense of subject, or in the sense of 

instrumental only. For appearance of present effect like consciousness, etc. is seen here. 

It shows unceasingness (anupacchijjanam) without producing fruit of ignorance and 

formation which are its own causes in the former life which were not seen; or it is the 

instrument of proving. Or optionally the preceding wheel of becoming is said to be 

related with the following wheel of becoming. Therefore it proves that there is no 

annihilation of the causes like craving, etc. through the appearance of fruit called feeling. 

Thus it proves that there is no annihilation of causes of the former bhavacakka through 

appearance of effect which is in instrumental case - this is the meaning. Or the former 

bhavacakka proves only non-annihilation, without producing the effect of causes, such 

as, ignorance through appearance of effects like formations, etc; or it proves only 

relinking of formations, etc. which are the causes of consciousness, etc., not like the 

following bhavacakka which shows conclusion. Therefore it is stated, “Because it 

proves by the evidence of effect that there is no annihilation of the causes 

(phaluppattiya hetúnam anupacchedappakasanato).” Because it illustrates successive 

occurrence (anupubbapavattidipanatof. because it illustrates gradual occurrence of 

states, such as, “with formations as condition, consciousness; with consciousness as 
condition, mentality-materiality”. 700 For in the statement “with consciousness as

M. i. 261; S. ii. l;Ud. 1.700
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701 o ocondition, mentality-materiality” it is said that the kalala matter is immatured base 

{aparipunnayatanam). After that there is the statement of the appearance of six bases, 

such as, “with mentality-materiality as condition, six bases” is stated. Because of 

simultaneous appearance (sahuppattidipanato): or it illustrates occurrence of 

aggregates in the rebirth-process becoming, such as, “with clinging as condition, 

becoming; with becoming as condition, birth”. For in this bhavackka, gradual 

appearance of bases is not referred to just as in the first bhavacakka.

288. (654) It has three links with cause, effect, cause (hetuphalahetupubbakatisandhi): 

[bhavacakka] has three links preceded by cause, etc. Four different sections 

(catubhedasahgaham): it has four different classifications of factors, such as, cause, 

effect, cause, and effect. [Its] spokes (akaraf. even though they are not stated as a 

category, in each section they will be known through having ignorance, formations, etc. 

Or ‘spokes’ means the aspects of the past causes, and so on. Defilements and kamma 

turn round repeatedly. Thus attributing the word ‘vatta’ to them, it is called “tivattam”; 

or it is called “vattanF as it is a part of vatta.

290. [Four sections] determined by the beginnings and ends of the links (sandhinam 

adipariyosanavavatthita): determined by the former and the latter links - this is the 
meaning.

One hankers (paritassati): grasping various objects one has thirst, one craves - this is 

the meaning. One clings (upadiyati): one grasps firmly. In the previous kamma-process 

becoming (purimakammabhavasmimf. when the previous fazmwa-process becoming 

exists.

293. Its existence is the state of having done only. Thus it is said, “Zt means in kamma- 

process becoming done [in the previous birth] (kammabhave kariyamaneti attho).” 

Delusion in suffering, etc. (dukkhadisu moho): delusion that is not eradicated conceals 

danger in suffering, and so on. Accumulation (ayuhana): heaping (sampindanaka), * 

It is the first stage in the formation o f the foetus.701
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arising through performance of giving, etc. Ekavajjana is explained as those who have 

one adverting (ekam avajjanam etesam). Ekavajjanesu means among those [impulsions 

of] a single adverting. Volition in the seventh [impulsion] is becoming (bhava). “Any 

kind of volition is called bhava; the accumulations associated therewith are called 

formations (yd kaci va pana cetana bhavo, sampayutta ayuhana sahkhara) this is said 

according to Patisambhida in the context of the classification of dhammatthitihana as 

described. For there it is mentioned, “Volition is becoming.” But in the description of 

becoming, here in the case of “as to the meaning”, it is stated according to Vibhahga 

text, “Only volition is formation, but becoming is the state associated with volition 

also.” In Vibhahga text formations are said to be volition through statements, such as, 
“Therein what is the formation of merit? Profitable volition, in the sense-sphere”,702 etc. 

There in Patisambhida text, states associated with volition are said to be formations 

through the function of forming the formed which is called accumulations having result 

because they are of the nature of producing effect. In Vibhahga text there is the 

statement, “All the kamma that leads to becoming is called fawwna-process 

becoming.”703 Because they produce rebirth-process becoming owing to the state of 

leading to becoming as the condition of bhava and owing to the state of kamma through 

association and companionship with kamma, they are called “bhava”. Producing 

rebirth-process becoming is the major function of cetana, thus cetana is said to be 

bhava in Patisambhida text. Forming bhava is the major funciton of cetana, thus cetana 
is said to be sahkhara, through statements, such as, “profitable volition”704 in Vibhahga 

text. Therefore through such and such method both can be said in both places. Thus 

there is no contradiction. Attachment for its fruit as rebirth-process becoming (tassa 

phale upapattibhave nikamanaf. “He hears that gods have four great kingdoms, long 

life-span, beautiful, and lots of pleasure.” Following that hearing, there arises wishing 

for rebirth-process becoming which would arise. Grasping (gahanamf. sense-desire 

clinging is referred to through its function. Adherence (paramasanamf. the remainings. 

At the end of [sentence dealing with] accumulation (ayuhandvasdnef. at the end of 

accumulation stated in the three options of definition.

702 Vbh. 135.
703 Ibid. 137.
704 Ibid. 135.
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294. Here (idha): in this present becoming.

295. Linking of another becoming (bhavantarapatisandhanam): linking of the past 

becoming which is another becoming in view of this present becoming. Or it means 

linking through the next becoming, according to that. That which is called rebirth

linking is consciousness - thus it should be construed. For about consciousness it is said, 

“It is manifested as rebirth-linking.” In the womb (gabbhe): in the womb or at the 

moment of foetus.

296. Accumulated formations stated in the context of two considerations (options) of 

definitions, are said to be “[formations] that precede becoming (tassa pubbabhagaf; 

accumulated formations stated in the context of the third consideration of meaning, are 

said to be “[formations] that are associated with becoming (tarn sampayutta)”. 

Ignorance associated with formations also is included - thus it is construed. Arising of 

thought process of a little baby having many life-continuum is mostly not able to 

accumulate kamma which produces another becoming. Therefore it is stated, “in this 

present becoming, with the maturity of the bases (idha patipakkatta ayatananam)”. 

“Delusion existing at the time of the performance of the kamma (kammakaranakdle 

sammoho dassitof': by this statement the teacher shows that delusion is the condition 

for kamma also, not only delusion associated with kamma.

There in the previous becoming there were five requisites of cause; in this present 

becoming, there is a fivefold fruit; and there are five requisites of causes now as well as 

in the future a fivefold fruit. Thus kamma constitutes of ten phenomena and fruit also 

constitutes of ten phenomena. Thus in two places kamma is round of kamma; in two 

places vipaka is round of result (yipakavattani). Therefore it is the summary of kamma 

and of result; ¿awiwa-process becoming and resultant becoming; round of kamma and 

round of vipaka; currency of kamma and currency of vipaka; process of kamma and 

process of vipaka; and action and effect of action -

“This [bhavacakka] arisen in this way, is with condition,
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Suffering, impermanent, shaking, short and not lasting,

Phenomena arise from phenomena having causes [from the other phenomena through 

causes].

Dhamma is taught by the Buddha for the sake of cessation of causes.

When causes are ceased, vatta being cut, doesn’t continue.

Thus in this teaching, there exists the religious life for putting an end to suffering.
70SWhen a being is not known, there is neither annihilation, nor eternity.”

Requisites ofkamma (kammasambhara): it is so called because only kammas increase 

the result, or formation and becoming are kamma\ ignorance, craving, and clinging 

which help kamma are kammasambhara. Or becoming which produces rebirth-relinking 

is kamma: accumulated formations and ignorance, etc. as stated, which help kamma, are 

kammasambhara. Kammasambhara is dessolved as ‘kammahca kammasambhara ca\ 

Thus it should be understood as ekasesa (the remainder of one). Kamma is ten 

phenomena (dasa dhamma kammam): ignorance, etc. which are silimilar to kamma and 

which help kamma are called ‘kumma" through the state of companionship of kamma. 

Here ignorance, etc. and consciousness, etc. are put together (sahkhippanti). Thus it is 

summary. They are kamma and result. Or it is abbreviated (sahkhipiyati) as ''kammam 

vipako”. Thus it is summary. They are ignorance, etc. and consciousness, and so on. But 

it should be understood that singular is used through commonness of the state of 

summary. Or the word sahkhepa is in the sense of bhaga (portion). Thus the portion of 

kamma (kammabhaga) is called kammasahkhepa.

That which has arisen in this way (evam samuppannam): the result arisen from 
kamma™6 Among kammas also, “Formations arise from ignorance” - in this way this 

wheel of becoming has arisen or this wheel of becoming has arisen as having three links, 

etc. - this is the meaning. Temporary (ittara): nature of moving, nature of perishing - 

this is the meaning. By the word "ittara’ the teacher explains the state of remaining for a 

few moment which is not illustrated by the word anicca which illustrates arising and 

falling, and by the word 'cala' which illustrates reaching to change. Non-lastingness

VbhA. 242.
706 Ven. Mahasi suggests that in the word kammatopi, pi is not necessary. 
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(addhuvam): by this the teacher explains the absence of firmness and essencelessness. 

Cause (hetu) itself is requisite (sambhard), thus it is hetusambhara. Or sambhara means 

condition (thanam) referred to here as “by way of potential and by way of cause 

(thanaso, hetuso)”™1 and the other cause also which is common to such and such effect. 

Uncommon cause is hetu. Thus (evam): when mere state arises from the cause, when 

vatta is ceased owing to cessation of cause, when dhammas are taught for the sake of 

ceasing cause - this is the meaning. The word ‘ brahmacariyidha' should be analyzed as 

brahmacariyam idha (here [there exists] the religious life). And when being is (satte 

ca): herein the word ‘ca’ is in the sense of collection (samuccaya) as, “In this way there 

exists the religious life, and there are no eternity and annihilation.” For when there 

arises mere state depending on cause, a being is not known; when it is known, there 

would be eternity and annihilation. Therefore it is said that when it is not known, there 

are neither annihilation nor eternity.

300. (655) As to the source in the truth (saccapabhavato): as to the truth or as to the 

source of truths.

Profitable and unprofitable kamma (kusalakusalam kammam) is known as the object of 

canker (sasava) because it deals with in the exposition of vatta. Without distinction 

(avisesena): without making distiction, such as, “volitional states associated with 

volition”, all the profitable and unprofitable kamma is said to be the truth of origin. For 

without making distinction of volition and the states associated with volition it is said: 

“craving ... and remaining profitable states which are with cankers”.* 708 Or it is said 

without making distinction in noble truths. It is said as truth of origin. For in 

Saccavibhahga it is said that all defilements, all kamma that leads to becoming, are said 

to be “truth of origin”. With second truth as source (dutiyasaccapabhavam): it is so 

called because it has the second truth as the source. By the expression “with clinging as 

condition, becoming” rebirth-process becoming and Aawima-process becoming are 

intended. Therefore it is said, “It is the first and the second truths.”

Ps2. 174; Kv. 229.
708 Vbh. 106.
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301. (656) In objects (vatthusu)-. in the objects (ârammanesü) or in the things, such as, 

suffering, which are concealed. It causes delusion (sammoheti): it doesn’t allow (adenti) 

to know, to penetrate the individual nature of the states; it causes delusion by concealing 

it. Object (vatthuf. here object (arammana) is intended. [Mentality and materiality] is 

mutually consolidating (ahnamannanca upatthambheti): being not able to stand without 

depending on each other like two bundles of reeds. Regarding its own objective fields 

(savisaye): with respect to its own objective fields, such as, visible-data base. Birth 

which is known as modification of aggregates which are being bom is as if producing 

them. Thus it is said, “And it produces aggregates (khandhe ca janeti).” Therefore it is 

said, “owing to occurring as their generation (tesam abhinibbattibhâvena pavattatta)”. 

[Aging-and-death] ensures maturity and dissolution (pâkabhedabhâvahca adhititthati): 

here also the meaning should be understood in the way stated through the sentence: “It 

produces aggregates.” It arises as maturity and dissolution - this is the meaning. It 

becomes matured thus it is maturity; it is broken up, thus it is dissolution. Pâkabhedam 

is analyzed as lpako ca bhedo ca’; its state is maturing (paccam) and breaking up 

(bhijjananî) - this is the meaning. As [aging-and-death] ensures sorrow, etc. 

(sokâdïnam adhitthânattâ): as it is the reason for them, it is a condition for the 

manifestation of the next becoming through formations produced by ignorance 

established by them - this is implication.709 Or death-consciousness is a proximity 

condition for rebirth-linking consciousness. Therefore it is said, “It is a condition for the 

manifestation of the next life (paccayo ca hoti bhavantarapâtubhâvâya)But that 

death-consciousness which itself is devoid of ignorance and formations, is not a 

condition for the next becoming. Thus in order to show companionship, it is said, “as it 

ensures sorrow, etc. (sokâdïnam adhitthânattâ)'” In two ways (dvedhâ): as its own 

function and as the condition of another state. Thus it is twofold and twofold. It is 

mentioned by elision of repetition.

302. (657) “With ignorance as condition, formations (avijjâpaccayâ sankhârâ)”'. 

through this clause, the teacher - by showing formations to be the result, - indicates that 

the question, “Who, indeed, accumulates?” is not proper.” Thus it prevents [wrong] 

709 Ven. Mahasi says that avijjaya sahitehi should be avijjaya janitehi as given in Thai edition. But in 
VbhAT. 242 we find the word avijjaya sahitehi.
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view of postulating a maker. Seeing the transmigration of a self 

(attasahkantidassanam): the view that a self shifts to another becoming from the present 

becoming - this is prevented by the sacred words about arising of consciousness 

through condition of formations. Perception of compactness (ghanasahha): assuming 

five aggregates to be a single self without dividing them - this is prevented by the 

clause, “With consciousness as condition, mere mentality and materiality” as if breaking 

of root of palm into two. Preventing such view (evamadidassananivaranam): by this 

word views, such as, “[self that] sorrows, laments, suffers” are rejected. For sorrow, etc. 

also do not arise according to their own wish owing to dependency on condition. Thus 

the Blessed One has said: “With birth as condition there are aging-and-death, and 
sorrow.”710 As to prevention of wrong seeing (micchadassananivaranatopi): as to 

prevention of various kinds of wrong adherence, such as, seeing an existence of a maker.

M. i. 261; 263; 266; S. ii..l.

303. (658) According to their specific and general characteristics

(salakkhanasamahhalakkhanavasenaf.bythis word absence of seeing the states with all 

aspects as they really are is referred to, because there doesn’t exist the state to be seen 

which is apart from both of characteristics in phenomena in ultimate sense. Like the 

stumbling (upakkhalanam viya): as it is a cause of arising of suffering. Like the falling 

(patanam viya): owing to the falling into the next becoming. Like appearance of a 

tumour (gandapatubhavo viya): as it is related to the arrow of suffering, and owing to 

pouring of dirty things which are defilements. Like a gathering that makes the tumour 

burst (gandabhedapilaka viya): when the tumour is matured for bursting like a small 

gathering appearing upon it; or when tumour is burst out in many ways like a boiling. 

Like hitting (ghattanam viya): it is contact through function of impingement. Like the 

pain due to blow (ghattanadukkham viya): [feeling is] like the pain arisen owing to 

blow, because three kinds of feeling have the state of pain according to the state of 

threefold pain. Like longing for remedy (patikarabhilaso viya): it is said as the state 

which refers to a part of the whole. Like seizing what is unsuitable (asappayaggahanam 

viya): because [clinging with craving as condition] is the cause of arising of various 

types of non-benefitial things. Like applying the unsuitable remedy (asappayalepanam 

710
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viya): because [becoming with clinging as condition] puts the cause of suffering in 

one’s own process. Like the appearance of a change in the tumour 

(gandavikarapatubhavo viya): because of appearance of a change in the tumour which 

is individuality, and because of swelling of the body caused by it. For the state of 

swelling and having pus together with blood is called change in tumour (gandavikara). 

As to its nature, without maturity, bursting of tumour is not possible. Thus through the 

word ‘bursting only’ maturity is also covered. Therefore it is stated, “Aging-and-death 

is like the bursting of the tumour (gandabhedo viya jaramaranam).” Or dissimilar 

appearance and breaking up of tumour is gandabheda. Thereby dissimilar appearance 

and maturity should be understood.

The teacher explained wheel of becoming by a simile and also by special similes having 

one ground. Now in order to explain it with similes having various grounds, it is said, 

“or because (yasma vaf \ etc. One whose eye is defective owing to cataract can not see 

visible-object; even though seeing something, he sees it in a wrong way. In this way one 

who is overpowered by ignorance doesn’t realize, doesn’t see suffering, etc.; or realizes 

wrongly. Therefore ignorance is like a cataract (patalam viya avijja). Like a cocoon

spinning caterpillar (kosakarakimi viya): because it is made by oneself only, and 
because it causes to roam about inside vatta.111 Thus formations are like the strands of 

the cocoon (kosappadesa viya sahkhara). Consciousness (vinhanam) not getting ground, 

without grasping formation is like a prince (rajakumaro viya) not getting support 

without being guided by a prime minister. Here not getting ground without grasping is 

common to the standard of comparison and of that which is compared. Sign of rebirth 

(upapattinimittam): objects, such as, kamma are implied. By conjecturing 

(parikappanato): by making object, or by applying applied thought (yitakka) which is 

associated. Mentality-materiality is like an illusion (maya viya namarupam): as it has 

various aspects, such as, god, human being, animal, bird. The sixfold base is like a forest 

thicket (vanappagumbo viya salayatanam): as it reaches special prosperity through 

special ground. Impingement of bases (ayatanaghattanam) is the state of face to face 

approach of bases which are the sense-organs and objects. Contact is like fire (aggi viya

711 Here in this edition the reading is vattassa attano eva paribbhamanakaranatta. But the reading 
vattassa auto eva paribbhamanakaranatta in Sinhalese edition is suitable in this context.
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phassof. due to arising through rubbing of two owing to impact of base and due to cause 

of suffering of feeling. Feeling is like burning (daho viya vedanaf. as it has fever. 

Experiencing an object is like drinking of salt water as it increases craving more and 

more. Craving is like thirst (pipasa viya tanha): as it has the state of desiring to drink 

objects. That is his clinging (tadassupadanam): delight in craving and false view that 

makes longing is clinging of that person endowed with it, or that delight may be 

clinging of that person. Clinging to becoming is clinging to the hook of the fish, because 

of not knowing the state of bringing misfortune. Here it should be understood that two 

similes are told through similarity of formations, etc. with two things, such as, the 

strands of the cocoon and the prime minister.

304. (659) Something which is not profound looks like profound like a lake on the 

mountain, full of decayed grass, leaves, etc., but it is not like that. This [bhavacakka] 

being profound only, appears profound (gambhiravabhaso). Fittingly (yatharahamf. 

according to meaning, etc. as appropriate.

305. It is not that aging-and-death is not due to birth, when delimitation is established as 

‘only (eva)’. In order to remove doubt, “Aging-and-death may arise due to birth and due 

to another also”, it is said, “ [Aging-and-death] is not from anything other than birth (na 

ca jatim vina ahhato hoti).” There the word anna is for the counter-part of birth, but not 

for mere other because of words “without birth”. Through the word [na ca jatim vina 

ahhato hoti] another co-operative cause of birth is not rejected. This method applies to 

the remaining items. This (itthamf. this aspect, through this aspect - this is the meaning. 

The meaning of [aging-and-death] produced and originated with birth as condition 

(jatipaccayasambhutasamudagatatthof. being produced with birth as condition, 

becoming more and more suitable to its own condition which is associated, arising 

properly [to its condition] - this is the meaning. Or optionally sambhutasamudagatattho 

is dissolved as “meaning of being produced and meaning of being originated 

(sambhutattho ca samudagatattho ca)”. For in the sentence, “It is not that aging-and- 

death is not due to birth, it is not from anything other than birth”, the sense of arising 

through condition of birth is expressed. And this arises from the birth (itthahca jatito 

samudagacchatif. here the meaning of becoming through the condition of birth is 
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expressed. Whichever birth becomes a condition in whichever way, in accordance with 

that birth, there is appearance of aging-and-death - this is the meaning.

Therein by the words “It is not that aging-and-death is not due to birth”, the teacher 

shows the truth of aging-and-death with birth as condition; by the words “Aging-and- 

death is not from anything other than birth”, non-othemess is shown; by the words “And 

this arises from the birth”, thusness is shown. By that he shows that conditions are true, 

not-untrue, and non-otherwise regarding the state of condition of its own result. 

Similarly the results also are true, not-untrue, and not-otherwise regarding that state. 

This method applies to the rest also. By the statement “Knowledge about the fruit of a 

cause is the discrimination of meaning”, how should the state of fruit of cause of the 

meaning be known? Because commentator refers to “knowledge about the fruit of the 

cause”. He shows the meaning of the component parts of the compound as, “the 

discrimination of meaning”. For through the words “discrimination about meaning is 

atthapatisambhida”, the teacher shows the “fruit of cause (hetuphaley while referring 

to the meaning of “affAe”. The teacher refers to “knowledge (ndnamf while showing 

the meaning of “patisambhida”. Therefore the word hetuphala and attha are the same 

meaning and hanam and patisambhida are the same meaning. Thus by the teacher who 

explains this meaning, the state of hetuphala is proved to be attha.

306. In which mode (yenakarena): in which mode of occurrence. For the states having 

individual nature have specific modes as mode of occurrence which is proved by special 

condition. Therefore there is the sacred word, “All states come under range of 
knowledge of the Buddha, the Blessed One, with all modes.”712 On which occasion 

(yadavattha): limited by moment. For states with special moments are able to perform 

such and such desirable function through such and such moment. Because that mode of 

occurrence and special moment of ignorance are difficult to understand by those who 

have not accumulated profitable requisites, ground is not obtainable through knowledge. 

Therefore it is said, ’‘‘'The meaning of ignorance as condition for formations is profound 

... profound (tassa ... pe ... gambhlro).” Of that (tassa): of the mode and of the moment.

712 Ndl. 178; 451.
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Knowledge about cause (hetumhi nanam): here cause should be known as synonym of 

the law (dhamma) according to the way as stated only.

307. Of this (assaf. of the dependent origination. By various reasons (tena tena 

karanena): by the reason called suitability to knowledge of those who are to be tamed. 

There (tattha): in the kind of discourse. In forward and in reverse order 

(anulomapatilomatof. here it doesn’t refer to the anuloma called arising of the result 

due to arising of condition and the patiloma called cessation of the result due to 

cessation of condition. But anuloma means going to an end from the beginning and 

patiloma means going back to the beginning from the end. There are three links and 

four sections (tisandhicatusahkhepam) in the discourse of anuloma starting from the 

beginning and in the discourse of patiloma starting from the end. There are two links 

and three sections (dvisandhitisahkhepam) in the discourse of patiloma starting from 

the middle through the sacred word, such as, “What is the source of these four kinds of 
nutriment”,713 and in the discourse of anuloma through the sacred word, such as, 

“Depending on the eye and the visible object there arises the eye-consciousness; 

meeting of three is contact; with contact as condition, there arise feeling.”714 There is 

one link and two sections (ekasandhidvisahkhepam) in the sacred word, such as, “Of 

one who dwells while seeing enjoyment in the things which are favourable to bonds, 
craving increases; with craving as condition there arise clinging.”715 In some places the 

dependent origination with one factor is also taught. That is seen through the sacred 
word, such as, “Therein, bhikkhus, the instructed noble disciple.”716

7,3 M. i. 261; S, ii. 12.
714 M. i. 111; iii. 285; S. iv. 32.
715 c :: oe.

717DhsA. 1.

The individual nature of ignorance, etc. is penetrated (pativijjhiyati), thus it is 

peneration (pativedho). For it is said in the commentary, “Of these dhammas preached 

here and there, the unequivocal nature which is with its own characteristic, which is to 
be penetrated is pativedhaT™ Ignorance has the meaning of unknowing (ahhanattho) 

which is opposite to knowledge having characteristic of knowing. Meaning of not

716 S. ii. 95.
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seeing (adassanattho) is opposite to seeing which causes direct knowledge of object. 

That, through which ignorance doesn’t give chance to penetrate true nature of suffering, 

etc. and [through which ignorance] exists having concealed, having enveloped, is the 

meaning of non-penetration of the truth (saccasampativedhattho). A part of formation 

of demerit is with greed (saraga); the other is without greed (viraga). Or all formations 

of demerit which increase greed owing to non-opposite nature of greed is saraga', the 

other which is opposite to that is viraga. Consciousness is specifically said to be the 

ground of view of self as there is the sacred word “Because for a long time this has been 

held to by the uninstructed worldling, appropriated, and grasped thus; ‘This is mine, this 
I am, this is myself.”718 Therefore the meaning of consciousness as voidness 

(suhhatattho) is profound. Meaning as manifestation of rebirth-linking without 

transmigration and uninterested (abyaparatthasahkanti-patisandhipatubhavattha) is 

profound owing to strong insistance on [consciousness] as having activity and 

transmigration, such as, ‘The self knows, transmigrates’. Mentality-materiality arises 

simultaneously (ekuppado) at the moment of rebirth-linking. They arise simultaneously, 

accordingly, and separately in the course of existence accordingly. Separable 

(vinibhogo): non-association of mentality with materiality and of materiality with 

mentality. When arising simultaneously and ceasing simultaneously are intended as 

inseparable in classification, that avinibhoga is known to the matter which arises as a 

single group. Or optionally in one constituent and four constituent becomings, 

mentality-materiality is mutually separable as they don’t arise together, but in the five- 

constituent becomings they should be understood as inseparable as they arise 

simultaneously.

718 S. ii. 96.
719 i it

Meaning of predominance (adhipatiyatthof. here it means the state of faculty condition. 

Meaning of the world, etc. (lokadiattha): it should be applied to the five, beginning with, 
the eye, as it is said, “This is the world too; this is the door also; this is the field also.”719 

As the mind base is also perishable and as contact of mind, etc. have the state of the 

door and field, these meanings are possible in its cause. Light which has the 

characteristic of ability to show the form, etc. which have come within the range is
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possession of objective field (visayibhavo) of the eye, etc. Knowing is that of the mind 

base. Meaning of impingement (sahghattanattho): specially for the five, beginning with, 

eye-contact. The other meanings should be applied to the sixth contact also. Touching is 

the nature of contact; impingement is function; others are the modes of manifestation.

Meaning of experiencing the taste of an object (arammanarasanubhavanattho) is said 

according to function; meaning of what is felt (vedayitattho) is said according to the 

characteristic. The state of being pleasant, painful and neutral is said as the individual 

nature of three feelings according to the order. Meaning of soulless (nijjivattho) of 

feeling is profound through power of insistence, “It is the self that feels.” Or what is felt 

(vedayitam) through feeling which is soulless (nijfivaya vedanaya) is nijjivavedayitam. 

Only nijjlvavedayitam is the meaning, thus it is meaning of soulless feeling 

(nijjivavedayitattho). Meaning of delighting (abhinanditattho) of craving with joy is 

profound. Meaning of cleaving to (ajjhosanattho): having swallowed, making an end of 

stronger craving. Other meanings should be understood as common to craving. 

Meanings of grasping, seizing, and misinterpreting (adanaggahanabhinivesattha) are 

common to all four types of clinging. The meaning of adhering (paramasattho) is said 

only for false-view clinging, etc. Similarly the meaning of being hard to transcend 
(duratikkamattho) is to be understood. Because of words “desert of false view”,720 the 

state of being hard to transcend belongs to the false-view; or because of seizing firmly, 

the meaning of being hard to transcend should be applied to all the four. The meaning 

of ocean (samuddattho) for craving is said because of the state of being hard to 

transcend. In the compounded word “throwing one into the various kinds of generation, 

destiny, station and abode (yonigatithitinivasesu khipanam)”, it should be understood 

that the locative case ending is not omitted. Thus there are the compounded words, such 

as, accumulating and forming, joined to it. Factor of aging and death has death as main 

word, thus destruction, etc. (khayadayo) in the sense of death only are profound. For 

occurrence of maturity, such, as broken teeth through destruction [of mentality and 

materiality] which are new is said as aging or the meaning of destruction is said for 

aging - thus it should be understood. For it can be said that disappearance of newness is

720 Dhs. 78.
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destruction. Meaning of change (viparinamattho) is for both [aging and death] also. Or 

according to continuity, destruction and fall should be applied to aging according to the 

moment dealing with concept of breaking-up and change for the death.

309. (660) Methods of treating the meaning (atthanaya): the ways of meaning, identity, 

etc. are made known with its own nature through the meanings of ignorance, etc., thus 

they are identity, etc. - it is said as their methods. For it is method (nayo) as they are 

made known. Or only meanings of ignorance, etc., which are being known as the state 

of identity, etc. are said as method of meaning (atthanaya). Or they are known by them, 

so they are naya. By identity, etc., meanings are known as “one”, etc, therefore identity, 

etc. are the methods of meanings. Thus it is the method of meanings (atthanaya).

310. Through the state of the shoot, etc. (ahkuradibhavena): taking together the parts 

known as shoot, leaf, stalk, trunk, branch, sprout, leaves, etc., the seed which has 

reached the state of tree and that seed which acts as tree are said as the same, thus 

unbrokenness of continuity (santananupacchedo) is identical (ekattam). Similarly here 

also the teacher shows that unbrokenness of continuity of cause and fruit, such as, 

ignorance and formations, which fall in the single continuity is the method of identity 

(ekattanayo). "‘‘‘Through the linking of cause and fruit (hetuphalasambandhena)": by 

these words, he explains unbrokenness of continuity. In ultimate sense, although there is 

breaking up of cause and fruit, herein only the state of their relation as the state of cause 

and the state of fruit is unbrokenness of continuity. There is appearance of the fruit only 

in that continuity where kamma was accumulated. Therefore there is neither destruction 

of what has been done, nor coming up of what has not been done. By apprehending 

identity (ekattaggahanato): without consideration of division of cause and effect; 

making cause and effect not different; by apprehending non-division; oneness of both. 

One clings to the eternity view (sassataditthim upadiyati): through the words, such as, 

“The same consciousness runs through transmigrations.”

311. The defining of the individual characteristic (lakkhanavavatthanam): the defining 

of the individual nature; realization of different natures of cause and effect. Of the 

unbroken continuity (bhinnasantanasseva): by apprehending diversity which is devoid 
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of linking as, ‘One dies; another is bom’. Therefore one who apprehends “Another 

being dies; another being is bom”, clings to the annihilation view (ucchedaditthim 

upadiyati).

312. It must be made to occur (uppadetabbam) by us - thus it should be construed after 

having brought the word forward. The absence of interestedness (byaparabhavo): the 

state of inactivity through the absence of intention. One who sees it rightly (samma 

passanto): one who sees as “that void of effort, soulless, mere states”. The individual 

nature itself is definiteness, thus it is definiteness of the individual nature 

(sabhavaniyamo) just like “the state of facing up vertically in the case of fire with 

requisites; moving horizontally in the case of wind with requisites”, etc. The state of 

cause (hetubhdvo) for its own fruit is established by the definiteness of the individual 

nature. Owing to absence of any doer, there is no action related to the fruit. Thus one 

clings to the moral-inefficacy-of-action view (akiriyaditthim upadiyati).

313. “There is curd from milk, not from water; there is sesamum-oil from sesame seed, 

not from sand”, thus by seeing the absence of production of all fruits from all causes, 

[one abandons] no-cause view (ahetukaditthimf. by seeing fruit which accords with its 

cause only, one abandons moral-inefficacy-of-action view (akiriyaditthim pajahati). 

[Non-production of anything] from anything (yato kutoci): if there may be appearance 

of another fruit from the other cause, why will there be no appearance of sesamum-oil 

from sand and of curd from sugar-cane? Therefore there is no any cause for any effect. 

Thus one clings to no-cause view. Even if cause doesn’t exist, sesamum-oil, milk, body, 

etc. arise from sesame seed, cow, semen-and-blood, etc. respectively, through fate. Thus 

one clings to the doctrine of fatalism (niyativadahca upadiyati) - in this way it should 

be understood accordingly.

314. Why? Because unless one has severed this wheel of becoming, there is no one, 

even in a dream, who has got out of the fearful round of rebirths - in this way it should 

be constmed. No footing (agadham): having no ground (appatittham). Being hard to get 

by (duratiyanamf. being hard to pass over. Like a thunderbolt (asanivicakkamivaf. like 

a disk of thunderbolt. For it arises while destroying not undestroying. Similarly as this
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wheel of becoming also causes to arise suffering absolutely, it is said, “that whichever 

destroys (niccanimmathanam)”.

Unless one has severed it with the knife of knowledge, there is no one who has got out 

of the fearful round of rebirths. Thus while presenting the sutta which justifies this 

meaning, there is the sentence, beginning with, “And this is said (vuttampi cetam).” 

[People] have become a tangled skein (lantakulakajdtaf. entangled to threads 

(tantunam akulakam tantakulakam)-, becoming as if a tangled skein, a person is 

excessively entangled by defilements, kammas and results - this is the meaning. 

Kulikundikajald: a nest of a bird; becoming like a nest of the bird. People have become 

like a muhja grass and pabbaja grass (muhjapabbajabhuta): it is heard that both the 

grass grow, entangled. State of loss (apayam): due to absence of development. Unhappy 

destiny (duggatim): due to the place of suffering. State of punishment (vinipatahca): due 

to perdition from the mass of pleasure. It is unable to overpass the fourfold states of loss 

and round of rebirths expressed through the statements, such as, “the endless chain of 

aggregates”. Or here only all rounds of rebirths are referred to under the name of the 

‘states of loss’ through meanings of disappearance of good fortune, etc. owing to the 

state of mass of suffering only.

Commentary on description of the soil in which understanding grows is completed.

721 Vis. XVII. 115.(619).
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Chapter Six

Summary of Description of Purification of View

(XVIII)

(ditthivisuddhiniddesa)

The two purifications, namely, Purification of Virtue and Purification of Consciousness, 

are the root (miilam) of its understanding, and the things classed as aggregates, bases, 

elements, faculties, truths, dependent origination, etc., are the soil (bhilmi) of this 

understanding, while the five purifications, namely, Purification of view, Purification by 

overcoming Doubt, Purification by Knowledge and Vision of What is the Path and 

What is not the Path, Purification by Knowledge and Vision of the Way, and 

Purification by Knowledge and Vision, are the trunk (sarira).

Herein ‘Purification of View’ is the correct seeing of mentality-materiality 

{namarupanam yathavadassanam). Purification of view is so called because it helps to 

purify one of the wrong view of a permanent self. This purification is arrived at in the 

course of meditation by discerning the personality as a compound of mental and 

material factors which occur interdependently, without any controlling self within or 

behind them. This state is also called the analytical knowledge of mind-and-matter 

{ndmarupavavatthanandna} because the mental and material phenomena are 

distinguished by way of their characteristics, etc.

In tika, correct seeing of mentality-materiality is explained as follows:

“Correcting seeing of mentality-materiality (namarupanam yathavadassanam) means

722 A Comprehensive Manual ofAbhidhamma, p. 349.
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seeing individual nature as it really is having analyzed mentality and materiality. By 

using the term nama, four aggregates, beginning with vedana, belonging to the three 

planes are included. But it is neither without consciousness, such as, in the expression 

‘vinfianapaccayd ndmarupam’, nor with supramundane aggregates with nibbana, such 

as, in the expression ‘namanca rupanca'.” (662)

In order to accomplish this purification, one can define mentality-materiality in various 

ways such as defining based on the Four Primaries, eighteen Elements, twelve Bases, 

and five Aggregates.

Definition based on the Four Primaries

One should discern according to characteristic, function, etc., the jhana factors 

consisting of applied thought, etc., and the states associated with them, and then define 

them as mentality (namam) in the sense of bending (namana) because of its bending on 

to the object. After that he discerns the primary elements and derived elements and 

defines them as materiality (riipam) because it is molested (ruppana).

Tikd explains it as follows:

“Bending towards the object (arammanabhimukhanamanarn) means that there is the 

non-arising without object. The word ‘name (nama)' is in the sense of bending 

(namana) or in the sense of bestowing a name (namakarana). For immaterial states, 

beginning with vedana are called nama because they have always names, such as, 

phassa, because they have never been applied with another names, such as, hair, pot, 

and because they make their names only by themselves. Or alternatively without the 

term, such as, analogical contact (adhivacanasamphasso), the immaterial states are not 

known for those who have not accumulated perfection. Therefore vedena, etc. are called 

as nama because it can be known through names. But materiality can be known through 

the individual nature of molesting even without hearing names.” (663)

To attain the Knowledge of Delimitation of Mind-and-Matter, the meditator, whose 

vehicle is pure insight, or serenity, having purified his mind through the successful 
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practice of concentration, discerns the four elements. When the elements have become 

clear in their true essential characteristics, there is a total of forty-four instances of 
materiality723 in the case of each of the twenty-four bodily parts beginning with head 

hair, which are of fourfold origination among thirty-two bodily aspects. But in the case 

of the each of four, namely, sweat, tears, spittle, and snot, which are originated by 
temperature and by consciousness, there are sixteen instances of materiality724 725 726. In the 

case of remaining four, namely, gorge, dung, pus, and urine, which are originated by 

temperature, there are eight instances of materiality in each.

723 Body decad and sex decad originated from kamma; and octad-with-nutritive-essence-as-eighth 
originated from nutriment, temperature and consciousness.
724 Octad-with-nutritive-essence-as-eighth originated from temperature and consciousness.
725 Octad-with-nutritive-essencc-as-eighth originated from temperature.
726 Contact, feeling, perception, volition, one-pointedness, psychic life, and attention.

When those thirty-two aspects have become clear, then ten more aspects, namely, four 

aspects of the fire element and six aspects of the air element, become clear. Then 

another sixty instances of materiality, namely, the heart-basis decad and the five decads 

beginning with the eye decad become clear. Taking all these together under the 

characteristics of‘being molested’ he sees them as ‘materiality’. When he has discerned 

materiality thus, the immateriál states become plain to him, that is to say, the eighty-one 

kinds of mundane consciousness and seven universal consciousness-concomitants 

which are invariably co-nascent with all these consciousnesses. Eight kinds of 

supramundane consciousness are not discernible either by one who is practicing pure 

insight or by one whose vehicle is serenity because they are out of their reach. Taking 

all these immaterial states together under the characteristic of ‘bending’ he sees them as 

‘mentality’. In this way he defines mentality-materiality in detail through the method of 

defining the four elements.

Definition based on the Eighteen Elements

One considers the elements thus ‘There are in this person the eye element, ... the mind

consciousness element’. He defines as ‘eye element’ the sensitivity only leaving out the 
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fifty-three727 remaining instances of materiality. The same method applies to the ear 

element and the rest. So these five sensitivities and their five respective objective fields 

make ten instances of materiality, which are ten of the eighteen elements. The remaining 

instances of materiality are the mental-data element only.

727 Nine co-nascent instances of materiality consisting of eight inseparable materialities and the sustaining 
life faculty; body decad and sex decad of jta/wma-bom; twenty-four un-clung-to instances of materiality 
consisting of three octads-with?nutritive-essence-as-eighth originated from nutriment and so on.

All the 81 kinds of mundane consciousness make up seven kinds of consciousness 

element. The contact, etc. associated therewith are the mental-data element. So 10^ 

elements are materiality and 7 elements are mentality. This is how a meditator defines 

mentality-materiality by means of eighteen elements.

Definition based on the Twelve Bases

One defines as ‘eye base’ the sensitivity only leaving out the fifty-three remaining 

instances of materiality. In the same way he does as ‘ear base’, etc. and their five 

respective objective fields as ‘visible-data base’, and so on. He defines the seven 

mundane consciousness elements as ‘mind base’. He defines the contact, etc. associated 

therewith, and also the remaining instances of materiality as ‘mental-data base’. So here 

10J/2 bases are materiality and 1 % bases are mentality.

Definition based on the Aggregates

One defines as ‘the materiality aggregate’ 27 instances of materiality, that is, the 17 

instances of materiality which are suitable for comprehension since they are concretely 

produced, and 10 instances of materiality not suitable for comprehension since they are 

merely the mode-alteration and are non-concrete materiality. He defines the feeling that 

arises together with the 81 kinds of mundane consciousness as the ‘feeling aggregate’, 

the perception associated therewith as the ‘perception aggregate’, the formations 

therewith as ‘the formations aggregate’, the consciousness as the ‘consciousness 

aggregate’. So by defining the materiality aggregate as ‘materiality’ and the four 
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immaterial aggregates as ‘mentality’ he defines mentality-materiality by means of the 

five aggregates.

Three Ways in which the Immaterial States become evident

When one has quite cleared up his discerning of materiality, then the immaterial states 

become evident to him through one of three aspects, that is, (i) through contact, (ii) 

through feeling, or (iii) through consciousness.

When he discerns the four primary elements in the way beginning with ‘The earth 

element has the characteristic of hardness’ (i) contact becomes evident to him as the 

first conjunction. Then feeling associated with that as the feeling aggregate, the 

associated perception as the perception aggregate, the volition associated therewith as 

the formations aggregate, and the associated consciousness as the consciousness 

aggregate. This is how immaterial states become evident through contact. Or ii) he 

discerns the four primary elements in the way beginning with ‘The earth element hits the 

characteristic of hardness’, the feeling that has contact as its object and experiences its 

stimulus as pleasant, etc., becomes evident as the feeling aggregate, the perception 

associated with that as the perception aggregate, the contact and the volition associated 

with that as the formations aggregate, and the consciousness associated with that as the 

consciousness aggregate. This is how immaterial states become evident through feeling. 

Or iii) he discerns the four primary elements in the way beginning with ‘The earth 

element has the characteristic of hardness’, the consciousness that cognizes the object 

becomes evident as the consciousness aggregate, the feeling associated with it as the 

feeling aggregate, the associated perception as the perception aggregate, and the 

associated contact and volition as the formations aggregate. This is how immaterial 

states become evident through consciousness.

There is No Being apart from mere Mentality-Materiality

When he defines all states of the three planes the eighteen elements, twelve bases, five 

aggregates in the double way as ‘mentality-materiality’, then he concludes that over and 
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above mere mentality-materiality there is nothing else that is a being or a person or a 

deity or a Brahma.

Tika explains the word ‘all states of the three planes in the double way’ as follows:

“The word ‘all’ is remainder-less inclusion, but the state of mentality and materiality is 

contradictory to each other. Thus both of them cannot be decided as a group. Therefore 

that which has the characteristic of bending is mentality and that which has the 

characteristic of being molested is materiality. In this way they should be defined in the 

double way - this is the meaning. While defining in this way, because of non-existence 

of anything that is apart from mentality-materiality in the three planes, it is said, “He 

defines all states of the three planes in the double way as ‘mentality-materiality’”. And 

the word ‘all’ is said owing to the necessity not to omit anything suitable for 

comprehension. For mentality-materiality must be fully understood without any 

exception, and must be detached absolutely, and from [the mentality-materiality] the 

mind should be detached and released.728 729 If all states of three planes are taken as 

mentality-materiality without exception, then how should one deal with what has been 
conceived by those outside the Dispensation as reality like paramattha129 just as, the 

Primordial Essence (pakati), etc., the Substance (drabya), etc., the Soul (fiva), etc., and 

the Body (kayd), etc.? In the case of dhamma taught by the not-fully-enlightened, what 

is the other way of dealing with them than neglecting them? Or alternatively their 

existence or non-existence can be understood as established by their inclusion within 
mentality-materiality.” (671)

728 Ven. Nanamoli translated it as ‘For it must be fully understood without any exception, and greed must 
be made to fade away absolutely so that the mind may be liberated by the fading away of greed’. That is 
not proper because here universe of discourse is only mentality-and-materiality. Here the word tato does 
not mean ‘therefore’, but ‘from that mentality-materiality’ in this context. For detailed discussion, see (6) 
of‘Minor problems ...’ in chapter 1 of this thesis.
729 Ven. Nanamoli translated the word padatthabhavena as ‘verbal meanings’, which is not proper. For 
detailed discussion, see (7) of‘Minor problems...’ in chapter 1 of this thesis.

Interdependence of Mentality and Materiality

In five-constituent becoming mentality-materiality occurs as an interdependent state, 

each of its components giving the other consolidating support, and when one falls 
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owing to death, the other falls too.

When mentality occurs having as its support the materiality called the physical basis, 

the door and the object, then the materiality is one and the mentality is another, the 

mentality and materiality are not mixed up together, the mentality is void of the 

materiality and the materiality is void of the mentality; yet the mentality occurs due to 

the materiality.

Furthermore, mentality has no efficient power, it cannot occur by its own efficient 

power. But rather it is when supported by materiality that mentality occurs; and it is 

when supported by mentality that materiality occurs.

Tika explains that mentality is powerless in the sense that it does not eat, drink, etc. For 

otherwise it is not possible to say mentality in the case of confidence (saddahana), 

effort (ussahana), etc., to be powerless. Like that it is also not possible to describe 
materiality in the case of bearing (sandharana), binding (bandhana), etc.,730 to be 

powerless. Therefore having mentioned, “Materiality is powerless”, it is said, “Because 

it has no desire to eat.” (677)

730 Sandharana bandhana refer to the pathavl and apo respectively.

The correct vision of mentality and materiality, which, after defining mentality

materiality by these various methods, has been established on the plane of non

confusion by overcoming the perception of a being, is what.should be understood as 

Purification of View.
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Chapter Seven

Summary of Description of Purification by Overcoming 

Doubt (XIX)

(kahkhavitaranavisuddhiniddesa)

Discernment of the conditions of the same mentality-materiality (namarupassa 

paccayapariggaho) by overcoming doubt about the three divisions of time is 
‘ Purification by Overcoming Doubt’.

Purification by overcoming doubt is so called because it develops the knowledge that 

removes doubts about the conditions for mentality-materiality during the three periods 

of time - past, present, and future. It is achieved by applying, during the contemplative 

process, one’s knowledge of dependent arising in order to understand that the present 
compound of mentality-materiality has not arisen by chance or through a hypothetical 

cause such as a creator god or primordial soul, but has come into being from previous 

ignorance, craving, cling, and kamma. One then applies the same principle to the past 
and future as well. This stage is also called the knowledge of discerning conditions

— 711(paccayapariggahahana).

Occurrence of mentality-materiality is always due to a condition. If mentality

materiality were causeless, it would follow that it would be identical everywhere always 

and for all.

Here tzAd explains it as follows:

731 A Comprehensive Manual of Abhidhamma. p. 349. 
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“If there is appearance of effect without cause, all the states would be the same as 

causeless. Thus there would be the state of commonness. It being so, it is everywhere 

(sabbattha) because there is no cause of the eye consciousness, etc., in the place of ear, 

etc., as well as external things; and it is always (sabbada) because there is no cause of 

the eye consciousness before arising and after ceasing of the eye sensitivity, etc.; and it 

is for all (sabbessam) because there is no cause for the eye consciousness for the blind, 

immaterial Brahma and non-percipient being. Therefore there would be the eye 
consciousness, etc., because they are not different as causeless.732 But that is not 

possible.” (678)

732 In the sentence ‘cakkhuvihhanadlhi bhavitabbam, hetuabhava visesato’, the words hetuabhava 
visesato should be one word as hetuabhavavisesato-, and after that there should be a full stop.
733 In the reading ‘pathavisalilaparisiadayo viya' the word parisi is difficult to understand. According to 
Sinhalese edition the reading is pathavisalilapariadayo viya. Here Ven. Mahasi suggested that the word 
pari may refer to parisa which means fertilizer. In my opinion, however, in this context instead of the 
reading pathavisalilaparisiadayo viya, the reading should be pathavlsalilaraviramsiadayo viya which 
means the earth, water, sun-rays. According to the words of Vis, however, it should be 
pathavlsalilarasadayo viya because ‘'Yatha hi maharukkhe pathvltalani adhitthaya pathavlrasah ca 
aporasah ca nissaya’ appears in Vis. XXII. 87.

In order to achieve this purity one meditates on the various causes that tend to produce 

present mind and matter, and on the causes that sustain them in the present. He 

understands that present mind and matter at conception were conditioned by past 

ignorance, craving, clinging and kamma, and, during lifetime, matter is conditioned by 

kamma, mind, temperature, and nutriment, while mind is sustained by senses and their 

corresponding objects. Thus he realized the second noble truth of the causes of suffering 

and rids himself of doubts.

Here tika explains as follows:

“By the word nibbattakatta the teacher shows that just as the seed is the root-cause of 

the sprout, so also ignorance, etc. are the root-cause of the material body because they 

are not the common cause. By the word upatthambhakatta the teacher shows that just as 

the earth, water, fertilizer, etc.733 are the condition for the sprout, so also food is the 

condition for the material body because it is the common cause. Five things, beginning 

with ignorance, constitute its cause and condition. Of these, the three, namely ignorance 

that conceals fault existent, desire, firm grasping, are the causes of formations and 
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becoming. They are the volitional formations and support. Therefore they are the 

decisive support for this body like the mother is for her infant.” (679)

The condition for mentality is twofold, that is, common to all and uncommon to all. Six 

senses and their corresponding objects are a condition-common-to-all for mentality 

because the occurrence of all kinds of mentality classed as profitable etc. is due to that 

condition. But attention, etc. are not common to all; for wise attention, hearing the Good 

Dhamma, etc. are conditions only for the profitable. Kamma, etc. are a condition for the 

resultant mentality; and the life-continuum, etc. are a condition for the functional.

Here tika explains as follows:

“A condition that is common and uncommon for only mentality is said through six 

doors and wise attention, etc. But that is said from general point of view. Specifically 

kamma is the common condition for the resultant mentality and for materiality 

originated from kamma-, and mind is the common condition for mentality that is mental 

concomitants and materiality originated from mind. But with reference to the mentality

materiality other than kamma and mind, they are the uncommon condition for the 

mentality and materiality that are referred to. Similarly beneficial temperament and 

beneficial nutriment734 are the common condition for the materiality originated from 

that, but they are the uncommon condition with reference to the other.

734 The reading 'tathá sabhágo, utusabhágo ca aharo' should be ‘tathů sabhágo utu, sabhágo ca áháro'.
735 patirilpadesa-vása, sappurisiipassaya. atta-samniapanidhi, and pubbe-kata-puňňatá.
736 gaíí, upadhi, kála, payoga. (VbhA. 439)

The word etc. in the expression, 'wise attention, hearing the Good Dhamma, etc.’ 
includes depending on a good person or a happy state, consisting of four blessings.735 

The word etc. in the expression ‘ kamma, etc' includes gati, kala, etc.,736 like ignorance, 

etc. 'The life-continuum, etc.,' means the life-continuum, investigation, functional 

consciousness of the sense sphere, Jra/w/ship, etc. Therein life-continuum is the 

condition for the five-door adverting and the mind-door adverting, functional 

consciousness; investigation is the condition for determination; functional 

consciousness of the sense sphere is the condition for the functional of sense sphere and 
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the exalted; Arahatship is the condition for all functional consciousnesses except 

adverting consciousness.” (681)

and the round of kamma-result in this way:

(i) The five things such as ignorance, formations, craving, clinging and becoming 

which is volition in the previous kamma-process becoming are conditions for rebirth 

linking in the present becoming.

(ii) The five things such as consciousness, mentality-materiality, sense-base, contact, 

and feeling in the present rebirth-process becoming have their conditions in kamma 

done in the past.

(iii) The five things such as ignorance due to maturing of the bases, formations, 

craving, clinging, and becoming which is volition in the present Au/nwu-process 

becoming are conditions for rebirth-linking in the future.

(iv) The five things such as consciousness, mentality-materiality, sense-base, contact, 

and feeling in the future rebirth-process becoming have their conditions in kamma done 

in the present becoming.

When he sees thus, he abandons all his uncertainty, that is to say, the five kinds of 

uncertainty about the past stated thus ‘Was I in the past? Was I not in the past? What 

was I in the past? How was I in the past? Having been what, what was I in the past?’737 

Also the five kinds of uncertainty about the future stated thus ‘Shall I be in the future? 

Shall I not be in the future? What shall I be in the future? How shall I be in the future? 

Having been what, what shall I be in the future?’738 Also the six kinds of uncertainty 

about the present stated thus ‘Am I? Am I not? What am I? How am I? Whence will this 

being have come? Wither will it be bound?’739

When he has discerned the conditions of mentality-materiality in this way by means of 

the round of kamma and the round of Aawwa-result, and has abandoned uncertainty
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about the three periods of time, then all past, future and present states are understood by 

him in accordance with death and rebirth-linking. This is his Full Understanding of the 

Known (nataparinna).

When a man practicing insight has become possessed of this knowledge, he has found 

comfort in the Buddhas’ Dispensation, he has found a foothold, he is certain of his 

destiny, he is called a ‘Lesser Stream-enterer’.

Tikka explains here as follows:

“In ultimate sense comfort in Dispensation means the noble fruit; foothold means the 

noble path. But even though he has not attained the path and fruit, he has found comfort, 

as it were, and he has found the foothold, as it were, because he stands in the practice of 

means to attain it. Or optionally he has found comfort through attaining purity of correct 

seeing of mentality-materiality. For noticing aggregates, etc., from the point of view of 

characteristic and function through analyzing mentality-materiality he has found 

comfort in Dispensation by attaining joy. He has found foothold through attaining purity 

by overcoming doubt. For he who has crushed away thorn in the form of wrong view, 

who has shaken off the theory of causeless and incorrect cause by seeing mentality

materiality with cause, realizing phenomena through their own causes, has got 

confidence in the form of foothold in Dispensation. Therefore he is called one who has 

found foothold in the Dispensation. Having realized the truth of suffering through 

analyzing mentality-materiality, the truth of origin through knowledge of causality, 

thereafter the truth of path through process of wise attention as impermanence, seeing 

the state of suffering of the round of existences, owing to tendency towards cessation 

which is non-arising, he attains the four noble truths by means of only mundane 

knowledge. Therefore it is impossible for him to be bom in the state of loss, he is able 

to be bom in the plane of the stream-enterer.” (691)
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Chapter Eight

Summary of

Description of Purification by Knowledge and Vision of

What Is Path and What Is Non-patti (XX)

(maggâmaggahânadassanavisuddhiniddesa)

The knowledge established by getting to know the path and the not-path thus ‘This is 

the path, this is not the path’ is called ‘Purification by knowledge and vision of what is 

the path and what is not the path’.

explains it as follows:

“Knowledge established by determining the path and the not-path: ‘This insight that is 

free from imperfections, that keeps to its course is the preceding path of the noble path, 

and this tenfold imperfection classed into appearance of illumination, etc., is not the 

path’ is called Purification by knowledge and vision of what is the path and what is not 

the path.” (692)

When the meditator has discerned the formations of the three planes together with their 

conditions, he should first of all apply himself to the inductive insight called 

‘Comprehension by Groups’. Why? Because knowledge of what is the path and what is 

not the path appears in connection with appearance of illumination, etc., in one who has 

begun insight.

Tïkâ explains as follows: 
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“The word ‘why (kasma)' belongs to the speech of the questioner. This is the intention - 

if purification by knowledge and vision of what is the path and what is not the path is to 

be accomplished, then why should he first of all apply himself to the inductive insight? 

The sentence, beginning with, ‘In one who has begun insight’ is in order to show the 

answer to it. By that word the teacher shows that when there is insight, there appears 

knowledge of rise and fall; when there is knowledge of rise and fall there comes to be 

imperfection such as illumination; thereafter there is determination of the path and the 

not-path. Therefore it is impossible to begin with determination of the path and the not- 

path. That’s why insight should be begun first of all.” (692)

The Three Kinds of Full Understanding

There are three kinds of mundane full-understanding, that is, full-understanding as the 

known (hataparihha), full-understanding as investigating (firanaparihha), and full

understanding as abandoning (pahanaparinna). The understanding that occurs by 

observing the specific characteristics of such and such states thus, ‘materiality has the 

characteristic of being molested’ is called hataparihha. Its plane extends from the 

Delimitation of Formations (Ch. XVIII) up to the Discernment of Conditions (Ch. 

XIX); for in this interval the penetration of the specific characteristics of states 

predominates. The understanding consisting in insight with the general characteristics as 

its object that occurs in attributing a general characteristic to those same states in the 

way beginning with ‘Materiality is impermanent, feeling is impermanent’ is called 

tiranaparihfia. Its plane extends from Comprehension by Groups up to Contemplation 

of Rise and Fall (Ch. XXI, 3); for in this interval the penetration of the general 

characteristics predominates. The understanding consisting in insight with the 

characteristics as its object that occurs as the abandoning of the perception of 

permanence, etc., in those same states is called pahanaparinna. Its plane extends from 

Contemplation of Dissolution onwards (Ch. XXI, 10); for from there onwards the Seven 

Contemplations that effect the abandoning of the perception of permanence, etc., 
predominate.
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Jïkâ explains the expression, ‘in those same states', as the same states that are taken 

through noticing their own characteristics. Just like hardness, touching, etc., as the 

characteristic of the earth, contact, etc. respectively which are to be noticed at all three 

moments, are realized by their being established as the individual nature because they 

belong to definite materiality. But it is not so with the characteristics of impermanence, 

and so on. They are realized as if they were attributive materiality because they have to 

be realized as the mode of dissolution, as the mode of oppression by rise and fall, and as 
the mode of having no power being exercisable over it.740 (693)

740 They refer to anicca, dukkha, and anatta, respectively.

Comprehension by Groups

He collects all formations into groups by way of such categories as the aggregates, 

divided into the past, present, and future. This comprehension by groups is the 

beginning of insight. How?

He first considers all materiality—whether past, future, or present, internal or external, 

gross or subtle, inferior or superior, far or near—as comprised by the materiality 

aggregate. He defines all materiality as impermanent, painful, and not self. Similarly, he 

considers all feelings, perceptions, mental formations, and consciousnesses to be 

comprised by their respective aggregates—the feeling aggregate, the perception 

aggregate, the formations aggregate, and the consciousness aggregate. He defines all 

them as impermanent, painful, and not self. The eye, ... (etc.) ... aging-and-death, 

whether past, future or present, he defines as impermanent, painful, and not self.

He next comprehends with the knowledge of comprehension (sammasanahâna). He 

comprehends all materiality as impermanent in the sense of destruction (khayatthena') 

because they undergo destruction exactly where they arise, and do not pass on to some 

other state retaining their identity. He comprehends it as suffering in the sense of 

fearfulness (bhayatthena) because whatever is impermanent provides no stable security 

and thus is to be feared. And he comprehends it as not self in the sense of having no 
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core (asarakatthena) because they lack any core of self or substance or any inner 

controller. The same method applies to feeling, and so on. This is knowledge of 

comprehension.

Comprehension of the Materiality
While comprehending materiality he should see how materiality is generated, that is to 
say, how this materiality is generated by the four causes, beginning with kamma.

[(a) Azwwna-bom materiality]

(1) Kamma is profitable and unprofitable volition. (2) What is originated by kamma is 

the kamma-resultant aggregates and the seventy instances of materiality beginning with 

the eye decad. (3) What is originated by consciousness that has kamma as its condition 

is materiality originated by kamma-resultant consciousness. (4) What is originated by 

nutriment that has kamma as its condition is so called since the nutritive-essence that 

has reached presence in the instances of materiality originated by kamma originates a 

further octad-with-nutritive-essence-as-eighth, and the nutritive-essence there that has 

reached presence also originates a further one, and so it links up four or five occurrences 

of octads. (5) What is originated by temperature that has kamma as its condition is so 

called since the tewma-bom fire element that has reached presence originates an octad- 

with-nutritive-essence-as-eighth, which is temperature-originated, and the temperature 

in that originates a further octad-with-nutritive-essence-as-eighth, and so it links up four 

or five occurrences of octads.

[(b) Consciousness-bom materiality]

(1) Herein consciousness is the 89 kinds of consciousness. Among them all kinds of 

consciousness give rise to materiality except two sets of five consciousnesses, the four 

immaterial resultant consciousnesses, and the rebirth-linking consciousness of all beings 

and the death consciousness of those whose cankers are destroyed. (2) What is 

originated by consciousness is the three other immaterial aggregates and the 

seventeenfold materiality, namely, the sound ennead, bodily intimation, verbal 

intimation, the space element, lightness, malleability, wieldiness, growth, and continuity. 

(3) What has consciousness as its condition is the materiality of fourfold origination. (4)
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What is originated by nutriment that has consciousness as its condition is so called since 

the nutritive-essence that has reached presence in consciousness-originated material 

instances originates a further octad-with-nutritive-essence-as-eighth, and thus links up 

two or three occurrences of octads. (5) What is originated by temperature that has 

consciousness as its condition is so called since the consciousness-originated 

temperature that has reached presence originates a further octad-with-nutritive-essence- 

as-eighth, and thus links up two or three occurrences.

[(c) Nutriment-bom materiality]

(1) Nutriment is physical nutriment. (2) What is originated by nutriment is the 

fourteenfold materiality, namely, (i-viii) that of the octad-with-nutritive-essence-as- 

eighth originated by nutritive-essence that has reached presence by obtaining as its 

condition kamma-bom materiality that is clung-to and basing itself on that, and (ix) 

space element, (x-xiv) lightness, malleability, wieldiness, growth, and continuity. (3) 

What has nutriment as its condition is the materiality of fourfold origination. (4) What is 

originated by nutriment that has nutriment as its condition is so called since the 

nutritive-essence that has reached presence in nutriment-originated material instances 

originates a further octad-with-nutritive-essence-as-eighth and the nutritive-essence in 

that octad originates a further octad, and thus links up the occurrences of octads ten or 

twelve times. (5) What is originated by temperature that has nutriment as its condition is 

so called since the nutriment-originated fire element that has reached presence 

originates an octad-with-nutritive-essence-as-eighth that is thus temperature-originated.

Here this nutriment is a condition for nutriment-originated material instances as their 

progenitor. It is a condition for the rest as support, nutriment, presence, and non
disappearance.

[(d) Temperature-bom materiality]

(1) Temperature is the fire element of fourfold origination; but it is twofold as hot and 

cold temperature. (2) What is originated by temperature is the temperature of the 

fourfold origination that has reached presence by obtaining a clung-to condition 

originates materiality in the body. (3) What has temperature as its condition is so called 
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since temperature is a condition for the occurrence and for the destruction of materiality 

of fourfold origination. (4) What is originated by temperature that has temperature as its 

condition is so called since the temperature-originated fire that has reached presence 

originates a further octad-with-nutritive-essence-as-eighth, and the temperature in that 

octad originates a further octad, thus temperature-originated materiality both goes on 

occurring for a long period and also maintains itself as well in what is not clung-to. (5) 

What is originated by nutriment that has temperature as its condition is so called since 

the temperature-originated nutritive-essence that has reached presence originates a 

further octad-with-nutritive-essence-as-eighth, and the nutritive-essence in that 

originates a further one, thus it links up ten or twelve occurrences of octads.

Comprehension of the Immaterial
One who comprehends the immaterial should see the generation of the immaterial. That 

is through the eighty-one mundane arisings of consciousness, that is to say, it is by 

kamma accumulated in a previous becoming that this mentality is generated. In the first 

place it is generated as one of the nineteen kinds of arising of consciousness as rebirth 

linking. In the course of an existence, he sees generation of eye consciousness, etc., in 

thought-process through all six kinds of doors.

The Material Septad
One comprehends all materiality by attributing the three characteristics to them through 

the medium of the material septad (rupasattakavasena), that is to say, (1) as taking up 

and putting down, (2) as disappearance of what grows old in each stage, (3) as arising 

from nutriment, (4) as arising from temperature, (5) as Aamwa-bom, (6) as 

consciousness-originated, and (7) as natural materiality.

Tika explains the word rupasattakam as rupesu manasikarasattakam, It means wise 

attention in the materiality by way of seven modes. (706)

Having attributed the three characteristics according to ‘taking up’ and ‘putting down’, 

and to ‘disappearance of what grows old in each stage’, he begins by considering that 

the formations in each single lifetime are all impermanent, painful, and not self. Then 
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one progressively reduces the periods: to the three stages of a single life, to the ten 

decades, to each year, month, fortnight, day, hour, etc., until he recognizes that even in a 

single step formations are impermanent, painful, and not self.

Materiality arising from nutriment, that arising from temperature, the fcwnwa-bom and 

the consciousness-originated becomes evident to him through hunger and its satisfaction, 

through cool and heat, through the sense doors, that is, the base of consciousness, and 

through the behaviour of one who is joyful or grieved respectively. Discerning all that 

materiality, he comprehends them as impermanent, painful, not self.

Natural materiality is a name for external materiality that is not bound up with faculties 

and arises along with the aeon of world expansion. That becomes evident to him by 

means of an Asoka-tree shoot. For that to begin with is pale pink; then in two or three 

days it becomes dense red; again it becomes dull red after few days. Discerning that, he 

attributes the three characteristics.

The immaterial Septad
One comprehends all mentality by attributing the three characteristics to them through 

the medium of the immaterial septad, that is to say, (1) by groups, (2) by pairs, (3) by 

moments, (4) by series, (5) by removal of false view, (6) by abolition of conceit, (7) by 

ending of attachment.

He by means of subsequent consciousness, comprehends as ‘impermanent, painful, not 

self the consciousness which occurred comprehending materiality as ‘impermanent, 

painful, not self in the seven instances of the material septad given above. He 

comprehends that first consciousness with which he was comprehending the materiality 

as ‘impermanent, painful, not self by means of a second consciousness, and that second 

consciousness by means of a third, and the third by means of a fourth, and that too he 

comprehends as ‘impermanent, painful, not self.’ In this way he comprehends by way of 

a continuous series of similar mental or material phenomena and by way of momentary 

mental and material phenomena.
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But when he has discerned all materiality as described above and immateriality as 

described here, then he sees that there is no living being over and above the material and 

the immaterial. Then the perception of a being is removed. Consequently there will be 

no more false view, conceit and attachment. There is no individual method for any of 

these three, that is, removal of false view, abolition of conceit, ending of attachment. 

But in the Discourse on the Noble Ones’ Heritages, it is said, ‘There is removal of false 

view, abolition of conceit, and ending of attachment in one who takes it thus “Only 

formations see formations with insight, comprehend, define, discern, and delimit them’”. 

If formation were self, permanent and pleasant, it would be right to take them as self, 

permanent and pleasant; but being not-self, impermanent, and painful, they are taken as 

self, permanent and pleasant. Therefore they are not self in the sense of no power being 

exercisable over them; they are impermanent in the sense of non-existence after having 

come to be; they are painful in the sense of oppression by rise and fall.

Tïkâ explains the sentence, ‘There is no individual method for any of these three, that is, 

removal of false view, abolition of conceit, ending of attachment’ as follows:

“There is no separate wise attention as insight apart from wise attention such as 

impermanence. Suppression of false view, etc. through insight is intended here as the 

removal of false view, and so on. For the removal of false view, etc. are accomplished 

through different arising of insight. Thus in order to show it, there is the sentence, 

beginning with, “yam panetam”. The perception of a being is the perception that arises 

as ‘There is a being’. Some say the perception accompanied by weak view of self also. 

With consciousness from which perception of a being has been removed', the false view 

does not arise within him with consciousness that arises through suppression of the 

perception of a being. Perversions of thought and of view that arise through perversion 

of perception as cause do not arise in absence of the perversion of perception.741 Conceit 

that depends on false view, that causes one to be bom in the state of loss, is suppressed 

when false view is suppressed.” (721)

741 Ven. Mahasi suggested that the reading cittaditthtvipallasd tadabhavena hontlti should be 
cittaditthivipallasd tadabhdve na hontlti for making the meaning clear.
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Having thus become familiar with the material and immaterial meditation subjects, and 

so having penetrated here already seven contemplations among eighteen Principle 

Insights which are later on to be attained in all their aspects by means of Full- 

Understanding as Abandoning starting with contemplation of Dissolution, he 

consequently abandons things opposed to what he has already penetrated.

In tika it is said that contemplation of destruction (khayanupassana) is the 

contemplation of the momentary dissolution of formations. Perception of compactness 

is the assumption of oneness in a continuity or group or function or object. Some say 

that contemplation of destruction is contemplation of non-existence after having been. 

Contemplation is the understanding through which one sees that it is impermanent in the 

sense of destruction by dissolving the compact. Contemplation of destruction is fulfilled 

since there is contemplation of dissolution, and then there is abandoning perception of 

compactness. But it does not happen before that, because it has not been fulfilled. In this 

way in the case of full understanding as abandoning and full understanding as 

investigation the fulfillment and non-fulfillment of insight should be noted. Intent upon 

cessation called dissolution after seeing dissolution of formations both by direct 

experience and by inference is contemplation of fall (yayanupassana). Through 

contemplation of fall accumulation of kamma is abandoned. The mind of one who 

practices it does not incline towards that process and craving through which and for the 
purpose of which (process) he accumulates kamma?42 Therefore it is said, “One who 

develops the contemplation of fall of formations abandons accumulation of kamma." 

Seeing change (parinamadassanam) in two ways as aging and as death, of the state 
which is bom, or seeing the state in a different manner (annathabhavadassanam)™* 3 

subsequent to such and such delimitation of mentality-materiality that is discerned by 

means of the material septad, etc., is contemplation of change (yiparinamanupassana).

742 Ven. Nanamoli translated this sentence as ‘his consciousness does not incline with craving to the 
occurrence of that [aggregate-process of existence] for the purpose of which one accumulates [kamma]' 
which is not clearly expressed. Because through contemplation of fall his mind does not incline towards 
craving through which he accumulates kamma-, and his mind does not incline towards occurrence of 
existence for the purpose of which he accumulates kamma.

3 Ven. Mahasi suggested that the word is annathabhavadassanam would be better, instead of 
annabhavadassanam. For the word ahhathabhava expresses the manner or mode which is intended here. 
But Ven. Nanamoli translated annabhavadassanam as ‘seeing another essence’ which is not relevant. For 
detailed discussion, see (10) of ‘Minor problems ... ’ in chapter 1 of this thesis.
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Through contemplation of change he abandons perception of lastingness, the 

assumption of steadiness. (722)

Knowledge of Contemplation of Rise and Fall
Then he having passed on from Comprehension Knowledge begins the task of attaining 

the knowledge of rise and fall of formations. He sees the characteristic of generation, 

the birth, the arising, the aspect of renewal of bom materiality, as ‘rise’, and he sees its 

characteristic of change, its destruction, its dissolution, as ‘fall’. The knowledge of rise 

and fall is exercised ‘by way of condition’ (paccayavasena) when one sees how 

formations arise through the arising of their conditions and cease through the cessation 

of their conditions. It is exercised ‘by way of moment’ when one contemplates the 

actual generation and dissolution of the momentary phenomena in the present moment 

as they arise and pass away.

TTka explains the word ‘having passed on from Comprehension Knowledge’ as ‘he 

begins to comprehend with knowledge of rise and fall of formations because of 

completion of comprehension that is mixed with many modes through noticing three 
characteristics towards formations’. 744 Comprehension knowledge is knowledge of 

comprehension by group called inductive knowledge.745 (723)

Ven. Mahasi suggested that the sentence anekakaravokarasahkharesu 
lakkhanattayasallakkhanasammasanassa should be anekakaravokarassa sahkharesu 
lakkhanattayasallakkhanasammasanassa', thus the word anekakaravokarassa is the qualifier of 
sammasanassa.
745 At the beginning of this chapter, Pm explains it as ‘Comprehension by placing together in groups the 
states that are divided in to past, future and present is “Comprehension by Groups.” This is the term used 
by the inhabitants of Jambudipa. But insight into states by means of the method, beginning with “Any 
materiality whatever” is “Inductive Insight”. This is the term used by the inhabitants of Tambapannidipa. 
That is why he said “inductive insight called comprehension by groups'”.

How? He sees the rise of the materiality aggregate in the sense of conditioned arising 

thus: (1) with the arising of ignorance there is the arising of materiality; (2) with the 

arising of craving ...; (3) with the arising of kamma ...; (4) with the arising of nutriment 

...; (5) one who sees the characteristic of generation sees the rise of the materiality 

aggregate. One who sees the rise of the materiality aggregate sees these five 

characteristics.
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So there are fifty characteristics stated with the ten in the case of each aggregate by 

seeing rise and fall, by means of which he gives attention in detail according to 

condition and according to moment in this way: ‘The rise of materiality is thus; its fall 

is thus; so it rises, so it falls’. When he thus sees rise and fall in the two ways, according 

to condition and according to moment, the several Truths, aspects of the Dependent 

Origination, Methods, and Characteristics, become evident to him.

The Imperfections of Insight
The knowledge of rise and fall occurs in two phases. During the first phase, ‘tender’ 

knowledge (tarunavipassana) of rise and fall, as the process of contemplation gains 

momentum, ten ‘imperfections of insight’ (vipassanupakkilesa) arise in him. He may 

witness an illumination (obhasa) emanating from his body. His knowledge (ndna) 

ripens. He experiences rapturous happiness (piti), tranquility (passaddhi) and bliss 

(sukha). His resolution (adhimokkha) increases, he makes a great exertion (paggaha), 

his mindfulness (upatthana) becomes steady. He develops unshaken equanimity 

(upekkha), and underlying these experiences there is a subtle attachment (nikanti) — an 

enjoyment of these experiences and a clinging to them.

And here illumination, etc., are called imperfections because they are the basis for 

imperfection, not because they are kammically unprofitable. But attachment is both an 

imperfection and the basis for imperfection.

When such elevated experiences occur to a meditator, if he lacks discrimination he will 

give rise to the misconception that he has reached the supramundane path and fruit. He 

will then drop his insight meditation and sit enjoying these experiences, unaware that he 

is clinging to them. But if he possesses discrimination, he will recognize these states as 

mere natural by-products of maturing insight. He will contemplate them as 

impermanent, painful, and not self and proceed with his insight contemplation, without 

becoming attached to them. This discrimination between the ten imperfections as not 

being the path, and the practice of insight contemplation as being the correct path, is 
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called purification by knowledge and vision of what is the path and what is not the path 

(maggamaggananadassanavisuddhi).
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Chapter Nine

Summary of Description of Purification by

Knowledge and Vision of the Way (XXI)

(patipadâhânadassanavisuddhiniddesà)

When he is thus free from those obstacles to progress, as he practices he passes through 

a succession of insights in regard to the three characteristics, beginning with knowledge 

of rise and fall and culminating in conformity. These nine insight knowledges are called 

purification by knowledge and vision of the way. They are as follows:

1. Knowledge of Contemplation of Rise and Fall, which is free from imperfections 

and steady on its course {udayabbayânupassanânânanÇ)

2. Knowledge of Contemplation of Dissolution (bhangânupassanânânani)

3. Knowledge of Appearance as Terror (bhayatupatthânanânam)

4. Knowledge of Contemplation of Danger (pdïnavânupassanânânam)

5. Knowledge of Contemplation of Dispassion (nibbidânupassanânânam)

6. Knowledge of Desire for Deliverance (muncitukamyatânânam)

7. Knowledge of Contemplation of Reflection (patisankhânupassanânânanî)

8. Knowledge of Equanimity about Formations (sankharupekkhânânarn)

9. Knowledge in Conformity (anulomanânam)

So one who wants to perfect Knowledge in Conformity with Truth should make all 

these eight kinds of knowledge his task, starting with Knowledge of Rise and Fall free 

from imperfections.

Tika explains it as follows:
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“Some say that Contemplation of Rise and Fall arises causing manifestation of the 

characteristic of impermanence of formations through seeing rise and fall; and it arises 

causing manifestation of another characteristics by following that. Therefore it is said, 

“Knowledge of Contemplation of Rise and Fall, which is insight free from 

imperfections and steady on its course”. This is told by those who assume that 

knowledge of contemplation of rise and fall has the state of full understanding as 

investigating in all aspects. For even though knowledge of rise and fall is included in 

full understanding as investigating, knowledge of rise and fall, etc. is knowledge and 

vision in the sense of knowing and in the sense of seeing directly, which are knowledge 

of rise and fall, and so on. Only they are purification by knowledge and vision 

(nanadassanavisuddhi) because they are pure from opposite dhammcr, and only that is 

called the way (patipada) because through which the noble path is practiced. Therefore 

it is said, 'patipadananadassanavisuddhi'. But knowledge of rise and fall is said with 

reference to the non-proficient, mere arising. For knowledge of rise and fall that is 

proficient is the ground of full understanding as abandoning through accomplishment of 

abandoning perception of permanence, and so on. Since by attaining knowledge of rise 
and fall746 some contemplations among eighteen contemplations are attained. For 

without penetrating rise and fall directly it is impossible to abandon completely the 

opposite through mere investigating. If there is no abandoning of the opposite, how 

knowledge, etc. will have dynamic energy that is not blocked like weapon of 

thunderbolt? Or how will they have sharpness and cleanness? Therefore knowledge of 

rise and fall that has reached proficiency should be understood to be the side of full 

understanding as abandoning only. Contemplation of only Dissolution of all formations 

is Contemplation of Dissolution; Contemplation of Dissolution as knowledge is 

Knowledge of Contemplation of Dissolution. Terror is so called because from which 

one who sees correctly fears; it refers to dhammas of the three planes. Among dhammas 

of the three planes which appear as terror, knowledge that perceives the mode of 

fearfulness is Knowledge of Appearance as Terror. That which desires for deliverance is 

muncitukamyam; it refers to consciousness or an individual. Its state is muhcitukamyata. 

Its knowledge is muhcitukamyatandnam. Knowledge arising as the mode of reflection is 

746 The reading tadavigamena should be tadadhigamena, otherwise there is no proper meaning.
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patisahkhanupassanananam. Knowledge arising as indifference towards formations 

owing to disregarding is sahkharupekkhananam.''’ (737)

1. Knowledge of Contemplation of Rise and Fall
This is the same knowledge as that which preceded the imperfections of insight, but 

when the imperfections have been overcome, it now matures and develops with 

increased strength and clarity.

The characteristic of impermanence becomes apparent in its true nature when continuity 

is disrupted by discerning rise and fall. The characteristic of pain becomes apparent in 

its true nature when the postures are exposed by attention to continuous oppression. The 

characteristic of not self becomes apparent in its true nature when the resolution of the 

compact is effected by resolution into elements.

Tika explains it as follows:

“The characteristic of impermanence does not become apparent because it is concealed 

by continuity. That continuity is concealed by not attention to rise and fall. The 

characteristic of pain does not become apparent because it is concealed by postures. 

And those postures have concealed by not attention to continuous oppression. The 

characteristic of not self does not become apparent because it is concealed by compact. 

And those compacts are concealed by not attention to resolution into different elements. 

The moment of rise does not reach the moment of fall or the moment of fall does not 

reach the moment of rise for one who sees rise and fall. The moment of rise is one thing, 

the moment of fall is other thing only. Therefore even though the state is single, it 

becomes apparent differently according to moment, needless to say about the states 

which are past, and so on. Therefore it is said, “When continuity is disrupted by 

discerning rise and fall, the characteristic of impermanence becomes apparent in its true 

nature.” “When continuity is disrupted” means when continuity is interrupted by 

noticing the perpetual otherness of states as they go on occurring in succession. For one 

who rightly notices rise and fall the states do not become apparent as the states being 
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connected, but they become apparent as the states being disconnected like iron darts.747 

Therefore the characteristic of impermanence becomes evident more and more.”

747 Ven. Nanamoli translated this sentence as “For it is not through the connectedness of states that the 
characteristic of impermanence becomes apparent to one who rightly observes rise and fall, but rather the 
characteristic becomes more thoroughly evident through their disconnectedness”, which is not proper. For 
detailed discussion, see (11) of‘Minor problems ...’in chapter 1 of this thesis.

“By attention to continuous oppression” means by attention to the state of being 

oppressed, to the state of being injured of, and to formations continuously with rise and 

fall as realized. “When the postures are exposed” means when the concealment of the 

pain that lies in the postures is revealed. For when pain arises in a posture, the next 

posture adopted removes the pain, as it were, concealing it. (739)

2. Knowledge of Contemplation of Dissolution
When the meditator’s knowledge becomes keen, he no longer extends his mindfulness 

to the arising or presence of formations, but brings it to bear only their cessation, 

destruction, fall, and breakup. This is knowledge of dissolution.

How is this knowledge of insight? Consciousness with materiality as its object arises 

and dissolves. Having reflected on the object as liable to destruction and fäll, he 

contemplates the dissolution of that consciousness. Contemplating as impermanent, he 

abandons the perception of permanence. Contemplating as painful, he abandons the 

perception of pleasure. Contemplating as not self, he abandons the perception of self. 

Becoming dispassionate, he abandons delight. Causing fading away, he abandons greed. 

Causing cessation, he abandons originating. Relinquishing, he abandons grasping. 

Consciousness with feeling as its object ... Consciousness with perception as its object 

... (etc.)... with aging-and-death as its object... Relinquishing, he abandons grasping.

When he no longer vacillates and so constantly bears in mind that the unceased will also 

cease, the undissolved will also dissolve, then he disregards the arising, presence, 

occurrence, and sign, of all formations, which keep on breaking up all the time. In this 

way when contemplation of dissolution grows strong in him, it brings many advantages.
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3. Knowledge of Appearance as Terror
As the meditator contemplates the dissolution of formations in all three periods of time, 

he recognizes that all such dissolving things in all realms of existence are necessarily 

fearful. When he saw past formations have ceased, present ones are ceasing, and those 

to be generated in the future will cease, in just the same way, then what is called 

Knowledge as Appearance as Terror arises in him at that stage.

When he brings to mind as impermanent, the sign of formations appears to him as terror. 

When he brings to mind as painful, occurrence in material and immaterial becoming 

appears to him as terror. When he brings to mind as not self, the sign and occurrence 

appear to him as terror. He sees both the sign and the occurrence as empty, vain, void, 

without power or guide, like an empty village, a mirage, and so on.

4. Knowledge of Contemplation of Danger

As he repeats, develops and cultivates the knowledge of appearance as terror he finds no 

asylum, no shelter, no place to go to, no refuge in any kind of becoming, generation, 

destiny, station, or abode. In all the kinds of becoming, etc., there is not a single 

formation that he can place his hopes in or hold on to. He sees it as nothing but danger, 

so too when all formations have appeared as a terror by contemplation of dissolution, 

this meditator sees them as utterly destitute of any core or any satisfaction and as 

nothing but danger. He also understands that only in the unconditioned, free from 

arising and destruction, is there security.

Knowledge is in the sense of that being known and understanding is in the sense of the 

act of understanding that. Hence it was said: “Understanding of appearance as terror is 

knowledge of danger.” How?

Understanding of appearance as terror thus “Arising is terror” is knowledge of danger. 

Understanding of appearance as terror thus “Occurrence is terror” ... “The sign is 

terror” ... “Accumulation is terror” ... Understanding of appearance as terror thus 

“Rebirth-linking is terror” is knowledge of danger.
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Again knowledge of appearance as terror thus “Arising is suffering” is knowledge of 

danger. Knowledge of appearance as terror thus “Arising is worldly” is knowledge of 

danger. Knowledge of appearance as terror thus “Arising is formations” is knowledge of 

danger.

What is terror is certainly suffering, and what is suffering is purely worldly since it is 

not free from the worldliness of the rounds of becoming, of the world, and of 

defilements. And what is worldly consists solely of formations.

Knowledge of the state of peace is this: “Arising is terror; non-arising is safety.” 

Knowledge of the state of peace is this: “Arising is suffering; non-arising is bliss”, 

“Arising is worldly; non-arising is unworldly”, “Arising is formations; non-arising is 

nibbana.”

When he is skilled in these two kinds of knowledge, that is, knowledge of danger and 

knowledge of the state of peace, he does not vacillate about views that occur such as 

‘The ultimate nibbana is here and now’.

Tïkâ explains it as follows:

“Arising is terror” means arising of formations is terror in the sense of non-safety 

because it is the ground of terror. For all kinds of misfortune that lies in the life that has 

such and such condition is rooted in arising.748 Non-arising is nibbana because it has not 

got arising, or when it is attained there do not arise formations in future. Because it is 

completely free from terror it is called safety in the sense of having no fear as it is the 

highest comfort.” (752)

748 This meaning is brought from the reading of Sinhalese edition, that is, “uppâdamülakahhi sabbam lam 
tam vatthukam bhavagatam byasanam” as it is suitable for the context. The reading in Burmese edition 
"uppâdamülakanhi sabbam tam sabbavatthukanti sabyasanam" does not convey the meaning.

5. Knowledge of Contemplation of Dispassion
When he sees all formations as danger, he becomes dispassionate towards, is 

dissatisfied with, takes no delight in, the formations belonging to any kind of becoming, 
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etc. But he finds delight only in the state of peace seen in the way, beginning with, 

‘Non-arising is safety’, and his mind tends, inclines, and leans towards that.

6. Knowledge of Desire for Deliverance
The mind of meditator, owing to this knowledge of dispassion, no longer sticks fast, 

cleaves, fastens on to any single one of all the manifold formations in any kind of 

becoming, generation, etc. He becomes desirous of being delivered from the whole field 

of formations and escaping from it. When he thus no longer relies on any formations 

and is desirous of being delivered from the whole field of formations, Knowledge of 

Desire for Deliverance arises in him.

7. Knowledge of Contemplation of Reflection
In order to be delivered from the whole field of formations, the meditator again re

examines those same formations, attributing the three characteristics to them. When he 

clearly reviews those formations as marked by the three characteristics, this is 

knowledge of contemplation of reflection.

In order to contrive the means to deliverance he should discern them in the way, 

beginning with, ‘He sees all formations as impermanent because they are non- 

continuous, temporary, limited by rise and fall, etc. He sees them as painful because 

they are continuously oppressed, hard to bear, the basis of pain, etc. He sees all 

formations as foul, that is, the ancillary characteristic to that of pain because they are 

objectionable, stinking disgusting, and so on. He sees them as not self because they are 

alien, empty, vain, void, with none to wield power over them, and so on’. Thus the 

meditator weakens formations with the attribution of the three characteristics, rendering 

them incapable of appearing again in the modes of permanence, pleasure, beauty, and 

self, and is thus quite delivered.

At this point knowledge of reflection has arisen in him. When he brings to mind as 

impermanent, there arises in him knowledge by reflecting on the sign of formations by 

means of the characteristic of impermanence as unlasting and temporary. When he 

brings to mind as painful, there arises in him knowledge by reflecting on occurrence of 
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formations. When he brings to mind as not self, there arises in him knowledge by 

reflecting on the sign and occurrence of formations.

8. Knowledge of Equanimity about Formations
After he has passed through the reflective contemplation, the meditator sees nothing in 

formations to be taken as ‘I’ and ‘mine,’ so he abandons both terror and delight and 

becomes indifferent and neutral towards all formations. When he knows and sees thus, 

his heart retreats, retracts and recoils from the three kinds of becoming, the four kinds of 

generation, the five kinds of destiny, the seven stations of consciousness, and the nine 

abodes of beings, his heart no longer goes out to them. Either equanimity or 

repulsiveness is established. In this way there arises in him what is called knowledge of 

equanimity towards formations.

But this knowledge sees nibbâna, the state of peace, as peaceful, it rejects the 

occurrence of all formations and enters only into nibbâna. If it does not see nibbâna as 

peaceful, it occurs again and again with formations as its object. After discerning 

formations in the various modes this insight knowledge enters upon the state of the 

triple gateway to liberation, and it becomes a condition for the classification of noble 

persons into seven kinds.

[The Triple Gateway to Liberation]

It is the three contemplations that are called the three gateways to liberation, (i) The 

three gateways to liberation lead from the world to the seeing of all formations as 

limited and circumscribed by rise and fall and to the entering of consciousness into the 

signless element. For contemplation of impermanence limits them thus ‘Formations do 

not exist previous to their rise’, and in seeking their destiny, sees them as circumscribed 

thus ‘They do not go beyond fall, they vanish there’, (ii) They lead to the stirring up of 

the mind by giving consciousness a sense of urgency with respect to all formations and 

to the entering of consciousness into the desireless element. For with the contemplation 

of pain consciousness acquires a sense of urgency with respect to formations, (iii) And 

they lead to the seeing of all things as alien, as not self thus ‘Not I’, ‘Not mine’ and to 

the entering of consciousness into the voidness element.
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What are the liberations to which these contemplations are the gateways? They are these 

three, namely, the signless, the desireless, and the void. The signless liberation should 

be understood as the noble path that has occurred by making nibbana its object through 

the signless aspect’ For that path is signless owing to the signless element having arisen, 

and it is a liberation owing to deliverance from defilements. In the same way the path 

that has occurred by making nibbana its object through the desireless aspect is 

desireless. And the path that has occurred by making nibbana its object through the void 

aspect is void.

Tïkâ explains it as follows:

“One who is pursuing insight by discerning formations as sign through contemplation of 

impermanence and resolving as the mode of the signless thus “Where this sign of 

formations is entirely non-existent, that is the signless nibbana” connects insight 
leading to emergence with the path.749 His path realizes nibbana as signless. The 

signless aspect of nibbana is made neither by the path nor by insight, on the contrary it 

is established naturally. And the path is called signless because it has the signless 

nibbana as its object. One who resolves upon the desireless by keeping desire away 

through contemplation of pain, and one who resolves upon the void by keeping the view 

of self away through contemplation of not self, should both be construed in the same 
way.” (769)

749 In the reading vutthânagâminimaggena ghateti, the word vutthânagâminimaggena should be two 
separate words as vutthânagâminim maggena.

[Insight Leading to Emergence of the Path]

This knowledge of equanimity about formations is one only and has three names. At the 

outset it has the name of Knowledge of Desire for Deliverance. In the middle it has the 

name ‘Knowledge of Reflection’. At the end when it has reached its culmination it is 

called Knowledge of Equanimity about Formations.

‘Insight that has reached culmination’ or ‘Insight leading to emergence’ is a name for 

the three kinds of knowledge, beginning with, equanimity about formations. It has
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reached its culmination because it has reached the culminating final stage. It is called 

‘leading to emergence’ because it goes towards emergence. The path is called 

‘emergence’ because it emerges externally from the objective basis interpreted as a sign 

and also internally from occurrence of defilement.

Tika explains it as follows:

“Three kinds of knowledge are knowledge of equanimity about formation, conformity, 

and change-of-lineage. “It has reached the final state” is said because it stands above 

mundane knowledge according to function and even according to the place of arising. 

“From the object contemplated as the sign” means from the object of insight that is the 

pentad of aggregates. For the pentad of aggregates is said to be the ‘object 

contemplated’ through contemplating called making domain of insight. Even though it 

is included in one’s own continuity, it is nevertheless called “external” because it is seen 
as a stranger.750 It is spoken here and there as “externally from all signs”.751 “Internally 

from occurrence” means from the occurrence of wrong view, etc.,752 in one’s own 

continuity and from the defilements and from the aggregates that occur consequent upon 

wrong view, and so on. For it is stated as ‘internally from occurrence’ because there is 

occurrence of defilement in one’s own continuity and because there is occurrence of 
clung-to aggregates that will arise753 referring to defilements when there is no path 

development. Emergence consists both in not making them as object754 and in putting 

them into the state of non-arising in future. Immediately after it, there arises the path.” 
(782)

750 Ven. Mahasi has corrected this word ditthitaya as ditthataya.
751 Psi. 71.
752 Ven. Mahasi corrected the word niicchaditthipavattanaadito into micchaditthipavattadito.

Here Ven. Nanamoli translated the word uppajjanaka as “that produced”, but it is better to render as 
‘will arise’. For detailed discussion, see (12) of‘Minor problems ...’ in chapter 1 of this thesis.

Here Ven. Nanamoli translated “emergence consists both in making these the object” which is not 
proper. See (13) of ibid.

Whether three persons have interpreted at the start as impermanent or as painful or as 

not self, when the time of emergence comes, if the emergence takes place while 

contemplating as impermanent, then all they acquire the faculty of faith since they have 

great resolution. They are liberated by the signless liberation, and so they become Faith 
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Devotees at the moment of the first path; and in the remaining seven stages they are 

Liberated by Faith. If the emergence is from the painful, then the three persons acquire 

the faculty of concentration since they have great tranquility; they are liberated by the 

desireless liberation, and in all eight states they are Body Witnesses. Of them, the one 

who has an immaterial jhana as the basis for his insight is, in the case of the highest 

fruition, Both-ways Liberated. And then if the emergence takes place while 

contemplating as not self, the three persons acquire the faculty of understanding since 

they have great wisdom; they are liberated by the void liberation. They become 

Dhamma Devotees at the moment of the first path. In the next six instances they 

become Attained to Vision. In the case of the highest fruit they are Liberated by 

Understanding.

This knowledge of equanimity about formations governs the fact that the meditator 

keeps apart. It furthermore governs the difference in the number of the Noble Path’s 

enlightenment factors, path factors, and jhana factors, the mode of progress, and the 

kind of liberation. For while some elders say that it is the jhana used as the basis for 

insight leading to emergence that governs the difference in the number of enlightenment 

factors, path factors and jhana factors, and some say that it is the aggregates made the 

object of insight that govern it, and some say that it is the personal bent that governs it. 

Yet it is only the preliminary insight and insight leading to emergence that should be 

understood to govern it in their doctrine.

But if insight has from the start only been able to suppress defilements with difficulty, 

with effort and with prompting, then it is called ‘of difficult progress’ (dukkhapatipada). 

The opposite kind is called ‘of easy progress’ (sukhapatipada). And when the 

manifestation of the path, the goal of insight, is slowly effected after defilements have 

been suppressed, then it is called ‘of sluggish direct-knowledge’ (dandhabhihha). The 

opposite kind is called ‘of quick direct-knowledge’ {khippabhihha). This equanimity 

about formations stands at the arrival point and gives its own name to the path in each 

case, and so the path has four names according to the kind of progress. For one bhikkhu 

this progress is different in the four paths, while for another it is the same.
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And as with the kinds of progress, so also with the kinds of predominance (adhipati), 

which are different in the four paths for one bhikkhu and the same for another. So it is 

equanimity about formations that governs the difference in the progress.

Furthermore the path gets its names for five reasons that is to say, (1) owing to its own 

nature, or (2) owing to what it opposes, or (3) owing to its own special quality, or (4) 

owing to its object, or (5) owing to the way of arrival.

1. If equanimity about formations induces emergence by comprehending formations 

as impermanent, liberation takes place with the signless liberation, this is the name 

according to its own nature.

2. When this path is arrived at with the abandoning of the signs of permanence by 

effecting the resolution of the compact in formations through the means of the 

contemplation of impermanence, it is then called signless. This is its name according to 

what it opposes.

3. It is void because void of greed, and so on. This is its name according to its own 

special quality.

4. It is called void because it makes the void nibbâna its object. This is its name 

according to its object.

5. The way of arrival is twofold, namely, insight’s way of arrival applies to the path, 

and the path’s way of arrival applies to fruition.

9, Conformity Knowledge

As he develops and cultivates that equanimity about formations his faith becomes more 

resolute, his energy better exerted, his mindfulness better established, his mind better 

concentrated, while his equanimity about formations grows more refined.

He thinks ‘Now the path will arise’. Equanimity about formations after comprehending 

formations as impermanent, or as painful, or as not self, sinks into the life-continuum. 

After life-continuum, mind-door adverting arises making formations its object as 

impermanent, etc., according to the way taken by equanimity about formations. Then 

after the functional adverting consciousness that arose displacing the life-continuum, 

there arises the first impulsion consciousness making formations its object in the same 
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way, maintaining the continuity of consciousness. This is called the ‘preliminary work 

(parikammamy. After that a second impulsion arises depending on the same object. 

This is called the ‘access (upacaramf. In the same way a third impulsion arises and that 

is called ‘conformity (anulomamy. These are their individual names. But it is 

admissible to call all three impulsions ‘repetition’ or ‘preliminary-work’ or ‘access’ or 

‘conformity’ indiscriminately.

Tika explains it as follows:

“According to the way taken by equanimity about formations means according to the 

way of making object as impermanence only, not according to the way of contemplating. 

“Displacing” means causing to turn back, without letting consciousness to arise as life

continuum. [The first impulsion arises] “maintaining the continuity of consciousness” 

by absence of interruption, in other words, of occurrence of dissimilar consciousness. 

For when life-continuum is displaced by the functional mind element of five-door 

adverting, arising of functional consciousness has an interruption, an interval owing to 
arising of resultant consciousnesses.755 But this is not so with mind-door adverting.” 

(804)

755 Ven. Mahasi said that the word kiriyamayacittapavattivipdkaciUuppatttya should be two separate 
words as kiriyamayacittapavatti vipakacittuppattiya.

Conformity is so called because it conforms to the functions of truth both in these eight 

kinds of knowledge such as ‘Knowledge of rise and fall’, etc., and in the thirty-seven 

states partaking of enlightenment, which follow because they are to be reached by 

entering upon it. Though this conformity knowledge is the end of the Insight Leading to 

Emergence that has conformations as its object, still change-of-lineage Knowledge is 

the last of all the kinds of Insight Leading to Emergence.
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Chapter Ten

Summary of Description of Purification by Knowledge 

and Vision (XXII)

(nanadassanavisuddhiniddesd)

This Purification properly consists in knowledge of the four paths, that is to say, the 

Path of Stream Entry, the Path of Once-retum, the Path of Non-retum, and the Path of 

Arahatshvp.

1. Insight Leading to Emergence
When he thus practices contemplation, owing to the ripening of insight he feels, “Now 

the absorption of the path will arise.” Thereupon, arresting the life-continuum, there 

arises mind-door adverting, followed by two or three moments of insight consciousness 

having for their object any of the characteristics such as impermanence, etc. This is the 

climax of insight knowledge. This insight leads directly and infallibly to the 

supramundane path, referred to by the term “emergence.” The insight leading to 

emergence comprises three kinds of knowledge; fully matured knowledge of 

equanimity about formations, conformity knowledge, and change-of-lineage. It covers 

the mundane moments of consciousness in the cognitive series issuing in the 

supramundane path—that is, the mind-moments called preliminary work, access, and 

conformity. That knowledge of equanimity towards formations together with 

knowledge that conforms to the truths, when perfected, is also termed “insight leading 

to emergence.”

2. Change-of-Lineage Knowledge
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Thereafter the change-of-lineage knowledge occurs. As soon as it occurs, the mind lets 

go of formations and takes nibbana as its object. It is called change-of-lineage because 

it marks the transition from the “lineage” or family of worldlings to the lineage of 

family of the noble ones. In the three phases preceding change-of-lineage the 

defilements continue to be abandoned through the substitution of opposites. But while 

this knowledge is like the path in that it cognizes nibbana, unlike the path it cannot 

dispel the murk of defilements that conceals the Four Noble Truths in any way. But it 

heralds the onset of the supramundane path, which abandons defilements permanently 

by cutting off their roots. Preliminary work, access, and conformity are mundane and 

the path and fruit are supramundane, but change-of-lineage has an intermediary position. 

It belongs neither to Purification by Knowledge and Vision of the Way nor to 

Purification by Knowledge and Vision. Hence it is called ‘adverting to the path’.

Tika explains it as follows:

“Because it does not comprehend formations as impermanent, etc., it does not belong to 

Purification by Knowledge and Vision of the Way. Because it does not abandon 

defilements even if it has nibbana object, it does not belong to Purification by 

Knowledge and Vision. Only for that reason it is said, as it were, that the place of 

adverting to the path just like functional mind element which shows the object to the 
consciousness elements, and which makes the function of adverting. 756 This is in 

between the sixth and seventh Purification. It cannot be called one of them because it 

has not got the characteristic of both Purifications. Still it is on the side of insight 

because it is the end of Insight Leading to Emergence. Therefore Change-of-Lineage 

Knowledge is said to be fallen in the state of stream of insight” (806)

756 Ven. Mahasi suggested that the reading vidnanadhatunant visayam uddesantam dassanakiccatn 
karontant should be vindanadhalunam visayam uddesanti dvajjanakiccam karontt because this reading is 
the qualifier of kiriyamanodhatu that is feminine in gender. And vinnanadhatunam visayam uddesanti 
refers to pancadvdravajjana\ dvajjanakiccam karontt refers to manodvaravajjana. However in Thai 
edition it appears as 'vidfidnadhatunam visayam uddesantidassanakiccam karontt'

In Patisambhidamagga, it is defined as ‘Understanding of emergence and turning away 

from the external is knowledge of change of lineage (Ps.i.67). For it does not induce 

emergence from occurrence internally because it does not cut off originating, but it does
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induce emergence from the sign externally because it has nibbana as its object; so there 

is emergence from one only.

3. The Supramundane Paths and Fruits
In the same cognitive series, immediately after this change-of-lineage consciousness, 

there comes supramundane Path-knowledge followed directly by its corresponding 

fruition. Both of them take nibbana as their object. For supramundane profitable 

consciousness results immediately. The path consciousness lasts for only a single 

moment, whereas fruition occurs for either two or three mind-moments. For one of 

sharp faculties, who has skipped the preliminary work, three fruition consciousnesses 

occur following the path; for others, who have gone through the preliminary work, there 

are two fruition consciousnesses. All these events, the three preparatory moments, the 

path and fruition, belong to a single cognitive series called the “cognitive series of the 

path” because it brings the liberating knowledge of the path. After this cognitive series 

there occurs a fresh cognitive series which reviews the path attainment, that is—at the 

end of the fruition his consciousness enters the life-continuum; after that, it arises as 

mind-door adverting interrupting the life-continuum for the purpose of reviewing the 

path; when that has ceased, seven impulsions of path reviewing arise; after re-entry into 

the life-continuum, adverting, etc., arise again in the same way for the purpose of 

reviewing fruition, and so on. This Reviewing-Knowledge takes formations as its object, 

not nibbana as do the paths and fruits.

There are states called ‘partaking of enlightenment’ because they take the part of the 

Noble Eightfold Path, which is called ‘Enlightenment’ in the sense of enlightening, and 

they ‘take the part’ of that because they are helpful. They are thirty-seven states: the 

Four Foundations of Mindfulness, the Four Right Endeavours, the Four Roads to Power, 

the Five Faculties, the Five Powers, the Seven Enlightenment Factors, and the Noble 

Eightfold Path.

The Path-consciousness has the nature of emerging from both ‘sign’ and ‘occurrence’. 

They emerge from the sign because they have the signless as their object, and also from 

occurrence because they cut off origination. So they emerge from both. Hence it is 
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defined in Patisambhidamagga as “The understanding of emergence and turning away 
from both (dubhato-vutthanavivattane) is knowledge of the path.”757 For at the moment 

of the Stream-entry path, Right View in the sense of seeing (a) emerges from wrong 

view, and it emerges from defilements and from the aggregates that occur consequent 

upon that wrong view, and (b) externally it emerges from all signs; hence it was said, 

‘Understanding of emergence and turning away from both is knowledge of the path’.

Tika explains it as follows:
“Dubhato means ubhato. It is said by prefixing the consonant id>. Or the word dubha is 

the synonymous term having the same meaning as the word ubhaya. In the sense of 

seeing means ‘in the sense of seeing the four truths with the characteristic of penetrating 

with full understanding, and so on’. From wrong view means ‘it emerges from sixty-two 

divisions of wrong view’. From defilements that occur consequent upon it means ‘it 

emerges from the defilements of uncertainty, etc., that occur consequent upon that 

wrong view because it leads to the states of loss’. It emerges from the aggregates: it 

should be construed as ‘it emerges from the aggregates that occur consequent upon that 

wrong view’. They deserve to arise with condition of wrong view, and so on. Wrong 

speech, action, and livelihood are of the nature of volition. Wrong mindfulness means 

the four aggregates occurring like wrong mindfulness. Regarding three higher paths 

right view emerges from conceit that should be removed by such and such path. For 

conceit is in the place of wrong view owing to arising as “ahamasmi”, but here instead 

of mentioning emergence from wrong path, emergence from fetters and inherent 

tendency that should be removed by such and such path is mentioned.” (827)

With the path, he now actually realizes through direct seeing of nibbana that formations 

are painful and their cessation, nibbana, is bliss. It is for the attainment of this 

supramundane path that the meditator has done all his practice. The aim of all his 

endeavours in fulfilling virtue and in developing meditation was the arousing of this 

path-consciousness. At the time of penetrating the truths each one of the four path 

knowledges is said to exercise four functions in a single moment. These four functions 

757 Ps. i. 69.
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are the full understanding (parinna) of suffering; the abandoning (pahand) of craving, 

its origin; the realization (sacchikiriya) of nibbcma, its cessation; and the development 

(bhavana) of the Noble-Eightfold Path.

This exercise of four functions simultaneously can be illustrated by the sunrise. With 

the rising of the sun, visible objects are illuminated, darkness is dispelled, light appears 

and cold is allayed. So too, path knowledge penetrates the four truths simultaneously in 

a single moment:

(1) it penetrates suffering by penetrating it with full-understanding

(parinnâbhisamaydy,

(2) it penetrates origination by penetrating it with abandoning

(pahânâbhisamayay

(3) it penetrates the path by penetrating it with developing (bhâvanâbhisamayay,

(4) it penetrates cessation by penetrating it with realizing

{sacchikiriyabhisamayd).

And here also, as the sun illuminates visible objects, so path knowledge fully 

understands suffering; as the sun dispels darkness, so path knowledge abandons origin; 

as the sun causes light to be seen, so path knowledge as right view develops the other 

path factors by acting as their co-nascence condition, etc.; as the sun allays cold, so path 

knowledge realizes the cessation, which is the tranquillizing of defilement.

Tïkâ explains it as follows:

"'Parinhabhisamaya means penetration called knowing by analyzing completely. 

Pahânâbhisamaya means penetration called cutting and abandoning. Maggam 

bhâvanâbhisamaya means penetration with developing knowledge of path (maggafïând), 

other paths such as right thinking through co-nascence condition, and so on. It realizes 

by penetrating called developing the noble path produced by earlier developing; it 

penetrates the eightfold path without delusion. For knowledge of path shattering 

delusion towards associated states shatters delusion towards itself. Cessation means 

nibbâna. Sacchikiriyâbhisamaya means penetration called making personal 

experience.” (839)
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This full understanding is threefold, that is, (i) full understanding as the known, (ii) full 

understanding as investigating, and (iii) full understanding as abandoning.

Abandoning is threefold too, that is, (i) abandoning by suppressing 

(yikkhambhanappahana), (ii) abandoning by substitution of opposites 

(tadangappahana), and (iii) abandoning by cutting off (samucchedappahana). 

Realizing is divided into two as (i) mundane realizing, and (ii) supramundane realizing. 

And it is threefold too with the subdivision of the supramundane into two as seeing and 

developing. Developing is also reckoned as twofold, namely (i) mundane developing 

and (ii) supramundane developing.

There are four supramundane paths that must be passed through to reach full 

purification and liberation: the path of Stream-entry (sotdpattimagga), the path of Once- 

retum (sakadagamimagga), the path of Non-retum (anagamimagga) and the path of 

^4raWship (arahattamagga). These four paths are to be attained in sequence. Each path 

arises only once. Each has its own particular range of defilements to burst. When a path 

arises, immediately, by the power of knowledge, it bursts the defilements within its 
range.

A stream-enterer is one who has entered the steam that leads irreversibly to nibbana, 

that is, the Noble Eightfold Path. A stream-enterer has cut off the coarsest three fetters 

personality view, doubt, and adherence to rules and rituals; he has unshakable 

confidence in the Buddha, Dhamma, and Sangha. He has freed himself as well from all 

degrees of defilements strong enough to lead to rebirth in woeful planes; he is bound to 

reach the final goal in at most seven lives.

The second path, the path of Once-retum, does not eradicate any defilements completely 

but has eliminated the grosser forms of greed, hatred and delusion. Thus although 

attenuated forms of these defilements can still arise in him, they do not occur often and 

their obsessive force is weak. A once-retumer will be reborn in the human world only 

one more time before attaining deliverance.
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Tika explains it as follows:

“Having returned to this world only one more time: among five kinds of once-retumer, 

one is taken by excluding four.

(1) One attains the fruit of once-returning in the human world, takes rebirth in the 

human world, and attains final nibbana here.

(2) One attains the fruit of once-returning in the human world, takes rebirth in a 

heavenly world, and attains final nibbana there.

(3) One attains the fruit in a heavenly world, takes rebirth in a heavenly world, and 

attains final nibbana there.

(4) One attains the fruit in a heavenly world, takes rebirth in the human world, and 

attains final nibbana here.

All these four are not taken in this context.

(5) One attains the fruit in the human world, takes rebirth in a heavenly world and 

passes the full life-span there, and then takes rebirth again in the human world, 

where one attains final nibbana.

Only this is taken here.” (814)

The third path, the path of Non-retum, bursts the two fetters of sensual lust and ill will. 

Thus he will be spontaneously reborn in a fine-material sphere and there will attain final 

Nibbana. It should be noted that while only non-retumers are reborn in the Pure Abodes, 

there is no fixed determination that all non-retumers are reborn there.

The fourth path, the path of Arahatstivp, eradicates the five subtle fetters 

(uddhambhagiya-samyojana')—desire for fine-material existence, desire for immaterial 

existence, conceit, restlessness, and ignorance.

Purification by knowledge and vision consists in the knowledge of the four 

supramundane paths. Following each path, its own respective fruition occurs as its 

immediate result. Whereas the path performs the task of breaking up defilements, 

fruition experiences the bliss of nibbana when this demanding exertion subsides: “The 
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• • • 758 •understanding of the relaxation of endeavour is Knowledge of Fruition.” Since the 

fruition-consciousness immediately follows the knowledge of the path without a time

lag, the path-concentration is called “concentration-with-immediate-result” (anantarika- 

samadhi). This indescribably keen concentration enables wisdom to cut through the 

range of defilements and purify the mental-continuum. In the Patisambhiddmagga it is 

stated: “The understanding of the eradication of defilements owing to the purity of non
distraction is knowledge of concentration-with-immediate-result.”758 759

758 Ps. i. 71.
759 Ps. i. 2.
760 M. ¡.41.

4. Reviewing Knowledge
After fruition there occurs Reviewing Knowledge. With this knowledge the meditator 

reviews five things, that is, the path, the fruition, the defilements abandoned, the 

defilements still remaining, and nibbana; usually, but not invariably. So a Stream 

Enterer has five kinds of reviewing. And as in the case of the Stream Enterer, so also in 

the case of the Once-Retumer and Non-retumer. But the Arahat has no reviewing of 

remaining defilements as he has cut them off entirely. Thus there is a maximum of 

nineteen reviewings.

With the attainment of the first three fruitions, the meditator at the time of reviewing, 

gains the conviction that one essential part of his task is done. When the fruit of 

Arahatship is attained through the knowledge of the fourth path, he wins the blissful 

realization that his task has been fully accomplished: “He understands, ‘Destroyed is 

birth, the holy life has been lived, what has to be done has been done, there is nothing 
further beyond this’.”760
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Chapter Eleven

Summary of Description of the Benefits in Developing 

Understanding (XXIII)

(pannabhavananisamsaniddesa)

This development of understanding has many hundred benefits. But briefly its benefits 

should be understood as these: (1) Removal of the various defilements (nana 

kilesaviddhamsanam), (2) experience of the taste of the Noble Fruit 

(ariyaphalarasanubhavanam), (3) ability to attain the attainment of cessation 

(nirodhasamapatti-samapajjanasamatthatd), and (4) achievement of worthiness to 

receive gifts and so on (ahuneyyabhdvadisiddhi).

1. Removal of the various defilements
One of the benefits of the mundane development of understanding is the removal of the 

various defilements beginning with wrong view of individuality.

Tika explains it as abandoning by substitution of opposites, etc., various defilements 

such as wrong view of individuality, uncertainty, and so on (sakkayaditthivicikiccha). 
(854)

And one of the benefits of the supramundane is removal, at the path moment, of the 

various defilements beginning with the fetters.

2. Experience of the taste of the Noble Fruit 
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The experience of the taste of the Noble fruit is a benefit of the development of 

understanding. For the Fruits of Asceticism, such as Stream-Entry is called the ‘Noble 

Fruit’. It occurs in the cognitive series of the Path, and in the attainment of fruition. Its 

occurrence in the cognitive series of the Path has been shown in the chapter XXII.

Fruition attainment is absorption in the cessation in which the Noble Fruition consists. 

All the Noble Ones attain it for the purpose of abiding in bliss here and now.

Tika explains it as follows:

“For the purpose of abiding in bliss here and now: for the purpose of abiding in a happy 

abode peacefully by tranquilizing distress and fever of defilement in this very life. The 

states of fruition attainment occur within such and such noble person only according to 

his wish because they do not arise without the preliminary work although they are 

resultant states.” (861)

Its attainment comes about for two reasons: with not bringing to mind any object other 

than nibbana, and with bringing nibbana to mind.

Tika explains it as follows:

“Attainment of fruition accomplished by bringing nibbana to mind is said referring to 

non-bringing to mind any object other than nibbana, because it is accomplished through 

the mind withdrawn from all formations. All types of fruition consciousness having 

nibbana as an object withdrawn from formation arise in one whose mind is disgusted, 

detached from formations completely by means of series of knowledge such as that of 
rise and fall.” (862)

It is made to last in three ways, because of the sacred words, ‘Friend, there are three 

conditions for the persistence of the signless mind-deliverance: they are the non

bringing to mind of all signs, the bringing to mind of the signless element, and the prior 
volition’.76'

761 M. i. 296-7.
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Tïkâ explains it as follows:

“The standing (thiti) means continuous persistence (pabandhatthiti). Standing as a 

continuous process of attainment according to time limit is said to be thiti here. 

Attaining (samâpajjanam) according to decision of time limit in this way, ‘When the 

moon, or the sun, has reached such a point, I shall emerge’, is volition (abhisankhâro) 

which is preparing of the mind.” (864)

Emergence from it comes about in two ways, because of the words ‘Friend, there are 

two conditions for the emergence from the signless mind-deliverance: they are the 

bringing to mind of all signs, and the non-bringing to mind of the signless element’. So 

the emergence from it should be understood in this way: emergence from the attainment 

of fruition comes about in him when he brings to mind whatever is the object of the life

continuum.

Tïkâ explains it as follows:

“Because when the life-continuum consciousness has arisen, he is called ‘emerged from 

attainment’, it is said, ‘He brings to mind what is the object of the life-continuum.’ The 

object of the life-continuum is kamma, and so on. Bringing to the mind means with 

attention accompanied by life-continuum, or that object is made in life-continuum 

consciousness.” (865)

3. Ability to attain the attainment of cessation
The ability to attain the attainment of cessation should be understood as a benefit of the 

development of understanding too.

(1) What is the attainment of cessation? It is the non-occurrence of consciousness and 

its concomitants owing to their progressive cessation.

Tïkâ explains it as follows:

“The progressive cessation means gradual cessation of three types of formation through 

cessation of such and such opposite by one who has attained eight attainments followed 
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by insight understanding. Non-arising of consciousness and consciousness

concomitants during time limit is the meaning of attainment of cessation.” (868)

(2) Who attains it? The non-retumers and those with cankers destroyed who are 

obtainers of the eight attainments, attain it. For it is said ‘Understanding that is mastery, 

owing to possession of two powers, to the tranquillization of three formations, to sixteen 

kinds of exercise of knowledge, and to nine kinds of exercise of concentration, is 
knowledge of the attainment of cessation’.762 And these qualifications are found only in 

Non-retumers and those whose cankers are destroyed, who are obtainers of the eight 

attainments.

(3) Where do they attain it? They attain it only in the five-constituent becoming because 

of the necessity for the succession of all the attainments. But in the four-constituent 

becoming there is no arising of the first jharta, etc., and so it is not possible to attain it 

there. But some say that is because of the lack of a physical basis.

Tika explains it as follows:

“Why is it said that they attain it in the five-constituent becoming? Is it not that even in 

the four-constituent becoming the gradual attainment can be possibly attained through 

the immaterial jhandl It may be possible, but it can be called “the gradual attainment”, 

because it is a part. It is only through eight attainments that it is called the gradual 

attainment. Because of the lack of a physical basis means because of absence of basis 

called whole physical body. For if anyone were to attain cessation in the immaterial 

world he would not be designated because of non-existence of consciousness and 

consciousness concomitants and any other, and he would be as though attained to final 

nibbana without remainder of results of past clinging. It would be said: depending on 

what has he entered into cessation, or what is the use of thinking of ground? It is 

because of the lack of the necessary factors that there is no attaining of the attainment of 

cessation in the immaterial world.” (871)

762 Psi. 97.
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(4) How does its attainment come about? It comes about in one who performs the 

preparatory tasks by striving with serenity and insight and causes the cessation of 

consciousness of the base consisting of neither perception nor non-perception. The 

details are these: A bhikkhu who desires to attain cessation attains the first jhâna, and on 

emerging he sees the formations in it with insight as impermanent, painfiil, not self. 

After that he attains the second jhâna .. .(etc.). Likewise he attains the base consisting of 

nothingness. On emerging from that he does the fourfold preparatory task, that is to say, 
about (a) non damage to property that is not touched by himself,763 (b) the Community’s 

waiting, (c) the Master’s summons, and (d) the limit of the duration. Then he attains the 

base consisting of neither perception nor non-perception. Then after one, or two, turns 

of consciousness have passed, he becomes without consciousness, he achieves cessation. 

Here it should be resolved that ‘During these seven days let this and this not be burnt by 

fire, and so on’. And it should be adverted to in this way ‘While I am sitting for seven 

days in the attainment of cessation, if the Community wants to enact a resolution, etc., I 

shall emerge before any bhikkhu comes to summon me.’ And it should be adverted in 

this way ‘While I am sitting for seven days in the attainment of cessation, if the Master, 

after examining a case, makes known a course of training, or teaches the Dhamma, I 

shall emerge before anyone comes to summon me’. And he should advert in this way 

‘Will my own vital formations go on occurring for seven days or will they not?’

763 Ven. Nânamoli translated it as ‘non-damage io others' property', which is not proper in this context. 
In Pm, it is explained as nânâbaddhâvikopananti attanâ asambaddhassa parikkhârassa avinâsanam. 
yathà tam na vinassati, tathâ adhitthânam (non-damage to requisites that are not touched with himself). 
For detailed discussion, see ( 14) of ‘Minor problems ... ’ in chapter 1 of this thesis.

Tïkâ explains it as follows:

“// should be resolved means ‘the thought should be caused to arise.’ For here the 

resolve consists in causing the thought to arise. Because of non-arising of 

consciousness-originated materiality, etc., and because of absence of support such as 

post-nascence condition, etc., the physical body continues the same only for seven days, 

after that it suffers wastage. So he limits the duration to seven days when he attains 

cessation, thus they say.” (875)
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Of life’s duration means of one’s own life’s duration, existence of one’s own life span. 

Vital formations are the same as life span. Some say that they are the life span, heat and 

consciousness. These are the object only of his normal consciousness. There is no death 

during cessation because dying takes place by means of the final life-continuum 

consciousness. He should attain only after adverting in this way, “Let sudden death not 

occur.” For in the case of sudden death he would not be able to declare final knowledge, 

advise the bhikkhus and reveal the position of the power of Dispensation. And there 

would be no attainment in the case of the highest path for Non-retumer. Without 

adverting the rest means omitting to advert the three kinds of preparatory task such as 

non-damage to the things not touched by him. (878)

(5) How is it made to last? It lasts as long as the time predetermined for its duration, 

unless interrupted meanwhile by the exhaustion of the life span, by the waiting of the 

Community, or by the Master’s summons.

(6) How does the emergence from it come about? The emergence comes about in two 

ways thus: by means of the fruition of non-retum in the case of the Non-retumer, or by 

means of the fruition of ^ra/zatship in the case of the Arahat.

(7) Towards what does the mind of one who has emerged tend? It tends towards 

nibbana.

(8) What is the difference between one who has attained cessation and one who is dead? 

For both of them three kinds of formation have ceased and are quite still. But for the 

dead his life is exhausted, his heat has subsided, and his faculties are broken up, for one 

who has attained cessation, his life is unexhausted, his heat has not subsided, his 

faculties are quite whole.

(9) Is the attainment of cessation formed or unformed, etc.? It is not classifiable as 

formed or unformed, mundane or supramundane. Why? Because it has no individual 

essence.
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4. The achievement of worthiness to receive gifts
Not only the ability to attain the attainment of cessation but also achievement of 

worthiness to receive gifts should be understood as a benefit of this supramundane 

development of understanding. He is fit for the gifts of the world with its deities, fit for 

its hospitality, fit for its offerings, and fit for its reverential salutation, and an 

incomparable field of merit for the world.
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Chapter Twelve

Concluding Remarks
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Chapter Twelve

Concluding Remarks

It is obvious that the Visuddhimagga has played an important role in Theravada 

Buddhism. It is an unchallengeable authority to exposit Pali Tipitaka belonging to 

Theravada Buddhism. Thus it is quite natural that the Visuddhimagga is admitted as the 

most authoritative text for the study of Theravada Buddhism by modem scholars. 

Though it seems to be exaggerating, a scholar like Reginald S. Copleston has already 

stated, “It would be hardly too much to say that Buddhaghosa was the second founder 

of the Buddhism of Ceylon.”764

764 Buddhism primitive and present in Magadha and in Ceylon, 1908.

Visuddhimagga was a challenging subject for me from the beginning of studying Pali. 

Translation of Visuddhimagga into Korean, my mother tongue has become my ardent 

wish after starting to learn Pali. To achieve this goal I selected Pm, Visuddhimagga- 

Mahatika as my subject of research, simply because there existed several studies 

regarding Visuddhimagga but not regarding Pm.

Frankly speaking, I did not know how difficult the Paramatthamahjusa was when I 

selected it as my subject. Not long before starting to attempt to translate from the first 

page of fourteenth chapter I keenly realized that this book stood beyond my ability. I 

knew that it required accurate and profound knowledge of Abhidhamma philosophy, 

without which one cannot follow the complicated contexts at all. When the work went 

on and reached at the 17th chapter which was known as the most complicated and 

difficult Pali article, it seemed to be impossible to understand it properly if one had not 
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accurate knowledge of Patthana, Vibhahga, and Mulatikas and Anutikas related to the 

text, all of which are also known as very complicated and difficult.

Lack of accurate critical editions increased difficulty to treat this subject. At the 

beginning I depended on VRI CD-ROM edition. I printed it out with roman script and 

used it as basic edition. Page by page, however, it contained many misreadings. Thus I 

should consult the Chatthasahgayana edition written in Burmese script, on which VRI 

edition depends. Especially in case of the 17th chapter it was not possible to understand 

many passages even with the help of all available editions. If there had not been Ven. 

Mahasi Sayadaw’s suggestion and Ven. U Nandamala Sayadaw’s kind explanations 

depending on the former’s Burmese translation, it might not have been possible to finish 

translation of this chapter.

This subject compelled me to travel to Sri Lanka and Myanmar to seek gurus to guide 

and to inspire my study. My sincere thanks are due to Ven. Sayadaw U Nandamala. I 

was always admiring whenever I made questions related to complicated sentences of 

Pm and Abhidhamma philosophy. His answer was unhindered, ready and solving my 

doubt. If I can claim to have a little knowledge in Abhidhamma it is due to his mercy. 

While discussing, he usually said, laughing, “It’s very very difficult. Who suggested 

you to study Pm?” The period which I spent to navigate Dhamma and Abhidhamma 

under his compassion in Myanmar would be the most valuable and happiest time in my 
life.

It is regrettable that I don’t submit word to word translation of chapters XVIII to XXIII 

in this work. In order to complete the entire translation of those chapters it will require 

more than two years in addition and the whole of my work will cover nearly 1000 pages, 

which is beyond the limitation given to me in both time and space. If the opportunity 

may be given to me and if I have ability to do, I would like to complete the whole 

translation of Pm in Korean and English in future.
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As I already mentioned, to study and translate Pm there must be a good critical edition 

in Roman script. The minute difference in various editions causes annoyance to 

translator so that to make obscure translation. For example:

In the Sinhalese edition of XIV. 79. (450) there occurs the sentence, “‘«a hi 

vihhatti kayavacaya vihhattf”ti vacanato asotavihheyyena saddena saha uppajjati’.765 

Thus Ven. Nanamoli, relying on this reading, translates as, ‘For because of the words, 

“For the intimation is not due to intimating speech” it arises together with sound not 

intimatable (cognizable) through the ear’, which seems not to convey proper meaning. 

Because the words na hi vihhatti are included inside the quotation mark he translated 

like this. In the Burmese edition of the same sentence, however, we have: ‘na hi 

vihhatti “kayavacaya vihhattf’ti vacanato asotavihheyyena saddena saha uppajjati.’’ 

Thus I translate it as, ‘For intimation never arises with sound unknowable through the 

ear, because of the words, “Intimation takes place through the body and speech’”. Main 

structure of the given sentence should be ‘na hi vihhatti uppajjati’', otherwise it is 

obscure to understand. Thus in this context Burmese edition seems to be better. The 

same sentence in Thai edition reads, ‘na hi vihhatti “taya vdcdya vihhattT”ti vacanato 
asotavihheyyena saddena saha uppajjati’ ,766 which seems to be near Burmese edition.

Vol. 11. p. 460.
766 Vol. HI. p. 60.
767 A Pieris, p. 62, Note 8.

Though Father A. Pieris mentioned in 197 8767 that he was planning to prepare critical 

edition of Pm, it, however, seems to take much more time. For he was not ready to 

publish it even after 20 years when I met him in Sri Lanka, 1999. In my opinion, the 

highly valuable suggestions of alternative readings made by Ven. Mahasi Sayadaw, 

known as the greatest scholarly monk and Vipassana master in this century, would be 

very helpful for critical edition. Most probably many parts of Pm will not be accessible 

without his suggestion of alternative readings. Even then he also confessed that it was 

not understandable in a certain passage with all his attempts.

I deeply regret that I was not able to understand Myanmar language. If there had not 

been Ven. U Nandamala’s help, I would have lost the opportunity to consult Ven.
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Mahasi Sayadaw’s monumental Burmese translation of Pm. Though there were many 

limitations for understanding an academic work through other’s interpretation and 

suggestion, I was trying to mention them in the footnotes whenever I accepted Ven. 

Mahasi’s suggestions in my attempt with the help of Ven. U Nandamala. I would like to 

arrange them here again to help the readers of Pm, especially 17th chapter of it.

In some contexts I did not follow Ven. Mahasi’s suggestion. For example, in XVII. 7. 

(572), 4th paragraph, the wording in Sinhalese version is dhatuaditathatapadanam 

instead of the word jatiadipadanam of Burmese. Though Ven. Mahasi says that 

wording dhatuaditathatapadanam is better, it seems to me that Burmese reading is more 

suitable in this context. One more example: - In XVII. 10. (574), Ven. Mahasi says that 

instead of the wording naranvayavinaso ucchedo of Burmese edition, the reading 

niranvayavinaso ucchedo in Thai edition will be better. It means destruction as non

existence of mind and matter in a new life. In my opinion, however, as uccheda never 

refers to mind and matter but always to atta according to suttas, the reading 

naranvayavinaso ucchedo is also applicable here as it is. It means destruction of lineage 

of human being. Therefore I adopted Burmese edition in this context.

Alternative Readings Mainly Suggested by Ven. Mahasi Sayadaw

(1) Location: XIV. 10. (426)

Context: dhammananattabhavepi padatthananattamattena dukkaravacanam hotiti 

vuttam < “ at thato panesa lokiyalokuttardva ”>ti.

Suggestion: dukantaravacanam (DhsAnuT. 53; Se; Pm)

(2) Lo: XIV. 14. (427).

Ct: <yam evarupi>nti yam evam hettha nidditthasabhavam. <anulomikam 

khanti>ntiadini pahhavevacanani.

Sg: nidditthasabhavam anulomikam. < khanti> (VbhA. 393.)
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(3) Lo: XIV. 14. (427).
Ct: paramatthasaccassa, nibbanassa ca avilomanato anulomefiti <anulomika>.

Sg: The comma afterparamatthasaccassa should be removed. (VbhA. 297.)

(4) Lo: XIV. 20. (428).
Ct: paccavekkhanahanam hi catusaccam arabbha pavattahanam tiama.

Sg: catutthasaccam (S6)

(5) Lo: XIV. 36. (432).
Ct: satipi sotadinam saddarammanadibhave nirulhatta dassane eva cakkhu-saddo

pavattati...

Sg: nayane eva (Sc); cakkhumhiyeva (VbhAT. 34.)

(6) Lo: XIV. 46. (435).

Ct: visesato lahukam suto “cirena suto”ti adhimano hoti.

Sg: “lahukam suto cirena suto”ti (Mahasi). abhimano ¿ori(DhsAT. 149)

(7) Lo: XIV. 71. (446).

Ct: na cetthayathalabhabhavanam?

Sg: yathalabhavacanam. (The question mark is not necessary.) (Abh-av-nt. II. 158; Se)

(8) Lo: XIV. 74. (448).

Ct: yena byaparadivikarapaccayantarasahitesu cakkhadinam visayesu vikaruppatti.

Sg: nissayesu (Abh-av-nt. II. 2)

(9) Lo: XIV. 89. (453).

Ct: tasma alambanadhammavasena pariyapannanam sa katabba,

Sg: alambaka (Mahasi)

(10) Lo: XIV. 106. (454).
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Ct: arahato pana uppajjamânam puggalantarabhâvüpanayanato nipphalam,

Sg: bhüvânupanayanato (Mahasi)

(11) Lo: XIV. 115.(455).

Ct: yena byâpâradivisesapaccayantarasahite cakkhussa visaye vikaruppatti 

visadisuppatti visayassa itthânitthabhâvena anuggaho,

Sg: byapârâdivikürapaccaya (DhsAT. 49)

(12) Lo: XIV. 138.(462).

Ct: tança nesam jïvananti tam tassa kSranabhâvam purakkhatvâ

Sg: tesam karanabhâvam (Mahasi)

(13) Lo: XIV. 138. (462).

Ct: tampi cassa atthato jïvanamevâti âha < “jïvanamattameva va ta”>nti.

Sg: ca atthato (Mahasi)

(14) Lo: XIV. 155.(475).

Ct: atha kho duccaritassa, viratïnanca soraccavasena sankocanatn, akiriyânanca 

hirottappânam jigucchanâdivasenâti ayametesam viseso.

Sg: duccaritassa. (Here must be a full stop) (Mahasi)

(15) Lo: XIV. 156. (476).

Ct: ettha katham karunâmuditdupekkhâsahagate sambhavantïti?

Sg: karunâmuditâ upekkhâsahagate

(16) Lo: XIV. 168.(483).

Ct: tayopete sakadQgdmino samyojanânam samyojanehi dasavidhâ yojanâti dassitâya

Sg: sakim âgâmino (Mahasi)

(17)Lo:XIV. 172. (486).
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Ct: dussanam attano, parassa ca upabhogaphalakälesu anitthattä

<visasamsatthapütimuttam viya datthabbo>ti...

Sg: upayoga (Abh-av-nt. 323)

(18) Lo: XV. 19. (517)

Ct: tathä hi cakkhu puggalantarâsâdhâranam

Sg: viññánantarásádharanam (Mahasi)

(19) Lo: XV. 21. (518).

Ct: ettha sïhasaddo viya kesarimhi nirulhä purise selävayavesu nirulho

Sg: nirulho (VbhAT. 45; T5)

(20) Lo: XV. 26. (520).

Ct: manovinhänadhätünam nirodhamattam catutthäruppacittuppädanirodhabhävato.

Sg: manovinnânadhammadhâtünam (S°)

(21) Lo: XV. 40. (524).

Ct : päkäbhävato viddhamsäbhävatoti vuttam hoti.

Sg: päkabhävato (S6)

(22) Lo: XV. 41. (524).

Ct: imâhi ca upamâhi nijjïvâna. bheritaladandâdïnam samâyoge, nijjïvânam 

saddädinam viya ...

Sg: nijjïvânam bheritaladandâdïnam (VbhAT. 47)

(23) Lo: XV. 42. (524).

Ct: sabbe anatthä râgâdayo, jâliâdayo ca visayabhütâ, anupasantâ, sappatibhayâ câti.

Sg: visabhütâ (VbhAT. 48)

(24) Lo: XVI. 3. (525).
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Ct: so ahhatavibhavo parinitthitakiccajduanakhmdsavassa bhavabhuto hutva uppattito

Sg: parinitthitajdnanakicca (Mahasi)

(25) Lo: XVI. 11.(528).
Ct: tassa uppatti itthipurisindriyehi visabhagavatthusardganimittehi yebhuyyena 

sattakayassa abhinibbatti.

Sg: tassd uppatti itthipurisindriyehi (VbhAnuT. 85). visabhagavatthusamrdga (Mahasi)

(26) Lo: XVI. 19. (530).

Ct: tassa abhisamayabhutaya dukkhanirodhappattiya patipadata datthabba.

Sg: tassa (VbhAnuT. 62)

(27) Lo: XVI. 60. (552).

Ct: jatiadinameva va upadanakkhandhapahcakdnam vd ekamekam.

Sg: This vd should be dropped. (Mahasi)

(28) Lo: XVI. 61. (553).

Ct: avijja hi bhavesu adlnavam paticchadentT...

Sg: paticchddeti (Sc)

(29) Lo: XVI. 61. (553).

Ct: ditthiadiupadanahca tattha tattha abhinivisamanam tanham abhivaddhenti 

dosadayopi kammassa karanam honti,

Sg: abhivaddheti (Se; T®)

(30) Lo: XVI. 72. (560).

Ct: <nibbanassa niccatta>ti apekkhadhammattati hetulakkhananupapatti.

Sg: apakkha (Mahasi)

(31) Lo: XVI. 74. (561).
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Ct: evam sabhävänam sabbesampi sahkhatadhammänam patipakkhabhütena 

tabbidhurasabhävena nissaranena bhavitabbam.

Sg: jdtädisabhävänam (Mahasi)

(32) Lo: XVI. 74. (561).
Ct: nibbänavisesappasango ca äpajjeyyäti maggakiccassa ekattena maggabahutâ siyâ.

Sg: ekatte na (Mahasi)

(33) Lo: XVI. 90. (567).

Ct: purimasaccadvayassa vipäkavattakammavattasahgahato kärakassa vä

dukkhasaccasabhävamäha.

Sg: dukkhasaccabhävam (Mahasi)

(34) Lo: XVI. 91. (567).

Ct: yathä vä pakativâdïnam vikärä avikäribhävato, pubbe patipalïna ca 

pakatibhäveneva titthanti,

Sg: vikärävibhävatopubbe (VbhAT. 57)

(35) Lo: XVI. 104. (569).

Ct: <evam pakârehï>ti evam-saddena vijänanakäranabhütena eva.

Sg: vijänanakäranabhüte naye (VbhAT. 59)

(36) Lo: XVII. 5.(571)

Ct: vivatañhi vibhattañca attham hetudhäranadassanehipäkatam karonto 

<uttânïkaroti>.

Sg: hetüdäharanadassanehi (T6)

(37) Lo: XVII. 6. (572)

Ct: etena tamtamphalanipphädanena tassä paccayasämaggiyä tapparatä <tathatä>ti 

dasseti.

Sg: nipphädane (Se)
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(38) Lo: XVH. 7. (573).

Ct: samânâdhikaranatâ natthïti na kathanci kammadhârayasamâsasambhavoti?

Sg: kammadhârayasamâsSsambhavoti (Mahasi)

(39) Lo: XVÏÏ. 7. (573)

Ct: idam-saddo paticcasamuppannato abhassitvâ annâsambhavato paccaye avatitthati,

Sg: bhassitvâ (S6)

(40) Lo: XVII. 7. (573).

Ct: tasmâ idappaccayabhâvo idappaccayasarüpam sabhâvantarehi

vinivattabhâvadassanattham imassâyanti visesetvâ

Sg: bh&vantarehi (Mahasi)

(41) Lo:XVH. 13. (575).

Ct: tenâha < “sace heyyâ”>tiâdi.

Sg: bhaveyyâ (Vis; T6)

(42) Lo: XVII. 13.(575).

Ct: idha pana paticcasamuppâdo hotïti tassa atthibhâvacodandti katvâ hoti jâyatïti 

nibbatticodanâ katâ siyâti

Sg: atthibhâvajotanâti (Mahasi)

(43) Lo: XVÏÏ. 24. (580).

Ct: “itthï, purisâ ”ti vohârena janapadanirutti

Sg: vohâro (Mahasi)

(44) Lo: XVII. 24. (580).

Ct: kâranassa sabhâvena tappatilâbhagatiyâ patvâ.

Sg: sabbhâvena (Se)

(45) Lo: XVII. 24. (580).
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Ct: imasmim sati imassuppädo

Sg: imassuppädä (Mahasi)

(46) Lo: XVII. 24. (580).

Ct: “natvä kiriyato vaya”nti evamädipayogadassanato avassam anumiyamänena 

kattunä Tdiso saddapayogo icchitabbo.

Sg: A full stop after evamädipayogadassanato (Mahasi)

(47) Lo: XVH. 24. (580).

Ct: pajananañca nidänampi viññatabbanti

Sg: nidänamhi (Mahasi)

(48) Lo: XVII. 24. (580).

Ct: evamidhäpi paccayapaccayanapavedanatthena niddese sattivisesena attano 

phalena paccariiyatäya nätabbabhävena “paticcä”ti pariyäyena paccayo vutto.

Sg: paccayapavedanatthe (Sc)

(49) Lo: XVII. 24. (580).

Ct: evam-saddena samugghätam dukkham dassetvä

Sg: sammukham (Mahasi)

(50) Lo: XVII. 25.(581).

Ct: sattasuññesu pana sankhäresu sattavohäro, sattatthakiccasiddhi ca.

Sg: sattakiccasiddhi (Mahasi)

(51) Lo: XVn. 34.(583).

Ct: tena hi upatthambhitarüpakäyassa, tanca icchantassa kämavinnänäyühanam hoti.

Sg: kammavinnänäyühanam (VbhAT. 87; S6)

(52) Lo: XVII. 34. (583).

Ct: ye tehipahätabbä akusalä dhammä
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Sg: hi (Mahasi)

(53) Lo: XVH. 34. (583).

Ct: atha kho natthitd, nirodhasaddavacanlyata, khinasamyojanatati nirodho vutto.

Sg: After natthitd a comma is not necessary. (Mahasi)

(54) Lo: XVII. 48. (587).

Ct: <paritassati>tipipasati, tcmhdparitapataya va vicalati.

Sg: tanhdparitasataya (S6)

(55) Lo: XVD. 58. (591).

Ct: <ayam pana>ti idani vakkhamanam.

Sg: <ayam pana>ti idani vakkhamdnam atthasamvannanam sandhaya Sha (Mahasi)

(56) Lo: XVII. 58. (591).

Ct: ahapetva vibhajitabbanu vibhajanahhi abhidhammapariyayo.

Sg: The above should be one sentence. (S6)

(57) Lo: XVn. 59. (591).

Ct: “pilanattho "tiadina vutto

Sg: A full stop after vutto. (Mahasi)

(58) Lo: XVH. 59. (591).

Ct: dukkhddivisayo andhatamakaro

Sg: dukkhadivisaye (Sc)

(59) Lo: XVII. 61. (592).

Ct: anupacchinnatanhavijjamane pana santane sabyaparappavattiya tassa kusalata

Sg: avijjamule (Mahasi)

(60) Lo: XVII. 61. (592).
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Ct: yadi vucceyyum, dassanenapahâtabbâ bhâvanâyapahâtabbânam kesañci kenaci 

kadäci ärammanäarammanädhipatiupanissayapaccayehi  paccayo bhaveyyum.

Sg: keci (adj. of dassanenapahâtabbâ) (VbhAT. 95)

(61) Lo: XVII. 61. (592).
Ct: nevadassanena-nqbhävanäyapahätabbatäya navattabbatä âpajjatïti?

Sg: vattabbatä (Mahasi)

(62) Lo: XVn. 62. (593).

Ct: paccayuppannañhi paccayasambandhïti appaccayuppannattäti tamsambandhitä 

ettha jotiyati.

Sg: appaccayuppannattä atamsambandhitä (Mahasi). appaccayuppannattä

asambandhitä (DhsAnuT. 28)

(63) Lo: XVn. 62. (593).

Ct: atha cakkhuviññánam nidassanam na passattti taggahetabbatänivattiyam.

Sg: na passaffli should be removed. (DhsAnuT. 28)

(64) Lo: XVII. 62. (593).

Ct: amaro vä devo vâ bhaveyyam, devafmataro vâti pavattitâ vatacariyâ <amaratapo>. 

Sg: amaradevâti (Mahasi)

(65) Lo: XVII. 65. (594).

Ct: sabbesampi paccayadhammânam paccayabhävam visajjetukâmo paccaye tâva 

päHnayeneva dassetum < “bhagavatâ hï">tiâdi âraddham.

Sg: visajjetukâmena (Se)

(66) Lo: XVII. 67. (594).

Ct: evamâdinâ dhammapatthânaniddesena dhammato añña dhammasatti nâma natthïti 

Sg: dhammappadhânaniddesena (PtnAT. 168)

(67) Lo: XVII. 68. (595).
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Ct: viriipo hetüti ca evamädisu käranam yam kind karanalakkhanam, 

sampäpakalakkhanampi vä. ... kämam mülampi karanalakkhanam käranameva ...

Sg: kärakalakkhanam (Mahasi)

(68) Lo: XVII. 70. (595).

Ct: na tadä sampayuttavisesanam hotîti sampayuttävisitthä ye keci gahitä bhaveyyunti.

Sg: sampayuttä avisitthä (PtnAT. 177)

(69) Lo: XVII. 70. (595).

Ct: idha ca dutiyena hetuggahanena paccayuppannänam hetunä, paccayabhüteneva ca 

sampayuttänam hetünam

Sg: hetunäpaccayabhüteneva (PtnAT. 177)

(70) Lo: XVII. 72. (597).

Ct: <garum katvä>ti garukäracittikäravasena vä assädanavasena vä garukärikam 

laddhabbam avijahitabbam anavannätam katvä.

Sg: garum bhäriyam (Mahasi); garum bhärikam (Abh-av-nt. 365)

(71) Lo: XVII. 84. (602).

Ct: <upasevanam> pana käye alliyäpanavasena upayogüpasevanam

Sg: upabhogüpasevanam (PtnAT. 171)

(72) Lo: XVII. 84. (602).

Ct: teneva anägatänampi utusampadädinam ärammanüpasevanena upasevitänam 
pakatüpanissayatä vuttä hoti

Sg: eteneva (S6)

(73) Lo: XVII. 84. (602).

Ct: <upanissayo>ti balavakaranam katvä.

Sg: <upanissayo>ti balavakäranam katväpakatüpanissayo. (Mahasi)
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(74) Lo: XVH. 85. (603).

Ct: < “kind kalena ”> iti patisandhikalavasena.

Sg: Ara/e na (Mahasi)

(75) Lo: XVII. 92. (610).

Ct: najhSnapaccayabhavo pana natthiti

Sg: na jhanapaccayabhavo (Mahasi)

(76) Lo: XVII. 95. (613).

Ct: ayaňca vippayuttatá na sampayuttapaccayataya viya ...

Sg: yuttatd (PtnAnuT. 237)

(77) Lo: XVII. 95. (613).

Ct: tattha hi arupadhammánam samanajátiyatůya samadhuram,

Sg: arůpasabhávattá ubhayam samadhuram (PtnAnuT. 237)

(78) Lo: XVn. 96. (614).

Ct: nibbattitůpalabbhamánatůlakkhanam atthibhůvam niváreti.

Sg: nibbattaupalabbhamánatálakkhanam (PtnAT. 175)

(79) Lo: XVII. 98. (615).

Ct: anantarameva pana attano atthibhavena pavattiokasam alabhamanam 

natthibhůvena okasam dadamdnam viya upakárakam hotiti...

Sg: alabhamánánam (PtnAT. 175)

(80) Lo: XVII. 108.(617).

Ct: tanha vd caturupádanabhútd kámásavaditthásavá ca saňkhůrassa kárananti pákatá 

avijjáhetukati.

Sg: avijjáhetukd is not necessary. (VbhAT.100)

(81) Lo: XVII. 119. (619).
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Ct: tamjananayattam pana sesasaccattayabhisamayam samanakalampi tam 

purimakalam viya katva vuttam.

Sg: tamjananayattatam (VbhAT. 101)

(82) Lo: XVn. 141. (625).

Ct: tattha saddo tava anupadinnabhavena sugatipariyapannaidya gatinimittabhavena 

atthakathasu nagatoti yuttametam,

Sg: sugatipariyapanna-gatinimittabhavena (Mahasi)

(83) Lo: XVII. 156. (630).

Ct: annasattdnam devanam pancdyaianani patubhavanti,

Sg: asannasattanam (VbhAT. 108)

(84) Lo: XVII. 156. (630).

Ct: dhammananca dyatanabhavo ekantiko <yamake> vutto dhammo ayatananti?

Sg: ekantato (VbhAT. 108)

(85) Lo: XVII. 156. (630).

Ct: acakkhdyatanabhdvena ca nesam rupayatanam anhesam avisayoti?

Sg: acakkhdyatanabhdvepi... visayoti. The question mark should be dropped. (Mahasi)

(86) Lo: XVII. 157. (630).

Ct: “samsedajayonika paripunndyatanaparipunnayatanabhavena opapatikasahgaham 

katva vutta ”ti

Sg: paripunnayatanabhdvena (Se)

(87) Lo: XVII. 160.(631).

Ct: tatheva pana hettha, riipabhave vd upapatti natthi.

Sg: tattheva

(88) Lo: XVII. 162. (632).
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Ct: bähirakakappitassa adhipatitthanakassa abhävato <rüparüpadhammamattam>.

Sg: adhititthanakassa (Abh-av-nt. II. 94)

(89) Lo: XVII. 170. (634).

Ct: phalassa vä tasseva bljassa ...

Sg: vä should be dropped. (Mahasi)

(90) Lo: XVII. 250. (646).

Ct: tato eva na sabbassa bhavantarassa, tamhetuno vä bhavabhávappasañgo.

Sg: bhavantassa (Mahasi)

(91) Lo: XVn. 256. (648).

Ct: paccayadhammavisesepi atthappabhedena sankharabhavaggahanesu attheva 

visesoti dassanattham katam.

Sg: paccayadhammävisesepi (Mahasi)

(92) Lo: XVII. 296. (654).

Ct: <evam samuppanna>nti kammatopi vipäko.

Sg: kammato (Mahasi)

(93) Lo: XVII. 301. (656).

Ct: tehi siddhäya avijjäya sahitehi sankhärehi paccayo ca hoti

bhavantarapätubhäväyäti adhippäyo.

Sg: janitehi (T)

(94) Lo: XIX. (678).

Ct: cakkhuvinnänädihi bhavitabbam, hetuabhävä visesato

Sg: hetuabhävävisesato (+ a full stop) (Mahasi)

(95) Lo: XIX. (679).

Ct: pathavisalilapärisiädayo viya

Sg: pathavïSalilarasâdayo (Vis. XXII. 87)
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(96) Lo: XIX. (681).

Ct: tathä sabhägo, utusabhägo ca ähäro

Sg: sabhägoutu, sabhägo (Mahasi)

(97) Lo: XX. (721).

Ct: cittaditthivipalläsä tadabhävena honfíti

Sg: tadabhäve na (Mahasi)

(98) Lo: XX. (722).

Ct: rüpasattakädivasena vä pariggahitassa tamtamparicchedato param

aññnabhavadassanam <viparinämänupassanä>.

Sg: aññathdbhdvadassanam (Mahasi)

(99) Lo: XX. (723).

Ct: anekäkäravokärasankhäresu lakkhanattayasallakkhanasammasanassa

Sg: anekäkäravokärassa sankhäresu (Mahasi)

(100) Lo: XXI. (737).

Ct: yato tadavigamena atthärasasu mahävipassanäsu ekaccä adhigatä eva honti.

Sg: tadadhigamena (Mahasi)

(101) Lo: XXI. (752).

Ct: uppadamülakañhi sabbam tarn sabbavatthukanti sabyasanam

Sg: uppadamülakañhi sabbam tarn taiji vatthukam bhavagatam byasanam (Se)

(102) Lo: XXL (769).

Ct: animittäkärena adhimuccanto vutthänagäminimaggena ghateti.

Sg: vutthänagäminim maggena (Mahasi)

(103) Lo: XXI. (782).
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Ct: tarn panetam sasantatipariyäpannampi parato ditthitäya “bahiddhä”ti vuttam.

Sg: ditthatdya (Mahasi)

(104) Lo: XXI. (782).

Ct: <ajjhattapavattato>ti sasantäne micchäditthipavattanäadito,

Sg: micchäditthipavattädito (Mahasi)

(105) Lo: XXI. (804).

Ct: kiriyamanodhätuyä hi bhavaňge ävattite kiriyamayacittapavattivipäkacittuppattiyä 

savïcikâ santarä,

Sg: kiriyamayacittapavatti vipäkacittuppattiyä(Mahasi)

(106) Lo: XXn. (806).

Ct: viññanadhátünam visayam uddesantam dassanakiccam karontam

Sg: uddesanti avajjanakiccam karonG-QAsSnasi)
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GLOSSARY

abbhantara the inside, internal

abbhahata buffeted, shaken (cf. samabbhahata)

abbhussahana encouragement, instigation

abbhocchinna unbroken, uninterrupted

abbuda the foetus in the 1st & 2nd months after conception

abhâva absence

abheda non-division

abhibhava defeat *
abhibhüta overpowered, overwhelmed

abhibyatta expressing, explaining

abhidhâna act of naming (gram.)

abhidheyya thing named (gram.)

abhighâta impact

abhigijjha greedy

abhijâti birth

abhikankhana wish, longing, hope
abhikkama advancing, going forward, approach

abhilâpa talking, speaking

abhilâsa desire, wish

abhimata outstanding

abhimukha facing towards

abhinfia direct knowledge

abhinha continuous, repeatedly

abhinandana delight, delighting

abhinibbatti rebirth, becoming

abhinipâta conjunction, engagement

abhinivesa insistence, interpretation, contemplation
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abhirati delight, delighting in, pleasure

abhisamyuhitva grouping together

abhisamaya penetration to, convergence upon (the 4 Truths)

abhisambhavitum to meet with, to get

abhisameti to realize, to attain

abhisankhara volitional formation, Aawwa-formation, preparation

abhisankhipitva having thrown together
abhisandahana stimulate, encouragement

abhivaddha growth, increasing

abhivadati to speak out, to declare, to praise

abhivisittha distinguished, most excellent

abyabhicari without exception (gram, and log.)
abyakata indeterminate

acchariya nt. marvel, wonder; a. wonderful, marvelous

addha extent, period

adhiccasamuppanna arisen without a cause, spontaneous
adhigama attainment, knowledge
adhigata position, attitude

adhika apart, away from, big
adhikarana container, locative case (gram.)
adhikicca as an integral part of, dependent on
adhimatta exceeding, too much

adhimokkha resolution

adhimutti resolution

adhipati predominance
adhippaya intention, purport
adhitthana foundation, steadying (of mind), resolve

adhivacana designation
adhlta (pp. of dhiyati) studied, learnt

adinnadana taking what is not given, stealing

aditthana foundation, determination, resolution

adukkhamasukha neither-painful-nor-pleasant (feeling)
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agga foremost, pre-eminent, the top-most, the end

aggahana non-apprehending, non-grasping

aggi fire

ajjhatta internally, in oneself

ajjhena study

ajjhoharana swallowing, eating

ajjhosana cleaving to, attachment

ajjhupekkhati to look on at

akkhalita unfaltering
akkhi eye

akusala unskilful, (kammically) unprofitable, unwholesome

allina unsheltered, contiguous to
anga limb, factor (of path, jhana, etc.), practice, etc

angara charcoal
anguli finger, toe; measure of length

arikura sprout
anna final knowledge (in the Arahaf)

andaja egg-bom

anu atom, minute measure
anagata future

andha blind, foolish
anicca impermanent
anta inside
antara interval, in between, inner
anubandha succession, consequence, uninterrupted

anubhavana experiencing
anubodha idea, ideation

anubyafijana minor, additional sign or mark, detail
anudahana burning

anugamana influence, conclusion, form of belief
anugata conformable to, following, relating to, concerning
anuggaha favour, help, assistance
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anujanati 

anukampamana 

anukkama 

anukula 
anuloma 

anumana 

anupada 

anurodha 

anurupa 

anusaya 

anusocana 

anutapana 

anuvada 

anuvilokaya 

anuyoga 

anvaya 

apanayana 

apavada 

apaya 

apekkha 

apilapana 

appa 

araniya 

ariya 

aroga 

asannin

asana 

asekkha 

assada 

assasa 

assutava 

asubha

to allow, to give permission

being compassionate

order, succession, turn

favourable, agreeable

in conformity with, in forward order

inference

without grasping or clinging

compliance, satisfaction

conformable, proper, according to

inherent (underlying) tendency 

mourning

tormenting, torture

blaming, censure

seeing

corollary

conformity, lineage, positive assertion (log.)

objection

abuse, reproach, blaming; finding fault

state of loss
passion, interest

not wobbling, not floating

few, little

to be attained, to be served, to be honoured

noble, Noble One (i.e. one who has attained a Path)

healthy, free from sickness

non-percipient

an arrow, shooting
non-trainer (one who has reached the fruition of arahantship) 

gratification, attraction, enjoyment 

inhalation, comfort
not learned, ignorant, uninstructed

foulness, foul, ugly
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ataccha untruth, falsehood

atianittha

aticchatâ

absolutely undesirable

ambition, excessiveness of wishes

atidesa extension (of meaning) (gram.)

atikkamana passing beyond, going over, overcoming of

atimahanta very large
atippasanga 

atireka
over-generalization (log.)

exceeding, excessive
atisâra bowel flux, diarrhea
atlta past
atta self

attha benefit, good, meaning, purpose, aim, goal, need

avabodha awareness, discovery

avacara sphere

avadhârana 

avakamsato

emphasizing, delimitation 

at the minimum

avasara occasion, chance, opportunity, turn

avasâna the end, conclusion
avasesa remainder
avasittha 

avatthâna

remaining, left 

position, standing place

avayava 

âbâdha

constituent (of compound) (gram) 

affliction
âbhâ splendour, light
âbhoga concern
âcaya

âdâna
setting-up (of matter) 

grasping, taking
âdâsa mirror

âdhâra support to stand something on, the locative case (gram)

âdhipacca 

âdi
lordship, rulership 

beginning, et cetera
âdinna taken, grasped
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admava

agama 

agamana 

aghata 

aharana 

ahara 
ahita 

ahuneyya 

ajanana 

ajiva 

akara 

akara 

akasa 

akincannayatana 

akinna 

akotenta 

alambana 

alaya 

aloka 
amaka 

amanta 

amedita 

amukha 

anantariya 

aneflja 

anisamsa 

anubhava 

apajjana 

apanna 

apatha 

apodhatu 

arabbha

danger, disability

scripture, body of texts handed down

act of coming to

annoyance

to be taken, taking away

nutriment, food

kept, put

worthy of adoration or offerings

knowing, understanding

livelihood

store, mine

mode, aspect, structure

space

base consisting of nothingness

scattered, heaped

beating .

hanging down from, a sense-object

reliance, thing relied on

light

raw flesh

(expression of assent) agreed

reduplicated (word) (gram.)

facing towards

immediate

imperturbable, (the term for the 4th jhana)

benefit, advantage

power

logical consequence

entered upon, fallen into

threshold (of door to consciousness), range, focus, horizon

water element

(ger. as adv.) contingent upon, owing to
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arakkhati to guard
arammana object (of consciousness or its concomitants), support
árogya health
áropetva putting on
áruppa immaterial state
asabha bull
ásañká doubt, suspicion, fear
ásanna near
ásatti clinging, attachment
asava canker
asevaná cultivation, repetition
átapa heat
atura diseased, affected
avajjana adverting (consciousness)
ávattana turning round, twisting
avasa a dwelling, a residence, a monastery
ávi manifest
ávibhavana expression, appearance

áviñchana picking up
aya improvement, increase
áyatana base
áyu life
áyühana accumulation (of kamma)

badhira deaf
bahiddha (adv.) externally
bahu much, many, abundant
bala power

bandhana imprisonment
badhana affliction
báhira (adj.) external
báhulla mostly
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bâla ignorant, foolish

bhadda good, lucky, auspicious

bhagavâ blessed, venerable, holy

bhajana association with
bhamati to roam, to wander, to revolve
bhanga dissolution

bhava being, becoming, existence
bhavanga life-continuum (consciousness; lit. 'factor of being')
bhavantara another becoming
bhaya fear

bhajana vessel, bowl
bhâra burden

bhâsita spoken
bhâva essence, state-ness, sex, verbal substantive (gram.)
bhâvanâ development, meditation, cultivation
bheda division, breaking
bheri drum

bhesajja medicine
bhinna divided, broken up, split, classified
bhiyyo more, repeatedly, exceedingly
bhoga enjoyment
bhojana meal, food
bhumma the locative case (gram.)
bhusa much, excessive
bhümi ground, soil, plane (of existence)
bhüri wisdom
bhüta become, been, creature, primary element
bindu drop
bîja seed
bodha enlightenment

bodhipakkhiya belonging to enlightenment
bodhisatta Bodhisatta, Being Destined to Enlightenment
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brahma Divinity, Brahma Divinity

brühana intensification

buddha enlightened one

buddhi enlightenment, intellect, discretion, speculation,

byabhicâra exception, irregularity (gram.)
byafijana particle (= nipâta)
byasana misfortune, misery, ruin

byatireka assertion in a negative way

byavadhâyaka intermediate
byâdhi sickness

byâpâda ill will
byâpâra effort, attempt, activity, interestedness

byapilakkhana characteristic of pervading

cakka wheel

cakkhati to relish
cakkhu eye
cal ana shaking, motion

candika cruel
carima last, subsequent
catukka tetrad
cavana death, falling away
caya increase
câga generosity
caraka prison
cetanâ volition
cetasika consciousness concomitant (feeling, perception & formation)
chanda zeal
chattha the sixth
châdana covering
châyâ shadow
cheka genuine
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chidda 

chindati 

cintana 

citta 

cira 

civara 
codana 

cuti

dabba 

dadhi 

dahara 

dalha 

danda 

dandha 

daratha 

dasaka 

dassana 

daha 

dana 

dáraka 

dáru 

dasa 

dáyaka 

deha 

desa 

desaná 

deva 

dhamma 
dhana 

dharana 

dhatu

hole

to cut off

thinking

(manner of) consciousness, consciousness, cognizance, mind 

rag

robe

question, query, rebuke, inciting

death

matter, material (= drabya)

curds

young

firm

stick

sluggish, stupid

pain, oppression, distress, sorrow

decad (of matter), decade

seeing, vision, term for the first path

burning

gift, giving

a young boy

timber

bondsman

giving, a giver, a supporter, a benefactor 

body

place, location, part

teaching, instruction

god

the Dhamma or Law (as discovered by the Buddha); dhamma 

wealth, treasure, property

bearing, holding

element, (metallic) ore
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dhunana destroying, shaking off

dhuva everlasting

dibba divine, celestial
dinna given
dittha 

ditthi 

diva

seen

view, (wrong) view, (right) view 

day, heaven
digha 

dlpana 

domanassa

long

explaining, illustrating

grief, displeasure
dosa hate, flaw, humour (of the body)

drava fluid
duddha milk

duggati

duka
unhappy destination (on rebirth) 

a dyad

dukkha pain, painful, bodily pain, suffering
duttha

dura
(pp. dussati) corrupted by hate (used as verbal adj. for dosa) 
far

dvanda a pair, name of one of the compounds
dvara door (i.e. the 6 d. of consciousness by the 6 bases.)
dvija twice-born

elaka a goat, a ram

gabbha 

gahana
womb, embryo, foetus, interior 
apprehending, assuming

gamana 

gambhlra

going 

profound
ganana 

ganhati 

ganthipada 

gandha

counting, statistics

to seize, to apprehend, to assume

knotty passage

odour
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gantha 

gati 

gaha 

garayha 

gatha

book

destiny, destination (on rebirth), movement 

apprehension, assumption (atta- assumption of a self) 

blamable, contemptible

verse

gavT 

geha 

ghana 

ghattana 

ghata 

ghana 

ghosa 

gijjha 

gilana

cow

house

compact

impinging, knocking together 

clarified butter, ghee

nose

sound, noise

vulture

sick, a sick person

gocara 

gotrabhu 

gula

resort, domain, scope 

change-of-lineage 

molasses

guna special quality

hadaya 

hasituppada 

hattha

heart

smile produce (consciousness)

measure of length (from elbow to extended little finger)

hatthi elephant
havana sacrifice

hettha

hetu

above, before, previously

reason, cause (loosely); root-cause (technically)

hiri conscience

hita beneficial, useful, benefit, blessing

hina abandoned, inferior

iccha wish

idappaccaya specific conditionality
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iddhi

ina 

indaliňga 

indriya 
isi 

issara 

ittha 

ittara 

itthi 

iha 

Tsa 

jaccandha 

jala 

jalábuja 

janaka 

jara 

java 

javana 

jala 

janana 

jata 

jati 

jetthaka 

jigucchana 
jinn a 

jivhá 

jíva 

juttha

kahapana 

kakantaka

power, success, supernormal power 

debt 

mark of ruler 

faculty 

sage, seer 

overlord, Lord Creator 

desirable 

temporary, changeable, passing 

woman, female 

exertion, endeavour 

a lord, ruler 

bom blind 

water 

bom from a womb 

producer, father 

ageing, old age 

speed 

impulsion (consciousness) 

net, entanglement 

knowing 

bom, produced 

birth, sort, kind 

chief, eldest, first 

disgust for, dislike 

old 

tongue 

soul 

fostered 

copper coin 

the chameleon
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kakkhala

kalala 

kalapa 

kalla 

kamma 

kampana 
kanha 

kappa 

karana 

karuna 

kasina 

katha 

katta 

kala 

kama 

kamavacara 

karaka 

karana 

kaya 

kesa 

ketu 

kevala 

khana 

khandicca 

khanika 

khanikamarana 

khandha 

khanti 

khaya 

khela 

khetta 

khijjana

hard

embryo

group, material group (term for material octad, etc) 

proper, ready, clever

kamma, deeds, action, work, (legal) enactment 

wavering, shaking

dark, black

aeon, age

reason, cause; act of doing

compassion

whole ; wholeness, totality, kasina

talk, explanation

subject of verb (gram.)

time

sense desire, sensual desire

sense-desire sphere, sense sphere

doer

act of causing to do; instrument; cause, reason; 

body, group, the material body

hair of the head

banner

only, alone, whole, complete

moment, instant,

the state of being broken (of teeth)

momentary

momentary death

aggregate

patience, choice

destruction, exhaustion

saliva, phlegm

field

excitement
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khippa quickly
khitta thrown, cast

khfnasava one whose cankers are destroyed
kicca function, activity
kilesa defilement
kiriya functional (consciousness or mind)
kodha anger
kosajja idleness
kosalla skill, proficiency
koti beginning, point, end, top, summit
kucchita contemptible, vile
kukkucca worry
kukkura dog
kula family, lineage, multitude
kumára son, young boy
kuppati to be angry, to be disturbed
kurura cruel
kusala skilful, profitable (consciousness)
kutila crooked, bent
kuttha leprosy
kuta wild, savage

laddha obtained
laddhi view, theory
lahu light, quick
lajjá bashfulness, shame
lakkha mark, target
lakkhana characteristic
lanchana mark, stamp
lavana cutting, reaping
labha gain
leddu clod of earth
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lesa part, fraction

liñga

lina

mark, sex, gender (gram.) 

clinging, attached, adhering

lobha greed

lohitaka red

loka world

lokiya

lokuttara

mundane (not associated with the path, fruition or ribband) 

supram undane

loma hair on the body

lona

lopa 

lubbhana

salt

elision, cutting off

greediness

lükha harsh, hard, unpleasant, rough, miserable

macchara avarice, envy

madhu honey, sweet, pleasant

madhura sweet, intoxicating

magga 

mahaggata 

mahábhüta

path

exalted (a term for consciousness)

great entity (great primary element of rupa)

mamsa flesh

mamaria fondness, possessiveness

mamma vital spot of the body

mañgala 

mandala 

mani

blessing 

circle, round 

gem

mana mind

manasikára attention, bringing-to-mind

manda slow, sluggish, indolent

mantha instrument for churning milk

manussa human being

maraña death, dying
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mařici mirage

malá garland
mana conceit (pride)

matika schedule of the Abhidhamma, codes of the Patimokkha

máyá deceit
metta loving-kindness, amity

micchá wrong

middha torpor

moha delusion
mokkha release, final release

mudu malleable

mukha mouth, face; paragraph heading; way

musáváda telling a lie
muta sensed (i.e. smelt, tasted or touched)
muti understanding, intelligence
mula root

nána knowledge (in general)
fiáta known
fiaya method, system, manner
fteyya what can be known

namana naming
nanda rejoicing
nandi delight
napumsaka neuter gender
nara man

naraka a name for Niraya, i.e. purgatory
nati bent, bias
nava new, nine
naya method
náma mentality, name
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nâmarüpa mentality-materiality, mind-matter
nânâ different

nekkhamma renunciation

nibandhana binding, fastening

nibbacana verbal derivative (gram.)
nibbatta arisen, being reborn
nibbatti generation, production, rebirth
nibbâna nibbâna, extinction (of greed, hate & delusion)
nibbhaya fearless

nibbindita dispassioned
nibbinna pp. of nibbindati
nibbisesa without distinction, equal
nibbuti peace, tranquility, the final bliss
nicca permanent

niccamma skinless
nicchaya certainly, exactly
nicchinati to decide, to resolve, to ascertain
nidassana example, illustration, sight, view
nidâna cause, source, origin
niddâ sleep

niddesa detailed exposition, demonstration
niddhârana specification, emphasis, withdrawal
niddittha pointed out, expressed, explained
nigama market town
nigantha member of the Jain order
niggaha refutation
niggamana exit, conclusion (log.)
nijjhâna contemplating, insight
nijjïva soulless
nimitta sign
ninna bent down
nippadesa comprehensive
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nipphanna produced (term for certain kinds of derived materiality)

nipphadana accomplishment, producing
nipuna clever, skiful

niravasesa without a residue, complete
niraya the purgatory, hell

niramisa unworldly, having no meat, free from sensual desires
nirodha cessation
nirutti language
nirulha customary, common, conventional usage
nissakka name of the ablative case
nissanda result, outcome, flowing down
nissarana escape (from defilement by nibband)
nissatta not-a-living-being
nissaya support, the dependence (given by teacher to pupil)
nivarana hindrance
niyama restraint, ascertainment, certainty
niyata certain, invariable
niyati fate
niyama certainty
niyoga command, order, injunction
niyyana outlet (from the round of rebirths; term for the path)
niharati to fix
nivarana hindrance

obhasa illumination
odata clean, white
ogha flood
oja nutritive-essence, metabolism
okappana fixing one's mind, confidence, trust
okasa location, opportunity
olarika gross
olamba hanging down
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olubbha holding on to, leaning on, depending on

omana inferiority

onojana changing

onahana smother, shrouding

opapatika apparationally reborn

osadha medicine

ottha camel

otinna descended, gone down

ottappa shame

pabandha continuity

pabbajati to go forth, to give up the world, to take the robe

pabbata rock, mountain

pabhassara transparent, limpid

pabha light, radiance

pabheda class, category

pabhuti (encl.) and so on, et cetera (= adi in that sense)

pacalayika nodding

pacarati to practice, to observe, to walk

paccakkha personal experience

paccana boiling, being tormented

paccatta for oneself

paccatthika an opponent, enemy

paccavekkhana reviewing

paccaya condition (for what is conditionally arisen), requisition

paccabhijanana recognition, knowing afterwards

paccagata withdrawn, gone back

pacceka single, separate, each

pacceti to realize

paccupatthana manifestation

paccuppanna present, presently arisen
pada state, word, foot (in verse), part of speech
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padhana Basic Principle, Pradhana

padipa lamp, light
paduma lotus
paggaha exertion

paguna proficient, familiar

paharana weapon

pahána abandoning
pahara blow

pahatabba to be abandoned
pahlna abandoned

paja people, progeny, offspring, mankind
pajahati to abandon, to give up
paj anana knowing
pajánáti to understand
pajápati name of a Hindu god, lord of creation
pakata done, made
pakati nature, natural, normal, Primordial Essence, Prakrti
pakára kind, mode, method, manner, way
pakása illumination
pakkha side, party

palibodha impediment
palujjana breaking up, destruction
pamada negligence
pamana standard, measure
paniukha foremost, chief, prominent
pañkaja lotus
pañha question
paññatti concept, appellation, designation, making-known
paññá understanding (insight and path)
pandaka eunuch
pandita wise
paníta superior, sublime
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pantha road, path

papanca diversification, diffuseness, obstacle

papatana falling down

parama superior, highest, best

paramattha highest sense, ultimate sense

paramânu smallest measure

parampara series, row, succession, lineage.

paramattha misapprehended, adhered-to

parâmâsa misapprehension, adherence, presumption

paribbâjaka wandering religious mendicant

paribyatta clear, distinct

paricaya acquaintance

pariccheda chapter (of a book), division, delimitation
paridahana putting on

paridamana taming, controlling

parideva lamentation

pariggaha inclusion, embracing
parigganhâti to grasp, to embrace, to discern

parihâra explanation, exegesis, implication
parijânâti to fully know (with the 3 kinds of parinna)
parikamma preliminary work

parikappa abstract conjecture
parilâha fever (kilesa- f. of defilement)
parinnâ full-understanding

parinâmita turned towards, bent down
parinibbâna attainment of nibbana

paritassana fear, worry, excitement

paritâpana tormenting, mortification
paritta small, limited (term) for the sense-desire sphere)
parivatta twisting, turning

parivïmamsati to investigate, to examine
pariyatti mastery on scripture
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pariyápanna included

pariyáya metaphor, figure of speech, manner, way, method

pariyesana search

pariyosána intensity

pariyutthana obsession

pasaňga (= atippasaňga) scope, contingency

pasata relaxed
pasada sensitivity (of matter)

passaddhi tranquility
passambhana calmness, composure

paticcasamuppada dependent origination

paticchanna concealed

paticchádana concealment, covering
patigha resentment, resistance
patiloma reverse order
patinná promise, proposition
patiniyata certain, definite

patipada way, also name for certain suttas

patipakkha opposed, opposite, opponent
patipanna pp. of patipajjati

patipatti way, progress, practice
patippassaddhi tranquillization (of defilement by fruition)

patisamvedeti to experience

patisambhida discrimination
patisandhi rebirth-linking (consciousness)
patisarana refuge, help
patisedha prohibition
patiseva practicing, following
patisiddha excluded, rejected, refuted (log.)
pativedha penetration (of 4 Truths)
pativijánáti to recognize, to know

pativijjhana penetration, comprehension
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pathavi earth

pavatta occurred, occurrence (see pavatti)

pavatti occurrence, course of an individual existence

pavedana making known, announcement

pavisati to enter, to go in

payoga means; instrumentality

payojana purpose

padapa tree

pahuna guest

paka cooking, ripeness, maturity, fulfillment, result

pakata evident, clear, well known, renowned

pani hand

papa evil, bad, wicked

parisesa limitation (parisesena - in a limited sense)

pasada palace, mansion, castle

pasana stone, rock

patha reading, text-reading, oral-tradition

patibhoga agent

patu manifest, visible

pesi foetus in the third stage

pesunna backbiting

peta ghost
phala fruit of (plants), fruit of cause, fruition

phassa contact
pheggu empty, vain
phena froth, foam

photthabba tangible datum, t. object

phuttha pp. of phusati
piti happiness

porana ancient

potthaka book

puccha questions
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puggala person

punja heap, mass, multitude
punna merit

punabbhava re-birth

punavacana repitition

purima former, preceding

purisa World Soul (in Samkhya system), purusa

puthujjana ordinary man (i.e. one who has not reached the path)

rahita deprived of, without
raj aka washer man

ramati to delight in, to enjoy oneself

rasa taste, flavour, nature as function or achievement,
ratanattaya triple gem
raga greed,lust
rasi heap
roga disease, illness
ruci preference, opinion
rukkha tree
ruppana molesting
rupa materiality (aggregate)
rupi having form

sabbhava presence
sabhaga common, shared by all, being of the same division
sabhava individual nature, individual essence, nature
sacca truth

sacchikiriya realization
sadda sound, word, grammar
saddahana having faith, believing

saddhamma true Dhamma, i.e. the true teaching
saddha faith
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saddheyya inspiring faith

sagga heaven

sahita accompanied with, united

sajjeti to prepare

saka own

sakkayaditthi false view of individuality

sakkhara gravel, sugar

salayatana sixfold base (for contact)

salla dart

samhanana paralysis

samsappana slinking along

samsarana transmigration

samsattha conjoined, associated

samsaya doubt

samsara round of rebirths

samsedaja moisture-bom

samsidana sinking down

samvannita in detail

samvattati to lead to, to exist

samvega sense of urgency

samyoga bondage

samyojana fetter

samyutta connected, related

sama even, same

samanna designation, name
samana monk

samanantara contiguity, immediate proximity

samanta surrounding

samatha serenity (term for jhana)
samatikkama surmounting

samatta complete, concluded, entire

samattha fit, able, skillful
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samavâya inherence

samaveta inherent
samaya period, event, occasion, etc.

samâdâna giving effect to, undertaking

samâdhâna coordinating

samadhi concentration

samâna similar, equal, same
samâpanna one who has attained

samâpatti attainment
samâsa compound (gram.)

samâyoga combination, conjunction

sambaddha bound together

sambandha connection, relationship
sambhava origin, birth, production

sambhâra requisite

sambuddha Fully Enlightened One
sameti to come together, to meet
sammâ right

sammoha delusion

sammosa forgetfulness
sammuti convention, conventional
samodhâna combining

sampanna perfected in, possessed of

sampaticchana receiving (consciousness)
sampatta customary
sampatti success, achievement
sampayoga union, association

sampâpaka causing to obtain
sampindana conjunction (gram.)

samuccaya conjunction
samuccheda cutting off (of defilements by the path)
samudaya origin
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samudâya multitude

samuppanna dependently arisen

samuppâda arising, origination
samussâhana instigation

samutthâna origination (of rüpd)

samüha mass
sarigaha holding together

sangati coincidence, chance

sanghattana knocking together, impingement
sankaddhati to collect, to drag

sankamati to pass on, to go

sarikara mixing, confounding, confusing
sankhata formed

sankhâ calculation, reckoning
sankhâra formation, formed thing

sankhepa abridgment, abstract

sankocana contraction
sanjânana act of perceiving
sannâ perception, sign, signal,
sanfiï percipient

sandhâna uniting, conciliation
sandhârana upholding

sandhâvati to run through

sandhâya with reference to, concerning
sandhi joint, euphonic combination (gram.)
sanditthika visible, belonging to this life

sannihita stored up, put down

sannipâta concurrence

sannitthâna deciding, conviction

sannittheyya fit to be convinced about
santati continuity, process
santâna continuity
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santhambhana stiffening

santitthati to settle down
santïrana investigation (consciousness)
santutthi satisfaction, contentment

sappati to be emitted

sappâya suitable
sappurisa good man, true man
sara vowel (gram.)
sarana refuge, protection, shelter
sanra body
sassata eternal
satata constant
sati mindfulness
satta being, living being
sattha science, lore, knife, weapon
satthu teacher, master, the Buddha
savana hearing, flowing, exudation
sayam self, by oneself
sâdhaka accomplishing
sâdhana accomplishing, establishment of meaning of word
sâdhârana common to, shared with
sâlï possessing, abounding in, full
sâmaggï reconciliation, harmony
sámanna the state of a monk, general, universal, common
sâmatthiya ability
sâra core
sârana dispersal
sâsana dispensation
sâtheyya fraud
sâvaka disciple, hearer
sekkha trainer
senâsana resting-place, lodging
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sesa remainder, rest

seyyâ mode of lying down

siddha accomplished

sikkhâpada training precept
siňga foppery

sippa craft

sittha prepared

sïgha rapid, quick, swift
slha lion
sïla virtue, habit, rite
sïsa head

sobhana beautiful
socana act of sorrowing

soka sorrow

somanassa joy, mental pleasure
soracca gentleness, meekness
sota ear, stream
subha beautiful, beauty
suddhi purity
sugati happy destination
sukha pleasure, happiness
sukhuma subtle
sufina void, empty
sundara beautiful
supina dream
surabhi perfume
suta heard

sutamaya based on learning
suvanna (gold) coin
sücayati to betray, reveal

thapana placing, founding, establishment
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thana place; possibility
thiti presence, station, relation, steadiness

taccha true, real, the truth

tadârammana having that (aforesaid thing) as its object, registration

tanhâ craving

tathatâ truly, correctly
tathâgata perfect one

tati continuity
tejo fire, heat

thaddha stiffened

thambha rigidity, hardness, stupor, obstinacy, a pillar

thinamiddha sloth and torpor
tika triad

tiracchâna animal, beast
tirana judgment, investigation

tuccha empty, hollow

uccheda cutting off, annihilation
udaka water

udaya rise

udayabbayânupassî contemplating on rise and fall
udâharana example, instance
uddesa summary, indication, indicative pronoun (gram.)
uddhacca agitation

uddharana lifting, pulling out

uddhata lifted out, pulled out, destroyed
uddhata agitated, puffed up
uju straight, erect
ukkamsa superiority, excellence
unha heat
unnati rising, increase
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upabhoga enjoyment

upabhunjaka experiencer, user

upabrühana intensification, increase

upacaya growth (of matter)

upacâra metaphor, approach

upaccheda cutting off, breaking

upacita heaped up, accumulated

upaddava risk, undoing, calamity

upakâra help, support

upalakkhana synecdoche
upanaya inducement, application (log.)

upanayana applying (log.), inducing, leading on

upanissaya decisive support

upapatti reappearance, rebirth

upasagga prefix

upasarnharati to connect (mentally), to associate (mentally)

upasama peace (term for nibband)

upasevana practice, serving

upatthâna establishment; appearance

upatthambhaka supporting

upayoga application

upâdâna clinging

upâdi liable to arise, liability to arising
upâya means
upâyâsa despair

upekkhâ equanimity, onlooking

upeti to approach

uposatha observance day (at full-moon and half-moon)

uppanna arisen

uppatti arising, rebirth, origin
uppâda arising

ussâha activity
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uttara answer, reply; higher, superior

uttarati to cross over, to go over
utu climate, season, temperature

uhana hitting upon

vacana designation, word
vaddhana

vaddhi
extension, increase 

increase, growth
vanna colour, appearance, sort, caste
vasa mastery
vatta round (of kamma, etc.; term for the Dependent Origination)
vata ritual, vow, duty
vatthu basis, physical basis(term for the six internal bases)
vavatthána determining, defining, fixing
vaya fall, stage of life
vacá speech
váda theory
vára turn; instance, case; section, sub-section
vásana perfuming
váyáma effort
váyu

veda
air, wind

wisdom, joy, inspiration, the Vedas.
vedaka experiencer, one who feels
vedaná feeling (i.e. of pleasure, pain, or neither)
vedayita

vela
feeling, what is felt.

time, season
venayika 

vesárajja
one who leads away, who disciplines 

self- confidence, self-satisfaction
vevacana synonym
vibhajana 

vibhaňga 

vibhatta

division, classification

analytical exposition; 2nd book of the Abhidhamma-pitaka 

divided, explained, analyzed
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vibhavatanha craving for non-existence

vibhaga division, classification

vibhavana explanation, exposition, making clear

vicara sustained thought

vicikiccha doubt, uncertainty

vidhi invitation

vighata annoyance

vihara dwelling place, abode, monastery, mode of abiding

vihimsa cruelty

vijahati to give up, to forsake, to leave, to reject

vijanana act of cognizing

vijja clear-vision, science, knowledge
vikappa alternative

vikara alteration

vikkhambhana suppression (of defilements by serenity)

vikkhepa distraction (a- used in def. of samadhi)

vimokkha liberation
vinnatti intimation

vinnana consciousness, cognition

vinaya the Vinaya Pitaka or Book of Discipline, discipline

vinibbhoga resolution (into elements)
vinicchaya definition, exposition

vinipata perdition

vipallasa perversion

viparinama change
viparita reversed, opposite, contrary

vipassana insight
vipatti unsuccess, failure
vipaka (kamma-) result
vippalapa confused talk, wailing
vippayoga separation
vippayutta dissociated
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vipphandana excitement
vipphâra intervention
virahita devoid of, destitute of
viramana abstaining

virati abstinence
viraga fading away (of greed)
virodha conflict, contradiction (log.)

visamyutta separated, detached
visavitâ majesty
visaya abode, objective field (of consciousness)
visâda dejection

visesa distinction

visittha distinguished

vissajjana answer, reply
visuddhi purification
vitakka applied thought
vitthâra detail

viveka seclusion

viyoga disjunction
vïmamsâ investigation, examination, inquiry
vïriya energy, effort

vïthi street, cognitive series (of consciousness)
vodâna cleansing (term for consciousness preceding absorption)
vohâra conventional usage, common speech
vokâra constituent

votthabbana determining (consciousness)
vuddhi increase
vutthâna emergence
vüpasama quieting, pacification

yamaka a pair, 6th book of the Abhidhamma-pitaka
yanna sacrifice
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yathâbhüta correct, in conformity with the truth

yathâsankhya according to number or order, respectively

yâna footwear, sandals

yoga bond
yojana measure of length, league

yoni womb, generation, cause, reason

yonisomanasikâra wise attention

yutta connected with, applied to, devoted to

yutti fitness, application, aptness
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